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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
1

MY primary object in this volume, as in its predecessor,

has been to produce a work which may assist the 13-

searches of those Hindus who desire to investigate

critically the origin and history of their nation, and of

their national literature, religion, and institutions
;
and

may facilitate the operations of those European teachers

whose business it is to communicate to the Hindus the

results of modern inquiry on the various subjects here

examined.2 The book (as will at once be apparer ! to

the Oriental scholar) is,
for the most part, either a com-

pilation, or, at the !eastj founded on the labours of

others
;
but while my principal aim has been to furnish

the reader with a summary of the results of preceding

inquiries, my plan has, at the same time, rendered it

necessary for me occasionally to institute fresh researches

in different directions for the further elucidation of par-

ticular points which were touched upon in the course

1

[This Preface is now reprinted with hardly any alteration, excepting
.such, as has been rendered necessary by the difference in the numbers of

the pages in which the several topics are treated, and by some additions

and omissions.]
2 This peculiarity in the object of the treatise will a- the Euro-

i'holar for the intioduction of many details which

.ve been quite superfluous. .
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of my argument. In -this way I may have succeeded

in contributing a small proportion of original matter to

the discussion
,
ol some of the interesting topics which

ha-ve come under review.

The" obligations under which I lie to the different

authors, whose labours have furnished the chief mate-

rials of che volume, have been, in most instances, so fully

acknowledged in detail in the following pages, that it

is not necessary for me to allude to thun here more par-

ti^ularly. I must, however, refer to the assistance which

I have derived from the French version of the Eigveda

by M. Langlois, which, with his index, has directed my
attention to various important passages in the later

books, which I was then enabled to .study in the original.

Though a small portion only f the present volume

consists of
"
Sanskrit texts," which in some parts are

alt aether wanting, and in others but thinly scattered,

(apparent rari nantes in gurgite vo&to} I have not con-

sidered it necessary to abandon the old title, but it has

been slightly modified. ,

Although some idea of the object and contents of the

volume may be gained from a perusal of the introduc-

tory statement of its plan (in pp. 13), and from the

table at the close of this Preface, it may conduce to the

convenience of those readers who, before entering on a

perusal of the work, desire to obtain a m'^re precise con-

ception of the course of the discussion, and of the process

by .which I have sought to establish my conclusions, if

I subjoin here a brief concatenated summary of the prin-

cipal topics in order.

The general obj3ct cf t'le present Part is to pro\e
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that tlia Hindus were not indigenous in India, but have

immigrated into that country from Central Asia, where

their ancestors at one time formed one community with

the progenitors of the Persians, Greeks, Ron\ans, 0^1-

mans, etc.* In order to establish this result, I have

sought to showth^t Sanskrit, the original language of

the Hindus, .exhibits undeniable marks of close affinity

to the ancient languages of the other races just men-

tioned; and that i;he earliest religion, and mythology

also, of India are connected with those of Persia b?[

various points of contact and resemblance. Having ad-

duced evidence on both these heads, and argued that

these facts imply a common origin of the nations in

question, and their subsequent dispersion from one com-

mon centre towards the- different regions in which they

ultimately settled
;
I endeavour to fortify the conclusions

to which we are thus conducted by demonstrating that,

in the earliest ages of their history, the ancestors of the

Hindus appear to have occupied only the north-western

corner of Hindustan
;
and that, while they were con-

nected on the one hand by affinities of language and

religion with* the nations of the west, they were on the

other hand distinguished, both by language and by insti-

tutions, from certain other tribes with whom they came

into collision as they advanced across the north of India,

and afterwards Jiffused themselves to the south of the

peninsula : for if we find that the Hindus originally pos-

sessed only the Panjab, the presumption (derived from

3
[This proposition has been so far modified in the second edition that

.1 now only insist on at least one of the elements in the ancestor of the

Hindus having belonged to the Indo-E iroptan stock.]
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other considerations), that they immigrated from the

north-west, becomes strengthened ;
and if, again, on

their advance to the south-east, they encountered tribes

w?.th a different language and religion, already in occu-

pation" of those tracts, the probability that they did not

grow tup in India, alongside of these alie:; tribes, acquires

addi.tienal force.

In order to obtain a basis for carrying out the philo-

logical portion of this argument, viz., for comparing the

priginal language of the Hindus with those of the Per-

sians, Greeks, and Latins, it became necessary for me to

prove that the Sanskrit, which is now a learned language

only, was at one time spoken by tfy3 ancestors of the

Hindus. This I have attempted to do in the First

Chapter (pp. 4214), by showing in detail that the

original Sanskrit idiom has undergone a long series of

gradual mutations, of which **v now see the ultimate

result in the modern vernacular dialects of the north of

India, The method whicK 1 have adopted to exhibit
/ ? ^

this has been to begin (Section i.,' pp. 4 11 J with the

existing spoken dialects, Urdu, Hindi, Mahratti, etc.,

and to show what the elements are of wjiich they are

composed, viz., (1) pure Sanskrit, (2) modified Sanskrit,

(3) Desya or aboriginal- non-Sanskrit words, and (4)

words derived from Arabic 'and Persian. The fourth

element is. the latest which they hav> acquired, and

dates only from the Mahomedan invasion; while the

sepond and third (in a more or less different form) are

common to them with the Prakrits, "or older vernacular

dialects, out of which they grew.

In the succeeding ^ect
;ons

(ii. vii., pp. 11128) an
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account is given of these earlier vernaculars, viz. (1) the

Prakrits, of which specimens are to be 'found in the

different Hindu dramas, and which seem to have existed

as spoken dialects, at least from the commencement of

the Christian era, until they became merged n the

modern vernaculars; (2) the Pali, or sacred language

of the Buddhist books of Ceylon and Burmah,-"which

appears to represent one of the provincial dialects <of

northern India existing at the time when Buddhism

began to be propagated in the sixth century B.C., and

exhibits to us the popular speech of that region at a

somewhat earlier stage than the dramatic Prakrits
; (3)

the dialects (net*rly contemporaneous with the Pali)

which are employed in the rock and pillar inscriptions

of As'oka; and (4) the singular dialect or jargon em-

ployed in the Gathas or metrical portions of the Buddhist

chronicles of northern India. In this portion of the

work some comparative tables are introduced, which

exhibit (a) the relations (i.e. the points of resemblance

and of difference) between the modem vernaculars,

Hindi, and Mahratti, and the dramatic Prakrits, and

show how the two former have been formed by a modifi-

cation of all the various elements of the latter, just as

they (the older Prakrits) in their turn have sprung up

(if we except a small non-Sanskritic residuum) from the

gradual decomposition of the' Sanskrit; (b) the forms

which are common to the dramatic Prakrits, and the

Pali, as well as those points in which they vary, #nd

which demonstrate that the Pali diverges considerably

less from the Sans k:rit than the Prakrits do, and must

consequently be more ancicat than -they; and
(.c?)

the
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were composed can have been no other than the ver-

nacular speech which was employed by the rishis and

their contemporaries, as it. is quite inconceivable that in

ths^early age, when the refinements of grammar were

unknows, there could have existed any learned language

distinct from the ordinary dialect of the people.

Having thus shown cause for believijig 1,hat Sanskrit,

tne original speech of the early Hindus^or Indo-Arians),

w.,as at one time a spoken language, and consequently

|iable,
like all other spoken languages, to continual

mutations in its earliest ages, and having by this means

paved the way for proving that it is descended from one

common mother with the ancient languages of the other

Indo-European races, to which it exhibits the most

striking family resemblance
;

I proceed, in the Second

Chapter (pp. 215357), to produce the evidence which

comparative philology furnisher t)f this resemblance, and

to argue from the affinity of languages a community of

origin between the different
nations by which they were

spoken. I then go on to bring forward the further

grounds, supplied by comparative mythology and by
other considerations, for supposing that tho, ancestors of

the Hindus 4

belonged to the same great family as the

Persians, ,Greeks, Eomans; etc., which had its original

seats in Central Asia, ancl that, on the dispersion, in

various disections, of the different benches of that

ancient family, the Indo-Arians immigrated into Hindus-

tan from the north-west. The following are some of

the details of this process of proof: dn Section i. (pp.

217228), a few simple remarks oil comparative philo-
c '*

[Se&no&3, p. ix.]
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logy are premised, in which it is shown how, by a com-

parison of their roots and structure, languages can be

distributed into different families, of which the several

members have a more or less close affinity to each ot^ or,

while they have little or no resemblance to the" me-aabers

of any other family. This is illustrated by a compara-

tive table, in', which 'it is shown that while Sanskrit ,has

in many of its words a strong similarity to Persian, it

has scarcely any to Arabic; and by some other par-

ticulars. Section ii. (pp. 228267) supplies detailed

evidence of the affinities of Sanskrit with the Zend,

Greek, and Latin, consisting, first, of comparative' lists

of words belonging to those languages which correspond

with each other both in sound and sense
;
and secondly,

of illustrations of the resemblances between those lan-

guages in their modes of inflection, as well as in the

formation of words. !Aea, however, the mutual differ-

ences which these languages also exhibit, mignt be

urged as disproving the
t pference of their derivation

from a common source," it is shown how, in the course

of time, different branches of the same original tongue

have an inevitable tendency to diverge more and more

from the primitive type, both by modifying their old

elements, and by assimilating new: and it
^is

further

pointed out that it is precisely those parts of a language

which are the ~iost primitive and essential in which the

different Indo-Europeaa tongues coincide, while those

in which they differ are such as would grow up after

the nations which, spoke them had been separated, and

had become exposed* to the action of diverse influences,

physical, intellectual, and mo*'al. But as, admitting the
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resemblances between these languages, a Hindu might feel

disposed to draw the conclusion that Sanskrit is the source

of all the other kindred tongues, instead of being derived

together with them from an older language, the common

parent of them all, to obviate this erroneous inference,

it is next shown that the whole grammatical character

of Greek and Latin is that of independent languages;

that in this respect they differ entirely from the Indian

Prakrits (which have evidently resulted from the decom-

position of Sanskrit), and that they even contain various

ibrms which are older than those of the Sanskrit
;
while

the greater part of their vocabulary is different. The

same considerations apply, though nqt so strongly, to

Zend. .In Section iii. (pp. 267 278) the inference is

drawn that affinity in language implies affinity in race;
5

and that, therefore, the ancestors qf the Hindus must at

one time have lived in the so-me country, as a part of

one and the same community, with the forefathers of

the Persians, Greeks, and Romans. In such a case as
c" \ . .<

is here supposed, those branches of the original nation

which separated earliest from the others, would in after-

times exhibit the fewest points of resemblance in lan-

guage and institutions to the rest, while those wnich

remained longest together would show in all respects

the closest mutual affinities. * In Section iv. (pp. 279

286) it is ^argued that' ther is no ejection
6

arising

from physiological considerations, i.e. from colour or

6

*
[In this second edition, this proposition i6 modified. I only affirm

now that affinity in language affords some presumption of affinity in race.]
6
[This assertion is in the 2nd edition changed into an inquiry whether

there if any objection. J ( c ^
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bodily structure, to classing the Hindus among the

Indo-European races. Section v. (pp. 28T---300) ex-

hibits the grounds which exist for supposing that the

ancestors of the Indians and Iranians (or Persians) c$ji-

tinued to form one community after the othep kindred

tribes had separated from them, and departed to distant

regions. Th/tee grounds are, first, the closer afi^nity

which subsists Between Zend, the language of ths

ancient Persians, and Sanskrit (of which some illustra-

tions are furnished) ; secondly, the fact that both nation's

in former times applied to themselves the appellation
1

of Arya; and, thirdly, the nearer and more numerous

coincidences which are discoverable between the early

mythologies of the two peoples, of which some 'details

are adduced. From th*is more, intimate affinity between

the Indians and Persians, independent as both are of

each other in their origin and development (see also

pp. 312317), a strong confirmation is derived to the

general conclusion (deduced, mainly from language) of

the common origin . o a'll the nations called Indo-

European. In Section vi
1

. (pp. 301306) the theory

of Mr. Curzon, that India was the original country of

the *[ndo-European races, from which they issued to

conquer, occupy, and civilize the countries lying to the

north-west, is stated, together with some of 'the argu-

ments by whicj^s he supports' it The remarks of Mr.

Elphinstne, who leaves it undecided whether the

Hindus were autochthonous or immigrant, are also

quoted. In Sectioji vii.' (pp. 306322) I cite the

opinions of Schlegel.) Lassen, Benfey, Miiller, Weber,
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Spiegel, Benan, and Pictet, who concur in the "conclu-

sion that the cradle of the Indo-European race must

be sought,
1

not^ in India, but, as Schlegel, Lassen, and

Pi-S^et argue,' in some central tract, from which the dif-

ferent branches of this great family could most easily

have diffused themselves towards the widely-separated

countries which they eventually occupied; a condition

which would not be fulfilled by supposing a remote and

southerly region, such as Hindustan, to be the point

o'f departure. Some of these writers..draw the same

Inference from the relation in which the Indo-Arians

stood? to the aboriginal tribes whom they encountered

in India. In opposition to Mr. Curzpn, who represents

the language and religion of India as the sources from

which those of all the otker kindred races issued, Pro-

fessor Spiegel maintains' that the,, Iranian language and

mythology, though owning a c^thinon origin with, are in

their'development perfectly independent of those of, the
c

Indians. 'In the same section it is further urged that

as neither the languages nor^ the mythology of the

Greeks and Romans are derived from those of the Indo-

Arians, there is no ground for supposing that the former

nations emigrated from India at any period whatever.

Section viii. (pp. 322329) contains the few passages

I have been able to discover in the Indian authors which

may be supposed to embody any reference (in no case,

it must be confessed, other than a very obscure one) to

tha trans-Himalayan origin of their ancestors. The

chief of these are the interesting paragraph of the

Satapatha-brahmana, which contains the legend of the
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Deluge* in the oldest form in which it occurs in any
Sanskrit work/ and some texts relating to the' northerly

region of Uttara Kuru., the Ottorocorras of- Ptolemy.

In Section ix. (pp. 329 334) I have quoted, accoro^ag

to the versions of Spiegel and Haug, the first' chapter

of the Vendidad, which contains the oldest tradition of

the Persians .relative to Airyana-vaejo, the supposed

primeval abode of'their forefathers. Section x. (pp. 335-"

341) discusses the route by which the Aryas immi-

grated into India.
8

Schlegel and Lassen are of opinion'

that they must have penetrated into India from the west

by the route of Kabul and across the Indus. Eoth'and

Weber also regard jthe Panjab as the earliest seat of the

Indo-Arians in Hindustan. In Section xi. (pp. 341

357) I have endeavoured to show by quotations from

the Yedas, that at the period when the hymns were

composed, the Indians/ though not unacquainted with

the central provinces of northern India, were mostO
familiar with the countries j^rd'ering on, or beyond, the

Indus, and the north/western parts of Hindustan gene-

rally. From this fact, ancf from the testimony o later

writers to thek intercourse with tribes, apparently Arian

in descent and language, residing in the Panjab and on

the other side of the Indus, I, derive a confirmation of

the view that the Hindus entered India from the north-

west. &> ,

In the
1

Third Chapter, (pp. 358-^44) I have sought
*

7
[This passage has

beei^
omitted in the present edition for the reasons

stated in note 96, p. 323.J
V

8
[A sentence referring to^n opinion of Professor Benfey subsequently

altered, is here omitted.]
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to adduce further arguments in support of the salne con-

clusion, (l)r
from the distinction drawn by the authors

of the Yedic hymns between their own kinsmen, the

Ag^as, and tiie tribes differing from them in complexion,

customs, -and religion, whom they designate as Dasyus ;

(2) from the accounts occurring in the Brahmanas and

posttYedic writings, of the gradual advance of the Aryas
from the north-west of India to the east and south ;

and
c

(3) from the well-established fact tha't the south-Indian

languages are fundamentally different from the Sanskrit,
L
'and imply a non-Arian origin in the people by whom

they* were originally spoken. Section i. (pp. 359369)
contains a selection of passages from the Bigveda, in

which' the Aryas and the Dasyus are distinguished from

one another, and reference is made to the enmity exist-

ing between the two.
' In mast,(br at least some) of

these passages, it appears, Jiudian enemies and not

demc-ns must be intended, under the appellation of

Dasyus, as I infer both fr
f
om the tenor of the texts

themselves, and because in later -writings, the Aitareya-

brahmana, the Institutes of Manu, etc., this word is

always applied to barbarous tribes. Section ii. (pp.

369396) supplies a further collection of Yedic texts

bearing upon the relations of the Aryas and Dasyus,
and the characteristics of the latter as degraded, dark-

complexioned, irreligious, neglecters G, sacrifice, etc,

There are, indeed, other texts, in which thes6 Dasyus
are regarded as demons, and this creates a

difficulty.

An attempt is made at the close of the section to ex-

plain, (1) from the original positio^i of the Aryas, as an
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invading tribe in a country covered by forests,- and from

the savage character of the aborigines, as -well as (2)

from the lengthened period d,uring which the hymns
continued to be composed, how the same'' appellations

and epithets might come to be applied 'to 'difi%rent

classes of beings, human, ethereal, and demoniacal,' in-

discriminately^
'

Ijp. pection iii. (pp. 397405) I Quote

the well-known passage from Manu's Institutes, which

adverts to the superior sanctity of the country on the

banks of the Sarasvati (which is in consequence pre
1

-

sumed to have been for some time the seat of the most

distinguished Indian sages, and the locality where} the

Hindu institutions were chiefly developed), and defines

the limits of the severajl provinces of Brahmanical India,

as then recognized. I next adduce a highly interesting

legend from the Satapa*tha-branmana, which narrates

how the sacred fire (typifying} of course, the sacrificial

rites of the Brahmans) travelled from the neighbourhood

of the Sarasvati eastward, ^aef
oss the river Sadanira into

Videha, or north-Be'ha'r. Section iv. (pp. 405421)
presents a selection of passages from the greajt epic

poem, the Eamayana, descriptive of the Eakshasas or

gigantic demons by whom the Brahman settlers in

southern India were oppressed and their
t

rites ob-

structed, and whose monarch Eavana was vanquished

and slain by t&e Indian hero Eama, with th,e aid of an

army of monkeys. In. these poetic and hyperbolical

descriptions, it is supposed (by some that) we can dis-

cern the indistinct Vmtlines of a great movement of the

Aryas from the Doab southward across the Yindhya
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range, and their conflicts with the aboriginal tribes of

the Dekhan, the enemies of the Brahmans and their

institutions. The epithets applied to the Kakshasas in

th^Ramayana correspond in many respects, it is ob-

served, with those employed in the Eigveda to charac-

terize the Dasyus, Kakshasas, and Yatudhanas. Section

v. (pp. 422423) contains some frirdu .traditions re-
o

garding the tribes in the south of tkQ peninsula, which,

however, are not considered to throTy any light on their

real origin. Section vi. (pp. 423438) supplies a

variety of details, derived from Mr. A. D. Campbell's

Telugu Grammar (including the important note by Mr.

F. W. Ellis), and Dr. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar

of the Dravidian languages, by which it is clearly

shown that the Tamil, Telugu, Malayalim, and Canarese

tongues (which are spoken lof thirty-one millions of

people), though, at different periods since the occupation

of southern India by the Brahmins, they have received

a large infusion of Sanskrit words, are, nevertheless,

originally and fundamentally quite distinct from, and

independent of, that language, and that Tamil com-

position in particular is regarded by the native authors

as pure and classical in proportion to its freedom from

Sanskrit words. In the *vii
th

,
and concluding Section

(pp. 438444), the results *of the preceding sections

are summed, up. From the fact (established both by

philological considerations, and by the testimony of the

SQtfth-Indian grammarians) that the Dravidian languages

are essentially distinct from Sanskrit, .it is argued that

the people by whom the former class of languages were
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spoken originally (i.e. before the Brahmanical invasion

of the Dekhan) must have belonged to a raca which had

no affinity to the Sanskrit-speaking Aryas; and could

not, therefore, as Manu asserts, have been degrs^ed

Kshatriyas. I then endeavour to show how the results

obtained in this Chapter, viz,, (1) that the Aryas, when

living in the \PanjaJE), came into conflict with an-, alien

race called Dasyus ; (2) that the Aryas can be shown

from their own boojis to have at first occupied only the

north-west of India and then to have advanced gradually

to the east and south, and last of all to have crossed

the Yindhya range into the Dekhan
;
and (3) that the

original languages of the south of the peninsula are

distinct from Sanskrit, how, I say, these results har-

monize with, or corroborate, thfe theory that the Hindus,
or Indo-Arians, are Hot"autochthonous, but immigrated

into Hindustan from tn& north-west.
9

The Appendix
10

(pp.% 445488), and the "Additions

and Corrections
"

contain^ some further illustrations of

the subjects discussed fa the body of the work, and in a

few cases supply some modifications of the text, which

closer research has rendered necessary.

In the notes towards the close of the Volume, and in

the Appendices, the Sanskrit passages have been printed

in tne Italic character.
11

-The system I have followed

is nearly thafe-^of Sir W. -Jones. The distinctions be-

tween some similar letters have not always been very
>

9
[See note 3, p. ix.] 1

10
[Portions of the AppeSdix and additions have now been incorporated

in the earlier part of the volume.]
11

[In the first edition the Sanskrit wls panted in the Nagari character

throughout the greater
T
part of the volume.]
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carefully indicated; but the Sanskrit scholar will have

no difficulty in determining the words which are in-

tended.

Nearly alt the Sanskrit texts in this Yolume have

beenttaken from printed editions. The quotations from

those parts of the Eigveda which have not yet appeared

in
(
Pcofessor Miiller's edition, havf? feeeh^ copied from

the MS. copy in my possession, alludod to in the Preface

to the First Volume. The quotations, from Durgacharya,
in pp. 166 f. and 173, have been derived from a MS.

belonging to the East India House. That in p. 204

was, 'I believe, extracted from a MS. in the Library of

the Asiatic Society in Calcutta. The4wo passages from

Bhaskara Acharya, pp. 161 and 178, were obtained from

Pandit Bapu Deva of the Benares College.

I owe it to the kindness df Professor Goldstiicker

that I am able to adduce the extracts from the Nyaya

mala'vistara, in pp. 53 and 179.,.

The work of M. Vivien <d
f
e Saint-Martin,,, entitled :

"Etude sur la Geographic et les*Populations Primitives

du ISTordouest de 1'Inde d'apres les Hymnes Vediques"

(which discusses many of the subjects ha'ndled in rihe

present volume), has only now come into my hands, as

the last sheet, containing part of the Appendix and the

"Additions and Corrections/' is passing through' the

press. , n

The results at which this author has arrived in his

valuable and ingenious dissertation, in regard to the

origin of the Aryas, their immigration, into India, and

the direction of their movements within that country,
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correspond precisely with those which I myself had

reached. His views on some points of detail on which

I had adopted a different opinion, tell even more strongly

than my own in favour of the general conclusions^in

which we both coincide. 12

12 I allude to his .conclusion that the Sarayu referred to in the Veda was

a river in the
'

Papjab 'Jin support of which he refers to Burnouf's,2hag.
Pur. folio ed. p. ii. 455} ;

and that the country of the Kikatas must, mosf

probably, have been in -E!os'ala or Audh, and not in Magadha, or South

Behar. a

I am happy to learn from M. de Saint-Martin's work that he intends*

to prosecute further his researches into the ethnography of India.
}

[EDINBURGH, I860.]
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

j

IN preparing tllis edition for the press, I am reminded
>

how much this volume is indebted to the labours of the
o

different authors whose works are quoted in it, viz.1

,'

Burnouf, Lassen, Cowell, Campbell, Ellis, Caldwell,

Clough, Tumour, Fausboll, Rajendralal Mitra, H: H.

"Wilson, "Weber, Miiller, Goldstiicker, Roth, Benfey,

Bopp, Kuhn, A. W. Schlegel, Pictet, Spiegel, Haug,

Whitney, "Windischmann, Langlpis, Renan, Curzon, and
i

Elphinstone.

To these names I have now to add those of Messrs.

Beames, Childers, D'AIwis, Aufrecht, Curtius,- Yullers,
j

Schleicher, Tick, Crawfurd, Huxley, and G. Rawlinson,

from whose writings or communications I have derived

valuable assistance in augmenting my materials, or re-

vising different portions of the work. My obligations

to these scholars are acknowledged in the text.
,

The improvements which 'have, been introduced in this
...

edition are jjfincipally the" following : the Comparative

Tables of Words in pp. 1&, ff.
; 76, ff.

; 221, ff.
; 230, ff,;

and 287, ff.
;
as we'i as the statements of Gatha and

"* N
Vedic forms in pp. 117, ff.,

and 205, ff.
;

have been

greatly enlarged. .
^

n
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My conclusions regarding the value of affinity in

language as a proof of affinity in race, and the effects of

climate upon c'olour, have been so far modified that I no

longer venture to pronounce positively that the Brah-

maqical Indians are of pure Indo-European descent
;

but leave it an open question wnethez* ,
the blood of

< .'
* *.<...

"their Arian ancestors may not on their immigration

into India have been commingled ^with that of darker

tlibes previously in occupation of the country.

In the Appendix, Note B, pp. 446, ff.,
reference is

made to a recent paper by Prof. Kern, in which he

allege^ the insufficiency of the proofs "heretofore adduced

of the posteriority of the Atharvaveda to the Rigveda;

and more detailed grounds in support of that opinion are

adduced. Some remarks are a]so made in pp. 454, ff.

on tfre views recently expressed by the same writer, and

by Prof. Haug, on the antiquity of the caste-system.

The Appendix and the Additional Notes contain fur-

ther illustrations, or corrections, of various statements in

the text.
*

+

The volume has, further, been revised throughout;

but, with the exception 'of the alterations which have

been just specified, it remains essentially the same as

before.

J. M.

EDINBURGH, 1871. J
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ORIGINAL SANSKRIT TEXTS.

'VOLUME SECOND.

qrVTHE PRESENT VOLUME. .
-i *

IN the first volume of this work I have sought to collect, translate,

and illustrate (l)*the mythical accounts of the creation of man and

of the origin of castes which are to be found in the Vedic hymns, ift

the Brahmanas and their appendages, in the Ramayana, the Hahabha-

rata and the Puranas; (2) the texts of the Veda, and B*ahmanas,

which speak of Manu as the progenitor of the Aryan Indians
; (3) the

passages of the Rig an{J Atharva Vedas which throw light upon the

mutual relations of the several classes of Indian society at the time when

those works were composed ; (4) the portions of the Brahmanas, or of

later "books which relate the struggles for pre-eminence which appear

to have occurred between th'e Brahmans and Kshattriyas in the early

ages of Indian history ; (5) tne Qpinioas of Manu and the authors of

the Mahabharata and Puranas regarding the origin of the alien tribes

dwelling within, or adjacent to, tbe boundaries of Hindustan
;
and

(Q) the Puranic descriptions of the parts of the earth exterior to

Bharatavarsha or India : and as a jresult of the whole inquiry I found

that the sacred books of the Hindus contain no uniform or consistent

account of the origin of castes
;
and that in consequence of this dis-

crepancy the theory commonly received by that people of the original

distinctness of the four classes, in virtue of their derivation from dif-

fjerent portions of the Creator's body, is not established as tTie doctrine

of Hinduism, even by a literal interpretation of its more popular

writings.

It will now be tny endeavour to show by a series of proofs of a

different description, derived from comparative philology, and from an

examination of the earlies" Hindu writings, the Vedas, that the people

of India who belong to he principal pure and mixed classes were not

originally divided into castes, or indigenous in Jndia, but may, -with
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.

the greatest probability, be regarded as forming a branch (not, how-

ever, perhaps, free from the intermixture of foreign elements,) of the

great Indo-European family, of which the Persians, Greeks, Romans,

and Germanic tribes were, or are, also members
;
and that while other

branches of this great family (which seems to have had its primeval

abode in some distant country to the north-west of India) separated

theniselves from the main stock and migrated to the westward, the

progenitors of the Hindus travelled towatfis Hindustan, where they

^perhaps intermarried with some of the trlbeis whith were previously

in occupation of the country, and where tlieir original religious ideas

were gradually modified, and the system of castes and other institu-

n
tions and tenets of Brahmanism were slowly developed.

The process of reasoning by which I hope to establish these conclu-

sions.is ttie following. First, I propose to show, by an examination of

the languages and literature of India, that the Sanskrit is not (as the

Hindus appear to conceive) an immutable form of speech of divine

origin, but is different now from what it was when their ancestors

first came into India. This will be made apparent by a comparison

of the archaic diction of th'e Yedic hymns with the more modern

language of the Itihasas and Puranas
; ,cnd that this difference is the

result of gradual development will be proved by a reference to the

natural laws of speech, and to the analogous process which the tongues

of other nations have undergone ; by arguments drawn .from the com-

position of such books as the Nighanttf, and Mrukta, explanatory of

obsolete words and phrases in the hymns, and from the existence of

such liturgical commentaries as the Brahmanas, and such speculative

treatises as the TJpanishads, which presuppose as already antiquated,

or at least antecedent, the hymns which they quote, and the sense

of which they explain and develope. The difference in age between

the various Indian S'astras will be further briefly adverted
'

to, and

established by pointing out the great discrepancy between the religious

ideas, forms of worship,
1 and state of manners which they severally

represent ;
the Yedic hymns being shown by all these various lines of

proof to be the earliest of all the Indian books, and the others to follow

from them by a natural course of growth /md- expansion. "While the

1 The detailed treatment of this
^portion

of the subject is deferred to a later

volume of this work, theTourth.'
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mutability and the actual mutgtions of the Sanskrit language are

demonstrated by this historical outline of Sanskrit literature, I shall

show in some introductory sections, how, through the action of the

same phonetic changes as are found to- have transformed most of the

ancient languages of Europe into their several modern representatives,

the older Sanskrit became gradually modified 2 into the* Palk and

Prakrits, of byegone centuries, till, in combination with other* ele-

ments, not tracerfljle in \ts classical literature, but forming, Either
* *

f ~ *
an original part of tfcrf sp\)ken dialect of the Aryan Indians, or* a*

portion of it borrowed /rm alien sources, it was ultimately broken

down into the modern vernacular dialects of Northern India.

Having thus shown the mutations which the Sanskrit has under-
i

gone since its introduction into India, I propose, secondly, to prove,

by a comparison of that venerable language with the Zend* Pessian,

Greek, Latin, and other western tongues, that these forms of speech

are all closely related to*each other, both in respect of roots and forms

of inflection ;
and this in suck a manner as to show them to be sister-

dialects, derived, by gradual modification, from some more ancient, and

now extinct, parent-language From these facts, and others derived

from Zend and Greek mythehpgy 'and literature, I shall proceed to

argue the probability of a common origin of the different nations,

generally called the Aryan, Indo-Germanic, or Indo-European nations,

by which the above-mentioned languages have been spoken ;
as well

as to evince the strong probability that the progenitors of the Hindus

immigrated from the north or nortli-west into India.

1 shall then endeavour to fortify the latter of these conclusions by

referring to the indications which are discoverable of a collision be-

tween the Indo-Aryans, after their arrival in India, and certain barbar-

ous tribes, speaking a different language, and belonging to & different

race, wBo occupied that country before their .immigration, and by

sketching a history -Of their advance to the south and east. These

subjects will be illustrated from the data to be found in the Yedic

hymns, the most ancient monuments of Indian antiquity, as well a

in the other S'astras of
late^r

date.

2 The objections which hsve ~\een raised to this statement of the origin of (he

Pali, etc., will be considered further on.



CHAPTER I.

fc
;

*
'

i > o

'

THE LANGUAGES OF NORTHERN INDI4: THEIR HISTORY AND

RELATIONS.
,

*

t

SECT. I. The North-Indian Dialects, Ancient and Modern.

A STJRTET of the languages of Northern India reveals to us the fol-

lowing facts. We find, first, a polished and complicated language,

the Sanskrit, popularly regarded as sacred, arid in reality of very high

antiquity; which is now, however, understood only by a few learned

men, and spoken in their schools as the vehicle of discussions on

grammar, theology, and philosophy, while it is totally unintelligible to

the mass of the people. We find, secondly, a variety of provincial

dialects which are employed both 'by the learned and the unlearned,

viz., Bengali, Hindi, Mahratti, Guzarati, etc., all bearing a close re-

semblance to each other, and all ^composed, in a great measure, of

the same roots.
'

The words of which these vernacular dialects are formed may be

divided into four classes. First, such as are pure Sanskrit, as for

example Isvara (god), deuata (deity), svarga (heaven), strl (wi>man),

purusha (man), jana (person) ; secondly, words which, though modified

from theif original form, are 'easily recognizable as Sanskrit, such as

log from loka (people), istrl from strl (woman), munh froia muklia

(mouth), Ihdl from bhratri*(brother), bhatijd froi^bhrdtrtja (brother's

son), bahin from bhaginl (sister), Myall from vivaha (marriage), bhuln

/rom bhumi (earth), and innumerable others in Hindi; thirdly, words

which have no resemblance to any vocables discoverable in Sanskrit

books, and which we must therefore eith^ suppose to have an origin

independent of that language, or to have formed part of the colloquial,
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though not of the written, Aryan speech,
1 such as in Hindi, lap

(father), beta (son), per (a tree), chaukl (a chair), chuk (a,blunder),

IcMrhl (a window), jhagra (a dispute), baJcherd (the same), -utd (flour),

chatal (a mat), and a multitude of other instances. Eeurthly, words

, derived from Arabic, Persian, or some other foreign language, as ddml

(a man), 'aurat (a woman), hakim (a ruler), Mklm (a physician),

durust (right), roz day), dariya, (a river), roshanl (light), etc., etc.

Let us now -see Vha* is* the history of these vernacular dialects.

It is clear, for various" reasons, that they cannot have existed for ever

in their present form.
* When therefore, and how have they been

created ? "What do history and the books of Indian grammarians te^
us on the subject ?

'

If we begin with the Arabic and Persian words which tlie North -

Indian dialects, such as Bengali and Hindi, contain, we shall find it

to be universally admitted that words of this kind have only been

introduced into those languages since the time when the Muslilmans

began to invade India. Nt>w it is ^well known that Mahmud of

Ghazni made his first inroad into Hindustan between eight and nine

hundred years ago. Before *that time, and in fact till long after-

wards, when the MahomedanS h#d penetrated from the north-west

far into India, and taken possession of that country, there fcould

have been scarcely any intermixture* of Arabic or Persian words in

the Indian dialects.2

1 This latter alternative supposition was suggested to me by Prof. Aufrecht. The
same remark had heen previously made by Mr. J. Beames, as will appear from a

quotat^n which I shall make further on from his "Notes on the Bhojpuri dialect of

Hindi," in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1868, p. 499.

2 We learn, indeed, from the works of the ancient astronomer, Varaha Mihira,

that a few astronomical and astrological terms? of Greek or Arabic origin had been

borrowed'from the Arabian astronomers, and introduced into Sanskrit books. I

allude to such words as hora, drikana, lipta* atvtpha, sunapha, apoklima, rihpha,

which are of Greek
^p'-gin, and mukariya, mukavila, tasdf, tasfi, etc., which are

derived from the Arabic. (Colebrooke's Misc. Essays, II., 525 if., and "Weber's

Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 227, "and Indische Studien, II., pp. 254 and 263.)

The following verse of Varaha Mihira proves clearly how much the Indian astrtf-

nomers were indebted to the Greeks :

mlechhah hi yaiiant^ teshu samyak sastram idam sthitam
\

rishi-vat te 'pi pujyante kim punar daivavid dvijah \

' ' For the Yavanas are Mlechhas
; yet among then this science is thoroughly cultivated

;
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In the preface to the popular Urdu book, the Bagh o Bahar, we

have the -following account by the author, Mir Amman, of Dehli

(who states that his forefathers had served all the kings of Hin-

dustan, from Humayun downwards), of the origin of the Urdu

language, which I copy in the Roman character :

"
Haql^at Urdu kl zabdn kl buzurgon ke munh se yun surii hai kih

Dilll shahr Hinduon Tee nazdlk chaujugl hqi. Unhen ke raja parjd

qadlrhw rahte the, aur apnl bhdkhd lolte th'e. \Hazur baras se Musul-

mdnon kd 'amal hud. Sultan Mahmud G\aznavl dyd. Phir Ghorl

aur Lodl bddshdh hue. Is dmad o raft ke bd'is kuchh zabdnon ne

Hindu Musulmdn kl dmezish pal. Akhir Amir Taimur ne. . . .

[Hindustan ko liyd. Uhke dne aur rahne se lashkar kd bdzdr shahr

men ddkhil hud. Is waste shahr kd bazar Urdu kahldyd. . . Jab

Akbar bddshdh takht par baithe, tab charon tarof ke mulkon se sab

qaum qadrddnl aur faizrasdnl us khdnddn Idsfcil kl sunkar huzur men

dkarjama'a hue. Lekin har ek kl goydl aur bolljudljudl thl. Ikatthe

hone se dpas men len den saud^sulf suwdl jawdb karte ek zabdn Urdu

kl muqarrar hul. . . . Niddn zabdn Urdu kl manjte manjte aisl manjl

kih kisu shahr kl boil us se takkar nqhln khdtl."

"I have heard from the lips of my ancestors the following account

of the Urdu language : The City of Delhi in the opinion of the

Hindus has existed during the four Yugas. It was inhabited of old

by their kings with their subjects, who spoke their own bhdkhd

(dialect). A thousand years ago the rule of the Musulmans began.

Sultan 'Mahmud, of Grhaznl, came. Then the Ghon and Lodl dynasties

held sway. In consequence of this intercourse, a certain mixtvxe of

the languages of the Hindus and Musulmans took place. At length

Amir Taimur . . . conquered,. Hindustan. In consequence of his

arrival and' residence, the bazar of the army was introduced into the

city, and the bazar of the 'city came in consequence to be called

Urdu. . . . '"When king Akbar ascended the throneT^ll races, learning

the liberality of that unequalled family and its patronage of merit,
r

and even they are revered like Rishis : how much more a Brahman skilled in astrology !

"

(Colebrooke's Essays, II., 410.) This trifling excepon,4iowever, does not invalidate

the assertion made in the text, that it was only after the settlement of the Musulmans

iu India that Arabic and Persian word%came to be used in the dialects of India.
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i

gathered round his court from $1 the surrounding countries ; but the

language of all these people was different. Prom their being collected,

however, trafficking together, and talking with each other, a camp

(Urdu) language became established.- ... At length, the Urdu

language, being gradually polished, attained such a degree of refine-

ment that the speech of no city can vie with it." ,

But it is only in the Urdu dialect, which is used by the Mahomfedans

and by those Hindus in tn north-western provinces of India who* have

learnt the Persian language, that Persian and Arabic words are tx-^

tensively employed, fftte words derived from those sources which

exist in the Bengali, Hindi, Mahrattl, Guzarati, and other North-

Indian dialects, in the form in which they are generally spoken fcy*

the Hindus, are considerably fewer in number. By far the larger*

portion of words in those tongues are (as has been already said) either

(1) pure Sanskrit, or (2) corrupt Sanskrit, or (3) words which can

neither be traced in Sanskrit books nor yet are derived from.Persian

or Arabic, and which may therefore be regarded either as indigenous

(i.e. derived from non-Aryan tribes), or colloquial vocables of Aryan

origin.

Several interesting questictoe arise here
;
as First, how far back can

we trace the existing vernacular dialects, Bengali, Hindi, Majiratti,

Guzarati, etc., in the form in which
%the,y

are now spoken? Secondly,

what has been the process of their formation? and, Thirdly, from

what source have they derived those words which are not discover-

able in Sanskrit, as it has been preserved to us in written records ?

The question regarding the antiquity of the existing vernaculars

is one which I am not prepared to answer with any precision. Pro-

fessor Lassen (Institutiones Linguae Pracriticse, pp. 59 f.) thinks they

have existed since, at least, 1000 A.i>. I translate his, remarks on

the two classes of dialects derived from Sanskrit: "To close this
*

disquisition, I therefore remark .that there are two families of cor-

rupted Sanskrit, one more ancient, and not completely broken down,

to which belong the Pali and the dramatic dialects
;
and a secondof

more recent origin, and diffused in our own day over the provinces of

India, which differs more widely from its parent. The former set are

genuine daughters of the Sanskrit; the latter grand-daughters, al-
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though it is to some extent doubtful ivhether these are the daughters

of the former, .or of their sister dialects. As regards antiquity, the

former family are proved hy the history of Buddhism, and of the

Indian drama, to, have come into existence prior to our era
;
and it may

be shown by probable proofs that the latter arose before 1000 A.D. The

discussion of the latter question is, however, foreign to our purpose."

Mr. Beames claims for the modern vernacular dialects a high anti-

quity^ and regards them as springing from aa ancient Aryan language,

which included elements not discoverable in the classical Sanskrit.

His observations are as follows :

'
<

r
" I would here further observe that the Written Sanskrit has un-

fortunately attracted the attention of scholars too exclusively. No

one who lives long in India can escape having the conviction forced

on him that the written language is quite inadequate to account for

many forms and facts observable in the modern dialects. These dialects* n

assert fer themselves a high antiquity, and are derived, one cannot

doubt, from an ancient Aryan speech, which is as imperfectly repre-

sented in Sanskrit as the speech of the Italian peasantry of their day
was represented by Cicero or Virgil. The process of selection which

led the polished Roman to use only state'iy and euphonious words a

process- which is abundantly exemplified in the pages of modern English

writers was doubtless at work among the ancient Brahmins
;
and the

fact that the cognate Indo-Germanio languages preserve words not

found in Sanskrit, but which can be matched from the stores of humble

and obscure Hindi or Bengali dialects, is another proof of this fact.

The line taken by Professor Lassen, in his valuable Prakrit Grammar,
a

of treating all Prakrit words as necessarily modifications of Sanskrit

words, is one which he has borrowed whole from Vararuchi and

Hemachandri, and, however excusable in those ancient commentators,

seems unworthy of an age of critical research."

It is not, however, necessary for my purpose that^T should decide,

even approximately, the question of the antiquity of the modern

vernaculars. It will be sufficient if I can show that they have been

derived by a gradual process of change from other provincial dialects

which preceded them
;
and which, in their turn,' have sprung from the

Sanskrit, at some stage of its development.
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There is no difficulty in conceiving that the Indian, yernacular

dialects should have undergone great modifications in a long course of

ages. The mere fact above adverted to, which every one recognizes,

of their having at a particular assignable date admitted into their

vocabulary a large influx of Persian and Arabic words, is sufficient to

render it probable that they may have formerly experienced- .other

mutations of various kinds.

The circumstanc, too, '.that the people who inhabit the different

provinces of northern India* make use of different, but kindred, provln-*

cial dialects, Bengali, Hin'di, MahrattI, etc., which must, for the most

part, at a period more orless remote, have sprung from some common

source,
3

is a proof of the tendency to chftnge which is inherent in a*ll

spoken language. For as the inhabitants of all these provinces profess,
'

with some modifications, the same creed, receive the same religious books,

and are divided into the same or similar castes, and for these and other
*

reasons appear to be descended, though, perhaps not exclusively, from

one common stock, it is highly probable that their common ancestors

must, at one time, have employed one and the same language : and

that that language has in process of time' undergone various provincial

modifications, out of which "the several modern vernaculars have been

gradually formed. ,

"We shall also see, a little further on, that the differences between

the North-Indian dialects (the old Maharashtrl, S'auraseni, etc.) which

preceded the modern vernacular tongues, were few and unimportant;

whereas the modern vernacular tongues, Bengali, Hindi, Hahratti, and

Guzarati, differ widely from each other in their forms of inflection

and conjugation. This greater divergence between the modern than

we find to have existed between the earlier dialects, evinces clearly the

tendency to continual alteration, whicn I have remarked as a charac-

teristic of language in general.

3 Mr. Beames says (Jour. Roy. As. Ssc. for 1868, p. 498) : "It is, however, clear

that each dialect of Hindi has had an independent existence for centuries, and I think

an independent origin." This, however, can of course apply only to forms, not to

the words which the dialects, whether Hindi or other, have in common ; and which

in many cases are diversely modified from the Sanskrit original. And although some

of the grammatical forms may be original or invented, and not modified from those

of any pre-existing Aryan language, there must be other forms which are merely
modifications or developments.
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I shall first of all state briefly the, facts by which it is proved that

the modern vernaculars are not, comparatively speaking, of any high

antiquity, but have arisen out of earlier provincial dialects : and then

proceed to establish these facts more in detail.

First. In extant Buddhist histories, such as the Lalita Yistara

composed in Sanskrit, numerous verses, styled Gathas, are inter-

spersad, the language of which differs from pure Sanskrit, by the forms

of inflection being varied or mutilated. Thj'd popularized Sanskrit, or

something akin to it, appears to have been at one time the spoken

language of India
; or, at least, this Gatha dialect exhibits some speci-

mens of that ancient spoken language, and exemplifies the process by

,yhich the ancient Sanskrit^ itself at one time a spoken language,
' became gradually corrupted.

Second.' It has been discovered that many inscriptions are extant,

engraven on rocks in different parts of India, bearing date apparently

between, two and three hundred years anterior to the Christian era,

in which a language differing both froM Sanskrit and the modern

vernaculars is used.

Third. There are extant
c
in other countries, such as Ceylon and

Burmah, very ancient Buddhist books Written in a language called

Pali or Magadhi, which also is different from the modern vernaculars,

as well as from Sanskrit, while it closely resembles the language of

the rock inscriptions just alluded to. ,

Fourth. In ancient Indian dramas' such as the Mrichhakati,

S'akuntala, etc., while kings and Brahmans are made to speak Sanskrit,

various forms of speech called Prakrit and Apabhransa are employed

for the inferior castes and for women, which in like manner, differ

both from Sanskrit and from the existing vernacular tongues.

The four Aforegoing classes of language have a more or less close

affinity to each other
;
and from the use made of the last three in

particular, viz., that used in the ropk inscriptions, that found in the

Pali Buddhistical writings, and those employed in the dramas, it is

impossible to doubt that either they, or forms of speech closely

connected with them, were formerly current, during a long course of

centuries, as the actual vernaculars of the periods when they were

employed for literary, political, and religious purposes.
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But while we thus discover that Pall and different forms of Prakrit,

such as have been described, were employed in former times, we can

find no traces of the modern vernacular dialects, Hindi, Bengali, or

Mahratti, etc., in their present shape, 'in the ancient, records of that

same period ;
and we must therefore of necessity conclude that these

modern vernaculars did not at that time exist, but have been 'subse-

quently developed out of the above-mentioned Prakrit languages or
* I

other pre-existent forms <rf speech; in other words, that the ijxrmer

vernaculars (or Prakrits) nave been gradually altered until they have

assumed the form of tbfe modern Hindi, Bengali, Hahratti, etc.

As regards the second Question started in p. 7, the process by which

the modern vernaculars arose out of the earlier modifications of Sanskrit,*

viz., the manner in which the grammatical forms of the latter, i.e. the*

Prakrits, were broken down into those of the former, it is not acces-

sary that I should ente/ into any detailed investigation, although some

insight into the process will be afforded by the Comparative Tables

which will be given further
1

on. It is sufficient to know that by a

particular operation of the general laws of linguistic change, the more

recent forms of speech have*naturally grown out of the older.

I shall now proceed to sup'piy a more detailed account of those forms

of vernacular speech already alluded to, which appear to have preceded

the existing varieties, and which ar,e now obsolete. In carrying out

this design, it will be advisabls to begin with those dialects which

seem to be the most recently 'formed and employed of the four Indian

classes of speech which have been before alluded to, viz., first, that

foun,d in the Buddhist Gathas; secondly, that used in the rock in-

scriptions; thirdly, the Pali; and fourthly, the dramatic Prakrits.

The last-named class appearing to be the most recent, I shall first

subject it to examination, and then proceed to the others. .

SECT. II. The Prakrif Dialects employed in the Dramas.

With the view of ascertaining the relation in which the Pral?rit

languages stand to the modern vernaculars of northern India, I have

gone cursorily over several of the dramas in which they are employed,

such as the Mrichhakati, attributed to King S'udraka, and the Vikra-
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morvasl attributed to Kalidasa, (both of which, though their precise

age be disputed, appear to have been respectively composed, at the latest,

about sixteen and fourteen hundred years ago,
4

) together with several

others. I have, also referred to the examples given in the Prakrit

Grammar of Yararuchi, which is considered by Lassen to have been com-

posed, about eighteen hundred years ago,
5 or rather in its commentary.

An examination of the Prakrits which are found in these several works

shows^ that the languages of India were then in a -state of transition,

nd' formed an intermediate link between the Sanskrit and the modern

vernacular dialects. For whatever opinion we1 '

may entertain on the

question whether the dramatic Prakrits werfe identical with any con-

temporaneous or earlier vernacular dialects,
6

it is difficult to imagine

'that they had not a considerable resemblance to some of these. Even

if some of the forms of the dramatic Prakrits were purely literary and

unknown in any of the spoken languages, they could scarcely have

failed to, bear some analogy to those of the latter
; as, first, the inventors

of those forms could hardly have had the ingenuity to devise entirely

novel modifications of speech, or secondly, if they had, their com-

positions would have been 'thereby rendered unintelligible. The

Prakrit forms of inflection and decleEsion approach more to the

Sanskrit than to the modern vernaculars; but yet exhibit a great

* Professor Wilson, reasoning from d variety of considerations, considers the

Mrichhakatl to have been probably composed in the interval between 100 B c. and

the end of the second century A.D. (Introduction* to the play, pp. 5-9.) The same

writer thinks that the Vikramorvas'I, which *is regarded as the work of Kalidasa, is

more recelit than the Mrichhakatl, but does not assign any probable date (Introd. to

drama, pp. 185, 186). Lassen holds that the Mrichhakatl was composed towards the

end of the first century A.D., while the Vikramorvas'T and the S'akuntala (which last

is also assigned to Kalidasa) were composed in the second half of the second century

A.D. (Ind. Alt. ii. p. 1160). "Weber,, on the other band, in his latest notice of

the subject in the Introduction to his Malavika and Agnimitra, pp. xxxiii, xj, places

the age of Kalidasa, the author of Yikramtfrvas'I and S'akuntala, at the close of the

third century A.D. The Mrichhakatl is held by the same author to be not earlier

than the second C3ntury A.D. (Ind. Stud. ii. 1'48).

5 Ind. Alterth., vol. ii. p. 1160.

S'lt is quite conceivable that the Prakrits employed in the earlier dramas may
have continued to be the conventional forms in use in later works of the same kind,

even after the provincial vernaculars to which they were most akin had been modified

or superseded, just as Latin, Sanskrit and Pali continued to be used for literary

purposes after they had ceased to be spqken tongues.
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breaking Mown and modification of the former. I will give some

instances of this which will make my meaning clearer than any

general statements. I do not think it necessary to distir/guish here

the different kinds of Prakrit, which w.ill he specified further on.

SANSKRIT.
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in the Prakrit rakkhami, with the compound consonant ksh changed

into kkh, but with ami the final affix of the first person singular

unchanged
1

. In the modern vernacular the former change remains,

hut the word has undergone a farther modification, the peculiar affix of

the first person' singular ami having disappeared in the Hindi rakhtd,

which does not differ from the second and third persons. A fuller

exemplification of the points in which the Prakrits coincide with and

diverge from the Sanskrit, on the one hand., and approximate to the

moder'n vernaculars on the other, will ."be ..founjf in the tabular

statement subjoiiled. ,,

The books to which reference has been made in this statement are
c

the following : Mr. Cowell's Prakrita Prakasa of Yararuchi
;
Lassen's

i

Jnstitutiones Linguaa Pracriticse
;

Delius's Radices Pracriticee
;

the

Mrichhakati, Stenzler's edition
;

the S'akuntala, Bohtlingk's edition
;

the Prabodha Chandrodaya, Brockhaus's edition
;
Malavika Agnimitra,

Tullberg's edition
;
and the YikramorvasI, Calcutta edition. 7

i

7 Since the first edition of this worjc appeared, two dramas, the Prasannaraghava
of Jayadeva, and the Balaramayana of Rajab'ekhara, have been printed by Pandit

Govinda Deva S'astri, in the Jounfal called " Th. Pandit," published at Benares,

and separate copies of each have been struck off, bearing the dates of 1868 and 1869.

Professor Weber has also published, in 1866, a Dissertation on the language of the

Jaina \rork called "
Bhagavati," which is a species of Prakrit; and in 1870 the text,

with a German translation, of the "
Saptas'ataka of Hala," as a " contribution to

the knowledge of Prakrit."
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TABLE No. I.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE SANSKRIT, PRAKRIT, AND
MODERN INDIAN LANGUAGES.*

'

.'

REFERENCES.
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REFERENCES. SANSKRIT.
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It is thus clear from an examination of the Indian dramas,
1"

and of the

examples furnished by the grammarians who treat of the dramatic dialects

(as illustrated in the preceding comparative table), that the words which

we find in Prakrit are in great part identical with those of Sanskrit, but

more or less modified in their forms, and that these modifications are, in

numerous instances, intermediate between the original Sanskrit words and

the still mor<? corrupted forms which we discover in the languages descended

from the Prakrits, I mean, in the modern vernacular (Jialects.

But, rs^hile the great majority of Prakrit words, cap,' by the application

of proper methods, be traced back to a Sanskrit source, there are some

others which refuse to yield to the action of even the most powerful

testo,, which criticism can employ, and successfully assert their claim to

an, origin independent of classical Sanskrit, and which we must therefore

conclude either to belong to the vernacular Aryan speech, or to be of

non-Aryan derivation.

Another fact then which is made clear by 'the examination of the

dramatic poems and the Prakrit grammarians is, that the Prakrit dialects

contain a certain number of words which are not discoverable in classical

Sanskrit, but which we also find in the modern vernaculars, such as the

roots dub, to sink, tharhar (in Hindi thartha/r\ to tremble, dhakk, to cover

or shut, and the nouns gor, leg, bappa, fatter, etc.
46 The greater portion

of the wolds of this class, which I have discovered, will be found in the sub-

joined table. [In the present edition I have added, at the foot of the table,

a number of new words, some of which', however, I find, may be derived

from Sanskrit, but few of which are discoverable in the modern vernaculars.]

46 See the Rev. H. Ballantine's paper
" On the relation of the Mahratti to the Sanskrit,"

in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. iii. p. 369-385. Some of the

words considered by Mr. Ballantine to be Mahratti are, however, Persian or Arabic, such

as mekh, baghal, manzila ; others, as khane, to eat, are Sanskrit. I add the following
remarks from Dr. ,,T. "Wilson's "Notes on the Constituent Elements," etc., of the MarathI

language (prefixed to Molesworth's MarathI .Dictionary, 2nd edition), p. xxii. [The
Marathi language] "has two distinct Jingual elements, the Scythian (or Turanian) and

the Sanskrit." . ,. . "The Scythian element . . is obviously the more ancient

of the two, as far as its present locality is concerned. It is still a good deal in use,

especially among the lower orders of the people, and in the business of common life.

It claims almost all the words beginning with the cerebral letters, which, as initials,

were probably not originally in use in the Sanskrit; almost all the words beginning
with the letter jh ; and a great majority of the words formed from imitative particles,

both simple and reduplicated, which are often very expressive, and are not now of an

arbitrary character, whatever they might '"have been before they got established in the
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TABLE No. II.

List of Prakrit words, chiefly from the Mrichhakati and the grammarians,
which are not found in classical Sanskrit, or are of doubtful origin,

with their modern vernacular equivalents,, when ascertained.

REFERENCES.
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t>

It is true that these vernacular words, occurring in the dramas,

are few in number; that many vocables, very unlike the Sanskrit,

which seem, on a hasty inspection, to be of a different origin, are

discovered, on a 'more careful- examination, to be derived from that

language by successive steps proceeding according to certain recognized

rules ,of mutation; and that the words, not deducible from the written

Sanskrit,'which remain, do not bear so large a proportion to those which

are of Sanskrit origin, as is the case in the Dlodern Vernaculars.
64 This

paucity of such words in the dramas is, jfcrha'ps, t'o be accounted for

by the fact that they are polished compositions containing many poeti-

cal passages, and were written by Pandits, men familiar with Sanskrit,

who would be likely, when they could, to avoid vulgar words and
1

phrases, and to employ vocables of Sanskrit derivation, wherever it

was founct possible : just as we see the pedantic Pandits of our own

time are in the habit of doing.
65 And there can be no doubt that in

the prqvincial dialects, as spoken by the lower classes and by un-

learned persons in general at the time rvhen the dramas were com-

posed, many more non-Sanskrif words would be current than we meet

with in the dramas. In the s"ame way we, find in modern times several

modifications of language in use among 'different sections of the com-

munity in the same provinces of Hindustan. The Hindu Pandits, for

instance, use a dialect which
{
is full of Sanskrit words

;
the villagers

use fewer Sanskrit and more indigenous words ;
the lower Mahomedans

use a language approaching to that of the Hindu villagers, but with more

Persian and Arabic words; while educated Mahomedans introduce into

their discourse a large number of Arabic and Persian words and phrases.

But the existence of even a small proportion of such non-Sanskrit words

64 Lassen remarks, p. 286: " The
(

roots of the Prakrits must be looked for in

Sanskrit; and the few words which appear to be of extraneous origin can, for the

most part, be traced to Sanskrit, if the investigation is pursued on right principles.

At the same time I would not entirely deny that some yocables may have passed from

the indigenous languages of India into the Sanskrit as well as the Prakrit
;
but such

words are certainly not numerous." Lassen may not underrate here the number of

purely indigenous words in the Prakrits, as they are exhibited in the dramas, but his

remarks are not certainly correct if applied to the modern vernaculars, in which

words not derived from Sanskrit, and which must have come down to them from the

vernacular Prakrits, are very numerous.

65 Compare the case of English, like that of Dr. Samuel Johnson, full of Latin

and Greek derivatives, wi/,h other^ compositions in which Anglo-Saxon predominates.
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in the dramas, when taken in conjunction with the corrupted form,

akin to that of the modern vernaculars, in which we find Sanskrit

words employed there, appears sufficient to show that the Prakrits,

such as we see them in the dramas, were, in a moi-e or less modified

form, the spoken dialects of their day ;
and were consequently the

precursors of the modern vernacular tongues. As we find in ^these

latter a considerable proportion of words which cannot be traced >back

to classical Sanskrit, we are led to conclude that these words -must

have existed in the older 'vernacular dialects, and have been'^raas-

mitted from them to ,t;hs later. The only alternative is that we

suppose these non-Sanskrit words to have been invented in modern

times, a supposition which is destitute of all probability.
66

The question, already proposed in p. 7, now recurs, Whence came

these words which are met with in the Prakrit dialects and the still

larger number discoverable in the modern vernacular tongues, which

are not found in classical Sanskrit? In answer to this question two

suppositions have been already made. It has been suggested, p. 7,

that these words are either (1) collocfuial vocables of Aryan origin

(a view which is adopted by Mr. Beanaes in the passage quoted in

p. 8), or (2) that they hav<9
(
been borrowed from the language of

non-Aryan tribes with which thfe Aryans came into contact. For I

must here anticipate an assertion which I hope further on to prove

more in detail, viz., that there are 'in India very manifest traces of

a variety of races of men differing widely in their origin.

It appears that the ancestors "of the higher classes of northern

Hindus, who originally spoke Sanskrit and called themselves
'

Aryas,

must have had their origin in countries to the north or west of India,

and immigrated into Hindustan at an early period. When they arrived

there, they found the country already occupied by a race of men called

in the Veda and Mahabharata, Dasyus, who spoke a different language

from themselves, and with whom they 'oecame engaged in continual

66 Even if it were to be admitted that the Pali and the scenic dialects were never

identical with the spoken vernaculars, this would not neutralize my argument. F,or

the Prakrits must have heen used on the stage, and must therefore have been under-

stood. They could not, however, have been intelligible, if they had not approached

closely to some form of spoken language. And the existence of the Pali, as well as

of the Prakrits, shows both the general tendency of men to break down and modify
their languages, and the actual process by which they proceeded in northern India.
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warfare. These Dasyus appear to have been partly driven away by

the Aryas to the east and south and north, where they took refuge in

the forests and mountains, and partly to have been subdued and to

have become incorporated in the Aryan communities as their slaves or

dependents. Though these earlier inhabitants of India also had, in

all probability, immigrated into that country at some period anterior
'

to th,e intasion of the Aryas, I shall, for the sake of ready distinction,

style,them the aborigines. These aborigina,
1
tribes.may not have been

all of one race, and may have arrived in Ijidis at (Jifferent times, but

their history is very obscure, and can only fae conjeptured. So much

is clear, that their languages are not all alike. In the south of India

,
we find still existing a set of spoken languages called Tamil, Telugu,

Canarese, Malayalim, etc., which differ very widely from the verna-

cular tongues of northern India, viz., the Mahratti, Hindi, Bengali,

etc. Though the southern languages have now a certain intermixture

of Sanskrit words, yet it is clear that this intermixture is only of

comparatively recent date, as those
languages

differ entirely both in

structure and in the great bulk of the words of which they are com-

posed from the Sanskrit, and.all its derivative languages. The dialects

of northern and central India, on the o^ner hand, viz., the Mahratti,
<

Hindi, Bengali, etc., are, as we have already seen, mainly derived

from 'classical Sanskrit, though they contain a considerable proportion

of words which are evidently of a different origin. These words of

non-Sanskrit origin, which we first discover, to a certain extent, in

the ancient Prakrits, and which descended from them to the northern

vernaculars, must (1) either have formed a part of the colloquial speech

of the Aryas, which did not pass into their literary language ;
or (2)

they have been derived from the language spoken by the aborigines, who

had occupied the south as well, as north of India before the Sanskrit-

speaking race of the Aryas arrived; or (3) they most probably came

partly from the one and partly from the other of these sources. Assum-

ing that they spring in part, at least, from a non-Aryan source, we may

suppose some such linguistic process 'as the following to have taken

p'iace.
After the northern aborigines had been reduced to dependence

by the Aryas, and both classes, Aryan and non-Aryan, had coalesced in

one community (of which the former composed the upper, and the

latter the lower ranks), the languages of both classes (which had
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previously been different) would begin to become assimilated and

amalgamated ;
the Sanskrit-speaking Aryas would soon adopt many

words belonging to the speech of the aborigines, while the aboriginal

race would begin to borrow many words from the Sanskrit, the

language of their masters. This process, however, would naturally

lead to a great corruption and alteration of the Sanskrit. Many of

the compound consonantal sounds in Sanskrit words, such as those

in stri, rakta, kshatriya, se.em to have been found such as the lower

orders of people found it difficult to pronounce, and these compound
sounds became accprdingly, broken up or simplified, or in some way
modified. Thus strl became istrl, rakta became ratta or rakat, and

hshatriya became khatriya, khattia, or chhatriya. In this manner both?

languages would become gradually changed, according to processes

which are seen in operation in all countries. Caprice, alteration of

physical circumstances, differences of education, and those varieties in

the organs of speech which are peculiar to different races, are all found

to produce progressive modifications in 'language. Various forms of

Prakrit would spring up by degrees in different provinces, in which

Sanskrit and aboriginal words and forms would be combined, though
the more cultivated element, .the Sanskrit, has, in either a pure or

a modified shape, remained predominant. At the same time the

Sanskrit language gradually ceased to be spoken in its then existing

form, and becoming the language of books, and of the learned class

exclusively, was more and more polished and settled by grammarians ;

and being exempted from the ordinary causes of alteration, continued

thenceforward unchanged: just as was the case with the Latin

language. It seems, at the same time, to be very probable that many
words of indigenous origin, as well as words which, though of Sanskrit

origin, had been modified in the Prakrits, were incorporated in the

Sanskrit
;'
and that in this way the modern vocabulary of that language

includes many words and roots which were unknown to it at an earlier

period.
67

67 Dr. Stevenson says, in the Journal of the Bombay Branch Royal As. Society, *

for January, 1859 :

" The Brahmans scattered through all the different provinces of

Hindusthan no doubt adopted many of the words of the languages of the tribes

among whom they resided, and introduced them into the sacred tongue." Professor

Benfey has drawn attention to the introduction into Sanskrit of words which had

become modified in the Prakrits. See Lassen, In^. Alt. ii. 1149, note 2
; and
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SECT. III. On the origin and vernacular use of the Scenic Dialects.

It has been doubted, however, whether the dramatic dialects were

ever spoken languages. This view is thrown out as the most likely

by Prof. H. E". "Wilson in the introduction to his " Select Specimens

of the Theatre of the Hindus," pp. Ixv, Ixvi.

'' There is one question of some interest attaching to our construc-

tion of the Prakrit, which merits a fuller inquiry than has been yet

givjp. to it, and on which this is not the place to- dilate. Does it

represent a dialect that was ever spoken, or is it an artificial modifica-

tion of the Sanskrit language, devised to adapt the latter to peculiar

-^branches of literature ? The latter seems to be the most likely ;
for

there would be no difficulty in the present day in writing it, although

it is norlonger spoken, and highly finished specimens are to be found

in plays which are modern productions. The Vidagdha Madhava, for

instance, consists more than half of high Prakrit, and it was written

less tnan three centuries ago.- On the other hand, many of the modi-

fications are to be found iij the spoken dialects of Hindusthan, and

the rules of Prakrit grammar account for changes which, without such

aid, it is difficult to comprehend.. The simplification of the gramma-

tical construction by the disuse of the dual number, and the reduced

number of verbal conjugations, looks also like the spontaneous substi-

tution of practical to thedretic perfection in actual speech, and may

tempt us to think the Prakrit was once a spoken tongue. The subject

Benfey, article "Indien" (in Ersch and Gruber's Encycl.), p. 248. A paper on
" The Dravidian elements in Sanskrit," by Dr. H. Gnndert, has lately appeared in

the Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1869, pp. 517 ff. The author

remarks :
" It was to be expected a priori that a number of Dravidian words must

have found their way into Sanskrit. How, further, could the Aryan people have

spread itself over the whole of India, without adopting very much from the aboriginal

population which they found there, and which has submitted to them partly in a peace-

able manner, and partly under compulsion, and yet even to this day only imperfectly ?"

And in opposition to the Brahmanical grammarians who would derive such words

from Aryan roots, or declare Dravidian roots to be Sanskrit, the writer appeals to

the nature of the case, and urges that :
" where peoples speaking different languages

r
live in constant mutual intercourse, traffic or fight with one another, suffer and enjoy

together, they take over much from each other without examination or scrutiny ;
and

this process must have gone on in the earliest times, when their mutual relations

were still of a naif character. We thus expect d priori that as the Aryans penetrated

southwards, they would become acquainted with new objects under Dravidian appel-

lations, and with them adopt Lheir names."
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i

is interesting, not only in a philological, but in a historical view
;
for

the sacred dialects of the Bauddhas and the Jainas are nothing else

than Prakrit, and the period and circumstances of its transfer to Ceylon

and to Nepal are connected with the rise and progress cf that religion

which is professed hy the principal nations to the north and east of

Hindusthan." *

Mr. Beames expresses himself still more strongly in the same sense :

"In fact, there, is, "much tfaat requires clearing up in the relation.be-

tween the Saurasenf, Braj, and the Modern Hindi dialects, and until

we know more of the colloquial forms of early Prakrit, the mist cannot

be dispelled. The Prakrit* of the poets is clearly not a dialect that,

ever was spoken. How far it represents the characteristics of any

spoken dialect is a question;" (Journal of the Royal Asiatic, Society

for 1868, p. 498.)

To support the view which has been already expressed of the rela-

tion of the modern vernaculars to certain pre-existing Prakrit, f.l. ver-

nacular dialects, it is not necessary to assume that the dramatic Pra-

krits are identical with the spoken Prakrits which existed at or

anterior to the periods when the former were used for poetical pur-

poses. In fact, it is clear from what Prof. "Wilson says of the com-

position of dramas within the last few centuries, when the Older

Prakrits had been superseded by the, existing vernaculars, that the

Prakrits of the dramas have continued to be employed as the tradi-

tional dramatic language for females and for the lower classes long after

these Prakrits have, on any supposition, become obsolete. But it is

possible that when they were originally so used they may have been

identical with some contemporaneous vernaculars. It is, however,

sufficient for my purpose to assume that the dramatic dialects were at

one period closely akin to some contemporaneous vernaculars. This

appears to be sufficiently established "by the, lists of words which I have

given above, and which show that the modern vernaculars have

naturally sprung out of forms of, speech either identical with or akin

to the dramatic Prakrits. The same point is also proved by the*

relation in which, as we shall see, the latter stand to the Pali.

I shall now introduce a quotation from Professor Lassen, who, in his

Institutiones Linguae Pracriticae, pp. 39, ff.. adopts the opposite side

of the question from Brof. "Wilson and Mr. Beames. His remarks
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will also be found to illustrate the process by which the Prakrits arose

out of Sanskrit.

" If the question regarding the origin of these dialects merely refer

to the source .whence they are derived, it admits of a very easy answer :

for, as has been already stated, all the scenic dialects are drawn en-

tirely from the Sanskrit.68
If, however, the question means by what

process these dialects have been drawn from the Sanskrit, it will be

mqre difficult to answer. The difficulty does pot consist in these

languages containing any forms or words *of whicn the Sanskrit arche-

types are undiscoverable : for, on the contrary, both forms and words

....are deduced from that ancient source by Undergoing certain mutations

which all languages follow as they become altered and corrupted in

the course of time
; as, for example, has been the case with all the

Ge'rmanic and Romanic dialects which have sprung from the Gothic

and the Latin.

" The difficulty, however, consists in this, that these dramatic

dialects, sprung from the Sanskrit, and bearing the names of different

provinces, are different from the provincial languages which have the

same name and origin; e'.g.
the principal Prakrit (which appears to

have been called Maharashtrl) differs, irom the modern Mahratti, and

tb.6 S'aurasenI from the Brajbhakha. Hence a doubt has been sug-

gested whether the dramatic delects were formerly the spoken tongues

of the people of the several provinces, who at present use a form of

speech which, though cognate, is yet different; or whether these

dramatic dialects are anything more than artificial adaptations, either

of Sanskrit, or of the provincial tongues, to dramatic purposes. The

latter opinion has appeared to Wilson the most probable, for this

reason, that the modern dialects of the Mahratta country, of Hathura,

and Beh'dr, are different from those which were employed on the stage

under the same names. Jle assigns another reason, viz., that these

dramatic dialects can be composed even now. But is not the case

precisely the same with the Sanskrit or the Latin? both of which
f

can in our day be written by men who are skilled in them, though

they have long ceased to be used in daily life, or to be spoken, except

by a few scholars. Wilson's first reason is equally inconclusive : for,

to use what I mav call an argumentum ad hominem, the learned Pro-

68
See, however, what has beeu said on this subject above, in pp. 26, ff.
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fessor would scarcely succeed in making himself understood, if he

were to address his countrymen in the Anglo-Saxon tongue. His

argument would, indeed, be sound, if it could be proved that in the

age when the dramatic dialects were first brought upn the stage, the

Maharashtri, or any other form of contemporaneous speech, was dif-

ferent from the dialect introduced into the dramas under the same

name. For it must be recollected that succeeding dramatic poets,

following the exanlple of > their predecessors, did not change 4he

dramatic varieties t>f speech, but retained them in their original

forms; whilst, on, the 9ther hand, the popular dialects continued

to undergo great alterations, as is the fate of all languages which

are subjected to the wear and tear of constant use. These scenic*'

dialects can be taught even now by grammatical tuition, just as the

Sanskrit can, though neither the one nor the other can be learned, by
the Indians from a nurse. All change in the scenic dialects was

guarded against (just as in the case of the Sanskrit) from the -period

when their forms and laws kad been fixed by grammarians ; and,

consequently, the argument drawn from Ihe diversity of the dramatic

and modern provincial dialectg is of no force, unless it can be shown

that the provincial dialects alsq have remained unchanged, from the

commencement to the present da^. This, however, can neither be

shown, nor was it possible. On the other hand, the existing condition

of the provincial dialects cannot be explained unless we suppose them

to have had another form, more ancient than the present, and more

conformable to the Sanskrit.

"
Since, then, it cannot be proved that the provincial dialects were

originally different from the. scenic, I shall add some arguments by
which it will be made probable that the latter (the scenic) were

actually current in the provinces from which they derived th^ir names.

And, first, I shall make use of the rames themselves as an argument :

for the names Maharashtri, S'aurasem, would be absurd if they were

not referred to provincial dialects
; seeing that the names cannot be

deduced from any orders of men so called, nor from any peculiarities,

in those dialects. The same may be said of the Magadhl, for though

I am aware that the word Magadha denotes an order of bards, still

the Magadhl dialect is employed on the stage by other classes of men,

and the bards themselves derive their appellation 'from the province

which gave its name to the dialect.
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"In the next place, I argue that the nature of dramatic poetry

renders it scarcely credible that dramas composed in a language dif-

ferent from that of common life should have been exhibited on the

stage. This, however, is a different matter from the supposition that

the dramatic cfialects have subsequently ceased to be spoken, and have

become obsolete, while yet they maintained their place on the stage.

The same thing holds good of the employment of Sanskrit itself in

dramas written in a comparatively modern period. .

,
'"If these considerations be duly weighed, ?t appears to follow that

the use of different dialects on the stage was the result of a peculiar

condition of Indian life, at the time when the laws of dramatic art

"TT'ere first fixed by the Indian poets.

"To these arguments it must be added that there is so close an

affinity between the primary dramatic dialect and the Pali, as to leave

scarcely any doubt of their being originally identical. So much is

undoubted that the sacred language of the Jains is not different from

the primary Prakrit. This language would certainly not have been

adapted by the adherents of <i sect which is strongly opposed to the

Brahmans and their opinions, if the dramatic dialect had had no other

foundation than the fertile and subtle genius of the Brahmans. The

Jains could, however, have no difficulty in appropriating it to their

own uses, if it was the language of daily life. How it happened

that the Maharashtrl dialect, in particular came to be selected both

by the dramatic poets and by the Jains, is a point to be explained

from the history of the Indian stage, and of the Buddhist religion,

out of which the sect of the Jains sprang. To attempt this here

would be out of place.
" The primary argument, however, is to be drawn from the structure

of the languages themselves. This structure is the same, as regards

principles and general rules, in aLLthe provincial languages of Sanskrit

origin, while it is different (though very similar), if the individual

forms and the elements of these be regarded. I shall therefore do

sufficient justice to the plan I have in view, if I examine more

minutely some of these languages, and show what their grammatical

character is. In doing so, however, I am prevented by the limits of

my book from exhibiting their entire grammar, nor would it better

serve the end I hare in ^iew if I were to do so. I propose, there-
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fore, to inquire into the scheme of declensions peculiar to these lan-

guages, which follows the same analogy a*the laws of conjugation.

I pass over the permutations of sounds, which are too various to be

treated here
; nor, if I did treat them, would it conduce to my object,

which is so to describe the structure of the provincial' dialects as to
'

exhibit the differences between them and the dramatic languages.

For the changes in their elements undergone by the Sanskrit words

which have been received ,into the modern dialects, follow two ,very

different laws, 'whyjh, if npt carefully distinguished, might be \is9d

to demonstrate contrary conclusions. One sort of mutation prevails

in those words which had, been received into the provincial dialects

which were anciently formed, or rather corrupted, from the Sanskrit*;* ,

such as the Brajbhakha 'pothi,' a book, which in Prakrit is 'pothab','

and in Sanskrit '

pustaka,' and numerous others, which would lead us

to conclude that the same changes in the elements of words have taken

place in the modern vernaculars as in the dramatic dialects
;
and that

the forms of words in the former are derived from, and find their

explanation in, the latter. This I by a.o means deny. But there is

another kind of words to be found in ,.the modern dialects, which

come nearer to the original Sanskrit words than do the forms used in

the dramatic Prakrits. The following' are some examples from the

Brajbhakha, Panjabl, Mahrattl, and Bengali :

Brajbhakha. Panjabi. Mahrattl. Bengali.

Putra,
69 Putrl Prakds Kartd, Pruthuwl Dip, Prithivl.

Prakrit Putta, Puttl Pakdsa JZattd, Puhavi Dlba, Puhavi.

Sanskrit Putra, Putrl Prakdsa Kartd, Prithivl Dlpa, Prithivl.

"To these might be added numerous other instances. And if such

words alone were regarded, it would not be absurd to conclude that

the modern dialects retain a greater number of Sanskrit1 words in

their genuine form than the Prakrits do., But this would be an un-

sound conclusion
;
for the modern vernaculars, especially when spoken

by men who are learned in Sanskrit, and as they are seen in books

written by such persons (from which the manuals, grammars, and

lexicons of such dialects which we use, have been derived), are con-

[
69

Put, son, is, however, also used in this dialect, as in the phrase, bap put, father
and son. J.M.] *
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tinually recurring to their sacred and ancient Source (the Sanskrit),

not only when they warn words expressive of recondite ideas, and

required for elegance of diction, but also when the vernacular form

of the word is mere corrupt than learned men would wish to introduce

into their writings. Hence it happens that twofold forms of the same

Sanscrit \^ords are found in the same provincial language, one more

Sanskrit, the other Prakrit
;

for the parent Sanskrit has never ceased

to exercise an influence on the vernacular ''dialectic of India, just as

the Latin does on the Romanic tongues ; while"; on the other hand, the

Sanskrit has exercised no influence on tfce, forme of the dramatic

dialects from the period when the dramatic poets, and the gramma-
rians following their guidance, had assigned to these dialects certain

fixed forms. It has hence resulted that these dramatic dialects have

undergone no change whatever, and are just the same in dramas

composed within the last three centuries as in the far more ancient

Mrichbakatl. For the language of the stage is continually borrow-

ing Sanskrit words, but alters and inflects them according to rules

peculiar to itself; the vernacular dialects, on the other hand, con-

tinue similarly to borrow words from 1;he Sanskrit, but leave them

unaltered,
70 while those words which threy had long ago adopted had

been, altered according to natural laws common to them with the

Prakrits. In this way the occurrence of pure Sanskrit words in the

vernaculars, such as, e.g. tlkskna, tiraskrita, in the Bengali, is to be

explained." Pp, 39-45.

Professor Lassen then proceeds to examine the forms of declension

employed in some of the modern vernaculars. He then goes on to

remark as follows :

[In the modern vernaculars]
" we find the structure of the

Sanskrit dnd Prakit declension quite destroyed, the same inflexions

applied to the singular and the plural, and a new difference introduced

in certain declensions between the direct and the oblique cases. This

proves that the provincial declensions are of a later date than those of

[
70 It is also to be observed, that many of the Sanskrit words which have been

borrowed and modified in the Pali and Prakrit are, in the modern dialects, re-

placed, as far as the common people are concerned, by words of aboriginal, or, at least,

colloquial, origin; such as beta, instead ofputra, for son; while words like the latter

are used chiefly by Brahmans, and other high-caste persons. J.M.]
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the dialects used in the dramas, which are derived from the Sanskrit

by certain fixed rules, and involve only a- few innovations. In the

provincial inflections there remain, indeed, some traces, partly distinct,

partly somewhat obscured, of Sanskrit and Prakrit djsclension ;
but in

other points there are great innovations which reveal to us a total

dissolution of the old grammatical structure, and its reconstruction by
means of new instruments.

" As this state 06 thing?, is perceptible in the whole grammar of the

provincial dialects which owe their origin to the Sanskrit, I conclude

that they are of ]#ter origin than the scenic dialects. Between the

Sanskrit language and itf^ existing daughters [the modern vernacu-

lars], there is so great a diversity of grammatical structure as to mak*?

it certain that the pristine language cannot have sunk by one fall, so

to speak, into that condition in which we find the provincial
1 dialects.

It follows of necessity that there must have been an intermediate con-

dition between the pristine and the modern speech. This intermediate

condition was no doubt very, various, and approached at first more

nearly to the Sanskrit, and subsequently to the provincial tongues.

"If we except the Pali [and, I would add, the Gatha dialect in

the Buddhist books, J.M.], the earliest form of the Sanskrit after it

began to degenerate and to alter' its character is that which we find

in the dramas
;
from which dramatic dialect, therefore, we are to

suppose that the first mutation of the' Sanskrit, which eventually gave

rise to the modern vernaculars, was not very different. I contend

that, though not identical, this Earliest corruption of Sanskrit was

very similar to that which we find in the dramas. If this opinion

be correct, there is nothing to prevent our believing that the scenic

dialects were formerly the current speech of the different provinces.

The names which these scenic dialects have received from the gram-

mariansj and the conditions of drjynatic poetry, lead us to the same

conclusion.

"Here, however, I conceive I must stop, for I could not adduce de-

tailed arguments to prove this opinion without examining the whole

field, both of the scenic and the provincial dialects. I think, however,

that I ought distinctly to add that I should not be disposed to dissent

from any one who should assert that the scenic dialects were not

exactly the pure forms of speech whick wers contemporaneously
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current in the different provinces, but were a little modified, so as

better to harmonise with the character of the persons who were to

employ them. The principal argument for this conclusion is that

two forms are sometimes found to occur in the dramatic dialects, one

having a closer resemblance to the provincial language, and another

which is softer and, so to speak, more feminine.

"To bring this disquisition to a close: there are two families of

degenerate Sanskrit extant; the first more ancient, and not much

coj-ritpted,
to which class the Pali and

the^
scenic dialects belong; the

second of more recent origin, and disperse^ at the present day over

the [northern] provinces of India, which is more diverse from the

parent language. The members of the former family are daughters

,

of the Sanskrit; those of the latter are its granddaughters, though

it is in some degree doubtful whether they are daughters of the first

family or granddaughters descended from sisters. As regards the age

of these two classes, it is proved by the history of the Buddhist

religion, and of the Indian stage, that the former arose prior to the

commencement of the Christian era; while it can be made out with

considerable probability that the latter (i.e. the modern provincial

vernaculars) were formed before the year
r

1000 of the Christian era."

Pp. 57-60.

I subjoin some further remarks on the distinction between the older

Prakrits and the modern vernaculars, from the Indische Alterthum-

skunde of the same author, Vol. ii. pp. 1149, 1150.

" We must draw a distinct line of demarcation between the Indian

languages of the middle age (under which denomination we may

fittingly class the Pali, the languages of the dramas, and those em-

ployed in the oldest inscriptions) and the new Indian, or existing

vernacular dialects. The former had not, so to speak, crossed the

Rubicon, nor entirely renounced obedience to the laws of their "mother-

language. They conform, it' is true, but little to the ancient phonetic

laws, and are regulated for the most part by such as are of a later

date
;
but their grammatical forms, though corrupted and stunted, are

inherited immediately from their parent. The modern dialects of

India, on the other hand, have almost entirely ceased to obey the

phonetic rules of the Sanskrit. They conform in part to the phonetic

laws of the Prakrit dialects, but in addition to these the modern
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dialects have peculiar phonetic laws of their own, and their words,

when not borrowed immediately from the Sanskrit to enlarge their

vocabulary, often manifest more extreme contractions, and greater

deviations from the original words, than do the corresponding words

in the Prakrit. The grammatical forms of the modern delects are, with
'

rare exceptions, newly constructed ;
for the case-terminations are

chiefly indicated by post-positions, the old personal terminations nave,

for the most part, .entirely disappeared, and the tenses are marked in

quite a different rfianner tb^n in the Prakrit dialects, the past j;*nses

being commonly shown by participles, with the three personal pro-

nouns in the instrumental case. Even the lowest of the dramatic

Prakrits, the Apabhransa, has not transgressed this line of demarc?y

tion, and stands much nearer to the Sanskrit than the modern ver-

naculars do." ,

>

SECT. IV. Views of the Indian Grammarians on the relation of the

Prakrits to Sanskrit, and on the other elements in their composition.

Vararuchi,
71 the oldest extant grammarian who treats of the Prakrit

forms of speech, and his commentator Bhamaha (in his Manorama),

distinctly assert their derivation, mediate or immediate, from Sanskrit.

The former describes in his "
Prakrita-prakasa

"
four dialects o$ this

description, viz. : 1st, Maharashtri, ,or Prakrit generally so called
;

2nd, Paisachl
; 3rdly, MagadhI ;

and 4thly, S'auraseni.72 After having

in the first nine chapters laid down the rules for the formation of the

Prakrit, properly so called, from Sanskrit, he proceeds to the 9thers ;

and at the commencement of Chapter X. he lays it down that "the

root of the Paisachl is the S'auraseni." Paisachl
\ prakritih S'aurasenl\

On which the commentator Bhamaha remarks that Paisachl is the

language of the Pisachas.73 The MagadhI also is delared by Vararuchi

in Chapter XI. " to be derived from the fame S'auraseni." Ndgadhi \

prakritih S'auraseni
\

74 The S'auraseni dialect itself is spoken of at the

71 See on his age, Lassen, Instit. >Pracr. 4. 5
; Addenda, p. 65 ; and Indische

Alterthumskunde, a. p. 1160, where he is declared to have flourished about tte

middle of the first century A.D.

71 See Lassen, Instit. Pracr. 7 f.
;
and Cowell, Prakrita-prakas'a, p. xvii.

13 Pisachanam bhasha Paisachl
\ asyah Paisaehyah prakritili S'auraseni

\
Cowell>

p. 86, and Lassen, Instit. Pracr. 7. 439.
74

Cowell, p. 89, and Lassen, pp. 8. 391.
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commencement of Chapter XII. as derived immediately from the

Sanskrit. S'auraseril\ paTcritih Sanskritam\
75 At the end of the

Chapter ori the S'aurasem, it is stated that "in other points" (which have

not been specifically touched upon)
"

it is like the Maharashtri dialect."

S'esham mahdrashtrivat
\

76 From this and from some other quota-

tions -whiah will be found below, it appears that the ancient Maha-

rashtri, and the dialect called by way of eminence "the Prakrit," are

the pame.
77 In another work called the V Shadbfrasha Chandrika,"

by, LUkshmidhara, it is stated that the " Pivikrita dialect had its origin

in Maharashtra." Prdlcritam Mahdrdshtrodbhavam
|,

78 As the S'aura-

sem is said to be derived from the Sanskrit, tthe same must a fortiori

,
be true of the Maharashtri, or principal Prakrit, as the greater part of

< Yararuchi's work is devoted to showing how it is formed by modifi-

cations of the Sanskrit. And, in fact, at the close of Vararuchi's

ninth section on this dialect we have it thus stated in the following

Sutra, the 18th: "The rest is [to be learned] from the Sanskrit :"

seshah Samskritdt
\\

79 On which the commentator remarks, "The rest

means all that has not been already referred to. The remaining rules

for affixes, compounds, taddhitas, genders, etc., must be learned from

the Sanskrit." ulctdd anyah seshah
\ ]!>r<ityaya-samdsa-taddhita-Unga-

varnahddi-vidhih seshah samslcritdd hvagantavgah \

The derivation of

Prakrit from Sanskrit is here implied, and, in fact, as has already

been intimated, the same thing results from the whole series of rules

for forming Prakrit words, which are nothing but explanations of the

manner in which the Sanskrit fornis are modified in Prakrit. The

same origin is ascribed to Prakrit by Hemachandra, who says, Prakritih

samskritam
\
tatra-bhavaih tatah dgatam va Prdkritam

|

80 "It has its

origin in Sanskrit. Prakrit is that which springs, or comes, from

Sanskrit."
t

Of the Prakrits handled by Vararuchi we thus see that

three derive their names from thr/?e provinces of India, viz., Maha-

rashtra, Magadha, and the country of the S'urasenas, the region round

75
Cowell, p. 93, and Lassen, pp. 8 and 49 of Appendix.

f
76

Cowell, p. 96, and Lassen, pp. 8 and 50 of Appendix.
77 That the Maharashtri of that period was not the same as the modern Mahratti

appears (I need scarcely say) from the character of the former, as shown in the

dramatic works in which the Prakrits are employed.
7

Lassen, p. 12. 79
Cowell, pp. 85 and 176.

80
Cowell, p. xvii.

; Lissen, p.26.
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Mathura. This, as we have already seen above, p. 37, is considered by

Lassen as a strong proof that they were spoken dialects.

Four kinds of Prakrit only, as we have thus seen, are nientioned

by Vararuchi, the oldest authority on. Prakrit Grammar, viz., Maha-

rashtri (or the principal Prakrit), S'aurasenI, Magadhi, and Paisachi.

Though many other dialectic varieties are referred to by later gram-

marians, it is not necessary for my purpose to give a detailed account

of any of these. , ,1

Vararuchi devotes niae chapters, containing in all 424 aphoriams,jto

the Maharashtri
;.
one chapter containing 32 aphorisms to the pecu-

liarities of the S'aurasenI ;,another chapter containing 17 aphorisms to

the Magadhi; and a third chapter containing 14 aphorisms to tilei

Paisachi.

It is clear from this mode of treatment alone, that the 'points in

which these four dialects, and especially the Maharashtri and the

S'aurasenI, agree with each other, must be much more numerous than

those in which they differ
;
and this conclusion is confirmed by a com-

parison of the specimens of the several dialects which are extant in the

dramas. Accordingly, Professor Lassen remarks (Instit. Prac. p. 377),

that "the principal dialect, -.and the S'aurasenI, coincide in most re-

spects." The technical distinction made between these two dialects

by the grammarians is, that the one (the S'aurasenI) is the language

used in prose, while the Maharashtri is appropriated to verse (Lassen,

p. 384). The same author remarks of the Magadhi, that it does not

depart much further from the Sanskrit than the principal Prakrit does

(p. 387) ;
and that the Indian grammarians are wrong in deriving the

Magadhi from the S'aurasenI, as the former is as directly descended

from the Sanskrit as the latter
;
and that the two derivatives coincide

with each other in most respects (p
1
. 437). The Paisachi (a dialect

employed by barbarous hill tribes) .Lassen supposes, in like manner, to

have been derived directly from the Sanskrit, but by a process peculiar

to itself (p. 447).

In regard to these Prakrit dialects generally, Lassen remarks (p. 38>)

as follows :

" that the Sanskritic languages of Hindusthan proper were

formerly less different from each other than they now are, is to be

inferred from the fact, that at that earlier period they had not departed

so far from their common fountain." *
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The following passage, quoted by Lassen, Instit. Linguae Pracrit.,

p. 17, from a work called Prakritadlpika, by Chandideva, seems also

to show that Prakrit was a language in current use, as well as em-

ployed in the dramas : etad. api lokdnusdrdd natakadau mahdkavi-

prayoga-darsandt Prdkritam mahdrdshtradeslyam prakrishta-bhdsha-

nam
\
tathd cha Dandl "

mahdrdshtrdsraydm bhdshdm prakrishtam

Prdkritam vidur" iti
\

"This Prakrit of the Maharashtra country

[so called], from its conformity to popular, usage, 'and from its being

employed by great poets in dramas and* other pOems, is the most

excellent form of speech. Thus Dandl say,s,
' The Prakrit which

prevails in Maharashtra is considered the bst.'
" Rama Tarkavagisa,

i Ifi his Prakritakalpataru, declares "the Maharashtrl dialect to be the

root of the others;" sarvdsu bhdshdsv iha hetubhutdm bhdshdm mahd-

rdshtra-Vhavdm purastdt \ nirudayishydmi (sic) yathopadesam srl-Rdma-

iarmd 'ham imdm prayatnat |

81 and affirms that "the S'auraseni is

derived from it." Virachyate samprati S'auraseni purvaiva Ihdshd

prakritih kildsydh \

*z The Magadhi is said to be derived from

these two r Atha, iha Mdgttdhy anusishyate . . . asydh mahdrd-

shtraka-S'aurasena-bhdshe pravinaih prakritl nirukte
\

83 These lan-

guages, together with the Ardhamaga/lhl and the Dakshinatya, are

called bhdshds. The author then 1-efers to the second class, called

vibhdshas, the dialects called S'akari or Chandalika, S'abari, Abhirika,

Dravida, and Utkall, which, he says, "though characterized by

rusticity (apabhransata), are yet not to be ranked in the class of

apabhransas if they are employed In dramas." S
'

akkdrakodra-dram-

dddi-vacho
''

pabhrantsatdm yadyapi samsrayanti I sydd ndtakddau yadi

samprayogo naitdsv apabhraihsatayd tathaishah
\

84 On the other

hand, the forms of those vibhdshas which are not used in the dramas

are reckoned by the author among the apabhransa dialects, under

which name he understands the .provincial languages, such as the

Bengali, GuzaratI, etc.
85 A third class of languages is called by this

author the Paisachl.

81
Prakritakalpatani, quoted by Lassen, p. 20.

83
Ibid., 2nd S'akha, 1st Stavaka.

83
Ibid., 2nd Stavaka.

e*
Ibid., 3rd Stavaka (Lassen, p. 21).

85
Lassenf p. 22. r
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>

The Kavyachandrika, a work on poetry, has the following remarks

on language :

Tad eva vdnmayam vidyat samskritam prdkritam tathd
\ apabhramsaS

cha misras cha tasya bhedd chaturvidhdh
\

samskritam devatd-vanl ka-

thitd muni-pungavaih \
tadlhavam tatsamam deslty anekam prdkritam

viduh
\

J

"In regard to language, let it be understood that there are four

kinds, viz., Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhransa, and mixed. The Munis

call Sanskrit the language of the gods; and consider that there #re

several kinds of Prakrit^ viz. (Tadbhava], that which is derived from,

and (Tatsama} that whicti corresponds with, Sanskrit, and (Desi} the

provincial."
86 On this passage the scholiast remarks :

" Tadbhavah" samskrita-bhavah khaggddi-sabdah \

"tatsamah" sams-

krita-prdkritayoh samah hindira-hande ityddi-sabdah \

" desi" 'iti i^ahd-

rashtrlyddi \

"
apalhramsas

"
tv Alhlrddi-vdkyam \

" misrakam
"
ndta-

kddikam
\ ^

"The word tadbhava means 'derived from Sanskrit,' like the word

khagga, etc., for khadga. Tatsama means the words which are '
alike

in Sanskrit and Prakrit,' lil^e Mndlra, tiande, etc. 87 Desi means the

Maharashtrl, etc. Apabhransa is the speech of the Abhiras, etc.

The mixed dialect is that of the dramas, etc." - B Here it is Jo be

remarked that though the Maharashtri is generally recognized as the

principal Prakrit, it is in this passage called De$i
t
or provincial, by

the scholiast. To the same effect is the following passage from the

Kavyadarsa of DandT :

Tad eva vanmayam Ihuyah samskritam prdkritam tatJid
\ apabhramiam

cha misram chety dhur dptds chaturvidham
\

samskritam ndma dawi vug

anvdkhydtd maharshibhih
\

tatsamah tadbhavo deslty anekah prdkritah

kramah
\ mahdrdshtrdfraydm bhdshdm

'

prakrishtam prdkritam viduh
\

sdgarah sukti-ratndndm Setubandhddi-yanmayam (?) I 8'aurasenl cha

ndtl cha Qaudl chdnyd cha tddrisl
\ ydti prdkritam ity eshu vyava-

hdreshu*9 samvidhim
\ Abhlrddi-girah kdvyeshv

"
apabhramsah

"
iti

sthitih
|
sdstreshu samskritdd anyad apalhramsatayoditam \

.,

86
Kavyachandrika, quoted by Lassen, p. 32.

87 See Prof. Benfey's review of the 1st edit, of this volume in the Gb'tt. Gel.

Anzeigen for 23rd January, 1861, p. 132.

88 Scholiast on the same passage, ihid.

89
Tattaddes'Iya-vyavahar,eshu natakadishu, marginal gloss, quoted by Lassen.
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" "Writers of authority say that there are four kinds of" language :

Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhransa, and mixed. Great Bishis denominate

Sanskrit the language of the gods. There are several orders of Prakrit,

viz., (tadlhava) that which is derived from, and (tatsama) that which

corresponds with, Sanskrit, and the provincial (dei~). The language

of Maharashtra is called the principal Prakrit, and it is an ocean of

pearls and gems, such as the Setubandha, etc. [This line is corrupt;

and,,the above sense is assigned as a conjecture. The allusion appears

te berto the ancient Prakrit poem called '(Settfbantfha/
90
though there

may also be a reference to the reef of Sgtubandha, a line of rocks

between India and Ceylon, in the
vicinity

of the Ceylonese pearl
'

fisheries.] The S'auraseni, the Nati (dramatic ?), the Gaudi, and

such like dialects, follow the law of the Prakrit according to their

several provincial usages. The speech of the Abhiras, and other such

tribes, when occurring in poems, is called Apabhransa. In books on

grammar, whatever differs from Sanskrit is called Apabhransa."
91

In his note to the introduction to Campbell's Telugu Grammar, p. 15,

Mr. F. W. Ellis remarks as follows on the Shadbhasha Chandrika of

Lakshmidhara, above referred to (p. 54): "The work here noticed is

confined to these dialects [the Mah^rash^ri, S'auraseni, Magadhi,

Paisachi, Chulika-paisachI, and Apabhransa], as they now exist in the

Natakas [dramas], and treats therefore only of Tatsamam and Tad-

bhavam terms of Sanskrit origin ;
it is expressly stated, however, that

each possessed its proper Desyam, or native, terms
;
and it is probable,

as many of these dialects prevailed, in countries far distant from each

other,' that each was connected with Desyam words of various deriva-

tions, in conjunction with which they produced spoken languages,

differing considerably from each other. This in fact is declared to be

the case with respect to Paisaehi in the following passage :" Pisdcha-

desa-niyatam Pisuchl-dvitayam vidtfh \

Pisdcha-desus tu vriddhair uktdli\

Pdndya- Kekaya-Vdhllka- Sahya-Nepdla- Kuntaldh \

Sudhesha-Bhota-

Gdndhdra-Haiva-Kanojanas tathd
\

ete Paisacha-desdh syus taddesyas

pad-guno lhavet
\ [i.

e. Two kinds of Paisachi are recognized, which

depend on the different Pisacha countries. These are declared by

the ancients to be the following, Pandya, Kekaya, Yahlika, Sahya,

90 See note, p. x. and note 2, p. 26, in Cowell's Prakrita-prakas'a.
91 From the Karyadars'a of Dandi, as quoted by Lassen, pp. 32, 33.
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Nepala, Kuntala, Sudhesha, Bhota, Gandhara, Haiva, and .Kanojana.

These are the Paisacha countries
;
and the native of each country has

his own particular qualities.]
" The two Paisachi dialects are said to

prevail in all the countries here mentioned, commencing with Pand-

yam at the southern extremity of India, and extending to Canoj

(Canojana) in the north, . . . and it is added, Thes^ are^the

Paisachi countries, and the Desyam terms of each have their own

particular quality."'* The Concluding phrase is more vague in the
'

i
J

original than Mr. EHis hafs rendered it
;
but as language is the subject

which the author io treating, it is to be presumed that he here alludes

to the peculiar character of i the different provinces in respect of their

varieties of speech.

It is irrelevant to my present purpose to inquire particularly

whether the various distinctions adopted by Vararuchi and his suc-

cessors, of the mediate or immediate derivation of the Prakrits from

Sanskrit, and their classifications of Prakrit, into that which ig pro-

perly so called, and Apabhransa, and Paisachi, are merely arbitrary

and factitious, or are founded on any rational principles. It is enough

that I find the following facts,, which are itnportant to the conclusions

I am seeking to establish, admitted by the native authorities I have

just cited
; viz., first, that the Prakrits are derived from Sanskrit as

their source
; secondly, that they are comppsed of a threefold element :

Tatsamam, pure Sanskrit
; Tadbhavam, derived from Sanskrit

;
and

Desi, local. As this third element, Desi, is distinguished both from

pure Sanskrit and from words derived from Sanskrit but modified, it

would appear, thirdly, that it denotes words which were regarded as

having an origin different from Sanskrit. Such, at least, is indubitably

the sense in which the word Desi is used by Telugu writers.92

92 See Campbell's Telugu Grammar (3rd edit., Madras, 1849), p. 37, Vhere it is

said :

" The words of the Teloogoo language .... are classed by Sanskrit gram-
marians under four distinct heads. 1st De'shyumob, or, as it is more emphatically

termed, Utsu Des/tyttmoo, the pure language of the land; 2nd Tutsumu.noo, Sanskrit

words assuming Teloogoo terminations
; ,3rd Tudbhavumoo, Teloogoo corruptions of

Sanskrit words, formed by the substitution, the elision, or addition of letters
; 4th.->

Gramytimoo, provincial terms, or words peculiar to the vulgar. To these we may
also add Unyu Deshyumoo, or words from other countries, sometimes given as a sub-

division of the first class, and comprising, according to the definition of ancient

writers, words adopted from the dialects current in the Canarese, Mahratta, Guzerat,

and Dravida provinces only, but now also including several of Persian, Hindoostanee,

and English origin."
4
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To give an idea of the artificial manner in which the Indian critics

classify the different Prakrit dialects, and of the different classes of

people to whom they conceive the dramatic writers ought to assign

them, I quotQ, a passage from the Sahitya Darpana :

Purushdndm amchdndrn samskritam samskritdtmandm
\

S'auraserii

prafjoktavyd tddrislndm cha yoshitdm \

dsdm eva tu gathtisu Mdhdr.d-

shtrlm prayojayet \
atroktd mdgadhl bhdshd rdjantahpura-chdrindm \

chefdndm rdjaputrdndm sreshthindm cJidrd^amdgadh^, \ prdchya vidusha-

kddlndm dhurtdndm sydd -Avantikd
\ yodKa-nagarwtidindm ddkshindtyd

hi dlyatdm \
S'akardndm Sakddlndm sdkdrim samprayojayet \

Vdhlika-

jbhdshd divydndm dravidl Dravidddishu*'
\

Abhlreshu tathd "bhirl

chdnddll Pukkasddishu
\

Abhirl S'dvari cJidpi Mshtha-patropajivishu \

tathaivdngdrakdrddau Paisdchl sydt Pi&dcha-vdk
\

chetlndm apy arii-

chftiiam api sydt S'aurasenikd
\

bdldndm shandafcdndm cha nlcha-

grahamchdrindm \

unmattdndm dturdndm saiva sydt samskritam kvachit
\

aisvaiyena pramattasya ddridryopaskritasya cha
\
bhikshu-bandhadhard-

dindm prdkritam samprayojayet \

samskritam samprayoktavyam lingi-

nlshuttamdsu cha
\ devimantrisutd-vesydsv api kaischit tathoditam

\ yad-

desam nlcha-pdtram tu tad-desam tesya fydshitam \ kdryatas chottamd-

dlndm kdryo Ihdslid-viparyayah \ Yoshvt-sakhl-bdla-vesyd-kitavdpsarasdm
ti

tatKd
| vaidagdhydrtham praddtavyam samskritam chdntardntarti

\

11 Let men of respectable .ranjc and cultivated minds speak Sanskrit;

and let women of the same description use S'aurasem, except in the

metrical parts, where they should talk Maharashtri. Persons living

in kings' palaces should employ Magadhi, and servants, kings' sons,

and magistrates Ardhamagadhi. The eastern dialect (which the

scholiast says is Gaudi, or Bengali) should be spoken by buffoons
;
and

the Avanti by crafty persons. Let Dakshinatya (the language of

Vidarbha, according to the scholiast) be employed by soldiers and

citizens ;
and S'akari by ifVakara's, S'akas, and others. The Vahllka

dialect is .the one proper for celestial (?) personages, Dravidl for

Dravidas, etc., Abhni for Abhlras,, Chandali for Pukkasas, etc., the

Abhiri and S'avarl for those who live by cutting wood and gathering

leaves, and Paisachi, the speech of Pisachas, for charcoal-burners.

S'aurasem may be used also for female servants of the more respectable

sort, for children, eunuchs, and low astrologers; the same, and oc-

casionally Sanskrit, for madmen and sick persons. Prakrit should be
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employed by those who are intoxicated by authority or affected by

poverty, by mendicants and prisoners, etc. Sanskrit should be as-

signed to the better sort of female mendicants, and also, as 'some say,

to queens, ministers' daughters, and harlots. A dialect belonging to

the country from which each character of low origin comes should

be assigned to him
;

and the language employed by the superior

personages should vary according to their function. Sanskrit should

be occasionally assigned to women, female friends, children, harlots,

gamblers, and celestial" nyjaphs, with the view of [showing theft-]

cleverness." 93
,

The rules here given a^>e quite artificial, as it would be absurd to

suppose that different classes of persons living in the same locality, as
'

most at least of the dramatis personae would do, could each speak

different dialects, and that, too, the dialects of other and perhaps

distant provinces.

I shall conclude this section by adding the substance of what Pro-

fessor Lassen says about the Prakrit dialects in the earlier portion of

his work (pp. 22, 25-29).

"The word praikrita comes from prakriti (procreatrix'), 'nature,'

and means 'derived;' the several Prakrit dialects being regarded as

derivatives of Sanskrit either diVectly or mediately. The original

language from which any other springs is called its prakriti, or source.

Thus Hemachandra says, 'Prakrit has its origin in Sanskrit; that

which is derived, or comes from the latter, is called prdkrita.'
' 94 The

expressions Sanskrit and Prakrit are opposed to each other in another

sense, when the former word denotes men of cultivated minds, and the

latter those who are uncultivated. The term Prakrit is therefore also

applied to vulgar and provincial forms of speech.

" The grammarians concur in considering Maharashtri -.as in the

strictest sense of the word Prakrit, the principal form or type of

Prakrit. The S'aurasem and the Magadhi approach most nearly to

the Maharashtri, and both derive their appellations from the names

of provinces. By these three provincial designations, Maharashtr?)

S'auraseni, and Magadhi, the Indian grammarians appear to have

93
Sahitya Darpana in Bibliotheca Indica, No. 53, pp. 172, 173. (See also Lassen,

Instit. Linguae Pracr., pp. 35, 36.)

94 Hemachandra, yiii. 1, Lasseu, p. 26
; quoted aSove, p. 44.

UNIVERSITY Of
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understood the local varieties of language employed in those three

several provinces, as well as the dramatic dialects severally so called.

Yararuchi specifies only one inferior dialect, the Paisachi, and under-

stands by it the form of speech- employed by the lowest classes of men.

This, is to be distinguished from the speech of Pisachas (goblins),

whicji, wiien introduced on the stage, are said to use a gibberish

totally ungrammatical. The word is to be understood as figuratively

used' to denote the contempt in which tha, lowest- classes were held.

H'ema'chandra mentions a variety of this dialect, tho Chulika-paisachi,

which denotes a form of speech lower than oven the former. In fact

two varieties of Paisachi appear to be distinguished by the gramma-
'

nans,
95 both of them spoken by barbarous tribes, of which the one

seems to belong to northern, the other to southern, India. Earna

Tarkavagisa also mentions two sorts of Paisachi, signifying by this

name a rude mixture of language drawn from different idioms.

"Thj3 term apabhransa is applied by the grammarians to those dialects

which are the furthest removed from the pure Sanskrit original, and

have undergone the greatest corruption. Hemachandra specifies two

kinds, of which one has mout affinity with the principal Prakrit, and

the other with the S'auraseni. The ojdsr writers assign this dialect

to th.e people who dwell on the shor'es of the western ocean, especially

the Abhiras. Rama Tarkavagisa, departing from the view of the

earlier writers, ascribes the varieties of the local and provincial dialects

to the apabhransa, as their source. The same author seems also (when
he uses (iii. 1) the words nagddikramat, ''according to the manner of

those who speak like Nagas, or serpents, etc."), to assign a mytho-

logical name to the provincial dialects in the same way as the older

writers talk of certain barbarous tribes as Pisachas. This designation

appears to have proceeded froln the writers on rhetoric, who assign

Sanskrit to the gods : Prakrit is tten left for men; while those whom
the Brahmans consider to be scarcely deserving of the name of men,

Chandalas, Abhiras, and such like, are only fit to utter the speech of

goblins, or serpents.
" The Prakrit dialects employed in the dramas are rightly asserted

by the grammarians to be of Sanskrit origin ;
for both the grammatical

forms and the words, with very few exceptions, as well as the entire

95
r

See the 'passage quoted in p. 48.
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structure of the Prakrits, and the character of their syntax, are

derived from the Sanskrit. "When, however, the more recent gram-

marians assert the same of the Canarese and other South-Indian

dialects, they are in error, as, although these languages contain words

formed from Sanskrit according to certain rules, their grammatical

forms and primary words cannot by any possibility have btien drawn

from that source."

I will hereafter show {when I come to refer more particularly

to the South-Inditto laisgui-ges) that the Indian grammarians (31 t&e

south claim for the Tejugu, and no doubt for the Tamul, Canarese,

and Malayalim, also, an origin quite independent of the Sanskrit. 96

j*

SECT. Y. The Pali, and its Relations to Sanskrit and Prakrit.

The above tabular comparison of the Prakrits with the modern,ver-

naculars, will have abundantly shown, that the latter are derived from

the former, or from some kindred sources, and that both are derived

in great part from the Sanskrit, at some period of its history, the one

mediately, the other more immediately! Although, however, it be

sufficiently clear, both from the authority of the native grammarians

and by a comparison of the Sanskrit and the Prakrits, that the latter

are derived from the former, yet'the later Prakrits do not represent

the derivative form of speech which stands nearest to the Sanskrit
;

and we are in a position to point out a dialect which approaches yet

more closely to the latter than the Prakrits do. I mean the Pali, or

sacred language of the Buddhists
;

a language which is extinct in

India, but in which numerous canonical books of the Bauddha religion,

still extant in Burmah and Ceylon, are written. 97

Though, however, this language has had the singular fate of having

now disappeared from its native soil, tb become a sacred language in

foreign countries, it is yet nothing more than one of the ancient

96 See Dr. Caldwell's Comp. Grammar of the Dravidian languages, pp. 30, 31
;
the

Introduction to Campbell's Telugu Grammar, 3rd edit., Madras, 1849, pp. xv. ff,
;
and

the Note, in the same work, by Mr. Ellis, to Mr. Campbell's Introduction, pp. 11-22.
97 If any Brahmanical reader should think of studying these pages, I hope thai

the connexion of the Pali language with the Buddhist religion will not deprive it

of all interest in his eyes, much less induce him, with the author of the Nyaya mala

vistara, I. 3, 4, to regard it, though of pure Sanskrit original, as polluted, like cow's

milk in a dog's skin (nahi putam syad gokshlram sva-dritau dhritam), by the unholy
contact of these heretics.
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vernacular dialects of Northern India. Magadhi is the appellation

which the Buddhists of Ceylon themselves give to it. It is, indeed,

true, as we are informed by Mr. Tumour, that the "Buddhists are

impressed with the conviction that their sacred and classical language,

the Magadhi or Pali, is of greater antiquity than the Sanskrit; and

that it had attained also a higher state of refinement than its rival

tongue had acquired. In support of this belief they adduce various

argunents, which in their judgment are v quite conclusive. They

observe that the very word ' Pali '

signifieo, original, text, regularity ;

and there is scarcely a Buddhist Pali scholar in Ceylon who, in the

discussion of this question, will not quotev with an air of triumph,

<neir favourite verse, sd Magadhi mula-lhdsd nard ydy'ddikappikd \

Irahmdno ch1

assutdldpd Samluddha cJidpi bhdsare. ' There is a lan-

guage wHich is the root (of all languages) ;
men and Brahmans at the

commencement of the creation, who had never before heard or uttered

a human accent, and even the supreme Buddhos spoke it: it is

Magadhi.'
98 This verse" is a quotation from Kachchayano's Gram-

mar, the oldest referred to ifi the Pali literature of Ceylon. The

original is not extant in this island." 100 Mr. Tumour, however, is

inclined to " entertain an opinion adyerse to the claims of the

Buddhists on this particular point [the priority of Pali to Sanskrit].

The general results of the researches hitherto made by Europeans,

both historical and philosophical, unquestionably converge," he thinks,

98 Mahawanso, Introduction, p. xxii ; see also
]^

xxvii. Mr. Childers translates

thus :
" The Mugadhl is the original langu'age in which men of former Kalpas, and

Brahmas by whom speech has not been heard, and supreme Buddhas speak." The
" Brahmas

"
are, he thinks, the inhabitants of the upper Brahma worlds. The idea en-

tertained by the Buddhists of the superiority of Ihe Pali to Sanskrit may also be learnt

from the following passage of the commentary on the Grammar called Rupasiddhi,

describing the result of the composition of Kacbchayano's Grammar: ewam sati tiana-

desa-lha^a-sdkkatadi-Tchnlita-wachannin analtaram jetwa Tathagatena wnttaya su-

bhawa niruttiya sukhena Buddha-wachanctm ugganhissanti \

" This being done, men,

overcoming the confusion and incorrectness of diction, arising from the mixture of

Sanskrit and other dialects of various countries, will, 'by conformity to the rules

of grammar propounded by the Tathagata (Buddha), easily acquire the doctrine of

B/jddho." Mahawanso, Introd., pp. xxvi, xxvii.

99 Preserved in the grammar called Payogasiddhi. Tumour, p. xxvii. Mr. Childers

tells me that the verse does not occur in Kachchayana.
100 This grammar is now in the hands of scholars, and parts of it have been pub-

ished by Mr. D'Alwis and Dr. Kuhn. Mr. Childers says that it is in the hands of

every native scholar, and' must have been so in Mr. Tumour's time.
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"to prove the greater antiquity of the Sanskrit. Even in this island,"

he proceeds, "all works on astronomy, medicine, and (such as they are)

on chemistry and mathematics, are exclusively written in Sanskrit:

while the works on Buddhism, the histories subsequent to the advent

of Gotamo Buddho, and certain philological works alone^ are composed

in the Pali language
"

(Mahawanso, Introd. pp. xxii, xxiii). There

is no question that Mr. Tumour is right, and that the priests of

Ceylon, who are no
tphilologists, are wrong. The Pali bears as distinct

traces of derivation .from^Sanskrit,
in an early stage of its development,

as any of the other northern dialects. Before, however, adducing the

proofs of this, I must give some account of the manner in which the

Pali was introduced into Ceylon.

The appearance of Buddha as a religious reformer in Northern

Hindustan seems to have taken place in the earlier part of *he sixth

century before Christ. He is said to have entered on his mission in

the year 588, and to have died in 543 B.C. (Tumour, Introd. to

Mahaw., p. xxix).
101 In strong contrast to the Brahmans, he a!nd his

followers strove to disseminate their new doctrines in a popular shape

among all classes of society; and for this purpose employed, where

necessary, the current vernacular dialects of their age and country,

though, at the same time, they fmay have used both Sanskrit and

Magadhl in the composition of thejir sacred works (Lassen, Ind. Ait. ii.

492, f.
; 1147, f

; Burnouf, Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 862).
103 Three

Buddhist synods were held at different periods within 300 years after

101 The grounds for preferring the Cingalese date of Buddha's death, 543 or

544 B.C., to that of the Northern Buddhists, are set forth by Lassen, InJ. Alt.,

vol. ii., pp. 51-61. See especially pp. 60, 61. The historical value of the Buddhist

records is, according to Mr. Tumour (Introd., p. xxviii), assured in the following

way :

" The age in which we now live is the Buddhotpado of Gotamo [the interval

between the manifestation of one Buddho and the epoch when his religion becomes

extinct]. His religion was destined to endure 5,000 years; of which 2,380 have

now passed away (A.D. 1837) since his dec.th, and 2,620 are yet to come. ... By
this fortunate fiction, a limitation has been prescribed to the mystification in which

the Buddhistical creed has involved all the historical data contained in its literature

anterior to the advent of Gotama. . . . The mystification of the Buddhistical data

ceased a century at least prior to B.C. 588, when Prince Siddhattho attained Buddho-

hood, in the character of Gotamo Buddho."
102

Benfey has expressed a different opinion on one point. He says (Indien, p. 194),

the Buddhist books of Nepal composed in Sanskrit are,
" as we shall hereafter show

to be probable, merely translations from the Buddhist sources, which were originally

composed in Pali." v
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;
DIFFUSION OF BUDDHISM.

Buddha's death, for the collection and arrangement of the sacred works

which expounded the doctrines and discipline of his religion ;
for the

correction of errors and abuses; and for the purpose of propagating

the new faith in foreign countries. The revelations of Buddha are

stated by his followers " to have been orally pronounced in Pali, and

orally perpetuated for upwards of four centuries, till the close of the

Buddhistical age of inspiration." They consist of the Pitakattaya

[in Sanskrit Pitakatraya], or the three pitakas, wjiich now form the

BudcHustical Scriptures, divided into the/ Vyiaya.* Abhidharma, and

Sutra pitakas. A schism having arisen afte/ Buddha's death, the first

Buddhist council was held in 543, when the authenticity of this Pali

,,
collection was established, and commentaries upon it, called Atthaka-

tha, were promulgated. At the second council, in 443 B.C., the autho-

rity of the Pitakattaya was again vindicated, and the Atthakatha

delivered on that occasion completed the history of Buddhism for the

interval subsequent to the previous council. In the year 309 B.C., the

third council was held in the reign of King Asoka, who was a zealous

promoter of Buddhism [Tumour, p. xxix]. Various missions were

consequently undertaken. 103

a Mahendra, the son of King Asoka, was

sent on a mission to Ceylon, for the conversion of that island.

The following account of his proceedings is given by the native

authorities, as abstracted by Professor Lassen (Ind. Alt. ii. pp. 247-

253) : Mahendra arrived in 'Ceylon in the year 245 B.C., was hospita-

bly received by the king of the island, and began by his preaching to

convert the inhabitants to the religton of'Buddha. The king himself

embraced the new doctrine. Relics of Buddha were transported to

the island from Northern India, and the Bodhi tree, under which

Buddha had attained the most perfect knowledge, was transplanted

thither from Behar, and, according to the belief of the Buddhists, con-

tinues to flourish to the present time. Many miracles attended these

transactions. The conversion's to Buddhism continued; and many male

and female devotees were consecrated to the Buddhist priesthood.

Buddhism, thus introduced, has eve
1

!
1 since remained the creed of

Ceylon ;
and that island, the head-quarters of Southern Buddhism, and

the seed-plot from which it was propagated into Burmah and other

parts of Transgangetic India, is regarded in those countries as a holy

103 See Lassen, find. Alto ", PP- 79, 86, 229, ff., and 234-240.
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land. In Ceylon there exists, as has been already mentioned, an ex-

tensive Buddhistic literature, which fills up an important blank in that

of the Brahmans. This literature is, as has been stated, in Pali. At

first, however, the principal sacred records of the Buddhists are said to

have been handed down by oral tradition. Mr. Turnour (p. xxix)

gives the following statement on this subject from the native autho-

rities : The Pitakattaya, together with the Atthakatha, completed to

the era of the third Couapil, were orally promulgated in Ceyloa by

Mahendra, the Pitakattaya fin Pali, and the Atthakatha in Cingalese,

with a further Attbakatha of his own. These works were, it is said,

propounded orally by his inspired disciples and successors till the close

of the period of inspiration, which occurred in Ceylon between 104

and 76 B.C. They were then committed to writing, the text (Pitaka-

ttaya) in Pali (in which it had before been handed down orally), (

and

its commentaries in Cingalese. This event is thus celebrated in the

MahawansOj chap 33, p. 207. Pittaka-ttaya-pdlim cha tassd attha-

kathaih cha tarn
\ mukha-pdthena dnesum pulibe Ihikkhu mahamati

\

Jidnim disiodna sattdnam tadd bhikkhu '

samdgatd \

chiratthitattham

dhamrnassa potthakesu likhdpayum \

" The wise Bhikkhus of earlier

times had handed down orally Jboth the text (Pali) of the three pitakas,

and their atthakatha. But at that 'period, perceiving the injury which

would otherwise be sustained by*he people, the Bhikkhus assembled

and caused them to be written down in books for the more lasting

stability of the faith." About 500 years later, in the period between

410 and 432 A.D., Buddhaghosa transferred the Cingalese Atthakatha

into Pali, as related in the 37th Chapter of the Mahawanso. These

Pali versions of the Buddhist scriptures and their commentaries are

those now extant in Ceylon, and they are identically the same with

the Siamese and Burmese versions.

Such are the Buddhist traditions .regarding the oral transmission of

their sacred books, viz., the scriptures themselves in Pali, and the

commentaries, etc., in Cingalese, and their subsequent consignment to

writing. It is to be remarked, however, that so much of this narrative^

as records the oral transmission of these works, is distinctly rejected by

Mr. Turnour, who says, p. Ivii.,
"
although there can be no doubt as

to the belief entertained by Buddhists here, that these scriptures were

perpetuated orally for 453 years before theyowere Deduced to writing,
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being founded on superstitious imposture, originating perh'aps in the

priesthood denying to all but their own order access to their scriptures,

yet there' is no reasonable ground for questioning the authority of the

history thus obtained of the origin, recognition, and revisions of these

Pali scriptures'."

Regarding the introduction of Pali into Ceylon, different views have

been taken. In his " Institutiones LinguaB PracriticaB," Professor

Lasen remarks as follows (pp. 60, 61) :

(
<

s "'It is clear that the Pali is the sacred language of the Southern

Buddhists, i.e. of those who departing, foj: the most part, from the

shores of Kalinga, towards the south, carried with them, first of all,

'the doctrines of Buddhism into Ceylon, and eventually propagated them

them in India beyond the Ganges."

And dgain :

" While the Pali is connected with the emigration of Buddhism to

the south, it was itself, without doubt, produced in India. It is by

no means clear whether the Buddhists, when they travelled southwards,

made use of the Pali language from the first or not; but indeed, as

the commencement of the emigration to Ceylon can scarcely be placed

earlier than from 628-543 before Chris/, the application of the Pali

dialect as a vehicle for communicating the Buddhist doctrines can

hardly have taken place earlier thp.n that period. How much more

recent it may be, I leave to' those who may be endeavouring to trace

the history of this sect to discover."

In his later work, however, tbe " Indian Antiquities
"

(vol. ii.,

pp. 4'88-490), Lassen proposes the following theory on the subject,

which I translate, with slight abridgements :

" The Pali language is called by the Buddhists of Ceylon Magadhl,

and it ought consequently to have had its birthplace in Magadha.

This, however, cannot have been the case, as, like the majority of the

dramatic dialects, it does not possess the peculiarities of the Magadhl.

The Buddhists are also wrong when they declare the Pali to be the

root of the Sanskrit, and assert that Katyayana restored it to its

original perfection by purifying it from all intermixture of Sanskrit

and the provincial dialects. We shall therefore have to seek for the

birthplace of the Pali elsewhere than in Magadha. We must neces-

sarily assume it to have bgen once a vernacular dialect, as it is other-
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i

wise impossible to perceive why it should have been selected as the

language of the sacred writings. There is, besides, nothing in its

character which is opposed to the supposition that it was once & spoken

tongue. If we compare it with the language of the "Western inscrip-

tions, we find that, generally speaking, they stand both equally re-

moved from the Sanskrit; for if the one presents some forms which

are older, the other again has other forms which are more ancient.104

The western inscriptions haye, in addition to other differences, also

the peculiar phonetic ruie of changing tvd into pta (e.g. dasayilva*

[Sanskrit darsayitvCL\ into dasayiptu}, which is unknown to the Pali,

as well as to the dramatic, dialects. These discrepancies render it

impossible to identify the Pali with the language of the western

inscriptions. It is besides to be observed, that Buddhism had not its

principal seat on the western coast, where the dialect in question was

vernacular."

Thus, according to Lassen, the Pali is neither identifiable with the

Magadhi, the language of Eastern Hindustan, nor with the dialects

of Western India, as made known by the western inscriptions. .

" In the absence of any other circumstance to indicate the birthplace

of the Pali (Professor Lassen pj-oceeds), I propose the following con-

jecture on the subject. I assume tiat Katyayana selected the speech

of the country in which he was engaged in propagating Buddhism, i.e.

of Malwa. Of the Prakrits employed in the dramas, the S'aurasem is

the one most frequently employed, and is the variety used in the

prose passages. Vararuchi derives It immediately from the Sanskrit,

and from it the other dramatic dialects. He must therefore have con-

sidered it as the oldest, though he (as well as his successors), regards

the dialect called Maharashtrl as the principal. These two dialects

stand the nearest to the Pali, though it is decidedly older tljan they

are. I conjecture, therefore, that we .may regard it as the oldest form
i

104 Thus the language of the inscriptions preserves the s before t and th, as in asti,

in sesthe, and in usthana ; and the r in tarvva, where the Pali has tth, tth, and vv.

The inscriptions, too, preserve the Sanskrit dative, for which the genitive is used in i

Pali, though the grammarians recognize, the existence of the dative. In Pali the

ablative in sma, as well as mha, and the locative in smin as well as mhi, are found,

though they are rarely used in composition. In the inscriptions, on the other hand,

the locative has the form mhi, while the ablative of words in a is
,
so that the

pronominal declination of this case has not yet been trjnsferret? to the noun.
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which has been preserved of the vernacular language of "Western India

between the Jumna river and the Vindhya range, a tract which in-

cludes $[alwa. The S'aurasem would consequently present a later

form of this language. Prom Ujjayani a knowledge of Katyayana's

work was probably diffused over the Dekhan
;

and the Cingalese

derived their acquaintance with the dialect of which it treated from

the country of the Damilas, i.e. the Tamilians, or the Cholas. In that

country, Dipankara, surnamed Buddhapriya, composed his new ar-

langement of that work, the oldest Pali 'grammar now extant. 105 As

the canonical writings in Ceylon were not .translated into this sacred

dialect till the beginning of the fifth centi^ry A.D.,
106 the knowledge of

Cc
it appears to have been only very slowly diffused towards the south.

The grammar just referred to appears to be more ancient than that

translation. A more accurate conclusion regarding this portion of the

history of the languages of India will perhaps result from a complete

investigation of the writings of the Southern Buddhists."

These remarks of Lassen afford, perhaps, scarcely sufficient grounds for

denying that the Pali was introduced into Ceylon from Magadha. The

peculiarities which are enumerated by Yararuchi as the characteristics

of the Magadhi, as it existed in his day, such as the substitution of

s for sh, and s, y for /, sk for k$h, I for r, are, after all, of no great

consequence, and would perhaps be? regarded by learned persons, even

IDS The oldest version of the compilation from Kachchayano's Grammar," says,

Mr. Tumour (Introd. to Mahaw. p. xxv.), "is acknowledged to be the Rupasiddhi.
I quote three passages .... The first df these extracts [from the conclusion of the

Rupa'siddhi] .... proves the work to be of very considerable antiquity, from its

having been composed in the Daksina, while Buddhism prevailed there as the religion

of the state." This quotation is as follows : wikliyatananda-therawhaya-wara-

gurunaih Tambapanni-ddhajanam sisso Dlpankarakhyo Damila-ivasumati dipa-

laddha-ppakaso Baladichchadi-wasOfddwitayam adhiwasan sasanam jotayl yo soyam

Buddha-piyyawho yafi imam ujukam Rupasiddhim akasi
\
which, with the aid of

Mr. Tumour's version, I translate as 'follows :

" The celebrated teacher AnSndo,

who was a rallying point like a standard to Tambapaimi (Ceylon), had a disciple

called Dipankaro. The latter, who had obtained renown in the land of Damila, and

was the superintendent o/ two religious houses, called Baladichcha, etc., illustrated

r the religion of Buddha. He was the devotee who bore the appellation of Buddhapiyo,
and composed this perfect Rupasiddhi." ,

106 This statement of Lassen disagrees with the account given by Mr. Tumour,
on native authority (quoted above, p. 57), that the Pitakattaya had been handed

down in Pali from the first. See also the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
for 1837, pp. 503, ff.

* "
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in Magadha itself, rather as vulgar provincialisms, than essential

characteristics of their language. If so, such varieties would naturally

be discarded by educated men acquainted with Sanskrit, when they

came to form for themselves a literary language.

The early Buddhist teachers appear to have been in the habit of

travelling over the whole of the central parts of Northern India, and

must have been acquainted with the languages of its different pro-

vinces. When, therefore, they set themselves to compose works which

were intended for circulation in all these different regions, they would?

naturally adopt the most
Correct

and approved forms of speech which

were current anywhere within those limits. The case is quite different

in regard to the dramatic compositions of India, which would preserve
'*

the most salient points of every provincial patois, as works of this

class derive a considerable part of their attraction from depicting,, or

even exaggerating local peculiarities.

I find it also difficult to concur in Lassen's opinion as to the period

at which the Pali, or Magadhi, was introduced into Ceylon. Mahendra

and his followers, who were no doubt numerous, must necessarily have

carried with them the language of their native country ;
and not only

so, but they may have been the, bearers of numerous works written in

that language. For it is not easy to*receive literally the account gi^en

by the Ceylonese writers (which, as we have seen, p. 54, Mr. Tumour

also rejects,) of the time at which their religious works were first

committed to writing, or to suppose that the foreign propagators of

Buddhism, who would at first be ign'orant of Cingalese, should, at the

period of their arrival, have had no records in their own language of

the new religion which they were introducing, or that these records

should not have been safely handed down to their successors.

M. Eugene Burnouf, in the course of a comparison which he is

instituting* between a paragraph extracted from a Pali work, one

of the books of the Buddhist canon, the Digha Nikaya, and a parallel

passage from a Kepalese Sanskrit work, makes the following observa-

tion on the language in which the former is composed, from which v,

it will be observed, that he does not controvert the derivation of the

Pali language from the dialect of Magadha :

"It is quite possible that these two versions may have been nearly

contemporaneous in India, and have been ^curreni there from the
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earliest period of Buddhism, before the events occurred which trans-

ported them to Ceylon. The Pali version would he popular among
the inferior castes and the bulk of the people of Magadha and Oude,

while the Sanskrit version was used by the Brahmans. Still, we

should not be justified in supposing that we possessed in the Pali text

the. authentic version of this passage in its true Magadhi form, since

a comparison of the Indian inscriptions of As"oka, and of the Pali of

Ceylon, reveals to us certain differences, 'betwee'n the forms of these

two
u
dialects. Still, wnile we allow for^the" degree of artificial regu-

larity which the cultivation of the Pali in Ceylon may have introduced,

we must hold that the Pali version of this passage approaches very

closely to the form which it must have had in Magadhi." (Lotus de

la Bonne Loi. App., p. 862.)

Professor "Weber (in the course of a detailed notice of the Lotus de

la Bonne Loi, in his Indische Studien, iii., 176, ff.) remarks as follows

on tbls passage : "This last explanation [that the Pali was elaborated

in Ceylon] does not appear to me satisfactory, because a language

carried by a few persons along with them into a foreign country

ordinarily retains its ancient character unchanged. It is further very

questionable whether the cultivation of the Pali commenced in

Ceylon, and probability speaks rather in favour of the supposition

that the grammar of the language was fixed in the country which

was its home." "Weber proceeds to observe, that the Cingalese

tradition ascribes the origin of their grammar to India
;
and thinks

it may be doubtful whether Pali was used at all in Ceylon before

the arrival there of Buddhaghosa in 420 A.D. For though a trans-

lation of the Sutras is said to have been made into the Cingalese

sixty years earlier (which seems to prove that the Pali was under-

stood alJ along), yet it is improbable, he conceives, that, if it had

been earnestly studied before -Buddhaghosa, the translation of the

work called Atthakatha would have been so long deferred. At any

rate, he thinks the arrival of this teacher appears to have given a new

impulse to the study of Pali, as is attested by the composition of the

Mahavansa in that language, fifty years later. It is clear, however,

that Weber maintains the essential identity of Pali with the vernacular

dialect of Magadha, in the sixth century B.C., as he explains the more

archaic character 'of the 'language of the Pali books, the Atthakatha
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and Tripitaka, as compared with the language of the Indian inscrip-

tions of Asoka, by supposing that (while the popular dialect had

undergone great alterations in the 300 years which intervened between

Buddha's death and the date of the inscriptions) the followers of

Buddha may have made it a rule to retain, as far as possible, the

dialect in which Buddha himself spoke, as the language tff all
,
the

discourses which actually emanated from him, or were ascribed to

him, as well as of all the narratives of which he formed the subject.

I quote two othe*r authorities on the subject of the early intr&duCS-

tion of Pali into Ceylon. ,
Ihe first is Professor Spiegel, who remarks

as follows, in the Preface to the Kammavakya (a short Buddhist work

edited by him, and translated into Latin) :
" It appears-reasonable to

believe that the Pali was introduced by the Buddhists into Ceylon, and

carried thence into Transgangetic India. An extensive intercourse

existed between the continent of India and Ceylon from the earliest

period, and the mention of this island in the Ramayana is well kjaown.

Six Brahmanical kings are enumerated in the Hahavansa, who, as

they lived before the age of Asoka, must no doubt have employed

another language. That this was the case' is proved by the multitude

of words which have been transferred from Sanskrit, not from Pali, into

the Cingalese language, and which
1

appear to have been introduced in

consequence of that previous intercourse to which reference has been

made. Thus we find in Cingalese, karna, not Icanna, ear, vaira, not vera,

enmity, the use of the visarga, which has nearly disappeared from

Pali, as well as the vowels ri, ri, Iri, Irz." Spiegel proceeds :

" "We

find from the Cingalese books, that the Buddhists arrived in Ceylon,

bringing with them the Pali language, in the time of Devanampiyatissa,

the contemporary of Asoka, who reigned from 260-219 B.C. It is

probable that the Pali was called MSgadhi in consequence of the

mission of Asoka's son Mahendra to ^introduce Buddhism into Ceylon.

In fact, a comparison of the Pali with the language of the inscriptions

which have descended to our own time, leaves no doubt that the two

forms of speech are most closely connected. Both are but compara->

tively little removed from the Sanskrit, since in neither of them is

elision of letters practised, nor, with few exceptions, are aspirated

letters commuted into A, as in the Prakrit."

The other authority I shall quote is Processor "Benfey, who thus
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writes in his article on India (in Ersch and Gruber's German Ency-

clopaedia, p, 194) :

" The 'place exterior to India, where Buddhism became first estab-

lished as a state religion (about 240 years before Christ) under the

especial auspices of Asoka, Emperor of India, was Ceylon. It is

therefore iio be assumed that at that period all which was of importance

on the subject of Buddhism, was brought to Ceylon in the form in

whieh it then existed. Besides, so close a,, connexion existed between

Oeylon and the head-quarters of the Intliao empire, viz., the regions

lying on the Bay of Bengal (Bengal itself atd^the adjoining provinces),

that the Ceylonese took at least a passive share in the development of
'

Buddhism. Hence their books appear to me to be auth6rities of the

greatest consequence. It is further to be observed that these works

are composed in Pali, which is the sacred language of the Buddhist in

Ceylon, and in the countries converted to Buddhism by the Ceylonese,

and which was the predominating popular dialect of central India."

I quote another passage, to a similar effect, from p. 250 of the same

work
;
and although there, at the close, the author speaks doubtfully

of the derivation of Pali from the province of Magadha, and of the

introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon, from the shores of the Bay of

Bengal, he is not to be understood ks throwing any uncertainty on the

connexion of Pali or of Buddhism with Northern India in general.

He characterizes the Pali as "the sacred language of the Buddhist

writings found in Ceylon and Transgangetic India, . . . which

is shown both by internal and eiternal indications to have been the
<

vernacular dialect of central India, and which was diffused along with

the Buddhist religion in the countries above named, where it soon

acquired the same sacredness in the eyes of the Buddhists, which

Sanskrit .possessed, and still possesses, for the Brahmans. This

language," he continues, "(though distinct proof cannot yet be adduced

of the assertion), is one of the very oldest of the Indian vernaculars,

and was already in popular use at the period of the rise of Buddhism.

It was probably the dialect of a considerable, I mean the western,

portion of Bengal. It was from this point, from Banga or Kalinga,

that, according to the Ceylonese account, Buddhism was introduced

into Ceylon: and yet again this conjecture becomes uncertain, owing

to the fact that th*e language of Magadha, which was spoken only a
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little to the north of the Bay of Bengal, and which (as Asoka's in-

scription in Cuttack seems to have been composed in it) appears also

to have extended towards the south, varies essentially from 'the Pali

in several particulars." Again, in p. ,246, Benfey speaks of "the

Pali, as varying in many particulars from the language of Magadha,

and approximating to the principal Prakrit or Maharashtri, dialect.''

But it matters little in what particular province we suppose the

Pali to have originated, whether in Magadha, or in some country

further to the westwards: ay the fact remains in any case indubitable

that, perhaps with some modifications, it represents one of the oldest

Prakritic dialects of northern India.

The Buddhist writers assert, as we have already seen, that the Pali"

is not derived from the Sanskrit; but that, on the contrary, it is the

primitive language from which all others are descended.
'

These

Buddhist grammarians were no doubt led away by their prejudice in

'favour of the dialect which they or their predecessors had adopted as

the depositary of their sacred literature; and by a prejudice against

the Sanskrit, which was venerated by 'their rivals, the Brahmans.

Even Mr. Clough says (Pali Grammar, Advertisement, p. iii.), with-

out determining the question,, '^it
has long been a contested point

whether the Pali or Sanskrit be the? more ancient language of India;"

and contents himself with the remark that, "it is certain that Pali
* >

was the popular dialect of the native country of Buddho, namely,

Magadha, before the powerful sect, founded by him, was expelled

from the continent of India, an eveilt prior to the Christian era."

The following is the conclusion at which Mr. James D'Alwis arrives

after a long investigation of the subject in his introduction to Kach-

chayana's Grammar (published at Colombo, in 1863), p. cxxxii :

"
When, therefore, we consider the high state of refinement ,to which

the Pali had in very early times attained as a language, its copious-

ness, elegance and harmony, combined with its high antiquity, and its

comparative simplicity, both verbally and grammatically, its relation-

ship to the oldest language of the Brahmans, from which their present-,

dialect has been Sanskritized, its claims to be considered the Vyava-

harika-vak of the Brahmans to which the Rig Veda refers, its con-

currence with some of the Indo-European languages in some forms

which differ from the Sanskrit, its identification with the only
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original Prakrita dialect, which was 'similar to the Sanskrit,' the

absence of any statement in old Brahman writers to the effect that that

Prakrita dialect was a derivative of the Sanskrit, the great improba-

bility of a derivative being denominated the [Prakriti] Prakrita,

the palpable inaccuracy of the definition by which in modern times it

is called the 'derived, the vulgar, or the ungrammatical,' the absence

in it of many a peculiarity which distinguishes derivative tongues,

and* the probability that it had issued from the same ancient seat

(<Bactria or Punjab) from whence the Sanskrit itself had taken an

easterly direction, I believe it may be concluded that the Pali and

the Sanskrit are, at least, two dialects o high antiquity, contempo-
4

raucously derived from a source of which few, if any, traces can be

discovered at the present day."

In a review of Mr. D'Alwis's work in the Journal of the German

Oriental Society for 1865, vol. xix., pp. 658, ff., Prof, "Weber notices

thus the remarks of that writer :

"The long investigation which the author then institutes (pp.

Ixxiii-cxxxii) regarding the antiquity of the Pali and its relation

to the Sanskrit conducts . him rightly to the conclusion that both

dialects were 'contemporaneously' evolved from one source (viz.,

the^Yedic language). He here shovvs himself to be a warm, patriotic

admirer of the Pali, but allows himself here and there to be carried

away by this feeling beyond the proper limits into a depreciation of

the Sanskrit, and specifically to assumptions respecting its purely

arbitrary formation, which must a'ppear to the European reader highly

peculiar," etc. "Nevertheless, we owe even to this part of his labour

the acknowledgment that he has striven to the best of his power to

arrange and sketch the results and views both of native and European

scholars,r
and that he has in general succeeded well in doing so. It

can now in fact no longer be denjed that it is better to understand the

name Prakrita in the sense of 'natural,' 'original,' 'normal,' 'common,'

'general,' and in the signification perhaps secondarily deduced there-

t from, of 'common,' 'low,' than in the sense of 'derived' (samsTcritam

prakritir yasyd] assigned to the word by the grammarians.
107 And yet

107 In order to make this clause more intelligible, I quote Mr. D'Alwis's interpre-

tation of the word Prakrita from an earlier page of his introduction, p. xcii, where

he writes thus :

" Prakriti is therefore that which is natural, or the nature itself of a
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the assumption that the Pali, and so the Prakrit, are derived from the

Sanskrit, deserves the preference over the converse vie.w to which

D'Alwis appears here and there to be not indisposed, viz., that the Pali,

as being the most ancient Prakfit which has been handed down to

us, stands higher in point of originality and independence than the

Sanskrit. For it is clear that the Sanskrit, both in its phonetic

system and flexions, stands much closer to the common mother of it

and the Pali than the latter does,
108 and has consequently a far superior

right than it to bij regarded as the representative of that parent lan-

guage. A perplexing circumstance connected with this question, and

one which leads to many gorts of mistakes, is that we have unfortu-

nately no proper name for that stage of the language which lies at"
1

the foundation of both the ' sister dialects,' the Pali (and Prakrit) and

the Sanskrit, i.e. for the Vedic vulgar speech ;
for the names bfyasha

and vyavahariki are not sufficiently pregnant ;
and one is consequently

thing that which is pre-eminent that which is the natural or quiescent" state of

anything 'not made.' Hence it is clear that the correct and primary sense of the

word Prakrita, indeed that which, was originally assigned to it, despite the so-called

' common acceptation,' was '

original,'
'

root,'
' natural.' By the Prakrit was there-

fore at first meant the original Indian language, as distinguished from the apabhransa,

'the ungrammatical,' and the Sanskrit, signifying [from sam 'altogether', or

'together,' and. krita ' done
' = '

altogeth&r,! or *

completely made, done, or formed']

that ' which has been composed or formed by art, adorned, embellished, purified,

highly cultivated or polished,' and regularly inflected as a language." See in oppo-

sition to this view of the sense of the word pro. krita, Hemachandra's interpretation

of it given above in p. 44, and Lassen's explanation, quoted in p. 51. In a review, of

Prof_ Weber's Ind. Literaturgeschichte, in the Journal of the German Oriental Society

for 1853, p. 605, Prof. Roth thus expresses himself on this question: "Prakrit

(according to the derivation which seems to me the correct one) signifies that which

has its foundation, in another thing, 'the derived,' or the 'to be derived.' The

expression is one formed by grammarians, and has a grammatical sense. The

grammarians say e.g. saihhita pada-prakritis ;
the Sanhita texts have for their

foundation the words, i.e. that form of speaking and writing the tex^s in which

the end aid beginning of the words which follow one another in a sentence are

brought into harmony with the general phonetic laws of Sanskrit has for its

foundation the single words conceived in their original form. The Sanhita text is

thus prakrita in relation to the word-text, the pada-patha : it is a derived text made

for a scientific purpose. I would understand the word prakrita in the same sense,

when it is applied to the dialects." In Bohtlingk and Roth's Sanskrit Lexicon the

sense "customary," "common," is assigned to the word prakrita when generally used,

while of the dialect so called it is said :
" The ' common '

speech is that spoken by
the people, which the grammarians derive from Sanskrit."

los
This, however, can afford us no reason to deny that the Pali has actually pre-

served older forms than the Sanskrit. [Note of Prof. Weber.]
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at a loss how to designate it. Benfey's excellent remarks at p. 245

of his article Indien (which unfortunately has not yet been re-written),

regarding the dying out of the Sanskrit as a vernacular language in

the sixth century B.C. labour under this disadvantage, that they apply

the name Sanscrit for a period for which it is in no way applicable."

The views of Burnouf and Lassen on the relation of the Pali to

Sanskrit are thus stated in their Essai sur le Pali, pp. 138, ff :

" The Pali is derived from the Sanskrit, according to certain rules,

for the most part euphonic, which do not ailow the Derivative language

to admit certain sounds and combinations <of consonants, common in

the parent tongue. These modifications ppply equally to the sub-

stantive portions of the words and to their terminations and inflec-

tions. It hence results that there is no grammatical form to be found

in Pali of which the origin may not be discovered in Sanskrit ;

and that there is no occasion to call in the influence of any foreign

idiom to explain the modifications to which the Pali has subjected the

Sanskrit.

"When the Pali, as a derivative from Sanskrit, is compared with

other dialects having the sane origin, it is found to approach far more

closely than any of those others to that common source. It stands,

so to speak, on the first step of the'-ladder of departure from Sanskrit,

and is the first of the series of dialects which break up that rich and

fertile language. But it appears that the Pali, which contained in

itself the germs of alteration already "greatly developed, was arrested

in its progress all at once, and fixed in the condition in which we now

find it, i.e., in a state of almost immediate connexion with the lan-

guage from which it proceeded. In fact the greater part of the

words which form the basis of the one, are found without modification

in the ot,her; those which are modified can all be traced to their

Sanskrit root; in short, no words of foreign origin are to be found

in Pali."

Again :

c

" "We shall not enter into new details regarding the manner in which

the Pali has been derived from the Sanskrit. The laws which have

guided the formation of that language are the same which we find at

work in other idioms in different ages and countries; these laws are

general, because thty are necessary. "Whether we compare the Ian-
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guages which are derived from Latin with the Latin itself, or the

later Teutonic dialects with the ancient languages of the, same stock,

or the modern with the ancient Greek, or the numerous popular

dialects of India with the Sanskrit, we shall see the same principles

developed, the same laws applied. The organic inflections of the

'parent languages are seen to exist in part, but in a state of evident

alteration. More commonly they will be found to have disappeared,

and to have been rplaced. the case-terminations by particles, and the

tenses by auxiliaryverb.s. 'The processes vary in different langaagos,

but the principle is the same
;

it is always analytic, whether the

reason of this be that a "ynthetic language happens all at once to

become the speech of barbarians who do not understand its structure,
"

and therefore suppress its inflections, and replace them by other signs ;

or whether it be that when abandoned to its natural course, and ,as a

necessity of its cultivation, it tends to decompose and to subdivide the

representative signs of ideas and relations, just as it unceasingly de-

composes and subdivides the ideas and the relations themselves. The

Pali appears to have undergone this last sort of alteration; it is

Sanskrit, not'such as it would be spoken by a strange population, to

whom it would be new ; but pure Sanskrit, becoming altered and

modified in proportion as it beconies popular. In this manner it still

preserves its declension, instead of replacing it by particles, as the

modern dialects of India do. One form only, the ablative in to might

pass for the commencement of the analytic declension
;
but it is already

found in the parent language. A great number of Pali forms might

be cited to prove that the modifications, which it has made in the

Sanskrit, are of the same kind as those which the Italian, among
other tongues, has made in the Latin. Thus the assimilation of con-

sonants, which in Italian makes letto from lectus, and scrittq for scrip-

tus, is one of the principles of Pali.",

The Pali, in the precise form in which we find it in the Ceylonese

books, could scarcely have been a vernacular language. At least, it

exhibits a variety of refinements which could hardly have been em^

ployed in common speech ;
but seem likely to have been confined to

the language of composition, or introduced after the Pali had ceased to

be the spoken tongue of the followers of Buddha, and had become

consecrated to the service of religion and literaturfi : just as the gram-
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mar of the Sanskrit itself became regulated by more fixed and rigid

rules, after it liad been removed from the deteriorating influences of

vernacular use. Such a peculiarity is the use of interpolated, or the

retention of otherwise disused, r
consonants to obviate the inharmonious

sounds which would arise from the collision of vowels. No less than

nine letters, y, v, m, d, n, t, r, 1, and g, are employed for this purpose,

as is shown in the following examples, viz. :

1.
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different, yet in neither case could the refinements employed in writing

have been practised in the language of ordinary life. The Pali has

other characteristics (borrowed from the Sanskrit) which could scarcely

have been very common in the vernacular dialects of Northern India,

supposed to have been contemporary with it
;

such as the use of

desiderative, and nominal verbs; like jighachchhati, he wisbes to eat;

pablatayati, he resembles a mountain
; puttiyati, he treats like a son.

110

Fausbb'U observes in his introduction to the Dhammapada (pi, vi.)

that the antiquity
* of that' work is proved by the character 'of 3ts

language, which approach 33 closely to the Sanskrit, even in some of

its oldest forms, and differ? widely from the diction of the prose Sutras,

explanation is possible, whilst in the second case, the assumption of an interpolation

appears decidedly wrong, as the final mute of the Sanskrit was probably nasalized.

Nevertheless, dough's rule appears to be correct, since at least Tumour's text shows

some other examples of this interpolation. Thus in p. 50, line 14, ewan te-m attano

naman katwajanapadan bahun, unless perhaps te-m is here mutilated (verstiimmelt]

from the Sanskrit te Ime ; and in p. 52, line 4, yatra-m-ichchasi tarn annatra

yakkhehi wijite mama, where, however, certainly the metre declares itself (sprichf)

not only against the interpolation of m, but also in favour of the elision of the final

a of yatra." It is to be observed that the same interpolation (if I am right in so

calling it)
of more than one letter (as in yatha-r-iva for yatha-iva}, is to be found

in the language of the Gathas in ihe Lalita vistara, which will be treated of further

on. This shows that the process did aot begin in Ceylon.

The following are instances collected from the Lalita vistara of the euphonic

insertion of consonants between vowels which may be compared with the cases of a

similar character which have been adduced in che cext as occurring in Pali.

REFERENCES.
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and of the commentary of Buddhoghosa. Thus we find in the

Dhammapada such forms as these, viz., the nominative of the present

participle in am, as ganayam, rodam (instead of ganayanto, etc.); the

third person plural of the present middle in are as sochare, upapajjare ;

and the dative form of the infinitive, as netave, pahdtave, which is

usually fojind only in the Vedas, etc. It is clear from this that the

Pali appears in various phases of greater or less antiquity.

Professor Aufrecht has favoured me wi,th the following notices of

ofiVedic forms which occur in Pali: " Besides tte infinitive in tave,

used after verbs, expressing wish or desire, as well as turn, the Pali

uses, in agreement with the Prakrit and
r
Mahratta an indeclinable

participle in tvana, and contracted, tuna. Katvdna or kdtuna gachchhati

=Jcritvd gachchhati. ["Having done he goes."]
1U These forms agree

with andient forms which are mentioned by Panini as Yaidic, namely

pitvdnam=.pltvd, ishtvinam devdnishtvd devdn, Paniui vii. 1, 48.

Yaska Nirukta vi. 7, assumes that asme can stand for all cases of vayam.

The Pali declines amhe=asme in all cases. Norn, amhe, ace. amhe or

amhdkam (=.asmdkam}, instr. amhebhi or amhehi, gen. amhaJcam.

"
Further, the Pali has preserved the instrumental in ebhis. It says

buddhebhi or buddhehi= buddhaih ; bhi or, hi in all declensions
;

for the

declension of go, it has in the gen. pJ. gavam or gunnam or gondm, the

last form being the Vaidic gondm. Neuters in a, t", u, like phala,

aththi (aslhi), madhu, have either the regular plur. nom. ace. phaldni,

afthlni, madhuni or phald, atthl, madhu, just as in the Vedas.

"There is one more modern foria that is found in the Yeda. The

Pali has assa (asya) or imassa (imasya), so also the Prakrit imassa, etc.

Now we find in Big Veda, viii. 13, 21, imasya pdki andhasak for asya.

This is more curious than to find in the Matsyapurana imair vidvdmsaih

for ebhir vidvadbhih."

Notwithstanding the introduction of various refinements into' the Pali,

after it became the sacred language of the Buddhist religion, there can

be no doubt, as Burnouf considers (Lotus, App. 862), that it substan-

tially represents to us the language Which was in vernacular use in

Behar, and in all the central parts of Northern India, at the era when

Buddhism was first introduced, i.e., in the third, fourth, and fifth

111 Some further specimens of this form will be given in the Tables which

follow.
'
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centuries B.C. Such being the case, we should naturally expect to

find that it bears a strong resemblance to the Prakrit dialects ; which,

as we have already seen (in the preceding section) were either

spoken, or closely resembled dialects which were spoken, in the

same provinces in the first centuries of the Christian era. That such

was actually the case, is put beyond a doubt by a comparison >of these

dialects with the Pali. I shall immediately proceed to prove, by some

comparative lists of nouns, pronouns, verbs, and particles, first, that,an

extensive class of Saiskrrt wcrds undergoes precisely the same mcdifi >

cations in the Pali ,as in the Prakrit; and secondly, that in some

respects the modification of Sanskrit words and forms of inflection had

not proceeded so far in Pali as it afterwards did in Prakrit. From
'

this comparison it will result that the Pali stands nearer to the

Sanskrit, and represents a more ancient phase of the veriiacular

speech of Northern India than is exhibited in the Prakrit.

The following is a comparative scheme of the declension corresjond-

ing to the Sanskrit one in &
t
in which it will be seen that the Pali is

somewhat nearer than the Prakrit to the Sanskrit forms. (Clough,

p. 19; Cowell, p. xxiv.)

Singular.
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Singular. Plural.

PALI. PRAKRIT. PALI. PRAKRIT.

1. aham. aham. 1. mayam. vaam.
amhe. amhe.

2. mam. mam. 2. amhakam. no.

mamam.
t

mamam. amhe. amhe.
3. maya. me. 3. amhebhi. amhehin.

mae. amhehi.

ftmaytn. mama. ^jamMkam.
amhanam.

amham. majjh.
< mamam. mana. c

f
5v maya. matto. 5. qmhehhi. <t

amhahinto.
amheni. amhasunto.

7. mayi. mayi. 7. arohesu. amhesu.
mamammi.

> The second personal pronoun, as it appears in both dialects will

he given in a following Table.

TheJPali verb seems to be far more complete than the Pakrit. The

following are some of its principal tenses, as compared with those of

the latter : (dough, p. 100, ff.
; Cowell, p. xxix.)

PALI. PRAKRIT. PALI. PRAKRIT.

Parasmai-pada, or active mood. Atmane-pada, or middle-mood.

Singular.
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In Prakrit, on the other hand, few traces appear to remain of any

past tenses at all. Mr. Cowell says, p. xxix,
" The only tenses of the

active voice which remain seem to be the present, the second
1

future,

and the imperative." In the 23rd, 24,th, and 25th aphorisms of

Chapter VII., and in the 17th aphorism of Chapter VIII. of Vararuchi,

however (Cowell, pp. 162, 163), mention is made of a past lense, of

which the instances, huvia, hohia, dsi,
m 'he was,' kasia, 'he laughed,'

kahla,
' he did,' are given. Eew instances of the past tense in Prakrit,

however, seem to occur in the 'dramas
;
but it is inconceivable that in>

the Prakrit dialects which, \rere currently spoken in the long interval

between the disuse of the Pali and the rise of the modern vernaculars

(in both of which we find past tenses), there should have been no

grammatical forms in daily use for expressing past time. It is not,

however, necessary to pursue this subject further : as the details and

explanations which I have already furnished, together with the tables

which follow, are amply sufficient to show the place which the Pali

and the Prakrit dialects respectively occupied in the history of North-

Indian speech.
113

,m The form asa, "was," occurs 2n Hala's Saptab'ataka 128, p. 114, of "Weber's

edition.
'

>

113 The following note in p. 107 of the
1

first edition should have been placed in

p. 55 of the present edition, as an addition to note 101.

[Professor Miiller considers the data derrved A-om Buddhist sources on which

the death of Buddha is placed in 543 B.C., and on which the occurrence of any
Buddhist synods before the one in As'oka's time, is asserted, to be fictitious and un-

satisfactory. Though he does not try to bring down Buddha's death below 477 B.C.,

he regards all the Buddhist dates before Chandragupta as merely hypothetical. ' See

his " Ancient Sanskrit Literature," received while this Section was in the press,

pp. 260-300.]
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TABLE No. III.

Containing a List of words which are identical, or nearly so, in Pali and

Prakrit.

[The authorities for the Pali words in these Lists are the Dhammapada, a Pali work

edited by Fausboll, the Pali Grammar of the Eev. B. Clough (Ceylon, 1824), Burnouf

and Lassen'f Essai sur le Pali, Spiegel's Kammavakya, and Anecdota Palica, containing

the Ritsavahini, etc., and Tumour's Mahawanso (Ceylon, 1837). The authorities for the

Prakrit words are partly given in the previous List, No. I., p. 15, ff. In the present

edition the lists have been greatly enlarged, and parallel words from the Gatha dialect

in
f
the Lalita Vistara (Lv.) are occasionally introduced. Tfye Pali column has had the

advantage of being revised by Mr. Childers, and the additional Prakrit words are taken

from the Balaramayana (Br.) the Prasannaraghava fPr,,), and the Saptas"alaka (Ss.) A
good many Prakrit words, for which no Pali equivalents have been found, are left in the

, fet ; as they will at least show the mutations which the Sanskrit undergoes in the former

dialect.]

REFERENCES.
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TABLE No. IV.

The following Table of ordinals and numerals will show that in some

eases the Pali and Prakrit words are identical; but that in most

cases the PdK words are nearer to the Sanskrit than the corresponding

Prakrit words are,

In the cases where the Prakrit words are omitted, I have been unable to supply them.

' (r

REFERENCES.
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TABLE No. V.

Comparative list of particles and pronouns, etc., in Pali and Prakrit, with

a few corresponding words in the Gdthd dialect.

REFERENCES.
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TABLE No. VI.

The following Table exhibits a list of Pali words, some of which retain

unaltered the Sanskrit form, while others are modified, out sometimes less

than in PrdkriJ.

REFERENCES.'
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TABLE No. VII.

The following Table contains a list of verbs and participles, in which

it will be observed that the Pali forms generally depart less from the

Sanskrit than the Prakrit ones do.

1 1

REFERENCES.
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4

SECT. YI. The Dialects of the Rock and Pillar Inscriptions ofAsoka.

Our knowledge of the vernacular languages of India in the centuries

immediately preceding the Christian era is not, however, exclusively

derived from the Pali books of Ceylon. Certain inscriptions, dating

from the second or third century B.C., containing edicts of king

Priyadarsi or Asoka 126
(whose name has been already mentioned

above, p. 63, f.),
and written in a corrupt Sanskrit, apparently the

vernacular speech of that period, are still exla*nt engraved on pillars
c

anct rocks in different parts of India.
*

' '

I borrow the following particulars regSrduig them from the summary

given by Lassen (Ind. Alt., ii. 215, ff.*.
m The inscriptions are en-

graved partly upon pillars, partly on rocks. The pillars are at Dehli,

Allahabad, Mathiah, and Radhia. The inscriptions on these four

pillars are partly uniform, while those of Dehli and Allahabad have

additions peculiar to themselves. The rock inscriptions are: Istly,

those at Girnar, in Guzerat, divided into fourteen compartments;

2ndly, those at Dhauli, in Orissa, which for the most part agree in

purport with those at Girnar, though the dialect is different; and

3rdly, those at Kapur di Giri, near Peshawar, which coincide in

purport, though they often differ n* expression, and in their greater

or less diffuseness, from the Giniar inscriptions. Besides these, Asoka

appears to have caused oher similar edicts to be promulgated in the

same way. Accordingly another inscription has been discovered at

Bhabra, not far from Jaypur, which contains a fragment of an address

to the Buddhist synod in Magadha.

These inscriptions were mostly discovered aboift thirty years ago,

and the great merit of having first (in 1837 and 1838) deciphered

and translated by far the larger portion of them belongs to the late

Mr. James Prinsep. His 'translations were
subsequently

revised by
Prof. H. H. Wilson, in an article in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

126 Professor "Wilson thinks it extremely uncertain whether Piyadasi can be

identified with As'oka, and inclines to the conclusion that the date of the inscriptions

is some period subsequent to 205 B.C. (Journ. Eoyal As. Soc., vol. xii. pp. 243-251
;

vol. xvi. p. 357.) Professor Miiller, in his "Ancient Sanskrit Literature," p. 520,

speaks incidentally, but without any hesitation, of the inscriptions as being those of

As'oka, and as dating from the third century B.C. See also the other authorities

cited in the text a little further on.

127 See also Pm&ep's Indian Antiquities, by E. Thomas, i. 233, ii. 14.
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Society for 1849 (vol. xii., part i., pp. 153-251): and a portion of

them were a third time examined by M. Burnouf in the Appendix

to his translation of the Lotus de la Bonne Loi, pp. 652-78 1.
12* Prof.

"Wilson has concluded his notice of the subject in a further paper on

the Bhabra inscription, in the Journ. Royal As. Soc., vol. xvi., part

ii., pp. 357-367. The importance of these inscriptions, as throwing

light on the languages of India in the third century B c., is also

expressly recognized Vp Prof. Lassen (Ind. Alterthumsk., vol. io.)

in passages which wilt be .quoted below
; by "Weber in his review of '

the Lotus de la Bon,ne Loi.,(Ind. Stud., iii. pp. 166-173), in the

Preface to his Halavika and Agnimitra, p. xxxii., and in his Indische

Literaturgeschichte, p. 170; and by Benfey, in his Article Indien,

in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopaedia, pp. 194 and 250.

To give the reader an idea of the nature of these edicts, as well as

of the language in which they are composed, I shall quote the eleventh,

which is short and tolerably clear, according to the Girnar version., to-

gether with the translation (rendered into English) of M. Burnouf

(Lotus, App., x. p. 736
; Wilson, p. 212)-: devdnam piyo Piyadasi

raja evam aha ndsti etdrisam ddnam ydrisam dhamma-ddnam dhamma-

samstavo vd dhamma-samvibhdgo va, dhamma-sambandho vd
\
tata idam

bhavati ddsa-bhatakamhi samnipati-pati mutari pitari sddhu sususd mita-

sastuta-ndtikdnam bdhmana-samandnam sddhu ddnafh pdndnam and-

rambho sddhu etam vatavyam pita va putena va bhdtd va mita-sastuta-

ndtilcena va dva pativesiyehi idam sddhu idam katavyam \
so tdthd kuru

i\_ha~] loka.cha sadrddho hoti parata c'ria anantam pumnam bhavati tena

dhammaddnena
\

"
Piyadasi, king beloved by the gods, speaks thus : There is no

gift equal to the gift of the law, or to the praise of the law, or to

128 In an obituary notice (probably contributed by Professor "Wilson) on M. Bur-

nouf, in the Annual Report of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1853, p. xiii. (published
in part i. vol. xv. of the Society's Journal), the following remarks are made on this

dissertation :

"
Bringing to the inquiry a knowledge of Pali and of Buddhism, the

superiority of which his predecessors would- be the first to acknowledge, and having
the advantage of their previous speculations, the value of which M. Burnouf, with

his never-failing candour, recognizes, we may look upon his researches as conclusive,

and feel satisfied that they have eliminated from these remains of antiquity all the

information they are capable of affording." Prof. Weber also in his review of the

Lotus de la Bonne Loi (iu the Ind. Stud.), speaks in highly laudatory terms of the

same dissertation.

VOL. II. 8
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the distribution of the law, or to union in the law. This gift is thus

exhibited: Good will to slaves and hired servants, and obedience to

one's father and mother are good things : liberality to friends, ac-

quaintances, and relations, Brahmans and Samanas, is a good thing :

respect for the life of creatures is a good thing; this is what ought

to
r
be said by a father, by a son, by a brother, by a friend, by an ac-

quaintance, by a relation, and even by simple neighbours : this is

g<K>d; this is to be done. He who acts thus is'bonoured in this world;
' and for the world to come an infinite

1 merit results from the gift of

the law." * ,

From the age to which these inscriptio/is appear to belong, we might

expect that their language, as it is not pure Sanskrit, would coincide

in a great degree with the Pali, which, as we have already seen, re-

presents what we may suppose to have been the spoken language of

some province of northern India about the same period. And such

proyes on comparison to be to a considerable degree the case. In proof

of this point I shall first proceed to quote the general observations

made by Professors Wilsou, Lassen, and others, on the subject of the

languages in which the inscriptions are composed ;
and then supply

a comparative table, by which some, opinion may be formed of the

degree in which they coincide wiih, and diverge from, the Pali. 129

The following are the remarks made by Professor Wilson (Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xii., pp. 236, if.)
on the language

of the edicts :

"The language itself is a kind of Pali, offering, for the greatest

portion of the words, forms analogous to those which are modelled

by the rules of the Pali grammar still in use. There are, however,

many differences, some of which arise from a closer adherence to

Sanskrit, others from possible local peculiarities, indicating a yet un-

settled state of the language. ,. It is observed by Mr. Pr'insep, when

speaking of the Lat inscriptions,
' The language differs from every

existing written idiom, and is as it were intermediate between the

Sanskrit and the Pali.' The nouns and particles in general follow

129 I might have been in a position to treat this subject in a more satisfactory

manner than I can now hope to do from my own cursory investigations, had I been

able to consult the Pali Grammar, with appendices on the dialects of Dhauli and

Girnar, formerly advertised for publication, but never published, by Professor Spiegel.

(See the cover of his Anecdota Palica, published at Leipzig, in 1846.)
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the Pali structure
;

the verbs are more frequently nearer to the

Sanskrit forms; but in neither, any more than in grammatical Pali,,

is there any great dissimilarity from Sanskrit. It is curious that the

Kapur di Giri inscription departs less from the Sanskrit than the

others, retaining some compound consonants, as pr in priya, instead

of piya ; and having the representatives of the three sibilants, of the

Devanagari alphabet, while the others, as in Pali, have but but one

sibilant :
13 on the oth^r-hand, the Kapur di Giri inscription omits the

vowels to a much greater extent-, and rarely distinguishes between She

long and short vowejs, peculiarities perhaps not unconnected with

the Semitic character of its alphabet.

"The exact determination of the differences and agreements of the

inscriptions with the Pali on the one hand, and Sanskrit on the other,

would require a laborious analysis of the whole, and would be scarcely

worth the pains, as the differences from either would, no doubt, prove

to be comparatively few and unimportant, and we may be conten to

consider the language as Pali, not yet perfected in its grammatical

structure, and deviating in no important respect from Sanskrit.

"Pali is the language of the writings of the Buddhists of Ava,

Siam and Ceylon; therefore it is concluded it was the language of

the Buddhists of Upper India, when. the inscriptions were engraved,

and consequently they are of Buddhist origin. This, however, admits

of question; for although the Buddhist authorities assert that S'akya

Sinha and his successors taught in Pali, and that a Pali grammar was

compiled in his day ; yet, on the other hand, they affirm, that the

doctrines of Buddha were long taught orally only, and were not

committed to writing till four centuries after his death, or until B.C.

153, a date, no doubt, subsequent to that of the inscriptions."
131

. . .

"It is by no means established, therefore, that Pali was the. sacred

language of the Buddhists at the period of the inscriptions, and its

130 "Weber also remarks (Ind. Stud. iii. 180) : "The greater purity of pronunciation
maintained in the popular dialect of the forth-west in comparison with the east,

is shown by the inscription of Kapur di Giri, in which, according to Wilson's

remark (The Rock Inscriptions of Kapur di Giri, etc.), not only the three sibilants of

the Sanskrit, but also a number of compound consonants, containing an r (such as

priya, tatra, prati, yatra, putra, savatra, krama, s'usrusha, s'ramana, bramana, bhratu),

and some others, such as st, str, have been preserved."
131

See, however, the remarks in the preceding section, p. 57.
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use constitutes no conclusive proof of their Buddhist origin.
132 It

seems more likely that it was adopted as being the spoken language

of that part of India where Piyadasi resided, and was selected for his

edicts that they might be intelligible to the people." ....
"We may, therefore, recognize it as an actually existing form of

speech in some part of India, and might admit the testimony of its

origin given by the Buddhists themselves, by whom it is always

identified with the language of Magadhao
or Ben&r, the scene of S'akya

'Sinha's first teaching; but that there are ceveml diiferences between

it and the Hagadhi, as laid down in *?rpkrit 'grammars, and as it

occurs in Jain writings. It is, as Messrs*. Burnouf and Lassen remark,

still nearer to Sanskrit, and may have prevailed more to the north

than Behar, or in the upper part of the Doab, and in the Punjab,

being more analogous to the S'auraseni dialect, the language of Mathura

and Dehli, although not differing from the dialect of Behar to such

an Qxtent as not to be intelligible to those to whom S'akya and his

successors addressed themselves. The language of the inscriptions,

then, although necessarily that of their date, and probably that in

which the first propagators of Buddhism expounded their doctrines,

seems to have been rather the spoken .language of the people in Upper

India, than a form of speech peculiar to a class of religionists, or a

sacred language, and its use in the edicts of Piyadasi, although not

incompatible with their Buddhist origin, cannot be accepted as a con-

clusive proof that they originated from any peculiar form of religious

beljef."

Some observations of Prof. Lassen regarding these dialects, and

their relative antiquity as compared with the Pali, have been already

quoted in the last section (p. 59). He lemarks in another place (Ind.

Alt., ii., 221, 222) :
" These inscriptions are of the greatest value for

the history of the Indian languages, because they exhibit to us in an

authentic shape the most ancient forms assumed by the popular dialects,

and furnish us with a secure basis for the comparative grammar of the

great Sanskritic family of languages, which became so variously de-

veloped."
i3i Professor "Wilson has since, however, from an examination of the Bhabra

inscription, arrived at the conviction, that there is in it
"
enough sufficiently indis-

putable to establish, the fact that PriyadarsT, whoever he may have been, was a

follower of Buddha." (Journ. R. A. S., vol. xv., p. 357.)
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"In these inscriptions we possess specimens of three vernacular

dialects, one from the border country to the north-west, a second from

western, and a third from eastern Hindustan. The inscriptions on

the pillars of Dehli, Allahabad, etc., differ only in particular forms

from the Dhauli (Cuttak) inscription, while they possess in the main

the same character, and may be classed with the MagadhL- of the

grammarians. As this dialect is used even on the Dehli column,

which is situated beycnd the bounds of Magadha, Asoka appears -to

have had a partiality, for (the vernacular language of his principal'

province ;
and from the p^edgminating employment of this particular

derivative of the Sanskrit, 'we may perhaps explain the fact that,

among the Cingalese, who received the Buddhist religion from that

country, their sacred language should have obtained this appellation."

At p. 486, again, Lassen says: "It is only the rock inscriptions

which can be admitted as authentic evidence of the local dialects,

while the columnar inscriptions everywhere exhibit the same dialect,

which consequently cannot have been spoken in every quarter where

such pillars have been discovered. This -remark is especially true

of the Dehli column. When we consider that, between Cabul,

Guzerat, and Magadha (which latter province was the native country

of the dialect employed in the pillar inscriptions), a wide region inter-

venes, inhabited by different branches of the Sanskrit-speaking race, we

are driven to the conclusion that many other dialects must have been

current there, of which we find no specimens in any of the inscriptions."

The following list of words, from toe Dehli and Allahabad columns,

and the Bhabra stone, borrowed from M. Burnouf s Lotus de la Bonne Loi

(App. x., pp. 665, 724, and 741), will show the correctness of Lassen's

remark, that the dialect of the pillar inscriptions resembles the Magadhi
of Dhauli, as exhibited in the comparative list which I shall, imme-

diately addUce. Thus on these columns we have dhamme, dune, sache,

anugahe, kate, piye, kaydne and pdpe, for dhammo, ddnam, sacham,

anugaho, Jcato, piyo, kaydnam and pdpam ; Idjd, vdlichalesu, vihdlatam,

chila, Aliya, pulisa and abhihdle, for raja, vdricharesu, vihdratam, chira,

Ariya, purisa and abhihdro ; Budhasi, dhammasi and sanghasi, for

Budhamhi, dhammamhi and sanghamhi.

The list of words, which I shall immediately adduce, borrowed from

the article of Prof. H. H. Wilson, above alluded to, in^Vol. XII. of the
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Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, and from the Appendix, No. X.
,

to M. Burnouf '

s Lotus de la Bonne Loi, when compared with the Pali

equivalents which have been added, will suffice to show the points in

which the languages of the inscriptions agree with the last-named

dialect, as well as the respects in which they differ from one another.

I
f must, however, frankly state that I do not pretend to have made

these inscriptions, or the character in which they are written, the

object of particular study ;
and I therefore tdke it for granted that

1
the words have been correctly deciphered by

1 the eminent scholars

from whom I quote.
<-

In comparing the dialect of the inscriptions with other kindred forms

of language, presumed to be of about equal antiquity with them, which

have come down to us in books, we should recollect that the latter

may have been retouched from time to time, to render them more in-

telligible to the readers by whom they were studied in successive

generations, whereas the inscriptions have descended to us unaltered,

except by the defacing action which ages have exercised on the rocks

on which they are engraved. On this subject I quote the following

judicious observations of Mr. Tumour, in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, for December, 137, p. 1049 :

,
" When we consider that these inscriptions were recorded upwards

of two thousand years ago, ami that the several columns on which they

are engraven have been exposed to atmospheric influences for the whole

of that period, apparently wholly neglected ;
when we consider, also,

that almost all the inflections of the language in which these inscrip-

tions are composed, occur in the ultimate and penultimate syllables,

and that these inflections are chiefly formed by minute vowel symbols,

or a small anuswdra dot; and when we further find that the Pali

orthography of that period,' as shown by these inscriptions, was very

imperfectly defined using single for double, and promiscuously, aspi-

rated and unaspirated, consonants
;

and also without discrimination as

to the class each belonged, the four descriptions of n, the surprise

which every reasonable investigator of this subject must feel will be

occasioned rather by the extent of the agreement than of the disagree-

ment between our respective readings of these ancient records."

The following is the comparative list (the Pali column of which owes

its completeness to Mr. Childers) which I proposed to adduce :
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SECT. VII. The Dialect of the Buddhist Gdthds, and its relation to the

Pali : Summary of the results of this and the preceding Section.

I now come to the last of the varieties of corrupted Sanskrit to

which I referred in p. 10, viz., the language which we find in the

Gathas, or metrical portions occurring in such works as the Lalita

Vistara, descriptive of the life and discourses of Gotama Bud'dha. , An
account of the peculiarities of this dialect, as it is convenient to call it,

has been given by,*Babu Eajendralal Mitra, in No. 6 of the Journal

As. Soc., Bengal, 18&4. *0f the Lalita Vistara, from which the speci-

mens given by this 'writer, /knd those which will be adduced by myself,

are drawn, Professor Miillei' remarks, that though "on account of its

style and language," it
" had been referred by Oriental scholars to a

much more modern period of Indian literature," it "can now safely

be ascribed to an ante-Christian era, if, as we are told by Chinese

scholars, it was translated from Sanskrit into Chinese, as one of the

canonical books of Buddhism, as early as the year 76 A.D." 135
>

I proceed to give the substance of Babu Rajendralal's dissertation in

his own words, omitting only those portions which appear to be of the

least importance ; making occasional abridgments ;
and adding, in some

places, to the number of the specimens he has given of the Gatha forms.

"Of the dialects which have proceeded from the Sanskrit, the .Pali

and the Magadhi have hitherto beeu eupposed to bear the closest

resemblance to their parent, but the discovery of the Sanskrit Buddhist

literature of Nepal has brought to our knowledge a new dialect,

bearing a still closer affinity to the classic language of the East, than

either of the former. Nepalese chroniclers have named it Gatha

(ballad),
136

probably, from its having been principally used by the

scalds and bards 13S* of mediasval India. For nearly a similar reason the

135 Buddhist Pilgrims, in "
Chips,

"
(1st ed.) vol. i., p. 258.

136
[The antiquity of certain compositions, caiied Gathas, is proved by the fact

that the expression mtmigatha, the gathtls or verses of the Muni, or Munis, occurs in

the ancient inscription of Piyadasi at Bhabra. Burnouf, App. x. to Lotus, pp. 724,

725, 729; "Wilson, Jour. R. A. S., voL'xvi., pp. 359, 363, 367. Bubu Rajendralal
also refers to the Mahawanso, p. 252, where gathas are mentioned. J.M.]

On this Prof. Benfey remarks, Gott. Gel. Anz. for 1861, p. 134: "On the

other hand, Babu Rajendralal's views on the origin of these Gathas have very much
to recommend them : they require only a slight modification, the substitution of

inspired believers, such as most of the older Buddhists were, sprung from the

lower classes of the people, in the place of professional bards."
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Balenese style the language of their poets, the Kdwi or poetical, and

the language of the Vedas is called Chhandas (metrical), whence, by a

well-known euphonic law, we have the Zend of the old Persians.

" M. Burnouf, the only European scholar who has noticed the

existence of this dialect, describes it to be ' a barbarous Sanskrit, in

which the forms of all ages, Sanskrit, Pali, and Prakrit, appear to be

confounded.' 137 It differs from the Sanskrit more in its neglect of the

grammatical rules of the latter than from any .inherent peculiarity

of it? own. The niceties of the Sanskrit
, forms" of declension and

conjugation find but a very indifferent
f
attention from the Gatha

versifier
;
he uses or rejects the usual caie-affixes according to the

exigencies of his metre with as much veneration for the rules of

Panini as the West Indian Negro has for those of Lindley Jlurray;

indeed,' the best illustration that can be given of the relation which

exists between the Sanskrit, the Gatha, and the Pali, would be

extracts from the literature of the Negroes.
" The Gatha exists only in a versified form, and is to be met with

in that class of Buddhist writings called the Mahdvaipulya or the

'

highly developed
'

sutras. It occurs generally at the end and often

in the middle, but never at the commencement of a chapter, and

contains a poetical abstract of th.e 'subject described in the prose

portion of the works. The latter is written in pure Sanskrit, and

comprises a highly amplified version of the subject-matter, and often

adverts to circumstances unnoticed in the former.

"The Gatha is written in a variety of metres, from the facile octo-

syllabic anushtup, to the most complicated sardulavikrldita. Its

peculiarities are those of a language in a state of transition; it pro-

fesses to be Sanskrit, and yet does not conform to its rules. In it we

find the old forms of the Sanskrit grammar gradually losing their ex-

pressive power, and prepositions and periphrastic expressions 'supplying

their places, and time-hallowed verbs and conjugation's juxtaposed to

vulgar slangs and uncouth provincialisms. At one place, orthography

is sacrificed for the sake of prosody and a word of a single short

syllable is inflated into one of three syllables, while at another the

latter yields to the former and a molossus supplies the place of a

pyrrhic or a tribrach. A spirit of economy pervades the whole, and

syllables and words are retrenched and modified with an unsparing

137 L'Histoire du Buddhisme, p. 104.
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hand. In the Lalita Vistara instances of these peculiarities occur in

great profusion, and they may be generally referred to (A) exigencies

of metre, (B) provincialisms, and (C) errors of syntax and prosody.
" A. Of the changes which may be attributed to the exigencies

of metre, prolongation, contraction and elision of vowels, elision of

consonants, and the segregation of compound consonants .and long

vowels into their simple elements, appear to be the most frequent.

We shall quote a few instances :
,

1st. "Of the prolongation" of vowels the following may be ^aken

as examples.
138

7

" Nd cha for na cha; sy cha for sa cha; praydto for prayatah;

rodamdna for rudamdna.

2nd. " Of contractions of vowels, instances occur almost in every

sloka. They are generally effected by the use of short fo'r long

vowels, and the substitution of i and u for e, ai, o, and au : for

example, ydmi for ydme ; dharenti for dhdrayanti ;
139 drumavara for

drumavardh ; mdya for mdyd ; ghanta for ghantd ; pujam etdm for

pujdm etdm; yatha for yathd ; tatha for tathd ; sada for sadd.

3rd. "Elisions of vowels and consonants are also very frequent;

they are effected principally with a view to economy and euphony.

Final ses are invariably elided. T,ake for instance : nabhe for nabhctsi ;

apsardh for apsarasah ;
uo saddrchiskandhi for saddrchishi skandhe; ima

drishta vasthum for imam drishtvd avasthdm ; nischarl for nischachdra ;

pranidhenti for pranidhydyanti ; mand for manasah; ena for etena.

4th. "Of the division of long
j
vowels and compound consonants

into their short and simple elements, the following are instances of

constant occurrence :

"
Rdttiye for rdtryah, or rdtrydm ; turiyebhi for turyebhyah; gildno

139 Quoted from the edition of the Lalita Vistara, in the Bibliotheca Indica.

[
139 Othefr instances of the same abbreviation (common also in the Pali and

Prakrits) are enti for ayanti ; upenti for upayanti ; janenti for janayanti ; janehi

forjmiaya; mochehi for mochaya ; bodhehi for bodhaya ; purehi forpuraya ; darsenti

for darf ayanti, and numerous others. J.M.]
140 On this Professor Benfey remarks in the Gott. Gel. Anz. for January, 1861,

p. 134 :

" Such forms, as, for instance, apsard for apsaras, appear already in abun-

dance in the Vedas, and arise, not from the exigencies of the metre, but from the fact

of terminations in as passing into terminations in a." He then goes on to refer to

the great importance of this Gatha language ; and expresses the hope of being able

to exhibit this in a grammar of this form of speech, which he had then already

prepared, but which has not yet been published.
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for gldno ; istri for strl ; turiya for turyya ; akildntaka for akldntaka ;

kilesa for klesa ; Jiiri for hrl ; siri for sri ; siriyd for sriyd ; sirlye for

iriye ; deviye for devydh ; pujdrdham for pujdrham ; padumdni for

padmdni ; ddnacharlyd for ddnacharyd ; supina for svapnam.
ui

"This tendfency to segregation of aspirated consonants forms a

principal characteristic of mediaeval and modern Indian phonology.

The* Pali and the Prakrit owe their origin entirely to this cause. The

Hindi and the Marhatti indulge in it to a large extent, and the

I^eng^li is not exempt from its influence. t
, ,

'

"B. The provincialisms of the Gatha include
( neglect of gender,

number, and case, abbreviations and omissions of declensions, corruption

6f pronouns, and new forms of conjugation.

(1.) "Of the neglect of gender, number, and case, the following

may be taken as examples : visuddhanirmalam for visuddhanirmaldn

(singular for plural) ;
buddhakshetram for buddhakshetrdni (singular for

plural) ;
tisanind for dsandt (instrumental for ablative) ;

bodhisuvata

far lodhisuvatdt (objective for ablative) ; urddha hastd for urddhan

hastau (plural for dual) ; Icechid ekapdde for kechid ekapddena (locative

for instrumental) ; trilokam for trilokl (neuter for feminine) ;
kdranam

for kdrandni (singular feminine for plural neuter) ;
nakshatrdh for

nakshatrdni (masculine for neuter) f ; prithu for prithavah ; ime karma

for \munl karmdni.

(2.)
" Under the head of 'abbreviations and omissions of declension,

the most remarkable peculiarity appears to be the use of u in the room

of all Sectional affixes," as ratanw for ratnam; ahu for aham. Z7is

also merely put for the inherent
,
as in two of the following cases :

kshayusamskritu for kshayasamskrita ; nishkrdntu for nishkrdnta ; pari-

varttu for parivdritah. The next are instances in which the case ter-

minations are omitted ; laukikfl, for laukikdh ; chitrakarma for chitra-

karmdnah ; and such instances are of continual occurrence.

(3.) "The foUpwing are 'the corruptions of pronouns that are fre-

quently met with in the Lalita Vistara. They apparently lead the

way to the formation of pronouns in the modern vernaculars :

[
141 Other cases are viyuha for vyuha; ratana for ratna ; s'akiyanam for

s'akyaiiam ; nariya for naryah ; vajiriknya for vajrakaya ; sakkitam for saktam ;

iukula for sukla; nyasiya for nyasya ; abhujiya for abhujya, ; akampiyo for

akampyah, etc. J.M.J,
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"
Manya for mama and mattah ; tubhya for tv&ya (sic) tvam, and

tava ;
U2

ayu for eshah ; te for d ; Jcahim for Arw^ra and kena.

(4.) "The new forms of conjugation observable in the Cratha are

attributable exclusively to corrupt pronunciation ; they follow no fixed

rule, and are the result of that natural tendency to abbreviation which

in the English originates "wont" from "will not," and
(

" shant "

from " shall not." The following are a few examples :

" Dadami and demi'for dadami ; bhosi for bhavasi ; Ihoti for lhavqti ;

bhonti for lhavanti] vamishyasi for ramsyase ; druhi for drohat ;

for.

l iosuna for srinu ; munchaml io^amuncha; bheshyi for Ihavishydmi-v-m-ti-

tah-anti-si-thah-tha ;
us

parikaiha for parikathaya ; nyasl for nidadhuh\

sanuvanti for srinvanti ; sunitvd, srunitvd, sunitya and srutyafoT srutvd;

sunishyati for sroshydti ; sunya for sravydn ; oruhitva for avdruhya ;

glapayisu for gldpaydmdsuh ; jahitvd for hitvd
;
buddhitvd for luddhvd.

"It may be remarked that the corruptions above quoted are, in

many instances, the precursors of forms adopted in other affiliated

dialects. In Sanskrit the third person singular of the verb to be is

bhavati, which in the Gatha changes to Ihoti by the conversion of the v

into o and the elision of the a before and after it (bhonti in the plural,

and bhosi in the second person singular), and thence we haye hoti, hosi,

and honti in the Magadhi. S'unitvd for srutvd is the first step to'the

formation of sunid in Bengali, while sunohi passes into suno with

nothing but the elision of an inflection.

"C. In the collocation of words and phrases the Gatha strictly

follows the rules of Sanskrit syntax, but in the formation of compound
terms it admits of many licences highly offensive to the canons of

Panini and Yopadeva. They seem, however, to be the consequence of

haste and inattention, and are not referrible to any dialectic peculiarity."

There are, however, some other fbrms discoverable in the Gatha
>

142
[I have noted also mi for mahyam and maya ;

ti for tvaya (Lv. pp. 256, 358,

380, 399) ;
tasd for tasya (p. 125) ; anabhih for ebhih (p. 304). J.M.]

li3
[I find the following additional irregular forms of the verb bhu,

" to be," viz.,

bhaviti for bhavati, abhushi for abhut, abhushih for abhuh (?), ababhuvan for

abhuvan, bhavi for bhavishyasi and bhavani, bhaviya and bhaveya (resembling a

Pali form of the same tense) for bhavet, bhohi for bhava, bhaviya and bhaviah for

bhutva, anubJiaviya for anubhuya, prabhami and prabhama for prabhavanti and

prabhavamah. The forms asmah for smah, and asi for asti, or (yiit, also occur. J.M.]
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dialect, which have been either passed over, or but briefly noticed

by Babu Rajendralal, and which yet present some points of remarkable

interest. Thus the plural instrumental in ebhih, which is so general

in the Vedas, is in constant use in the Gathas also, as in the instances

sdkiyebhih, satfvebhih, gunebhih, simhdsanebhih, ddraJcebhih, chetakebhih,

employed, instead of the form, sdkyaih, sattvaih, etc., which is alone

current in modern Sanskrit. It is from this older form in ebhih that

the, Pali form of the same case in ebhi, or ehiytis derived, as in the

word, buddhebhi, or buddhehi (Clough, Pali, Grajn., p. 19). Again,

we find in the Gathas various other . cases besides those above

noticed in which the case-terminations or the declension in a are

substituted, in the case of words ending in consonants, for those proper

to the latter form of declension. Thus, for jagatah and jagati (the

gen. add loc. of jagat\ we have jagasya and jage ; for ndmnd (instr.

of ndman), we have namena; for mahatmanam we have mahdtmam; for

anantayasasam we have anantayasam; for karmanah (gen. of karman)

we have Jcarmasya; and for duhitaram, accusative of the word duhitri

(ending in ri\ we have duhitdm, the accusative of feminine nouns

ending in a. This change is one to which the Pali inclines (as in

the form Brahmassa, as one of the genitives
of Brahman), and to

which a still more decided' tendency is observable in the Prakrit.

(See Coweli's Prakrit Gram. Introd., p. xxiii., xxiv.) On the other

hand, we find also in the' Gathas instances of the quite different

change of e into i in the locative, as loki, gehi, udari, for the proper

form lake, gehe, udare. The particle api (also'] is contracted to pi, as

in Prakrit; thus we have ahampi for aham api, tubhyampi, for tubh-

yam api, vayampi for vat/am api, napi for ndpi, tathapi for tathdpi,

punopi for punar api : so also iti is contracted to ti, as in ahanti for

aham iti. Again, we have the peculiar forms jihmi, jihma, and jaha

for yathd ; yathariva for yathaipa
m

(precisely as in Pali,' Clough's

Gram., p. 11); slti for smriti ; pathe for patheshu, and ishtikdn for

yashtidhdrakdn (macebearers).

Many of the changes in the Gatha verbs are in part the same which

we find in Pali. Thus, for the correct Sanskrit forms chodayanti,

tarpayishyanti, nivarttayati and dhdrayantl, we have chodenti, tarpesh-

144 See the further instances of interpolation of letters already adduced above,

p. 70, and note.
f
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yati, nivartteti and dharentl, which, in Pali, would be chodenti, tap-

pessati, nivatteti, and dharentl. Again, for avalambate we have olambate,

which would take the same form in Pali. The modifications avaclii

for avochat, munchi for amuncJiat, gachchhi for agachchhat, dhydyi for

adhydyat, correspond in some measure to such Pali form's as akdsi for

akdrshlt, ahdsi for ahdrshlt, addsi for addt, ahosi for abhut, atthdsi

for asthdt, abadhi for abadhlt, etc. : and snapinsum for sndpaydmasuh or

asisnapan, is nearly thesame as the Pali form apachmsu, the third person

plural of the third preterite. The Gatha forms darsishyasi for drttksh-*

yasi, sunishyati for Jroshyati, kshipishyati for kshepsyati, and spris-

ishyati for sparksJiyati or isprakshyati, are analogous to the Pali forms

vedissdmi for vetsydmi, bhunjissdmi for bhokshydmi, and dessissumi for'

dekshydmi. The Gatha past indeclinable particles also, such as bhavitvd,

ramitvd, hanitvd, labhitvd, stuvitvd, manitvd, vijihitvd, iunitva, sprisitvd

for bhutvd, mantvd, hatvd, labdhvd, stutvd, matvti, vi-\-hitvd, srutvd, and

sprishtvd, are formed on the same principle as the similar Pali ones,

pavisitvd, jdnitvd, bhunjitvd, for pro, + veshtvd, jndtvd, and Ihuktvd.

Of the forms karitya and kariyuna for *kritvd, the latter coincides

in its termination with such Pali forms as sutvdna and disvdna for

srutvd and dnshtvd. Again, we have the forms kampayanto, vdra-

yanto, vinishkramanto, vlryavanto (paft^. nom. sing.), for kampayan, etc.,

which coincides with the Pali and Prakrit. The same may be said

of pekshasi for prekshase ;
tdva for tdvat

; smardhi, kurvahi, bhandhi,

vasdhi, for smara, kuru, bhana and vasa respectively ; deviye and devlye

for devydh ; tapasmi for tapasi ;
talasmin for tale

; arhantebhih for

arhadbhih
; prabhdya for prabhayd, vdchdya for vdchd. For tyaktvd I

find the word chhorayitvd, which does not seem to be much used in

Sanskrit, though "Wilson, in his Dictionary, gives chhorana in the sense

of "leaving." I quote the following additional anomalous forms,

viz., pithitd. for pishtd, pithitdni for prathitdni, visnapi foB vyasndpa-

yan, snapit for sndpayitvd, kshipinsu for kshipantl, bhaviya for lhavet,

pratishthihitvd for pratishthdya, datti for dadati, deti for daddti, ddsmi

for ddsyami, dlyatu for diyatdm, darthi for dadatah, daditu for datum,

dell, dadia and dadiya for dattvd
;
kurumi for karomi, karonti for yfcwr-

va/2^', or karishyanti ;
karoma for karishydmah kareya for kuryuh ;

karitya, kariye, and kariyd for &n'toa
; prakarohi for prakuru ; grihltya,

grahiya for grihltvd; bhinanmi for Ihinadmi; vademiYor vaddmi; vym-
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thaya for vyutthdya ; sthihiya for^sthitvd ;
utthihitvd for uttJidya ;

dru-

Jiitya for druhya, pardhaniya for pardhatya ;
utthihet for. uttishthet

;

charoti for charati
;

minitta for matvd
;

saTcltitam and saktitam for

salctam
; uchchhrepaya for utlcshepaya ; miyati for mriyate ; purima for

purva ;
?# for vidvdn

;
vidubhih for vidvadlhih

;
Idbhase for Idbhdya ;

samslcritaf.tah for samskritat, or samslcritatah jdnaml foTJdndmi; bhdsi

for bhdshate; vinenti for vineshyati; janeshi OTJanaishl, forjanayishyati;

adnisuh for adrdkshuh; pasyeta for drisyate; adhyeshtu for adhyetum;

ohintaya for cTiintayitvd ;
vademi for m^dwzi; vandima for vanddmahe;

atikrametum for atikramitum. (In all thesp c/ises, I should observe, the

Sanskrit equivalents are given according, to the notes in the printed

edition of the Lalita Vistara.) Nouns and participles are frequently

lengthened by the addition of the syllable #, as rodantako, gachhamd-

nalce, 'bhdshamdniktih, dadantikuh, roditavyakah, dgatiltah, ddsinikuh

for rudan (or rather rodanto], gachhamdne, bhdshamdndh, dadatyah,

roditqvyah, dgatdh, ddsih'th. This insertion of is also to be noticed

in the following verses of the Vajasaneyi sanhita, xxiii. 22, f.
;
where

yfld and asakau, yakah and 'asakau, stand for ya, ya$, and as!M.

Very peculiar is the use of the a privative in ajanehi for md janaya,

"do not cause."
,

The use of abbreviated, or otherwise irregular, forms, such as labhifor

lapsyase, or labdhah, gachchi for agachhat, cliali for chalitd, munchi for

amunchat, avachi for avochat, nivesayi for nivesitdh, chhddayi for chhdda-

yati, parichari for paryacharah and parichdrinl, varichari for vardcha-

ranam, tyaj'i for tyaktd, tyaktvd, Und tyahtavtin, smart for smritam and

smaranam, varshi for varshitvd, vraji for avrajat, sparsi for sprashtum,

utthi for uttishtha and utthdya, is extremely common, and, as will be

seen from the equivalents following each word, these forms are very

variously interpreted by the ^commentator, and supposed to stand for

verbs in the present, past, and future tense, and in the imperative mood,

and for participles active and passive, as well as for nouns. The penul-

timate syllable of verbs is very often lengthened, as in the Vedic let

form, as in mochaydti, dharshaydti, sahdti, labhdti, drisusi, vrajdsi, for

mochayati, etc., for which the commentator generally substitutes the

present tense, but sometimes the past, and sometimes the future. This

form is even found with the augment in adristisi, rendered by the com-

mentator pasyati 'or adrdkshlt.
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I proceed with the quotations from Babu RajendralaTs Essay.

"Of the origin of the Gatha nothing appears to be known for cer-

tain. M. Burnouf is inclined to attribute it to ignorance ;
Ke says :

' This fact (the difference of language of the different parts of the

Vaipulya Sutras) indicates in the clearest manner that there was

another digest (of the Buddhist literature prepared, beside? those of

the three convocations), and it agrees with the development of the

poetical pieces in wMch these impurities occur, in showing that those

pieces do not proceed' from the same hand to which the simple Sutras

owe their origin. There ,ie>i nothing in the books characterized by this

difference of language, wh'i^h throws the smallest light on its origin.

Are we to look on this as the use of a popular style which may have

developed itself subsequent to the preaching of S'akya, and which

would thus be intermediate between the regular Sanskrit and the

Pali, a dialect entirely derived from, and manifestly posterior to the

Sanskrit? or should we rather regard it as the crude composition of

writers to whom the Sanskrit was no longer familiar, and who en-

deavoured to write in the learned language, which they ill understood,

with the freedom which is imparted by the habitual use of a popu^r
but imperfectly determined dialect ? It will be for history to decide

which of these two solutions is correct
;
to my mind the second ap-

pears to be the more probable one, but direct evidence being wanting,

we are reduced to the inductions furnished by the very few facts as

yet known. Now, these facts are not all to be found in the Nepalese

collection
;

it is indispensably necessary, in order ft> understand the

question in all its bearings, to consult for an instant the Singalese

collection and the traditions of the Buddhists of the South. What

we thence learn is, that the sacred texts are there written in Pali ;

that is to say, in a dialect derived immediately from the learned idiom

of the Brahmans, and which differs ,very little from the dialect which

is found on the most ancient Buddhist monuments in India. Is it

in this dialect that the poetical portions of the great Sutras are

composed ? By no means
;

the style of these portions is an inde-

scribable melange, in which incorrect Sanskrit bristles with forms of

which some are entirely Pali, and others popular in the most general

sense of the term. There is no geographical name to bestow upon
a language of this kind

;
but it is at the same time intelligible how
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such a jargon may have been produced in places where the Sanskrit

was not studied systematically, and in the midst of populations which

had never spoken it, or had known only the dialects derived more or

less remotely from the primitive source. I incline then to the belief

that this part of the great Sutras must have been written out of India,

or, to express myself more precisely, in countries situated on the

western side of the Indus, or in Cashmir, for example ;
countries

where the learned language of Brahmanis,m and* ^Buddhism would be

cultivated with less success than in Central indisf: It appears to me

almost impossible that the jargon of these rpoems could have been

produced in an epoch when Buddhism nourished in Hindusthan.

Then, in fact, the priests had no other choice but between these two

idioms; either the Sanskrit, i.e. the language which prevails in the

compositions collected at Nepal, or the Pali, that is, the dialect which

is found on the ancient Buddhist inscriptions of India, and which

has be^n adopted by the Buddhists of Ceylon.'
U5

"This opinion," continues Babu Rajendralal,
" we venture to think,

is founded on a mistaken Estimate of Sanskrit style. The poetry

oUthe Gatha has much artistic elegance which at once indicates

that it is not the composition of men who were ignorant of the first

principles of grammar. Its authors display a great deal of learning,

and discuss the subtlest questions of logic and metaphysics with much

tact and ability ;
and it is difficult to conceive that men who were

perfectly familiar with the most intricate forms of Sanskrit logic, who

have
(expressed the most abstruse metaphysical ideas in precise and

often in beautiful language, who composed with ease and elegance in

Arya, Totaled, and other difficult measures, were unacquainted with the

rudiments of the language in which they wrote, and even unable to

conjugate, the verb to be, in all its forms. This difficulty is greatly

145 L'Histoire du Buddhisme Indien, p. 105. [I have introduced a very few verbal

alterations into this translation from Burnouf. Lassen, Ind. Ait., ii. p. 9, concurs in

these views of Burnouf: "The Mahayana Sutras (of 'the Buddhists) are composed
in a prose made up of a mixture of irregular 'Sanskrit, of Pali, and of forms borrowed

from the vulgar dialects ;
and the narrative is repeated in verse. Such a medley of

forms could only, as it appears, have arisen in a country where the learned language
was no longer maintained in its purity ; and, consequently, the writings in question

were probably composed in the countries bordering on the Indus, and most likely in

Kashmir, which plays(
an important part in the later history of Buddhism." (See

also pp. 491, 492, and p. 1153 of the same volume.) J.M.]
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enhanced, when we bear in mind that the prose portion of the

Yaipulya Sutras is written in perfectly pure Sanskrit, and has no trace

whatever of the provincialisms and popular forms so abundant in the

poetry. If these Sutras be the productions of men beyond the Indus

imperfectly acquainted with the Sanskrit, how happetts one portion

of them to be so perfect in every respect, while the other is so impure?

What could have been the object of writing the same subject twice

over in the same Tpork, once in pure prose and then in incorrect

poetry? '>>> > >

"It might be supposed, what is most likely the case that the

prose and the poetry are the productions of two different ages ;
but the

question would then arise, how came they to be associated together'?

What could have induced the authors of the prose portions to insert in

their works the incorrect productions of Trans-Indus origin ? Nothing

but a sense of the truthfulness and authenticity of those narratives

could have led to their adoption. But how is it likely to be supposed

that the most authentic account of S'akya, within three hundred years

after his death, was to be had only in countries hundreds of miles away
from the place of his birthr

and the field of his preachings ? The
grjat

Sutras are supposed to have been compiled about the time of the third

convocation (309 B.C.), when it i(j not 'at all likely that the sages of

central India would have gone to Cashmere in search of data, wliich

could be best gathered at their own threshold.

"The more reasonable conjecture appears to be that the Gatha is

the production of bards, who werti contemporaries or immediate suc-

cessors of S'akya, who recounted to the devout congregations of the

prophet of Magadha the sayings and doings of their great teacher, in

popular and easy flowing verses, which in course of time came to be

regarded as the most authentic source o all information connected with

the founder of Buddhism. The high estimation in which the ballads

and improvisations of bards are held in India and particularly in the

Buddhist writings, favours this supposition; and the circumstance

that the poetical portions are generally introduced in corroboration of

the narrative of the prose, with the words : Tatredam uckyate,
l Thereof

this may be said,' affords a strong presumptive evidence."

In a review of Burnouf's "Lotus de la Bonne Loi," Professor Weber

(in the Indische Studien, iii. pp. 139, 140) remark's as follows on the
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views expressed by Burnouf in the preceding passage in regard to the

language of the Gathas :

"The last reason (viz. that Sanskrit was cultivated with less suc-

cess in Kashmir than in Central India) is an incorrect one
; since, on

the contrary, it' is precisely in the north-west of India that the proper

seat of Indian grammatical learning appears to have existed. As

regards the fact itself, Burnouf may be right, and the jargon of those

poetical portions may have actually been at one 'lime the local dialect

of- Kashmir, which would preserve a f&r more exact resemblance to

the ancient form of speech, than did the, P.ali and Prakrit dialects

which were developed in India proper nnder the influence of the

aborigines, who spoke differently. But as Burnouf urges elsewhere,

that the more recent a Buddhistic work is, the purer and more

correct *is its language, it appears to me more natural to assume

that these poetical portions are fragments of older traditions
; because,

if they were more recent than the rest of the text, there is no

good ground on which to account for their deviating from them in

point of language ;
or if there- were a difference, one would expect that

110 poetical parts would be more correct than the prose. This is in

fact the view taken in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for

1851, p. 283, where the Lalita Vistara is said to have been 'compiled

in Sanskrit about the end of the sixth century from ballads in an

obsolete patois of that language, composed evidently by bards at a much

earlier period.'
"

In regard to the point on which 'Babu Kajendralal is at issue with

the views of M. Burnouf, I will not venture to express any opinion.

The peculiarities of the Gatha dialect are so anomalous that it is very

difficult to explain them. In any case, it is clear that, if not a spoken

language, jit
was at least a written language in a remote age : and it

therefore exemplifies to us some,portion of the process by which the

Sanskrit was broken down and corrupted into the derivative dialects

which sprang out of it.

I subjoin the concluding passage of Babu Rajendralal's dissertation,

in which he states his opinion in regard to the periods at which the

successive modifications of Sanskrit were spoken in India.

"The language of the Gatha is believed, by M. Burnouf, to be

intermediate between the Pali and the pure Sanskrit. Now, as the
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Pfili was the vernacular language of India from Cuttack to Kapurdagiri

within three hundred years after the death of Sakya, it would not be

unreasonable to suppose that the Gatha which preceded it' was the

dialect of the million at the time of S'akya's advent. If our conjecture

in this respect be right, it would follow that the Sanskrit passed into

the Gatha six hundred years before the Christian era
; that three

hundred years subsequently it changed into the Pali
;
and that thence,

in two hundred yearn .more, proceeded the Prakrit and its sister dialects

the S'auraseni, the' T)ravi/li,
14

<? and the Panchali, which in their turn

formed the present yemacuhir dialects of India."
J

I have thus (as I originally proposed in Section I.) passed in review

the various phases through which the vernacular speech of Northern

India has gone since it began to deviate from the forms of its parent

Sanskrit. Commencing with the provincial dialects of our own day,

the Hindi, Mahratti, Bengali, etc., which diverge the most widely

from the original tongue, I have attempted to ascend, successive^,

from the more recent to the mure, ancient mediaeval vernaculars, and to

trace backwards their gradual approach in form and structure to the

language of the Yedas. In Section I. the modern vernaculars are

considered. In Sections II. IV. the dialects entitled Prakrit aife

described
;
and it has there been proved that they were either them-

selves the spoken tongues, or at least closely akin to the spoken tongues,

of northern India before the modern vernaculars came into existence,

and shown, by a variety of illustrations, that the former approach much

more closely to the Sanskrit than the latter. In Section V. an account

has been given of the Pali
;
and it has been demonstrated at length

that it, in its turn, is more ancient in its grammatical forms than the

Prakrits are, and departs less widely than they do from the Sanskrit.

In Section VI. I have supplied some description of the language em-

ployed in the rock inscriptions of Piyadasi ; by which it is put beyond

a doubt that different dialects resembling the Pali were in vernacular

146
[If by the Dravidi is meant the Telugu, or any of its cognate languages, it is

a mistake to class it with the northern Prakrits. J.M.] >
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use in northern India in the third century B.C. And finally, in Section

VII., I have described a form of corrupt Sanskrit occurring in the

Gathas or narrative poems in which the actions of Buddha were re-

counted at a period apparently preceding the Christian era.

It is not necessary that I should be able to point out the exact

relative antiquity of the Pali, of the language of the inscriptions, and

of the language of the Gathas. We have seen (p. 59) that the Pali

hasjsome grammatical forms which are older than those of the inscrip-

tions,; and vice versd. It is sufficient to c say tthat all these three

different dialects exhibit a form of Indian speech, which is of greater

antiquity than the Prakrits of the dramatic poems; and that they

illustrate to us some of the earliest stages of the process by which the

original spoken language of India, i.e. the early Sanskrit, was disinte-

grated *ind corrupted.

SECT. VIII. On the original use of Sanskrit as a vernacular tongue ;

on the manner in which the Prakrits arose out of it, and on the period

of their formation : views of Professors Weber, Aufrecht, Lassen, and

Benfey.

Prom the above review of the spoken dialects of India, commencing

with the modern vernaculars) and going back to the Prakrits and the

Pali, we discover, as has been repeatedly stated, that the older these

dialects are, the more closely do they resemble the Sanskrit, in the

forms' of the words themselves, as well as in the modes of their declen-

sion and conjugation. Judging by the great differences which we find

between the modern Indian languages and the oldest forms of the

vernacular dialects, and by the gradual changes through which the

latter have at length passed into he former, we can have no 'difficulty

in concluding that the very oldest known forms of the Prakrits also

had, in earlier ages, undergone similar mutations, and had at one time

been different in some respects from* the languages which have been

handed down to us : and that the further back these dialects went,

the fewer and smaller were their deviations from the oldest forms of

Sanskrit, till they at length merged altogether in that parent language,

and were, in fact, 'identical with it. And as there is no doubt that
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these Prakrit dialects, in the oldest forms in which we can trace them,

were spoken languages, so we are farther entitled to conclude that the

Sanskrit itself was at one time, i.e., at the period before the Prakrits

broke off from it, a vernacularly spoken language.

Before, however, proceeding to the particular proof of this, I shall

first of all present some general speculations of Professors ."Weber,

Lassen, Benfey, and Aufrecht, on the anterior elements out of which

the Prakrits (under which term I include all the old vernacular lav-

guages derived from Sanskrit)* were developed, and the process by
which their formation, was effected.

The following is Professor "Weber's account of the way in which he

conceives the Prakrits to have arisen :
U7

"I take this opportunity of once more declaring myself decidedly

against a commonly received error. It has been concluded (as by Spiegel

against Ho'th) from the existence (in inscriptions) of Prakrit dialects

in the centuries immediately preceding our era, that the Sanskrit

language had died out before these dialects were formed; whereas

we must, on the contrary, regard the development of both the Sanskrit

and the Prakrit dialects from one common source, viz. the Indo-Arian

speech, as entirely contemporaneous For a fuller statement of

this view I refer to my '

Vajasaneyi,Sanhitae Specimen,' ft., 204-6;

and, in proof of what I have urged there, I adduce here the fact that

the principal laws of Prakrit speech, viz. assimilation, hiatus, and a

fondness for cerebrals and aspirates, are prominent in the Vedas, of

which the following are examples : *ku^a=krita, R. V., i. 46, 4
;

kata=karta (above, p. 30) : geha=griha (above, p. 40) ; guggulu=

gungulu, Katyay., 5, 4, 17
; vivittyai=vivishtyai, Taitt. Arany., x.

58 (Drav.); yavatsah= yavatyah, S'atap. Br. ii. 2, 3, 4 (yavachah

Cod. Mill., according to the second hand, nd in Sayana) ; krikalasa,

Yrih. Ar. Ma., i. 3, 22=krikadasu, . Eik., i. 29, 7; purodasa=

purolasa (comp. dasru=lacryma) ; padbhih=padbhih ;
kshullaka=

kshudraka
; bhallaksha=bhadraksha, Chhandogya, 6, 1 (gloss) ;

viki-

rida=vikiridra (above, p. 31); g*abhasti=grabhasti, or garbhasti ;

nighantu=nigranthu ; ghas=gras; bhanj=bhranj (orbranj); bhuj=
bhruj ;

bhand^blandus
;
bhas^bras. In the latter cases an r has

dropped out, after it had aspirated the preceding consonants

147 Indische Studien, ii. p. 87, note.
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Comparative philology exhibits similar phonetic prakritizings within

the circle of the Indo-Germanic languages as compared the one with

the othisr." The same writer says in his Yajas. Sanh. Specimen, ii.

203, ff. :

U8 " I incline to the opinion of those who deny that the

Sanskrit Bhasha, properly so called, was ever the common spoken

language of the whole Arian people, and assign it to the learned alone.

Just as our modern high-German, arising out of the ancient dialects

o the Germans, reduced what was common ta all to universal rules

t and laws, and by the power of analogy Ojblite^ted all recollection of

varieties; and just as, on the other hand, these, dialects, while they

gradually degenerated, often preserved at the same time fuller and

more ancient forms
;

so also the Vedic dialects became partly combined

in one stream, in which their individual existence was lost, and so

formed the regular Sanskrit Bhasha, and partly flowed on individually

in their own original (Prakrita) irregular force, and continued to be

the idioms of different provinces, in the corruption of which they

participated. The Sanskrit language and the Prakrit dialects had,

therefore, a common and simultaneous origin: the* latter did not

spring out of the former, but rather, being connected by a natural

bond with the ancient language, have often a more antique fashion

than the S*anskrit, which, being ghaped and circumscribed by the rules

of grammarians, has sacrificed the truth of analogy for the sake of

regularity. The Prakrit 'tongues are nothing else than ancient Vedic

dialects iu a state of degeneracy ;
while the Sanskrit (or Epic) bhasha

is the sum of the Vedic dialects constructed by the labour and zeal

of 'grammarians, and polished by the skill of learned men. In this

way we obtain an explanation of two facts : 1st, That the very same

exceptions which are conceded by grammarians to the Yedic language

(chliandas) are often found ia the Prakrit dialects, being in fact nothing

but original forms; and 2nd, .That in the Yedic writings, forms and

Avords occur which are more irregular than any Sanskrit word could

ever be
;

for as yet no fixed rules of euphony, orthography, or forma-

tion existed, rules which were eventually deduced in part from those

very irregularities. All the irregular forms which prevail in the

Prakrit tongues are to be found throughout the Yedas. In the latter,

the faculty which creates language is seen exuberant in its early power,

u *
Reprinted in Indische Studien, ii. pp. 110, 111.
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while in the former (the Prakrits) it is seen in the degeneracy of full-

blown licence, luxuriating wantonness, and at last of senile weakness.

Assimilation, the hiatus, and a fondness for cerebrals and aspirates,

play an important part in the Yedas, not so much in those portions

which are peculiar to the Yajur-veda (which, as forming a transition

from the Yedic to the Epic period, or rather itself initiating the Epic

peiiod, has also a style of language of a more modern cast, and adapted

to grammatical rules), a'S'in the
f
older forms and words of the Rigvedaj

many of which were difficult* to Understand in the age of the Aitareya

and S'atapatha Brahmanas (parixavrittayah : comp. Roth, p. li. Nighan-

tavah). There occur moreover,in the Epic poems many words which,

however corrupted, have been received into the Sanskrit sometimes with

no change, sometimes with very little, from the Prakrit languages in

use among the greater part of the people. Of this the word govinda is

a clear example, which, according to the ingenious conjecture of Gilde-

meister, is nothing but gobinda derived from gopendra." ,

Professor Aufrecht has favoured me with the following remarks on

the preceding passages :

" I consider that in his account of the origin

of the Prakrit dialects, Professor Weber goes much too far in stating

them to be contemporaneous with, the Yeda dialect. The examples

which he gives are, I conceive, partlyerroneous, partly collected from

late books, and consequently unsuited to establish his assertion. I

incline to the opinion that the language of the Rigveda was at one

time universally spoken, not through the whole of India, but the

Punjab, that is in the original seats* of the Arians. The dialects

sprang from it, on the one hand, because the greater part of the popu-

lation were non-Arians, and naturally corrupted a language which was

forced upon them. On the other part, it is likely that the conquerors

were forced to marry S'udra women (hence "the warning against; such

marriages in Manu), who introduced the.vulgar tongue into the family.

In the last instance, I believe that, by a political revolution, the

original tribes recovered the government, and that then the language

of the masses began to prevail. I agree with Professor Weber in

believing that Sanskrit proper, that is, the language of the Epic poems,

the law books, nay even that of the Brahmanas, was never actually

spoken, except in schools or by the learned."

This theory of Professor Weber, even if it were correct, would not
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be inconsistent with the conclusion which I hope ultimately to estab-

lish, viz., that the language out of which the Prakrits grew had itself

been subject to mutation prior to their evolution out of it. It would

only imply that no one such language as Sanskrit existed during the

Vedic era, 'but was then represented by a number of what (to dis-

tinguish them from the Prakrits) I may call Sanskritic dialects, which,

by the continued action of a modifying process all along at work in

them, were, on the one hand, gradually former into the dialects which

received the name of Prakrit, while,*on he ether hand, by a reverse

process of aggregation and construction,, another language of a different

character, and previously non-existent,, became developed out- of them,

under the appellation of Sanskrit.

Weber's theory, however, taken in its full extent, appears to me to

be "disproved by the fact that, in its forms, the Vedic Sanskrit is

(excepting some archaisms) nearly identical with the Epic, while it

is .very different from even the oldest type of Prakrit. It is no

answer to this that some old Yedic forms, such as the instrumental

in ebhu, reappear in the Prakrits
;
for it need not be *asserted that, at

the earliest period when the Prakrits began to be formed, the Sanskrit

did not still retain many of its Vedic forms.

I will now adduce two quotations of considerable length from

Lassen's Indian Antiquities, vol. ii., pp. 1147-1149, and 1151-1153,

on the history of the languages of Northern India, in the course of

which he replies to the preceding observations of "Weber.

"The inscription of the Sniha Prince Rudradaman, which dates

from the year 85 B.C., is written in Sanskrit prose, of an artificial

character, with long compound words. From this fact we may infer

that Sanskrit was no longer spoken by the common people, but only

by thp Brahmans and other persons in the higher classes."

"It has been
already shown (p. 486) that in AsokVs time the

common people spoke dialects derived from the sacred language, and

that, at that time, there were at least three such dialects; of which

one prevailed in Eastern India, the second in Guzerat, and the third

in Eastern Cabul. The existence of a fourth, of which the seat was

perhaps in Upper Rajasthan, is attested by the inscription of Megha-

vahana. It is highly probable that the popular Indian dialects

existed at a s'till earlier period than this [the age of Asoka was
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263-226 B.C., and that of Meghavahana 110 A.D. 149

] ;
for the accounts

of Buddha's sayings and doings appear to have existed in a double

form, i.e. both in the vernacular tongues and in Sanskrit. I tlo not

venture to assume that the vernacular tongues originated much earlier.

It is indeed true that we find in the Yedic hymns some individual

traces of those corruptions which in Prakrit have become the rule and

characteristic feature of the language. But we must assume a long

period to have intervened between these isolated appearances and their

full-blown development, as exhibited in particular local dialects. I >

do not, therefore, believe in a, contemporaneous development, side by

side, of the Sanskrit and the Prakrit tongues out of the one common

source of the Indo-Arian language ;
but I assume that it was not till

long after the immigration of the Indo-Arians that the Prakrits were

149 Lassen, App. pp. x. xxiii. I add another passage on the subject of the muta-

tions of the Sanskrit, and the period at which they may be supposed to have

arisen, from Lassen's work, p. 592, f., 2nd ed. : "The fact now established, thaj; in

As'oka's time Sanskrit was no longer the general vernacular language, is of the

greatest importance for judging of the older literature. As As'oka promulgated his

ordinances, which were intended for the entire people, not in Sanskrit, but in three

vernacular dialects differing more or less from one another, it follows that the old

mother-tongue had already become limited to a smaller circle of the population. But

such a corruption of language is not tne work of a few years ; the Sanskrit must

have begun centuries before to be resolved ifito the popular dialects
;
we will njt

here take into account the tradition that the Buddhists from the commencement
announced their new doctrine in Prakrit. The Epic poems nowhere allude to the

different classes of auditors being unable to understand each other : nor have I yet
found any reference to a diversity of speech among the Aryans. The Epic language
now is manifestly the product of speech still fresh, flexible, and living in the mouth

of the people ;
we can point out the first beginnings of the Epic style and versifiCa-

tion in the Upanishads and in the hymns of the Veda, and can thus establish the

high antiquity of this style. Jn the Sanskrit literature subsequent to As'oka's

time, even in the oldest inscriptions, we find the artificial language of later ages ;

and the same is the case in the dramas, which beloyg to this later period, in which

we also meet with vernacular dialects for the lower orders. Although the Epic

style is still maintained in this later age, it is easily s^en, as in the Puranas, that a

living stream of speech does not flow here ; just as in the case of Apollonius and

Callimachus, we perceive that they had not learnt the Homeric dialect from their

nurses
;

the language is a learned, though often very clever, imitation. These

considerations convince me that the Epic style was completely formed before the

time of As'oka, and even much earlier, and that we have it before us in its original

genuineness. Hence I believe also that on the score of language no valid objection

can be alleged against the position that after the critical separation of later

elements, we possess in the Epic poems a rich and genuine store of ancient and

genuine tradition."
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formed in the several provinces of India. I further regard it as im-

probable that the Prakrits arose out of one particular dialect of the

Sanskrit
;
for no dialects of the Sanskrit have yet been pointed out.

An account is to be found, it is true, in an ancient record, according

to which th*e Sanskrit had been preserved in greater purity in the

northern countries than elsewhere, and Kashmir and Badari, at the

source of the Ganges, are specified by the commentator as such regions.

Tjhis, however, is not sufficient to prove that ki the different provinces

of India there were then fundamental d/fferaa'ces in the sacred lan-

guage. ,

"No conclusion in regard to the existence of dialectic varieties in

the Sanskrit can be drawn from the fact that the Prakrit dialects have

all preserved the form of the instrumental plural in hi (derived from

IJiis], in words ending in a, while the modern Sanskrit has lost this

form; for the ancient form in ebhis is nt peculiar to any particular

Vedic writings. The preservation of this form only proves that the

Prakrit dialects began to be formed at an early period, when the

termination in question was in frequent use. The early adoption,

too, into Sanskrit of words which had become modified according to

the laws of the Prakrit dialects, testifies, not so much to the early

creation of popular dialects widely different from each other, as to

the mere beginnings of such. "We have to regard the causes of the

varieties in the Indian dialects as twofold. The first is that general

one, which has operated also in other languages, and which is indeed

the principal, viz., those peculiarities connected with the abodes and

the character of the tribes into which a people becomes divided. The

reason why they have so operated, as they actually have, is in indi-

vidual instances often difficult, nay, impossible, to assign. In this

way, five principal modern, languages, the ProvenQal, French, Portu-

guese, Spanish, and Italian, tyave arisen out of the Latin. Of these

languages, the second, the fourth, and the fifth are rich in dialects.

The second cause is (as has been already noticed) a special one, I

mean the influence exercised on the Prakrit dialects by the languages

of the aboriginal tribes adopted into the Indian political system, who

discarded their own form of speech and adopted the Indo-Arian lan-

guage of the province in which they dwelt. These aboriginal tribes

contributed, in 'some instances, to introduce peculiar varieties into the
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Prakrit dialects. When these aborigines were particularly savage and

uncultivated, it could scarcely fail to happen that they occasioned very

great corruptions of sound and form in the Indo-Arian language's."

The second passage is as follows :

"It is in the period with which we are now occupied (i.e. that

between Vikramaditya and the later Gupta kings) that the appellations

Sanskrit for the classical language, and Prakrit for the forms of speech

springing from it, mu-^t have arisen; because it was now that the

distinction between tho classical language (which was no longer xsni-

ployed as a spoken toague except by the Brahmans and highest classes)

and th& popular dialects became decidedly marked. It has been

maintained that Sanskrit was never the common popular dialect of

the Arian Indians, but owed its origin only to the learned; and that

the Yedic dialects coalesced, on the one hand, in a single language,

and so created the regular Sanskrit, in which they were lost
;
and on

the other hand, in virtue of their inherent character, became corrupted

and irregular, and in this corrupt form continued to exist as the

vernacular dialects of particular provinces.* I must dissent from this

view on the following grounds : First, it has not yet been proved

(as I have already, p. 1148, observed) that there were any different

dialects in the Yedic language. To, prove that there were, it must

be shown that in contemporaneous Vedic writings there are found

variations of such an essential character as to justify us in assuming

a variety of dialects : varieties observable in writings belonging to

different ages only show that there was a progressive departure from

an earlier condition of the language. Secondly, it is necessary ftiat

we be agreed as to what we mean by language. If thereby we mean

the style of expression, then it may be asserted of many languages

which have attained a higher degree of perfection by being employed

in literature or in public assemblies, that they were not popular lan-

guages. The Athenians and Eomans certainly did not,, in their

ordinary life, express themselves in the same style in which their

orators spoke ;
and we Germans permit ourselves to make use of many

turns of expression which we deny ourselves in books. So too we

may suppose that the Indians of the earliest age did not ordinarily

speak the same language which their poets employed. If, on the

other hand, by language we mean grammatical forms, I cannot see
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why the Indians should not in the earliest ages have made use of the

same as the contemporary poets employed. This certainly was the

case also in the succeeding periods. To this it must be added that

Paniui, the oldest of the three grammarians who are styled saints,

uses the word bhdshd (speech) to designate the ordinary language in

contradistinction to the Vedic, and employs as synonymous with

lhashayam the word lolce, i.e. in the world. The language which

the Sanskritrspeaking Indians then spoke c.nnot, therefore, have

.heen different from this Ihdshd, or current forjh of speech. Its fate

in contrast to that of its daughters has been a peculiar one. Whilst

among the Greeks the Attic dialect became the general language of

prose composition, .... and the other dialects became less and less

prominent, .... and whilst in Germany the new high-German, from

its u^e in literature and education, has more and more superseded the

popular dialects, the sacred speech of the .Brahmans, on the contrary,

continued to lose ground, not so much in local extension, as in its

employment by the different classes of the population in the same

countries. It may be assumed that in the time of Asoka the greater

part of the people in the countries inhabited by Arian Indians spoke

the local dialects, and that only the Brahmans and the principal

persons spoke Sanskrit. On this civcumstance the distribution of the

dialects in the dramas rests. As the kings who were inclined to the

Buddhist religion permitted only the popular dialects to be used in

their inscriptions and coins, it becomes probable that they did the

same thing in their decrees, and for other purposes."

The following remarks relating to the early extension and vernacular

employment of Sanskrit, to its subsequent disuse as a spoken language,

and to its ultimate resuscitation in a somewhat modified form, as a

refined and sacred dialect, are translated, with occasional abridgment,

from Prof. Benfey's article on India (above referred to), p.' 245, ff. :

"The language which we now call Sanskrit was once, as both the

ancient and modern dialects which have issued from it distinctly show,

the prevalent popular speech in the greatest part of India. Alongside

of it there existed in the remotest times several dialects of one or

more languages, not related to it, of the aborigines of India; which

languages had at first a wider, and in later times a continually de-

creasing, extension. The period when Sanskrit began to spread itself
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over India cannot be decided any more than the era of the immigra-

tion of the people who spoke it. We can only determine the follow-

ing points: First, in regard to extension; (1) the Sanskrit once

prevailed over a considerable tract west of the Indus, as is shown

both by many geographical names in those regions, by i&e accounts of

Chinese travellers, and by the languages which are now found existing

there
; (2) to the north, the Sanskrit or its dialects prevailed as 'far

as the Himalaya and. the Indian Caucasus; (8) to the east, in the

time of Asoka, as far, as +he /egion of the Brahmaputra, though, thip

region was not entirely Spnskritized ; (4) to the south, Sanskrit

exercised nearly its full sway as far as the southern frontiers of

Maharashtra: this is proved by the fact that one of the dialectd

which are most decidedly of Sanskrit origin, namely, the Prakrit

pre-eminently so named, is also called the language of Maharashtra,

and is manifestly the pauent of the modern Mahratti; (5) Sanskrit

penetrated still further to the south, where it formed the language of

educated people: but this occurred at a time when the Sanskrit-

speaking race had not sufficient power entirely to expel the indigenous

language, as they were able to do in Northern India with a very few

isolated exceptions.

"Second, as to the time when Sanskrit was the language of the

people we can determine as follows : ~We find in Asoka's time two

vernacular dialects, one in Guzerat, and th'e other in Magadha, which,

as their entire structure shows, could not have existed alongside of,

i.e. contemporaneously with, the Sanskrit, but must have become

further developed in those provinces after the Sanskrit had previously

prevailed there : consequently the Sanskrit must have died out before

Asoka, who lived in the third century B.C., an4 therefore about three

centuries after the period to which th<} rise of Buddhism may with

great probability be assigned. Now it is related to us of the first

Buddhists, that they composed their books not in Sanskrit, but in the

vernacular dialects. The sacred language of Buddhism is the Pali,

which, though varying in many particulars from the language of

Magadha, and approximating to the principal Prakrit (the Maha-

rashtri), stands yet in a similar relation to the Sanskrit as the latter,

and the two dialects of Asoka's inscriptions. It becomes, therefore,

highly probable that at the period when BuddhisiA arose, i.e. about

VOL. II. 10
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the sixth century B.C., Sanskrit was no longer the speech of the

people. The entire character of Sanskrit shows that, at the time of

its acme,- it was fixed by means of something resembling a literature,

and it is only on this supposition that we can comprehend how it

appears in regions so far apart as the north and north-west of India

and the Mahratta country, as a perfectly uniform basis of the dialects

which sprang out it. But a speech whiqh becomes fixed in such a

manner does not soon die out. If we assume- about three centuries

for the time of its gradual extinction, 'the ^erio/1 when Sanskrit was

the ordinary language of the people is thrown back to about the ninth

century before Christ. During this and the immediately preceding

'period there existed, as we have already conjectured, a political union

which embraced the entire Indian empire ;
and as we now know that

Sanskrit must have been the actual speech of the people in the

Mahratta country also at this period, we may conceive this political

union to have extended from the Himalaya to the south of the

Mahratta country. After this political unity had become severed

(till the period of its restoration under Chandraguptti), the various

elements of Indian life became separately developed in the different

provinces; and this was the case with the Sanskrit, too, which up

to that time had been common tp all. Out of this variety of local

developments which the Sanskrit underwent, its different derivative

languages arose, the earliest ibrms of which bore about the ame

relation to Sanskrit as the Romanic dialects to Latin.

"But while the Sanskrit was being thus developed and modified by

popular use into new vernacular dialects, the literature which had

been created in Sanskrit while it was yet a living tongue was still

preserved in the schools 15 of the Brahmans, and along with it the

Sanskrit itself as the sacred language of culture and science. When
aroused to new energy by the attack made upon their system by the

Buddhists, the Brahmans came forward with certain writings composed

in this sacred language, and declared to be of primeval antiquity : one

of the earliest of these was the Institutes of Manu
;
and then followed

150 Though we have no distinct external evidence that there were any such

schools at this early period, we may yet appeal to the whole intellectual development
of Indian life, in the form which it must have taken even before the rise of Buddhism,
as evidence of their existence."
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the Ramayana. But external grounds, as well as the mention which

they make of the Tavanas (Greeks), prove these works to have been

composed ^at
a much later period than that to which they ate alleged

to belong. In like manner the treatment of the language in these

books, and still more in the Sanskrit literature which
J

follows, and is

connected with them, demonstrates that they cannot possibly have

proceeded from a popular flialect, but, on the contrary, are the pro-

ducts of a learned, or rather a sacred language, which, having died

out among the mass, of the people, had been preserved in the circle

of the educated priesthood as the medium of intercourse with the

gods, and of communicating the sacred sciences, and was cultivated

with the liveliest zeal and devotion. Out of this circle again Sanskrit

passed over to those persons who stood in connexion with the priests

as members of the same administrative caste, When the Brahmans

recovered their predominance, Sanskrit became for a time the lan-

guage of the educated classes, of the court, and the administration 151

generally t and even the Buddhists could not abstain from employing

so valuable an instrument of cultivation.. We have only to recollect

the manner in which the Latin, though long a dead language, re-

mained in use throughout the middle ages, and even in our own time,

in order to perceive clearly how the, Sanskrit also, though it had died

out as a vernacular tongue between the ninth and sixth centuries B.C.,

should yet have held its ground in the highest circles, and continued

in use there to such an extent that it can even now be employed as

an instrument for the expression 6f thought on the highest subjects.

The Sanskrit had, however, here an important advantage over the

Latin in this respect, that wherever Brahmanism prevailed it was

regarded as a sacred language, as all the most sacred books of that

religion were composed in it. In conssquence of this opinion, it was

considered a religious merit to be ,even acquainted with it; and a

Sanskrit grammar, or other work which contributed to a knowledge
of this language, was and is looked upon as a sacred book. In the

same way a knowledge of Hebrew was long preserved among the

151 [We have another instance of a language not vernacular in India being used

as the language of administration, in the Persian, which^ though unintelligible to the

mass of the people, was used by the Mahomedans, and after them, for many years

(until about thirty years ago), by the English, as the
language^of

the law courts and

the revenue offices. J.M.]
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Jews
;
and even so late as, perhaps, sixty years ago, no one among

them could lay claim to the character of a learned man unless he had

learnt the ' sacred language.'
"

. . . .

"At the period when the dramatic literature assumed its fixed form

(a period which cannot yet be determined, hut which may be con-

jecturally placed in the sixth or seventh century A.D.), the knowledge

of Sanskrit must have extended, on the one hand, to all who laid claim

to 'the character of educated men, for ptherwfee the dramatic poets

fcouM not have composed in Sanskrit *fhe 'leading parts in plays de-

signed for representation before the entire public; and on the other

hand it must have been constantly use<? as the language of public

documents, of religion, and of learned men, for otherwise it could

scarcely have been put into the mouth of gods, kings, and priests.

Whether Sanskrit was at that time the proper court-language, I

cannot determine
;
but I scarcely think it was, as the officers of the

state, if not Brahmans, do not use it."

Professor Benfey then proceeds to specify the differences between

the ancient form of the Sanskrit when it was still a vernacular lan-

guage, and the later form which it took after its regeneration as a

sacred and learned form of speech, so ,far as he considered himself in

a position to do so at a period (1840) when he had before him but a

small portion of the Vedas, which furnish us with almost the only

means we can have of judging what the earlier language was. 152 He

remarks: "The late Sanskrit is distinguished from the Vedic by the

use of extravagantly long compounds. Even if the specimens of the

Yedas and the TJpanishads which are known to me had not shown

that in this respect there is an essential difference in the use of the

Sanskrit at the two periods to which I refer, it might have been

concluded with certainty, fnJm the character and length of these

compounds, that such monstrosities could not have been created at a

152 Had these observations been written now, Professor Benfey would probably
have seen no cause to modify his main conclusions, though he would have been in a

position to express himself with greater confidence and precision. [Note in first

edition, I860.] In his review of the first edition of this work in the Gb'tt. Gel.

Anzeigen, already referred to, p. 135, Prof. Benfey writes as follows : "I would, now
that the differences between the Vedic language and the Sanskrit, which was formed

by a process of regeneration, are more exactly known, say Vedic or old[-Sanskrit

instead of Sanskrit]. See Weber's remark above, p. 68.
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time when the language was in vernacular use. Such compounds

might occasionally have heen used with effect
;
but a living language

would have energetically rejected such an abuse of these forms as we

find in the late Sanskrit writings, which renders all easy comprehension

impossible. On the other hand, the effort to employ such compounds

was quite suitable to a learned language, and to a learned poetry,

which was far removed from the real life of the people. In iike

manner the laws of Sandhi, as practised in its widest extent in later

Sanskrit, must have
t been, equally foreign to the ancient vernacular

Sanskrit. In late Sanskrit all the words of a sentence are combined

in one immense whole by the assimilation, or other connexion, of their

final and initial letters. Th^s. rule does not, in general, prevail in the

Vedas; and although it is well known that in actual discourse the

final and initial letters of words exercise a certain modifying influence

upon each other, every one who has considered the limited extent to

which a vernacular dialect, and even a literary work composed in such

a dialect, can obey this law, and who, at the same time, knows to

what extremes the modern Sanskrit pushes the application of this rule,

will be convinced that the excessive employment of Sandhi cannot have

sprung out of any popular use, but must have resulted from carrying

out to an absurd extent a grammatical canon which is correct in itself.

"Further, when the later Sanskrit is accurately examined, it is

found to be affected in a most important degree by the influence of the

popular dialects derived from the more ancient Sanskrit. The Indians,

with their genius for grammar, or philology generally, were in general

well aware of the modifications which the ancient language had re-

ceived from the dialects which had been developed out of it : they had

investigated the phonetic laws by which these dialects had been derived

from their parent, and could, as it we^e, transport the former back to

the latteB. This facility threw them off their guard ;
and' it conse-

quently becomes possible for us to demdnstrate that the Sanskrit of

the whole Indian literature subsequent to Manu's Institutes, cannot

be in all respects the ancient language of the people, with a degree of

distinctness which none of the Sanskrit authors, convinced as they

were that they were writing correct ancient Sanskrit, could have

imagined. I must confine myself here to exhibiting the principal

elements of this proof. It is divisible into two parts; as we must
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(1) maintain that the new Sanskrit has lost 153 much which the older

Sanskrit had, and which it could only lose from the circumstance that

it had died out in the intermediate period, and had now to be revived

in a form which might be as intelligible as possible. To this head

belong a number of roots and inflected forms which the grammarians

recognize t
and adduce partly as current, and partly as obsolete, but of

which the later Sanskrit makes next to no use. The reason of this

is that these roots, as well as these inflected forma? were either entirely

lost ia the vernacular dialects which existed at th/2 time when the new

Sanskrit was created, or had become so disfigured -that their Sanskrit

form could not have been easily discovered or understood. (2) The

new Sanskrit contains in it much that the old Sanskrit could not have

had. To this head belong a number of forms of roots which had

become modified according to the laws of some one vernacular dialect,

and which have been employed in the new Sanskrit in this modified

shape, which the grammarians either hesitated to refer to its proper

Sanskrit form, or did not comprehend. Every single example of this

which might be adduced would, however, require detailed development

and proof, which would demand too much space to be here attempted.

"I will, therefore, content myself with repeating the main^ results

of the investigations which have been here merely indicated, and in

great part yet remain to be carried out. These results are: That

from the period when the Sanskrit-speaking race immigrated into

India down to perhaps the ninth century B.C., Sanskrit became diffused

as the prevailing vernacular dialec*t over the whole of Hindustan, as

far as the southern borders of the Mahratta country. It penetrated

no further south as a vernacular tongue, but only as the language of

education, and apparently at a later period. From the ninth century

B.C. the Sanskrit began to die out : derivative dialects became de-

153 The Sanskrit has lost a, great many verbal roots, and has frequently
modified the original meaning of those still in existence." Aufrecht, Unadisutras,

pref. p. viii.
" In the course of time some branches of literature disappeared, a

number of words became antiquated, and the-lradition as to their meaning was either

entirely lost or corrupted. When commentators arose to explain the Unadisutras,"

supposed by Professor Aufrecht (p. ix.) to be considerably older than Panini,
"
they found the greater part of the words contained in them still employed in th'e

literature of their age, or recorded in older dictionaries. But an unknown residuum

remained, and to these, whenever tradition failed them, they were bold enough to

assign quite arbitrary significations." Ibid. pp. vi. xii.
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veloped from it
;
and in the sixth century B.C. it had become extinct

as a vernacular language. On the other hand, it maintained its ground

in the schools of the Brahmans. Ahout the third century B.C., in

consequence of the regeneration of Brahmanism in Kanouj, it was

brought back into public life as a sacred language, -and gained a

gradually increasing importance as the organ of all the higher in-

tellectual development. About the fifth century A.D
,

it had become

diffused in this character over the whole of India. So long as he

empire of the Hindus.lasted, it' continued to increase in estimation; and

even long after the Mahometans had settled in India, it was almost the

sole instrument for the expression of the highest intellectual efforts."

I conclude this section by quoting from an article by Mr. Beames

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1870, vol. v., new

series, pp. 149, f., the following remarks on the relation of the

Prakrits to the " Old-Aryan" language :

"In assuming that the languages of the first period" (the Prakrits

and Pali) "are later than Sanskrit, I do not lose sight of the fact

that historically they were contemporaneous with it. But I call them

'neo-Aryan,' because the majority of their forms exhibit a decadence

from some more perfect condition. It is true that, not only in classical,

but even in Yedic, Sanskrit forms are found which exhibit a perfect

Prakrit type; but this does not prevent the general run of Prakrit

from showing unmistakable signs of having degenerated from a purer

and stronger ancient language, which we cannot call Sanskrit, because

it is older still than even the language of the Yedas, and which there-

fore may, when necessary, be called ' Old Aryan.'

"It is a highly probable theory that the ' Old Aryan,' like all other

languages, began to be modified in the mouths of the people as early

as the Yedic period, and that the Brahmans, at a subsequent date,

in order to prevent the further degeneration of their language, polished,

elaborated, and stiffened it into the classical Sanskrit. We cannot,

however, suppose that they brought any new material into the lan-

guage, but simply that they reduced to rule what was till then vague

and irregular, that they extended to the whole of the language eu-

phonic laws which had been till then only of partial application, and

so forth
;

all the while, however, only working upon already existing

materials. It will, therefore, not militate against the established con-
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temporaneous existence of learned Sanskrit and popular Prakrit, to

consider the former as in general the representative of the original Old

Aryan, and, consequently, as so far older than the Prakrit; because,

ex hypothesi, in Sanskrit most of what existed in Old Aryan has not

only been preserved, but worked up and expanded, while in the

Prakrit, on the contrary, not only has much been absolutely lost, but

that which remains has been corrupted and debased. Besides, as

nothing whatever of the Old Aryan has been preserved, or is likely to

te discovered (although much may be, &nd lias been, guessed at from

analogy), we are driven, whether we like p't or no, to look to Sanskrit

for the oldest extant forms
;
and we do, undoubtedly, find them there,

as contrasted with Prakrit and Pali." 154

SECT. IX. Reasons for supposing that the Sanskrit was originally a

spoken language.

It appears from the passages cited from the works of Professors

Lassen and Benfey, that these distinguished scholars assume that the

Sanskrit (by which, no doubt, must be understood a language in some

respects different from the later Sanskrit, and more akin to the Vedic

dialect) was once a spoken tongue, Regarding this as a fact which

admits of no question : while Professor Weber is of opinon that the

only Indo-Arian speech which, existed at the early period to which

I refer had not yet been developed into Sanskrit, but was still a

vernacular tongue.
155

As, however, what seems so clear to the Euro-

pea^ scholar, viz., that Sanskrit in its earlier form was a spoken lan-

guage, may not be so plain to the Indian reader, it becomes necessary

for me to adduce the most distinct evidence of the fact which I am

able to discover.

164 "With" reference to a question already discussed, see pp. 31, ff., I add, the follow-

ing sentences from Mr. Beames' j article, p. 150 :
" "With regard to the languages

of the second period, it must be explained that I do not intend to touch on the

ohscure question of how far non-Aryan elements enter into their composition.

Much there is which is still doubtful, but Ahis is admitted on all hands, that a very

large proportion of their constituent parts is of Aryan origin."
156 Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 1. His words, as translated, are these :

" In its earliest period the Indo-aryan speech had not yet become Sanskrit, i.e. the

language of cultivated men, but remained still a vernacular tongue, whilst in its second

period, the people spoke not Sanskrit but Prakritic dialects, which had been developed

out of the ancient IndS-aryan vernacular contemporaneously with the Sanskrit."
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First: Even though we assume, as we must do, that there were,

from the earliest times, other forms of spokea language current in

India besides the Sanskrit; yet these would he the dialects of the

Dasyus, or non-Arian tribes
;
while the upper classes of the popula-

tion of the Arian race, the same order of persons who in' after times

spoke Prakrit, must have been in the habit of speaking Sanskrit (by

which must be understood the then current form or forms of the Ol5

Arian speech) a few riges previously; for, in fact, no other Arian

language then existed' ,in Jndia, which they could have used. .If

languages with such. a complicated structure as the Pali and the

Prakrits were employed in common conversation, there is no difficulty

in supposing that Sanskrit too, which was not much more complex,

should have been spoken by ordinary persons. We must not, of course

(as Professor Benfey has well remarked above, p. 140, f.), imagine that

all the refined rules for the permutation of letters which were used

in later Sanskrit composition were then employed in daily discourse,

though some few of them might have been
;
for the use of these rules

is by no means essential to the intelligible or grammatical employment
of the language ;

and at the time to which I refer, they had not been

developed or systematized. Many, too, of the more complicated in-

flections of Sanskrit verbs would bfe then little used in conversation
;

as, in fact, they are now comparatively little used in most literary

compositions.
156

156 The remark in this last sentence probably rests on a misapprehension of the

character of the language vernacularly employed by men in the earlier stages of

society. But I leave it as it stood, in order to make the following remarks on
it^by

Professor Benfey, in the review above referred to, more easily intelligible. He writes,

p. 135 : "Here, nevertheless, I should like to see much otherwise understood. Thus

it is said in p. 154 '

Many, too, of the more complicated inflections of Sanskrit verbs

would be then [at the time when the Sanskrit existed as a spoken language] little

used in conversation ;' which, as appears to me, leads to an erroneous understanding.
It is precisely -the deficiency of so many forms in the regenerated Sanskrit, as, for

example, the want of a conjunctive generally, of the "moods for the different tenses,

the unfrequent employment of the aorists as compared with the Vedic Sanskrit, the

disuse of so many double forms, as e.g. the substitution of the single form of ais for

ais and ebhis, as the ending of instrumental' cases of nouns in a, the limitation of the

strong case-forms, which in the Vedas are used very irregularly, the regulation of

the reduplication and many other differences of this description between the Vedic,

or ancient, and the regenerated Sanskrit, it is just these points which determine us

to explain the latter (the modern Sanskrit) principally through the predominance of

the vernacular dialects : those persons who wrote the regenerated, Sanskrit were too

much accustomed to these vernaculars to do more in general than to turn the speech
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It is true that we cannot point out the exact forms of all the

Sanskrit words in uset the latest period at which it was so employed

as a spoken tongue ; especially as the language of conversation always

differs to some extent from the language of formal composition or of

books, and the vernacular Sanskrit was no doubt undergoing a per-

petual alteration till it merged into Prakrit.

Second : The case which I have supposed here of Sanskrit having

been once a spoken language, and having at length ceased to be em-

, ployed in ordinary discourse, while thf, provincial dialects which

sprang out of it, and gradually diverged, more and more from it and

from each other, have taken its place as the popular vehicles of con-

versation, is by no means a singular occurrence, unprecedented in the

history of language ;
on the contrary, the manner in which the Italian,

French, and Spanish languages (to which Burnouf and Lassen refer in

a passage cited above, p. 69) have been formed out of Latin, presents

a very close parallel to the mode in which the various mediaeval Indian

Prakrit bhashas (which in their turn have given birth to the modern

Bengali, Hindi, Mahrattl etc.) grew out of Sanskrit. During the

existence of the Roman empire, Latin, as is quite well known, was

the spoken language of Italy, and other western portions of Europe.

It is now in nearly all those countries a dead language, and is only

known to the learned who study the works of the Latin philosophers,

historians, and poets; jusf; as* it is only the Pandits of India and other

scholars who can understand the Sanskrit S'astras. But while Latin

has itself ceased to be a spoken language for eight hundred or a

thousand years, various vernacular dialects have (as I have said)

sprung out of it, such as Italian and the other modern tongues already

specified; the Latin words which compose the greater part of their

vocabulary being variously modified, and the ancient Latin inflections

being either corrupted, or dropped, and replaced by particles and

auxiliary verbs. Of these derivative dialects, the Italian, which is

with which they were familiar into Sanskrit according to the reflex rules (Reflex
-

gesetze) which were known to them. li was only a constantly deeper study of the

old remains of the genuine vernacular Sanskrit and the compositions which were more

closely connected with it that brought back many of its at first neglected peculiari-

ties into the regenerated Sanskrit, a point which can be proved by the express

testimony of Panini himself in reference to the participles of the reduplicated perfect.

(Compare Pan. iifc 2. 108; and my complete Sanskrit Grammar, p. 413, note 13,

and shorter Grammar, 361, 369.)"
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spoken in Italy, has retained the closest resemblance to its mother-

language. Many of the changes which Latin words have undergone

in Italian, resemble very closely the modifications which Sanskrit

words have undergone in Pali and Prakrit, as has been already re-

marked in the passage quoted, in p. 69, from Burnouf zAid Lassen's

Essay on the Pali.

To exhibit the wonderful similarity (amounting in some cases to

identity) of the processes by which these two ancient languages, the

Sanskrit and the Latin^ are, modified in their modern derivatives,* I

shall place in juxtaposition a /ew of the most remarkable instances of

it which occur to me. 157

I. PHONETIC CHANGES.

(1). "Words in which the e or k is dropped from a compound letter ct, net, or kt,

while the t is doubled.

Latin forms, as modified in Italian.

Latin. Italian.

Sanskrit forms, modified in Pali and Prakrit.
Sanskrit. Pali and Prakrit.

perfectus becomes perfetto.

dictus detto.
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(3). Words in which the I of a compound letter, pi or kl, is dropped.
160

Latin forms, as modified in Italian. Sanskrit forms, modified in Pali and Prakrit.
Latin. Italian. Sanskrit. Pali and Prakrit.

planctus becomes pianto. viklavas becomes vikkavo.

planus piano.

(4). Words in'which the b of the compound letter bj is dropped.

subjectus becomes soggetto. kubjas becomes khujjo.
161

objSctus oggetto.
162

abjas ajjo.

(5). Words in which the letters rejected, or changed, are not the same in the Italian and

Prakrit, but in which both languages show, the same ,tendency to simplification.

absorptus becomes assorto. 'utpald'm becomes uppalam.
absurdus assurdo. skandhas khandho.

externus esterno. dharmas dhammo.
mixtus misto.

'

dushkaras dukkaro.

sextus sesto. kshama khama.

textus testo. mugdhas muddho.
* saxum sasso. mudgas muggo.
spmnus sonno. labdhas laddho.

damnum danno. s'abdas saddo.

t
autumnus autunno. nimnas nimmo. 163

domina donna. amnayas ammayo.

pradyumnas pajjummo.

janman jammo.

rajna ,, raniia.

A large portion of the simplifications in Pali and Prakrit arise from

the rejection of r before or after another consonant, as in the words

kanna for karna, savva for sarvva, mitta for mitra, putta for putra, etc.

This elision of r is not usual in Italian.

II. I give an instance or two to show the manner in which the

Latin case-terminations have been dropped in Italian. In Latin the

word annus, a year, is thus declined.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. - ... annus. Nom. .... anni.

Gen anni. r.
Gen. .... annorum.

Dat. and Abl. - - anno. Dat. and Abl. - - annis.

Accus. .... annum. ' Accus. - - - - annos.

In Italian, on the contrary, there is only one form in the singular,

iso jn Prakrit, however, a compound letter, of which I is the final portion, is

generally dissolved into two syllables, as glana becomes gilana.

181 Var. II. 34. 162 Pronounced as if written in English, sojjetto, ojjetto.

163 I can only infer, from the rule in Vararuchi, III. 2, that the n is thrown out

and the m doubled in this and the two following words, as I have not met them

anywhere.
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anno
;
and one in the plural, anni

;
the case-terminations being sup-

plied by prepositions with or without the article, as follows :

Singular. Plural.

Nom. and Accus. - 1' anno. Norn, and Accus. -
gli anni.

Gen. - - - - dell' anno. Gen. - - - -
degli anni.

Dat. ----- all' anno. Dat. ....
agli anni.

Abl. dall' anno. Abl. ....
dagli,anni.

III. In Italian verbs, the Latin forms of the active voice are pre-

served in a modified shape, as the following example will show :

j > %
Present Tense. Imperfect Tense.

Latin. Italian. , Latin. . Italian.

1. vendo. vendo. 1. vendebam. vendeva.

2. vendis. vendi.
'

2. vendebas. Tendevi. 4

3. vendit. vende. 3. vendebat. vendeva.

4. vendimus. vendiamo. 4. vendebamus. vendevamo.'

5. venditis. vendete. 5. vendebatis. vendevate.

6. vendunt. vendono. 6. vendebant. vendevano.

Perfect Tense. Pluperfect Tense.

1. vendidi. vendei. 1. vendidissem. vendessi.

2. vendidisti. vendesti. 2. vendidisses. vendessi.

3. vendidit. vende. 3. vendidisset. vendesse.

4. vendidimus. vendemmo.
,

4. vendidissemus. vendessimo.

5. vendiditis. vendeste.
"

^5.
vendidissetis. vendeste.

6. vendiderunt. venderono. 6. vendidissent. vendessero. *

But (IY.) in the passive voice the Italian language has entirely lost

the Latin forms of conjugation. Thus instead of the Latin forms

ego laudor, "I am praised;" ego Idudabar, "I was praised;" ego

laudarer, "I should be praised," etc., the Italians employ in all tenses

(as the Latin had already done in a few), the substantive verb with

the past participle, and say lo sono lodato, lo era lodato, lo sarei lodata,

"I am," "I was," "I should be, praised.'.'

These few instances will suffice to show the Indian reader how the

Latin words and inflections are modified in Italian.

It is thus manifest from the history of Italy in ancient and modern

times that the people of that country once spoke Latin, and now speak

Italian, a vernacular dialect derived from Latin, and differing from it

in many respects, as the Indian Prakrits do from Sanskrit, while Latin

equally with Sanskrit is in most of the countries where it was formerly

current a dead language, known only from ancient books, or from its
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use in the public worship of the Roman Catholic Church, or from its

occasional employment by modern scholars in their writings, or in

scholastic discussions, in Italy and other countries. But if it be true

that a language like Latin, with its numerous and varied inflections,

was once the common speech of the whole Roman people, there can

Ve no difficulty in supposing that while the modern Hindus (excepting

a few Pandits) can only speak Bengali, Hindi, Mahratti, etc., and

while their ancestors spoke different Prakrit 'dialects, which are the

immediate parents of the modern vernafculara, the Hindus of a still

earlier period should have spoken Sanskrit, i.'e. the old Arian lan-

guage, itself, from which there is no,,doubt that the older forms of

"Prakrit were immediately derived. If even in our own day Pandits

can talk Sanskrit, why should not the vernacular use of it, in a simple

and natural style, have, in former ages, been common, not only among

Brahmans, but also among other persons in all the different classes of

sooiety? The complex structure of a language, i.e. the multitude of

its forms of inflection and conjugation, which, to those who are ac-

customed to a simpler form of speech, may appear to afford grounds

for doubting that a language of the former description could ever have

been vernacularly spoken, is, in fact
f
rather an argument in favour of

that supposition ;
for such complexity of structure appears to be a

characteristic of language as it exists in the earlier stages of society,

whilst the dialects formed out of these earlier tongues, on their decay,

are observed to become simpler in their forms. This is exemplified in

the case of the Latin and its derivatives.

Third: The fact that the dramatic authors put Sanskrit into the

mouth of Brahmans and other persons of the higher ranks, affords an

argument of considerable force that Sanskrit was once spoken by the

whole community, and by the upper classes down to a much later period

(see above, p. 140) : and^even.the common employment of 'the same lan-

guage by learned Indians in their schools and disputations down to the

present day, may go some way to prove its more general currency as a

vernacular at an earlier date. For if Brahmans did not at one time

employ it in their ordinary discourse, how did they ever get into the

habit of speaking it with so much ease and fluency ? But if Sanskrit

was at one time ordinarily spoken by Brahmans, the use of it would

easily be propagated from one generation of learned men to another.
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Fourth : Manu mentions a I difference of speech in ancient India

among the Dasyus, or non-Arian tribes, some classes of them speaking

the language of the Aryas, and others the language of the Mlechhas.164

The language of the Aryas to which he alludes must have been derived

from Sanskrit, or old-Sanskrit itself: whether it was the one or the

other must depend on the age in which we suppose this particular texi

of Manu's Institutes to have been composed. This passage, at any

rate, leaves the impression that, there was a broad distinction betweeA

the Arian language anl tht> indigenous dialects with which it was

contrasted
;
and that the varieties, if any, recognized as existing in

the former, were regarded as crpnparatively insignificant.

Fifth : In some of the oldest Indian grammarians, such as Yaska

and Panini, we find the obsolete language of the Yedas distinguished

from the ordinary Sanskrit of the day. The former is alluded to or de-

signated by the terms anvadhyayam (in the Veda), chhandas (metre), or

ursha (the speech of the rishis), etc.
;
while the contemporary Sanskrit

is referred to as bhdshd (the spoken language). Thus Yaska, the

ancient author of the Nirukta, in the introductory part of his work, I. 4,

speaking of particles (nipdtdh\ says : teshdm ete chatvdrah upamdrthe

bhavanti iti
\

" iva" iti bhdshdyayi cha anvadhyayam cha "
Agnir iva"

" Indrah iva'' iti
\

"na" iti
\ pratishedhdrthiyo bhdshdydm ubhayam

anvadhyayam \

" na Indram devam amamyatqj' iti pratishedhdrthzyah

ityddi \

"Of them these four are particles of comparison. 'Iva'

has this sense both in the common language (bhdshd} and in the Veda

(anvadhyayam} : thus Agnir iva, Indra iva, 'like Agni,' 'like Indra.'

' Na '

has in the bhdshd a negative sense. In the Veda, it has the

sense both of a negative and also of a comparative particle. Thus

in the text na Indram devam amamsata,
'

they did not regard Indra

as a god,' it has a negative sense," etc. 'Again, in the next section

(I. 5), he sa'ys similarly: "niinam" iti vickjkitsdrthlyo bhdshdydm \

ubhayam anvadhyayam vichikitsdrthiyah padapuranas cha
\

" The

particle
' niinam '

is used in the bhdshd to signify uncertainty ;
in

164 Manu, x. 45. The verse is quoted and translated in Vol. I. of this work, p. 482 ;

but I repeat it here for facility of reference. Mukha-bahuru-paj-janam yah loJcejatayo

vahih
|

mlechchhavachas charya-vachah sarve te Dasyavah smritah
\

"Those tribes

which are outside of the classes produced from the mouth, arms, thighs, and feet [of

Brahma, i.e. Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vais'yas, and S'udras], whether they speak the

language of the Mlechhas or of the Aryas, are called Dasyus."
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the Veda, too, it has that signification
1

,
and is also a mere expletive."

Again, Yaska says, Nir. II. 2 : athdpi Ihdshikebhyo dhdtulhyo naigamdh

krito bhdshyante
" damundh " " kshetrasddhdh

"
iti

\ athdpi naigamebhyo

bhdshikdh "mhnam" "ghritam" iti
\ athdpi prakritayah eva ekeshu

bhdshyante vikritayah ekeshu
\

"savatir" gati-karmd kambojeshv eva

Ihdshyate \

vikdram asya dryeshu Ihdshante " savah" iti
\

"ddtir"

la/candrthe prdchyeshu ddtram ydlchyeshu \ "Again, there are Yedic

\naigama) nouns (as damundh and kshetrasadhah} which are derived

from roots found in the bhdshd; and also formations in the bhdshd,

such as ushnam, ghritam, which come from Vedic roots. Further, the

roots only are employed in the speeclvof some
; the derived forms [or

nouns] in that of others. S'avati, as a verb for '

going,' is used in the

language of the Kambojas only: its derivative, sava ('a corpse'), is

in use in the language of the Aryas. The verb ddti is employed in

the sense of '

cutting
'

by the people of the East : while the noun

ddtram ('a sickle') only is known to those of the North." Here it

will be observed that pure Sanskrit words are referred to as being used

in the speech not only 'of the Aryas, but also of the Kambojas, a

people living to the north-west, who are distinguished from the Aryas.

In the Sutras of Panini the Ved^c dialect is referred to as follows :

1, 2, 36, vibhdshd chhandasi
\>
"in the chhandas (Veda) there is an

option:" 1, 4, 20, ayasmayddlni chhandasi
\

"In the chhandas we

have the forms ayasmaya [instead of ayomaya~]" etc.
;
and so in

numerous other aphorisms. The word mantra is put for Veda in the

fpUowing Sutras, 2, 4, 80; 6, 1, 151; 6, 1, 210; 6, 3, 131; 6, 4, 53;

6, 4, 141. The word nigama is similarly used in 6, 3, 113
; 6, 4, 9

;

7, 2, 64; 7, 4, 74: and the expressions rishau ('in a rishi'), and

richi ('in a Vedic verse'), are employed in the same way, 4, 4, 96;

6, 3,.130; and 6, 3, 133.
'

In contradistinction to the Vedic dialect,

on the other hand, thp current Sanskrit is designated 'lay Panini as

Ihdshd in the following Sutras, 3, 2, 108 : Ihdshdydm sadavasasruvah
\

"in the current language the roots sad, vas, and sru, take kvasu;"

6, 3, 20 : sthe chd bhdshtiydm \

" and in the case of stha in the current

language." The same use of the word will be found in Sutras, 6, 1,

181; 7, 2, 88; 8, 2, 98. 165

165 Compare JVeber's Indische Literaturgeschichte, pp. 56, 139, and 167, with

note 2, and Ind. Studien, iv. 76. Dr. F. Hall writes, pref. to his edition of the Vasava-
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Scholars are not agreed as to the periods when Yaska and Panini

respectively lived, or even as to which of the two was the more ancient.

Professor Mu'ller considers Yaska to have lived in the fifth century B.C.

(" Chips," 1st ed., p. 74, published in 1867),
16"

and, as a passage in his

History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 163, f. (published in 1859),

is understood by Professor Goldstiicker (Panini, p. 221, published n

1861), places him after Panini. Professor Lassen, in his Indian

Antiquities (vol. i., first edition, p. 739, and pp. 864 and 866 of

the second edition; and vol. i!., p. 476), thinks that as Yaska shbws*

himself unacquainted- with the highly artificial terminology of Panini,

and was named by him, he nyust be older, and that the difference of

their grammatical methods is so great that an interval of fifty years

will scarcely suffice to explain it. Professor Goldstiicker (Panini,

p. 221) agrees with Lassen that Panini is more recent than Yaska, but

regards the former as having, in all probability, lived before Buddha

(Panini, p. 227), whose death he seems to concur with Lassen in

placing in 543 B.C. Lassen, however, does not agree with Goldstiicker

datta, p. 24, note: " The word bhasha. signifies 'classical Sanskrit,' as contrasted

either with the archaism of the Veda, or with the various Prakrits." The following

account of this bhasha by Professor Weber is in consonance with the views which

have already been quoted from him (ab'one p. 129, ff.). "After the immigration into

India of the several Indo-aryan tribes, a greater unity had in course of time been

restored in their different dialects by their association and intermixture in their

new abodes and their aggregation into larger communities, while on the other

hand, the grammatical study which was gradually becoming necessary for the

explanation of the ancient texts, and was growing up in connexion therewith, had

the effect of fixing the linguistic usage (usus loquendi), so that a generally recog-

nized language known as the bhasha had arisen, in which the Brahmauas 'and

Sutras are composed." Ind. Lit. p. 167.

On the subject of this same term I quote some remarks of Professor Roth from

his review of Weber's History of Ind. Lit. in the Journal of the German Oriental

Society for 1853, p. 605 :
"
Contradistinguished from these Prakrit dialects, stands

the proper an$ therefore originally nameless speech, bhasha, the later name of which,

Sanskrita, we must regard as one formed with Veferexce to the Prakrita, and answer-

ing to it. Too much meaning therefore appears to be introduced into the word,

when it is explained as the cultivated language, as Weber also does. The use of

the word elsewhere does not justify the esplanation, which at the same time aims at

an incorrect contrast. I believe that we shall come nearer to the truth if we merely

assign to this somewhat arbitrarily chosen collection of roots which are also con-

tained in Prakrit the value (signification ?) of the already existing speech, to which

another form of speech is referred."

166 In the same Essay, printed under the title of the " Last Results of the Sanskrit

Researches," in Bunseu's Outline of the Phil, of Un. Hist. i. 137 (published in

1854), Prof. Miiller had placed Yaska in the fourth century B.C.

VOL. II. 11
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in regarding Panini as anterior to Buddha (Ind. Ant., vol. i., second

edition, p. 864). Professor "Weber also (Ind. Stud. v. 136, ff.) rejects

the opinion that Panini was prior to Buddha. 167 If we accept the vi3w

of Bohtlingk and Lassen that Panini flourished about 330 years B.C.

(Lassen, vol. i., second edition, p. 864), and that Yaska was more than

fifty years earlier, the latter may be placed about 400 B.C. If, further,

we adopt the opinion expressed by Prof. Benfey (see last section, pp. 1 38,

14.3) that Sanskrit had ceased to be vernacular in the time of Buddha,

I.e. in the sixth century B.C., the colloquial, use rof that language must

have died out some centuries before the, age of .Yaska
;
and a some-

what longer period before the time of _ Panini. In this case, these

authors could not employ the word bhdshd, when referred to Sanskrit,

in the sense of a universally spoken contemporaneous language; for

the language then actually in general use must have been a species of

Pali or some of the earlier forms of Prakrit. But still the spoken

language of that day had not departed so far from the Sanskrit but

that its close relation to the latter as its parent, or rather as its

standard, would be evident to every scholar
;
and thus Sanskrit would

still be called the bhdshd, or language par excellence. We have conse-

quently, in the continued use of this word, an argument of considerable

force to show that the Sanskrit had at one time been a spoken tongue.

Again, in the Mahabhashya (pp. 22 and 63 of Dr. Ballantyne's

edition) we find the following passage :

Shuydmso 'pasabddh alplydmsah sabddh
\ ekaikasya hi Sabdasya

bahavo 'pabhram&dh \
tad yatha'

"
gaur" ity asya sabdasya

"
gdvl"

"goni"
"
gotd"

"
gopotalika" ity-evam-adayo bahavo 'pabhramsdh \

"Incorrect words are the most numerous, and [correct] words are

the fewest
;

for of each word there are many corruptions (apabhramsdJi).

Thus tb,ere are numerous corruptions of the word goh (cow) ;
such as the

following, viz., gdvl, gonl, rgotdf.gopotalikd, etc." This reference to in-

correct forms, such as those of the word go, which seem to be Prakrit,
168

indicates that Sanskrit, even if not still spoken by a considerable class

of persons, was at least regarded as the standard of all spoken lan-

guage; and that all deviations from it were looked upon as mere

167 Compare the same writer's remarks on this question in his review of Mr.

D'Alwis's Kachchayana in the Journal of the Germ, Or. Society, xix. 653.

168 In the Mrichhakati, pp. 98, 99, the word gona occurs in the sense of oxen.
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vulgarisms : for there would have been no ground for such a mode of

comparison between words which were regarded as belonging to differ-

ent languages; nor would the Prakrit synonyms of go have been

wrong because of their variety of form.

Sixth: In the 164th hymn of the 1st book of the JRigveda, the

following verse (the 45th) occurs : Chatvdri vdk parimitd padtini tdpi

vidur brdhmandh ye manlshinah
\ guhd trlni nihtid nengayanti turlyam

vdcho manushydh vadaMi\ "There are four measured grades of lan-

guage t with these iatelligen? Brahmans are acquainted. Tnree'

hidden in secret indicate nothing. The fourth grade of speech is

uttered by men." I quote pa^rt of the comment on this verse, which

is given in the Parisishta, or Supplement to the Nirukta, i. 9 :

Katamdni tdni chatvdri paddni \
"omkdro vydhritayas cha" ity drsham \

"
ndmdKhydte cha upasarga-nipdtdi cha" iti vaiydkarandh \

" mantrah

kalpo Irdhmanam chaturthl vydvakdrikl" iti ydjnikdh \

" richo yaj-

umshi sdmdni chaturthl vydvaharikl
"

iti nairuktdh
\

"
sarpdndm, <odg

vayastim hhudrasya sarlsripasya chaturthl vydvahdriki" ity eke
\ "pa-

sushu tunaveshu mrigeshu dtmani cha
"

ity Cttmapravdddh \ athdpi Irdh-

manam lhavati " sd vai vdk srishtd chaturdhd vyalhavad \

eshv eva

lokeshu trlni pasushu turlyam \ yd prithivydm sd Agnau sd rathantare
\

yd antarikshe sd Vdyau sd vdmacEeviie \ yd divi sd dditye sd brihati sd

stanayitndv atha pasushu \

tato yd vdg atyarichyata turn brdhmaneshv

adadhuh
\

fasmdd Irdhmandh ubhaylm vadanti yd cha devdndm yd cha

manushydndm
"

iti
\

""WTiat are these four grades? The explanation of the rishis is,

that 'they are the four mystic words, om, bhuh, Ihuvah, and svar.'

The grammarians
169

say 'they are the four kinds of words, nouns,

verbs, prepositions, and particles.' The ceremonialists declare them

to be '

(1st) the mantras; (2nd) the kalpas (liturgical precepts),; (3rd)

the brahmanas; and (4th) the current language.'
170 The commentators

(nairuktah) explain them as being '(1st) the rich; (2nd) the yajush;

(3rd) the saman texts; and (4th) the current language.' Others think

they denote the speech '(1st) of serpents; (2nd) of birds; (Srtl) of

169 See the Mahabhashya, pp. 28, 29.

170 See SSyana's commentary on R.V. i. 164, 45. He there defines thus the

words vyavaharikl vak: Bhoga-vishaya "gam anaya" ityadi-rupa vyavahariki \

" The common language is that which refers to objects of enjoynent, such as gam
anaya,

'

bring the cow.'
"

These words are of course Sanskrit.
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small reptiles; and (4th) the current language.' The philosophical

school explains the four grades as having reference to '

cattle, musical

instruments, wild animals, and soul.' On this point we have also the

following text in a Brahmana: 'Speech, when created, became divided

into four parts, of which three abide in these three worlds (earth, the

atmosphere, and the sky), and the fourth among the beasts. Terrestrial

speech abides in fire and in the Rathantara texts
; atmospheric speech

abides in the wind, and in the Vamadevya prayers ;
celestial speech

abides in the sun, in the Brihat metre, an,! in,.thunder. The [fourth

portion of speech was] in the beasts. The speech which was most

excellent m was placed in the Brahmans : hence the Brahmans speak
'

two sorts of language ;
both that of gods and that of men.' "

The Parisishta appended to the Nirukta is more modern than

the time of Yaska, though it is regarded as a part of his work by

Burga, the commentator, who refers to the Nirukta as consisting of

14 parts. (See his comment on Nir. L, 20, which is quoted below,

pp. 166, ff.) But though itself subsequent in date to the Nirukta,

the preceding passage refers to the opinions of various ancient writers,

and may, therefore, be held to carry us back to a remoter period.

Three of the ancient schools which are quoted assert the current

language (vyavahuriki vak) to b,e the fourth kind of speech alluded

to in the Vedic text as being spoken by men. By this we are perhaps

to understand old Sanskrit. It is true that in the Brahmana which

the author of the Parisishta cites a remark is made (connected with

what precedes) that the Brahmans speak two languages, that of the

gods and that of men
;
and this might seem to prove that, as in later

times (see above, p. 47), a distinction was drawn, at the time when

the Brahmana was composed, between Sanskrit, the language of the

gods, and Prakrit, the language of men. But the reference may be to

the Vedic and the ordinary Sanskrit
;
or to cultivated and rustic speech,

or perhaps to some piece of mysticism.
172

And, in any case, as we

are ignorant of the date of the Brahmana from which the citation is

"i
Benfey, Gott. Gel. Anz. for 1861, p. 134, would render "was the first."

172 In the Gopatha Brahmana, i. 1, 1, and in the S'atap. Br. xiv. 6, 11, 2, it is

said, paroksha-priydh iva hi devah pratyaksha-dvishah,
" for the gods love, as it

were, what is mysterious, and hate what is manifest." The first part of this formula

is of frequent occurrence in the Brahmanas. The commentator on the Taitt. Br. i.

5, 9, 2, where it occurs, remarks,
" Hence also in common life teachers avoid such

names as Devadatta, and like to be honoured by such appellations as '

upadhyaya,
'
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made, no conclusion can be drawn from the passage adverse to the

vernacular use of Sanskrit in the Vedic age.

Seventh : In the Ramayana several passages occur in which the

colloquial use of Sanskrit is mentioned. These are the following
173

:

Hanuman, the monkey general, is represented as having found his

way into the palace of Havana, the Rakshasa king, and as reflecting

how he is to address Sita, who is there confined. He says (Sundara

Kanda, xxx. 17, Bombay edition) : aham hy atitanus chaiva vdnaras cJia

viseshatah
\

vdcham choddharishydmi mdnushlm iha samskritdm m
|

1*8
\

'

yadi vdcham praddsydmi dvijdjir iva samskritdm
\

Rdvanam manyamdnd
mdm Slid bhltd bhavishyati [,19 | avasyam eva vahtavyam mdnusham

vdkyam arthavat
\ mayd sdntvayitum sakyd ndnyatheyam aninditd

\

"For I am very small, and above all a monkey; I shall now utter

polished (samskritdm] human speech. If I utter polished speech like

a Brahman, Sita will think I am Havana, and will be frightened. I

must certainly speak human and significant language; for thus pnly

can I comfort the blameless lady."

The reading in Gorresio's edition of the Sundara Kanda, xxix. 16, is

somewhat different from the above, and is as follows : anendsvdsayish-

ydmi sokendpahitendriydm \
aham

t Tiy aviditas chaiva vdnaras cha visesha-

tah
|
17

| yadi vdcham vadishydmi dvijdtir iva samskritdm
\ seyam

dlakshya rupam cha Jdnakl bhdshitam cha me
\
Rdvanam manyamdnct

mdm punas trdsam gamishyati \
tato jdta-paritrdsd sabdam kurydd

'Mis'ra,' and so forth," (atah eva lake 'pi J>evadattadi-nama parityajya, acharyah

upadhyayah misrah ityadi-namabhih plijyah paritushyanti) . It is well known that,

according to Indian custom, Pandits are not named by their pupils, but are referred

to as my Guru, etc.

In the Iliad, ii., 813, f., mention is made of an eminence called by men Batieia,

and by the gods the tomb of Myrine ;
on which Faesi remarks in his note

that the former was the common, the latter ths older, but more distinctive and

significant nape. (Comp. Iliad i. 403; xiv. 291 ; xx. 74.) On Iliad ii. 8*13, Prof.

Blackie remarks (Homer, vol. iv. 114), "With regard to the double namethe
human and the divine by which this place was known, I have little doubt that

Lobeck (Aglao. p. 858), Nitzsch {Od. x. 305), and Gb'ttling (Hes. intro. xxx.) are

right in saying that by the language of men in such cases is understood the popular

or vulgar name ; by the language of the gods, the sacerdotal, oracular, or poetical

designation."
17J For the references to most of the texts here quoted I am indebted to Weber,

Zeitschr. der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesellschaft, for 1854, p. 851, note.

174 These words are thus explained by the commentator : mymtsKim manmhya-
s'arlra-sadhyam \

" samskritam" vyakarana-samskaravatlm \
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manasvirii
\

"I shall console her, whose senses are overwhelmed

with this grief. But I am both unknown, and above all a monkey.
If I Were to speak in polished language, like a twice-born man,

Janaki (Sita), perceiving my appearance, and [hearing] my words,

would think 'that I was Ravana, and would again become terrified
;

and would scream in consequence of her fright." Considering that

this would lead to a discovery, he concludes as follows (verses 33 and

3 of the same section) : Rdmam aklishtakarmaham nimittair anuklrtn-

aycm |

tasmud vakshyamy aham vdkyato manufhyah iva samskritam
\

naindm udvejayishydmi tad-luddhi-gata-wdnasum-\ "Announcing by

signs the undaunted Rama, I shall address to her such polished lan-

guage as a man would. [Thus] I shall not occasion her any alarm,

as her mind will be fixed on the thoughts of her husband."

As the reason assigned in these passages for not addressing Sita in

Sanskrit such as a Brahman would use, is not that she would not

understand it, but that it would alarm her, and be unsuitable to the

speaker, we may take them as indicating that Sanskrit, if not spoken

by women of the upper classes at the time when the Ramayana was

written (whenever that may have been 173

),
was at least understood by

them,
176 and was commonly spoken by men of the priestly class, and

other educated persons. By the Sanskrit proper to an [ordinary] man,

alfuded to in the second passage, may perhaps be understood not a

language in which words different from those of Brahmanical Sanskrit

were used, but the employment of diction correct, but neither formal

and elaborate, nor familiar and 'vulgar. It would be comparatively

easy, even for persons who could not speak correct Sanskrit, to under-

stand it when spoken, at the early period here in question, when the

contemporary vernacular, if different from Sanskrit, deviated from it so

very much less than the modern Indian vernaculars do.

175
Lassen, Ind. Alt., vol. i.,pp. 4$4, ff., does not determine its date.

176 In the MrichhakatI, however, written probably at a later period (see above,

p. 12, note 4), a woman's pronunciation, when -reading or repeating Sanskrit is

spoken of as something laughable (p. 44, Gtenzler's ed.) : mama dava duvehim jjeva

hassam jaadi ittliiae sakkadam padhantie manussena a kaalim gaantena \

itthia dava

sakkadam padhantl dinnanavanassa via gitthi adhiam susuaadi, which is thus trans-

lated by Professor Wilson (Theatre of the Hindus, i. 60) : "Now, tome, there are

two things at which I cannot choose but laugh, a woman reading Sanskrit, and a

man einging a song ;
the woman snuffles like a young cow, when the rope is first

passed through her nostrils."
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Again, an expression occurs in the Aranya Kanda, xi. 56, from

which it seems as if the use of Sanskrit was a characteristic of Brah-

mans; and no doubt they were the persons who chiefly, spoke it

(Bombay edition): dhdrayan brdhmanam rupam Ilvalah samskritam

vadan
\ dmantrayati viprdn sa srdddham uddisya, nirghrinah \

m " As-

suming the form of a Brahman, and speaking Sanskrit, the ruthless

Rakshasa Ilvala invited the Brahmans to a funeral ceremony/'

In the Sundara Kanda, Ixxxii. 3 (Gorresio's edition), the discourse

of Prahasta, one of the Rakstiasas, is characterized as samskritam,fietu-

sampannam arthavach cha
'

I

"
polished (samskritam}, supported by

reasons, and judicious in its purport;" and in the Yuddha Kanda,

(civ. 2) the god Brahma is said to have addressed to Rama a discourse

which was samskritam madhuram slakshnam arthavad dharma-samhitam]
"

polished, sweet, gentle, profitable, and consonant with virtue."

But in neither of these two passages does there appear to be any
reference to the special meaning of the word samskrita.

In the subjoined lines(Sundara Kanda, xviii. 1 8, f.), the word samskara

is employed, if not in a technical signification, corresponding to that of

samskrita, at all events in a manner which enables us (as Weber observes)

to perceive how that technical sense of the word arose : duhkhena lubudhe

chaindm Hanuman Marutdtmajah \

samskdrena yathd hlndm vdclia/m ar-

thdntaram gatdm
178

|
tishthanttm analankdrdm dlpyamdndm sva-tejdsd \

"Hanuman, Son of the Wind, recognized" Sita with difficulty, stand-

ing, as she was, unadorned, radiant only with her own brilliancy :

just as a word is not readily understood, when its sense is changed

by the want of its correct grammatical form."

177 The commentator explains the first line thus: "brahmana-rupaih" brahmana-

sadrisa-veshaih
\

" samskritam vadan
"
brahmana-vad iti seshah

\

178 The reading of this line is identical in the Bombay edition, xv. 39
;
and the

commentator there has the following note : Snananulepanadir anga-sumskarah \

vacho vyakarana-jnanadi-jah samskarah
\ ckvyafi jirthantara-gatatvam desantara-

gatatvam \ vachastuvivakshitarthadanyartha-bodhakhatvam \

vacho'rthoyatha vya-

karanady-ubhyasa-duhkhena vyutpattim sampadya budhyate tad-vat Sitarn kashtena

bubudhe
\

"
Bathing, anointing, etc., are the decoration (samskara) of the body.

The decoration (or correctness, samskara) of speech is derived from a knowledge
of grammar, etc. The phrase arthantaragatatva, when applied to Sita, signifies

her having gone to a foreign country ;
but when applied to speech, it signifies the

denoting of another meaning than the one intended. As the sense of speech is

understood after proficiency has been attained with difficulty by the study of grammar,
so he (Hanuman) recognized Sita by hard effort." Professor Aufrecht has furnished
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Eighth : From the researches of Professors Kuhn 179 and Benfey
18

it appears that many words, which in modern Sanskrit are only of

one, two, or three, etc., syllables, have, in the Veda, to be read as

of two, three, or four, etc., syllables, i.e., as of one syllable longer,

in order to make up -the full length of the lines required by the metre

employed by the Yedic poets. Thus tvam has to be read as tuam ;

vy'ushtau-as viushtau; turyam as turiyam; martyuya as mar'tidya ;

varenyam as vareniam ; amutyam as amutiam ; svadhvaram as suadhva-

ram,: and svastilhih as suastilJiih. NOTZ' as this 'mode of lengthening

words is common in Prakrit, it would appear that the Prakrit pro-

nunciation agrees in this respect with that of the old Sanskrit in

'contradistinction to the more recent. Bui as the Prakrit pronunciation

must have been borrowed from a previously existing popular pro-

nunciation, which was at the same time that employed by the Vedic

poets, we find here another reason for concluding that the old spoken

language of India and the Sanskrit of the Yedas were at one time

identical. 181

me with the following text on the' subject of Sanskrit being at one time spoken. He
informs me :

" The Sarasvatlkanthabharana speaks, in the beginning of the second

chapter, of the use of the vulgar tongue in poetry, and says in t'loka 16 : Ice 'bhuvann

adya-rajasya rajye prakrita-bhashinah \ kqle' srl-Sahasankasya ke na samskrita-

viidinah
\ According to the author, Sanskrit was universally spoken in the time of

Sahasanka, whom we know as the founder of an era. This is an individual view, but

it is curious as coming from a Hi'ndui who lived, say, 1,050 years after Christ." The

sense of the verse quoted by Professor Aufrecht is as follows :
"
During the reign of

the first king, who spoke Prakrit ? In the time of Sahasanka (Vikramaditya), who

did not speak Sanskrit ?
"

179 'Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, iii. 80.

180
Sama-veda, Introduction, p. liii., ff. See also the articles of Dr. Bollensen in

Orient und Occident, ii. 457, if., and in the Zeitsch. der Deut. Morg. Gesellschaft,

xxii. 569, ff., and Prof. Miiller's translation of the R.V., vol. i., pref. pp. Ixxviii, if.

181 I quote some remarks of Benfey, Sama-veda, Introd. p. liii. :

" The necessity

for frequently changing the liquids y and v into the correspondent vowels i and u, had

been remarked by the Indian wrijters oil prosody, who teach that, wherever the metre

requires it, iy and uv should be read instead of y and v. In many words the former

mode of writing appears to have prevailed ;
as is rendered probable by the differences

of reading between the Sama-veda and the r
-Rig-veda, the former, for instance, read-

ing tuyriya, subhuvah, sttdruvam, where the latter reads tugrya, subhvah, sudrvam ;

and the latter, on the contrary, reading samudriya, where the former reads samudrya.

. . . . But the necessity of making the change in order to obtain a reading

conformable to the metre, is of such ordinary occurrence that we are soon led to

conclude that, at the time when the Vedas were composed, the liquids (y and
t>),

which appear in the Sanhitas as we now have them, had not yet, for the most part,
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SECT. X. Various stages of Sanskrit literature, and the different forms

in which they exhibit the Sanskrit language : the later Vedi9 com-

mentators : earlier expounders : the Nirukta : the Brahmanas : the

Vedic hymns : imperfect comprehension of them in later times from

changes in the language : the hymns composed in the vernacular idiom

of their age.
182

As I have shown in the preceding section that Sanskrit was once

a spoken language, it must, in' that its earlier stage, have been exposed
**

'\
'* >

to the mutations to which all spoken languages are subject from their

very nature. Sanskrit must, in the course of ages, have become very

different from what it origindlly was. 183
And, in fact, we find from,

the records of Indian literature, that the Sanskrit, as it is brought

before us in the different S'astras, has gone through different phases.

The most modern is that in which we find it in the Itihasas, Puranas,

and Smritis. The Itihasas and Puranas are undoubtedly not to be

ranked with the oldest Sanskrit writings, for they all imply that there

begun to be pronounced, but that, in their stead, the corresponding vowels f and M

were employed." On the other hand, y and v must sometimes be read instead of

iy and uv (p. Ivi.). The fifteen verses of the Purusha Sukta (cited in the first

volume of this work, pp. 8, f.), which 'are composed in the Anushtup metre, will be

generally found to have the proper number of feet, if not in other respects to scan

correctly, if the preceding remarks be attended to. Thus in the first verse, line

second, the words vritva and atyatishthat must btJ read apart, and not united by
sandhi. Bhavyam (in the first line of the second verse) must be lengthened to

bhaviyam ; vyakramat (second line, fourth verse) to viakramat ; sadhya (second line,

seventh verse) to sadhiya; ujyam (first line,'* eighth verse, though not in second line,

sixth verse) to ajiam ; gramyascha (second line, eighth verse) to gramiaseha ;

vyadadhuh and vyakalpayan (first line, eleventh verse) to viadadhuh and viakalpayan;
and rajanyah (first line, twelfth verse) to rajaniah.

182 In revising this section (composed originally in 1858) for the press, I have had

the assistance of Professor Miiller's work on Ancient Sanskrit Literature, which

has enabled me to make a few additions, and to modify some of my previous state-

ments. [Note to first edition.]

183 I fear that the text of Patanjali (Mababhashya, p. 104) may be cited against

me here : nityas cha sabdah
\ nityeshu cha sabdeShu kutasthair avichalibhir varnair

bhavitavyam anapayopqjana-vikaribhih \

>
" Words are eternal

;
and in the case of

eternal words we must have immutable and immovable letters, free from diminution,

or increase, or alteration." But the words which Bhaskara Acharyya applied to

astronomy are equally applicable to grammar : atra ganita-skandhe upapattiman
eva agamah pramanam \

" In this astronomical department scripture is authori-

tative only when it is supported by demonstration." This is true, also, of all other

matters, which, like Grammar, come within the sphere of science.
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were many older records of Hindu antiquity existing when they

were compiled, and often quote various ancient verses. 1M The

Mahabkarata frequently introduces old legends with the following

formula, which, however, may often mean nothing : atrdpy udd-

harantlmam *itihasam puratanam \

" Here they adduce this ancient

narrative." (See vol. i., p. 127.) In all these different classes

of works, which, in their present form, are comparatively recent

parts of Indian literature, the Sanskrit language is substantially

,
the same. At the time when even' Jhe pTdest of these works

were reduced into their present form,r

'

we must suppose that the

Sanskrit had nearly ceased to be a Spoken tongue, and had become

gradually stereotyped as a polished and learned language, by the

precepts of those grammarians who preceded Panini, as well as of that

sch6lar himself and his successors. 1"5 As the language which had thus

been polished, improved, and fixed by precise grammatical rules, ceased

to be popularly spoken, it was preserved from any future changes. In

this way the Sanskrit language has remained almost unaltered for

more than two thousand years, till it has acquired the appearance of

immutability; while its antiquity, and the perfection of form which

it eventually acquired, and has so long retained, have caused it to be

regarded as of divine origin; just as every science which has descended
1

fr6m a remote age, or even from a period comparatively recent, is

1M That they are not all of one age is held by an enlightened Indian Pandit,

Kvara Chandra Vidyasagar, in the Bengali preface to his Rijupatha, or Sanskrit

selections, as follows : sokul puran opekhya Vishnupuraner rochona prachln bodh

hoy | ycibofiyo puran Vedubyaspron>t boliya prosiddhi achhe
\

kintu puran sokuler

rucfiuna porospur etu bibhinn je ek byuktir ruchit buliya bodh hoy na
\
Vishnupuran

Bhagobut o Brohmobaiborttupuraner ekek oms path korile ei tin grunth ek lekhuriir

mukhhoite vinirgut boliya protlti hooya dushTcor
\ Vishnupuran probhritir sohit

Muhabharuter ruchonar eto bibhinnuta je jini Vishnupuran kimba Bhagobot othuba

Bruhmobaiborttopuran roclwna kuriyachhen tamhar rochit bodh hoy na
\

" The composition of the Vishnu-purana appears to have preceded that of all the

other Puranas. It is comment/ said that all the Puranas were composed by Veda-

vyasa. But the style of the different Puranas is so various that they cannot be con-

ceived to be the work of one person. After reading a portion of the Vishnu-purana,
another of the Bhagavata, and a third of the Brahmavaivartta-purana, it is difficult

to believe them all to have proceeded from one pen. ... So, too, there is such

a discrepancy between the style of the Mahabharata and that of the Vishnu-purana,
and the other works mentioned above, that it cannot be imagined to be the com-

position of the same person by whom they were written.

185
See, however,,the distinction made by Lassen between the Epic poems (Itihasas)

and the Puranas, in the passage cited above, p. 133, note.
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regarded by the people of India as supernatural.
18*5 Prior to this era,

however, and as long as it had continued to be commonly spoken by the

lower or upper classes, the Sanskrit had been liable to constant fluctua-

tions in the forms of its inflections. Accordingly, in the works which are

more ancient than the Smritis and Itihasas, we find various differences

of grammatical form, and a style altogether more antique. This is

to some extent the case in the Brahmanas and Upanishads, "where 'we

encounter a simplicity of syntax and a tautology of style, together

with many particles, 'ajid s <jme*modes of construction and forms, w,hich

are foreign to the later works. 187 The Brahmauas, however, are only

to be regarded as a middle stage between the Yedic hymns (mantras)

and the more modern Sanskrit. It is to the hymns of the Bigveda'j

most of which are separated by an interval of several centuries, even

from the Brahmanas, that we must resort if we would discover
1 how

wide are the differences between the Sanskrit in its oldest known

form and its most modern shape. In these -hymns we find various

forms of inflection and conjugation which are not to be traced in more

modern writings, and numerous words which either disappear alto-

gether in later authors, or are used by them in a different sense.

These hymns are, in fact, by far the oldest parts of Indian literature.

That this is the case, is proved- by the whole nature and contents of

the other portions of that literature which is connected with those

hymns. The hymns are the essential part
1

of the Veda; all the other

writings which bear the name of Veda are dependent on the hymns,

and subservient to their explanation or liturgical use. In the com-

mentary called the Vedartha-prakasa, on the Taittirlya Sanhita, >p. 9,

it is said : Yadyapi Mantra-lrdhmandtmako Vedas tathdpi Brdhmanasya

mantra-vydkhydna-rupatvdd mantrdh eva adau samdmndtdh
\

"Al-

186 The philosophers Ramanuja and Madhv&charyya are called incarnations of

S'esha and Vayu ("Wilson's Hindu Sects, pp. 24 and 87), and S'ankara Acharya is

celebrated in the Vrihad Dharma-purana as an incarnation of Vishnu. Colebrooke's

Essays, i. 103, 104.

187 Thus, e.g. any one who is familiar with modern Sanskrit will recognize in the

passage cited from the Kaushitaki-brahmaua in the first volume of this work (p. 328),

a dissimilarity of style. The separation of the particle abhi from the verb abhavat,

in the phrase abhi Saudasan abhavat
\

" He became superior to the Saudasas," is a

remnant of the Vedic usage. In modern Sanskrit the preposition would not be thus

severed from the verb. In the S'atapatha Brahmana, xi. 5, 1, 10, and 12, the

following ancient forms occur, tat for tasmat, "from that,", vrinasai, "Do thou

choose," or " thou shalt choose."
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though the Veda consists of Mantra and Brahmana, yet, as the Brah-

manas have the character of explanations of the Mantras, [it follows

that] the latter were the first recorded." And in a verse referred to

by S'ankara Acharya in his commentary on the Brihad Aranyaka

TJpanishad (Bib. Ind. ii. 855, ff.) it is said : Brahmana-prabhavdh

mantrdh
\

" The mantras are the sources of the Brahmanas." This

ma~y be made clearer by beginning with the most recent parts of the

literature connected with the Vedas, and going gradually back to the

pldept parts.
*

; ,

. First: Two of the most recent commentators on the Vedas are

Sayana Acharya, who lived in the fourteenth century A.D.,
188 and wrote

it detailed commentary called Vedarthaprakasa, on the whole of the

Bigveda ;
and Mahidhara, who compiled a commentary entitled

Veda'dipa on the Vajasaneyi Sanhita of the Tajur-veda.

Second : In such works as these we find reference made to earlier

writers on the Vedas, such as S'aunaka, the author of the Brihaddevata,

Yaska, the author of the Mrukta, and many others, with quotations

from their works.

Professor Miiller 189 divides the Vedic literature, properly so called,

into four periods, which, in the inverse order of their antiquity, are

the Sutra period, the Brahmana
(period, the Mantra period, and the

Chliandas period. The Chhandas period, during which the oldest

hymns preserved in the Bi'gveda collection were written, he supposes

to have lasted from 1200 to 1000 B.C. Then followed the Mantra

period, from 1000 to 800 B.C., in the course of which the more recent

of the Vedic hymns were composed, and the whole were gathered

together into one Sanhita (or collection). Next in order was the

Brahmana period, from 800 to 600 B.C., during which the chief

theological and liturgical tracts bearing this title were composed and

collected. 190
And, lastly, we have the Sutra period, extending from 600

IBS Professor Wilson's Kigveda Sanhita, Vol. I. Introduc. p. xlviii. Miiller,
"
Chips," (1st ed.) p. 24. Eoth, Tntrod. toNirukta, p. liii. refers Mahidhara (if not

Sayana also) to the sixteenth century.
189 See his "

History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature," pp. 70, 244, 249, 313, 445,

497, 572.
190 Professor Haug thinks all these works are older. In the Introduction to his

Aitareya Brahmana, vol. i. p. 47, he writes :
" We do not hesitate therefore to

assign the composition of the bulk of the Brahmanas to the years 1400-1200 B.C. ;
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to 200 B.C., in which the ceremonial precepts of the earlier tradition

were reduced (by men who, however, were no longer, like their pre-

decessors, regarded as inspired) into a more tangible, precise, and

B3
rstematic form than they had previously possessed. The works of

this period were not all composed in the concise form of Sutras, but

some were in verse and others in prose.

Among the latter is the work of Taska, who (as we have seen,

p. 153) is supposedly Professor Mtiller (" Chips," p. 74) to have

lived in the fifth century *.c.J Yaska found an earlier work entitled,

the Nighantus, made, up of classified lists of Vedic, and partly obso-

lete, words, existing in his day ; to which he alludes in the following

passage, at the very commencement of his work (i. 1) : samamnuyaJf

samdmnatah
\

sa vydkhdtavyah \

tarn imam samdmndyam
"
Nighanta-

vah" ity dchakshate
\

"A sacred record (samamnaya) has been com-

piled, which is to be expounded. This is called the Nighantus."
m

And again (in i. 20) : sdkshdtTcrita-dharmdnah risJiayo labhilvuh
\

te 'varelhyo 'sdkshdtkrita-dharmalhyah upadesena mantrdn samprdduh j

upadesdya gldyanto 'vare lilmor-grahandya imam grantham sama-

mndsishur vedam cha veddngdni cha
\ [bilmam bhilmam bhdsanam itivd].

lai

" The rishis had an intuitive insight into duty. They, by tuition^

handed down the mantras to subs-equent preceptors, who were destitute

of this intuitive perception. These later teachers, declining in the

power of communicating instruction, for
'

facility of comprehension

through the division of the subject-matter, arranged this book (the

Nighantus), the Veda, and the Vodangas. \_Bilma means bhilma,

for the Samhita we require a period of at least 500-600 years, with an interval

of about 200 years between the end of the proper Brahmana period. Thus we

obtain for the bulk of the Samhita the space from 1400-2000
;
the oldest hymns and

sacrificial formulas may be a few hundred years more ancient still, so that we would

fix the very commencement of Vedic Literature between 2400-2000 B.C." See the

first volume of this work, 2nd ed., p. 2, if. >
,

191 On this the commentator Durgacharya annotates as follows : sa cha [sama-

mnayah~\ rishibhir Mantrartha-parijnaiiaya iidaharanabhTitah panchadhyayl s astra-

sangraha-bhavena ekasminn umnaye jrantfilkritah ity arthah. " The sense is, that
' This sacred record which had been set forth by rishis as a specimen of the mode

of explaining the sense of the mantras, has been formed into one collection in five

chapters.'
"

192 " Das splitterweise Fassen," B. and R.
193 The words in brackets are regarded by Prof. Roth as spurious (Illust. of

Nirukta, p. 14, f.).
I quote them, however, as they are commerited on by Durga.
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division, or Ihdsana, illustration.]" This passage proves at once the

priority of the Nighantus to the Mrukta, and also the still greater

antiquity of the hymns which form the subject of explanation in

both.194

The following are the remarks of Durgacharya, the commentator,

on this passage (Nir. i. 20) :

ISdJcshdfJcrito yair dharmah sdkshdd drishto prativisishtena tapasd ie

ime " sdkshdtkrita-dharmdnah
"

|

ke punas te iti \*uchyate \

"
rishayah"

yishanti amushmdt Jcarmanah evatn-aTthctfiatti , mantrena samyuktdd

amund prakdrena evam-lakshana-phala-vipa^rinumo lhavati iti rishayah \

11 rishir darsandd" iti vakshyati \

tad etat Jcarmanah phala-vipari-

ndma-darsanam aupackdrikyd vrittyd uktam " sdkshdtkrita-dharmdnah "

iti
|

na hi dharmasya darsanam asti
\ atyantdpurvo hi dharmah

\

aha
\
kim teshdm iti

\ uchyate \

"
te 'varelhyo

'sdkshdtkrita-dharma-

bhyah upade&ena mantrdn samprdduh
"

|

te ye sdkshdtkrita-

dharmdnas te 'varebhyo 'vara-kdllnelhyah sakti-hlnelhyah srutar&hi-

lihyah \

teshdm hi srutvd tatah paschad rishitvam upajdyate na

yathd purveshdm sdkshdtJtritadharmdndm sravanam antard eva
\

aha
|
kim telhyah iti

\

te 'varelhyah
"
upadesena" sishyopddhydyikayd

t'rittyd mantrdn aranthato 'rthatas cha "samprdduh" samprattavantah \

te 'pi cha upadesena eva jagrihuh\ atha te 'py
"
upademya gldyantah

avare bilma-arahandya imam grantham samdmndsishur vedam cha vedun-

gdni cha
"

iti
\

"
upadesdya

"
upadesdrtham \

Icatham ndma upadisya-

mdnam ete saknuyur grihltum ity evam artham adhikritya gldyantah

khidyamdndh teshv [?] aarihnatsu tad-anukampayd teshdm dyushah

194 Professor Roth, in his Introduction to the Nirukta, p. xiii, remarks thus on this

passage: "Here Yaska ascribes the compilation of the small collections of words

and names which forms the basis of his explanation, in an undefined way to an

ancient tradition, not indeed dating from, the earliest period, when faith and doctrine

flourished without artificial aids, but from the generations next to that era, which

strove by arrangement and writing tt> preserve the treasures which they had in-

herited. He further puts the Naighantuka in one class with the Vedas and

Vedangas. By the composition of the Vedas, which Yaska here places in the second

period of Indian history, he cannot mean? the production of the hymns transmitted

by the rishis, which were always esteemed in India as the essential part of the Vedas,

and were regarded in the same light by Yaska in the passage before us. All, there-

fore, that could be done by later generations was to arrange these hymns, and com-

mit them to writing. We find here a recollection of a comparatively late reduction

into writing of the mental productions of early ages, an event which has not yet

attracted sufficient notice in its bearing upon the history of Indian literature."
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sankocham avekshya kdldnurupdm cha yrahana-saktim
"
lilmagrahandya

imam grantham
"
gavddi-devapatny-antafh samdmndtavantah

\

Jcim matam

etena iti
\ ucJiyate \

"vedam cha veddngdni cha" itardni iti \-katham

punah samdmndsishur iti
\
aha

\

srinu
\

vedam tdvad ekam santam ati-

mahattvdd duradhyeyam aneka-Sdkhd-bhedena samdmndt>'ishuh sukha-

grahandya vydsena samamnatavantah
\

te ekavimsatidhd bdhvrichyam

ekasatadhd ddhvaryavam sahasradhd sdmavedam navadhd dtharvanam
\

veddngdny a/pi \
tad yathd \ vydkaranam ashtadhd niruktam chaturda-

iadhd ityevam-ddi \ evam, samamrtfisishur bhedena grahandrtham \

Jcatham
,

ndma
\ bhinndny etdni sdkhdnfardni laghuni sukham grihmyur ete sakti-

hlndh alpdyusJio mamishydh ity evam-artham samdmndsishuh
\

lilma-iab-

dam Ihdshya-vdJcya-prasaktam nirlraviti
\ yad etad bilmam ity uktam etad

'

Ihilmam veddnfim bhedanam
\

bhedo vydsah ity arthah
\

" bhdsanam

iti va"
|

athavd bhdsanam evam bilma-sabdena uchyate \ veddnga-vijndhena

bhdsate pralcdsate veddrthah iti
\

atah idam uktam bilmam iti
\

evam

bhider bhdsater vd bilma-sabdah
\

evam idam rishibhyo niruktasdstram

dydtam itardni cha angdni iti parisodhitah dgamah \

"They to whose minds duty was clearly present, i.e., by whom

through eminent devotion it was intuitively seen, were the persons

described by the term sdkshdt-krita-dharmdnas. Again, who were

they? The rishis,
195 who are called, so because they flow (rishanti);

because from a particular ceremony accompanied by a mantra of such

and such import, in a certain way, such and such a reward results.

And the author will afterwards declare that the word ' rishi
' comes

from 'seeing' (darsandt}. Here 'those who have an intuitive per-

ception of duty
'

are spoken of in a metaphorical way, as '

seeing
'

that a reward results from a ceremony ;
for duty cannot be seen, being

something entirely invisible. He proceeds. But what of these rishis ?

He tells us :
'

They handed down the mantras by oral tuition to sub-

sequent men, who had not the same intuiti^ perception of duty,' i.e.

those rishis who had an intuitive perception of duty handed down the

mantras to subsequent men, i.e. to^those who were rishis by audition

(srutarshis), of a later age, and destitute of power; 'rishis,' whose

195 About the different kinds and races of rishis, see vol. i. of this work, p. 400,

note, and Prof. Aufrecht's Catalogue, p. 41, col. 2
;

as well as the 3rd vol. of this

work, passim ;
see the index.
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rishihood arose from what they had heard from others, and not with-

out hearing, as wets the case with those earlier rishis who had an

intuitive perception of duty. He proceeds. "What did the earliest

rishis do to these later ones ? They handed down the mantras hy

tuition (viz., 'by the function of instructing their pupils) according

to their text and meaning;
198 and the pupils received them through

tuition. Then 'these later men, heing grieved,
197 with the view of afford-

ing instruction, arranged this book and the Vetia, and the Vedangas,

,in portions, for facility of comprehension/ SFor the purpose of in-

struction :' 'grieved,' afflicted by the apprehension that their pupils

would not comprehend what was taught them
;
and when they did not

'understand, being actuated by compassion towards them, and having

regard to the greater shortness of their lives, and to the diminution

in their power of comprehension, which was occasioned by the influ-

ence of the times, they compiled this book [the Nighantu], begin-

ning with l

gau? and ending with '

devapatnyas,' in parts, for facility

of comprehension by division of the subject-matter. He next tells us

what is meant by this : the Vedas, and the other Vedangas. But how

did they compile these works ? He tells us, listen : By separation, they

arranged the Yeda (which being up to that period one, was difficult to

study, from its extreme magnitude) ifc a number of different S'akhas, for

the purpose of easier comprehension. The Bigveda was arranged in 21

sakhas, the Yajush in lol, the Sama in 1,000, the Atharvana in 9 :

and similarly the Vedangas ; grammar in 8 books, the Nirukta in 14,

and so on, in order that they might be apprehended in a divided state
;

i.e. 'that powerless and shortlived men might easily be able to under-

stand these several S'akhas, when divided and of limited extent. He

now explains the word 'lilma.' .... ilma= bhilma, means the

division of the Vedas, and division stands for separate arrangement.

Or it means Ihusanam, elucidation ;
i.e. the sense of the Vedas becomes

clear from a knowledge of the vedangas, or supplements to the Veda.

Thus lilma is from the root Ikid, or the root bhus. In this way this

196 So Miiller (Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 522) renders granthato arthatascha, denying
to the word "

grantha" the sense of written look. This rendering is approved by
Prof. Goldstucker (Panini, p. 32), though he holds that "grautha" properly means a

written book (ibid. p. 27).
197 It will be seen that in p. 165, I have understood the word glayantah in the

sense of "
declining."
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Nirukta S'astra, and the other Vedangas have descended from the

rishis. Thus the scripture has been elucidated."

The Nighantus, the lists of words which form the subject of the

preceding remarks, were prefixed by Yaska to his own work, the

Xirukta, in which, by commenting on them, he endeavours to throw

light on the obscurities of the Veda. 198 When this work of Yaska

was written, and even at a much earlier period, it is evident 'that the

sense of many of the Vedic words had been commonly forgotten. This

appears from the very ff^ct of suc'h works as the Mghantus and Nirukta*

being composed at aLL Eor what occasion was there for compiling vo-

cabularies of Vedic words, if the sense of these words had continued all
*

along familiar to the students of the Vedas ? The necessity for works

like his own is argued by Yaska in the following passage (Nir. i. 15) :

Athupi idam antarena mantreshv artha-pratyayo na vidyate \

artham

apratiyato ndtyantafh svara-samskaroddesah
\

tad idam vidya-sthanarh

vyukaranasya kdrtsnyam svdrtha-sadhakam cha
\

"Now without this work the meaning of the hymns cannot be

understood
;
but he who does not comprehend their meaning cannot

thoroughly know their accentuation and grammatical forms. There-

fore, this department of science is the complement of grammar, and

an instrument for gaining one's o\v*n object."
199

The same thing is also clear from many passages in his work, in

which he attempts to explain Vedic word^s by their etymologies
200

198 "The Naighantuka," says Professor Roth (Introd. to Nirukta, p. lii.), "especially

the second portion of it, was a collection of difficult and obsolete words, which formed

a basis for instruction in the mode of expounding the Veda, such as was usu'ally

given in the schools of the Brahmans. At that period no need was felt of con-

tinuous commentaries
;
and in fact learning had not then become separated into so

many branches. A memorandum of the terras denoting the ideas of most frequent

occurrence in the Veda, and of the principal passages which required elucidation
; a

simple list of the gods and the objects of worship, such as we find in the Naighantuka,
sufficed as a manual for oral instruction. At 'a

lajtir
era this manual became the

subject of formal and written explanation. To this period belongs the Nirukta."
199 This passage is translated by Roth, Nirukta, Erlauterungen, p. 11. And

Siiyana says in the Introd. to his Commentary on the Rigveda, vol. i. p. 39, tasmad

vedarthavabodhaya upai/ttktaiii niruktam] "Hence the Nirukta is serviceable for

the understanding of the meaning of the Veda."
200 See Roth's Erlauterungen to Nirukta, p. 219, ff. "Vedic interpretation could

impose on itself no greater obstruction than to imagine that the Indian commentators

were infallible, or that they had inherited traditions which were of any value. Even

a superficial examination shows that their plan of interpretation is the very opposite

VOL. II. 12
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(a process, often tentative, which would have heen unnecessary if

their meanings had been perfectly known), or in which he cites the

opinions of different classes of interpreters who had preceded him,

and who had severally propounded different explanations. This

further show's that in Yaska's time the signification of the hymns had

formed the subject of investigation by learned men of different schools

for many ages preceding. The following passage will illustrate this,

3P well as afford some insight into the subjects and manner of dis-

cussion at the period when he lived.' LSI th^ frirukta, i. 15, 16, he

thus (in continuation of the passage las,t cited) .alludes to the opinion

entertained by one of his predecessors, Kautsa,
201

regarding the value

of traditional, that it is in reality a grammatical and etymological one, which only

agrees with the former method in the erroneous system of explaining every verse,

every line, every word by itself, without inquiring if the results so obtained har-

monize with those derived from other quarters. If the fact that none of the com-

mentators are in possession of anything more than a very simple set of conceptions

regarding, e.g., the functions of a particular god, or even the entire contents of the

hymns, which they are continually intruding into their interpretations, he regarded
as a proof of their having inherited a tradition, it will at least he admitted that this

poverty of ideas is not a thing which we have any reason to covet. In this set of

conceptions are included those scholastic ideas which were introduced at an early

period indeed, but not until the hymns had already become the subject of learned

study, and the religious views and social, circumstances on which they are based

had lost all living reality. . . . 'What is true of Sayana, or any of the other

later commentators, applies essentially to Yaska also. He, too, is a learned inter-

preter, who works with the m'aterials which his predecessors had collected, but he

possesses an incalculable advantage, in point of time, over those compilers of detailed

and continuous commentaries, and belongs to a quite different literary period ; viz.,

to that when Sanskrit was still undergoing a process of natural growth." Compare

Be&fey's remarks on the Vedic scholiasts, in the Introduction to his Samaveda,

pp. Ixv, f., where he observes :
" How high soever may be the antiquity assigned

to the oldest grammatical and hermeneutical treatises on the Yedas, a long period

appears to have intervened between these and the composition of the greater

portion of the hymns, during which very much that was peculiar to the Yedas was

forgotten. Their interpretations rest essentially (as is shown not ^erely by the

commentaries which have been alltfded to, but also by Yaska's Nirukta) on ety-

mology, on conclusions drawn from the context, and the comparison of similar

passages. The oldest attempts at interpretation seem to be contained in Brahmnnas,
in collections of passages (nigama), in collections of words (nighantu) and in expla-
nations (nirukta], of which last, two are mentioned by Sayana (R.V. vol. i. p. 45,

lines 16 and 18), viz., one by S'akapuni and another by Sthaulashthlvi, in addition

to that of Yaska."
201 See Roth, Zur Litteratur und Geschichte des Weda, p. 21, f. where he writes :

"The rationalistic Kautsa could regard the Yeda as devoid of meaning, and the

Brahmanas as false interpretations."
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of the Vedic interpretation :

" Yadi mantrdrtJia-pratyaydya anarthakam bhavati" iti Kautsah
\

"anarthakdh hi mantrdh
\

tad etena upekshitavyam \ niyata-vdcho yulctayo

niyatanupurvyah bhavanti
\ athdpi brdhmanena rupa-sampanndh vidhl-

yante \

' uru prathasva
'

iti prathayati \

(

prohdni
'

iti prohati \ athdpi

anupapanndrthdh bhavanti
\

'
oshadhe trdyasva enam '

|

' svadhite ml
enam himslr' [Taitt. S., i. 2, 1] ity aha himsan

\ athdpi pratishid-

dhdrthdh bhavanti
\

'ekah eva Rudro'vatasthe na dvitlyah' \

l

asamkhyd-

td sahasrdni ye Rudrdh' adti\ bhumydm
'

|

' asatrur Jndra jajnishe \

' satam sendh ajayat sdlcam Indrah '

|

iti
\ athdpijdnantam sampreshyati

'Agnaye samidhyamdndya anubr&hi
'

iti
\ athdpy aha ' Aditih sarvam '

iti
' Aditir dyaur Aditir antariksham '

iti
"

|

tad uparishthdd vydlchyd-

sydmah \

(t

athdpy avispashthdrthdh bhavanti
\ 'amyah' \ 'ytidrismm.' \

'jdraydyi' \

'kdnukd' iti"
\
arthavantah sabda-sdmdnydt\

" etad vai

yajnasya samriddham yad rupa-samriddham yat karma kriyamdnam rig

yajur vd 'bhivadati" (Aitareya Brahmana, i. 4) iti cha brahmancm
\

" krllantau putrair naptribhir" iti\ yatho etad "niyatavticho yuktayo

niyatanupurvyah bhavanti " iti laukikeshv ap'y etad yathd
"
Indrdgnl"

"
pitdputrdv" iti

\ yatho etad "brdhmanena rupa-sampanndh vidhlyante"

ity uditdnuvddah sa bhavati\ yatko etaj "anupapanndrthdh bhavanti"

ity dmndyavachandd ahimsd pratiyeta \ 'yatho etad "
vipratisJtiddhdrthdJi

fhavanti" iti\ laukikeshv apy etad yathd i
1

asfipatno 'yam brdhmanah"
" anamitro 'yam rdjd" iti

\ yatho etaj "jdnantam sampreshyati" iti

jdnantam abhivddayate jdnate madhuparkam prdha iti
\ yatho etad

"Aditih sarvam" iti laukikeshv apy etad yathd
" sarvarasdh anuprdptdh

pdmyam" iti
\ yatho etad "

avispashthdrthdh bhavanti'
1

iti
\

na esha

sthdnor aparddho yad enam andho na pasyati purushdparddhah sa

bhavati\ yathd jdnapadlshu vidydtah purusha-visesho bhavati\ pdrovarya-

vitsu tu khalu veditrishu bhuyo-vidyah prasasto bhavati
\

I will, in my translation, place the answers of Yaska opposite to

the objections of Kautsa (though they are separated in the text), and

thus economize sp'ace, as well as make the discussion clearer.
202

202 See Dr. Roth's translation of this passage in the first of his Abhandlungen,

p. 21, and in his Erlauterungen to the Nirukta, pp. 11-13. There are, however,

some parts of the passage of which I do not clearly understand the bearing.
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Kautsa objects.

1. "If the science of inter-

pretation is intended to make the

sense of the mantras clear, it is

useless, for the mantras have no
sense. This is to be seen as

follows."

2. "The propositions [in the

hy.mns and texts] have certain

fixed words, and a certain fixed

arrangement ;

"
[and so require

no interpretation T]
.

" The mantras have the

ritual forms to which they refer

fixed and enjoined by the Brah-

manas [and, therefore, need no

further explanation] : thus '

Spread

thyself widely out,' [Yaj. S., i.

22] and so he spreads; 'Let me

pour out,' and so he pours."
4.

"
They prescribe what is im-

practicable : thus,
' deliver him,

plant:' 'Axe, do not injure

him,' thus he speaks while strik-

ing." [Taitt. Sanh., i. 2, 1
;
see

also Yaj. S., iv. 1
;

vi. 15.]
5.

" Their contents are at vari-

ance with each other: thus, 'There

exists but one Rudra, and no
second

;

'

and again,
' There are

innumerable thousands of. Hurras
over the earth' [Yaj. S., xvi. 54] ;

and,
'

Indra, thou hast been born

without a foe' [R. V., x. 133, 2] >

and again,
' Indra vanquished a

hundred armies at once.'" [R. Y.,
x. 103, 1.]

Ydska replies.

1. "The mantras have a sense,

for their words are the same (as
those in the ordinary language). A
Brahmana (the Aitareya, i. 4) says,
' What is appropriate in its form,
is successful in the sacrifice

;
that

is to say, when the verse [rich or

iiaiusK\ which is recited refers to
*7 / J

the ceremony which is being per-

iurrApd.'
2

,

03 ' An example of the

identity of the Yedic language
with the ordinary speech is this,
'

krllantau,'
1

etc. ('sporting with
sons and grandsons')."

2.
" This is the ease in ordinary

language also, e.g. Indragm, pita-

putrau ('Indra and Agni,' father

and son')."

3.
" This is a mere repetition

of what had been already said

[and consequently calls for no
further answer ?]."

4. "
According to the sacred^

tradition it must be understood

that no injury is to be inflicted."

5.
" The same thing occurs in

ordinary language : thus,
' This

Brahman is without a rival
;

'

' The king has no enemies.'
"

203 This version is borrowed from Prof. Hang's translation, p. 11. The words

quoted in the Nirukta occur in Ait. Br. i. 4, with the exception of "yajur va."
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6. "A person is enjoined to do 6. "In the same way people
an act with which he is already are saluted by their names, though

acquainted : thus,
' Address the they already know them

;
and the

hymn to the fire which is being madhuparka (a dish of curds, ghee
kindled

'

[S'atap. Br., i. 3, 5, 2. and honey) is mentioned to those

This is said by the adhvaryu who are well acquainted with the

priest to the hotri. Both.]
" 204 custom."

7.
"
Again it is said : 'Aditiis 7. "This will be explained

everything;' 'Aditi is the sky; further on [see Nir., iv. 23].
Aditi is the atmosphere/

"
[R. V., The same thing is said in common

i. 89, 10].
' *

language: thus, 'All fluids (or
"

flavours) reside in water.'" 205

8. "The signification of 4he 8. "It is not the fault of the

mantras is indistinct, as in the post, that the blind man does not

case of such words as amyak see it. It is the man's fault. Just *

[R. V., i. 19, 3], yddrismin as in respect of local usages men

[R. V., v. 44, 9>~\, jarayayi [R. V., are distinguished by superior
vi. 12, 4], kdnukti." [R. V., viii. knowledge; so too, among those

66, 4].
206 learned men who are skilled in

tradition, he who knows most is

worthy of approbation."

Durga, the commentator, does not enter on a detailed explanation

of this passage. He merely refers as follows to its general scope :

Athdpi idam antarena pada-vilhdgo na vidyate \ sdstrdramlha-prayo-

janddhikdre varttamdne atha idam' antarena mantreshv arthdvadhdranam

ndsti iiy ukte yadi mantretyddind dn'arthakya-hetubhir lahubhir dna-

rthakye upapddite nirukta-sdstrasya Kautsena, mantrdndm arthavattam

sthdpayitvd para-paksha-hetavah pratyuktdh \

teshu sthitam arthavatvam

mantrdndm
\
teshdm arihanirvachandyg, idam dralhyamdnam arthavad

ity tvpapannam arthavattvam nirukta-sdstrasya \

tad etat sarvam q,pi

chodaka-sdstrakdra-vydjenaprasaktdnuprasaktamuktamprajndydhvivrid-

dhaye sishyasya \
katharn ndma asdv avivriddha-prajnah sabddrtha-nydya-

sankateshu hetu-samaydnabhynah paraih pratiladhyamdno ''pi paddrthdn

vdkydrthdmst
cha asammohena nirbruydd iti.

"The student being supposed to have atf occasion and a right to

304 See Miiller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 472, note 1.

205
Compare Raghuvans'a, x. 16, rasantaJ-any ekarasam yatha divyam payo 'snute\

" AB rain water, which has but one flavour, [when it has fallen] imbibes other

flavours," etc.

206 See my article on the interpretation of the Veda in the Journal of the Roy. As.

Society, vol. ii. new series, p. 329, 334, 337 ; and Bohtlingk and Both, s. vv.

myaksh, yadris'a, (3) jar, and kdnuka; as well as Roth's dissertation on the Atharva-

veda, p. 21.
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enter on the study of this S'astra, and the proposition having been laid

down that, without the Mrukta, the sense of the mantras cannot he

understood, Kautsa, in the words, "if the science," etc., adduces many
reasons for declaring the mantras to have no meaning, and on these

he grounds 'an assertion that the Mrukta is useless. Yaska in reply

states the reasons on the other side in support of the mantras having

a meaning, which point he accordingly establishes. And as this work

(^the Nirukta), which is being commenced, is useful for the explanation

of'their meaning, its utility is demonstrated.! Thus, under the guise

of an objector
207

[who is answered by}, the author of the treatise, an

opportunity is taken of stating the arguments on both sides, with the

view of increasing the student's intelligence. For how is that student,

of immature understanding, ignorant too of reasons and conclusions,

when he encounters difficulties connected with the proper explication

of words, and is even hindered by other persons, to explain without

perplexity the meaning of words and sentences?"

It would seem from this that Durgacharya looked upon Kautsa as

being merely a man of straw, into whose mouth objections against the

significance of the Vedas were put by Yaska, in order that he might

himself refute them. It does not, however, appear why Kautsa,

whose name appears in the old genealogical lists of teachers in one

of the Brahmanas (Miiller, Ancient Sansk. Lit., pp. 181, 442), should

be viewed in the light of a fictitious
"
Devadatta," any more than any

other of the numerous earlier writers referred to in the Nirukta.

There seems to be no other reason than this, that Durga did not,

perhaps, wish his contemporaries to believe that there had been in

early times any old grammarian who either rejected the authority of

the Vedas, or differed from the customary methods of treating and in-

terpreting them.

In Mrukta ii. 16, Y&ska refers to the opinions of various former

schools regarding the meaning of the word Vritra :

Tat ko Vrittrah
\

"
meghah" Hi nairuktdh

\

" Tvdshtro 'surah
"

ity

aitihdsikdh
\ apdm cha jyotishaS cha misrllhava-Jcarmano varsha-karma

jdyate \

tatra upamdrthena yuddha-varndh bhavanti
\

ahi-vat tu Tthalu

407 I am indebted to the late Dr. Ballantyne and Professor Cowell for a correction

of the sense I formerly assigned to the word chodalta.
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mantra-varndh brdhmana-vddds cha
\ vivriddhyd iarirasya srotdmsi

nivdraydnchakdra \

tasmin hate prasasyandire dpah \

"Who was Yritra? 'A cloud,' says the Nairuktas (etymologists) :

' an Asura, son of Tvashtri,' say the Aitihasikas (story-tellers). The

fall of rain arises from the mingling of the waters and of' light. This

is figuratively depicted as a conflict. The hymns and Brahmanas de-

scrihe Yritra as a serpent. By the expansion of his body, he
1
'

blocked

up the streams. Whea. he was destroyed, the waters flowed forth."

In Mr. iii. 8, he aUude-s to* the views of older writers regarding,

the Yedic word panchajana : "Panchajandh mama hotramjmhadhvam" \

(R.Y., x. 53, 4).
" Gandharvdh pitaro devdh asurdh rakshtimsi" ity eke

\

"chatvdro varndh nishddah panchamah" ity Aupamanyavah \

" 'Ye five*

classes of beings, frequent my sacrifice.' These five classes of beings

are the 'Gandharvas, Pitris, Devas, Asuras, and, Rakshases,' say some:

They are ' the four castes with the Nishadas for a fifth,' says Aupa-

manyava."

In Mr. viii. 21, f., Yaska thus speculates on the feelings which had

led some of his predecessors to regard the introductory and concluding

portions of the ritual of sacrifice, styled praydja and anuydja, as ad-

dressed to other deities than Agni :

"Atha him-devatdh prayujdnuyajdh \ dgneydh" ity eke
\

. . "Agneydh
vai praydjdh dgneydh anuydjdh" iti cha Irdhmanam

\

" chhando-devatdh"

ity aparam \

" chhanddmsi vai praydjds chtianddmsy anuydjdh" iti cha

brdhmanam
\

" ritu-devatdh" ity aparam \

" ritavo vai praydjdh ritavo

'nuyajah" iti cha Irdhmanam
\

"
pasu-devatdh

"
ity aparam \

"
pasavo

vai praydjdh pasavo 'nuydjdh" iti cha Irdhmanam
\ "prdna-devatuh"

ity aparam I

"
prdndh vai praydjdh prdndh vai anuydjdh

"
iti cha

Irdhmanam
\

" dtma-devatdh" ity aparam \

" dtmd vai praydjdh atmd

vai anuydjdh
"

iti cha Irdhmanam
\ dgneydh iti tu sthitih

\

bhakti-

mdtram itdrat
\

Tcimartham punar iti
\ tuchyate | yasyai devatdyai havir

grihltam sydt tdm manasd dhydyed vashatlcarishyann iti ha vijndyate \

"Now, who is the god to whom the praydjas and the anuydjas

(introductory and concluding sacrificial acts) are addressed? 'Agni,'

say some. For a Brahmana says,
' the praydjas and anuydjas belong

to Agni.' Another opinion is that they have chhandas (metre) for

their deity. For a Brahmana says,
' the praydjas and anuydjas are

metres.' A third view is that they have the seasons for their deities.
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For a Brahmana says,
' the praydjas and anuydjas are seasons.' A fourth

view is that they have sacrificial victims for their deities. For a

Brahmana says,
' the praydjas and anuydjas are victims?' A fifth view

is that they have the vital airs for their deities. For a Brahmana says,

'&6praySJM and anuyajas are the vital airs.' A sixth view is that

they have soul for their deity. For a Brahmana says, 'the praydjas and

anuydjas' are soul.' I maintain the opinion that the hymns have

Agni for their deity. The other views arise from mere devotion [to

particular gods]. But why are these various views put forward ?

Because it is well known to be a precept that the person who is

about to offer an oblation should meditate on the particular deity

for whom it is intended."

In Nlrukta xii. 1, he states the different views which had been put

forward regarding the gods called Asvins : Asvair asvindvity Aurna-

vabhah
\

tat Mv a&vinau
\

"
dydvd-prithivydv

"
ity eke

\

" ahordtrdv"

ity eke
\

"
surya-chandramasdv

"
ity eke

\

"
rdjdndu punyakritdv

"
ity

aitihdsikdh
\

"'The Asvins are so called from their horses (divais},'

says Aurnavabha. But who are the Asvins? 'Heaven and earth,'

say some; 'day and night,' say others: while others again say, 'the

sun and moon.' 'They were virtuous kings,' say the Aitihasikas." 208

In Nirukta xii. 19, he statest the various expositions given of a

passage regarding Vishnu : Yad idam kincha tad vichakrame Vishnuh
\

tridhd nidhatte padam tredhdbhdvdya pritkivydm antarikshe divi iti

208 See Roth's Erlaut. pp. 220-221,' for some remarks on these old interpreters

of the Veda. " Older expounders of the Vedas in general are," he says, "llled by
Yaska simply Nairuktas ;

and when he notices any difference in the conception of the

Vedic gods, those interpreters who take the euhemeristic view are called Aitihasikas.

In addition to the exposition of the Veda in the stricter sense, there existed also

liturgical interpretations of numerous passages, such as we find in the Brahmanas

and other kindred treatises, in which it was attempted to hring the letter of the

received text into harmony with the existing ceremonial. Such liturgical interpre-

tations are called by Yaska those of the Yajnikas, or '

persons skilled in sacrificial

rites.' Akin to theirs appears to have been the mode of interpretation adopted by
the Naidanas. . . . Under this head we must probably understand that method

of explanation which, differing from the grammatical etymologies, referred the

origin of the words and conceptions to occasions which were in a certain sense

historical. The Brahmanas and Upanishads abound in such historical or mytho-

logical etymologies, which are to be found in all ages and among all nations ;

etymologies which their own inventors do not regard as serious, but which, from

their connexion with other ideas, obtain a certain importance in the religious system."
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S'dkapunih \

samdrohane vishmipade gayasirasi ity Aurnavdbhah
\

"Vishnu strode over all this universe : thrice he plants his foot. This

he does in order to his threefold existence,
' on earth, in the atmo-

sphere, and in the sky,' says SSkapuni : 'At his rising, in the zenith,

and at his setting,' says Aurnavabha."

In Nir. xii. 41, we have another reference to the Brahmanas:

Agnind Agnim ayajanta devdh
\

' '

Agnih pasur dslt
\

tarn 'alabhanta

tena ayajanta" iti chx brdhmanam\ "The gods sacrificed Agni (fire),

with fire.
'

Agni was, the, victim
;
him they immolated, with .hiiq

they sacrificed ;'
so says a Brahmana."

We thus see that in various passages of his work Yaska refers also to

the Brahmanas
; they must therefore have been older than his time.

'

The following is a list of the writers whom Yaska quotes as having

preceded him in the interpretation of the Vedas : Agrayana, Audum-

barayana, Aurnavabha, Katthakya, Kautsa, Kraushtuki, Gargya,

Giilava, Charmasiras, Taitiki, Varshyayani, S'atabalaksha the Maud-

galya, Sakatayana, S'akapuni, S'akalya, and Sthaulashthivi.209

The subjoined passage from the twelfth section of the first Parisishta

or supplement to the Kirukta (considered by Professor Eoth, Nir. ii.

p. 208, to be the work of some author subsequent to Yaska), relating

to the antiquity of the Mantrap and the qualifications necessary for

expounding them, is of considerable interest :

'

Ayam mantrdrtha-chintdbhyuho dbJiyudlio 'pi srutito 'pi tarkatah
\

na

tu prithalctvena mantruh nirvaktavyah prakaranasah eva nirvaldavyah \

na Tiy eshu pratyaksham asty anrishef* atapaso vd
\

"
pdrovarya-vitsu tu

klialu veditrishu Ihuyo-vidyah prasasyo bhavati" ity uktam purastat \

manusJiydh vai rishishu utkrdmatsu devdn abruvan " ko nah rishir bha-

vtshyati," iti
\ tebhyah etam tarkam rishim prayachhan mantrartha-

chintdbhyuJiam abhyudham \

tasmdd yad eva kincJia anuchdno 'bhyuhaty

drsham tad^bhavati
\

" This reflective deduction of the sense of the hymns is effected by
the help of sacred tradition and reasoning. The texts are not to be

interpreted as isolated, but according to their context. For a person

who is not a rishi or a devotee has no intuitive insight
210 into their

209
Roth, Erliiuter., pp. 221, 222.

210 See the passage above quoted (p. 165) from Nirukta i. 20
;

and the third

volume of this work, pp. 125, &., 183.
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meaning. We have said before that '

among those men who are

versed in tradition, he who is most learned deserves especial com-

mendation.' "When the rishis were ascending [from the earth], men

inquired of the gods,
' Who shall be our rishi ?

' The gods gave them

for a rishi this science of reasoning, this art of deducing by reflec-

tion the sense of the hymns. Therefore, whatever meaning any

learned man deduces by reasoning, that possesses authority equal to

a yshi's." f

< Here there is to be remarked a recognition of. the necessity of reason

as a co-factor, in the ascertainment of reljgious truth, or the definition

of ceremonial practice. With this may be compared the whole ten-

'dency of the Sankhya doctrine, which is virtually, if not avowedly,

founded on reasoning; and the assertion of Bhaskara (see above,

p. l6l, note 182), that in the mathematical sciences, scripture, if un-

supported by demonstration, is of no authority.

The same confidence in the inherent force of the human intellect is

exhibited by Bhaskara in another place, in these memorable words :

Yadd punar mahatd Icdlena mahad antaram bhavishyati tadd matimanto

Brahmaguptddlndm samdna-dharminah eva utpatsyante | ye tad-upa-

labdky-anusdrwlm gatim ururikritya sdstrdni vydkarishyanti \

atah eva

ganita-skandho mahamatimadbhir
(
dhritah sann anddy-anante 'pi Icdle

Ichuatvam na ydti\ "When, again, after a long period, there shall

be a great distance [observable in the position of the stars], then in-

telligent men of like character with Brahmagupta and other mathe-

maticians will arise, who, admitting a movement in consonance with

obse'rvation, will compose treatises accordingly. Hence the science of

astronomy, being maintained by men of great ability, shall never fail

in time, though it has no beginning nor end." See Colebrooke's Misc.

Essays, ii. 381.

In the first volume of this work some passages have been already

adduced from Yaska regarding the origin of particular Vedic hymns
of which he explains verses. One of these texts relates to the Rishi Vis-

vamitra, and another to the Rishi Devapi. See vol. i., pp. 269, and 338.

Third : I now proceed to the Brahmanas, to which we have been

led back through the ascending series of more recent works, as the

oldest expository writings on the Yedic hymns. They are conse-

quently later than the hymns, the most ancient portion of Indian
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literature. But while the other explanatory and prescriptive books

connected with the Vedas, such as the grammatical and ceremonial

Sutras, etc., are not regarded as having any independent divine

authority, the Brahmanas, on the contrary, are considered as a part of

the Veda itself. This will appear from the following passages from

Sayana's commentary on the Rigveda : Mantra-brdhmandtmakam

tavad adushtaih lakshanam
\

atah eva Apastambo yajna-paribhdshdydm

eva aha "
mantra-brdhmanayor veda-ndmadheyam" iti\

2U "The defini-

tion of the Veda, as zonsi.\ting of Mantra and Brahmana, is unobjec-

tionable. Hence Apastamha says, in the Yajna paribhasha,
' Veda is

the name applied to Mantra and Brahmana.'
'

Again: Mantra-brdh-

mana-rupau dvdv eva veda-bhdgdv ity dnglkdrdd mantra-lakshanasya

purvam abhihitatvdd avasishto veda-bhugo brdhmanam ity etal lakshanam

bhavishyati \

2l2 " It being admitted that there are two parts of the

Veda, viz., Mantra and Brahmana, as the Mantra has been already

defined, the definition of Brahmana will be, that it is the remaining

portion of the Veda."

In regard to the Sutras and Smritis, the author of the Nyayamala-

vistara says, i. 3, 24 :

Baiidhayanapastamlasvaldyana-lcatyayanadi-ndmdnkitah kalpa-sutrd-

digranthdh nigama-nirukta-shadbngq-granthdh Manv-adi-smritayas cha

apaiirmheyah dharma-buddhi-janaJcatvdd veda-vat
\
na cha mula-pramdna-

sapelcshatvena veda-vaishamyam iti sankaniyam \ utpanndyah buddheh

svatah prumunydnglkdrena nirapekshatvdt \

ma cvam
\ uktdnumdnasya

kdlatyaydpadishtatvdt \ Baudhdyana-sutram Apastamba-sutram ity evam

purusha-ndmnd te granthdh uchyante \

na cha Kdthakddi-samdkhyd-vat

pravachana-nimittatvam yuktam tad-grantha-nirmdna-kdle taddmntanaih

kaischid upalabdhatvdt \
tach cha avichhinna-paramparyena anuvarttate

\

tatah Kdliddsddi-grantha-vat paurusheycih \ tathdpi veda-mulatvdt pra-

mdnam
\
\ . . . maivam

\ kalpasya vedatvam na adydpi siddham
\

kintu

prayatnena sddhamyam \

na cha tat sddhayitum sakyam paurusheyat-

vasya samdkhyayd tat-kartur upalambhena cha sddhitatvdt
\

" Some persons have asserted that the Kalpa-sutras and other works

designated by the names of Baudhayana, Apastamba, Asvalayana,

Katyayana, etc., and the Nigama, Nirukta, and six Vedangas, together

211
Rigveda, Miiller's edition, vol. i. p. 4.

212
Rigveda, Miiller's edition, vol. i. p. 22.
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with the Smritis of Manu and others, are superhuman, because they

impart to men a comprehension of duty, like the Yedas
;
and that they

are not to be suspected of dissimilarity to the Vedas, from the fact of

their appealing to the authority of the original text
;
for the know-

ledge of duty which they impart is independent, because it is admitted

to be self-evidencing. But this view is incorrect
;
for the inference

in question proceeds upon an erroneous generalization.
213 These works

are, called by the names of men; as, 'the Sutras bf Baudhayana,' 'the

Sutrs.s of Apastamba,' etc.
;
and these designations cannot properly be

derived from the fact that these works were studied by those whose

names they bear, as is actually the case in regard to the Kathaka and

other parts of the Veda
;
for it was known to some of their contem-

poraries at the time of the composition of these Sutras and Smritis,

etc., 'that they were then being composed : and this knowledge has

come down by unbroken tradition. Hence, like the works of Kalidasa

and others, the books in question are of human origin. Nevertheless,

from being founded on the Veda, they are authoritative." .

And again :
" It is not yet proved that the Kalpa-sutras are part of

the Veda
;
and it would require great labour to prove it

; and, in fact,

it is impossible to prove it. For the
(

human origin of this book is

established by its name, and by, its' being observed to have had an

author." 2U

The Brahmanas, however, as I have said, notwithstanding their

antiquity, and the authority which is ascribed to them as a con-

stituent part of the Veda, are far from being so old as the hymns.

On the subject of these works Professor Roth makes some remarks in

his Introduction to the Nirukta, p. xxiv. ff.
;
which I translate with

some abridgments.
215

" The difference in contents'between the Brahmanas and the Kalpa-

books, if judged according to detached passages, might appear to be

very small and indeterminate, though even at first sight it is unde-

niable that the two classes of writings are easily distinguishable as

regards their position and estimation in the whole body of religious

213 See the third volume of this work, pp. 84, note 89, 179, f., 290, and 312.

214 On the difference in authority between the Brahmanas and the Sutras, etc.,

see Miiller's "Ancient Sanskrit Literature," pp. 75-107.
216 I refer for further information to Prof. Miiller's section on the Brahmanas in his

" Ancient Sanskrit Literature," particularly to pp. 342, ff., 389, 428, 429, 431-435.
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literature. In fact, the difference between them is most essential.

Though both treat of divine worship in its widest extent, yet in the

Brahmana it is the subject of description in quite a different sense

from, what it is in the Kalpa-sastra. The object of the latter is to

represent the whole course of the sacred rites which have a place in

any particular department of worship, e.g. it defines exactly which of

.the priests present at a ceremony has to perform a part at each point

of the sacred rite. This is a very essential matter in Indian sacri-

fices. ... It is further prescribed in these works what hymno and

invocations are to be uttered, and how. As a rule, however, the

strophes are indicated only by the initial words, and pre-suppose other

collections in which they must have been put together according to

the order of their employment in worship. . . . Finally, these works

prescribe the time, the place, the forms, of the rites of worship, 'with

all the preceding and following practices. In short, the Kalpa-books

are complete systems of ritual prescription, which have no other object

than to designate the entire course of the sacred ceremonial with all

that accuracy which is demanded for acts done in the presence of the

gods, and to their honour.

" The aim of a Brahmana is something very different. As its name

indicates, its subject is the 'brahaaa,^
the sacred element in the rite, not

the rite itself. Something holy, the conception of the divine, 'lies

veiled beneath the ceremony. It has now obtained a sensible form,

which must, however, remain a mystery for those to whom that con-

ception is unknown. He only who"'knows the divinity, its manifesta-

tion and its relation to men, can explain the signification of the

symbol. Such an explanation the Brahmana aims at giving ;
it pro-

poses to unfold the essence of theological wisdom, which is hidden

under the mode of worship inherited from ancient times. From this

cause arises the mysterious, concise, often dark, style of the language

which we find in these books. They are, indeed, the oldest prose

which is preserved to us in Indian literature.

"An example of these symbolical explanations is subjoined, from

the beginning of the Aitareya-brahmana : At the commencement of

certain sacrifices, clarified butter is offered to Agni and Vishnu in

eleven platters. This is done by preference to these two deities, the

Brahmana explains, because they embrace the whole pantheon, Agni
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as the lowest of the gods (the fire of the hearth and altar), and Vishnu

as the highest (the sun in the zenith) ;
and thus sacrifice is offered to

all the gods in the persons of these two. Eleven platters are presented,

though there are only two gods ; eight of the platters are claimed by

Agni, because the gayatri, the metre sacred to him, has eight syllables;

three platters belong to Vishnu, because he traverses the heavens in

three strides (the three stations of his rising, his culmination, and his

setting).

,

" Such explanations may as frequently be tte mere inventions of

a religious philosophy (encountered by u,s here in its oldest form),

which delights in bold parallels, and a pretentious exegesis, as actual

recollections of the beginnings of the liturgy, in which, among a

people like the Indians, we may reasonably expect to find delicate and

thoughtful references. These books will always continue to be to us

the most valuable sources for tracing the beginnings of thought on

divine things ; and, at the same time, sources from which we may
draw the most varied information regarding the conceptions on which

the entire system of worship, as well as the social and hierarchical

order, of India, are founded. In proof of this, I will only refer to

the lights which may be derived from the seventh and eighth books of

the Aitareya-brahmana on the position of the castes, and on the regal

and 'sacerdotal dignities. The Brahmanas are the dogmatical books of

the Brahmans
;
not a scientifically marshalled system of tenets, but

a collection of dogmas, as they result from religious practice. They
were not written as a complete exposition of the principles of belief;

but they are necessary towards such an exposition, because they were

meant to explain and establish the whole customary ceremonial of

worship.
" It is impossible not to perceive that the Brahmanas are based upon

a pre-existing, widely-ramified, and highly-developed system 6f worship.

The further the practice of sacred institutions has advanced, the less

distinctly are those who practise them conscious of their meaning.

Gradually, around the central portion of the ceremony, which in its

origin was perfectly transparent and intelligible, there grows up a

mass of subordinate observances, which in proportion as they are

developed in detail, become more loosely connected with the funda-

mental thought. The form, becoming more independent, loses its
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symbolical purport. The Indian worship had already reached such

a stage, when the religious reflection exhibited in the Brahmanas

began to work upon it. Here, as in all the other religious systems of

, antiquity, the observation is verified that it is not religious dogmas,

and reflection upon these, that give birth to forms of'worship, but

that it is religious worship, which (itself the product of religious

feeling, inspired by, and become subservient to, a conception of the

divine) becomes, in its turn, the parent of a more developed and

firmly defined theology, S'lch
'

was the relation of the Brahmanas to

the current worship. , The Brahmana does not appeal to the dicta of

the sacred hymns as its own first and most immediate source, but

rather rests upon the customary ceremonial, and upon the earlier'

conceptions of that ceremonial. The Aitareya-brahmana, for instance,

from which I borrow details, appeals not only to authorities (to whom
written compositions are never ascribed), such as the Rishi S'rauta

(vii. 1
) ; Saujata, son of Aralha (vii. 22) ; Rama, son of Mrigu (vii. 34) ;

fj

Maitreya, son of Kusharu (viii. 38), etc., or to preceding sacrificial cere-

monials of the same kind
;
but further, the. whole form of its represen-

tation is based upon the tradition of earlier custom. Its customary

formula for this, which is continually recurring at the head of a new

passage, is tadd "hus, 'it is furthor said,' or atho khalv dhus, 'it is more-

over said;' and frequent reference is made to difference of opinions;
'
so do or say the one set of persons, an'd the others otherwise.' But

I have never met with a citation of an older writing.

"Taking all this into consideration, we may conclude that the

Brahmanas belong to a stage in the religious development of India

when the Brahmanical faith was full-blown. Those religious con-

ceptions and sacred usages, which, even in the hymns of the Rigveda,

*we can see advancing from a simple and .unconnected form to compact

and multiform shapes, have now spread themselves over the entire

life of the people, and in the hands of the priests have become a

power predominant over everything else."

It thus appears that the Brahmanas, though they have come to be

regarded as parts of the Veda, are yet in time far posterior to the

hymns, from which, further, they differ entirely in character, and to a

great extent in language, but which they constantly presuppose, and

to which they allude in every page. Thus in the Brahmanas we have
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such expressions continually recurring as, "Thus did the rishi say."
2ie

"Hence this has been declared by the rishi." 217 "Rishis of the Rigveda

have uttered this hymn of fifteen verses." 2IS And in Sayana's Intro-

duction to the Rigveda it is stated as follows (Comment, on R.V., ,

vol. i. p. 2) :-L-Tathd cha sarva-veda-gatdni brdhmandni svdbhihite 'rthe

visvdsa-dddhydya "tad etad richd 'bhyanuktam" iti richam eva ^ldd-

haranti[ "And so the Brahmanas connected with all the Vedas, in

order to strengthen belief in their assertions, refer to the Rigveda,

saying,
' This is declared by the Rich.'

"
,

The S'atapatha-brahmana, in a passage at p. 102 of Weber's edition

(corresponding with the Brihadaranyaka-upanishad, p. 213), refers as

ibllows to a hymn of Vamadeva in the' fourth mandala of the Rig-

veda : Tad ha etat pasyann rishir Vdmadevah pratipede
" aham Manur

alhdvaih suryas cha" iti\ "Wherefore the rishi Vamadeva in vision

obtained this text,
' I was Manu and the sun.'

"
Again, the Taittiriya

Sanhita, and the Kaushltaki, Satyayana, and Tandaka Brahmanas refer

to Vasishtha, in passages already quoted in the first volume of this

work, p. 328. Now, as .Vasishtha was a Vedic rishi, the author

of numerous hymns, these Brahmanas must have been later than

those hymns.

To illustrate the manner in which the hymns are quoted in the

Bralimanas, I will only cite further a portion of the passage from

the Aitareya-brahniana, vii. 13-18, relating the story of S'unassepa,

which was first given in original in the Appendix to Professor Miiller's

Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 681, 582, and afterwards appeared in

Prof-. Haug's edition of that Brahmana : Atha ha S'unassepah ikshdn-

chakre " amdmisham iva vai md visasishyanti \
hanta aham .devatdh

upadhdvami" iti
\

sa Prajdpatim eva prathamam devatdndm upasasdra

"kasya nunam katamasya amrjtdndm" ity etayd richd
\

tarn Prajdpatir*

urdcha "
Agnir vai devdndfft nedishthah

\

tain eva ttpadhdva" iti
\

so

\gnim upasasdra
"
Agner vayam prathamasya amritdndm" ity etayd

richd
| [When he saw the preparations made for his immolation],

"S'unassepa reflected, 'They are about to slay me, as if I were not

a man. I shall resort to the gods.' He accordingly addressed him-

216 Iti Jta sma aha rishih
\

217
S'atap.-br. xiii., 5, 4, 5 : Tasmad etad rishina abhyanuJctam \

218 Weber's Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 118. Boht. and Both's Diet., sub voce Rishi,

Tad etad bahvrichah panchadasarcham prahuh \
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self to Prajapati, the first of the gods, with this 'rich' (Rigveda, i. 24,

1), 'Of whom now, of which of all the immortals,' etc. Prajapati

said to him,
'

Agni is the nearest of the gods, resort to him.' He
addressed himself to Agni with this 'rich' (Rigveda i. 24, 2), 'Of

Agni, the first of the immortals,' etc." In the same way he is repre-

sented as addressing to various deities in succession the verses com-

posing the remainder of. the 24th, and the whole of the 25th, 26th.

and 27th hymns of the first ,book of the Rigveda, ending with tke

last verse of the 27th swkta';
" Salutation to the great! Salutation* to J

the little !" addressed to the Yisve-devah.219

That the Brahmanas were separated from the hymns by a consider-

able interval of time is manifest from the various considerations

which are urged in the passage just quoted (pp. 180, ff.) from Professor

Roth
;
who informs us, for instance, that the Brahmanas, besides

alluding to texts in the hymns, appeal on the subject of the ritual to

various preceding unwritten authorities
;
and states his opinion, 'that

the "Brahmanas belong to a stage in the religious development of

India, when the Brahmanical faith was fulf-blown ;" and that "those

religious conceptions and sacred usages, which, even in the hymns of

the Rigveda, can be seen advancing from a simple and unconnected

form to compact and manifold shapes,' have now [in the Brahmana^s]

extended themselves over the entire life qf the people." This process

was no doubt one which required several centuries for its accom-

plishment.

And Professor Miiller says (Anc. Sansk. Lit. pp. 432, 434),
" There

is throughout the Brahmanas such a complete misunderstanding of the

original intention of the Yedic hymns, that we can hardly understand

how such an estrangement could have taken place, unless there had

been at some time or other a sudden and violent break in the chain of

tradition." And again :
"
Every page of th-3 Brahmanas contains tfc

clearest proof that the spirit of the ancient Yedic poetry, and the pur-

port of the original Yedic sacrifices were both beyond the comprehen-

219 Namo maJiadbhyo namo arbhakebhyah\ See Muller's Anc. Sansk. Lit. pp.

413, ff. ; Prof. Roth's article in Weber's Ind. Stud. i. 461
;

Prof. Wilson's article

in Jour. R. A. S. vol. xiii.,p. 100, and translation of the Rigveda, i. pp. 59-71 ;

Prof. Haug's translation of the Ait. Br. pp. 460, ff. ;
Dr. Streiter's Diss. de Sunahsepo ;

and the first volume of this work, pp. 355, ff.

VOL. II. 13
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sion of the authors of the Brahmanas We thus perceive the

wide chasm between the Brahmana period and that period by which

it is preceded." The Brahmana period, we have already seen (p. 164

above), is placed by him in the 200 years following the second Yedic

period, that of the Mantras.

As ti,me still passed on, and a further development of language and

institutions took place, the Vedic hymns became less and less intel-

ligible ;
and owing to the growth of formal arid scrupulous ceremonial

prescriptions, the application of the sabred -texts to public worship

became more and more difficult. As a natural consequence, the

literature connected with the explanation of the Mantras, their pro-

nunciation and their ritual uses, continued to augment. Then the

different grammatical Pratisakhya aphorisms, the S'rauta and Grihya

ritual Sutras, the Nighantus and Nirukta were composed. These

works, as we have already seen, were the growth of several successive

ages subsequent to the date of the oldest Brahmanas. 220

220 On this subject Professor Roth remarks (Introd. to Nirukta, p. lii.) as follows :

" In Greece a similar state of things prevailed. There, with the exception of

Hesiod (who never rose to the same degree of consideration), Homer was the only
source of the highest knowledge, and preeminently the book of the schools

;
the book

which gave the first occasion to grammatical, and almost every other sort of science

to, develope itself. In India the Veda occupies the place of Homer. It was to the

Veda that the Brahmanical people looked as the sole repository of intellectual

culture. As a sacred book it was the more naturally a subject of research to the

learned man, as he was at the same time a priest, and it became the first problem
to be solved by grammar, a science

(
,
which was far more commonly studied, and

at an earlier period attained a far higher stage, in India than in Greece. At the

safue time, the Veda, both as regards its language and its subject-matter, stood far

further removed from the Indian of the two centuries immediately preceding Buddha

(700 and 600 B.C.) in which the sacerdotal system reached its climax than Homer
did from the Greek of the Periclean era. At that period, or even earlier, were

formed the collection of Homericrwords which had become obsolete, the y\caff<rai ;

while in India, the 'nighaytavas' (a word which I conceive to be identical in meaning

^jth y\wff<rai) had been compiled to illustrate the Veda. In both cases the collec-

tions had the same origin ;
but in the short interval from Pericles to the end of the

Alexandrian era, the Greeks had done more for the explanation of Homer than the

Indians could accomplish for the comprehension of the Veda, in the long series of

ages down to the times of Sayana and MahTdhara, in the sixteenth century A.D.

The task of the Indians was, in truth, by far the more difficult
;
and besides, Indian

scholarship lay under an incapacity of unfettered movement. It was necessary for

orthodoxy to deny the facts of history, and to discover only the circumstances of the

present in the monuments of antiquity; for the present was both unable and

unwilling to rest on any other foundation than the traditions of an earlier age,
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Fourth : When at length we ascend above the oldest of the Brah-

manas, and arrive at the still more ancient collections (" Sanhitas," as

they are called in Sanskrit) of the Vedic hymns themselves, "we shall

find even here distinct proofs of a difference of age not only between

the several collections viewed as aggregates, but also between different

component parts of the same compilations. Of the four Vedic Sanhitas,

the Rik, Yajush, Saman, and Atharvan, the Rigveda is by far the

most complete and important ^collection. Before, however, proceeding

to give some account -f iiis contents, I must premise a few wbrdy

about the other Sanhitas. ,

(i.) Although the Vedas were sometimes considered to be only three

in number, and the Atharvan was not always denominated a Veda, yet

many of the hymns or incantations of which it is made up appear to

be of great antiquity,
221

That the title of the Atharvan to be reckoned as one of the Vedas is

not so incontestable as that of the three others, will appear from the

following considerations. The knowledge of the Indian Scriptures is

frequently designated as the triple science trayi vidya" a phrase which

is thus explained in Messrs. Bb'htlingk and Roth's Lexicon: "The three-

fold science was originally the knowledge of the sacred word in its triple

form of hymn, sacrificial formula, and spng : out of this sense subsequently

arose another, viz., the knowledge of the three Vedas, which represent

that threefold form." In illustration of this the writers proceed to

quote or refer to the following and other texts from the S'atapatha and

Aitareya Brahmanas, etc. S'atap. Br. iv. 6, 7, 1 : Trayi vai vidya

richo yajumsJii samani iyam eva\ "The Rich-, Yajush-, and Saman-,

verses are the threefold science." S'atap. Br. vi. 3, 1, 10
;
x. 4, 2, 21

;

surrounded as these were with a halo of glory, and only half understood. The

priesthood supplied the required authentic explanation, without which the reader

of those ancient books would never have found in them that which he so easily

discovered with that assistance. The spirit of the nation, which had been so fh-

juriously treated, became accustomed to the yoke, and henceforward walked onwards

in the track which had been marked out for it
;
men's feeling for history became

irrecoverably lost, and they consoled themselves with the harmless enjoyment, which

was still allowed them, of solving grammatical questions. "We can therefore, at

least, boast, by way of compensation, on behalf of the Indians, that they have far

outstripped the Greeks in the department of grammar."
221

See, on the subject of this Veda, Miiller's Anc. Sans. Lit., pp. 38, 446, ff.,

"Weber's Hist, of Ind. Lit. p. 10., and Mr. Whitney's papers in the Journal of the

American Oriental Society, iii. 305, ff.,
and iv. 254, ff.

2zl* See Appendix, note A.
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xi. 5, 4, 18
;
Ait. Br. v. 32 : Tebhyo 'bhitaptebhyo trayo veddh ajayanta

rigvedah eva Agner ajdyata yajurvedo Vdyoh sdmavedah dditydt \

tan

veddn abhyatapat \ tebhyo 'bhitaptebhyas trmi mkrdny ajayanta bhiir

ity eva rigveddd ajdyata bhuvah iti yajurveddt svar iti sdmaveddt
\

. . .

Sa Prajdpatir yajnam atanuta
\

tarn dharat tena ayajata \

sa richd eva

hotram akarod yajushd ddhvaryavam sdmnd udgitham \ yad etat trayyai

vidydyai sukram tena brahmatvam akarot
\

" From these (lights), when

heated, the three Vedas arose, the Bigveda frohi Agni, the Yajurveda

'from Vayu, and the Samaveda from Aditya -(the sun). He infused

warmth into these Vedas. From them, when so 'heated, three essences

arose. 'Bhur,' from the Bigveda, 'Bhuvah' from the Yajurveda,

'Svar,' from the Samaveda This Prajapati prepared sacrifice.

He took it and worshipped with it. With the Bich he performed the

function of the hotri priest, with the Yajush that of the adhvaryu,

with the Saman that of the udgatri, and with the essence of this triple

science he executed the brahman's function." In the same way three

Yedas only are mentioned in the following passage from the Chhandogya

TJpanishad
222

(iv. 17, 1), etc.: Prajdpatir lokdn abhyatapat \

teshdm

tapyamdndndm rasdn prdbrihad Agnim prithivydh Vdyum antarikshud

Adityam divah
\

Sa etas tisro devatdh abhyatapat \

tdsdm tapyamdndndm

rasdrt prdbrihad Agner richo vdyor
r

yajumshi Sdma Aditydt \

sa etdm

traylm vidydm abhyatapat \ r tasyds tapyamdndydh rasdn prdbrihad

bhur ity rigbhyo bhuvar iti yajurbhyah svar iti sdmabhyah \

"
Prajapati

infused warmth into the worlds
;
and from them, so heated, he drew

forth their essences, Agni from the earth, Yayu from the atmosphere,

and Aditya from the sky. He infused warmth into these three deities
;

and from them, so heated, he drew forth their essences : Eik-texta from

Agni, Yajush-texts from Yayu, and Sama-texts from Aditya. He in-

fused warmth into this triple" science
;
and from it, so heated, he drew

fqfth its essences, the particle Bhiir from the Rik-texts, Bhuvah from

the Yajush-texts, and Svar from the Sama-texts."

In the following verse (i. 23), Manu repeats the account given in

the Brahmanas and the Chhandogya Upanishad : Agni-vdyu-ravibhyas

222 See Biblioth. Ind. vol. iii. (1850) p. 288. This passage is also quoted in the

third volume of this work, p. 5. See also the passage from the S'atap. Br. xi. 5, 8,

l,ff., quoted in pp. 14, f. of the same volume, where, in like manner, only three

Vedas are mentioned.
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tu trayam brahma sandtanam
\
dudoha yajna-siddhy-artham rig-yajuh-

tima-lakshanam
\

" From Agni, Vayu, and the Sun (Ravi), he drew

forth (milked) for the accomplishment of sacrifice the eterrral triple

Veda, distinguished as Rik, Yajush, and Saman."

The Atharvaveda may, however, be referred to under fhe appellation

of "
chhandas," in the following passages, according to the indication of

the St. Petersburg Lexicon, where the second sense of the word chhandas

is thus defined : "A sAcred hymn, and according to the first three texts

about to be quoted, espacially that sort which is neither Rich, Saman,

'nor Yajush : hence, perhaps, .originally, an incantation." The texts re-

ferred to are A.Y. xi. 7, 24 : Richah sdmdni chhanddmsi purdnam

yajushd saha
\ uchhishtdjjajnire \

" The Rich-, Saman-, and Chhandas-,*

verses, and the Purana with the Yajush, sprang from the Uchhishta

(remnant of the sacrifice)." R.Y. x. 90, 9 : Tasmdd yajndt sarvah'utah

richah sdmdnijajnire \

chanddmsi jajnire tasmdd yajus tasmdd ajdyata \

" Prom that universal sacrifice sprang the Rich-, Saman-, and Chhan-

das-, verses : from it sprang the Yajush." The third text is from the

Harivamsa v. 9491 : Richo yajumshi sdmami chhanddmsy Atharvandni

cha
|

chatvdro sakhildh veddh sarahasydh savistardh
\

"
(May) the

Rich-, Yajush-, and Saman-, verses, and the texts of the Atharvan, the

four Yedas with their Khilas (later( appendages), their esoterif doc-

trines, and their details (preserve me)."

In the Atharvaveda itself, x. 7, 20, it is thus alluded to as one of

the Yedas under the title of the Atharvans and Angirases : Yasmdd

richo apdtakshan yajur yasmdd apdkashan \

sdmdni yasyo lomdni Athar-

vdngiraso mukham \
Skambham tarn bruhi katamah svid eva sah

\

"^Tell

us who is that Skambha from whom they cut off the Rich-verses, from

whom they scraped off the Yajush-verses, of whom the Saman-

verses are the hairs, and of whom the Atharvans and Angirases form

the mouth. 1" 233

i

The Atharvan is similarly mentioned in the S'atapatha-brahmana,

xiii. 4, 3, 7, Tan upadisati
" Atharvdno vedah so

"
l

yam
n

iti. . . .

|8|
"
Angiraso vedah so 'yam" iti

\
"He teaches them thus, 'The

Atharvans are a veda
;

it is this.' . . . (8) The Angirases are a veda;

it is this." 224 Madhusudana Sarasvati, author of the Prasthana-bheda,

223 In verse 14 of the same hymn, however, the other three Vedas only are named.
224 See Muller's Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 38.
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while lie calls it a Veda, notices at the same time its difference in

character from the other three : Sa cha (vedah] prayoga-trayena yajna-

nirvdhdttham rig-yajuh-sdma-lhedena bhinnah
|

. . . . Atharva-vedas

tu yajndnupayuktah sdnti -paushtikdbhichdrddi- Icarma-pratipdds.kat-

vena atyanta-vilakshanah eva
\

"The Veda is divided into Rik, Yajush,

and Saman, for the purpose of carrying out the sacrifice under its three

different forms. . . . The Atharvaveda, on the contrary, is totally

different. It is not suitable for the sacrifice, b*ut only teaches how to

appease, to bless, to curse, etc." (Millie^, Sensk. Lit. p. 445). In

regard to this Veda, Mr. Whitney remarks: "The Atharva is, like

the Rik, a historical and not a liturgical collection." It was, he

thinks, originally composed of only eighteen books. A sixth of the

matter of which these books consist is not metrical. "Of the re-

mainder, or metrical portion, about one-sixth is also found among the

hymns of the Rik, and mostly in the tenth ttook of the latter
;
the rest

is peculiar to the Atharva. . . . The greater portion of them are

plainly shown, both by their language and internal character, to be of

much later date than the general contents of the other historic Veda,

and even than its tenth book, with which they yet stand nearly con-

nected in import and origin. The condition of the text also in those

passages found likewise in the Rik, points as distinctly to a more

recent period as that of their collection. This, however, would not

necessarily imply that the main body of the Atharva hymns were not

already in existence when the compilation of the Rik took place.

Their character would be ground enough for their rejection and exclu-

sion from the canon, until other and less scrupulous hands were found

to undertake their separate gathering into an independent collection.

The nineteenth book is ... made up of matter of a like nature which

had either been left out when they were compiled, or had been since

produced." (Journal of the American Oriental Society, iv: 253, 255.)

The priority of the Bigveda to the Atharva may also be argued from

the fact that the rishis of the hymns in the Rigveda are referred to

in the Atharvaveda as men of an earlier period ;
in proof of which I

may refer to the passages quoted in the first volume of this work,

p. 330. It is true that the same thing is noticeable to some degree

in the Rigveda itself, in some later hymns of which the rishis of

earlier hymns are referred to by name. In the Atharvaveda, how-
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ever, the names so specified are chiefly those of the more recent rishis,

while many of the personages referred to in the Rigveda appear to

belong to a more primitive age. (See Roth's Litt. und Geech. des

Weda, p. 13.) In the former Veda, too, the Indian institutions appear

in a somewhat more developed state than in the Rigvtda. There is

one point at least in which this development seems to be visible, viz.

in the caste system, see the first volume of this work, pp. 280-2*89. The

following extract from Weber's History of Indian Literature, p. 10,

will exhibit his opiniortoof the general difference which exists between,

the Rigveda and the Athar;vaveda : "The origin of the Atharva-

sanhita falls within the period when Brahmanism had become dominant.

.... Many of the hymns which it contains are to be found also in*

the Rik-sanhita, but there they are recent interpolations originating in

the period when its compilation took place ;
while in the Atharva col-

lection they are the just Jtad proper expression of the present. The

spirit of the two collections is entirely different. In the Rik there

breathes a lively natural feeling, a warm love for nature
;
while in the

Atharva, on the contrary, there predominates an anxious apprehension

of evil spirits and their magical powers. In the Rik we see the people

in the exercise of perfect freedom and voluntary activity ;
while in the

Atharva we observe them bound in the fetters of the hierarchy and of

superstition."
284 " *

(ii.) The Samaveda is a collection of separate texts to be chanted

at particular parts of the sacrifice
;

223
which, with the exception of a

few, are all to be found in different parts of the Eigveda, espe-

cially the 8th and 9th mandalas. In the Rigveda we find the entire

hymns : in the first part of the Samaveda we find only isolated verses

of those hymns, dislocated from their natural connexion; though in

the second part the extracts are connected, and of greater length.

It is not, however, quite clear whether the Sanaa collection or the Rik

collection may have been first made. Weber remarks (Hist, of Ind.

Lit., pp. 9, 62), that the texts of the Samaveda frequently exhibit more

ancient grammatical forms than those of the Rigveda, and suggests

that as the former contains no extracts from any of the later hymns
of the latter, it may have been compiled before these later pieces had

224* See Appendix, Note B. *" See Muller, pp. 472-3.
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been composed ;
but adds that this point has not been yet investigated.

226

Whitney also leaves the question undecided (Journ. Am. Or. Society,

iv. 253, 254).

Miiller, on the other hand, says (Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 457) : "The

other two Sachitas were more likely the production of the Brahmana

period. These two Vedas, the Yajurveda and the Samaveda, were,

inc

truth, what they are called in the Kaushltakl-brahmana, the at-

tendants of the Rigveda."
227 He supposes that the hymns found in the

< r

three Yedas were not "
collected at three

,
times by three independent

collectors. If so, their differences would have been greater than they

are." Their actual differences are rather those of S'akhas or branches,

he thinks, than of independent Sanhitas or collections.

(iii.) Both the Sanhitas of the Yajurveda are collections of sacri-

ficial formulas in prose, as well as of verses which are partly extracted

2:8 In bis Ind. Stud. i. 63, f. the same author writes as follows :
" As regards

the relation of the Samaveda to the Rigveda, we must clearly represent to ourselves

the manner in which in general these hymns arose, how they were then carried to a

distance by the tribes when they migrated further, and were then regarded as sacred
;

whilst in the country where they"were produced, they either, as living in the imme-

diate popular consciousness, underwent alterations, or made way for new hymns, and

were thus displaced and fell into oblivion. It is only a foreign country which sur-

rounds what was produced at home with a i>acred enchantment. The emigrants

remain at the old stage, preserving what. is ancient with painful exactness
;
whilst at

home life opens out for itself new paths. New emigrants follow the first from their

home, join those already settle! in' the new seats ; and now the old and the new

songs and rites are blended together, and exactly, but uncritically, learned by

travelling scholars from different masters, and then inculcated (on this point several

stories of the Brihad Aranyaka are especially instructive), so that a varied inter-

mixture arises. Others again, more learned, endeavour to introduce arrangement)

to bring together things which are related, to separate what is diverse
;
and thus

a theological intolerance is generated, without which the fixation of a text or a canon

is impossible. We should not overlook the influence of courts in this process, e.g.

of Janaka, King of Videha, who had found in Yajnavalkya his Homer. Neither

the Puranas nor the Charanavyuha afford us the means of arriving at an approxim-

ately clear insight into the mutual relations of the different schools, which could only

be attained by a comparison of the different teachers named in the Brahmanas and

Sutras with one another, as well as with the text of Panini and the Ganapatha and

Scholium thereto belonging. . . . Farther, the relation between the Rigveda
and the Samaveda presents a certain analogy to that between the white and the

black Yajush ;
and as we frequently see the teachers who represent the latter abused in

the Brahmana of the former, it cannot surprise us if the Panigins and Kaushltakins

[teachers connected with the Rigveda] are similarly treated in the Samaveda

Brahmana."
227

Tat-paricharanav itarau vedau
\

vi. 11.
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from the Eigveda. There is, however, this difference between the

white (or Vajasaneyi) and black (or Taittiriya) Yajurveda Sanhitas, that

the latter has partly the character of a Brahmana, although there is also

a separate Taittirlya Brahmana. Many parts of the Yajurveda exhibit

a more advanced development of religious institutions aad observances

than the Rigveda. Professor Weber, the editor of this Veda,
228 con-

siders (Hist, of Ind. Lit. p. 10), that it "belongs to a period when, the

Brahrnanical element had already become predominant, though it was

still exposed to strenuous. opposition; and when, at all events, the

Brahmanical hierarchy and the system of castes had been completely

formed." The same writer 'tells us (pp. 106, 107), that "the 30th

book of the Yajasaneyi-sanhita of the Yajurveda, in enumerating'

the different classes of men who are to be consecrated at the Purusha-

medha, or Human sacrifice, refers to the names of most of the In'dian

mixed castes, so that wenay thence conclude that a complete con-

solidation of the Brahmanical system had taken place." The Yaja-

saneyi-sanhita is divided into forty Adhyayas or sections, of which

Weber thinks (Hist, of Ind. Lit. pp. 10$, 104), that those from the

19th to the 25th may be later than the first eighteen ;
while there is,

he remarks, no doubt that the last fifteen adhyayas are later, and

perhaps much later, than the rest, of the collection. This is proved by
this portion of the Sanhita being called a Khila, or supplement, toth

in the anukramanl or index, which is a'scribed to Katyayana, and also

in Mahidhara's Commentary on the Veda. 229 A further proof of the

posteriority in date of the last parts of the Vajasaneyi-sanhita is, Weber

228 In his Hist, of Ind. Lit. p. 140, "Weber tells us that " in the Anukramanl of

Katyayana to the Vajasaneyi-sanhita of the Yajurveda, the authors (rishis) assigned
to the particular verses (rich) usually coincide with the authors assigned to the same

verses in the Anukramanl of the Eigveda ; but^ that there are many exceptions to

this remark. In particular (as happens also in the Eig-anukramani) the name of

the author appears often to be borrowed from some word occurring in the verse.

And in the case (a very frequent one) of a verse being repeated in another part of

the Yaj.-san., it is often assigned to an author different from the one to whom it

had previously been ascribed. Many of. the rishis here referred to do not occur

among those of the Eigveda, and belong to a later stage than the latter ;
and among

these rishis peculiar to the Vajasaneyi-sanhita there are several who are named in

the S'atapatha-brahmana as teachers."
239 The words of Mahldhara at the commencement of the 26th adhyaya are as

follows: Idawm khilany uchyante \
"The Khilas are now to be explained." See

also Miiller's Sansk. Lit., p. 358.
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observes, derived from the fact that they are not found in the Sanhita of

the Black Yajurveda, but only in its Brahmana or in its Aranyaka parts,

which by their very character are in date subsequent to the Sanhita

(p. 104). Weber is further of opinion (pp. 44, 105 and 106), that the

names (Isana nd Mahadeva) assigned to the god Kudra in adhyaya 39,

in addition to those by which he is designated in adhyaya 16 (where

he is regarded as the divinity of fire, though addressed by many of the

epithets which were subsequently applied to the god S'iva), indicate

?, mere advanced stage in the worship of 'the rdeity in question at the

time when adhyaya 39 was composed, than at the period when

adhyaya 16 was written. Professor Mu'ller thinks that " there is

nothing to prove that the hymn book of the Vajasaneyins [the Vaja-

saneyi-sanhita] existed previous to their Brahmana" [the S'atapatha].

Sansk. Lit. p. 360.

(iv.) We come now to the Bigveda-sanhita, which contains the

most, extensive collection of the most ancient Vedic hymns in their

complete form. It is divided into ten mandalas, and contains in all

1017 hymns (Mu'ller, p. 497).
" The Vedas," says Mr. Whitney (Journ.

Am. Or. Soc., iii. 295),
" contain the songs in which the first ances-

tors of the Hindu people, at the ve^y dawn of their existence as

a separate nation, while they were still only on the threshold of the

great country which they were, afterwards to fill with their civilization,

praised the gods, extolled heroic deeds, and sang of other matters

which kindled their poetical fervour.230
. . . The mass, as it lies before

us, is almost exclusively of a religious character
;
this may have had

its ground partly in the end for which the collections were afterwards

made, but it is probably in a far higher degree due to the character of

the people itself, which thus shows itself to have been at the beginning

what it continued to be throughput its whole history, an essentially

religious one. . . . Hymn/? of a very different character are not en-

tirely wanting, and this might be taken as an indication that, had

they been more numerous, more would have been preserved to us." 231

230 See also, for an account of the contents of the hymns, Professor "Wilson's

Introduction to his translation of the Rigveda, p. xxiv. ff.
;
and for numerous

specimens, the other volumes of this work, passim.
231 See my art.

" Miscellaneous Hymns from the Rig and Atharva Vedas," in the

Journal of the Royal As. Soc,, vol. ii. (new series) pp. 26, ff. and the fifth volume
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These hymns are said, hy later Indian writers, to have been " seen "

by the ancient rishis or bards. Thus the Nirukta says (ii. 11) : Rishir

darsandt\
" stomdn dadarsa" ity Aupamanyavah \

tad yad endms
<l
tapasyamdndn Brahma svayamlhv abhy-dnarshat te rishayo 'bhavan

\

tad rishlndm rishitvam" iti vijndyate\ "'A rishi is s*o called from

seeing. He saw the hymns :

'

This is Aupamanyava's explanation.

They became rishis, because Brahma, the self-existent, manifested

himself to them when they were sunk in devotion. From this, as^s

generally understood, they acquired their character of rishis." There,

is, however, no doubt that ,the rishis were themselves the authors

of these ancient songs, which they addressed to the gods when

they were solicitous to obtain any blessing; or composed on other

occasions. The scope of these hymns or mantras is well summed up
in the following passage from the Anukramam (index) to the Rigveda,

quoted by Colebrooke (Misc. Essays, i. p. 26) : Arthepsavah rishayo

devatds chhandobhir abhyadhdvan\ "The rishis, desiring [various]

objects, hastened to the gods with metrical prayers." It is also said

iu the Nirukta, vii. 1 : Yat-kdmah rishir yasydni devatdydm arthapa-

tyam ichhan stutim prayunlcte tad-devatah sa mantro lhavati
\

" The

hymn has for its deity the particular god to whom the rishi, seeking

to obtain any particular object which he longs for, addresses his

praises.'' The compositions of one of the rishis, Paruchhepa,
232 are

distinguished by the repetition of some of the preceding words at the

close of the lines. This peculiarity is thus noticed in the Mrukta, x.

42 : Abhydse bhuyditisam artham manyante yathd, "aho darsamya, aho

darsariiya" Tat Paruchhepasya sllam : ParuchJie'pah risJiih.
" Scfme

consider that greater force is added to a sentiment by repetition, as in

the expression, '0 beautiful, beautiful.' This was Paruchhepa's

turn of mind. He was a rishi.'' Hero Yaska, the author of the

Nirukta, spfeaks of a particular mode of composition as peculiar to

Paruchhepa, one of the Vedic rishis. But if the form of the com-

positibn was the result of the rishi's own particular genius (silam},

he must have done more than "see" the hymn; he must himself

of this work, pp. 421, ff. Professor Aufrecht remarks (Ind. Studien, iv. 8), that
"
possibly only a small portion of the Vedic poems may have heen preserved to us in

the Rik-sanhita."

233 See the third volume of this work, p. 212.
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have determined its particular form. The hymn could not therefore

have existed eternally,
233

expressed in its present words. Yaska,

therefore, appears to be inconsistent with himself, when he states this

doctrine in other passages, as x. 10, 46, where he says, risher drish-

turthasya pritir akhyana-sarnyuUd :
" Here the rishi, after he had

beheld the contents [of a hymn], expresses his pleasure in narration."

It, indeed, we are to understand by the word artha,
"
contents," that

the matter of the hymn only, without the wot'ds, was revealed, there

^wiU be no inconsistency. See, in additioncto $ie passages quoted here,

those adduced in the third volume of this work, pp. 211, f.

For many ages the successive generations of these ancient rishis

1

continued to make new contributions to the stock of hymns, while they

carefully preserved those which had been handed down to them by

their forefathers. 234 The fact of this successive composition of the

233 See the third volume of this work, pp. 71, ff., 91, f., and 208.

23*
(

" The Indian Aryas were disposed to piety, both by their natural character and

by the institutions of Manu. They were sustained in these sentiments by the chiefs

of certain families in which their religious traditions had been more especially pre-

served. In those primitive ages the political system was precisely the same as that

which Homer depicts ; kings the veritable shepherds of their people ;
cultivators

or herdsmen united around their chiefs, and prepared, whenever necessity arose, to

transform themselves into warriors
;
numerous^ flocks and a profusion of rural wealth

;

towns which were only large villages.
< Some of these villages served as retreats to

renowned sages, who, while their dependents were tending their fields and flocks,

were themselves engaged in the* cultivation of sacred science, in the company of their

sons, or their pupils, and fulfilled the functions of a Calchas or a Tiresias to some

Indian Agamemnon or (Edipus in their neighbourhood. Invited by the chiefs to

perform sacrifice, they arrived with their sacred retinue ; they ascended the moun-

tain^ where an inclosure of lattice-work had been constructed; for temples were then

unknown. There, beneath the vault of heaven, they recited their hereditary songs,

or a newly-composed hymn ; they invoked the grand agents in nature to grant success

to the labours of the field, increase to the flocks, and a succession of brave and

virtuous descendants. They implored, they threatened their gods ;
and when the

sacred rites had been scrupulously performed, they retired loaded with gifts, carrying

away cows, horses, ami cars filled with provisions, gold, and precious stuffs. We see

thus by what fortune these hymns have been preserved, forming as they did, a patri-

mony to certain families, a species of productive capital, which it was their interest

to turn to the very best account. Composed on certain recognized and venerable

themes, and sometimes retouched and renovated by the imagination of a new bard,

they grew old, as they were transmitted from age to age, bearing on them, sometimes,

the date of their composition, which was indicated by the name of the inspired author,

or of some generous prince." Langlois, French translation of Rigveda, vol. i.,

pref. pp. i, xi. See also Mr. "Whitney's remarks in the Journal of the Am. Or.

Soc., iv. 249.
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hymns is evident from the ancient index (anulcramam) to the Rigveda,

as continually quoted in the commentary of Sayana, which shows that

these compositions are ascribed to different generations of the same

families, as their " seers." For example, some of the hymns of the

3rd mandala are assigned to Gathin, the father of Visvairfitra, others to

Visvamitra himself, others to Rishabha, his son, others again to Kata,

his descendant, and others to Utkila, of the race of Kata. 'Here we

have the " seers
"

of hymns extending over five generations or mo^e.

The same fact, viz. th'aV a tong interval elapsed between the compo-

sition of the different hymns, is manifest from various passages in

these compositions themselves. 235 Thus the second verse of the first

hymn of the 1st mandala of the Rigveda is to the following effect :

Agnih purvebhir rishibhir Idyo nutanair uta
\

sa devdn d iha vakshati
\

" Let Agni, who is to be worshipped by the former rishis, and by the

recent ones, bring hither the gods."
236 There are many other verses

alluding to a difference of antiquity in the hymns and their authors.

Such are the following (R.V. i. 48, 14): Ye chid hi tvdm rishayah

purve utaye juhilre \

" The former rishis who invoked thee for suc-

cour," etc. (R.V. i. 62, 13) Sanayate Ootamah Indra navyam atakshad

brahma hari-yojanuya \ "Nodhas, a Gotama, has fabricated this new

prayer to thee, Indra, who art ftom of old, that thou mayest yoke thy

coursers," etc.
237

(R.V. iii. 32, 13) Yah stomelhir vavridhe purvyeffhir

yo madhyamebhir uta toutanebhih
\

" "Who [Indra] has grown through

praises, ancient, middle, and modern." 238
(R.V. vi. 44, 13) Yah

233 This subject is more fully treated in the third volume of this work, pp. 217, ff.

236 The comment of Yaska on this passage (Nirukta vii. 16) is as follows : A'gnir

yah purvair rishibhir Ilitavyo vanditavyah asmabhis navataraih sa devan iha avahatv

iti
|

" Let Agni, who is to be Avorshipped, reverenced, by the former rishis, and by
us the more modern ones, bring the gods hither." Sayana annotates thus on the

passage: Ayam Agnih
"
purvebhih" puratatfair Bhrigv-angirah-prabhritibhir

"tdyah" stutyo "nutanair uta" idariintanair asmabhir api stutyah \
"This

Agni, who is to be worshipped, i.e. celebrated, by tht? former, i.e. the ancient rishis,

Bhrigu, Angiras, and the rest, and by the recent, i.e. the present [rishis], ourselves

also," etc.

237 Navyam
" nutanam " brahma "

\tat sukta-rupam stotraih " no
"

asmad-

artham " atakshad" akarot
\ Sayana. "Fabricated, i.e. made for us this new

brahma, i.e. praise in the form of this sukta." The same verb taksh is also applied

to the composition of hymns in R.V. i. 109, 1 ;
ii. 19, 8

;
and vi. 32, 1.

23* Puratanaih
\ madhye bhavaih

\

asmubhih kriyamanair adhunatanaih stotraih
\

" Praises ancient, intermediate, and formed by us at present." This verse is referred

to by Muller, p. 482.
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purvydbhir uta nutandbhir girlhir vavridhe grinatdm rishindm
\

" He

[India] who has grown by the ancient and modern hymns of the rishis

who praised him." (R.V. vii. 22, 9) Ye cha purve rishayo ye cha

nutndh Indra brahmdni janayanta vvprdh \

"
Indra, the wise rishis,

both ancient 'and modern, have generated prayers." (E..V. x. 23, 6)

Stomam te Indra Vimaddh ajljanan apurvyam purutamam suddnave
\

"'The Vfmadas have generated,
239

Indra, for thee, the beneficent, a

copious hymn, before unheard." "

t
In the Vajasaneyi-sanhita of the Yajurveja* (xviii. 52), we meet

with the following text : Imau tu pakshdv ajarau patatrinau ydbhydm

rakshdmsi apahamsi Agne \ tdbhydm patema, sukritdm u lokam yatra
'

rishayo jagmuh prathamajdh purdnuh \

"But these undecaying feathered

pinions, with which, Agni, thou slayest the Eakshases, with them

let us ascend to the world of the righteous, whither the earliest-born

ancient rishis have gone."
240 The writer of this verse was himself a

rishi, and it is clear, according to his statement, that long before his

time other rishis had gone to the regions of the blessed.

And in the Rigveda we find reference made in numerous hymns
to earlier rishis (who themselves are yet declared by later writers to

have been authors of hymns included in the same Yeda) having been

delivered by the gods in ancient times. Thus Atri, the author of

several Vedic hymns (37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 85, and 86, of the 5th man-

dala), Eanva, the authoV of hymns 37-43 of* the 1st mandala, and

Vasishtha, the author of the greater part of the 7th mandala, are

spoken of in several other hymns, e.g. in mandala i. 112, 7, 9, 16;

i. 117, 3, 8
;

i. 118, 7, as if they belonged to an earlier age.

The descendants of the most celebrated rishis would, no doubt,

form complete collections of the hymns which had been composed by
their respective ancestors. After being thus handed down, with little

alteration, in the families of the original'authors for several centuries,

during which many of them were continually applied to the purposes

239 The verb ajljanan, "generated," a,s applied to hymns, also occurs in R.V.

viii. 77. 4, and viii. 84, 5. See also Samaveda, ii. 108, 109, and 1059, with Benfey's
translation and note, p. 245.

240 On the last words the commentator on v. 58 annotates: "
Prathamajah

"

purvotpannah \ "puranah" pura'pi navah ajaramarah rishayo yatra lake jagmuh \

" The world whither the rishis, first-born, i.e. earliest-produced, ancient, i.e. in

former times, also, young, imperishable, and immortal, have gone."
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of religious worship, these hymns, which had been gathering an ac-

cumulated sanctity throughout all this period, were at length collected

in one great body of sacred literature, styled the Sanhita of the Rig-

veda a work which in the Puranas is assigned to Vedavyasa, and one

of his pupils.
241

As the process of hymn composition continued thus to go on for

many centuries, it was likely that the collection, when firfally com-

pleted, would contain 'many comparatively new' hymns, written just

before the canon was <jloseel. Even after this latter event took plac<j

we find that some hymns were composed which must have had some

pretensions to a sacred character, as, though not admitted into the

canon of the Kigveda,.they are found copied as Khilas or later addi-'

tions, at the end of some of the sections in the manuscripts of that

work
;
and some passages from them are, as Professor Miiller informs

me, inserted in the other three Vedas, and are enjoined by Asvalayana

to be employed on particular occasions, in the ceremonial of sacrifice.

"Whether or not these Khilas are the oldest extant compositions after

those included in the Yedic collections (and their style shows them not

to be all so), they must at least, from the position which they have

gained of the Vedic apocrypha, be regarded as a link connecting the

Yedic hymns with the later parts/of Indian literature.

The hymns in the Rik-sanhita which bear the most modern char*ac-

ter, and which from their age stand chronologically nearest to the

Khilas just alluded to, are (according to Professor Miiller, p. 484)

those in which reference is made to a complicated ceremonial, to a

great variety of priests with different functions and appellations, o*r in

which the liberality of royal patrons to the sacerdotal class is the

theme of celebration. One composition, of which the modern character

is acknowledged by most critics,
242

is the'so-called Purusha Sukta, the

90th hymn'of the 10th mandala (quoted in pp. 6-11 of the first volume

241 " I suppose that at different and unknown epochs, on the invitation of some

prince, learned and pious persons must have been charged to collect the hymns com-

posed for the use of the several sacerdotal' families, and to arrange them in a certain

order consistent with the maintenance of the texts. When we observe the spirit

which has directed these collectors, we can comprehend how there should be so many
repetitions both in the ideas and the words. The ancient bards had borrowed from

each other many thoughts which the compilers of different eras have scrupulously

reproduced." Langlois, French translation of Rigveda, vol. i., pref. p. xiii.

242 Prof. Haug is an exception. See the first volume of this work, p. 11.
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of this work), which Mr. Colebrooke M3 characterizes in the following

terms :

"That remarkable hymn is in language, metre, and style, very

different from the rest of the prayers with which it is associated. It

has a decidedly more modern tone
;
and must have been composed after

the Sanskrit language had been refined, and its grammar and rhythm

perfected. The internal evidence which it furnishes, serves to demon-

strate the important fact that the compilation' of the Yedas, in their

present arrangement, took place after tb?e Sanskrit tongue had ad-

vanced from the rustic a"nd irregular dialect in which the multitude

of hymns and prayers of the Yedas was composed, to the polished and

sonorous language in which the mythological poems, sacred and pro-

fane (puranas and cdvyas), have been written." (See also the remarks

made on this hymn by Prof. Muller, Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 571.) The.

last-named author thinks it is a mistake to regard any hymn as modern,

merely from the presence in it of philosophical ideas. But I must

refer to his own work, pp. 556, ff., for a statement of his views on this

point.

The sketch which I have now given of Sanskrit literature shows

that we can trace it back, by a series of almost continuous links up to

the period of its rise.
244 If the Vedlc hymns cannot be connected im-

mediately with the literature which follows next after them, they are

at least separated from it by no very distant interval
;
and they are

evidently the natural product of the same fertile Indian mind which

afterwards gave birth to the Brahmanas, the Upanishads, the Darsanas,

and the different epic and mythological poems.

In the Rigveda we possess, as has been already remarked, a collec-

tion of hymns which were composed during many successive genera-

tions, but its most ancient 'portions constitute the earliest of all the

extant remains of Indian^ authorship, and not only display to us the

Sanskrit language in the oldest phase in which we can ever see it

243 Misc. Ess., i. 309, note.
,

241 It may, perhaps, be thought that this subject has been treated at a length dis-

proportioned to the purpose which I have immediately in view, viz., to trace the

mutations of the Sanskrit language. But a full exhibition of the character and

antiquity of the Vedic hymns, and of the relation in which they stand to the other

parts of Indian literature, will be found to form a necessary basis for various other

discussions which will appear in the sequel of this work, and I have deemed the

present a convenient opportunity for its introduction.
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exhibited, but also afford us some of the most authentic materials

which we can ever obtain for our researches into the earliest history,

religious and political, of the Indian people, and into their pre'-histori-

cal relations with the other branches of the Indo-European family.

Fifth : If any further proof be wanted of the greater antiquity of

the Vedic hymns, as compared with the other books esteemed more or

less sacred by the Hindus, as, for instance, the epic poems and the

Puranas, it may be found in the great difference between the myths-

logical systems which are discoverable in these two classes of wo*rks

respectively. As I return to this subject in another volume of this

work (the fourth), I may content myself with a very summary notice

of it at present. The following extracts from Professor H. H. Wilson's

introduction to the first volume of his translation of the Kigveda,

pp. xxiv, xxvii, will give some idea of the difference to which I

allude :

" The next question is, who are the gods to whom the praises.and

prayers [in the Kigveda] are addressed? And here we find also

a striking difference between the mythology of the Kigveda and that

of the heroic poems and Puranas. The divinities worshipped are not

unknown to later systems, but ,they there perform very subordinate

parts, whilst those deities who are *the, great gods the Dii majorts of

the subsequent period, are eittter wholly unnamed in the Veda, or are

noticed in an inferior and different capacity. The names of S'IVA, of

MAHADEVA, of DTJEGA, of KALI, of KAMA, of KEISHSTA, never occur, as far

as we are yet aware; we have a KUDEA, who, in after times, is identified

with S'IVA, but who, even in the Puranas, is of very doubtful origin

and identification, whilst in the Yeda he is described as the father of

the winds, and is evidently a form of either AGNI or IKDEA; the

epithet KAPAEDDIN,
245 which is applied to him, appears, indeed, to have

some relation to a characteristic attribute of
{JVTVA,

the wearing of his

hair in a peculiar braid
;
but the term has probably in the Veda a

245
[This epithet occurs in the following; passage, verse i. of Sukta 114, Mandala

1st: Imah Rudraya tavase kapardine kshayadvlraya prabharamahe matih
\ yatlia

s'am asad dvipade chatmhpade visvam pushtam grame asminn anaturam
\

i.e.
" We

offer these praises to the strong Rudra, with the braided hair, the destroyer of heroes,

in order that health may be enjoyed by bipeds and quadrupeds, and that all beings

in this village may be well nourished, and exempt from disease." The same epithet

Jcapardin is also applied to Pushan in R.V. vi. 55, 2, and ix. 67, 1 1. See the fifth

volume of this work, pp. 177 and 462. J.M ]
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different signification one now forgotten, although it may have

suggested in aftertime the appearance of SivA in such a head-dress,

as identified with AGNI
;
for instance, KAPARDDLN may intimate his

head being surrounded by radiating flame, or the word may be an in-

terpolation ;
at any rate, no other epithet applicable to S'IYA occurs,

and there is not the slightest allusion to the form in which, for the last

ten centuries at least, he seems to have been almost exclusively wor-

shipped in India that of the Linga or Phallus
;
neither is there the

"slightest hint of another important feature ef later Hinduism, the

Trimurtti, or Tri-une combination of BRAHMA, VISHXTT, and S'IVA, as

typified by the mystical syllable Oin. although, according to high

authority on the religions of antiquity, the Trimurtti was the first

element in the faith of the Hindus, and the second was the Lingam.

Creuzer, 'Religions de 1'Antiquite,' book i. chap. i. p. 140."

Even so late as the time when the S'atapatha-brahmana was com-

posed, the names afterwards appropriated to Mahadeva were applied to

Agni, as appears from the following passage, i. 7, 3, 8, p. 70 : Agnir

vat devah
\ tasya etdni ndmani " S'arvah

"
iti yathd Pruchyuh achakshate

" JBhavah" iti yathd BahiJcuh " PaSunam patih
" " Rudrah " "

Agnir
"

iti
| tdny asya asuntdny eva itardni nqmdni

\

"
Agnir

"
ity eva sdntata-

man\ "Agni is a god. These ,sre
v
his names, viz.,

'

S'arva,' as the

eastern people call him; 'Bhava,' as the Bahikas
;
'Pasunam pati,'

'the lord of animals'; 'Budra;' and 'Agni.' These others are his

ill-omened names. Agni is his mildest appellation." (See Weber's

Indische Studien, i. 189, ii. 19-22, 37, 302
;
the S'atapatha-brahmana,

vi. 1, 3, 10-17, ix. 1, 1, 1, 2, quoted in pp. 283, ff. and 289, f., of the

fourth volume of this work; and Jour. Am. Or. Soc. iii. 319.
)
216

216 I add here some passages not adduced in my fourth volume. The Taittiriya

Sanhita, i. 5, 1, 1, has the following "akhyayika" (little story) : Devasurah sam-

yattah asan
\

te devah vijayam upayanto 'gnau vamam vasu sannyadadhata
" idam

u no bhavishyati yadi nojeshyanti
"

iti
[
tad Agnir nyakamayata \

tena apakramat \

tad devah vijitya avarunitsamanah anvayan \

tad asya sahasa aditsanta
\
so 'rodlt

\

yad arodlt tad Rttdrasya rudratvam
\

" The Gods and Asuras contended. The

Gods, on the eve of gaining a victory, deposited their desirable property with Agni,

in order that, as they said, they might retain it in case their enemies should van-

quish them. Agni coveted this property, and absconded with it. Then the gods,

having conquered their enemies, desired to recover their property, followed Agni,
and sought to take it from him by force. He wept. From the fact that ' he wept

'

(arodTt, from the root md], he derives his name and character of ' Rudra.'
" In the

same Sanhita, book v., p. 466 of India Office MS., we find the words : Eudro vai esha
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Again, in p. xxxiv. of his Introduction, Professor "Wilson says, in

regard to Vishnu; " There is no separate hymn to Vishnu, but he is

mentioned as Trivikrama, or he who took three steps or paces, which

Colebrooke thought might have formed the groundwork of the

Pauranik legend of the dwarf Avatar. It may have b3en suggestive

of the fiction ;
but no allusion to the notion of Avatars occurs in the

Veda, and there can be little doubt that the three steps here referred

to are the three periods'of the sun's course his rise, culmination, and

setting."
247 The passage hre alluded to by Professor Wilson is as

follows: Bigveda i. 22, 16-21 : (16) Ato devdh avantu no yato VuTinw

vichakrame
\ prithivydh sapta dhdmabhih UB

\ (17) Idam Vi&hrmr mcha-

Jcrame tredJid nidadhe padam \
samulham asya pdmsure \ (18) Trlni padd

vichakrame Vishnur gopdh addlhyah \

ato dharmdni dhdrayan \ (19)

Fishnoh Icarmdni pasyata yato vratdni paspase \ Indrasya yujyah sakhd
\

(20) Tad Vishnoh paramam padam sadd paiyanti surayah \

divlva chak-

shur dtatam
\ (21) Tad viprdso vipanyavo jdgrivdmsah samindhate

\

Vish-

nor yat paramam padam \

"
(16) May the gods preserve us from that (place) whence Vishnu

strode across the seven regions of the earth [or, according to the

Samaveda, over the surface of the earth]. (17) Vishnu traversed

this (universe) : in three places be planted
his foot, and [the world]

was enveloped in his dust. ("18) Vishnu, the preserver, the unm-

jurable, stepped three steps, upholding thereby fixed ordinances. (19)

Behold the deeds of Vishnu, through which this intimate friend of

Indra has perceived the established laws. (20) The wise ever con-

template that supreme station of Vishnu, placed like an eye in the

sky. (21) The wise, ever vigilant and offering praise, kindle that

which is the supreme station of Vishnu." (See "Wilson's translation,

pp. 53, 54
; Benfey's translation of the Samaveda, pp. 223 and 287

;

his Glossary,- p. 191, under the word sapta, and his translation of the

yad Agnih \

" This Agni is Eudra." And in v. 5, 7, 3 : Eudro vai esha ijad Agnih \

sa yatha vyaghrah kruddhas tishthaty eva vai esha\ tarhi sachitam etair upati-

shthate namaskarair eva tarn samayati \

" This Agni is Rudra. He stands enraged
like a tiger. Then he approaches him when kindled, and quiets him with these

prostrations."
24T " It is expressly so stated by Durgacharya, in his commentary on the Nirukta.

See Burnouf, Introduction to the third volume of the Bhagavata Purana, p. xxii."

248 Instead of sapta dhamabhis, the Samaveda, ii. 1024, reads adhi sanavi, "over

the surface."
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R.Y. in Orient und Occident, p. 30 : see, also, the fourth volume of

this work, pp. 54, ff.)
219

The remarks of Yaska on this passage have been already quoted

above (p. 176). The following is the note of the commentator,

Durgacharya, on Yaska's explanation of the above passage of the

Rjgveda (see above, note 247, p. 203) : Vishnur ddityah \
katJiam iti

\

yatahdha "tredha nidadhe padam" nidhatte padam nidhdnam padaih\^~\ \

Kva tatra tdvat
\

"
prithivydm antarikshe dwi" iti S'dTcapunih\ pdr-

*ihi'V~o 'gnir bhiltvd "
jyrithivydm" yat kibchid* asti tad vilcramate tad

adhitishthati
" antarikshe

"
vaidyutdtmand

" divi" surydtmand\ yad

^uktam "tarn u alcrinvan tredhd Ihuve ham" (E..Y. x. 88, 10) j

" Samdrohane udayagirdv udyan padam ekam nidhatte vishnupade ma-

dhyandine antarikshe gayasirasy astangirdv
"

ity Aurnavdlhah dchdryo

manyate \

11 Vishnu is the Sun. How? Because he says, 'thrice he planted

his foot.' "Where did he do so ?
' On the earth, in the firmament,

and in the heaven,' says S'akapuni. Becoming terrestrial fire, he

paces or resides a little upon the earth, in the shape of lightning in the

firmament, and in the form of the sun in heaven. As it is said,
'

they

made him to exist in a threefold form,! (R.Y. x. 88, 10). Aurnavabha

Acharya thinks the meaning is, ,' Hfe plants one step on the ' Samaro-

hana' (point of ascension), when rising over the eastern mountain,

(another) at noon on the Yishnupada, the meridian sky, (a third) on

Gayasiras, when setting beneath the western hill.'
"

Any one who has the slightest acquaintance with the later Hindu

mythology will perceive at once how different these Yedic repre-

sentations are from the Puranic accounts of S'iva and Yishnu.250

Such changes as these, in the conception of the gods, must have been

the work of time. Here, 'therefore, we have another proof of the

antiquity of the Yedic hymns as compared with the othe'r portions of

Indian literature.

249 Under the word dharman, Bohtlin&k and Roth quote Viilakhilya iv. 3, where

it is said, Yasmai Vishnus trini pada vichakrame upa mitrasya dharmabhih\
" For whom (for Indra) Vishnu strode three paces in the quality of a friend, or

according to the custom of a friend." The explanation of the last words of the line

are from B. and E.

230 The modifications which have taken place in the conceptions of these two deities

are fully exhibited in the fourth volume of this work, to which I refer for further

particulars.
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Sixth : Another proof of the greater antiquity of the Vedic hymns
as compared with the later S'astras may be found in the fact that the

former represent to us a considerable difference in the religious in-

stitutions of the Indian people at the time when they were composed

as compared with the usages of later periods. For information on

this subject I may refer to the first volume of this work, passim. ,

Seventh : How different the Sanskrit of the Vedic age was in many
of its forms from those.which the later Sanskrit assumed, and still re-

tains, may be seen from tile subjoined specimens taken from the Eigvefia :

*

Eigveda, i. 2, 1, with modern Sanskrit interpretation underneath :

VEDIC ( Vdyav dydhi darsata iihe somdh aran-
"] Come, Vfiyu, these

'

I EXT.
I kritdh\ tesham pdhi srudhi havam

\

\ somas are prepared.
251

MOD (
Vayav dydhi darsanlya ime somdh alan- I

Drink of tnem
5

iear

7 ., .71,7- !/ 7 our invocation."
bANs.

(
kritah

\

tesham pioa srinu havam
\

J

Here it will be observed that four Vedic words, darsata, arankriidh,

pdhi, srudhi, differ from the modern Sanskrit forms.

Eigveda, i. 3, 7 :

VEDIC ( Omdsas charshanldhrito visve devdsah
"|

TEXT.
I agata \

ddsvdmso dasushah tutam
\

" Visve devas, preservers of

/ Omdh [rakshakdh] charshanidhrito >> men, bestowers [of reward],

MOD. come to the libation of him
\

visvedevdh dgachchhata \
ddtdro da- ,

SANS. I who gives you [oblations].
\ tuh sutam

\

Here the Vedic forms omdsah, devdsah, and dgata, stand, for omdh,

devtih, and dgachchhata.

Eigveda, vii. 33, 5 :

VEDIC ( Vasishtltasya stuvatah Indro asrod iirum ~]

" Indra heard Vasishtha

TEXT. \
tritsubhyo akrinod u lokam

\

when he ^ered praise, and

-T . .. > opened up a wide space to

MOD. irasishthasya stuvatah Indro asrinod
t^e fnksus "

(Seevol i

SANS. I urum tritsubhyo akarod u lokam
\ J p. 320.)

Here we have the Vedic forms asrot and akrinot, for the modern

asrinot and akarot.

251 Prof. Aufrecht suggests that the word alankrita has not the sense of "
pre-

pared
"

in later Sanskrit
; that the construction tesham piba would be improper

there
;
and that charshanidhrit would not be understood in modern times.
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This fact of the frequent diversity between the Vedic and ordinary

Sanskrit is recognized in every page of his work by the great gramma-
rian Parjini. I will quote one of the Sutras, in which he refers to some

instances of this, together with the illustrations given in the Yarttika

(vii. 2, 64) '.Sabhutha dtatantha jagribhma vavartha iti nigame \ \

itg
etdnivede nipdtyante \ bhu\

" hotd prathamo babhutha"
\

"babhu-

vitha" itiloke
\
tanu

\ "yena antariksham uru dtatantha"
\

" dtenitha''

itiloke
| graha \ "jagribhma te dahhinam Inclra hastam"

\ "jagrihi-

wa* iti loke
\

vrin
\
"vavartha tvamhijyopishd^ \

" vavaritha" iti loke\

" The exceptional forms babhutha, dtatantha, jagribhma and vavartha

are employed in the Yeda instead of the ordinary forms, babhuvitha,

dtenitha, jagrihima, and vavaritha ; as in the texts,
' thou wast the

first priest,' 'whereby thou didst stretch out the wide firmament,' 'we

have seized, Indra, thy right hand/ 'thou didst envelope with

light.'
"

In, Sutra vi. 4, 102, other instances are alluded to of grammatical

forms which are peculiar to the Yeda, viz., the imperatives srudhi for

srinu, 'hear'; Jcridhi for kuru, 'do'
;
vridhi for vrinu,

' cover '\purdhi

for prinlhi, 'fill.'

In the Yivarana of Nagesa Bhatta <?n the Mahabhashya, the follow-

ing reference is made to certain fprms which are employed in the Yeda

only : Evam cha veda-mdtrdntargata-" karnebhir-devdso-gribhndmi"-ity-

ddy - atirikta -
paratd laukika-sabdasya tais tad-vyavahdrddarsandt \

" The term 'secular' (laulcika) refers to words different from such as

Itarnebhih (for karnaih\ devdsah (for devdh], and gribhndmi (for

grihndmi), which are to be found in the Yeda alone, for we never

see them employed by secular people."

Neuter plurals in I and d are also of frequent occurrence in the

Yedic hymns, as trl and purnd for trlni and purndni. So too the

final i in nouns ending in n, is often left out in the locative, as in

ajman, adhvan, karman, charman, janman, dhanvan, Sarman, vyoman,

for ajmani, adhvani, etc. So also d is substituted for au in the nom.

and accus. dual, as in yd surathd for yau surathau, etc.

In nouns in i the instrumental singular is often formed by f
,
instead of

yd, as saktl for saktyd, and the locative by a instead of au, as ndbhd for

ndbhau. Nouns in u frequently form the instrumental case in vd

instead of und, as kratvd, madhvd, sarvd, for kratund, etc.
;
the dative
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in ve, instead of ave, as kratve, sisve, for Tcratave, etc.
;
the genitive

in vah for oh or unah, as pasvah for pasoh, madhvah and vasvah for

madhunah, etc.; and the locative in avi instead of au, as anavi,.tra8ada-

syavi, dasyavi, druhyavi, sdnavi, for anau, etc. "Words in I make in

the nominative singular Ih instead of z, as adurmangallh, krishmh,

gdndharvih, kalytinih, for adurmangall, etc. In adjectives the form

yas is frequently substituted for lyas, as in ahanyas, navyas;' rabhyas,

vasyas, saliyas, for ahamyas, etc. The second personal pronoun some-
"

9 *

times takes in the insfr. sing, the form tvd instead of tvayd, aryi in

the loc. tve for tvayi. According to Yaska (Nir. vi. 7), the plural form

asme of the first personal pronoun can be used in all the seven cases.

The dem. pronoun idam makes in the instr. sing. m. and n. end, f. ayd,'

for anena and anayd, and along with him we find also kad. The two

words, nakt's, "never," "no one," and mdkis, "let not," and "le"t no

one," are peculiar to the hymns, as are also the adverbs Ituha,

"where?" kathd, "how?" "whence?" and the preposition sadha

for saha, "with," in the words sadhastha, sadhamd, sadhamdda, and

tadha&tuti. The form tman for dtman, "self," is found almost ex-

clusively in the hymns. Na in the hymns has frequently the sense

of "as," as well as of "not" (see Nir. i. 4, quoted above, p. 151).

To the conjugational forms specified above as found in the Vedic

hymns, but not in later Sanskrit, may be added the following, viz.,

smasi, imasi, grinlmasi, lharamasi, vaddmasf, usmasi, ndsaydmasi, etc.,

for smah or smas, etc. The pas^ participle in tvd takes also the forms

tvl, and tvdya, as in hatvl, pltvl; Jcritvl, Icritvd'ya; gatvi, gatvdya; drish-

tvdya, etc. In the infinitive, besides the form in turn, we frequently

meet with the forms tave, tavai, toh (or tos), and adhyai, as etave,

etavai, etoh; kartave, bartavai, kartoh; gantave, gantavai, gamadhyai ;

dhdtave and dhiyadhyai; lhartave, apabJmrtavai, bharadhyai (R.V. vi.

66, 3); harttavai, jlvitavai, prinadhyai, paritamsayadhyai; and an in-

finitive form dyai, "to come," is found in R.V. ii. 18, 3. So also

jlvase
253 and chakshase are used in the sense of the infinitive, as are also

Arise and vishkalhe (R.V. viii. 89, 12), and vidmane (R.V. i. 164, 6).

252 As we have seen above, p. 91, kuhim and kuhafh are employed in Pali, and

kahim in the Gatha dialect, and in Prakrit, for " where ?
"

253 This word is also used in the same way in the Mahiibharata, i. 732, as quoted
in B. and R's. Lexicon, s.v.
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So too the hymns have some moods called by grammarians let, which,

according to Prof. "Wilson (Grammar, 2nd ed., p. 463), have all the signi-

fications, of the potential and imperative, as well as of the conditional

and impersonal. Such are the forms, patdti, "may it fall," avahasi,
"
mayest thou bring,

"
jlvdti, vardhdn, yajdti, pacJidti, vanati, bravdma;

asat, "it must be," bhuvat, sunavat, dr.isat, srinavat, sravat, ninddt,

ninitsdt,
'

\jajdtai, prinaithe. In some verbs, the syllable na is added

to the second person plural imperative, as pipartana, vivalctana, tiretana,

$idightana, etc. The pass. fut. participle v^tavyfl, appears in some verbs

in the form tva, as in kartva,jantva, and sotva (R.V. x. 160, 2).

The following are some of the variations exhibited in the conjugation

'of different verbs of common occurrence
;
av makes aviddhi instead of

ava in the imperative; lcri, "to make," takes in the present Jcarski,

kardsi, and Icrinoshi, for Icaroshi; akar, aJcarah, and akrinoh for aJcaroh;

dkran and akrinvan for akurvan ; akrinuta and akrinotana for akuruta ;

kridhi, kara, krinu and krinuhi for kuru, etc.; gam, "to go," takes the

forms gamati, ganti, jaganti, in place ofgaohhati; gameyam, andjagam-

yum, for gachcheyam; dgamyat for agachhet; agatha for dgachhatha; agan

and gan for agachhat; aganma for agachhama; agman and gman for

agaclihan ; tigahi and dgantu for agacliha and agachhatu ; ganta and gan-

tana for gachhata. In the reduplicated perfect the root tyaj becomes

tilydja, instead of tatyuja ;
in the aorist tan makes atdn for atdnlt.

Dris makes adrdk for adrd'itshlt, and has driseyam where later Sanskrit

has pasyeyam ; adrisran for
apasyar^ ; dadrisre for dadn'sire, etc.

The root tar frequently becomes tlr when prepositions are prefixed, as

in d-tirat, pratira, vitiranti. Duh makes aduhra, instead of aduhata,

"they milked." Dhd, "to hold," makes dhita, instead of Jiita (though

an instance of the same archaic form in the Harivamsa 7799 is cited

by B. and E,., as is also dhitvd in the S'atap. Br.). Dah,
"

to burn,"

makes in the aorist adhdk and dhdk, instead of adhdkshlt: Da. "to
r

give," makes ddti and ddtu for daddti and daddtu, and daddhi for dehi.

The root Ihu has in the imperative bhutu for bhavatu; and bhri, to

"nourish," or "carry," makes in the reduplicated perfect jabhdra,

instead of babhdra. Much,
" to free," makes mumugdhi and mumoktu,

instead of muncha and munchatu. Yam, "to hold," "to give,"

makes yamati, yamsi, yandhi, yanta, for yachhati, yachhasi, yachha,

yachhata. Frit takes the forms avart + d 5= dvart, etc., instead
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of dvarttata (R.V. vii. 59, 4), dvavarttati for the intensive (R.V.

viii. 77, 4). Vid makes vidre (R.V. vii. 56, 2) for viduh (?),

and vividdhi for viddhi (?). S'ru, "to hear," makes in, the im-

perative (besides srudhi, the form given above) srinuhi, srinudhi, for

srinu; and srinota and srota (R.V. v. 87, 8) forsrinuta. Spardh, "to

vie," makes paspridhre for paspridhire. Su,
" to invoke," makes

juhure for juhvire. In R.V. x. 125, 4, a form sraddhivam ""deserving

belief," is found, which appears to be peculiar to the R.V, (In the

Atharvaveda iv. 30, 4> sraddheyam is substituted for it.) In ftvture,

participles the R.V. frequently substitutes enya for ariiya, as in Idenya,

Tclrtenya, drisenya, yudhenya, varenya, for Idaniya, etc. Other forms

peculiar to the Veda are gribfidyati (as well as gribhndti\ dabhdyati,'

mathdyati, mushdyati, stabhdyati, for grihndti, etc.
;
and so also are

such forms derived from the perfect tense, as jaJcshlydt from ghas,

papatydt, paplydt, mamanydt ; and the curtailed forms of the first

person of the imperative, as nirayd (R.V., iv. 18, 2), prachard (viii.

47, 6), and pralravd (x. 39, 5), for niraydni, etc.

Other Vedic peculiarities are (a] the manner in which adjectives are

employed, like the verbs with which they are connected, to govern

an accusative, as in the cases yarn yajnam paribhur asi, "the sacrifice

which thou encompassest
"

(R.V*, i. 1, 4): vllu chid drujatnubhih,
" who break down even what is firm"

(i. 6, 5) ;
id somam somapdtafnd \

"they are great drinkers of soma"
(i. 2\, 1}; ckakrir yo visvd

\

"who

made all things
"

(iii. 16, 4) ; babhrir vajram papih somam dadir gdh \

"who holds the thunderbolt, drinks- soma, and gives cows "
(vi. 23, 4);

dadih reknas tanve dadir vasu,
"
giving property, giving wealth to* the

poor" (viii. 46, 15
;

ii. 14, 1
;

vi. 72, 3) : (5) compounds formed with

present participles, as abharad-vasu, ridhad-ri, dhdrayat-kavi, Jcshayad-

vira, sravayat-salchd : and (c] the separation of prepositions from verbs,

which so frequently occurs, as in the cases upa tvd emasi\ "we

approach thee "
(i. 1,7); gamad vdjebhir a sa nah

\

"let him come to

us with riches"
(i. 5, 3) ;

a tvd msantu dsavah somdsah
\ "may the

quickly-flowing soma-juices enter thee" (i. 5, 7); a tvd vahantu, "let

them bring thee "
(i. 16, 3) ;

ni cha dhimahi,
" we put down

"
(i. 17, 6).

It must not, however, be supposed, from these differences in form

which we discover to exist between the Vedic and the later Sanskrit,

that the two languages are not essentially alike. A great portion of
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the substance, and much of the form of the language, was the same at

both periods : a part of the Yedic roots and nouns only have in later

times fallen into disuse
;
and the peculiar Vedic varieties of form are

merely the ancient modes of inflection which were in common currency

at the time \\hen the'hymns were composed, and which gradually

became obsolete in the course of ages.
254 Some of them, however,

continued1

for a long time in popular use, as we find in the case of the

form of the instr. pi. ebhis for ais, which we meet with unchanged in

the firathas of the Lalita-vistara (see the instances given above, in

p. 120), and somewhat modified in the Pali forms elhi and ehi.

A. further proof of the antiquity of the Yedic hymns is to be found

'in the fact, already alluded to, p. 169, f.,'that many words in use in the

Yeda afterwards became obsolete, as they do not occur in the later

Sanskrit literature. The meaning of these words is often extremely

difficult to ascertain, as no tradition of their signification seems to have

been preserved, and even the oldest interpreters, as Yaska, are obliged

to have recourse to etymology in order to arrive at their sense. (See

on this subject my article
" On the Interpretation of the Yeda," in the

Journal of the Eoyal As. Soc., vol. ii., new series, pp. 303, fi
7

.)

As the hymns of the Yeda were the compositions of the ancient

254 The following is Professor Whitney's account of the differences between the

Vedic and the modern Sanskrit :

" The language of the Vedas
r
is an older dialect, varying very considerably, both

in its grammatical and lexical character, from the classical Sanskrit. Its grammati-
cal peculiarities run through all departments : euphonic rules, word-formation and

composition, declension, conjugation, syntax [These peculiarities] are

partly such as characterize an older language, consisting in a greater originality of

forms, and the like, and partly such as characterize a language which is still in the

bloom and vigour of life, its freedom untrammelled by other rules than those of

common usage, and which has not, like the Sanskrit, passed into oblivion as a

native spoken dialect, become merely a conventional medium of communication

among the learned, being forced, as, it were, into a mould of regularity by long and

exhausting grammatical treatment. . . . The dissimilarity existing between the

two, in respect of the stock of words of which each is made up, is, to say the least,

not less marked. Not single words alone, but whole classes of derivations and roots,

with the families that are formed from them, which the Veda exhibits in frequent

and familiar use, are wholly wanting, or have left but faint traces, in the classical

dialect
;
and this to such an extent as seems to demand, if the two be actually related

to one another directly as mother and daughter, a longer interval between them than

we should be inclined to assume, from the character and degree of the grammatical,

and more especially the phonetic, differences." Journ. of the Amer. Orient. Soc. iii.

296, 297.
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Indian rishis or bards, who, as we have seen above (p. 197, f.), frequently

speak of having "made," "fashioned," or "generated"
255

them, they

could not possibly have been composed in any other language than that

which these rishis and their contemporaries were in the habit of using

for every-day conversation. *

There are, no doubt, in the hymns some apparent traces of an idea

that the authors were inspired;
256 as in the following texts*:' R.Y., i.

37, 4: devattam Irahfaa gdyata, \ "Sing the god-given prayer." In

R..Y. x. 71, 3, it is said of* the goddess Yach: Yajnena Vdchah padaf

vlyam ayan tarn anvavindann rishishu pravishfdm \

"
By sacrifice they

followed the track of Yach : they found her residing in the rishis."

In R.Y. x. 125, 5, again, Vach 257
is made to say : Yam Icdmaye tarn

tarn ugram krinomi tarn brahmanam tarn rishim tarn sumedhdm
\ "Every

man whom I love, I make him terrible; [I make] him a priest'; [I

make] him a rishi; [I make] him intelligent."
258

In a Yalakhilya (or apocryphal hymn), which, with others, is to be

found inserted between the 48th and 49th hymns of the 8th mandala

of the Eigveda, the following verse occurs, xi. 6 :

Indrd- Varund yad rishilhyo manishdm vdcho matim srutam adattam agre \

ydni sthdndny asrijanta dhlrdlt, yajnarh tanvdnds tapasd 'Ihyapasyam \

For the complete text of this verse* I was first indebted to Professor

Mu'ller, who supplied also the following version Of it: "Indra and

Yaruna, I have seen through devotion that which, after it was heard

255 See numerous passages to this effect adduced in the third volume of this work,

p. 232, S.

256 This subject is treated more at length in the third volume of this work, p. 245,ff.

In his illustrations of the Nirukta, p. 85, Roth observes in regard to the fifth hymn
of the fourth book of the R.V. :

" The author of the hymn, Vamadeva, him-

self professes to make known a mysterious and recondite wisdom, which had been

revealed to Ijim by Agni (verses 3 and 6)." The third verse is as follows: Sama
dvibarhah mahi tigmabhrishtih sahasraretah vrishobhas tuvishman

\
Padam na gor

apagulham vividvan Agnir mahyam predu vochad mariisham
\ \

"
Agni, the trans-

cently strong, the fierce-flaming, the prolific, the showerer of benefits, the powerful,

who knows the venerable hymn, mysterious as the track of a [missing] cow, hath

declared to me its knowledge."
257

See, however, note 27, p. 258, of the third volume of this work.
258 Yach thus appears partly, though not entirely, in the character of a Muse.

Compare what Homer says of Demodocus, Odyssey viii. 63, 64 :

Tbv iTfpi Movff' 4<j>i\r)fff, StSov S' a.ya.06v Tf Ka.K.6v Tf,

'o<t>6a\fj.<i>i> fj-tv &/j.ep<Tf, SiSov S' ijSft
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in the beginning, you gave to the poets wisdom, understanding of

speech ;
and I have seen the (sacred) places which the sages created in

performing the sacrifice." 259

Though, however, some traces of an idea that the rishis were in-

spired hy the gods, by Yach, or Indra and Agni, or Indra and Yaruna

(but not, in any of the passages which I have here quoted, by Brahma,

who in later times was regarded as the source of inspiration : see above,

p. 195), may thus be detected in the Rjgveda, "there is no doubt, on

the <5ther hand, that these ancient bards p'ften or generally speak of

the hymns as the creation of their own minds
;
and there is no reason

to suppose that they were anything else. But as even an inspired

composition, to be generally intelligible, must \e delivered in the

language current among the people to whom it is first promulgated,

there is no pretence for supposing that the Sanskrit of the Yedas was

not the vernacular language of the age in which they were first recited.

At that early period there was no language current among the Aryas
but the Yedic Sanskrit. A learned language, different from the spoken

tongue, was a thing then unknown
;
and the refinements of grammar

had no existence. This accords with the purport of the following

curious passage of an ancient Brahmana,
260 referred to by Sayana in

the introduction to his commentaryoon the Rigveda, p. 35 : Vydkaranam

api prakriti-pratyayady-upade&na ptlda-svarupa-tad-avtha-nischaydya

upayujyate \

Tathd cha Aindra-vdyava-graha-lrdhmane samdmndyate \

"
Vug vai paradd avydkritd 'bhavqt |

te devdh Indram abruvann 'imam

no Vdchaih vydkuru' iti\ so 'bravld
' varaih vrinai

\ maJiyam clia eva

eshalFdyave cha saha grihytitai' iti
\

tasmdd Aindravdyavah saha pra-

grihyate
261

|
tarn Indro madhyato 'vakramya vydkarot \

tasmad iyam

vydkritd vug udyate" iti
\

"
Agnim lie purohitam" ityddi-vdk purvas-

min kale parachl samudrddi-dJivani-vad ekdtmikd sail avyalcritd prakritih

pratyayah padam vdkyain, ityddi-vilhdga-kdri-grantha-rahitd dslt
\

259 In the third volume of this work, p. 263, the verse is translated thus :
" Indra

and Varuna, I have seen through austere -fervour that which ye formerly gave to

the rishis, wisdom, understanding of speech, sacred lore, and all the places which

the sages created, when performing sacrifice."

260 This passage is found in the Taitt. S. vi. 4, 7, 3, fh the very same words,

with the addition after "
udyate" of the following : tasmat sakrid Indraya madhyato

grihyate dvir Vayave dvau hi sa varav avrinlta
\

261 pra " omitted in Taitt. S.
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taddnim devaih prdrthitah Indrah ekasminn eva pdtre Pdyok svasya

cha soma-rasasya grahana-rupena varena tushtas tdm akhanddm Vdcham

madhye vichhidya prakriti-pratyayddi-bhtigam sarvatra akarot
\

tasmdd

iyam vug iddnlm api Ptininyddi-maharshibhir vydkritd sarvaih pathyate

ity arthah
\

"
Grammar, also, by indicating the crude* forms and the

affixes, is useful for determining the character of words, and their signi-

fication. And accordingly it is thus related in the Aindra-Yayava-graha-

brahmana (a section, sc/ called, either of the Taittiriya Sanhita, or of some

Brahmana) :
'Yach (Speech) spoke confusedly, and without articulation.

The gods said to Indra, Make this Yach to become articulate to us.

Indra replied, Let me choose a boon
;
let the soma be given to me and

Yayu together. Hence the so*ma of Indra and Yayu is taken together.'

Indra then, dividing Speech in sunder in the middle, rendered her

articulate. Hence she is spoken articulately.' The sense of 'this

quotation, says Sayana, is this : Speech, such as in the verse Agnim

lie purohitam, etc. (the first verse of the Rigveda), was originally

confused, i.e. unvaried like the roar of the sea, etc., and undis-

tinguished, i.e. without articulation to denote crude forms, inflections,

words, and sentences, etc. Then Tndra, being solicited by the gods,

and gratified by the permission to take the soma-juice in the same

vessel with Yayu, divided in the middle Speech, which had pre-

viously been without division, .and introduced everywhere the Gis-

tinction of crude forms, inflections, etc.* Ifl consequence, this Speech,

being now distinguished in its parts by Panini and other great sages,

is pronounced by all men."

It may be asked, however, If the Yedic Sanskrit was once the spoken

language of India, how did it ever cease to be spoken? To this I reply

as follows :

By the time when the collections of the Yedic hymns were formed,

the Sanskrit, the vernacular speech of the rishis and their descendants,

had undergone a considerable alteration, which had gradually resulted,

as we have already seen (compare pp. Q6, 68, if.), both from the general

laws of change to which all language is subject (as exemplified in

various other ancient tongues), and also from the action of local causes,

such as the intercourse of the Aryas, or Sanskrit-speaking race, with

the Dasyus, or Mlechhas, who spoke a quite different tongue. In this

way, words which had formerly been commonly employed in Sanskrit
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became obsolete, or acquired new meanings, while other new words,

borrowed from the dialects of the Mlechhas, were introduced into

currency ;
and forms of inflection which were once current got gradu-

ally into disuse, and made way for other novel forms. Thus a twofold

alteration was- produced in the ancient Indian language (the Sanskrit

of the Yedas). First, the Pali and the Prakrit, or vernacular dialects,

were formed out of it in the manner which has already been described

(pp. 33, 68, f., 134, 146); and secondly, a learned language, based

UpoB the Sanskrit of the Vedas, but variously modified (see pp. 138, f.),

and polished, was gradually constructed by grammarians, which being

removed from the corrupting influences of popular use, has thence-

'forward continued unchanged (p. 162).
l

"When the process of change had been going on for many generations,

the Vedic hymns became exceedingly difficult to understand. The

obstacles to comprehension, arising from these intermediate changes of

language, were greatly augmented by the obscure and elliptical style

in which the hymns were originally composed, which rendered it hard

for the men of subsequent ages to understand the brief allusions to

ancient ideas, practices, and events with which they abound.

These considerations will sufficiently account for the difficulty which

was experienced in the comprehension of the Yedic hymns in later

age's, without there being the least necessity for our supposing that

they were composed in a' language at all different from that which

was ordinarily current in India, among the common people of the

Aryan race, at the time of their composition.
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, CHAPTER II.
i

. .

AFFINITIES OF THE INDIANS WITH THE PERSIANS, GREEKS,

AND ROMANS, AND DERIVATION OF ALL THESE NATIONS

FROM CENTRAL ASIA.

FROM the preceding review it is clear that the Sanskrit language has

been undergoing a continual change, from the very earliest times up

to which we can follow its course. But if this he the case, it would

be contrary to all analogy to suppose that that language had remained

unaltered in those yet earlier ages before the Vedas were composed.

It must, therefore, now become my object to inquire, whether we can

discover any means of following it back to its origin. "We are not,

it must be confessed, in a
position

to do this in any other way than

that of reasoning and inference
;
for

1

,
in the absence of any Sanskrit

writings anterior to the Vedas, we possess no direct means of tracing

the history of the Sanskrit language and its mutations any further

back than the date of the composition of those hymns. There is,

however, another way in which we can arrive at some conception of

that history. From facts which are established and evident, we must

reason to the unapparent causes which they presuppose, and out of

which they have arisen.
1

Learned ,men have remarked, that there is a great resemblance be-

tween the Sanskrit and other languages, some of which, like it, are

now no longer spoken, but were formerly the current and popular

speech of ancient nations, and are "preserved in written records which

1
'fls 'eyd) (Ttiju/3aA.\o|Ucu, Tolffi 'ffj.<j>aveffi TO jdj yivaxTKAfieva rfK/naip6/j.fvos,

" As I

conjecture, inferring things unknown from things that are manifest," says Herodotus,
ii. 33. Compare Euripides, fragment 5 of the Phoanix, Ta<pavfi reKp-^pioiffiv eucSrus

a\ia-iteTai, "A prohahle conclusion regarding things unapparent is reached by
proofs."
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have descended to us from a remote antiquity. These are 1st, the

Zend and other varieties of the ancient Persic; 2nd, the Greek; and

3rd, the Latin. 2 The Zend language is preserved in the Zend Avesta,

a collection of writings connected with the ancient religion of Persia.

The poems of' Homer, which form the oldest relic of the extensive

literfture of ancient Greece, are supposed to have been written about

2//00 years ago. And there are many Latin books which are 2,000

years old. From the great similarity which1 exists between these

Janguages and the Sanskrit, of which proofs^ and instances will be

presently adduced, learned men have inferred : 1st, That these forms

of speech have all one common origin, i.e., that Sanskrit, Zend, Greek,

'and Latin are ail, as it were, sisters,
3 *

the daughters (some perhaps

older and some younger, but still all daughters) of one mother who

died' in giving them birth, or, to speak without a figure, that they are

derivatives from, and the surviving representatives of, one older lan-

guage, which now no longer exists;
4 and 2ndly, That the races of

men who spoke these several languages are also all descended from one

stock, and that their ancestors at a very early period all lived together

in some country (situated out of Hindustan), speaking one language ;

but afterwards separated, to travel away from their primeval abodes,

at different times and in different ^directions ;
the forefathers of the

2 It is not necessary for my purpose to insist much on the affinities of the

Sanskrit to any other languages' hesides those I have named.
3 Facies non omnibus una, nee diversa tamen, qualem decet esse sororum.
* From a comparison of the various ,forms which words of identical signification

have assumed in the different derivative tongues, and of the laws which in each

case must have governed the mutations which they have undergone, it becomes

possible to ascertain, in many cases with certainty, or with high probability, the form

which the words had at first in the mother-language, the original Indo-European

speech. In the work of the late August Schleicher, entitled "
Compendium der

vergleichenden Grammatik der Inflogermanischen Sprachen" (i.e. "Compendium of

the Comparative Grammar of the Indo-Germanic Languages") 3rd ed., 1871, the letters

of the mother -language which Qontinue unaltered in the derivative tongues, and those

which have been replaced by others, are specified, and the original forms of inflection

and conjugation, as well as of numerous words, are stated. And in August Pick's
"
Vergleichendes Wb'rterbuch der Indogermanischen Sprachen," (i.e.

"
Comparative

Grammar of the Indo-Germanic Languages "), 2nd ed., 1870, the words of the original

language are given according to the author's conception of their form. These

writers, however, though generally, are not always, at one as to the original forms.

Thus Schleicher thinks the word for " five
" was kankan, whilst Fick makes it pankan.

The former takes svastars to have been at first the word for "
sister," whilst the

latter makes it svasar.
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Hindus southward or south-eastward to India
;
the ancestors of the

Persians to the south; and those of the Greeks and Eomans to the

west. 5 The languages of those branches of this great Indo-European

stock which remained longest together in their earliest home, viz., the

Persians and the Indians, continued to bear the closest resemblance to

each other; while the tongues of those offshoots which separated

earliest from the parent stock exhibit in later times the leaat amount

of resemblance, the divergencies of dialect becoming wider and wider

in proportion to the* length* of time which had elapsed since, tke
(

separation.
6

SECT. I. Introductory Remarks on Comparative Philology : affinities of

the Sanskrit and Persian with each other.

I shall proceed to establish these assertions as to the resemblance of

the Sanskrit to the Zend, Greek and Latin
;

after first premising a few

simple remarks on comparative philology in general. .

A comparison of the various languages which are spoken in different

countries of Europe and Asia, has brought to light the fact that they

belong to different families or classes
;
and that the different members

of the same family, while they exhibit a more or less close resemblance

to each other, have either no resemblance, or a very remote one, to

those belonging to any of the other families. It will be sufficient for

the purpose of illustration, if I refer to the two great families of speech,

universally recognized as distinct, the Semitic and the Indo-European.

5 For an account of the Greeks and Romans, I refer the Indian student to any of

the ordinary historical manuals.
6 "A comparison of the grammatical structure of the Sanskrit, especially in its oldest

form as represented in the Veda, with the Celtic, Greek, Latin, German, Letto- Slavon-

ian, and Persian, etc., teaches us that all these
languages

have a common basis, or in

other words that they are derived from one common original speech ; #nd the grada-

tion of sounds 'and forms points to the Sanskrit as the language which in general still

preserves the most original form, and has departed least from the original tongue,
This existence of one common original language necessarily leads us to conclude

that at the period when it was still a living and spoken tongue, the people also

which employed it formed one nation
;
and it results that the individual nations as

well as their languages were formed by a gradual separation from the Indo-European

people, and its language. And, moreover, the greater or less similarity of the

several languages among each other, and particularly in reference to the Sanskrit,

enables us to conclude whether the separation from the original stock took place

in each case at an earlier or a later period," "Weber, Indian Sketches, p. 7.

VOL. II. 15
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The languages which helong to the Semitic branch are the Arabic,

Hebrew, Syriac, etc. Now all who have studied these languages are

well aware that they closely resemble each other in respect of their

roots and general character; while they have scarcely any affinity at

all in any respect with the languages of the Indo-European stock, in

which are included Sanskrit, Zend, the later forms of pure Persian,

Greek, Latin, and the Teutonic and Sclavonic languages. Any person

who knows both Arabic and Sanskrit is perfectly aware that they have

little resemblance to each other either in .verbal roots, or nouns, and

none in the forms of conjugation and declension. 7

Now, here we discover the very remarkable fact that two languages,
< <

7 The question of the difference between the Semitic and Indo-European languages,
in point of structure, with their partial correspondence in respect of roots, is ably

treated by Renan,
"
Histpire des Langues Semitiques," 2nd ed. p. 434, ff. He

observes that the criterion of the distinctness of families in languages is to be found

in the impossibility of deriving one from another. Thus, he says, it is quite intel-

ligible how, notwithstanding their differences, all the Indo-European tongues may
be related to the same type, and have sprung from the same primitive idiom ; while

it is impossible to explain how, by any series of corruptions, the Zend or the Sanskrit

could have become Hebrew, or how the Hebrew could have become changed to

Sanskrit or Chinese (p. 434). It is generally recognized that there is a wide dis-

tinction between the grammatical system of the Semitic languages and that of the

Indo-European tongues, and that the one system could not be derived from the other

by any procedure known to comparative philology. If we except the principles

common to all, or to most, languages (which are nothing else than an expression of

the laws of the human mind) ,
(
there is scarcely any grammatical mechanism of im-

portance which is common to the two families (p. 444). But in the classification of

languages, grammatical are much more important than lexicographical considerations

[i.e. the inflections of a language are Of much more consequence than the words

of which it is composed]. Many languages could be quoted which have enriched or

renewed their vocabulary, but very few which have corrected their grammar. Gram-

mar is, therefore, the essential form of language, that which constitutes its indi-

viduality (pp. 447, 448). On the other hand, M. Renan admits that the Semitic and

Indo-European languages have a considerable number of roots which are common to

both, independently of such as fuey have borrowed from each other within the

historical period. But he doubts whether this circumstance is sufficient to prove
the primitive unity of the two families, and scarcely ventures to hope that a demon-

strative result will ever be attained on this point. The greater part of the roots

common to the two families owe their, similarity, he considers, to natural causes, as

they belong to the class of biliteral and monosyllabic onomatopoeias, which reappear
in the triliteral radicals actually existing, and in which original sensations appear
to have left their traces. Is it at all strange, he asks, that in order to express
outward action, the primitive man, still sympathizing so closely with nature, and

scarcely separated from her, should have sought to imitate her, and that the same

objects should have been universally imitated by the same sounds ? (pp. 449, 450.)

M. Renan illustrates these remarks by a number of instances, but admits that,
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both very perfect and polished in their forms and structure, and both

of which are spoken by learned men, of the Hindu and Mahomedan

religions respectively, living together, side by side, in the same cities

of India, are totally different from each other in almost every respect

in which one elaborate and complicated language can bt distinguished

from another language of the same character. And what is the ex-

planation of this, at first sight, so startling phenomenon ?
*
It is, of

course, that Arabic is (as its name implies) the language of the Arabs,

a Semitic tribe; and 'was introduced into India by the Mahomedan

invaders of that country, who, though not Arabians by descent, have

yet, as their designation imports, been converted to the faith of the

Arabian conqueror Mahomed, *and have learned the language in which'

their sacred volume, the Koran, is written : while Sanskrit, on the

other hand, is the language of the Brahmans, who are descended, more

or less purely, from a race which has no affinity (unless it be a pri-

mordial one) with the Semitic, viz., the Arian. It is not, therefore,

wonderful that the Sanskrit and Arabic languages, which, though they

meet in India, have been introduced into that country from quarters

so perfectly distinct, should be totally different from each other.

But the Musulmans of India are not only acquainted with the Arabic

tongue, but with the Persian also,,,which is the living dialect of Persia,

one of the countries which lie intermediate between Arabia and India.

The Persian language, which the Persians now speak, and which the

learned Musulmans of India write, is a composite form of speech, i.e.

one chiefly made up of a mixture of Arabic with the ancient Persic,

which was originally devoid of Arabic words. Now in that portion

of the modern Persian language which has not been borrowed from

Arabic, but inherited from the ancient Persic, we find many words

among the roots which appear to be common to the Semitic and the Indo-European

languages, tntfre are a certain number in which the ^reason of the onomatopoeia is

more difficult to seize (p. 452). He concludes that in the present state of philo-

logical science, a sound method of theorizing requires us to regard the Semitic and

Indo-European families of language as distinct (p. 457) ; while at the same time he

remarks that nothing which he has adduced invalidates the hypothesis of a primor-
dial affinity between the races by whom the Semitic and the Indo-European languages

respectively were spoken (p. 451). For details I must refer to his work itself.

Much has been written on the same subject by other scholars, which it is unnecessary
to specify. I refer only to Dr. Nb'ldeke's paper in Benfey's Orient, und Occident,
vol. ii., p. 375, ff.
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which are manifestly of the same origin as the Sanskrit nouns or verbs

of the same signification.

The following list of words may suffice to prove the assertion just

made, that the Persian language has, in its purely Persic element, an

affinity with Sanskrit, while Arabic has no such affinity :

TABLE No. IX.

Comparative Table of Sanskrit, Persian, arid Arabic Words.

pitar
matar
duhitar

jamatar

PERSIAN.
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I. VERBS AND PARTICIPLES.

SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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The resemblances between languages may be twofold. First, as

regards the roots of the words. For instance, in Sanskrit we have the

word ndman, "name," and we find the same word ndm in the same

sense both in Persian and Hindi. The second resemblance is in the

mode of inflection. Here we do not find any resemblance in regard to

the w,ay in which this word ndman is declined between the Sanskrit

and the Persian and Hindi languages. The Sanskrit has ttfree num-

bers, singular, dual, an'd pluraj, and seven cases (besides the vocative)

in each number, whereas thd Persian and Hindi have only two nam-.

hers, singular and plural, and the cases are formed in quite a different

way from those of the Sanskrit. To prove this it will be sufficient to

give the different cases of the singular number of this word in each of

the languages.

HINDI.

nam
namko
nam se, nam karke

namko
nam se

namka
nam men
nam

If now we compare the Latin .word for "name" with the Sanskrit,

we shall find not only that the root is.the same, but also that the mode

of inflection is very similar : thus,

SANSKRIT.
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Now, when we find that a multitude of roots coincide in any two

languages, of which the one does not derive them from the other, we

may be sure (even though the one may have no complex system of

inflections, while the other has), that those two languages have a

common origin, especially if we can show that the one which is defi-

cient in inflections has gradually lost them by a particular process of

alteration which can still be traced. But if any two languages re-

semble one another both in roots and inflections, the proof of their

, affinity is then greatly strengthened.

SECT. II. Detailed illustrations of the affinities of Sanskrit with the

Zend, Greek, and Latin languages.

I proceed now to furnish, first, some specimens of words which as

roots correspond to each other in Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, and Latin
;

and I shall afterwards exhibit the mutual resemblances of these four

languages in point of inflection also.

The following is a list of words (derived from the publications of

Bopp, Benfey, Aufrecht, Curtius, Fick, Justi, and others) which cor-

respond both in sound and sense in Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, and Latin.

In many of these words the resemblance is so close that no doubt

can be entertained of their affinity, that they are all the representatives

(more or less changed) of some one particular word in the original

language from which they have all been derived. In other cases

where the resemblance is not so apparent, the affinity can nevertheless

be satisfactorily proved by observation of the fact that one or more of

the letters of words having the same signification in the different

languages always or generally vary from one another in a uniform

manner in the different languages. It will be necessary to illustrate

this point in detail. l

I should first remark that the original forms of the cognate words in

question, as they existed in their assumed mother-language, cannot in

all cases be determined with certainty, but in most instances they can

be fixed with an approach to precision. Thus, from a comparison of

the Sanskrit ahi with the Greek ekhis, and the Latin anauis, we may

gather with probability that the original form was aahi, or anahi.

Similarly the Sanskrit duhitar and the Greek thuaater seem to come

from dughatar or dhuahatar
;
asva and equus from akva ; svan and kuon
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from kvan; jdnu and gonu from gdnu; jna, gignosko and nosco (cognosco]

from ynd, etc. Some of the consonants found in Sanskrit do not

appear to have existed in the original Indo-European tongue, such as

cha, chha, ja, jha, which are considered to have been developed out of

k and g. From a comparison of the different cognate words, it results

that certain consonants of the original language remain uniform in all

the derivative tongues, whilst others vary in one or more of the latter.

This is shown in the following table, abridged from that given in

Schleicher's Compendium der.vergl. Grammatik (3rd ed.}, p. 328. ,

INDO-
EUROPEAN.
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Sanskrit as in deka, decem = dasan
; ekaton, centum = satam

;

ku5n, canis = svan; derk = dars. According to Bopp, (Comp.

Gram., 2nd ed.) sec. 2Ia, the Sanskrit s is almost always the

corruption of an original k. Schleicher (p. 165) says it was

originally' a k, and ought perhaps properly to be pronounced as

the German ch, which is in sound not unlike the Persian and

Arabic khe ( ).

(c)
G in Greek and Latin is in Sanskrit frequently represented by j,

.as in ago, ago = ajami ;
in gignosko, nosco = janami ; gennao,

gigno = jajanmi ; agros, ager = ajra.'

(d )
Kh (p) in Greek is represented by gh, and h in Sanskrit, and by

h and g in Latin, as in elakhus = iaghus, ekhis = ahi and anguis,

kheima = hima and hiems.

(e) Th (d} in Greek is represented by dh in Sanskrit, and by f or d in

Latin, as in tithemi == dadhami
;
methu = madhu

;
thumos =

dhuma, fumus.

(/) Ph. (<) in Greek is represented in Sanskrit by bh, and in Latin by
f and b, as in phuo == bhavami and fui

; ophrus = bhru
; phero =

bharami and fero
; phratria = bhratar, frater.

( g ) G in Sanskrit is sometimes represented by b in Greek and Latin,

as in go = bus, bos.

Numerous other illustrations will be found in the tables which follow.

TABLE No. X.

I. NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES.

SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKKIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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SANSKRIT.
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I now proceed, secondly, to exhibit the resemblances which exist

between Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, and Latin, in respect of their modes of

declension and conjugation, as well as generally in the formation of

words from nominal and verbal roots.

I shall fir^t of all adduce as an instance of this similarity, the first

and second personal pronouns.

PERSONAL PRONOUN.S.

SINGULAR.
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The following are examples of the similarity as regards the declen-

sion of nouns between the four languages in question.

NOUNS MASCULINE, ending in a.

Vrika, "a wolf."
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NOUN MASCULINE, ending in ft.

SINGULAR.

Pitri, "father," and in the Zend column bhratri, "brother." 29

Sanskrit.
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NOM.
Ace.
INST.

DAT.
ABL.
GEN.
LOG.
Voc.

NOM.
Ace.
INST.

DAT.
ABL.
GEN.
Loc.
Voc.

NOM.
Ace.

INST.

DAT.
ABL.
GEN.
Loc.
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THE VERB to give.

Present Tense.
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Precative.

SING.

Sanskrit.

deyasam
deyas

deyat

Greek.

doien.

doles,

dole, etc.

There is also a resemblance in the Greek future doso, "I will give,"

and the future particle doson, to the Sanskrit dasyumi and ddsydn ;

and a perfect identity in the Latin gerund, datum, with the .Sanskrit

infinitive datum. The affinity between the Sanskrit form datri,
" a

fi

giver," or "one who will give,," (which makes daturas in the pluraj.)',

and the Latin future particle faturus, is also striking.

THE VERB to place.

SING.

DUAL

PLUR.

Present
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The following are additional examples of similarity of form in the

past tenses, combined in most cases with identity of sense.

Sanskrit, Greek. Latin. English.

avakshit . . vexit he carried,

akshiosi [I threw] . . scrips! I wrote,

apapta-n. epipton . . I fell,

apatam epeson . . I fell,

astham esten . . I stood.

The subjoined instances exhibit the similarity in the formation of

the
1

reduplicated perfect between the Sanskrit and the Greek.
C

C u

Root.
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PASSIVE AND MIDDLE PARTICIPLES.

Greek. Sanskrit.

PRESENT, diyamanas didomenos
|

FUTURE, dasyamanas dosomenos.

Sanskrit (neuter and masculine) bases in man correspond to the

Latin in men : thus we have sthdman = stamen ; stanman = stramen.

Nominal forms in tra, also, are common to Sanskrit, Greek, aryl Latin :

thus the Sanskrit aritram, netram, srotram, watram, gdtramj . valctram,

khanitram, vaditram, varutram} correspond in form to the Greek niptton,

plectron, leJctron, pheretfron, ^jtttron, arotron, and the Latin mulctrum,

spectrum, aratrum.

The nominal form in nas is common to Greek and Sanskrit : thus, ,

the hupnos (sleep) of the one answers to the svapnas of the other.

Passive past participles in to, are common to Sanskrit with the o'ther

languages : thus,

Sanskrit. Zend. Greek. Latin.

jnatas . . . gn5tos (g)notus.
'

ajnatas . . . agnotos ignotus.
dattas. dato dotos datus.

yuktas yukhto zeuktos junctus.
labdhas . . .. leptos . . .

Compare also bhagnas in Sanskrit, with stugnos, terpnos, in Greek.

Abstract or other substantives in to-, tat, tes, fas, are also found ia

them all : thus,

Sanskrit. Zend. Greek. Latin.

nava-ta ameretat neo-tes novi-tas.

sama-ta uparatat homo-tes facili-tas.

laghu-ta isharestat platu-tes levi-tas.

Forms in Us occur both in Sanskrit and Greek
;
but the latter has

mostly sis for the tis of the former : thus,

Sanskrit. Greek, .

ma-tis me-tis,

uk-tis pha-tis.

trip-tis terp-sis.

yuk-tis zeuk-sis (=zeuxis)..
p

Instances of adjectives similarly formed :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

malinas pedinos marlnus.
kullnas skoteinos fennus.

divyas hallos egregius.

pitryas patrios patrius.

yas'asyas thaumasios censorius.
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Forms in las and ras :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

cbapalas eikelos tremulus.

taralas trapelos stridulus.

madhuras pboberos . . .

Bi^hhras psukhros gnarus.
bbldras lampros purus.

Feminine nouns are also similarly formed, as follows :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

indram theaina J matrona.

varunam lukaina
*

patrona.
c rudram despoina , ...

Abstract nouns are also formed in Greek, as in Sanskrit, by changing

the vowel of the root : thus, from the roots Ihid, krudh, and lubh, are

formed the nouns bheda, krodha, and lobha ; and so in Greek we have

troinos, phobos, trokJtos, nomos, loipos, from tremo, phebomai, trekho, nemo,

and leipo.

We have examples of nouns in Latin and Greek resembling Sanskrit

nouns in ya, such as these :

Sanskrit. Latin. Greek.

madhuryam mendacium tbeopropion.

naipunyam principium monomachion.

Simple radicals, or radicals slightly modified, are used in all three

languages at the end of compound ncuns and adjectives :

f Sanskrit. G>'ceb. Latin.

dharma-vid pSdo-trips artifex.

netra-mush pros-phux index,

brahma-dvisb. bou-plex princeps.

The use of eu and dus in Greek corresponds to that of su and dus in

Sanskrit : thus,
Sanskrit. Greek.

sukaras eupboros.
sulabbas eutrophos.
dustaras dustropos.

dussabas^ dusphoros.

The following are instances of the employment of a, an, i, or in

privative, in the three languages :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

ajnata agnq<"os ignotus.
an-isbtbas an-osios ineffabilis.

The subjoined adjectives are formed in a manner nearly alike in

Sanskrit and Latin from adverbs of time :

Sanskrit. Latin.

byastanas besternus.

Bvastanas crastinus.

Sanskrit. Latin.

sayantanaa vespertinus.
sanatanas sempiternus.
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The use of various sorts of compound words is common to Sanskrit

with Greek and Latin. Thus we have,
Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

triratram trinuction trinoctium

svapnakaras hupnophoros somnifer

sadabhramas aeiplanos . . .

arindamas ippodamos . . .

devadattas theodotos . . .

mahamatis megalometis magnanimua
bhuridhanas polukbrusos . .

bahumurttis polumorpbos ,
multiformis

chatushpad tetrapous quadrupea
sarupas summtJrphos

'

t
conformis

Forms in ana, nouns and adjectives :

Sanskrit. Greek.

darpanam drepanon.
vahanam organon.
s'obhanas hikanos.

Forms in oka or ilia :

English.

a period of three nights,

bringing sleep,

always pandering,
foe-, steed-subduing,

god-given

high-souled. ,
*

very rich,

multiform,

four-footed,

of the same form.

Sanskrit.

nayakas
dharmikas

Greek.

polemikos
rhetorikos

Latin.

medicus.

bellicus.

Forms in ant :

Sanskrit.

dhanavan
dhanavantam

Greek.

doloeis.

doloenta.

Sanskrit nouns ending in as, corresponding to Greek and Latin

nouns of the third declension :

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

ayas pseudos foedus.

yas'as medos scelus

apas kedos opus.

In Greek and Latin the comparative and superlative degrees are

formed very much as in Sanskrit. The Greek has, however, two

forms like Sanskrit
;
the Latin only one.

Sanskrit. Zend. Greek.

bhadra husko kleinos

bhadra-tara husko-tara kleino-teros

bhadra-tama s'pentote'ma kleino-tatos

svadus . . . hedus

svadlyan . . . hedlon
svadishthas . . . hedistos

In Greek and Latin, as in Sanskfit, verbs are compounded with

prepositions.
Sanskrit. Greek. Latin.

apa-gachhati ap-erkhetai abs-cedo.

san-gachhati sun-erkhetai con-venit.

upa-dadhati hupo-tithesi sup-ponit.

pari-bhramyati peri-erkhetai circu-it.

pra-sarpati pro-bainei pro-cedit.

Latin.

longus

long-ior

longis-simus

suav^s
suavior

suavissimus
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In Latin, as in Sanskrit, verbs are compounded with nouns or

adjectives.
Sanskrit. Latin.

,pariklrikaroti significat.
krishmkaroti magnificat.

In Greek aiid Latin adjectives agree in gender and number with

the noun, just as in Sanskrit : thus,
1 'Sanskrit. Greek. Latin. English.

NOM. SIN.' svadiis svapn&s hedus hupnos suavr, somnus sweet sleep.
AGO. SIN. svadiim svapnam hedum hupnoix suavem somnum sweet sleep.

<NoM. PLU. svadavas svapnas hedues hupnoi suaves somni sweet sleeps.
NOM. SIN. navo data neos doter > novus dator new giver.
Ace. SIN. navam dataram neon dotera novum datorem new giver.

We must, therefore, conclude from the illustrations which have

been given above, of the resemblances existing both in roots and in-

flections, between the Sanskrit, the Zend, the Greek, and the Latin

(viewed in contrast with the almost total want of similarity between

the Sanskrit and other tongues, e.g. the Arabic), that there is a close

affinity between the various members of the former group of languages ;

and that in fact they are all descended from one common stock.

It may, however, be objected that the affinity which I have been

seeking to establish between tbe Sanskrit, the Greek, and the Latin, is

disproved by the fact that (while a portion of the words in these

languages are identical with or akin to each other) the great majority

of'their words are diiferent. If these languages had in reality had a

common origin, their vocabularies must, it may be urged, have been

entirely or nearly homogeneous, i.e. must, with few exceptions, have

consisted of the same identical words, just as is the case with the

Bengali, the Hindi, and the Mahratti, which are confessedly kindred

dialects. To this I reply, First, that even such a small proportion of

common words, combined with great similarity in point of structure

and inflection, is sufficient to demonstrate the common derivation of any

two languages from one priginal stem, provided it can be shown (as it

assuredly can in the case under consideration) that neither the words nor

the inflections have been borrowed by the one language from the other.

For how could tbe common possession by these two supposed languages of

even a comparatively small stock of words be otherwise accounted for ?

This community of words could not be accidental
;
for had there been

anything of accident in the case, we should, beyond a doubt, have

discovered the same casual resemblances between other languages
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between Sanskrit and Arabic for instance, or between Greek and

Arabic as we discover between Sanskrit and Greek
;
whereas in point

of fact we discover scarcely any such resemblances. The difference

between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, in regard to the large majority of

the words of which their vocabularies are composed, admits of an easy

explanation. The speech of different branches of every great race of

men has (as I have already in part shown in p. 32, f.) an inevitable

tendency, arising froni! a great; variety of causes, to diverge inore and

more from the original type. This tendency is visible even in Tjidia

itself, among men of the dame branch of the Arian family. The

vocabulary of the Yedas is, to some extent, different from that of the

later Sanskrit writings. Many words which are common in the former'

have been entirely disused in later times, while new words, unknown

in the Vedas, have been introduced. If the Nighantus be compared

with the Amara-kosha (which may be supposed to contain the words

in most general use in later Sanskrit), many nouns will be found in

the former which are wanting in the latter, as well as in all other more

recent vocabularies. I may instance such words as tuvi,
' much

;

'

napdt,
'

offspring ;

'

gma and jmd,
( earth

;

'

ketas,
'

knowledge ;

'

akenipa,
' wise

;

'

takman,
'

offspring ;

'

etc., which occur in the

Nighantus, but will be sought for in vain in the Amara-kosha. 30 In

fact, many of the words in the Nighantus owe their insertion in <that

vocabulary entirely to the fact that they had become obsolete in later

times. Again, any one who is familiar with the different modern

vernaculars of India must be aware' how much they differ from each

other, not only in their grammatical forms, but also, frequently, in,, the

words themselves which are employed by preference in each to denote

any particular objects. Now, as we have already seen (pp. 7, 42), all

these dialects must at one time have issued from one and the same

parent form of speech. But if such a divergence as this has actually

taken place in dialects spoken by the different branches of one people,

80 The following are additional words peculiar to the hymns of the Veda : Akshna-

yavan, atharyu, anarvis, ananuda, aptur, aprayu, ambhrina, alatrina, asaschat,

askridhoyu, asridh, asiisukshani, ivat, rijishin, evayavan, kanuka, kiyedhas, kunaru,

kundrinachl, jatubharman, jenya, nabhanya, nichumpuna, nishshidh, nishshidhvan,

opasa, paritakmya, blrita, mehana, renukakata, surudh, sakshani, salaluka, sundhyu,

sumajjani, smaddishti, svatra, etc. See my article
" On the Interpretation of the

Veda," in the Journal of the R.A.S., vol. ii., new series, pp. 325, ff.
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living in the same country, under nearly the same influences of soil

and climate, and professing the same religion ;
must not a much wider

divergence have of necessity arisen between the languages of tribes

separated for thousands of years, and living in regions far apart from

each other, under different physical conditions, and subject to the

modifying action of different social, political, and religious institutions?

Such divergences between the languages of any two or more nations

which have sprung from one common stock hate, as I have already

intimated, an inevitable tendency, at least in the earlier stages of

society, to become wider and more markect; so that two dialects de-

rived from the same original form of speech, though they at first

'differed but little from each other, will thus almost necessarily become

more and more dissimilar from each other the longer they have been

sepaiated from the parent root.

Peculiar circumstances, such as constant intercourse, and the posses-

sion of a common religion and a common literature, may, indeed, for a

period" of greater or less duration, avert such a gradual divergence in

language between two separate nations. This state of things is at

present actually exemplified in the case of England and America. But

these two nations have only become separated from each other for a

comparatively short period ;
and it would be difficult to predict how

long their identity of language may continue. So powerful, however,

are the causes which operate in this case to maintain an absolute com-

munity of speech, that (notwithstanding the adoption in America of

some new words, and a considerable number of phrases unknown in

England) the two nations will, in all likelihood, continue to employ

the same dialect for many ages to come. This result will, however,

more probably arise from the English language undergoing a parallel

alteration in both countries, than from its continuing entirely un-

changed in either.

But we must be careful not to underrate the extent of the funda-

mental affinity in roots and wordstbetween the Sanskrit, the Greek, the

Latin, and the other western languages of the same family. Even a

cursory examination of such works as Professor Benfey's "Greek-

Radical-Lexicon,"
31 Curtius's "Outlines of Greek Etymology,"

32 or

31 Griechisches "Wurzellexicon : 2 rols. Berlin, 1839 and 1842.
32

Grundzuge der Griechischen Etymologie, second edition, 1866.
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Pick's "Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Germanic Languages,
33

is

sufficient to show that these coincidences are more numerous than

might at first sight have been supposed, and that it is only an in-

sufficient study of the variations undergone by different words in the

several languages under review which prevents our perceiving that a

considerable, though probably undeterminable, proportion of their

vocabulary is essentially common to them all.

But, Secondly, there is a further circumstance by which the original

affinity between Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, and their ancient deriva-

tion from one parent stock, ai'e proved ;
which is this, that it is pre-

cisely those words and elements which are the most primitive, the most

fundamental, and the most essential parts of each language which they

have in common. I mean, First, those words which express the

natural relations of father, mother, etc., and kindred generally ;

Secondly, the pronouns ; Thirdly, the prepositions and particles ;

Fourthly, the words expressing number; and Fifthly, the forms of

inflection. Thus, the words which Sanskrit has in common with

Latin, Greek, and the other members of the Indo-European stock, are

those which would be in use in the earliest stages of society, when

men were simple and uniform in their habits and ideas, when they had

few wants, few arts, little knowledge, no sciences, no philosophy, and

no complicated institutions. But after the different tribes of the Indo-

European stock had departed in different directions from their primeval

abodes, and had settled in distant countries, they became in the course

of time more and more different from each other in their religions, in

their manners and customs, and in all their modes of life. The climates

under which they lived were different
;
some settling within the torrid

zone, while others migrated into temperate or even frigid latitudes.

The aspects of nature, too, were very dissimilar in these different

regions, some-of them being level and fertile, others mountainous and

unproductive ;
some situated on the shores of the ocean, and others at

a distance inland. The natural productions of these different tracts,

too, were various, as well as the animals by whom they were tenanted.

Some of these countries, for instance, produced rice and the sugar-cane,

and were frequented by the elephant, the camel, the lion, and the

33
Vergleichendes Wbrterbuch der Indogermanischen Sprachen, second edition,

1870.
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tiger ;
while in others these plants and animals were not indigenous.

In consequence of all these local influences, the temperaments and

habits of the men of different nations became exceedingly diversified.

In level and fertile countries, with hot climates, men became less active

and energetit, owing to the relaxing effects of the heat, and the

diminished necessity for labour
;
while the frames of those who settled

in colder11 countries were both braced by the greater severity of the

climate, and by the necessity of labour for extracting a subsistence

tfrooi the less genial soil. Men settled on, the shores of the sea

naturally became addicted to maritime1

pursuits, from which those

living inland were debarred. In this way different arts arose, different

sciences were cultivated, and different social and political institutions

were established. In some countries the active energies of the people

were fostered by the existence of free forms of government : in others

the feeling of independence, perhaps originally feeble, was altogether

crushed by despotism ; while, on the other hand, the thoughtful ten-

dencies which were native to the race found their full scope in

scientific pursuits, or in philosophical and religious contemplation.

With these great and manifold changes in all the conditions of life,

corresponding alterations in language, intended to express new objects

and new ideas, would be necessarily introduced, which became more

and more extensive and decided as centuries rolled on. 34 The different

stages of this process which I have been describing are more or less

distinctly exemplified in the different languages which have been

specified as connected by affinity with the Sanskrit. Of these lan-

guages the Zend (or language of the Zend Avesta) is that which had

been separated from the Sanskrit for the shortest space of time, and

subjected to the action of the smallest modifying influences, at the

period when it took the form in which the most ancient of the extant

Zoroastrian writings are composed ;
and accordingly, it has a far closer

resemblance to the Sanskrit than either the Greek or the Latin. This

has been made clear by the evidence which has been already adduced.

The Greek and Latin languages, on the other hand, had been separated

34 The divergences, apparent or real, between the Arian languages, are due " to

alterations, to losses occasioned by the lapse of time, and also to the incessant efforts

(so to speak) of the language to replace the lost forms, and to follow step by step

the gradual developments of the several nationalities." Pictet,
"
Origines Indo-

Europeennes, ou les Aryas Primitifs," p. 5. See Appendix, Note C.
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from the Sanskrit for a much longer interval of time, and affected by

novel influences of far greater potency, when they became embodied in

the oldest compositions which have descended to us; and they ac-

cordingly differ from the Sanskrit, in most respects, much more widely

than the Zend does. *

I conclude, therefore, from the foregoing considerations, that the

differences which exist between the Sanskrit, the Greek, and tne Latin

languages, as we find them in, their later stages, afford no reason for

doubting that they had, at an earlier period, a much more intimate,,

connexion, and were, in fact, originally identical.

Another objection may, however, perhaps be raised by some person

looking at the subject from an Indian point of view. It is quite true,

he may urge, that an affinity exists between the Sanskrit, the Zend,

the Greek, and the Latin
;
but this quite tallies with what our S'astras

record (Manu x. 43, 44
; Yishnu-purana, iv. 3, p. 375, quarto edition

of Wilson's translation, or vol. iii. pp. 294, f. of Dr. Hall's edition),
35

that the Tavanas (Greeks), Pahlavas (Persians), and Kambojas, were

originally Kshatriya tribes, who became degraded by their separation

from Brahmans and Brahmanical institutions
;
and it is also quite

clear from the proofs which you have adduced of affinity between these

languages and our sacred tongue, that the former are mere Prakrit or

Apabhramsa dialects derived from Sanskrit. Your hypothesis of these

languages, as well as the Sanskrit, being derived from some earlier

form of speech now no longer extant, is quite gratuitous ; for, what

the heretical Bauddhas falsely say of their Apabhramsa, which they

call Pali, is literally true of Sanskrit, the language of the gods, that

it is that primeval and eternal form of speech
36 from which all

others are derived.

To this I reply, that even if Zend, Greek, and Latin could be shown,

on the ground of their affinity with Sanskrit, to be derived from it, it

would still be quite impossible for the objector to prove on the same

ground that Sanskrit was the parent of all the languages which are

spoken by all the tribes which have inhabited India or the adjacent

countries. Arabic, as has been shown, is quite distinct from Sanskrit,

and has scarcely any perceivable affinity with it of any kind. And

35 See first volume of this work, second edition, pp. 481, ff, and 486-488.
36 See Makabbashya, as quoted above, p. 161, note 183.
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the same is the case with the languages current in the south of India,

the Tamil, the Telugu, the Canarese, and the Malayalim (the tongues

spoken by the inhabitants of Dravida, Telinga, Karnata, etc.). For

Manu himself (as we have already seen, p. 1 5 1
,
n. 1 64) makes a distinction

between the languages employed by the people of India
;
which shows

that forms of speech of a non-Arian, i.e. non-Sanskrit, character were

spoken by part of the population. So that the point which the ob-

jector is, perhaps, really seeking to establish', viz., that the Arian-

,Tnd4ans are the original progenitors of all the surrounding nations,
37 and

their language, Sanskrit, the parent of all' other languages, could never

be proved. It cannot be admitted, however, as I have already re-

marked, that Greek and Latin are derivatives from Sanskrit. There is

no proof of this theory, and all probability is against it. The whole

grammatical character of Greek and Latin is that of independent

languages ;
and any one who will compare their structure and com-

position with that of the Indian Prakrits, which every one allows to

be derived from Sanskrit, will at once perceive the difference of the

two cases.

First. The grammatical forms of the Prakrits (as we have already

seen, p. 69), have evidently resulted from a disintegration or simplifi-

cation of the older Sanskrit forms. Thus (as we have already seen by

th6 comparative tables, introduced above, pp. 76, if.), the Sanskrit

words mukta, gupta, sutra, mdrga, artha, freshtha, drishti, pushpa,

dalcshina, madhya, satya, tushnlm, laghu, sddhu, salhd, are in Prakrit

softened down into mutta, gutta, sutta, magga, attha, settha, ditthi,

puppJia, dakkhina, ddhina, majjha, sachcha, tunhlm, lahu, sdhu, and

saM. The further back we trace the Prakrit forms, the more nearly

do they resemble the Sanskrit, till the two are found to be almost

identical
;
while the more modern the grammatical forms are which

the Prakrits have taken, the more widely do they diverge from their

Sanskrit prototypes. The case is quite different with the Latin and

Greek. A few instances mayf no doubt, be discovered where the

modes in which the Latin or Greek forms vary from the Sanskrit cor-

37
Compare the Mahabharata i. 3533, -which says, Yados tu Yadavah jatas

Turvasor Yavanah smritah
\ Druhyoh sutas tu Vaibhojah Anos tu Mleehha-jatayah.

" The Yadavas sprang from Yadu. The Yavanas are said to be Turvasu's offspring ;

the Vaibhojas are descended from Druhyu, and the Mlechha tribes from Anu."

These four progenitors, and Puru, were sons of of the Kshatriya monarch Yayati.
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respond in some degree to those changes of softening or simplification
38

which the Sanskrit forms have undergone in Prakrit. Thus the

Greek dolikhos, "long," varies from the Sanskrit dlrgha somewhat in

the same manner as the Prakrit sirl and hirl vary from the Sanskrit

srl and An; and the Greek hupnos, "sleep," appears t simplify the

Sanskrit svapna by much the same process as that by which the Prakrit

reduces the Sanskrit sthana,
"
place," to thdna. But the few instances

of this sort which can*be adduced are quite insufficient to prove that

even in these cases the Greek or the Latin words are borrowed fvo'm,

the Sanskrit. 39
They may'with quite equal probability have been

derived from an earlier language from which the Sanskrit is also

drawn. There is no appearance of Greek and Latin words having
'

resulted from any modification of the Sanskrit : for, while many of

their forms have a close resemblance to the Sanskrit forms, they ard, at

the same time, for the most part equally original with those of that

language ;
and many of them are so different from the Sanskrit, and

38 There are very few of the Prakrit forms which are not simplifications of the

Sanskrit. Even in such a case as that of the word itthl, or isthiya,
" woman" (from

strT), the change is in one sense a simplification, as one or more consonants are thrown

out, and the vowel i is prefixed to facilitate pronunciation. But the great majority of

Sanskrit words eommencing with a double consonant are modified in Prakrit, not by

prefixing a vowel, but either by rejecting one of the members of the compound con-

sonant, or by interposing a vowel between them. Thus the Sanskrit stha becomes

in Prakrit tha, sthala becomes thala, sJcandha becomes kandha, spris becomes phams,
kshama becomes Jchama, snana becomes nhdna, sneha becomes saneha, mlana becomes

milana.
39 It may, however, be further objected 'that my argument is incomplete, as all

Prakrit or derivative dialects do not modify the original language in the same man-

ner. Thus French and Spanish, it may be said, do not corrupt the Latin in ihe

same way as Italian does. Now, as it has been stated above (p. 147) that the Indian

Prakrits corrupted Sanskrit very much in the same way as the Italian corrupted

Latin, so (the objector may urge) Zend, and Greek, and Latin, may have modified

Sanskrit in a somewhat different way, as French and Spanish modified Latin. To
this I reply that in the case of all these derivatives

r
of Latin, viz. Italian, French,

and Spanish, it can be shown (1.) that the people who spoke these languages were

either entirely or in part descended from the Romans ; or that, at least, they received

their language from the Romans who coi^fuered and colonized their respective

countries
;
but it cannot be shown either that the Greeks or Romans were descended

from the Indians, or in any way received their languages from Hindustan. (2.) In

the case of the French and Spanish languages, as well as in that of the Italian, the

exact process and the very steps can be pointed out by which they changed the

forms of the Latin words
;
but it cannot be historically shown, in regard to the

Greek or Latin, that their words are in any way corruptions of Sanskrit originals.
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so peculiar, that they could not be deduced from it according to any

laws of mutation recognized by philologists. The Greek and Latin

forms can, therefore, only be derived from another and anterior source,

from which the Sanskrit forms also, as well as they, have flowed. It

is, further, the opinion of distinguished comparative philologists, that

Latin and Greek have preserved some forms of inflection, which are

more afioient than those preserved in Sanskrit
;
and represent more

exactly the original forms of the supposed parent language. For

instance, the Latin has preserved the nominative of the present par-

ticiple ending in ens, such asferens (carrying), while Sanskrit has only

the form in at, bharat for example, which seems to have been origin-

ally bharans or bharant.* The same is the case with various roots,

nominal and verbal, in which the Sanskrit appears to have lost the

original form of the word, while it has been preserved in Greek or

Latin, or both. Thus the word for "a star," which seems to have been

originally star, a form which has been preserved in the Eigveda and

in the Greek aster and astron, and in the Latin astrum, as well as in the

Zend stare, and the Persian sitarah, has been lost in the later Sanskrit,

where it becomes tara. Again, on the supposition that the h, j, and

chh of Sanskrit are corrupted from the k or gh, g, and sk of the earlier

language, the following Sanskrit words appear to have departed further

frem the original forms than- the corresponding words in Greek and

Latin, viz., S. hridaya=. Gr. kardia, Lat. cor ; S. lianu = Gr. genus;

S. m%h= Gr. omiltheo ; S. bdhu = Gr. pekhm ; S. jdnumi Gr. ginosko,

Lat. gnosco; S. jajanmi = Gr. gennao, Lat. gigno; S. ajra = Gr. agros,

Lat. ager ; S. rajata = Gr. arguros, Lat. argentum ; S. jambha = Gr.

gomphos ; S. jaras = Gr. geras ; S. jdnu = Gr. gonu ; S. chhdyd = Gr.

skia ; S. chhid (chhinadmi} = Gr. skhizo, Lat. scindo ; and S. ashtau =
G. oJcto.

Second: But the fact that the Greek and Latin languages are in

their origin independent of the Sanskrit may be further shown by the

following considerations :
41

40
Bopp, Comp. Grammar, para. 129. Ad. Regnier, Traite de la formation des

mots dans la langue Grecque, note 1, pp. 68, 69.

41 I am indebted for the substance of the paragraphs marked with an asterisk (*)

to the kindness of Professor Goldstiicker, who is dissatisfied with some views pro-

pounded in the passage immediately preceding, as he rejects the theory which has

hitherto been in favour with philologists that the fullest forms are necessarily the
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*
(1.) On a careful examination of the roots contained in the

Dhatupathas, or lists of radicals in the classical or modern Sanskrit, it

will be found that many of these verbal roots are compounded, or

resolvable into simpler forms. But as those roots, notwithstanding

their composite character, are treated by the Indian grammarians as

ultimate radicals, it is clear that those grammarians have forgotten the

simpler forms from which the others have been derived. Of this remark

the following roots are exemplifications, viz. : vyanj, vyay, vlj 'vyadh,

pyush or vyush, prush, veksh and ujhh, which, though evidently com-

pounded of vi+anj, vi-\-ay, m'^-i, vi-\-adh, pi or vi-\-ush, pra-\-ush, va

for ava+iksh, ut-\-ha (jahati\ are yet treated by the Indian gram-

marians as if they were simple roots.

*
(2.) The Sanskrit has not only undergone alterations such as the

above, but the modern language has actually lost some fuller forms -of

roots, which are still discoverable in the Yedic hymns. As an instance

of this may be mentioned the root grabh, (see above, p. 221,) "to

seize," which in the modern Sanskrit has become prakritized into grah.

Other instances are the Vedic dhurv, and dhvri, as compared with the

modern Jivri ; and the Vedic sundh, as compared with the modern

6udh. The following Yedic roots are not to be found in modern

Sanskrit at all, viz. :
42

kan, inkh, ubj, sav, ven, sach, myach, tsar, dhraj,

mand, ves, vafoh, turv, bharv, etc., etc.* *

*
(3.) But it is not only a fact that the modern Sanskrit has lost

some of the oldest verbal roots
;
the same appears to be the case with

the more ancient Yedic Sanskrit alsfi, from which some primitive

radicals had already disappeared. This is indicated by the circum-

stance that there exist certain Sanskrit nouns, which must have been

derived from radicals which in their verbal form are not discoverable

even in the Yedas. Thus from the existence of the word vlrudh,

"a shrub," and nyagrodha (a particular tree), we may infer that there

once existed a root rudh,
" to grw," which in this sense (for the

oldest. [In this second edition the paragr^pfts are reprinted, by Professor Gold-

stiicker's permission, with a slight addition to this note, and an enlargement of note

44, p. 264.] Compare for the roots given in paragraph
*

(1.) Professor Benfey's
"
Complete Sanskrit Grammar," pp. 73, ff.

42 On the hypothesis that the fuller form is the more ancient, I may also cite the

Vedic forms s'cham (as compared with the modern chain) and schand (as compared
with the modern chand], as given in Professor Benfey's

"
Complete Grammar," p. 73.
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modern Sanskrit has still rudh in the sense of "to stop,") now survives

only in its weakened form ruh. In like manner it appears from the

nouns dhanus, "a how," pra-dhana, "battle," and ni-\-dhana,
"
death,"

that the root Jian, "to kill," must once have existed in the stronger

form dhan=z Greek than.

*
(4.) Some of the verbal roots which have been lost by both the

moderfi and the Vedic Sanskrit, and which cannot be traced there even

through their preservation in derivatives, ma'y yet be recovered from

oblivion by the aid of the Greek or Latinv Thus the Sanskrit hu,

"to sacrifice," must have originally existed in the stronger form dhu,

as we may infer from the Greek thuo ; and in the same way the

earliest form of the Sanskrit guh, "to hide," was probably gudh, as the

Greek keutho would lead us to suppose. So too from the Greek forms

nWio, "to spin," and leikho, "to lick," we may argue that the original

Sanskrit forms of nah and lih must have been nadh and ligJi.^ Several

forms of substantives and other words also can be shown, in which the

is See Pictet's "
Origiiies Indo-Europeennes," p. 145.

44 So the root duh, "to milk," must have once been dugh, as is proved not only by
its passive participle dugdha, but also by the Zend substantive dughdhar and the

Greek thugater, "daughter," a word which most philologists think originally

signified "milker." Professor Goldsttickei is of opinion "that in all the Sanskrit

dhatus the sound h is weakened from a sonant aspirate, or, though more rarely, from

si
1

surd aspirate, or, though likewise rarely, from a sibilant. Thus he thinks that

yah, vrih, sprih, for instance, were originally gadh, vridh, spridh ; vah, originally

vadh (compare udha and vadhu) ; trih,
'

injure,' triph ; suh,
'

delight,' sukh ;

mah, 'measure,' mas; tnih mlsh; hul sal or s'val, etc. Dah, he thinks, was

dadh, as is shown by the substantive antardadhana, lit., that which burns or causes

heat (when) in the middle (of a liquor) ;
and since, in his opinion, ah (whence ahan)

is the more original form of dah, he believes that this view of dadh is supported by
the Greek alO (originally a.0, whence 'Mi]vrf}, which points to a Sanskrit adh. That

from dah, nidagha and similar forms are derived, is no disproof of an original dadh ;

for when dah settled down as a new dhatu, its final h would naturally be treated as a

guttural. Thus, though han was undoubtedly dhan, from the later han we have

ghnat, jaghana, jeghnly, ghafa, etc. And not only sounds, but even meanings undergo
the influence of a confused recollection s>f what once was a more original form.

Thus Art represents an older dhri, bhri, and ghri,
'

sprinkle, moisten
;

'

yet dhdrd

refers in some of its meanings not* >? dhri, but through the influence of hri to

ghri."
In the same way we sometimes see the aspirated consonant of the root changed

into h, as in the case of the participle hita (vi-hita, ni-hita, &c.) from the root dha,
" to hold." This weakening process, commenced in Sanskrit, has been continued and

carried much further in Prakrit, where the aspirated consonants of Sanskrit are

softened into h, as where the root kath,
" to say," becomes kah. See Vararuchi, ii.,
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Greek forms are stronger than the Sanskrit. Thus, instead of the

Sanskrit hima, "winter," aht, "a serpent," hyas, "yesterday," we

find in Greek the stronger forms kheimon, elchis or ophis, Jchth8s
t

or

ekhthes.

From the facts detailed in the preceding paragraph's, which prove

that compound roots have been taken by the Indian grammarians for

simple ones, and that old forms have been modified or' .lost in the

modern, or even in the Vedis, Sanskrit, it is clear that that language

(especially in its modern form) cannot be always regarded as a'fix^d

standard, according to which the originality of the Latin and Greek

forms could be estimated. And the supposition that any of the Greek

or Latin words 45 are borrowed from Sanskrit by a prakritizing process

is satisfactorily disproved by the fact that various instances have been

adduced of the very opposite nature, where the Greek and Latin forms,

instead of being like the Prakrit ones, weaker or simpler than the

Sanskrit, are stronger or more complex. For, whether or not the

existence of these stronger or more complex forms in Greek and Latin

proves that the Sanskrit once had similar forms, which have now dis-

appeared, it is at least sufficient to neutralize the argument, drawn

from the presence of certain other stronger or more complex forms in

Sanskrit than we encounter in the corresponding words in Greek and

Latin, that those languages are derived from Sanskrit : for, by parity

of reason, the presence of some forms (which we have actually seen to

exist) in Greek and Latin stronger or more complex than those dis-

coverable in corresponding cases in Sanskrit, would prove that these

weaker Sanskrit forms were mere corruptions of the Greek and Latin

words.

27 ;
and pp. 94, if, above. See also Benfey's Complete Sanskrit Grammar, p. 20,

where it is said: "7t appears never to be original in Sanskrit, but to have arisen from

the weak aspirates gh, dh, bh. This derivation can be illustrated by many examples

from the Vedas, or from the kindred languages. Compare the Vedic dughana from

duh ; sandegha from dih ; sadha for saha ; grabh for grah."
45 I except, of course, such words as have evidently passed from Sanskrit into

Greek at a period comparatively modern
;
such as Ka.pira.ffos from karpasa, and others

of the same kind. But, on the other hand, a good many Greek words can be shown

to have been received into the Sanskrit astronomical literature within the last two

thousand years, such as hora, kendra, lipta, drikana, anapha, sunapha, apoklima,

panaphara, jamitra, meshurana, and rihpha, derived from the Greek &pa, Ktvrpov,

\eirrd, 8e/cai/os, avoufyfi) ffvva<p^, arroKAijUa, firavatyopd, Sta/ierpos, /J.fffovpdvi]fj,a t
and

^. Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. ii. 526, ff.
;
Weber. Ind. Stud. ii. 254.

VOL. ii. 18
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Third : The Indian Prakrits have derived by far their largest stock

of words from the Sanskrit
;
the few which they contain that are not

Sanskrit having been derived from the languages of the indigenous

tribes who inhabited Northern India before the arrival of the Aryas.

On the other hand, only a certain proportion, as we have seen, of the

words which compose the vocabulary of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages, are, "common to them with the Sanskrit : the greater part of

the .words are, if not different, at least difficult to identify as the

same." Now, had Latin and Greek been derived from the modern, or

even from the Yedic Sanskrit, the number of words indisputably

common to all three languages must have been very much greater.

It is true that more may be said in favour of the hypothesis that the

Zend has been derived from Sanskrit
;
but there are sufficient reasons

for believing that Zend is a sister and not a daughter of Sanskrit
; and,

consequently, that both have a common mother of a more primeval

date.

I therefore conclude, that Greek and Latin, as well as Zend, are not

derived from Sanskrit, but have, together with it, grown out of some

older parent language,
46 which was superseded by its daughters, and,

became extinct, because it ceased to be employed as a spoken tongue,

and because (as being the language of a very early stage of society)

it has not been preserved in any literary records. To render this

supposition conceivable, I may remark that the same fate extinction

might have befallen the Sanskrit itself, and the Latin, when they,

in like manner, gave birth to the various dialects which have super-

seded them as living and popular forms of speech, had it not been that

46 "An indubitable result of the researches which have recently been pursued
into the Arian tongues is, that, notwithstanding the various alterations which they
have undergone, they all bear the clear impress of one common type, and are con-

sequently descended from one real, living, primeval language, which was complete
in itself, and which was employed by a whole nation as its common organ of com-

munication. This is not a mere hypothesis devised to explain the relations by which

those languages are connected with each other : it is a conclusion which forces itself

irresistibly on our belief, and which possesses all the validity of the best established

fact. "When we perceive so large a number of languages, of a character so marked,

converging in all the details of their structure towards a common centre in which

every particular fact finds its cause, it becomes impossible to admit that that centre

has never had any other than a purely imaginary existence, and that that marvellous

agreement arises solely from an instinctive impulse peculiar to a certain race of men."

A. Pictet, Origines Indo-Europeennes, p. 43.
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they flourished at periods of much more advanced civilization than the

assumed primeval language to which I have referred, and have been

perpetuated by means of the numerous writings, secular and sacred,

of which they are the vehicles.

The primitive language to which I have just alludec? is thus charac-

terized by M. Pictet, in the work above referred to, pp. 1, 2 : "While

thus augmenting in numbers and in
prosperity,

that prolific race was

labouring to create for itself, as a powerful means of development, a

language admirable rjy its richness, its force, its harmony, and the

perfection of its forms; a' language in which were spontaneously

reflected all its impressions, not merely its mild affections and its

simple admiration, but also its nascent aspirations toward a higher

world
;
a language abounding in images and in intuitive ideas, bearing

within it, in germ, all the future affluence both of the most sublime

poetry and of the most profound reflection. At first one and homo-*

geneous, that language, already perfected to a very high degree,%served

as a common instrument of expression to this primitive people, as long

as it continued within the limits of its native country."

SECT. III. That affinity in language affords some presumption of affinity

in race : modes in which a greater or less diversity of language and

institutions ivould arise in different branches of the same sfoclt:

central Asia the birth-place of the Aryas.

The facts and considerations adduced in the preceding section have,

I think, proved beyond a doubt that the Sanskrit language has a

common origin with the Zend, the Greek, and the Latin
;
and that all

these tongues have sprung, like branches from one stem, out of the

same parent language, now extinct. This conclusion -being established,

it follows as a necessary corollary either, first, that the Indians, the

Persians, the Greeks, and the Romans also, that is, the nations who
9

spoke the languages derived from that one common source, were them-

selves also descended, whether entirely or partially, from one and the

same stock
;

i.e. that they had for their common ancestors the ancient

people who spoke the extinct language to which I have referred,
47

47 "The radical affinity of all the Arian languages necessarily leads us," as we

have seen, "to regard them as having sprung from one single primitive language. . .

Now as a language presupposes always a people to speak it, it further follows

that all the Arian nations have issued from one single source, though they may have

hecome occasionally blended at a later period with some foreign elements. Hence we
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although at some period after their separation their forefathers may
have become intermingled with other and alien races; or secondly,

that the ancestors of the four nations above mentioned must have

been brought into close contact with each other before that original

parent language had been broken up into different forms of speech ;

or, thirdly, that their forefathers must have derived their respective

languages from the descendants of those who originally spoke them.

Unless, therefore, we resort to the third alternative, it must, with

the 'reservation made in the preceding senterce, be taken for an

established fact either that the ancestors
1

of the Indians at one time

existed together with the ancestors of the Persians, the Greeks, and

the Romans, in one country, as one nation, or that at least the

forefathers of these several nations must have lived long in contact

with each other at an early stage of their history. It is true that we

have no historical record of this primeval period; but we are in-

evitably led to assume the existence of an anterior state of things such

as I have asserted, by the fact, that no other supposition will account

for the philological phenomena which we encounter in later history.

From the effects, we are entitled to reason back to the existence of a

cause adequate to their production. We have to explain the fact, that

there have been found in different regions of the world, lying far apart

from each other, various nations speaking languages which evince an

unmistakable affinity to one another
;
and there is no other mode of

explaining this circumstance but by supposing that the progenitors of

these nations, or, at least, the progenitors of those tribes which com-

municated to them their several languages, have radiated in different

directions from one central country which was their common birth-

place, or their common abode, and where they all employed one com-

mon form of speech.

If we pursue our inquiries further, we shall find that certain data

exist, by means of which we can discover with some probability what

was the order of time in which the ancestors of these several nations

separated themselves from the original stock, or departed from their

may with certainty infer the existence, at a pre-historic period, of an Arian people,

free, originally, from all foreign intermixture, sufficiently numerous to have supplied

those swarms of men which issued from its bosom, and sufficiently endowed by nature

to have created for itself the most beautiful perhaps of all languages. This people,

though unknown to tradition, is in a certain degree revealed to us by philological

science." Pictet, pp. 5, 6.
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common dwelling-place, and travelled towards those new countries

which they continued to occupy in later times.

Let us suppose a numerous and powerful nation occupying an isolated

position in the centre of a vast region as yet thinly peopled. Let us

next imagine what would be the probable course of affairs in such a

society, and then compare this hypothetical picture with the traces

remaining to us in history of the actual events. "We haVe first then

to contemplate this original race, or association of two or more
razees,

gifted with vigorous powers^ both of mind and body,
48 as still residing

in their primitive abode. When, in the natural order of events, this

active and gifted population began to multiply, the countries which

they at first occupied, either as shepherds or agriculturists, would soon

be found too narrow for the supply of their growing necessities.
49

If fresh lands fit for pasture or for cultivation existed unoccupied in

the vicinity of their original territory, they would insensibly extend

their borders as occasion required. If there was no territory jiear at

hand which would yield them a subsistence, the more energetic and

adventurous members of the community would be driven by the

pressure of necessity to inquire whether ampler possessions might not

be found at a distance; and they would depart in larger or smaller

detachments in quest of new abodes., This process of migration, when

once commenced, would go on without intermission. The first* ad-

venturers would be speedily followed by other successive bands, till at

length new nations were formed at a greater or less distance from the

original country.

The earliest emigrants, who thus departed to distant regions, passing

often through countries differing in climate and productions from their

18 M. E. Renan, however, thinks that the Arian race was not originally superior

in intelligence to the Semitic, Hamitic, and other races, but the contrary. Histoire

des langues Semitiques, p. 487.
49 " But a constant and rapid increase of the population could not but speedily

bring about gradual migrations, which would be directed towards regions more and

more distant. From that time forward i'Je separation of the nation into distinct

tribes, the greater infrequency of communication and changes in their modes of life,

occasioned a certain number of dialects to spring forth out of this common language,

and to develope themselves, without, however, as yet, becoming detached from their

primitive source
;
and at the same time the original character of the race, becoming

modified according to circumstances, gave birth to a variety of secondary national

characteristics, destined, at a later period, to expand, to exhibit their own peculiar

life, and to play their part in the great drama of humanity," Pictet, p. 2.
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primeval abodes, encountering novel and strange objects, and inured to

new pursuits, would gradually lose many of their ancient customs;

and in exchange would acquire new habits, and along with them also,

new modes of speech. Those portions of the original population, on

the contrary, which continued to live together in their ancient country,

or had gradually extended themselves together over adjacent regions,

would preserve more nearly their original customs, religion, and lan-

guage. But at length a period might arrive when the same causes

which had occasioned the separation of the earlier emigrants, or some

other causes of a different nature, would lead to a disruption in the

remaining part of the nation also. It would become divided into

different sections; which would separate from one another and es-

tablish themselves in different, but probably adjacent, countries, and

would never exhibit so wide a divergence from each other in respect

of their religion, their institutions, and their general character, as

those earlier emigrants who had settled in regions at a greater distance.

The first case which I have above hypothetically put is that of the

Greeks and Romans,
50 who appear to have broken off at an early period

from the great Arian nation and departed to the westward, in quest of

new habitations. The distance of the countries, viz., Greece, Italy,

and the surrounding provinces, wh,ere they ultimately settled, from the

cradle of the Arian race, and their wide divergence in religion and

language from the eastern branches of the same stock, concur to prove

that they separated themselves from the latter at a very remote era.

On the other hand, the vicinity of the region occupied by the Greeks

to that inhabited by the Romans, would lead us to suppose that the

ancestors of these two nations migrated from the east at about the

same period, though the differences which we discover between the

language and religion of the one people as compared with those of

the other, compel us to, assume a subsequent separation of the two,

and an independent development of each.

The second case which I have^ above supposed, of two branches of

the original Arian stock continuing to live together for a considerable

time after the other branches had become separated, is that of the

Perso-Arians and the Indo-Arians. Both from the closer vicinity to

60 For the sake of simplifying the view I give of the question, I purposely omit

all mention of the German and other branches of this great family, and of the

periods at which they migrated westward.
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each other of the countries in which the Persians and the Indians

eventually settled, i.e., north-eastern Persia and north-western India,

and from the nearer affinity which we perceive between the language

and the mythology of these two races than we find to exist between

the language and mythology of either and those of the Greeks or the

Romans, we are led to conclude that the ancestors of the Indians and

Persians remained united in one community (either in th^ir primeval

seats or in some region further to the south) to a much 1'ater period

than the other branches of the Arian race. ,

'

[I introduce here some further remarks on the subject treated in this

and the following section from a paper which I wrote some time ago,

and which owed its origin to the various objections alleged against t'ue

validity of the proof derived from language of the affinity between the

Indians and the nations of the west :

" This common origin of these languages, and the remoteness of the

localities in which they have been spoken, imply, I think, as their

almost necessary condition, the affinity of the tribes by which these

dialects were spoken at the period of their earliest divergence from one

another, the original occupation by those tribes of a common country,

their gradual separation, and their emigration from their common abode

in the direction of those regions which we find to be ultimately occupied

(I will not yet say by their descendants for that is the point ifl dis-

pute but) by the nations who at a later period spoke those several

languages. It is true that even this assumption may be disputed, and

it may be urged that the original mother-country from which the

different tribes carrying with them the cognate 'dialects issued forth,

may have been the common dwelling-place of a variety of tribes uncon-

nected by descent, though they either (1) agreed to make use of the

same language, the weaker or more barbarous clans discarding alto-

gether their own forms of speech, or (2) gradually fused into one

common tongue a multitude of dialects previously quite distinct. But

this hypothesis, under either of thf.se modifications, appears to be im-

probable, as nations do not readily abandon their ancestral tongues

except under the pressure of strong necessity. But even if we should

admit that the population of Central Asia, from which the . different

branches of the so-called Indo-European race are presumed to have

issued, was not originally a homogeneous one, but composite, made up
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of a mixture of distinct tribes, still these tribes must, during the period

when their common language was in process of formation, have lived

together in intimate union, and by the intermarriage of the different

sections 51 have become eventually blended into one community. The

formation and universal adoption of one common language is scarcely

conceivable on any other conditions. When, therefore, this community
was at length broken ,up, and its different fractions began to depart

from their original home in different directions in search of new abodes,
b

,an event which we must imagine to have occurred after the lapse of

several generations from their (supposed) first coalition, these different

sections must, as a result of this long cohabitation, and the consequent

commingling of blood, have been all composed in a great measure of

the same elements. We may perhaps, however, be allowed to set

aside 'this objection, which has been last dealt with, and assume that

the tribes which, several thousand years ago, radiated from the supposed

common home in Central Asia, were originally homogeneous, or of one

and the same stock. If this assumption is admitted, it will hardly

be denied that, for a short time at least, these several tribes, as, one by

one, they diverged in different directions from the postulated centre,

may have maintained the purity of their blood. But it will be urged

that this would not long continue to be the case. It will be said :

'

Supposing that all the assumptions which you have made up to this

point are conceded, what proof can be adduced to show that those

tribes which, as you allege, carried with them one or more dialects

which were ultimately developed into the Sanskrit, Old Persian, Greek

and Latin languages, into India, Persia, Greece, and Italy respectively,

were really the descendants of those tribes which you imagine to have

started from your assumed centre at an unknown period ? Admitting,

for the sake of argument, that certain sections of your Indo-European

race branched off in different directions in search of new aUodes, they

then disappear. There is no longer the slightest probability that we shall

ever be able to recover at any point of the long line of their alleged

journeyings the smallest traces of their progress onward to their assumed

destinations. 52 The supposed streams of population no longer begin to

flow onward, than, like the waters of the fabled fountain of Arethusa,

61 Unless we suppose that at the early period in question they were divided into

separate castes, which, however, is an improbable supposition.
2

See, however, Pictet, vol. i. pp. 54-88
;
and p. 536, quoted further on.
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they sink underground, and none of those nationalities which emerge

into the light of day long afterwards, and at distant points of the globe,

can possibly be identified by you as pure continuations of those same

original streams. You have no test of sufficient potency to justify you

in pronouncing that the elements of which the two sets o$ bodies viz.,

those which started from the centre, and those which reached the

several points of the circumference were composed were *iil all re-

spects homogeneous. You can, tell nothing of the routes and stages by

which these migratory Bribes advanced; you are quite unable to wdi-,

cate the varios casus, the tot discrimina rerum, through which they

passed, the many adventures they must have undergone, the encounters

they may have had with other races, whose influence on their speech

and on their entire destinies may have been most important. The tribes

which you allege to have migrated from Central Asia may have settled

at any habitable points between that region and the countries in which

you imagine that you have discovered their descendants. They may
at this intermediate point have communicated their ancestral language

to people of a different race with whom they there came into contact,

and it may have been either the descendants of these alien races, or a

people of mixed blood, by whom the languages in question were carried

onward into the countries where they were found to prevail at the

dawn of history. On either hypothesis the ultimate colonists of north-

ern India, Persia, Greece, or Italy, were not the genuine descendants

of the tribes which started, perhaps several thousand years before, from

your supposed centre. And it may be further urged that these argu-

ments are corroborated by the fact that notwithstanding the striking

affinities that undoubtedly exist between certain parts of the Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin languages, the number of words which are common

to these languages is very small in comparison with those in which they

differ from one another
j
and this fact, it may be further argued, can

best be explained by the supposition that these languages have been

gradually formed by the accretion of, new words imported into them

by men of alien race, who from time to time became intermingled with

the tribes by which the languages were previously employed. Some

such intermixture of population, it may be concluded, is necessary to

explain the great mutual divergence which eventually came to charac-

terize these four languages.'
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" I shall take up these several arguments in succession.

"
Supposing that the affinities alleged to exist between the languages

spoken at the dawn of history in India, Persia, Greece, and Italy, are

admitted to be real, we have to discover the most natural explanation

of this phenomenon. The kindred forms of speech must, as we have

seen, have had a common origin, and must have been conveyed to the

localities in which they were found, either (1) by the remote descen-

dants of the races, derived from a commn stock, by which, at first they

cwe*3 severally spoken, or (2) by tribes which,, had been in long and

intimate contact with those races at some period of their history.
53

" The question to be answered is therefore this : Whether is it most

probable that the colonists who conveyed to India, Persia, Greece, and

Italy the forms of speech which were thenceforward prevalent in those

countries had (1) inherited the languages which they brought with

them by direct descent from their remotest forefathers
;
or that (2) at

some intermediate period of their national history, their ancestors had

adopted, in whole or in part, the language of some alien race ? These

questions, I allow, can receive no positive answer. A probable so-

lution is all that can be offered. It is freely admitted that we are

utterly unable to define the date, or the course, or the duration, of the

migrations which have been assumed, or to conjecture the various

events by which they may have been attended. But if there be no

historical proof, or other indication, to the contrary, the presumption,

I think, is always in favour of he conclusion that a people has re-

tained the language of its ancestors. Languages which, on the grounds

already stated, may be maintained to have had a long and continuous

existence, must, in the absence of any written literature, have been

orally handed down by some people or other. But no probable reason

can be alleged for supposing that the descendants of those who first

spoke them have become extinct. Even conceding that at some stage or

other of its history any particular form of speech has been communi-

cated by the race which inherited it to people of another stock, it is

not thereby rendered necessary or even likely that it should have

63 It is also possible that the tribes which brought the language to the country in

which it was first found to exist may have transferred the language to another race,

and have themselves entirely disappeared ;
but this hypothesis appears to be so

unlikely that it may be left out of consideration.
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been dropped by those who had inherited it. Arguing, therefore, on

grounds of probability, the utmost which we can be fairly required to

admit in regard to any language is, that at some period or other of its

history, it may have begun to be spoken by an alien tribe which had

received it from another tribe to which it had descended by inheritance,

while at the same time it continued to be . spoken by the latter also.
64

"We are therefore, I think, justified in concluding that some portion

at least of the people by whom these languages were severally em-

ployed in the earliest historical periods were the lineal representatives

of those tribes which emigrated from Central Asia at the unknown

period already referred to, or, at any rate, were in part of that stock.

But there are other reasons for adopting this conclusion. It is no'

doubt true, and has been already admitted, that people of one stock may
receive their language from people of an alien race. But in such a

case the nation adopting the language would generally, if not invariably,

be inferior in moral and intellectual power to that whose language it

borrowed. The reverse is scarcely credible. When, therefore, we find

a race of high mental endowments speaking a particular tongue, we are

justified in supposing (so long as we have no historical proof to the

contrary) that it is using the speech of its forefathers. But both the

earliest known or Vedic Indians,
(

and the earliest known Greeks,

were superior in intellect, whilst they were at least equal in martial

prowess, to the nations with which they were brought into contact, and

were no doubt descended from peoples possessed of the same charac-

teristics, who are therefore unlikely to have had their languages im-

posed upon them by conquerors of any other race, or to have volun-

tarily adopted the speech of any other people. I will adduce another

ground though not of a linguistic character, but derived from the

later history of the Indians and Greeks for believing that these two

nations have* sprung from the same stock, I mean the remarkable re-

semblance between the intellectual capacity and endowments of both,

as shown in the eminence attained ard the originality evinced by each

in literature, science, and speculation. As this similarity is generally

recognized, I need not adduce any evidence of the fact.

64 Now I do not find that either the Sanskrit, or the Persian, or the Greek, or the

Latin, was originally employed by different tribes living in different regions of the

globe ;
but on the contrary that all these languages were at first spoken by one com-

pact nation.
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"As regards the objection which I have supposed to be made that

alongside of the remarkable proofs of affinity between the Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin, there exist differences in vocabulary so much more

extensive as to be explicable only on the supposition that the tribes

which inherited these languages from their ancestors must have under-

gone from time to time a large intermixture of foreign blood, as it

would otherwise be impossible to account for the wide divergence which

ultimately prevailed between those different forms of speech, I repeat

seepp. 257, f.) that the phenomenon in question js susceptible of another

explanation. The increasing change in the different dialects of the

mother-language, after the tribes by which they were spoken had
'

radiated in different directions from their central home, may be ac-

counted for (even on the supposition of their remaining free from any

material intermixture of blood), by the necessary conditions of a

nascent civilization as well as by the vicissitudes necessarily attendant

on their migrations. At that early stage when these tribes had made

little progress in arts and culture, and had no literature to fix their

spoken dialect, constant alterations would naturally occur, old words

would be modified or disused, whilst new ones, suggested by the

different circumstances, physical, social, and political, through which

they passed, would be introduced. Such a gradual process of alteration

is af necessary result of the laws which regulate the development of

thought and language in the early periods of society, and does not

therefore require the hypothesis of any intermingling of foreign

elements of population to render it intelligible. At the same time, it

need not be denied that many words now found in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin may have been borrowed from people of other races.

" But supposing it to be held that the above conclusions regarding

language as a test of race are too uncertain and conjectural to be of

any value, there can be ng doubt that this much at least i's established

by the mutual affinities of the Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, and Latin,

that the ancestors of the earliest known Indians, Persians, Greeks, and

Eomans, had immediately or remotely derived their respective lan-

guages from races which had at one time been in the closest contact

with each other as constituent parts of the same community, governed

by the same institutions, and adherents of the same religion and wor-

ship (see the abstract of the Rev. G. C. Geldart's paper,
"
Language no
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Test of Race," in the Transactions of the British Association for 1858,

p. 150, f. of the Transactions of the Sections).
55

" Let us see what conclusion this proposition involves in regard to the

origin of the Hindus, a question the consideration of which first led me

to the study of the problems discussed in this paper. Tho Hindus of the

Vedic period are either directly descended from the people who first

spoke Sanskrit in its oldest form, or they are not. If they are not,

then they must have derived ijieir language (now esteemed sacred and

divine) from some alien race which communicated it to their Jfrre-

fathers. But as the traditions contained in their own sacred books

say nothing of this, they cannot, on this hypothesis, be regarded as

giving a trustworthy or suificient account of the origin and history

of the race. If, on the other hand, the early Indians derived the

Sanskrit language by direct descent from those who first spoke it, their

progenitors must at some period have lived in close contact either with

the ancestors of the Persians, Greeks, and Romans, or with some other

tribes with which at some time or other the forefathers of the Persians,

Greeks, and Romans, had been socially and politically connected. In

either case the ancestors of the Hindus must have formed part of an

ancient community, which also embraced the forefathers of other tribes

which eventually separated themselves from that community; and could

not well have had the distinct and peculiar origin assigned to them in

their legendary books. "Where, then, did the separation referred to

take place ? In, or out of, India ? To this I reply that, looking to

the geographical positions ultimately occupied by the different nations

which spoke the various languages cognate to Sanskrit, the probability

is, that the separation to which I have referred took place at some

central point intermediate between the countries in which these peoples

severally dwelt, viz., at a point, consequently, to the west or north-west

of the Indus,. Whether the populations composing the several nations in

question were themselves the descendants of the tribes which originally

separated from the assumed parent s
ftock, or whether one or more of

them derived their languages from those descendants, we must in every

case assume it as more likely that the migrations which terminated in

the ultimate formation of the Indian, Persian, Greek, and Roman

nationalities had proceeded from an intermediate point than from one

in the extreme east.

55 See Appendix D.
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"
Supposing it now to be considered as established or probable that

a tribe of Indo-European descent had at an early period immigrated

into India from the north-west, but that insuperable physiological

difficulties are opposed to the supposition that their descendants could

ever, from thai mere influence of climate, have gradually acquired their

present dusky complexion, we must resort to the hypothesis, to be here-

after referred to, that those original immigrants, or their descendants,

intermarried with the darker tribes whom they
1

found settled in the

country ;
and that the offspring of these intermarriages were born with

swarthier complexions than their Indo-European ancestors. If this be

the true explanation of the fact, it must be admitted that the Brah-

manical or Sanskrit-speaking Indians are not of pure Indo-European

blood, though they are in part of Indo-European extraction. In any

case they have inherited the high mental endowments which are

characteristic of that race."]

Thfc propositions which I have already proved, or shall now attempt

to prove, are the following :

First: That the Indo-Arians, that is, the higher classes of the

northern Indians, or the Brahmans, Kshattriyas and Yaisyas, are

descended either exclusively or partially from the same Arian race as

the Persians, the Greeks, and the 'Romans.

Second : That the primeval abode of this original Arian race was

in some country of central Asia, situated out of, and to the north-west

of, India.

Third : That different branches gradually separated themselves from

this parent stock, and migrated to new countries, west, south, or east

of their early home.

Fourth : That the ancestors of the Indians and Persians appear to

have lived together as one nation to a later period th<an the other

branches of the Arian rack, but at length separated, the Indo-Arians

migrating into India, while the Perso-Arians occupied the territory of

Bactria, and the adjacent provinces.

I shall not consider it necessary, in the discussion of the subject, to

handle each of these propositions in the succession here indicated
;
but

shall rather take up the different topics in the order in which the

process of proof which I shall follow may render most convenient.
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SECT. IV. Whether there is any objection arising from physiological

considerations, to classing the Indians among the Indo-European

races.

In proving, as I have already done, that the Greek and Latin

languages have a common origin with the Sanskrit, I have adduced

the principal portion of the proof which I had to bring forwa/cl of the

common origin of the nations by which those several languages have

been spoken. And yet language is not the only respect in which,all

affinity exists between the Indians, Iranians, Greeks, and Romans.

Their mythologies also present some points of contact. As regards

the Indians and Iranians, this will be shown in a following section.

For an indication of the proofs that exist that the mythologies of the

Greeks and Indians, how much soever they subsequently diverged

from each other, must have issued from one common source, I may
refer to the fifth volume of this work, pp. 2, ff., 33, f., and 76, where

the identity of the words Dyaus and Zeus, and of Yaruna and Uranos,

is referred to. The mythology of the Greeks has also been considered

to present some other points of contact with that of India, as when the

Erinnys of the Greeks has been identified with the Saranyu of the

Vedas, the Centaurs with the Gandharvas, Minos with Manu, Bibhu

with Orpheus, Hermes with Sarameya, the Phlegyes with the Bhrigus,

etc.
;

66 but it would carry me too far if I were to attempt to offer any

account of the views which have been propounded on this subject. I

will now therefore direct my attention mainly to exhibiting at greater

length the grounds which exist for supposing that the Persians and

the Indians are descended from the same common ancestors
;
and that,

after remaining united together, as the constituent parts of one nation,

for some time subsequent to the migration to the westward of the other

branches of the same stock, they, too, were at last broken up, by the

force of circumstances, into two distinct nations, which settled in two

separate, though adjacent, regions. I will subsequently pass in review

the additional reasons which can be adduced for supposing that the

Indians immigrated into India from the north-west.

56 See Kuhn's Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks, Berlin, 1859; and

Muller's Paper on Comparative Mythology, in the Oxford Essays for 1856, and in

"
Chips," vol. ii. p. 181.
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Before, however, proceeding to carry out the intention here indicated,

it will be expedient briefly to inquire whether, on physiological grounds,

there is any reason for denying that the Indians are descended from

the same stock as the nations of Europe.
57 " In their physical charac-

teristics the Brahmanical and other high caste Indians belong, as well

as the other nations who have just been mentioned, to the so-called

Caucasian, type. It might, indeed, at first sight, be supposed that the

dark-complexioned Hindus could not possibly 'be of the same race as

the. fair-coloured natives of England or Germany. But a closer ex-

amination of the different nations to wliom, on philological grounds,

we are led to assign a common origin, will show that they vary in

complexion very much according to the climatic influences of the

regions in which they ultimately settled, and in which they have been

resident for a long series of ages. If we look to the south-eastern

and north-western extremities only of the vast tract over which the

Indo-European races have spread, we shall, no doubt, find that there

is a 'complete contrast in point of colour between the occupants of

those widely separated countries. But the same wide contrast does

not exist between the inhabitants of those tracts (included within the

same limits) which are adjacent to each other. The Indians do not

differ very much in complexion from the Persians, nor the Persians

from the Greeks, nor the Greeks from the Italians, nor the Italians

from the Germans or the Anglo-Saxons. These different nations alter

in complexion by almost imperceptible shades varying nearly accord-

ing as their respective countries range successively from south-east

to north-west. While the Indians may be denominated black, the

Persians are olive-coloured, the Greeks have a still fairer complexion

with a ruddy tinge, and the Italians approach yet more nearly in hue

to the Teutonic tribes. It is therefore to the varying action of dif-

ferent climatic influences that we have to ascribe the diversity of

colour which characterizes these several nations. The scorching rays

of an Indian sun, the high temperature of an Indian climate, and the

peculiar diet afforded by an Indian soil, acting on the Indo-Arians

57
[I reprint here, nearly as it originally stood, but now marked by inverted

commas, the answer which I gave to this question in the first edition of this work ;

and shall add a reference to the difficulties raised on physiological grounds against

the views there stated.]
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during the long period of 3,000 years or more since they first settled

in Hindustan, appear amply sufficient to account for the various

peculiarities of complexion, of feature, and of corporeal structure

which now distinguish that section of the Indo-European family from

the kindred branches to the west. In fact, the action cf these causes

is sufficiently conspicuous in India itself. The people of Bengal, who

are of the same race as the inhabitants of the north-western ,pi?ovinces,

have, owing to the greater moisture of their climate, and the want of

that bracing temperature which the latter enjoy for three or four

months of every year, gradu&lly become darker in complexion and less

robust in their structure. Again, it is notorious to every one who has

lived in northern India, that a Brahman from the temperate province

of Kashmir is far fairer than a Brahman of Mathura or Benares
;
in

fact he has quite the look of a foreigner. It has also been observed

that an Indo-Briton, or person partly of European and partly of

Indian descent, becomes fairer from living in the colder climate of

Europe : but immediately recovers his ancient complexion on being ex-

posed again to the heat of the tropics. It does not appear necessary to

enter further into the discussion of this subject, as the preceding obser-

vations will suffice to remove any doubts as to the common origin of the

Indians and the nations of Europe, which may have arisen from their

differences of complexion.
58 I will only add that, if the considerations

here urged have any foundation, the Indo-Arians must have been much

fairer in complexion at the period of their first arrival in India, and

68 A full discussion of this subject may be found in Lassen's Indische Alterthum-

skunde, 2nd ed., i. 478-487. [His conclusion as summed up in p. 487 is as follows :

" The Arian Indians belong to the Caucasian race in virtue of their language and

their physical type : their darker complexion does not amount to such a degree of

blackness as not to be derivable from the effects of climatic influences. The Caucas-

ian race easily assumes dark shades through intermixture and the continued action

of a hot climate : the Portuguese in India, descendants of native women, have

become quite as black as negroes ;
and the northern and western Asiatics who have

lived for several generations in India are now, even without intermarriage with

native wives, of as decided an olive-yellow cftmplexion as the native Indians could

be." It will be seen that Lassen here refers to the intermarriage of the Arians with

other [and no doubt duskier] races as one of the possible causes of their darker

colour]. See also A. "W. von Schlegel, Essais, pp. 466, ff., and Miiller's "Last

Results of the Sanskrit Researches," in Bunsen's Outlines of the Phil, of Univ. Hist.,

vol. iii., p. 129, reprinted in his "Chips," vol. i., pp. 63, f. Compare his "Last

Results of the Turanian Researches," in Bunsen as above, pp. 349, fi.

VOL. n, 19
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while they still continued to occupy the north-westerly regions of the

Panjab, than they hecame at a later period, when they had been longer

exposed to the fierceness of the Indian sun, and when they had

penetrated further to the south-east. And we accordingly find that

this supposition tallies with some expressions in the Vedic hymns,

the oldest of which, no doubt, date from a very early period. Thus, in

a text "of the Eigveda, iii. 34, 9, we find an allusion made to the

colour of the Arian immigrants : Hafvl Dasflun pro, aryam varnam

avit: 'He destroyed the Dasyus, and protected the Arian colour:'

and in Eigveda, ii. 12, 4, the same word is applied to designate the

Dasyu tribes : Yo ddsam varnam adharam guha kah
\

( He who swept

away the base Dasa colour.' Though the word varna, 'colour,'

which is here employed, came afterwards to be current as the de-

signation of caste, there is some reason to suppose that it may have

been originally used to discriminate the fair-coloured Aryas from the

dark-complexioned aborigines. But such a term of contrast, if em-

ployed now, would not perhaps possess half the force which it may
have had at a time when we may suppose the distinction of colour

between the Aryas and the savage tribes whom they encountered, to

have been far more palpable than it is in modern times."

The above views are, however, disputed on physiological grounds

by" different writers, such as the late Mr. John Crawfurd, Professor

Huxley, and other authors referred to by the latter. Thus, in his

paper on "Language as a Test of the Eaces of Man,"
59 Mr. Crawfurd

writes as follows: "In phonetic character, in grammatical structure,

and in some cases even in words, there exists a near resemblance be-

tween certain languages of Northern, but not of Southern India, and

most, but by no means between all the ancient and modern languages

of Europe. From this fact some ethnologists have jumped to the

conclusion that the Oriental and Western people, between whose lan-

guages this afiinity exists, must necessarily be of the same blood, or

in other terms, of one and the s^rne race of man. In India, however,

there neither now exists, nor does history tell us that there ever did

exist, a race of fair complexion resembling Europeans : neither does

there exist in Europe, nor is there even a tradition of there ever

59 In the Transactions of the Ethnological Society of London (published in 1865),

vol. iii., p. 2.
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having existed, a race of black men like Hindus. Hence, as the fact

has been well ascertained, that neither time, climate, nor locality will

produce any material alteration of race, and assuredly not such a one

as would turn a black skin into a white one, or the reverse, we must

come to the inevitable conclusion that the theory which makes race

and language synonymous is, in this instance at least, nothing better

than an ethnological figment." And in another paper on the* "Early

Migrations of Man," *in the s^ame vol., pp. 346, ff., the same writer

combats the opinion which " makes the peopling of India and Europe

with their present inhabitants to depend on an emigration from a certain

table-land of northern Asia." Mr. Crawfurd proceeds to quote a

passage from Professor Max Miiller's "
History of Ancient Sanskrit'

Literature," p. 12, ff., in which this view is maintained; and then

remarks: "The entire theory developed in the passages now quoted

is founded on philology, and sets aside all the well-established qualities,

physical and intellectual, which from the dawn of authentic history

have distinguished the many races of man, which it includes in a

single category." And further on Mr. Crawfurd urges: "All this is-

broadly asserted in the face of the notorious fact that history affords

no example of a people becoming white from black, or black from

white, or black or white from brown. No black race of man is ever

known to have inhabited Europe, or white man to have inhabited

India, or black or white to have inhabited the parent land of the

supposititious original stock." In an article in the Portnightly

Review, No. 3, for 15th June, 1865, pp. 257, ff., Professor Huxley dis-

cusses the methods and results of ethnology ;
and inquires whether the

problems presented by that science are to be determined by means of

zoology, or philology, or history, or by any one of several other

methods to which he refers. After stating the claims that have been

put forward on behalf of philology, and quoting from an essay by the

late August Schleicher,
60 who held that the natural classification of

languages is also the natural classification of mankind, Prof. Huxley

remarks, p. 260: " Without the least desire to depreciate the value of

philology as an adjuvant to ethnology, I must venture to doubt, with

Rudolphi, Desmoulins, Crawfurd, and others, its title to the leading

position claimed for it by the writers whom I have just quoted. On

60 Ueber die Bedentung der Sprache fur die Naturgeschichte der Menschen, 1858.
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the contrary, it seems to me obvious that, though, in the absence of

any evidence to the contrary, unity of languages may afford a certain

presumption in favour of the unity of stock of the peoples speaking

those languages, it cannot be held to prove that unity of stock, unless

philologers arfe prepared to demonstrate that no nation can lose its

language and acquire that of a distinct nation, without a change of

blood corresponding with the change of language." And in p. 262

he writes :

" Thus we come, at last, to.-the purely zoological method,
I

from which it is not unnatural to expect mor,e than from any other,

seeing that, after all, the problems of '

ethnology are simply those

which are presented to the zoologist by every widely distributed

animal he studies." In a subsequent part of the same paper (p.

273, f.) the writer referring to the opinion that "the operation of

the 'existing diversities of climate and other conditions on people so

migrating, is sufficient to account for all the diversities of mankind "

observes that he "can find no sufficient ground for accepting" it, and

that he doubts "if it would ever have obtained its general currency

except for the circumstance that fair Europeans are very readily

tanned and embrowned by the sun." To this he adds: "But I am

not aware that there is a particle of proof that the cutaneous change

thus effected can become hereditary, any more than the enlarged livers

which plague our countrymen in India can be transmitted; while

there is very strong evidence to the contrary. Not only, in fact, are

there such cases as those of the English families in Barbadoes, who

have remained for six generations unaltered in complexion, but which

are open to the objection that they may have received infusions of

fresh European blood; but there is the broad fact, that not a single

indigenous negro exists either in the great alluvial plains of tropical

South America, or in the exposed islands of the Polynesian Archi-

pelago, or among the populations of equatorial Borneo or Sumatra.

No satisfactory explanation of these obvious difficulties has been

offered by the advocates of the, direct influence of conditions. And

as for the more important modifications observed in the structure of

the brain, and in the form of the skull, no one has ever pretended to

show in what way they can be affected directly by climate."

In a lecture 61
printed in the periodical paper called "Nature," of

61 " On the Forefathers of the English People."
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17th March, 1870, Prof. Huxley gives expression to similar views

in opposition to the opinion that climate has any effect upon com-

plexion. He -writes: "There is no reason to think that climatal

conditions have had anything whatever to do with this singular dis-

tribution of the fair and the dark types. Not only do th*e dark Celtic-

speakers of the Scotch Highlands lie five or six degrees farther north

than the fair Black-foresters of Germany ; hut, to the north 'of all the

fair inhabitants of Europe, in Lapland, there lives a race of people

very different in theirt characters from the dark stock of Britain,

but still having black hair, "black eyes, and swarthy yellowish com-

plexions." t

In the first quoted of these papers Dr. Huxley makes no reference

to the particular question of the origin of the Sanskrit-speaking

Indians; but in the lecture published in "Nature" we find the 'fol-

lowing passage, in which he refers to the immigration of Arians into

India, and to their absorption in the main into the pre-existingCopu-

lation, from which it may be concluded that he regards the upper

classes of the existing North Indian Hindus as partially of Arian blood,

and ascribes their dusky complexion to the intermarriage of their

ancestors with the darker tribes which were previously in occupation

of the country: "Hence, there can be no reasonable doubt that the

fair element of the Geltic-speaking population of these
[i.e. the British]

islands 1,900 years ago was simply the western fringe of that vast

stock which can be traced to Central Asia, and the existence of which

on the confines of China in ancient times is testified by Chinese annal-

ists. Throughout the central parts of the immense area which . it

covers, the people of this stock speak Aryan languages belonging,

that is, to the same family as the old Persian or Zend, and the Sanskrit.

And they remain still largely represented among the Affghans and the

Siahposh on the frontiers of Persia on the one, hand, and of Hindostan

on the other. But the old Sanskrit literature proves that the Aryan

population of India came in from the, north-west, at least 3,000 years

ago. And in the Vedas these people portray themselves in characters

which might have fitted the Gauls, the Germans, or the Goths. Un-

fortunately there is no evidence whether they were fair-haired or not.

India was already peopled by a dark-complexioned people more like

the Australians than any one else, and speaking a group of languages
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called Drawidian. They were fenced in on the north by the barrier

of the Himalayas ;
but the Aryans poured from the plains of Central

Asia over the Himalayas, into the great river basins of the Indus and

the Ganges, where they have been, in the main, absorbed into the

pre-existing j/opulation, leaving as evidence" of their immigration an

extensive modification of the physical characters of the population,

a language, and a literature."

I add some remarks on this subject from the pen of an eminent philo-

loger and orientalist in the North American Review, No. 217, for Oct.,

1867, pp. 552, f. After asserting, in opposition to M. Oppert, "that the

boundaries of Indo-European language have been apprpximately de-

termined by the spread and migrations of a race," he adds,
" Of course

every sound and cautious linguistic scholar is mindful that language is

no absolute proof of descent, but only its probable indication, and that

he is not to expect to discover, in modern tongues, clear and legible

proofs of the mixture which the peoples that speak them have under-

gone. Such a thing as a pure and unmixed race, doubtless, is not to

be met with in the whole joint continent of Europe and Asia, whose

restless tribes have been jostling and displacing one another for ages

past. And especially in the case of a great stock like the Indo-Euro-

pean, which has spread so widely from a single point over countries

which were not before uninhabited, there must have been absorptions

of strange peoples, as well as extrusions and exterminations
;
one frag-

ment after another must have been worked into the mass of the ad-

vancing race
;
and as the result of such gradual^.dilution, the ethnic

character of some parts of the latter may, very probably, have been

changed to a notable degree. These are the general probabilities of

the case : how far we shall ever get beyond such an indefinite state-

ment of them is at present very uncertain," etc.

The conclusion to be drawn from all these arguments and considera-

tions appears to be that the original Sanskrit-speaking Indians were

derived from the same stock as the Iranians, the Greeks, and the

Eomans, although possibly before their arrival in the Punjab, and

most probably at a later period, they and their descendants have not

remained free from an intermixture of alien blood.
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SECT. V. Seasons for supposing the Indians and Persians in particular

to have a common origin.

I will now proceed to indicate the various grounds which exist for

concluding that the Indians and the Persians, or Iranians, wereTiot

only descended from the same original stock, but that they continued

to form one community even after the other kindred tribes had sepa-

rated from them and migrated to distant regions. f ,

The first proof is the* closer affinity which, as we have already seen,

subsists between the Zend, the language of the ancient Persians,
62

ai-fd

the Sanskrit. From the examples of resemblance both in roots and

inflections which have been adduced in Section II., it is manifest that,

upon the whole, the Zend is more nearly related to the Sanskrit, than

either the Greek or the Latin are. It is true that in the lists of

parallel words which have been there brought forward, the parallel

Zend words have been often omitted, while the Greek and Latin words

have been adduced : but this does not arise from the Zend forms

having had no existence, but either from their not having bee'h dis-

covered in any of the extant Zend texts, or from their not being readily

accessible to me. But the Zend words which have been brought for-

ward will be generally found to stand in a relation of closer resem-

blance to the Sanskrit than either the corresponding Greek or Latin

words do. I subjoin some further comparative lists of Zend and

Sanskrit vocables to which the Greek and Latin either offer no equiva-

lents in form, or equivalents which generally bear a much more dis-

tant resemblance to the Sanskrit than* the Zend words present. These

lists, which contain a few repetitions, are the following :

Sanskrit.

I. NOUNS, ADJECTIVES,
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Sanskrit.
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IL VERBAL ROOTS AND FORMS.
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Sanskrit.
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by changing the Zend into their corresponding forms in Sanskrit. . . .

Where Sanskrit differs in words or grammatical peculiarities from the

northern members of the Arian family, it frequently coincides with

Zend. The numerals are the same in all these languages up to 100.

The name for thousand, however (sahasra) is peculiar to Sanskrit, and

does not occur in any of the Indo-European dialects except in Zend,

where it becomes hazanra These facts are full of 'historical
c %

meaning and with regard to Zend and Sanskrit, they prove that these

two languages continued together long after they were separated from

the common Indo-European stock."

The second argument in support of the proposition I have under-

taken to prove is, that both of the nations in question, viz., the Indians

and the Persians, apply to themselves, in their earliest written records,

the same name of Aryas.

The Yedas are, as I have already shown, the oldest of all the Indian

books. They are, therefore, not only the most authentic source ^f
in-

formation in regard to the earliest language of the Indians, but there

is every probability that they would preserve more distinct and exact

traces of their primeval history than we find in the other S'astras,

which were composed at a later period, when the most genuine tra-

ditions of the origin of the race had been obscured and corrupted.

From the Vedic hymns accordingly it does, in fact, appear more dis-

tinctly than from any other of the Indian writings, that the progenitors

of the Hindus were originally called Aryas. "We find this name ap-

plied to the forefathers of the higher classes among the Indians (in

contradistinction to the Dasyus, who appear to have been a people of

a different race, and to have been settled in India before the Aryas),

in such passages of the Vedas as the following: Eigveda i. 51, 8,

"Distinguish between the Aryas and those who are Dasyus ; chastizing

those who observe no sacred rites, subject hem to the sacrifices
"

E. V. i. 103, 3, "Indra, thunderer, who knowest [both], hurl thy

shaft against the Dasyu, and augment the might and glory of the

Arya."
71

By means of this word Arya, then, we are able to connect the early

Hindus with the early Persians. For, first, it appears that in ancient

times the Medes also (who were eventually included in one empire

71 The original passages, with many other similar ones, -will be cited further on.
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with the Persians)
72 bore the name of Arians. This is clear from the

following passage of the ancient Greek historian Herodotus, who narrated

the wars of the Greeks and Persians. In the seventh book of his history,

sect. 62, we have the following statement : 'E/caXeovro Be TraXat TT/OO?

Trdvrwv "Apioi" cnrLKO^evr}^ Be MrjBeiijs TTJ? KoX^tSo? e 'AQrjvecov

e? TOVS 'Apiovs TOUTOVS, fiereftaXov /cat ovroi TO ovvofta' avrol Be

irepl cr(f>c0v wBe Xeyoucrt MfjSoi.
"
They (the Medes) were formerly

colled Arians by all. But when the Colchian Medea arrived among
these Arians from Athens, they also changed tHeir name. The Medians

say these things of themselves." A nation or tribe bearing the name

of Arians is mentioned by Herodotus in sect. 66 of the same book.

"Aptoi Be To^oiai ftev e(7Keva<Tfj(,evoi, rjcrav MrjBiKolcn, ra Be d\\a Kara

Trep Bdfcrpior *Apiwv Be ^p%e Sio-dfjLVrjf.
" The Arii were armed with

Median bows, but in other respects like the Bactrians. The Arii were

commanded by Sisamnes." These last mentioned Arians appear to have

dwelt in the neighbourhood of Herat. (See Bahr's Herod, iii. 93, and

vii. 62.) A tribe bearing a similar name is mentioned by the same

author as paying 300 talents tribute along with the Parthians, Choras-

mians, and Sogdians : Hdp6oi Be KOI Xopaoyuot KOI 26<yBoi re /cat

"Apeioi rptaKoaia rd\avra
(iii. 93). The same people are men-

tioned by* Arrian (iii. 8, 4) as forming part of the army of Darius :

2aTi/3apdin<)<; Be 6 *Apeiwv crarpdTrrjs 'Apeiovs fyye- The Arizanti

are specified, Herod, i. 101, as one of the seven Median tribes. In

Herodotus we further find several proper names which are compounded

with the word Arius
; thus, vii. 67, the commander of the . Kaspians

is called Ariomardus. In the 78th chapter of the same book, another

person of the same name, and son of Darius, is mentioned. In other

72 On the mutual relations of the Medes and Persians the following remarks are

made by Mr. Rawlinson, in his Herodotus, vol. i. p. 401 :
" That the Medes were

a branch of the great Arian family, closely allied both in language and religion

to the Persians, another Arian tribe, seems now to be generally admitted. The
statement of Herodotus with regard to the original Median appellation, combined

with the native traditions of the Persians which brought their ancestors from Aria,

would, perhaps, alone suffice to establish this ethnic affinity. Other proofs, however,
are not wanting. The Medes are invariably called Arians by the Armenian writers ;

and Darius Hystaspes, in the inscription upon his tomb, declared himself to be ' a

Persian, the son of a Persian, an Arian, of Arian descent.' Thus it appears that

the ethnic appellative of Arian appertains to the two nations equally ;
and there is

every reason to believe that their language and religion were almost identical."
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passages of the same writer and other ancient authors (viz. Xenophon,

Polybius, Arrian, and Quintus Curtius), such names as Ariabignes, Aria-

ramnes, Ariaces, Ariaius, Arimazes and Ariarathes (= Aryaratha), are

assigned to Persians. The word "Apiov, which occurs in the ancient

Greek dramatist ^schylus, Choephoroi, verse 423 (e/rp^a KO^/JLOV

"Aptov, etc., "I have chaunted a Persian dirge"), is interpreted by
the scholiast on the passage as equivalent to Hepa-iKov,

"
Persian."

But, further, it is not only in the Greek authors that we*find the

name of Arians applied to the Medes or Persians
;
in the most anci$n*t

books of the Zoroastrian religion also, which are composed in the Zend

language, the same word, as a designation of the early Persians, is of

frequent occurrence. I give, in a somewhat abridged form, Professor

Spiegel's abstract of the evidence which exists of the common origin of

the Indians and Persians, as the most recent and complete of which I am
aware. (See his translation of the Avesta, vol. i. Introduction, pp. 4, ff.)

One part of this, evidence is their common name of Arya.

"Ethnography, supported by her two handmaids, physiology and

philology, has in recent times demonstrated that a single race (the

Indo-Germanic) has spread its branches over the whole space from

India to the most westerly point of Europe. The most highly gifted

and civilized nations, both of the ancient and modern world, ate all

derived from this stock
; viz., the Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans,

Germans, Slavonians, and perhaps also the Celts. All these nations

are branches of one single original family, whose abodes have not yet

been certainly determined, and perhaps will never be ascertained in a

way to preclude all dispute ;
but it is probable that, in the earliest

times, all these races dwelt together as one people, on the elevated

table-land of central Asia. The emigration of this people from their

original seats, and their separation into different branches, are events

which lie anterior to all history. Paint indications of the degree of

culture possessed by these tribes before their separation may be derived

from the terms for particular conceptions which have remained com-

mon to them all
;
and the amount of their knowledge is not to be

estimated too low. If the state had not been organized by them,

the family, at least, had been already regulated, as is proved by the

community of the words designating relationships. We find names

common to them for the different kinds of cattle, and for different
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implements of husbandry. Their conceptions of the gods, on the con-

trary, seem to have continued to be of the most general character. 73

"But in addition to this possession by the whole Indo-Germanic

race of particular words, there exists a closer relationship between

single members of this family. This closer relationship is to be ex-

plained by the fact, that some of these races continued to live together

even after the others had separated from them. Thus, for example,

the Greeks and Romans have much that is common to both in their

languages and in their ideas, which cannot be explained by their

original relationship. But in no instanc is this affinity more striking

or intimate than between the Indians and the Persians. These two

branches must have lived long together after quitting their common

cradle, as is clearly proved by linguistic and mythological considera-

tions. The three dialects of ancient Persian with which we are ac-

quainted, viz., that of the Cuneiform Inscriptions, that of the second

part of the Yasna, and the language of the
remaining^portions of the

Avesta, have all such a close affinity to the oldest Indian language,

the Sanskrit, as exhibited in the Yedas, that they might almost be all

called dialects of one and the same language. Other grounds, par-

ticularly of a mythological character, speak no less strongly in proof

of the two tribes (Indians and Persians) having adhered long to each

other. It is of especial importance that they both call themselves by

the same name. Arya, signifying 'honourable,' in ordinary speech,

and derived from arya, which means ' lord
'

in the Vedas, is the most

usual and the most ancient name' of the Indian people. (R.V. i. 51, 8,

and Samaveda, i. 1, 1, 5, 3.) Among the Indians the term Mlechha,

which denotes an impure barbarian, is the opposite of Arya. The

same is the case among the Persians. According to the Persian laws

of euphony, arya had to be changed to airya, a name which the Per-

sians long applied to themselves, and out of which the more modern
Q

73 See Kuhn's Dissertation in "Weber's Ind. Stud. i. 321, ff. The elaborate work of

M. Adolphe Pictet, above quoted (pp. 258, 266, IF.), has for its object to discover, by a

comparison of the primitive words common to all the Arian nations, what was their

original and common country, and what the condition of the parent nation as

regarded its civilization and its intellectual and religious culture before the separation

of the several branches. The first volume, relating to the ethnography, geography,
and natural history of the country, appeared in 1859; and the second, treating of the

material civilization, the social condition, and the intellectual, moral, and religious

life of the Aryas, was published in 1863.
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Iran has arisen; a name, too, with which Herodotus had become

acquainted. To this word airya, another word, anairya, non-iranic,

is opposed.

"It is, however, established that this original Arian race, from

which, at a later period, the Indians and Persians separated themselves,

cannot have lived as one community either in India or in Persia. We
must regard it as demonstrated that the Indians who spoke, Sanskrit

were not autochthonous in Hindustan. The oldest seats* of the

Indians of which we find any mention made are to be placed in t]tt

Panjab. In the First Fargaril of the Vendidad, verse 73, a country

called Hapta Hendu, or India, is mentioned, which, in the Cuneiform

Inscriptions, is called Hidus. It was not understood for a long time

what was signified by Hapta Hendu, Seven-Indias, but the Vedas

have explained this name. In the Vedic hymns we find the name

Sapta-Sindhavas, the seven rivers, still employed to designate the

country of the Indians.74 From the Panjab, the Indians, as their later

books testify, advanced further towards the east
; first, as far as the

Sarasvati
;

after which, they spread themselves over the whole of

northern India; and only at a late period into the south of the

peninsula. The Persian legends conduct us with the same distinct-

ness to a primeval country in the north."

We shall shortly have to return to this question, and inquire what

were the primeval seats of the Arians. In the mean time, I revert to

the affinities of the Persians and Indians.

The third proof of this which I haVe to adduce is, the coincidences

which are discoverable in the ancient mythologies of the two nations.

On this subject, Professor Spiegel proceeds, pp. 6, ff. : "We have

already said that the different branches of the Arian family had but

few words in common connected with theology. The most widely

diffused term is the general designation of God as ' the shining,'

formed from the ancient root, 'div' or 'dyu'
'
to shine.' From this is

derived the Sanskrit 'deva,' the Latin 'deus,' the Lithuanian 'dievas,' the

German 'zio' and 'tyr,' the GreekZev$, and also Jupiter from 'Diespiter.'

The old Persian 'daeva' belongs to the same root, but has (on what

grounds we shall presently discover) a somewhat different signification.

More intimate mythological affinities are only to be found between

74
Spiegel, Avesta, vol. i. p. 66, note 3.
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particular branches of the Indo-Gennanic family, as between the

Greeks and Komans, and especially between the Indians and

Persians. A number of personages found in the Veda correspond in

name with others in the Avesta, and must originally have been com-

pletely identical, though in the course of events, it has naturally

occurred that this similarity has become more or less effaced. One

personage whose identity was the first to attract attention, is the

Tama o~f the Indians [the son of Vivasvat], tlie Tima of the PersiSns

who is the son of Vivahhvant]. In the Yedas and TJpanishads we

already meet with Yama as the king; of the dead. He inhabits a

particular world, where he has assembled the immortals around him.

Among the ancient Indians his world is not a place of terrors, but its

expanses are full of light, and the abodes of happiness, pleasure, and

rapture.
75 In Iran, Yima is a fortunate monarch, under whose rule

there was neither death nor sickness. After he has for some time con-

tinued to diffuse happiness and immortality, he is obliged to withdraw

with' his attendants to a more contracted space, on account of the

calamities which threaten the world. Here lies, according to my view,

the point of connexion between the two legends. The Indian regards

Yama simply as the king of the dead, or, at least, of the blessed : the

Persian limits the number of the blessed to a determinate number,

wjio are selected to live with Yima.

" A second renowned personage in the Persian heroic poetry, who

also occurs in the Yedas, is Thraetaono, the descendant of Athwya,

the Fredun, or Feridun of a later period, with whom the Trita of the

Yeda is connected. Trita is the son of Aptya, and, according to the

Yedic accounts, he fights with a serpent, and smites a three-headed

dragon with seven tails, and liberates the cattle. Quite similarly,

Thraetaono destroys a pestilent serpent with three heads, three girdles,

six tails, and a thousand powers.

"A third personage, who can be pointed out in both the Indian

and Persian mythology, is Sama Keresaspa, the man of heroic temper,

and the same as the Krisasva of the Indians, who, it is true, has not

yet been discovered in the Yeda, but who was known to the Indian

75 See R.V. ix. 113, 7-11, quoted by Roth in the Journal of the German Oriental

Society, IT. 426, ff. The original passage will te given in the App. note E.
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grammarian Panini, and is frequently named in the Puranas as a war-

like rishi. (Ramay. i. 23, 12, Schleg. ;
i. 31, 10, Gorres.)

"To these three personages may now be added a fourth, Kava Us,

or the Kavya Usanas of the Vedas. This is the person called Kaus at

a later period in the Persian legends. Unfortunately,, the stories of

Kava Us are so few and so brief, that I can scarcely venture to indi-

cate their connexion more in detail. (See Weber Vaja.-S, Spec. II.

68, note.)
'

,

"In addition to this identity of personages, we find also thatttie

Indians and Persians have 'some important ceremonies in common.

"We shall here only mention two, though a closer examination of the

Persian liturgy will no doubt bring others to light. The first is the
'

Soma or Homa offering. (See also vol. ii. of Spiegel's Avesta, p. 69.)

In both the Indian and the Persian religions, soma, or haoma, which, is

identical with it, is the name of a plant, the juice of which is pressed

out and drunk, with certain religious forms
;
and in both religions

Soma is also a god.
76 Soma and Haoma have also a great number of

epithets common to them, which clearly show how short a period had

elapsed since the Persian and Indian adherents of this worship had

become separated from each other."

The Indians and Persians have also at least one of their deities in

common, viz., Mitra. '

"In the Veda, (says Dr. F. "Windischmann, Mithra, pp. 54, 56,

and 63) Mitra occurs as the son of Aditi (boundless space), and

hence parallel with the sun, and stands almost always inseparably

associated with Varuna. He appears to belong to a race of gods who

are already disappearing, and has resigned a portion of his functions

to Indra. In the Veda Mitra is the light, while Varuna is to be

understood of the sky, especially the nocturnal sky. The connexion

of Mitra and 'Varuna in the Veda is analogous to that of Mithra and

Vayu in the Zend texts. Mithra is thus an ancient national god of

the Arians; and the character under,which he is represented in the

Zend Avesta has many points of resemblance to the Vedic Mitra,

though it has also essential differences of Zoroastrian origin. Arya-

man, who is to be understood of the sun, appears, in R.V. i. 36, 4,

76 "See "Windischmann, Ueber den Somacultus der Arier : and App. note F.

VOL. it. 20
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and elsewhere, along with Mitra and Yaruna. His name signifie

companion or friend, and he also occurs in the Zend texts." "

I proceed with my quotation from Professor Spiegel's Introduction,

i. 8 : Secondly,
" The reception of neophytes into the sacred society

is performed p.mong both peoples, the Persians and the Indians, by

investing them with a girdle or thread. In the case of a Brahman

the investiture is to be performed in the eighth year after his birth

or conception, in the case of a Kshatriya in tne eleventh, and of a

Yaioya in the twelfth. But the period of investiture for a Brahman

has not finally expired till his sixteenth year, for a Kshatriya till his

twenty-second, or for a Yaisya till his twenty-fourth.
78 After the

investiture, the teacher is to instruct the pupil in reading the Yedas,

and in the rites of purification. (Manu, ii. 69
; Yajnavalkya, i. 15.)

Up 'to his seventh year the Parsee is incapable of doing any evil
;
and

if he does anything wrong, the blame of it falls on his parents. In

India he is invested with the Kosti or sacred girdle in his seventh

77 Professor Spiegel, in his note to the 22nd Fargard, vol. i. p. 266, says of the

last-named god,
" It is to be lamented that the god who is here designated by the

name of Airyama occurs but seldom, and is but briefly noticed in the Avesta
;
for he

is unquestionably the ancient Indo-Germanic deity, who is mentioned in the Vedas

under the name of Aryaman ;" but subsequently, on maturer consideration, retracted

this opinion. In Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitrage zur Vergl. Sprachf. i. 131, IF., he

says :
" I have in mynote on Vend. xxii. 23 (p. 266), regarded the Airyama of the

last chapter as the Vedic Aryaman. This comparison is only in part correct. It is

true that, letter for letter, Airyama is the Sanskrit Aryaman, and therefore the pho-

netic affinity cannot be doubted. It does not, however, follow that the signification

must therefore be the same. If, as is supposed by many, the Iranians had issued

from the bosom of the Indian people, if the entire culture of the Indians, as exhibited

in the Vedas, had been the basis of theirs, this assumption would be less questionable.

But according to my view such is not the case, but the separation of the two nations

took place before (though, perhaps, not long before) the Vedic period. The question

thus arises whether supposing both nations to have already had the word Aryaman
we are to assume that the conception of the god Aryaman had been already formed.

The word occurs in several places in the second part of the Yas'na, where, however,

the context does not justify us in explaining it as a proper name." Spiegel then

goes on to state his opinion that in the last chapter of the Vendidad Airyama is not

to be understood of a god, but merely as denoting a particular prayer in which that

word occurs, and which Ahura Mazda discovers to be more efficacious in healing

sickness than another sacred text to which he had first had recourse.

78
As'valayana Grihya-Sutra, i. 20: Ashtame varshe brahmanam upanayed

garbhashtame va
\
ekadase kshatriyam dvddase vaisyam \

a shodasad brahmanasya

anatJtah kalah a dvavimsat kshatriyasya a chaturviihsad vaisyasya atah urddhvam

patita-savitrikah bhavanti
\
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year; among the Parsees who live in Kirman, the ceremony is post-

poned till the tenth year. From the seventh to the tenth year, half

the blame of the offences which the child commits falls upon his

parents. With his tenth year the boy, according to the view of the

Ravaets, enters formally into the community of the-Parse*es; according

to other books, the fifteenth year appears to be that in which he is

admitted into religious fellowship. '.

"All these traces of a common development which we have just

pointed out between the Indians and the Persians have their origin,

of course, in a pre-historical 'period, when both nations lived together

undivided. Traces can also be discovered which lead to the conclusion

that the separation of these two races was occasioned, in part at least,

by religious causes.79 Even if it have been accidental that Ahura, the

highest god of the Persians, was, under the designation of Asura,
80

reckoned among evil spirits by the later Indians, it can scarcely have

happened by chance that the Devas of the Indians have, undtr the

name of Daevas, been transformed into evil spirits and allies of Angra

Mainyus ;
that Indra, the highest god of the earliest Hinduism, is, in

like mannner, banished to hell
;
and that S'arva occurs as an evil

spirit, while the Indians have considered this name worthy to be a

designation of S'iva, one of the three highest deities of the later

form of their religion.
81 The conjecture is therefore not unnatural

79 In his second volume, however, Professor Spiegel adds, on this subject, the

following reservation :

" In the first volu.ne I have alluded to a religious aliena-

tion
;
but too much importance is not to be ascribed to this view, and no adven-

turous hypotheses should be built upon it. Even without the assumption of a

religious alienation, it is quite conceivable how gods, who were held in honour by
the one people, should be degraded to the infernal regions by the other

That which gives probability to the assumption of an actual alienation between the

Indians and the Iranians on account of their religious conceptions, is the fact that

the number of these opposing conceptions is not inconsiderable," pp. cix. ex. On
the same subject Dr. Justi writes in the introduction* to his Handbook of the Zend

Language, p. v :

" The nature -religion derived from the primeval days of the Arian

race vanished before the new doctrine (of Z,aratushtra), and its deities shared the

fate of so many heathen divinities, which Christianity thrust down into hell."

80 "Derived from asu =prajna, 'wisdom,' in the Nighantus. The word asura

has also a good sense in Vedic Sanskrit
;

it means sarvesltam pranadah. Comp.

Sayana on R.V. xxxv. 7, 10." Compare my article " On the Interpretation of the

Veda "
in the Journal R.A.S. for 1866, p. 376, ff.,

and Bohtlingk and Roth's Lexicon,.

s.v. Asura.
81

See, however, the fifth volume of this work, p. 121, where it is stated, on the
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that religious differences may have been one of the grounds of separa-

tion. Still, even after their separation, the Indians and Persians did

not remain without some knowledge of each other's progress. They
were not too far separated to render this possible ;

and the Vendidad

(i. 74) still ghows an acquaintance with India under the name of

Hapta-Hendu, i.e. Sapta Sindhavah, the land of the seven rivers,

which was a designation of the Yedic India."

On the same subject Professor Miiller remarks :
"

Still more striking

is tfae similarity between Persia and India in ^eligion and mythology.

Gods unknown to any Indo-European nation are worshipped under the

same names in Sanskrit and Zend
;
and the change of some of the

most sacred expressions in Sanskrit into names of evil spirits in Zend

only serves to strengthen the conviction that we have here the usual

traces of a schism which separated a community that had once been

united." (Last Results of Persian Eesearches, p. 112; "Chips,"

i. 83.}

From the three-fold argument above stated, drawn (1st) from the

striking similarity between the Sanskrit and Zend, (2nd) from the

common name of Arya, applied to themselves by both the Indians

and tne Iranians, and (3rd) from the coincidences between the religion

and mythology of these two nations, I conceive that a powerful con-

firmation is derived to the conclusion which I have been endeavouring

to establish, namely, the common origin of all the nations to which

the name of Indo-European has been applied. If even from philo-

logical considerations alone we are entitled to assume the descent of

the Indians, Iranians, Greeks, and Romans, from the same common

ancestors, our general conclusion is greatly strengthened when we can

(in the case of two of these nations) add to the arguments founded

on language, the further evidence derivable from community of name,

and, to a certain extent, fpf tradition and of mythology.

authority of Professor Spiegel, that t\e materials afforded by the Zend books are not

sufficient to afford a basis for any positive conclusions in reference to the god Andra,

and his relation to the Vedic Indra. See also the note in the same page.
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SECT. VI. Was India the primitive country of the Aryas and Indo-

European races?

As we have been led by the preceding investigation to conclude (1)

that the Sanskrit, the Zend, the Greek, and the Latin languages must

all have had a common origin ; (2) that the races also who employed

these several languages were all branches, more or less pure, of one

great family; and (3) that consequently the ancestors of tbesfe differ-

ent branches must at one time have lived together as one nation i$ one

country : we have now.to determine, if possible, what that country was.

First, then, was India the common cradle of the Indo-Grermanic races,

and did the other branches of that great family all migrate westward

from Hindustan, while the Indo-Arians remained in their primeval

abodes? or, secondly, are we to assume some other country as the point

from which the several sections of the race issued forth in different

directions to the various countries which they eventually occupied ?

Mr. A. Curzon maintains 82 the first of these two theories, viz,, that

India was the original country of the Arian family, from which its

different branches emigrated to the north-west, and in other directions.

The opinion that the Arians are a people of an origin foreign to the

soil of India, which they are presumed to have invaded and conquered,

imposing their religion and institutions on the so-called aborigines, is

rejected by him as one founded on very insufficient data, and as resting

on no well-established historical grounds. He thinks that it is a course

opposed to the evidence of facts based on the results of comparative

philology to maintain that the barbarous aboriginal tribes of India,

destitute of written records, traditional religious system, or well-defined

institutions, can be more ancient than the Arian Hindus, the possessors

of an early civilization. These rude tribes may, in his opinion, have

sprung from some of the barbaric hordes, who, under the name of

S'akas, Hunas; etc., are mentioned by Sanskrit writers as having in-

vaded India, and who, after their defeat, may have taken refuge in the

hills and forests of Hindustan. ,

Reviewing the different possible suppositions as to the way in which

the Arians may have entered India, Mr. Curzon infers (1) that they

could not have entered from the west, because it is clear that the

people who lived in that direction were descended from these very
b2 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xvi. pp. 172-200.
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Ariaiis of India
;

such descent being proved by the fact that the oldest

forms of their language have been derived from the Sanskrit (to which

they stand in a relation analogous to that in which the Pali and

Prakrit stand), and by the circumstance that a portion of their

mythology is borrowed from that of the Indo-Arians. Nor (2) could

the Arians, in his opinion, have entered India from the north or north-

west, because we have no proof from history or philology that there

existed any civilized nation with a language and religion resembling

theits which could have issued from either of those quarters at that

early period and have created the Indo-Arian civilization. It was

equally impossible (3) that the Arians could have arrived in India
'

from the east, as the only people who occupied the countries lying in

that direction (the Chinese) are quite different in respect of language,

religion, and customs from the Indians, and have no genealogical rela-

tions with them. In like manner (4) the Indians could not have

issued,from the table-land of Thibet in the north-east, as, independently

of the great physical barrier of the Himalaya, the same ethnical diffi-

culty applies to this hypothesis as to that of their Chinese origin .

And (5) the Indians cannot be of Semitic or Egyptian descent, because

the Sanskrit contains no words of Semitic origin, and differs totally in

structure from the Semitic dialects, with which, on the contrary, the

language of Egypt appears, rather, to exhibit an affinity. And (6)
" no

monuments, no records, no tradition of the Arians having ever origi-

nally occupied, as Arians, any other seat than the plains to the south-

west of the Himalayan chain, bounded by the two seas defined by Manu

(memorials such as exist in the histories of other nations who are known

to have migrated from their primitive abodes), can be found in India."

Mr. Curzon (7) regards as illogical the inference, that because the

Arians spread at an early period to the south of India, as they did also

to the west and north-west, they must have originally issued from some

unknown region to invade and conquer India itself. In the same way,
he urges, it might be argued that the Romans invaded Italy from some

unascertained quarter (instead of springing from one region of Italy),

because they extended their dominion to the south, as well as in other

directions. In explanation of their movements, he quotes the passage

of Manu, ii. 17, ff. (which will be hereafter given at length), and

assumes, in accordance with the indications which it affords, that the
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earliest seat of Indian civilization was in Brahmavartta
;
and that the

Arians, as they increased in numbers and advanced in social progress,

gradually moved forward to the central region called Madhyadesa, and

eventually to Aryavartta, the tract between the Himalaya and the

Vindhya, extending from the eastern to the western sea*. Mr. Curzon

admits the existence of a non-Arian people and nationality, viz., the

Tamulian in the south, which he conceives may have heen ia 6ourse of

formation contemporaneously with the rise of the Arian community

in the north
; though he thinks that there is nothing to indicate that

the Tamulians, or the hill tribes, or any other indigenous race, were

ever in possession of Aryavartta (the country north of the Vindhya)

before its occupation by the Arians. *

His conclusion (founded on the assumption that all the languages of

the Arian family have been framed from a Sanskrit basis, and are only

modified and corrupted forms of what was once the original tongue of

the Arian race of India) is therefore the following, viz., thatgeither

(1) the nations whose speech is derived from Sanskrit have sprung

from .the gradual dispersion of the ancient Arian race of India, such

dispersion being occasioned by political or religious causes, issuing in

the expulsion from India of the defeated parties, and their settlement

in different unoccupied countries chiefly to the westward ;
or (2) that

the Arians invaded the countries to the west and north-west of India,

and conquered the various tribes inferior to themselves, who were

there in possession, imposing upon them their own institutions and

language. Of these two alternative suppositions, he conceives the

latter to have the greater probability in its favour. As regards the

time when the Arian advance in a westerly direction took place,

he thinks that "
it was subsequently to their extension over this

territory [the Dekhan] and its occupation, which may be regarded

as the third tra in their history, when the Arians had attained an

advanced state of civilization, when the Vedas had been composed, and

a national system of religion established ;
when the Brahmanical hier-

archy had been formed, the Arian tongue cultivated, and codes of

law compiled ;
when tribes had separated under particular princes, and

founded different governments in various parts of the country ;
when

religious schisms had begun to arise, anti-Brahmanical sects had in-

creased, political dissensions and civil war had spread their effects
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that the migrations in a westerly and north-westerly direction which

terminated in the extension of the Arian tongue over the geographical

zone," [including Ariana, Persia, Armenia, Phrygia, Greece, Italy,

Germany, etc. etc.], which he had "pointed out, took place."

I have stated the opinion of Mr. Curzon on this question, together

with his arguments, in considerable detail, as it represents the view to

which tite -Indian reader will, no doubt, incline as the most reasonable

(see above, p. 259) ;
and it is therefore only fair that all that can

be urged in its behalf should be fully stated.

Before discussing Mr.^ Curzon's hypothesis, I shall adduce the state-

ment given by Mr. Elphinstone (History of India, vol. i., p. 95, ff., 1st

edition) on the same subject. It will be seen that after reviewing the

arguments on both sides, this distinguished author leaves it undecided

whelher the Hindus sprang from a country external to Hindustan, or

were autochthonous.

"0$ looking back to the information collected from the Code [of

Manu] we observe the three twice-born classes forming the whole

community embraced by the law, and the Sudras in a servile and

degraded condition. Yet it appears that there are cities governed by
Sudra kings, in which Brahmins are advised not to reside (chap,

iv. 61), and that there are 'whole territories inhabited by Sudras,

overwhelmed with atheists, and deprived of Brahmins' (chap. viii. 22).

The three twice-born classes are directed invariably to dwell in the

country between the Himawat and the Yindya Mountains, from the

eastern to the western ocean. But though the three chief classes are

confined to this tract, a Sudra distressed for subsistence may dwell

where he chooses (chap. ii. 21-24). It seems impossible not to con-

clude from all this that the twice-born men were a conquering people;

that the servile class were the subdued aborigines; and that the in-

dependent Sudra towns were in such of the small territories, into

which Hindostan was divided, as still retained their independence,

while the whole of the tract beyond the Vindya Mountains remained

as yet untouched by the invaders, and unpenetrated by their religion.

A doubt, however, soon suggests itself whether the conquerors were

a foreign people, or a local tribe, like the Dorians in Greece; or

whether, indeed, they were not merely a portion of one of the native

states (a religious sect, for instance) which had outstripped their
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fellow -citizens in knowledge, and appropriated all the advantages of

the society to themselves.

" The different appearance of the higher classes from the Sudras,

which is so observable to this day, might incline us to think them

foreigners ;
but without entirely denying this argument (es far at least

as relates to the Brahmins and Cshetriyas), we must advert to some

considerations which greatly weaken its force. ,
*

"The class most unlike theBrahmins are the Chandalas, who are

nevertheless originally the offspring of a Brahmin mother, and who

might have been expected fo have preserved their resemblance to

their parent stock, as, from the very lowness of their caste, they are

prevented mixing with any race but their own. 83 Difference of habits

and employments is, of itself, sufficient to create as great a dis-

similarity as exists between the Brahmin and the Sudra; and the

hereditary separation of professions in India would contribute to keep

up and to increase such a distinction.
I

" It is opposed to their foreign origin, that neither in the Code [of

Hanu^. nor, I believe, in the Vedas, nor in any book that is certainly

older than the Code, is there any allusion to a prior residence, or to

a knowledge of more than the name of any country out of India.

Even mythology goes no further than the Himalaya chain, in which

is fixed the habitation of the gods.

"The common origin of the Sanskrit language with those of the

West leaves no doubt that there was once a connexion between the

nations by whom they are used
;
but it proves nothing regarding the

place where such a connexion subsisted, nor about the time, whic.h

might have been in so early a stage of their society as to prevent its

throwing any light on the history of the individual nations. To say

that it spread from a central point is a gratuitous assumption, and even

contrary to arralogy ;
for emigration and civilization have not spread

in a circle, but from east to west. "Where, also, could the central

point be, from which a language could spread over India, Greece, and

Italy, and yet leave Chaldea, Syria, and Arabia untouched ?

83
[See the first volume of this .work, 2nd edition, p. 481, and Manu x. 12, there

quoted. It is clear, however, that we are not to take these accounts of the formation

of the different castes, written at a time when the Brahmanical system was fully

developed, and in the interest of its defenders, as furnishing the true history of their

origin. See Lassen, Ind. Ant., 1st ed., i. 407, and 2nd ed., pp. 485, f. J. M.]
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"The question, therefore, is still open. There is no reason what-

ever for thinking that the Hindus ever inhabited any country but their

present one; and as little for denying that they may have done so

before the earliest trace of their records or traditions." M

Mr. Elphinstone then proceeds to explain how he thinks castes may
have originated.

SECT. VII. Central Asia the cradle of the Ariap.s : opinions of Schlegel,

Lassen, Benfey, Muller, Spiegel, 'Renan, and Pictet.

These views of Mr. Curzon, of which I have given a summary in

the preceding section, are opposed to the general consent of European

scholars. A. W. von Schlegel, Lassen, Benfey, Miiller, "Weber, Roth,

Spiegel, Renan, and Pictet, however differing on other points, all

concur in this, that the cradle of the Indians, as well as of the other

branches of the Indo-Germanic race, is to be sought for in some

country external to India.

I shall proceed to give some extracts from the writings of these

eminent authors
;
and shall finish with a summary of the arguments

which seem to carry most weight in favour of the conclusion which

they have adopted.

The first authority whom I shall cite is A. "W. von Schlegel, who,

in an essay "On the Origin of the Hindus,"
85

systematically discusses

the question under consideration in all its bearing. He treats of the

migratory movements of ancient nations, of the traditions of the

Hindus regarding their own origin, of the diversities of races, of the

physiological character of the Hindus and of the indigenous Indian

tribes, of the bearing of comparative philology on the history of

nations, on the relations of the Arian languages to each other, and

finally deduces the result/3 to which he is led by the convergence of

all these various lines of investigation. As I have already treated

at length of some of these subjects, I shall only cite two passages,

the first of which furnishes a reply to Mr. Curzon's argument against

84 See Appendix, note G.
85 De V Origine des Hindous, published originally in the second volume of the

Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, London, 1834
;
and reprinted in his

Essais Litteraires et Historiques, Bonn, 1842.
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the immigration of the Hindus from any foreign region, drawn from

the absence of any national tradition to that effect. It is as follows:

"In inquiring into the birth-place of any people, and into the route

by which, and the period at which, they have travelled to their present

abodes, we are naturally tempted, first of all, to interrogate the popular

tradition on these points : but if we do so, it may easily happen that

either no answer at all, or a false one, will be obtained. Ai) illiterate

people, ignorant of writing, which has adopted a stationary life, after

a long and arduous migration, might, after a few centuries, easily lose

all recollection of its change of habitation: or, if certain vestiges of

such a change were preserved, it might be impossible for a people so

circumstanced to indicate with precision the point of departure; as

for this purpose a general knowledge of the shape of continents and

of seas would be necessary. It has often happened that tribes in a

barbarous state have emigrated, either impelled by necessity, or to

avoid some powerful neighbour. The utmost that such tribes |could

do might be to direct their journey with tolerable exactness according

to the^four cardinal points : shaping their course so as to avoid any

unexpected difficulties which might arise, they would suffer themselves

to be guided by chance
;
and their only measure of distance would be

the fatigue and the duration of their march." (Essais, p. 444.)

The following is the passage in which Schlegel sums up the results

of his researches :

" If we admit (and it is my conviction that the more deeply the

subject is investigated the more indubitable will the conclusion appear)

that the derivation of the [Indo-European] languages from one common

parent justifies the inference that the nations who spoke them also

issued from one common stock
;
that their ancestors, at a certain epoch,

belonged to one sole nation, which became divided and subdivided as

its expansion proceeded ;
the question naturally arises, what was the

primeval seat of that parent nation ? It is nowise probable that the

migrations which have peopled so la,rge a part of the globe should

have commenced at its southern extremity, and have been constantly

directed from that point towards the north-west. On the contrary,

every thing concurs to persuade us that the colonies set out from a

central region in divergent directions. According to this supposition,

the distances which the colonists would have to traverse up to the
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time of their definitive establishment, become less immense
;

the

vicissitudes of climate to which they were exposed, become less abrupt,

and many of the emigrant tribes would thus make an advantageous

exchange, as regards fertility of soil and the temperature of the air.

And where isi this central country to be sought for, if not in the

interior of the great continent, in the neighbourhood, and to the east

of the Caspian Sea? It may perhaps be objected that the country

in question is now occupied by people of a different race : but to how

map.y countries has it not happened to undergo,., a total change of their

inhabitants? The prolific parent-country of so many swarms of ex-

patriated colonists might, from that very circumstance, be converted

into a desert. . . . It is probable that, since the commencement

of history, the nature of this country has changed, and that in former

times it was more favourable than now to agriculture and to popu-

lation. According to my hypothesis, then, the ancestors of the

Persians and Hindus must have emigrated from their early seats

towards the south-west and the south-east
;
and the forefathers of the

European nations towards the west and the north. ... I conceive

that the tribes which migrated towards Europe followed two great

routes; the one along the northern shores of the Black Sea; while

the other traversed Asia Minor, and crossed the ^Egean Sea, or the

Hellespont, Thrace, Illyria, and the Adriatic. It was indubitably

by this latter route that Greece and Italy received their colonists."

(Essais, p. 514-517.)

Professor Lassen also decides against the hypothesis that India was

thg birth-place of the Indo-European races. He says :

^

" It is, as we have seen, a result of modern investigation that the

ancient language of the Indians is so intimately related to those of the

other Indo-Germanic nations as to establish the original unity both of

these languages and nations. "We are therefore driven -to the conclu-

sion either 1st, that the Indians migrated to India from some other

primeval seat
; or, 2nd, that alj. the kindred Indo-Germanic nations

had their origin in India. The following considerations determine us

to decide in favour of the former of these alternatives.

"It would, first, be an improbable supposition that the nations

which are now so widely extended should have been derived from the

86 Indian Antiquities, first edition, p. 512, ff.
;
second edition, p. 613.
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remotest member of the entire series. Their common cradle must be

sought, if not in the very centre, at all events in such a situation as to

render a diffusion towards the different regions of the world practicable.

This condition is not well fulfilled by supposing India to be the

point of departure. Secondly, none of the phenomena of speech, cus-

toms, or ideas observable among the other cognate nations indicate

an Indian origin. Of the countries which were anciently, occupied
I

by the great Indo-Grermanic family, India was the most peculiar,

and differed the most widely from the others
;
and it would be very

unaccountable that no trace bf these Indian peculiarities should have

been preserved by any Celtic race in later times, if they had all

originally dwelt in India. Among the names of plants and animals

which are common to all these nations there is none which is peculiar

to India. 87 The most widely diffused word for any species of tfbrn

(yava) denotes not rice, but barley. Thirdly, for a decision of this

question, the manner in which India is geographically distributed

among the different nations by which it is occupied is of great im-

portan^e. The diffusion of the Arians towards the south points to the

conclusion that they came from the north-west, from the country to

the north of the Yindhya, probably from the region bordering on the

Jumna, and the eastern part of the Punjab. Their extension to the

east, between the Himalaya and the Vindhya, also indicates the same

countries as their earlier seats. We find, moreover, evident traces of

the Arians, in their advance from the north-west, having severed

asunder the earlier population of Hindustan, and driven one portion

of it towards the northern, and another portion towards the southern,

hills. Further, we cannot assume that the Arians themselves were the

earlier inhabitants who were pushed aside
;
for the inhabitants of the

Dekhan, like those of the Vindhya range, appear always as the weaker

and retiring party, who were driven back by the Arians. "We cannot

ascribe to the non-Arian tribes the power of having forced themselves

forward through the midst of an earlier Arian population to the seats

which they eventually occupied in the centre of the country; but,

on the contrary, everything speaks in favour of their having been

87
[This circumstance, however, might be accounted for, as "Weber remarks

(Modern Investigations on Ancient India, p. 10), by the names being forgotten, from

the plants and animals being unknown in western countries. See further on. J.M.]
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originally settled in those tracts where we find them at a later period,

and of their having once occupied a more extensive territory. These

non-Arians were in fact feebler races, like the Australian negroes of the

Archipelago and the red men of America. The Arians, on the other

hand, were a more perfectly organized, enterprising, and creative

people, and were consequently the more recent; just as the earth

has at 'a , later period produced the more perfect classes of plants and

animals. Finally, the same thing is shown by the political relation

oi*the two branches of the population. The Arians take up for

themselves, i.e. for the three highest castes, a position of the most

complete contrast to the aboriginal tribes, first of all by the name of

' '

Arya, and next by their prerogatives ;
for the name of 'dvija,' 'twice-

born,' with the higher rank connected with it, is the exclusive de-

signation of the three upper classes. The Arians in this way mark

themselves out as the superior and conquering race. In confirmation

of
thifi

we can also adduce an outward mark, that of complexion. The

word for caste in Sanskrit (varna) originally signified
'
colour.' The

castes therefore were distinguished by their complexion. Bu
., as is

well known, the Brahmans have a fairer colour than the Sudras and

Chandalas
;
and the Kshatriyas and Yaisyas, who were also Arians,

must have participated in the same fair complexion. "We are thus led

to* the conclusion, which would be deducible even from the affinity of

language, that the Arian Indians originally distinguished themselves as

white men from the dark aborigines ;
and this accords with the as-

sumption that they came from a more northern country."

, That the Arians were not autochthonous in India, but came from

some country to the north, is also the opinion of Professor Max Miiller.

"At the first dawn of traditional history we see these Arian tribes

migrating across the snow of the Himalaya southward toward the

'Seven Elvers' (the Indus, the five rivers of the Punjab, and the

Sarasvati), and ever since India has been called their home. That

before this time they had been Jiving in more northern regions, within

the same precincts with the ancestors of the Greeks, the Italians,

Slavonians, Germans, and Celts, is a fact as firmly established as that

the Normans of William the Conqueror were the Northmen of Scandi-

navia. The evidence of language is irrefragable, and it is the only

evidence worth listening to with regard to ante-historical periods." . . .
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"While most of the members of the Arian family followed this glorious

path" [i.e.
to the north-west], "the southern tribes were slowly

migrating to the mountains which gird the north of India. After

crossing the narrow passes of the Hindu-tush or the Himalaya, they

conquered or drove before them, as it seems without miwsh effort, the

original inhabitants of the Trans-Himalayan countries. They took for

their guides the principal rivers of Northern India, and were led by
them to new homes in their .beautiful and fertile valleys." (Last

Results of Sanskrit Researches, in Bunsen's Out. of Phil, of Un. Hist.,

vol. i., pp. 129 and 131
;
Anc. JJansk. Lit., pp. 12, 13, 15; Chips, i. 63, 65.)

Again, in the Last Results of the Turanian Researches (Bunsen, as

above, p. 340), the same able writer remarks: "It is now generally
'

admitted that this holy-land of the Brahmans, even within its earliest

and narrowest limits, between the Sarasvatl and Drishadvati, was not

the birth-place of the sons of Manu. The Arian s were strangers in the

land of the Indus and .the Ganges, but no one can now
determine the

exact spot whence they came, and where they had been previously

settled. . 9 Traditions current among the Brahmans as to the northern

regions, considered the seats of the blessed, may be construed into some-

thing like a recollection of their northern immigration holy places

along the rivers of northern India, where even in later times Brahmans

went to learn the purest Sanskrit, may mark the stations of their on-

ward course the principal capitals of their ancient kingdoms may

prove the slow but steady progress toward the mouths of the principal

rivers of India but with the sources of those rivers, the homes of the

Arian strangers vanish from our sight, even after we have reached the

highest points of view accessible on Indian ground."

Professor Benfey expresses an equally confident opinion that India

was not the original country of the Hindus. His reasons are as follows.

After giving some account of the various tribes, by whom southern and

central India are occupied, he proceeds: "We thus find the whole of

the Dekhan covered with the remains of a nation of which it is highly

probable that the several parts were connected by affinity. But we

know with certainty that the Sanskrit-speaking people did not esta-

blish themselves in the Dekhan till a later period, and as colonists, who

apparently began their occupation by making themselves masters of the

coasts. . . . Now it is hardly probable that those barbarous tribes
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could have pushed themselves forward into the midst of the Arian

Indians at a period when the latter had attained to the height of their

social and political development ;
and yet it is at this very period that

we already find mention made of several of these barbarous races. "We

are therefore, compelled to recognize the latter as being the earlier

inhabitants of the Dekhan, who were reduced to subjection by the

arms ofthe Sanskrit-speaking race, and either incorporated into their

community as a servile caste, or driven back into the recesses of the

mountains." Indien,
88

p. 9. In p. 12, the_v
same author proceeds :

"From the foregoing sections it appeals that the Sanskrit-speaking

people, who called themselves Aryas and Vises, can be shown to have

immigrated from foreign regions into their new abodes. It can be

positively demonstrated that they once formed one' nation, spoke one

speech, and possessed the same civilization, with the races who are

allied to them by language, viz., the Aryas properly so called (i.e. the

Iranians), the Greeks, Latins, etc. It is scarcely to be doubted that

the theatre of this early union was one of the countries of Asia
;
but

the time is so far antecedent to the dawn of history, and so many com-

motions, migrations, and so forth, must have swept over the region

which they formerly occupied, that every trace which the Sanskrit-

speaking race might have left of their residence there has been

oVliterated."

The following remarks of Professor Spiegel (Introduction to Avesta,

vol. ii., pp. cvi. ff.) will serve as an answer to Mr. Curzon's allegation

that the language and mythology of the Persians are derived from

those of India: "Though it is universally admitted that a primeval

country is to be assumed, where the Arians lived in pre-historical

times as one people, and from which they gradually migrated; and

although it is allowed that the Indians and Iranians must have dwelt

together for a length of time in this, or in some other adjacent country,

even after the separation of the other branches
;

still it is by no means

clear what should be regarded^ as that primeval country. Agreeably

to Mr. Curzon's assumption, India was the fatherland of the Indo-

Germanic races. From that country the individual branches of that

stock migrated westwards, and last of all the Iranians, who continued

to dwell in the immediate vicinity of their original country, which

88 In Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopaedia (German).
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henceforward remained in the sole possession of a single race, the Indians.

According to this assumption, the relation of Iran to India admits of

a very simple adjustment; India is the cradle, the Indian language

(i.e. the Vedic Sanskrit) is the mother-tongue of all the Indo-Germanic

nations. If, accordingly, an important affinity is discernible both in

language and in ideas between the Indians and Iranians, the reason

of it is simply this, that the Iranians emigrated last from I,ndia, and

thus carried with them the largest share of Indian characteristics.

On this view the older .monuments of Iranian literature would stand

in the same relation to the Ve'dic literature that the Pali and Prakrit

stand to the later Sanskrit. Lassen 89
had, however, previously de-

clared himself against this assumption that India was the cradle of
' '

the Indo-Germanic races
;
and his arguments have not been invalidated

by Mr. Curzon. And as regards the relation of the old Iranian dialfect

to the Sanskrit of the Vedas, I boldly assert that we cannot possibly

suppose the former to stand in any such relation of dependence to

the latter as the Pali or the Prakrit stands in to the later Sanskrit;

and ng jyne who impartially examines the question will do otherwise

than support my view.

"We may therefore at once set aside the supposition that India

was the cradle of the Indo-Germanic race. We prefer to assume

with Lassen that their original abode is to be sought in the extreme

east of the Iranian country, in the tract where the Oxus and Jaxartes

take their rise.

"But the second question, in regard to language, is not thus

determined. For it might still be imagined possible that not only

the Indians, but also the Iranians along with them, had migrated to

the countries on the Indus; and that the Iranians, perhaps owing

to religious differences, had retraced their steps to the westward.

The great affinity between the Sanskrit and the ancient Bactrian

languages, and the resemblances between the mythologies of the

Yedas on the one hand, and the Avesta on the other, would then

admit of the same explanation, viz., that the Iranians had spent the

Vedic period, or at least a great part of it, in conjunction with the

Indians; and hence the close affinity between their ideas. This is

89 Ind. Ant. i. 1st ed., p. 512
;
2nd ed., p. 613. See above, p. 308, ff.

VOL. II. 21
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in fact the view of a scholar who is very familiar with this branch of

study, Professor Max Miiller.
90

90 "Last Results of the Persian Researches," p. 113, reprinted in "Chips," i. 86.
" If regarded from a Vaidik point of view, . . . the gods of the Zoroastrians come

out once more ?s mere reflexions of the primitive and authentic gods of the Vedas.

It can now be proved, even by geographical evidence, that the Zoroastrians had been

settled in India before they immigrated into Persia. I say the Zoroastrians, for we

have no fevidence to bear us out in making the same assertion of the nations of

Media and Persia in general. That the Zoroastrians
'

and their ancestors started

ftcm India during the Vaidik period can be proved as distinctly as that the inhabit-

ants of Massilia started from Greece. The geographical traditions in the First Far-

gard of the Vendidad do not interfere with this opinion. If ancient and genuine,

they would embody a remembrance preserved by the Zoroastrians, but forgotten by
the Vaidik poets a remembrance of times previous to their first common descent

into the country of the Seven Rivers. If of later origin, and this is more likely,

they may represent a geographical conception of the Zoroastrians after they had

become acquainted with a larger sphere of countries and nations, subsequent to their

emigration from the land of the Seven Rivers." [In the reprint in "
Chips," the

following note is added :
" The purely mythological character of this geographical

chaptev has been proved by M. Michel Breal, Journal Asiatique, 1862."] The same

opinion is repeated by Professor Miiller in his Lectures on the Science of Language,
i. 235 (1st edit.) :

" The Zoroastrians were a colony from northern India. They
had been together for a time with the people whose sacred songs have been*~reserved

to us in the Veda. A schism took place and the Zoroastrians migrated westward to

Arachosia and Persia. . . . They gave to the new cities, and to the rivers

along which they settled, the names of cities and rivers familiar to them, and re-

minding them of the localities which they had left. Now as a Persian h points to a

Sanskrit *, Haroyu would be in Sanskrit Saroyu. One of the sacred rivers of India,

a river mentioned in the Veda, .... has the name of Sarayu, the modern

Sardju." On this point Mr. Rawlinson coincides with Professor Miiller. In the

Third Essay appended to the first volume of his Herodotus, p. 403, he thus writes :

" The great migration of the Arian race westward from beyond the Indus, simul-

taneous probably with the movement of a kindred people, the progenitors of the

modern Hindoos, eastward and southward to the Ganges, and the Vindhya mountain-

range, is an event of which the most sceptical criticism need not doubt, remote

though it be, and obscurely seen through the long vista of intervening centuries."

From a later part of the same volume, however, Essay xi. p. 669, it clearly appears

that Mr. Rawlinson does not regard the country east of the Indus as the earliest

abode of the Arians, and that this migration of the Arians westward was, in his

opinion, one which followed their original migration from the west to the east :

" The Eastern or Arian migration, whereby an Indo-European race became settled

upon the Indus, is involved in complete obscurity. We have indeed nothing but

the evidence of comparative philology on which distinctly to ground the belief, that

there was a time when the ancestors of the Pelasgian, Lydo-Phrygian, Lycian,

Thracian, Sarmatian, Teutonic, and Arian races dwelt together, the common pos-

sessors of a single language. The evidence thus furnished is, however, conclusive,

and compels us to derive the various and scattered nations above enumerated from a

single ethnic stock, and to assign them at some time or other a single locality. In
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"I cannot agree with this view, as I am quite unable to discover

that there is any historical reminiscence by which it can be estab-

lished.
91 The facts which I have above collected regarding Zoroaster

and his religion certainly do not point to the conclusion that he was

a Bactrian, much less that the religion of the Bactrians came from

India; on the contrary, these accounts seem to lead us to believe that

their religion came first from Media. . . . But if there be no

historical recollection, what else is there to favour the opinionyn
question? Surely it lannot be the similarity of structure between

the languages of India ana Persia! "We esteem the Sanskrit so

highly, not because it was the original speech of the Indo-Germanic

race, but because it stands the nearest to that original language. Now
it cannot surprise us that another language of the same family, as the

ancient Bactrian is, should have remained on a nearly similar level.

It is not in the least at variance with this view that the last-named

language is far younger than the Vedic Sanskrit, for it is well known

that external circumstances- frequently occasion the speedy corruption

of on Janguage, while another can long preserve its ancient level.

And so in this case, both languages issued in a nearly similar form

from one common parent form of speech, and were then developed

independently of each other. And as the phenomena of the two

the silence of authentic history, Armenia may be regarded as the most probable
centre from which they spread ;

and the Arian race may be supposed to have

wandered eastward about the same time that the two other kindred streams began to

flow, the one northward across the Caucasus, the other westward over Asia Minor

and into Europe. The early history of the Arians is for many ages an absolute blank,

but at a period certainly anterior to the fifteenth century before our era they wt*re

settled in the tract watered by the upper Indus, and becoming straitened for room,

began to send out colonies eastward and westward. On the one side their move-

ments may be traced in the hymns of the Rigveda, where they are seen advancing

step by step along the rivers of the Punjab, engaged in constant wars with the

primitive Turanian inhabitants, whom they gradually drove before them into the

various mountain ranges, where their descendants s'iall exist, speaking Turanian

dialects.* On the other, their progress is as distinctly marked in the most early

portions of the Zendavesta, the sacred book of the western or Medo-Persic Arians.

Leaving their Vedic brethren to possess themselves of the broad plains of Hindoostan,
and to become the ancestors of the modern Hindoos, the Zendic or Medo-Persic

Arians crossed the high chain of the Hindoo-Koosh, and occupied the region watered

by the upper streams of the Oxus." 91
See, however, App. Note H.

* " See Miiller's Essay on the Bengali Language in the Report of the British Asso-
ciation for 1848, p. 329, and Bunsen's Philosophy of Univ. Hist., vol. i. pp. 340-364."
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languages do not necessitate the assumption that the ancient Bactrian

language has passed through the Vedic Sanskrit, so neither is this

view forced upon us by the contents of the Avesta. Keference has,

indeed, been made to the points of contact between the legends, and

even between the manners and customs exhibited in the Yeda and the

Avesta. But the few particulars which recur in the Yedas cannot be

set against the far larger number of which there is no trace there.

Similar common legends have been discovered in the Greek mythology,

and yet it has never been imagined by any one,, that the ancient Greeks

must have believed in the Yedas. "We' are, therefore, warranted in

supposing that in the old Bactrian language and literature we possess

the monuments of a people, who certainly lived together with the

Indians longer than any of the other kindred races, and have there-

fore a certain number of religious and other conceptions common to

them with the former. But these common elements are so insignificant

wheif- compared with those which are of peculiarly Iranian growth,

that we are justified in regarding the language and literature as in-

dependent Iranian productions. How, and by what causes tho.separa-

tion of the Iranians from the Indians was occasioned, is a point which,

owing to our want of information on that early period, can no longer

be certainly determined. . . . Among the grounds of it I have

(in the first volume, p. 9) referred to a religious alienation between

the two nations, but too great importance should not be assigned

to this view. Even without assuming any such alienation, it is con-

ceivable that gods who were honoured by the one people, might be

degraded to hell by the other.
92

. . . That which gives probability

to the idea of an actual alienation between the Indians and Iranians

on religious grounds, is the number of such opposing conceptions.
" "We must accordingly maintain that the Indians and Iranians have

each gone through their own proper development apart from the others.

Any points of coincidence between the two must thus be referred to

the early pre-Yedic period, not,to the era of the special development of

either of the two peoples. None of the common features which I have

referred to in vol. i. (see above, p. 293, ff.) are of such a character

as to make it at all necessary for us to suppose the country bordering

on the Indus to have been the scene of their origination. An origin

92 See Appendix, note I.
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in that locality might, with most probability, be ascribed to the legend

of Vritrahan, as Indra is designated, as the slayer of Vritra, who

withholds the clouds and the necessary rain. The word recurs again

in the old-Bactrian verethraya,
' victorious :

'

(the deity, Verethragna,

I regard as being certainly of far later origin). From th? circumstance

that no special sense is assigned to the word in the ancient Bactrian

language, I do not conclude, as is commonly done, that in the Avesta

it has lost its special 'meaning; but, on the contrary, I assume that

the Indian limitation o the word to Indra did not take place till ailer

the separation of the two peoples, and that the word had originally a

more general meaning." (p. ex.)

The following is the opinion of Professor Weber on the same general
'

question. In his tract, entitled "Modern Investigations on Ancient

India," p. 10, after sketching the physical and intellectual condition

of the early Aryas, as deducible from the words common to all the

Indo-European languages, he proceeds thus :
f

"In the picture just now drawn, positive signs are, after all, almost

entirely, wanting, by which we could recognize the country in which

our forefathers dwelt and had their common home. That it was

situated in Asia is an old historical axiom : the want of all animals

specifically Asiatic in our enumeration above seems to tell against this,

but can be explained simply by the fact of these animals not existing

in Europe, which occasioned their names to be forgotten, or at least

caused them to be applied to other similar animals
;

it seems, however,

on the whole, that the climate of that country was rather temperate

than tropical, most probably mild, and not so much unlike that of

Europe; from which we are led to seek for it in the highlands of

central Asia, which latter has been regarded from time immemorial as

the cradle of the human race."

My next quotation is from the work of M. Pictet, "Les Origines

Indo-Europeennes," in which he endeavours, by an examination of

all the accessible data, geographical, and ethnographical, as well as

by a survey and comparison of all the terms common to the Arian

languages, which refer to climate, to topography, and to natural history,

to determine what that country was, which the common ancestors of

the Indo-European nations originally inhabited. 93

93 M. Pictet's second volume, which appeared in 1863, treats (as already stated,
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I shall not attempt to follow the course of M. Pictet's multifarious

investigations and reasonings, or to pass any judgment on his particular

deductions; but shall content myself with extracting his account of

the general results to which he has been conducted.

"By consulting successively national appellations, traditions, geo-

graphy, philology, and ethnography, we have arrived at the following

conclusion^ : The Arian people, as they called themselves in opposition

to the barbarian, must have occupied a c
region, of which Bactria may

be regarded as the centre. This is the conclusion to which we are at

once led by merely comparing the directions followed by the swarms

of men who issued from this centre, and which all radiated from it as
1

a point of departure. The geographical configuration of this portion

of Asia completely confirms this first induction
;
for the only possible

outlets through which the population could issue occur at the very

points where the principal currents of emigration have actually flowed,

if we )nay judge by the ultimate positions of the Arian people, and

the scattered traditions which they have preserved of their origin." . .

"We may presume (1) from the order and direction of the*??iigra-

tions which determined the ultimate positions of the Arian races;

(2) from the traces of their ancient names, left by the several nations

along the routes which they must have followed
;
and (3) from the

mofe special affinities which connect together the different groups of

Arian languages ;
that the primitive Ariana, at the period of its greatest

extension, must have embraced nearly the whole of the region situated

between the Hindu-kush, Belurtagh, the Oxus, and the Caspian Sea
;

and, perhaps, extended a good way into Sogdiana, towards the sources

of the Oxus and the Jaxartes. I do not mean that Ariana then formed

one strongly constituted state. It is much more probable that it was

at that time partitioned among distinct tribes, united solely by the

general bond of race, by similarity of manners and language, by a

common stock of beliefs and traditions, and by a sentiment of natural

brotherhood. This is to be inferred, both from the topographical cha-

racter of the country and from the successive emigrations which must

have followed each other at considerable intervals. I have attempted

p. 294, note,) of the state of material civilization, the social condition, the intel-

lectual, moral, and religious life of this primitive people, before it was broken up
into different nations.
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in chapter iii. to fix, by approximation, the relative positions of the

different branches of the race before their dispersion."

[I introduce here, from p. 51 of M. Pictet's work, the substance of

the passage referred to, so far as it relates to the Iranians, Indians,

Greeks, and Latins:

"Assuming Bactria to have been the centre of the region peopled by
the primitive Aryas, the Iranians must have possessed its north-east

corner, bordering on Sogdiana', towards Belurtagh, and have at fipt

spread towards the eart, as far as the high mountain valleys, from

which they afterwards descended to colonize Iran. Alongside of them,

to the south-east, probably in the fertile regions of Badakhghan, dwelt

the Indo-Arians, occupying the slopes of the Hindu-kush, which they

had afterwards to cross, or to round, in order to arrive in Cabul, and

penetrate thence into northern India. To the south-west, towards the

sources of the Artamis and the Bactrus, we should place the Pelasgo-

Arians (the Greeks and Latins), who must have advanced thence n the

direction of Herat, and continued their migration by Khorasan and

MazeauSran to Asia Minor and the Hellespont."]

"Though nothing more than a hypothesis, the preceding distribution

appears to account better than any other for the entire facts of the case.

But it can be shown, in a more precise manner, that the Aryas myst

have been originally divided into two groups, the one eastern and the

other western, from which, on the one side, the Aryas of Persia and

India issued, and on the other the European nations. The principal

arguments in support of this statement cannot, however, be unfolded

till I come to the sequel of my work In regard to the period

when the Arian emigrations took place, I may say, by anticipation,

that, in all probability, the earliest of them cannot be placed at less

than three thousand years before the Christian era, and that, perhaps,

they go back to a still remoter period." (Pictet, Les Aryas Primitifs,

pp. 536, ff.)

In the second volume of his work, p. 734, M. Pictet adheres to the

same conclusion as to time. He says there : "As the result of all that

precedes, I believe I do not exaggerate in placing about three thousand

years before our era the epoch of the first movements towards dispersion of

the ancient Aryas, whose different migrations must have taken centuries
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to accomplish down to the period of the definitive establishment of their

descendants in the immense tracts which they occupied."

I shall now attempt briefly to sum up the arguments in favour of the

conclusion, that the Indo-Arians were not autochthonous, but im-

migrated inkvHindustan from Central Asia.

Mr. Curzon entertains, as we have seen, a different opinion, which

he grounds on the assumption that the languages, as well as the mytho-

logies, both of the Persians, and also of the Greeks and Latins, are derived

from India. "We have already seen (p. 259, Jf.) how untenable the

notion is that the Greek and Latin languages could have been derived

from Sanskrit
;
and the points of coincidence between the Greek, the

Italian, arid the Indian mythologies are too few and too remote to

justify the idea of their derivation from the Indo-Arians, at any period

nearly so recent as the hypothesis would require. I am not prepared

to pronounce it altogether inconceivable that the Greek and Latin

races
..^ould

have emigrated from India within any period short of

1500 years B.C., without distinct traces of this migration being dis-

coverable in their own literature, or in that of other nations^ for, as

we have already seen (p. 307), the traces of such movements may soon

disappear from the traditions of an illiterate people. But if the languages

and religions of Greece and Italy be not derived from those of India,

tl\ere is no ground for this hypothesis. And any emigration from

India at an earlier period than that indicated appears to be improbable.

Fifteen hundred years before the Christian era, India, if (as it no doubt

was) already occupied by the Indo-Arians, must, at all events, have

been very thinly peopled. The Aryas had not, at that period, extended

themselves beyond the north-west quarter of India. 94
Large tracts

both to the east and west of the Ganges, and to the north of the

Yindhya range, must then have been still uncultivated. "While such

facilities remained for the occupation of new territory for the purposes

of agriculture or pasturage, in their own immediate neighbourhood, it

does not appear what sufficient motive could have existed to impel any

branch of the small Arian population to desert the fertile plains and

the warm temperature of India (to which, by the hypothesis, they

must have been long accustomed) for the rugged mountains and the

yi This will be made evident by the details which I shall shortly adduce relative

to their diffusion in Hindustan.
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barren and less genial regions which lay to the north-west and west of

the Indus.

As regards the derivation of the Iranian language and mythology

from the Indian (which may be asserted with more show of probability

than in the case of the Greeks and Latins), I may place the authority

and the arguments, just quoted, of Professor Spiegel in opposition to

those of Mr. Curzon.
'

I have so far examined Mr.,Curzon's theory generally, and without

reference to the particular period when he supposes the movement of^ihe

Arians to the westward to lave taken place. But when we advert to

the late era at which he supposes it to have occurred, as stated above,

p. 303, f., in his own words, his theory acquires a still higher degree .

of improbability. If the Arians, or rather (in that case) the already

Brahmanized Indians, had invaded and conquered the countries lying to

the west of the Indus at a period subsequent to their occupation of the

Dekhan and to the full development of their civilization and their j\eculiar

institutions, it is scarcely conceivable that no trace of this sweeping

invasion should have remained, either in their own literature or in

that of any of the western nations, and that no specifically Brahrnanical

influences should have been discoverable in the religious or political

systems of Persia, Greece, Rome, or Germany ;
for the period at which

such a supposed extension of the Brahmanical Indians took place could

not have been an "ante-Hellenic" era (p. 187); nor, consequently, is

it imaginable that all record of it should have disappeared in a pre-

sumed "age of darkness" (p. 186). The "ante-Hellenic" period

terminated nearly 1000 years B.C., and the Brahmanical institutions

could not have been fully developed very long before that time.

Mr. Elphinstone, as we have seen, does not decide in favour of either

theory, but leaves it in doubt whether the Hindus were an autoch-

thonous or an immigrant nation. As a justification of his doubt, he

refers to the circumstance that all other kndwn migrations of ancient

date have proceeded from east to 'west, and have not radiated from a

common centre. But this reasoning cannot claim to offer more than a

limited presumption, and cannot be set against the stronger probabilities

which, in this case, are suggested by the subsequent history of the dif-

ferent Arian nations in favour of a radiation from one common centre.

The mutual affinities of the Arian tongues imply, as we have seen,
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the anterior existence of one parent language, from which they all

issued, and conduct us by probable inference to the conclusion that the

several nations who spoke those separate dialects were all descended,

though not, perhaps, without intermixture with other races, from the

same common
( ancestors, who employed the parent-language in ques-

tion, and formed one Arian nation inhabiting the same country. As

the question where this country was situated cannot be decided by

history, we are thrown back upon speculation ;
and we are therefore led

to 'inquire what that region was which by its position was most likely

to have formed the point of departure frdm which nations situated in

the opposite quarters ultimately occupied by the Indians, the Iranians,

the Greeks, the Romans, the Germans, and the Slavonians, must have

issued in order to reach their several abodes by the most easy and

natural routes. The point of departure which best satisfies this con-

dition is, in the opinion of the eminent writers whom I have cited,

some r<2gion of Central Asia, lying to the north-west of India. We

may, therefore, place the cradle of the Arians in or near Bactria.

SECT. VIII. On the National Traditions of the Indians regarding their

own Original Country.

\ shall now inquire whether there are any data to be found among

the traditions of the Indians or the Persians, from which we can derive

any confirmation of the conclusion to which we have been led by other

considerations. I must, however, begin with a candid admission that,

so far as I know, none of the Sanskrit books, not even the most ancient,

contain any distinct reference or allusion to the foreign origin of the

Indians. This does not, perhaps, afford any just ground of surprise.

The Vedic hymns themselves do not carry us back to the first ages of

the nation, but contain allusions to personages and events of a still

earlier date. The past history of their race is very liable to be for-

gotten by an unlettered people, as is remarked by Schlegel, in the

passage quoted above, p. 307
;
and any traditions which may at one

time have existed of the early Arian migrations might very easily

have been overgrown and effaced by the luxuriant harvest of legendary

inventions for which India has been remarkable from the earliest ages.

This process of obscuration is distinctly traceable in other parts of
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Indian history, and it has been frequently remarked how greatly the

myths and even the allusions of the Vedas have been amplified and

distorted by more recent mythologists. I shall, however, proceed to

quote such passages as may appear in any way to imply the tradition

of a foreign origin.

First. In the Bigveda,
95 an expression occurs from which we might

infer that the Indians still retained some recollection of their having

at one time occupied a colder country. Reference is made to winter

in the following texts:, R.V. i. 64, 14: Tokam pushyema tanay&m
iatam himdh

\ "May we cherish sons and descendants a hundred

winters! "
v. 54, 15 : Idam su me Ma/ruto Jiaryata vacho yasya tarema

tarasd satam himdh
|

" Be pleased, Maruts, with this hymn of mine,

by the force of which may we pass through a hundred winters !

"

vi. 4, 8 : Hadema satahimtih suvzrdh
\

"
May we rejoice, living a

hundred winters, with vigorous offspring !

" The same words are re-

peated in vi. 10, 7; vi. 12, 6; vi. 13, 6; vi. 17, 15. In vi.
4fy 8, it

is said to Agni : Pdhi amhasah sameddhdrdm satam himdh stotribhyo ye

cha dadqii \

" Preserve him who kindles thee from calamity for a

hundred winters, and [preserve also] those who give (gifts) to thy

worshippers." And in ii. 1, 11, we find the words: Tvam lid sata-

himd'si dahhase
\

" Thou (Agni) art IJa, bestowing a hundred winters

on the wise man." And in ix. 74, 8, we find the words, Eahshivate

satahimdya,
" To Kakshlvat, who has lived a hundred winters." The

phrase, Pasyema saradah satam jlvema saradah satam,
"
May we see

may we live a hundred autumns," also occurs in B..Y. vii. 66, 16.

See also R.V. x. 18, 4. This may, perhaps, be a more recent form of

the expression, dating from a period when the recollection of the colder

regions from which they had migrated was becoming forgotten by the

Aryas.
96

95
"Wilson, Intfod. to Rigveda, vol. i. p. xlii.

96 I omit here the quotation from the S'atapatha Brahmana, i. 8, 1, 1, f. con-

taining the oldest form of the legend of the Deluge extant in the Indian records, as

well as the version of the same story given' in the Mahabharata, Vanaparva, vv.

12746, if., together with all the passages from the hymns relating to the descent of

the Arian Indians from Manu, which were given in the first edition of this volume,

pp. 324-331, because all these texts, and many others besides, have now been quoted
in the second edition of the first Tolume of this work, pp. 161-238; and because>

further, it is doubtful whether the correct reading in the passage of the S'atapatha

Brahmana i. 8, 1, 6, is atidudrava "he passed over," or adhidudrava, which would
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Second. In the allusions made to the TJttara (or northern) Kurus in

the Indian books, there may be some reminiscence of an early con-

nexion with the countries to the north of the Himalaya. The follow-

ing passage from the Aitareya-brahmana, viii. 14 (quoted by Weber,

Indische Studien, i. 218), contains the oldest reference to this people

of which I am aware : Tasmdd etasydm udlchyam disi ye Ice cha parena

Himavantam janapaddh
" Uitarakuravah Uttaramadrdh" iti vairajydya

te 'bhishichyante \
"viral" ity etdn abhishiktdn dchakshate

\
"Wherefore

iri^his northern region, all the people who dwell beyond the Himavat,

[called] the Uttara Kurus and the Uttark Madras, are consecrated to

glorious rule (vairdjya). Those who are consecrated are called viral."

The following quotation from another part of the Aitareya-brahmana,

viii. 23, will, however, show that even at the early period when that

work was composed, the country of the Uttara Kurus had come to be

regarded as belonging to the domain ofmythology : Etam ha vaiAindram

mahdhkishekam Fdsishthah Sdtyahavyo 'tyardtaye Jdnantapaye provdcha\

tasmdd u Atyardtir Jdnantapir ardjd san vidyayd samantam sarvatah

prithivlmjayan parlydya \

sa ha uvdcha Vdsishthah Sdtyahavyah "ajai-

thlr vai samantam sarvatah prithivlm \

mahan md gamaya
" Hi

\

Sa ha

uvdcha Atyardtir Jdnantapir
"
yadd brdhmana Uttarakurun jayeyam

atha tvam u ha eva prithivyai rdjd sydh sendpatir eva te 'ham sydm
"

iti
t \
Sa ha uvdcha Tdsishthah Sdtyahavyah "devahhetram vai tad na vat

tad martyo jetum arhati
\
adruksho vai me d 'tah idam dade

"
iti

\

tato

ha Atyardtim Jdnantapim dttavlryam nihsukram amitratapano S'ush-

minah S'aivyo jaghdna \

tasmdd evamvidushe brdhmandya evamchakrushe

na kshatriyo druhyed na id rdshtrdd avapadyeyad na id vdmaprdno jahat\

"Satyahavya of the race of Vasishtha declared this great inauguration,

similar to Indra's, to Atyarati, son of Janantapa ;
and in consequence

Atyarati, who was not a king, by [that] knowledge traversed the

whole earth round, reducing it to subjection. Satyahavya said to him,
' Thou hast subdued the 'whole earth round : exalt me now to great-

ness.' Atyarati replied, 'When, Brahman, I conquer the Uttara

Kurus, then thou shalt be king of the earth, and I will be only thy

general.' Satyahavya rejoined, 'That is the land of the gods; no

not so distinctly convey the same sense
;
and would leave it doubtful whether the

writer intended to represent Manu as having crossed the Himalaya from the north-

ward.
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mortal may conquer it : thou hast acted injuriously towards me ;
I take

back, therefore, that [which I have bestowed].' In consequence of

this the foe-destroying S'ushmina, the son of S'ivi, slew Atyarati, son

of Janantapa, who had [thus] become bereft of his rigour, and

destitute of strength. "Wherefore let no Kshatriya treat injuriously a

Brahman who possesses this knowledge and has performed this rite,

lest he lose his kingdom and his life." (See Colebrooke's Misc. Ess.,

i. 43.)

The northern Kurus are also mentioned in the Ramayana.
97 In-lbe

"
description of the northern region," iv. 44, 82, ff. we have the following

account: Tan gachhata 'hari-kreshtTiu.il visdldn Uttardn Kurun
\

ddnaslldn

maJidlhtigdn nityatushtan gatajvardn \

na tatra iltam ushnam vd na Jard
'

ndmayas tathd
\

na solco na lhayam vapi na varsham na'pi IJidslcarah
\

"
Go, most excellent of monkeys, to those illustrious Uttara Kurus,

who are liberal, prosperous, perpetually happy, and undecaying. In

their country there is neither cold nor heat, nor decrepitude, nor Disease,

nor grief, nor fear, nor rain, nor sun." A great deal more follows in

the same hyperbolical strain, and then it is added (verse 117) : JTurums

tan samatikramya uttare payasdm nidJiih
\
tatra somagirir ndma hiran-

maya-samo mahdn
\

and in verses 121, 122: na kathanchana gantavyam

kurundm uttarena cha
\ anyesJidm api bhutdndm na tatra kramate gatih \

sa hi somagirir ndma devdndm api durgamah \

"
Beyond the Kuru?\ to

the north lies the ocean
;
and there the vast Soma-mountain is situated,

resembling a mass of gold." "You must not travel to the north of

the Kurus. That region is untrodden by the steps of other living

beings also. For that Soma-mountain is difficult of access even to the

gods themselves." 98

In the same way, when Arjuna, in the course of his conquests, as

described in the Digvijaya Parva of the Mahabharata, comes to the

97 See also the first volume of this work, second edition, p. 493, f.

98 These quotations are from Gorresio's edition. The Bombay edition, sec. 43 of

the same book, vv. 38, and 57, f., is less diffuse. It says, v. 38 : Uttarah Kuravas

tatra kritapunya-pratisrayah \

" There are situated' the Uttara Kurus, the abodes

of those who have performed works of merit :" and in v. 57 : Na Ttathanchana gan-

tavyam Eurunam uttarena vah
\ anyesham api bhutanaTn nanuJcramati vai gatih \

58
|

sa hi somagirir ndma devanam api durgamah.
" You must not on any account

go to the northward of the Kurus : nor may any other creatures proceed further.

For that Soma-mountain is difficult of access even to the gods."
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country of the TJttara Kurus in Harivarsha, he is thus addressed by
the guards at the gate of the city (Sabha Parva, verses 1045, ff.) :

Pdrtha nedafh tvayd sakyam puram jetum kathanchana
|

. . . idam

puram yah pravised dhruvam na sa bhaved narah
\

. . , na chdtra

kinchij jetavyqm Arjundtra pradrisyate \

Uttardh Kuravo hy ete ndtra

yuddham pravartate \ pravishto 'pi hi Kaunteyn neha drakshyasi kin-

chana
\

na hi mdnusha-dehena iakyam atrdbhivlkshitum
\

" This city,

king, cannot in any way be subdued by. thee. '. . . He who enters

tht5
* city must be more than mortal. . . . There is nothing to be

beheld here, Arjuna, which thou majest conquer. Here are the

TJttara Kurus, whom no one attempts to combat. And even if thou

shouldst enter, thou couldst behold nothing; for here no one with a

mortal body can see."

On this passage (part of which is a mere repetition of the Ait. Brah.

viii. 23) Professor Lassen remarks (in the Zeitschrift fur die Kunde

des Morgenlandes, ii. 62): "At the furthest accessible extremity of

the earth appears Harivarsha, with the northern Kurus. The region

of Hari or Vishnu belongs to the system of mythical geography ;
but

the case is different with the TJttara Kurus. Here there is a real

basis of geographical fact
;
of which fable has only taken advantage,

without creating it. The TJttara Kurus were formerly quite inde-

pendent of the mythical system of 'dvipas,' though they were included

in it at an early date." Again the same writer says at p. 65 :
" That

the conception of the TJttara Kurus is based upon an actual country,

and not on mere invention, is proved (1) by the way in which they

are mentioned in the Yedas "
[the Aitareya-brahmana, as just quoted

p. 324] ;

"
(2) by the existence of TJttara Kuru in historical times

as a real country; and (3) by the way in which the legend makes

mention of that region as the home of primitive customs. To begin

with the last point, the Mahabharata speaks as follows of the

freer mode of life whidh women led in the early world, Book I.,

verses 4719-22 : Andvritdh kila pura striyah dsan vardnane
\

kdma-

chdra-vihdrinyah svatantjrus chdruhdsini
\

tdsdm vyuchcharamdntindm

kaumdrdt subhage patln \

nddharmo 'bhud vardrohe sa hi dharmah purd

'bhavat
\

tarn chaiva dharmam paurdnam tiryagyoni-gatdh prdjdh \

adydpy anuvidhlyante kdma-krodha-vivarjitdh \ pramdna-drishto dharmo

'yam pujyate cJia, maharshibhih
\

TTttare&hu cha rambhoru Kurushv adydpi
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pujyate \

' Women were formerly unconfined, and roved about at their

pleasure, independent. Though in their youthful innocence, they went

astray from their husbands, they were guilty of no offence
;

for such

was the rule in early times. This ancient custom is even now the

law for creatures born as brutes, which are free from lust and anger.

This custom is supported by authority, and is observed by great rishis,

and it is still practised among the northern Kurus.' "

" The idea which is* here conveyed is that of the continuance in one

part of the world of that original blessedness which prevailed in.tne

golden age. To afford a oonception of the happy condition of the

southern Kurus it is said in another place
"

(Mahabh., i. 4346 :

Uttaraih Kurubhih sdrdham dakshinah Kuravas tathd
\ vispardhamanah

vyaharams tathd devarshi-charanaih
|)

" 'The southern Kurus vied in

happiness with the northern Kurus, and with the divine rishis and

bards.'
"

Professor Lassen goes on to say: "Ptolemy (vi. 16)
100

is al>so ac-

quainted with TJttara Kuru. He speaks of a mountain, a people, and

a city called Ottorokorra. Most of the other ancient authors who

elsewhere mention this name have it from him. It is a part of the

country which he calls Serica
; according to him the city lies twelve

degrees west from the metropolis of Sera, and the mountain extends

from thence far to the eastward. As Ptolemy has misplaced the

whole of eastern Asia beyond the Ganges, the relative position which

he assigns will guide us better than the absolute one, which removes

Ottorokorra so far to the east that a correction is inevitable.

"
According to my opinion the Ottorokorra of Ptolemy must be

sought for to the east of Kashghar."

Lassen also thinks that Megasthenes had the TJttara Kurus in view

99
[I am myself responsible for the translation of these lines. The practice of

promiscuous intercourse was, according to the legend, abolished hy S'vetaketu, son

of the rishi Uddalaka, who was incensed at seeing his' mother led away by a strange
Brahman. His father told him there was no reason to be angry, as : anavritah hi

sarvesham varnanam anganah bhuvi
\ yatha ,gavah sthitas tata sve sve varne tatha

prajah \

" The women of all castes on earth are uiconfined : just as cattle are

situated, so are human beings, too, within their respective castes." S'vetaketu, how-

ever, could not endure this custom, and established the rule that henceforward wives

should remain faithful to their husbands, and husbands to their wives. Mahabharata,
i. verses 4724-33. J.M.]

100 The original passage will be given in appendix, note J.
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when he referred to the Hyperboreans, who were fabled by Indian

writers to live a thousand years.
101 In his Indian Antiquities (Ind,

Alterthumskunde, 2nd ed., i. 612, f. and note) the same writer con-

cludes that the descriptions given in such passages as those above cited

relative to the Uttara Kurus are to be taken as pictures of an ideal

paradise, and not as founded on any recollections of the northern origin

of the Kurus. Still it is probable, he thinks, that some such remi-

niscences originally existed, and still survived in the Vedic era, though

there is no trace of their existence in later times.

The sanctity of Kashmir is thus celebrated in the Yana Parva of the

Mahabharata, verses 10,545-46 : Kdsmira-mandalam chaitat sarva-

punyam arindama
\

maharshibhis chddhymhitam patyedam Ihrdtrilhih

saha
| yatrauttardndm sarveshdm rishlndm Ndhushasya cha

\ Agnes

chaivdtra samvddah Kdsyapasya cha Bhdrata] "And this is the

region of Kasmira, all-holy, and inhabited by great rishis : behold it,

along ^vith thy brothers. It was here that the conversation of all the

northern rishis with Nahusha, as well as that of Agni and Kasyapa,

occurred."

Fourth. In the Atharva-veda, v. 4, 1, the salutary plant "kushtha"

is spoken of as growing on the other side of the Himalaya : TJdan

jdto Himavatah prdchydm nzyaseJanam,
" Produced to the north of the

Hynavat, thou art carried to the people in the east." This reference

may perhaps be held to imply that the contemporaries of the author of

this mantra had some acquaintance with the country on the other side

of the great chain.

Fifth. In a passage of the S'ankhayana or Kaushitakl-brahmana

vii. 6 (cited by Weber, Ind. Stud. i. 153, note, and alluded to by

Miiller,
" Last Results of the Turanian Researches," p. 340), it is re-

ported that the north was resorted to at an early period for the purpose

of studying language, as it was best known in that region : Pathyd

Svastir udlchlm disam prdjdndt \ Vag vai Pathyd Svastih
\

tasmdd

udlchyum disi prajndtatard vug udyate \
udanche u eva yanti vdcham

sikshitum
\ yo vd tatah dpachhati tasya vd susrushante "iti sma aha"

\

eshd hi vticho dik prajndtd \

"
Pathya Svasti (a goddess) knew the

101
Zeitschrift, as above, ii. 67, and Schwanbeck, Megastbenis Indica, pp. 77, 117,

Ilepl 8e TUV X(^'6Tw*' 'Tirep^opeW TO, avra \cysiv 'Si/J.uviSri KO,I
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northern region. Now Pathya Svasti is Vach [the goddess of speech].

Hence in the northern region speech is better known and better spoken :

and it is to the north that men go to learn speech : men listen to the

instructions of any one who comes from that quarter, saying,
' he says

[so and so] ': for that is renowned as the region of speech." On

this the commentator Vinayaka Bhatta remarks ("Weber, as above) :

"
Prajndtatard vdg udy.ate," Msmlre Sarasvati klrtyate \

Badwikd&ame

veda-ghoshah sruyate \

" vticham sikshitum
"

Sarasvatl-prasdddrtham
" udanche eva yanti" \

'

yo vd prasddam labdhvd " tatah dgachhati"\

"smdha" prasiddham aha sma sarvaloJcah\ "'Language is better

understood and spoken :' for Sarasvati is spoken of [as having her

abode] in Kashmir, and in the hermitage of Badarika [Badarinath in

the Himalaya, apparently], the sound of the Vedas is heard. ' Men

go to the north to learn language
'

: to obtain the favour of Sarasvati
;

and 'he who comes thence,' having obtained her favour,
'
is listened

to with attention,' as every one knows, and repeats."
^

There may lie in this passage some faint reminiscence of an early

with the north.

SECT. IX. Whether any tradition regarding the earliest abodes of the

Arian race is contained in the First Fargard of the Vendidad.

I shall now proceed to quote at some length the First Fargard of the

Vendidad, descriptive of the creation of various countries by Ahura-

mazda, which is held by some scholars to contain a reference to the

earliest regions known to, and successively occupied by, the Iranians,

though this is denied by others. Being unacquainted with Zend, I

shall borrow the abstract which I give of this section from the versions

of Professor Spiegel
102 and Dr. Haug.

103

1-4. " Abura-mazda spake to the holy 'Zarathustra : 'I formed

into an agreeable region that which before was nowhere habitable.

Had I not done this, all living things would have departed to Airyana-

vaejo.'
104

102 Avesta : Die Heiligen Schriften der Parsen (Avesta : The Sacred Writings of

the ParsTs), vol. i., pp. 61, ff.

103 Das Erste Kapitel des Vendidad (The First Chapter of the Vendidad), pp. 18, ff.

104 The purport of this is, Dr. Haug remarks, that Airyana-vaejo was originally

VOL. n. 22
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5-9. '

I, Ahura-mazda created as the first, best region, Airyana-

vaejo, in a state of excellence. Then Angra-mainyus, the destroyer,

formed in opposition to it, a great serpent, and winter [or snow], the

creation of the daevas. There are there ten months of winter, and two

of summer.'

13, 14. 'I, Ahura-mazda, created as the second, best region, Gau,

in which iSughdha is situated.'

, [Here, and in most of the following cases, I omit the counter-

creations of Angra-mainyus.]

17, 18. 'I, etc., created as the third, best region, Mouru, the

mighty, the holy.'

21, 22. 'I, etc., created as the fourth, best region, the fortunate

Bakhdhi, with the lofty banner.'

25, 26. 'I, etc., created as the fifth, best region Nisai,' [situated

between Mouru and Bakhdhi.]
g

29,^30. 'I, etc., created as the sixth, best region, Haroyu, abound-

ing in houses [or water].'

33-36. 'I, etc., created as the seventh, best region, "NfaeVereta

where Dujak is situated. In opposition to it, Angra-mainyus, the

destroyer, created the Pairika Khnathaiti, who clung to Keresaspa.'

37, 38. '

I, etc., created as the eighth, best region, Urva, full of

pastures.'

41, 42. '

I, etc., created as the ninth, best region, Khnenta, in

which Vehrkana lies.'

45, 46. 'I, etc., created as the tenth, best region, the fortunate

Haraqaiti.'

49, 50. '

I, etc., created as the eleventh, best region, Haetumat,

the rich and shining.'

59, 60. 'I, etc., created as the twelfth, best region, Kagha, with

three fortresses [or races].'

63, 44. '

I, etc., created as the thirteenth, best region, Chakhra,

the strong.'

67, 68.
'

I, etc., created as the fourteenth, best region, Yarena,

with four corners
;
to which was born Thraetaono, who slew the ser-

pent Dahaka.'

the only cultivated country, and that all other countries were waste. As it was to be

feared that the inhabitants of the waste would overrun Airyana-vaejo, other countries

also were made habitable by Ahura-mazda.
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72, 73. '

I, etc., created as the fifteenth, best country, Hapta-

hendu [from the eastern to the western Hendu 105

]. In opposition,

Angra-mainyus created untimely evils, and pernicious heat [or fever].'

76, 77.
'

I, etc., created as the sixteenth, and best^ the people who

live without a ruler on the sea-shore.'

81. 'There are besides, other countries, fortunate, renowned, lofty,

prosperous and splerdid.'
"

I shall now adduce the most important comments of different authors

on this curious passage.
''

Haug observes (p. 9) that " the winter of ten months' duration as-

signed to Airyana-vaejo, points to a position far to the north, at a

great distance beyond the Jaxartes
;
but the situation cannot, in the

absence of any precise accounts, be more specifically fixed. Only so

much is undeniable, that the Iranians came from the distant north.

The same thing results from the Second Fargard of the Vgndidad,

where the years of Tima are enumerated by winters, and the evils of

winter are depicted in lively colours." The same writer further

remarks (pp. 23, 24) :
"
By Airyana-vaejo we are to understand the

original country of the Arians, and paradise of the Iranians. Its

ruler was King Yima, the renowned Jemshed of Iranian legends, who

is hence called sruto AiryTine-vaejahi,
' famous in Airyana-va,ejo.'

(Fargard ii.) In this region Ahura-mazda and Zarathustra adore the

water of the celestial spring (Ardvl sura anahitu, Yasht, 5, 17, 104);

and here, too, Zarathustra supplicates Drvaspa and Ashi. Thus,

Airyana-vaejo had become an entirely mythical region, the abode of

gods and heroes, free from sickness, death, frost and heat, as is said

of Yima's realm. We can, however, discover a historical substratum

in the chapter before us. In Airyana-vaejo the winter lasts for ten

months; but, winter being a calamity inflicted by Angra-mainyus, was

not compatible with the idea of a paradise, the abode of joy and

blessedness. This long duration of winter is, however, perfectly

characteristic of regions lying far to the north, and is a primitive

reminiscence of the real cradle of the Iranians. In the legend of

Airyana-vaejo an actual historical recollection of this earliest home

has thus become blended with the conception of a primeval abode of

105
Spiegel omits the words within brackets.
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mankind in paradise, such as is represented in so many popular tra-

ditions."

"
Airyana-vaejo," says Spiegel, "is to be placed in the furthest east

of the Iranian plateau, in the region where the Oxus and Jaxartes

take their rise."

The second country is Sogdiana ;
the third, Merv (the ancient Mar-

giana) ;
the' fourth, Balkh (the ancient Bactria) ;

' the fifth, Nisa (the

anciqit Nissea) ;

106 the sixth, Herat (the ancient Aria) ;
the seventh is

Kabul,
107

according to Spiegel, and Sejestan according to Burnouf,

Lassen, and Haug; the eighth is Kabul, according to Haug and

Lassen;
108 the ninth is Gurgan, according to Spiegel,

109 and Kandahar,

according to Haug; the tenth is the Arachosia of the ancients; the

eleventh is the valley of the Hilmend river; the twelfth is Rei in

Media
;

the thirteenth and fourteenth are variously placed ;
the

fifteenth is the country of the seven rivers (Sapta-sindhavas), or the

Panjab ;
and the sixteenth may, Haug thinks, be sought on the shores

of the Caspian Sea. 110

In regard to the age of the section under review, Dr. Haug remarks

(p. 6) :
" The original document itself [as distinguished from certain

additions which appear to have been interpolated in it] is certainly of

high antiquity, and is undoubtedly one of the oldest of the pieces

which compose the existing Vendidad. But in the form in which it

lies before us (even after striking out the late interpolations) it is

decidedly subsequent to Zarathustra; and later than the so-called

'

Gathas,' in which, for the most part, the genuine sayings and doctrines

106
Spiegel says that in the writings on the geography of this section, the position

of this country has been much disputed. Comm. p. 24. (The first volume of this

commentary appeared in 1865, thirteen years after the publication of the first volume

of the translation of the Avesta.)
1(7

According to his commentary, p. 28, Spiegel thinks that the correctness of this

identification cannot be decidedly guaranteed, but that it has much in its favour.

108
According to Spiegel, this locality is difficult to determine. Comm. p. 31.

109 In his Comm., p. 32, Spiegel says lhat the name Vehrkana appears to coincide

with the ancient Hyreania. La'ssen concurs in this. Ind. Ant., i. 635, note (2nd ed.).
110 In a paper

" On the Geographical Arrangement of the Arian Countries men-

tioned in the First Fargard of the Vendidad," published in the Transactions of the

Berlin Academy for 1856, pp. 621-647, Dr. Kiepert contests the conclusions of Dr.

Haug and others in regard to the position of some of the countries. Dr. Haug
defends his own views in a paper in the Journ. of the Germ. Or. Society, vol. xi.,

pp. 526-533.
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of Zarathustra have been handed down. The chief reason for this

conclusion is, that the passage under review exhibits the Persian

doctrine in a far more developed shape than the songs of Zarathustra."

And again in p. 7,
"
Though there is thus no doubt that this Fargard

only dates from the period after Zarathustra, we do not thereby mean

to say that it is of modern origin ;
on the contrary, its whole contents

show that it must be very ancient. We can scarcely derive from it

any fixed historical data. From the names of the countries, however,

we can gather not only that the geographical knowledge of its author

was very limited, but alsq that the region actually occupied by the

Arians was much more contracted than we afterwards find it."

In his first volume Professor Spiegel remarks on the same Fargard as.

follows, p. 59: "The great importance of this first chapter for the pre-

historical age of the Indo-Germanic race in general, and of the Persian

race in particular, has been fully allowed by investigators of the mytho-

logy and history of the ancient world. Heeren, Rhode, Lassen, an^ others,
a

have recognized in these accounts of the Yendidad a half-historical, half-

mythical fragment, which reveals to us the state of geographical know-

ledge among the followers of the Avesta at the time when it was com-

posed. Perhaps, we may also, with Rhode, discover in it the history

of the gradual diffusion of the Iranian race, regarding the first-

mentioned country as their primeval abode, and those which follow

as the regions which were peopled at a later date. The order in

which the countries are arranged appears to tell in favour of this

hypothesis."

In his second volume, p. cix, Professor Spiegel retracts his qualified

adhesion to the view of Rhode. He says: "I cannot coincide in" the

attempt to discover in the first chapter of the Vendidad an account of

the gradual migration of the Iranians. It has been said that that list

of countries is a continuous history of their attempts at colonization,

beginning with their northern home, and ending with Hapta-Hendu or

India. But the list nowhere speaks of any such migration

Hence, I see in this chapter nothing 'but a specification of the countries

known to the Iranians at a particular time. This period, however,

cannot be a very recent one, as the name Hapta-Hendu is connected

with the Vedic period. This name, however, may have been preserved

in Persia after it had disappeared in India, and we cannot conclude
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from it that this Fargard was composed contemporaneously with the

Vedas." lu

M. Pictet, on the other hand, makes the following observations :

"These names [of countries] enable us to follow step by step the

extension of the Iranians over the vast domain which they have ever

since occupied. The thing which interests us the most in this

enumeration is the point of departure, and the general direction of

the movement. The first perfect abod,e which Ormuzd created is

callee}
'

Airyana-vaejo.' ... As Ritter and Lassen remark, the

ten months of winter and only two of summer can only apply to the

highest valleys of Belurtagh and Mustagh at the north-east corner of

the Iranian table-land. But it is difficult to conceive that an

'excellent' abode could ever have existed there, unless we assume

a very improbable alteration of climate. We are as little able to

imagine how a country so savage and so poor could have been the

cradle of a race so prolific as the Aryas. I believe, then, that we

must separate, in this tradition, the mythical element from the his-

torical data. Airyana-vaejo, the primeval paradise, was probably

nothing more than a very confused* reminiscence of the country origin-

ally inhabited by the Aryas. At their dispersion, the Perso-Arian

branch, driven back perhaps by the gradual increase of the Arian

population, may have directed their steps towards the east as far as the

high valleys of Belurtagh and Mustagh, where their further progress

would be arrested. At a later period, when the emigration of the

other Arian tribes had left the field clear, they descended from these

unprofitable regions towards the more favoured countries of which

they had preserved some recollection, as we learn from the myth in

Vendidad." Origines Indo-Europeennes, pp. 36, 37.

Professor Miiller's views, as well as those of M. Breal, on the First

Fargard of the Vendidad will be found above, in note 90, p. 314.m

111 In his Commentary on the Avesta, vol. i. (1865), p. 1, the same author writes :

"This view (that tbis Fargard describes the migration of the Iranians) was first

shaken by Kiepert in his dissertation on " The Geographical Arrangement of the

Names of Arian Countries in tht First Fargard of the Vendidad
"

(Proceedings of the

Berlin Academy of Science, Dec., 1856, p. 621, ff.),
with which I in general agree,

as does also M. Breal, De la Geographic de I'Avesta (Journ. Asiatique, 1862). On

the other hand, Haug and Bunsen maintain the view that this chapter describes the

migrations of the Indo-Germans, and in particular of the Arians, up to the time of

their immigration into Iran and India (compare Bunsen's JEgyptens Stelle in der

"Welt-geschichte, vol. ii., p. 104, if.).
m See Appendix, note K.
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SECT. X. What was the route ly which the Art/as penetrated into

India ?

We have already seen (pp. 306, ff.) that according to the most

numerous authorities, Bactria, or its neighbourhood, was the country

which the different branches of the Indo-European race occupied in

common before their separation. By what route, then, did they enter

into India? 113

A. "W. von Schlegel thinks that the Indo-Arians must have pene-

trated into that country from the west. After describing the difficulties

of the sea routes leading to India from the south, and of the land route

over the Himalaya from the north, he goes on to say: "The western

113 In the first edition of this volume, p. 345, I wrote as follows :
" Professor

Benfey, who, apparently, differs to some extent from other scholars in designating

that primeval country as Tartary, is of opinion that the Indian and Persian branches

of this family may, after their separation from the others, have dwelt together, more

to the south, in Little Thihet, the country near the sources of the Indus^ and I

then proceed to quote from his Indien, pp. 14, ff., a passage in which he argues that

most probahly the Indians "crossed over from their ancient seats beyond, and in the

northern -valleys of, the Himalaya, into the southern plains, rather as peaceable
colonists than as martial conquerors. The passes over which the road lies are, it is

true, difficult, but by no means insuperable, and are available for traffic and every

sort of intercourse, though difficult fox warlike operations. By these routes the first

Aryas who settled in India, partly following the various branches of the Ganges,

might have found their way, through Kemaon, Garhwal, or Sirmur, to the plains

situated to the the south of the Himalaya. Here they founded Indraprastha, and

thence spread themselves around, subduing the feeble Mlechhas, and gradually con-

quering all the parts of India which were not too difficult of access."

In his review of the first volume of this work, in the Gb'tt. Gel. Anzeigen for 1861,

p. 136, Prof. Benfey writes: "The author has also given a place to the opinion ex-

pressed by me in 1840 in regard to the road by which the Sanskrit-speaking race

immigrated into India. This was written at a time when I had scarcely any means

of becoming acquainted with the Vedas
;
and since then I have had no opportunity for

expressing my views anew upon this question. But already in 1844, when I first

read through the Rigveda in London, and still more in 1846, after Roth's dissertation
' On the Literature, etc. of the Veda,' had appeared, I, too, became firmly con-

vinced that it was not the region of the Sarasvatl which was to be assumed as the

earliest abode of the immigrants into India (on which my opinion regarding their

route had been founded), but the country of the Upper Indus, and that, consequently,
their route must have been over the Hindukush and *he Indus." Professor Benfey
then goes on to state his conviction that his earliest view was the only one to which

the materials at his command before the Vedas were accessible could properly lead.

And he refers to the fact that Prof. "Weber's opinion had at first coincided with his

own (the passage will be quoted in a note further on, p. 339), and had only at a later

period been altered in conformity with the materials now accessible.
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side of India appears to be more open, as from Kashmir to the Delta

of the Indus the boundaries are not otherwise marked than by that

river itself. But in its upper course the Indus is not navigable, owing

to its rapidity and its cataracts: and in addition its right bank is

flanked by mountains. Towards the sea it spreads out into, or is

surrounded by, marshes: more in the interior, and even above the

confluence of the five rivers, it is bounded by sandy deserts. From

that point to the place where it enters the plains near Attock, a tract

intervenes where the passage may be more easily effected. Accord-

ingly it is on this side that India has always been entered by foreign

conquerors, by Semiramis, if her Indian expedition is authentic, . .

oby Alexander the Great, Seleucus, and the Greek kings of Bactria,

by the Indo-Scythians, or nomad races, who invaded certain provinces

during the century preceding our era
; by Mahmud of Ghazni, by the

Afghans, the Moguls, and the Persians under Nadir Shah. Thus all

probabilities are united in favour of the supposition that the ancestors

of the Hindus came from the same side; a supposition which we find

to be confirmed by arguments of another kind. The Panjab would

consequently be the first country occupied by the colonists. Tradition

does not, however, celebrate this as a classic region. On the contrary,

in a passage of the Mahabharata, published and commented on by

Lassen, its inhabitants are described as less pure and correct in their

customs than the real Aryas, as perhaps they had been corrupted by
the vicinity of barbarians. This leads us to believe that it was only

after the colonists had spread themselves over the plains of the Ganges,

that their form of worship, and the social order dependent upon

it, could have assumed a permanent form." Essais litteraires et

historiques, pp. 455-457.

The same view is taken by Lassen (Indian Antiquities, 1st ed., i.

511
; 2nded., p. 612):

"The Indians, like most other nations of the ancient world, believe

themselves to be autochthonous : their sacred legends represent India

itself as the scene of creation, as the abode of the patriarchs, and the

theatre of their deeds; and they have no recollection of having sprung

from any country out of India, or of having ever lived beyond the

bounds of their own Bharatavarsha. (See, however, above, p. 323, ff.)

" It is true that we might be tempted to discover in the superior
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sacredness which they ascribe to the north a reference, unintelligible

to themselves, to a closer connexion which they had formerly had with

the northern countries
;

for the abodes of most of the gods are placed

towards the north in and beyond the Himalaya, and the holy and

wonderful mountain Meru is situated in the remotest regions in the

same direction. A more exact examination will, however, lead to the

conviction that the conception to which we have referred has been

developed in India itself, and is to be derived from the peculiar cha-

racter of the northern mountain-range. The daily prospect of the

snowy summits of the Himalaya glittering far and wide over the

plains, and in the strictest sense insurmountable, and the knowledge

which they had of the entirely different character of the table-land

beyond, with its extensive and tranquil domains, its clear and cloudless

sky and peculiar natural productions, would necessarily designate ,the

north as the abode of the gods and the theatre of wonders
;
while its

holiness is explicable from the irresistible impression produced upon

the mind by surrounding nature. Uttara Kuru, the Elysium ^in the

remotest north, may be most properly regarded as an ideal picture
4

created by the imagination, of a life of tranquil felicity, and not as

a recollection of any early residence of the Kurus in the north. Such

at least is true of the representation which we have of this 'country

in the epic poems. It is, however, probable that originally, and as

late as the Vedic era, a recollection of this sort attached itself to that

country, though in later times no trace of it has been preserved."

After stating the reasons (already detailed above, pp. 308, ff.) which

lead to the conclusion that the Indians could not have been autochthonous,

Lassen proceeds as follows (1st ed., p. 515, 2nd. ed., p. 616): "There

is only one route by which we can imagine the Arian Indians to have

immigrated into India
; they must have come through the Panjab, and

they must have reached the Panjab through western Kabulistan. The

roads leading from the country on the Oxus itito eastern Kabulistan and

the valley of the Panjkora, or into the upper valley of the Indus down

upon Gilgit, and from thence either down the course of the Indus, or

from Gilgit over the lofty plateau of Deotsu down on Kashmir, are

now known to us as the roughest and most difficult that exist, and

do not appear to have been ever much or frequently used as lines

of communication. We can only imagine the small tribes of the
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Daradas to have come by the second route from the northern side

of the Hindukush into their elevated valleys ;
but we cannot suppose

the mass of the Arians to 'have reached India by this road. All the

important expeditions of nations or armies which are known to us

have proceeded through the western passes of the Hindukush, and if

we suppose the Arian Indians to have come into India from Bactria,

this is the only route by which we can assume them to have

arrived."
'

It is true that the Hindus attach tfo idea of sanctity to

thte>Panjab; on the contrary, "the Sarasvati is the western boundary

of the pure land, governed by Brahmanieal law. There are, indeed,

Indians dwelling further to the west, but they do not observe the

Brahmanieal ordinances in all their integrity. But this mode of re-

garding the western tribes can only have arisen after the Indian

institutions had been developed, and a marked difference had become

observable between the people living east of the Sarasvati, and those

on the western border. The people of the Panjab always appear as

descended from the same stock, and in spite of the aversion in question,

the epic legends recount to us frequent relations between the kings of

the pure portion of India and the tribes to the westward. There is no

break in the chain of Indian races towards the west." (p. 616, 2nded.)

M. Biirnouf briefly indicates his opinion on the question with which

we are now occupied, by speaking of " the movement which from the

earliest ages had carried the Arian race from the Indus to the Ganges,

and from the Ganges into the Dekhan," etc., Preface to Bhag. Pur.,

vol. iii., p. xxix.

I am not aware whether Professor Roth has ever expressed an

opinion as to the precise route by which the Arians entered India;

but in his work on the Lit. and Hist, of the Veda (1846), p. 136, he

writes as follows: "It is more than probable that the bulk of the

tribes which we may designate as the Vedic people dwelt nearer to

the Indus than the Jumna, and that the battle which is described in

the hymn before us was one of those conflicts in which the northern

tribes pressed upon the southern, on their way towards the regions

which they were eventually to occupy. The Indus is well known and

frequently celebrated in the hymns of the Rigveda, while at this

moment I know of only one passage in which the Ganges is mentioned,

and that only in a way which assigns to it an inferior rank."
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The same writer in his article on "Brahma and the Brahmans," in

the Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1847, p. 81, again

expresses himself thus: "When the Vedic people, expelled by some

shock and that at a period more recent than the majority of the

hymns of the Veda relinquished their seats in the Panjab and on the

Indus, advanced further and further to the south, drove the aborigines

into the hills, and occupied the broad tracts lying between the Ganges,

the Jumna, and the Viiidhya range, the time had arrived when the

division of power, the relations of king and priest, could become tranc-

formed in the most rapid and comprehensive manner."

Professor Weber also speaks of the Arians as at one time dwelling

beyond the Indus. In his Hist, of Ind. Lit. (1852), pp. 2 and 3, he

writes : "In the oldest parts of the Eigveda the Indian people appear

to us as settled on the north-western borders of India, in the Panjab,

and even beyond the Panjab, on the borders of the Kubha river, the

Kophen in Kabul. 114 The gradual diffusion of this people from .this

point towards the east, beyond the Sarasvati and over Hindustan as

far as the Ganges, can be traced almost step by step in the later por-

tions of the Vedic writings." See also Ind. Stud. ii. 20.

In his " Eecent Investigations on Ancient India," the same writer

similarly remarks :
" The oldest hymns of the Veda show us the Arian

people still dwelling beyond, or, at least, only on the north-western

frontiers of India
; viz., in the tract between the Cabul river and the

Indus, as well as in the Panjab. Their advance from this point, and

extension over India can be traced step by step in their literature.

Their road lay to the north of the great desert of Marwar, from the

S'atadru (the modern Sutlej) to the Sarasvati, a river (esteemed at a

later period as of the highest sanctity) which loses itself in the sands

of the desert. This must have been a point where they made a halt

114 In his IndiscLe Studien, vol. i. p. 165 (published 1849-50), Weber speaks of

the " Arian Indians being driven by a deluge from their home (see above, p. 335, note),

and coming from the north, not from the west (as Lassen, i. 515, will have it) into

India
;

first of all to Kashmir and the Panjab ;
as it is only in this way that we can

explain the northern Kurus and the northern Madras, with whom the conception of

the golden age became afterwards associated." As, however, in the passages quoted
in the text, which were written at a later date, Weber supposes the Ariaus to have

dwelt on the Kabul river, they must, in order to arrive there, have either arrived by
the route which Lassen assigns, or have afterwards spread themselves to the west-

ward.
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of long continuance, as may be concluded from the great sacredness

ascribed in later times to this region. At that period it formed the

boundary line between the Brahmanical organization which was being

now formed in Hindustan, and those Arian races of the west which

retained the free manner of life inherited from their forefathers."

Indian Sketches, pp. 13, 14.

M. Langlois, in the Preface to his French translation of the R.V.,

speaks to the same effect, pp. ix, x: "The 'hymns of the Rigveda

toere composed for tribes which had come from the banks of the Indus,

and were living in the plains watered by the Ganges. This people

seems to have belonged to that great branch of the human race known

under the name of the Aryas. They brought with them a mild and

simple civilization, patriarchal manners, a polished language.

These Aryas, as they established themselves in India, drove back

before them the ancient populations, which then proceeded to occupy

the forests and mountains, and which, on account of their savage cus-

toms and murderous depredations, became, for the Aryas, the types of

those evil spirits which they have depicted in their books. At the

head of the first colony there must have been a prince of the Arian

nation called Manu, whom the traditions represent as the father of

mankind."

In another place, in a note to R.V. i. 33, 3 (p. 264, vol. i. of his

work, note 2), the same author writes still more explicitly as regards

the point under consideration :
" It is my opinion that the Indian

colony conducted by Manu, which established itself in Aryavartta,

came from the countries which lie to the west of the Indus, and of

which the general name was Aria, Ariana, Hiran."

Professor Muller does not, as far as I am aware, anywhere determine

the route by which the Arians arrived in India, more precisely than

is done in the following passages (already quoted in pp. 310, f.) : "At

the first dawn of traditional history we see these Arian tribes migrating

across the snow of the Himalaya, southward towards the ' seven rivers
'

(the Indus, the five rivers of the Panjab, and the Sarasvati), and ever

since India has been called their home." Last Results of the Sanskrit

Researches, p. 129 ("Chips," i. 63); and Anc. Sanskrit Lit., p. 12.

And again, at p. 131 ("Chips," i. p. 65); Anc. Sanskrit Lit., p. 15,

he writes: "After crossing the narrow passes of the Hindukush or
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the Himalaya, they [the southern Arians] conquered, or drove before

them .... the aboriginal inhabitants of the Trans-Himalayan

countries." Some remarks on the same subject have been already

quoted (see above, p. 311) from his "Last Results of the Turanian

Researches," p. 340.

Whatever other and minor differences of view may exist between

the several authorities -whom I have last cited, they are aH of one

accord at least in regard to this one point, that India is not th<?

original country of the Hindus>

SECT. XI. The immigration of the Indo-Arians from the north-west

rendered probable by the tenor of the Vedic hymns.

The immigration of the Arians, the progenitors of the Brahmanical

Indians, into India from the north-west, is further rendered probable

by the fact that the writers of the Vedic hymns appear to be most

familiar with the countries lying in that direction, i.e., with the north-

western parts of India itself, as well as with the countries bordering

on, or beyond the Indus, and with the rivers which flow through those

regions ;
while the countries and rivers in the central and eastern

parts of India are more rarely mentioned
;
and no allusion whatever is

made to the regions of the south. On this subject I borrow the fol-

lowing remarks from Professor Roth's work on the Lit. and Hist, of

the Veda, p. 136 :
" The Sindhu (Indus) is well known and frequently

celebrated in the hymns of the Rigveda, while at present I know of

only one hymn in which the Ganges is mentioned, and that only in a

subordinate capacity. This passage occurs in one of the hymns ascribed

to Sindhukshit, son of Priyamedha (x. 75, 5), which is addressed to

the Sindhu,
c
th'e most copious of streams,' (apasdm apastama). The

other rivers are solicited to regard graciously the praises of the poet,

which are dedicated to the Sindhu. 115 The passage is, after Yaska

(Nirukta, ix. 26), to be explained thus :
'

Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati,

Sutudri, with the Parushm, receive graciously my hymn. Marudvri-

dha, hear with the Asiknl, the Vitasta
; Arjiluya, hear with the

115 The entire hymn is quoted and translated in the fifth volume of this work,

p. 343, f.
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Sushoma. ' " 116
(Imam me Gauge Yamune Sarasvati S'utudri stomarh

sachata Parushni a
\ Asiknya Marudvridhe Vitastaya Arjlkiye srinuhi

d Sushomaya |)

Another passage in which, the Indus is mentioned is the following,

R.V. i. 126, 1 : Amanddn stomdn pralJiare manishd Sindhav adhi

Icshiyato Hhdvyasya \

Yo me sahasram amimita savan aturto raj'd sravah

ictihamanah
\

" With my intellect I produce ardent encomiums upon

Svanaya, the son of Bhavya, who dwells on the Sindhu
;

the in-

vincible prince, who, desirous of renown, has offered through me a

thousand oblations." In the 7th verse of the same hymn we find a

reference which indicates familiarity with the country of the Gandharis

and its sheep: Sana 'ham asmi romasa Gandhdrindm ivdvikd
\

"I

am all hairy, like a ewe of the Gandharis." Gandhara is placed by

Lassen (in the map of Ancient India in vol. ii. of his Indian Anti-

quities) "to the west of the Indus, and to the south of the Cophen or

Kabul river, the same position to which the Gandaritis of the ancients

is referred. 117 In a note to his Transl. of the Vishnu Purana, vol. ii.,

p. 174 (Dr. Hall's ed.), Prof. "Wilson writes of the Gandharas : "These

are, also, a people of the north-west, found both on the west of the Indus

and in the Punjab." The word Sindhu also occurs in the following pas-

sages of the Eigveda, viz., i. 94, 16; i. 122, 6; ii. 15, 6; iv. 30, 12;

v. 53, 9
;

vii. 33, 3; viii. 20, 25
;
x. 64, 9. It is, however, difficult to

say whether the Indus be always meant. The last of these passages

116 Part of Yaska's note (Nirukta, ix. 26) is as follows: Imam me Gange Yamune

Sarasvati S'utudri Parushni stomam a sevadham Asiknya cha saha Marudvridhe

Vitastaya cha Arj'ilciye asrinuhi Sushomaya cha iti samastarthah
|

. . . .

Iravatim Parushni ity ahuh .... Asikm asukla asita
|

. . . Marud-
vridhah sarvah nadyah \

Marutah enah vardhayanti |
. . . Arjtklyam Vipad

ity ahuh
\ (See vol. L, pp. 339 and 417, note 210.)

" The entire sense is,
' Receive

this hymn, Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, S'utudri, ParushnJ, and Marudvridha

along with the Asikm, and Arjlkiya along with th e Vitasta and Sushoma.' . . .

Parushni is a name of the Iravati. . . . Asikm means ' black.' . . . All

rivers [may be called] Marudvridha, because they are swollen by the Maruts . . .

Arjlklya is a name of the Yipas'." See Roth's remarks on these rivers, in his Lit.

and Hist, of the Veda, pp. 136-140
;
and a passage which will be quoted from Lassen

in the text further on.

117 The Gandarii are mentioned by Herodotus, vii. 66, along with the Parthians,

Chorasmians, Sogdians, and Dadikae, as forming part of the army of Xerxes. See

the Asiatic Researches, vol. xv. 103, ff.
;
the Journ. Royal Asiatic Society, v. 17;

and Rawlinson's Herodotus, iv. 216, f.
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(which occurs in a hymn to the Visve devas) is as follows, R.V. x.

64, 9 : Sarasvatl Sarayuh Sindhur urmibhir maho mahir avasa "yantu

valc&Jiamh
\
devlr apo matarah sudayitnvo ghritavat payo madhumat no

archata
\

"Let the Sarasvatl, the Sarayu, the Sindhu, with their

waves; let the great [rivers] come swiftly, strengthening us with

their succour. Divine waters, mothers, flowing, impart (?) to us your

waters with butter and, honey." .

The verse which has been cited above from the Rigveda, x. 75,^5,

in the extract from Professor Eoth's work, is followed by another,
1 ' 8

in which the names of several other rivers are mentioned, viz., the

Trishtama, the Susartu, the Rasa,
119 the S'veti, the Kubha, the Gomati,

the Krumu, and the Mehatnu. In Roth and Bohtlingk's Lexicon,

the Kubha, Gomati, and Krumu are set down as being affluents of the

Indus. 120 That they were really so is rendered probable by their being

mentioned in conjunction with that river. In the case of the Kubha,

the probability is strengthened by its name, which has a clase re-

semblance to that of the Kophen, or Kabul river, which falls into the

Indu*, aiittle above Attock (see the passage from Weber's Ind. Liter.,

above p. 339). This river is mentioned again in R.V. v. 53, 9 : Ma
vo Rasa 'nitabha KubTia Krumur ma vah Sindhur ni rlramat

\

md vah

118 R.V. x. 75, 6 : Trishtamaya prathamam yatave sajuh Susartva Rasaya S'vetya

tya |
tvaih Sindho Kubhaya Gomatim Erumum Mehatnva saratham yabhir tyctse]

" Unite first in thy course with the Trishtama, the Susartu, the Rasa and the S'veti ;

thou, Sindhu, [meetest] the Gomati with the Kubha, the Krumu with the Mehatnu,
and with them art borne onward (as) on the same car."

119 The Rasa is considered by Dr. Aufrecht, in his explanation of R.V. x. 108, to

denote there and elsewhere the "
milky way." See Journal of the German Oriental

Society, vol. xiii. p. 498. Yaska merely explains it as meaning a river : Rasa nadl
\

Nir. xi. 25. In his translation of Samaveda, ii. 247 (
= R.V. ix. 41, 6), Benfey

translates rasa by
" ocean." In his Glossary he explains it of " a particular river

which separates the world of Indra from that of the Panis (?) ;" referring to R.V.,
x. 108. In R.V. ;. 112, 12, he explains it of the river Rasa. In his translation of

this verse in Orient und Occident, iii. 150, he makes it a river of the lower world

(unterwelt}. In Bohtlingk and Roth's Lexicon the Rasa is stated to be the name of

a river, in R.V., i. 112, 12; v. 53, 9; x. 75, 6; and to mean "a mythical stream

which flows round the earth and sky
"

in ix. 41, 6
;

x. 10,8, 1> f-
>

i- 121, 4
; v. 41, 15.

120 In his Elucidations (Erlauterungen) of the Nirukta, p. 43, note, Professor Roth

remarks :
" The Kophen is the Kubha of the Veda, mentioned in R.V. v. 53, 9, and

x. 75, 7. If we identify the Krumu and Gomati of this last text, with the Kurum
and Gomal which flow into the Indus from the west (as Lassen proposes in a letter),

we may regard the rivers whose names precede [the Trishtama, Rasa, S'veti, and

Anitabha] as being affluents of the Indus further to the north than the Kophen."
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parishthat Sarayuh purlshim asme it sumnam astu vah
\

" Let not,

Maruts, the Rasa, the Anitabha, the Kubha, the Krumu or the Sindhu

arrest you: let not the watery Sarayu stop you: let the joy you

impart come to us." Another of the rivers named in the verse pre-

viously cited (R.V. x. 75, 7), and declared by Roth to be an affluent

of the Indus, is the Gomati. It is not necessary that we should

identify this river with the Gomati (Goomtee), which rises to the

nerth-west of Oude and flows past Lukhnow, though, being men-

tioned along with the Sarayu (if, indeed, this be the modern

Surjoo), it may be the same. A river of the same name is men-

tioned again in R.V. viii. 24, 30 : Esho apasrito Valo Gomatlm

anu tiskthati
\

" This Vala dwells afar on the [banks of

the] Gomati.
"m It is quite possible that the names of the rivers in

Oude may have been borrowed from some streams further west. 122

Another river, the Suvastu, which may be an affluent of the Indus,

is mentioned in R.V., viii. 19, 37 : Suvdstvdh adhi tugvani \

These

words are quoted in Nirukta, iv. 15, and explained thus: Suvdstur

nadl
| tugma tlrtham lhavati

\

" Suvastu is a river
; tugfua means

a ferry." On this passage Roth observes, Erlauterungen, p. 43 :

' ' The bard Sobhari is recounting the presents which he received from

Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa, on the banks of the Suvastu. In the

Mahabharata, vi. 333,
m the Suvastu is connected with the Gauri.

Now, according to Arrian, Indica, 4, II,
124 the Soastos and Garoias

121
Compare R.V. v. 61, 19.

122 There is a stream called Gomati in Kemaon, -which must be distinct from the

river in Oude, as the latter rises in the plains.
123 In the list of rivers in the description of Jambukhanda. The -words are :

Vastuih Suvastuih Gaurlm cha Kampanam sa-Hiranvafim
\

" The Vastu, the

Suvastu, the Gauri, the Kampana, and the Hiranvati."
121

Kcc<J>V Sf fv rieu/ceAaj^Ti8, a.fj.0.
61 &jtav Md\avr6i> re ical "Soaffrov KO.I Tapfroiav,

J/c5i5o? 4s T!>V Iv56v. " The Kophen unites with the Indus in Penketeetis, bringing

with it the Malantus, the Soastus, and the Garrceas." Professor Wilson (Ariana

Ant. pp. 183, 190, 194) thinks these two last names really denote one and the same

river. "Now there can be no doubt that by the Kophen is to be understood the

Kabul River
;
for Arrian sys, that having received the Malamantus, Suastus, and

Garoeus, it mixes with the Indus, in the country of Peukelaotis ; and the latter part

of Alexander's operations west of the Indus, shortly before he crosses that river, are

carried on in the same distiict along the Indus and the Cophen." "Wilson, Ariana

Ant., p. 183. "The united stream [of the Punjkora and Sewat] is called either the

Punjkora or Sewat River
;
and this may explain why Arrian, in his Indica, speaks

erroneously of a Suastus as well as a Garceus, whilst in Ptolemy we have no other
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flow into the Kophen. From comparing these two passages, it results

with tolerable certainty that the Suvastu is the same as the modern

Suwad, a stream which flows into the Kabul river from the north,

after first joining the Panjkora."

Returning now to R.V. x. 75, 6, and taking first the most westerly

streams (next to the Indus) there specified, we come (1) to the Vitasta

or Behat, (2) the Asikni or Chenab (Akesines), (3) the Parushni,

Iravati, or Eavee, (4) the Arjlklya, Vipas, or Beeas, and (5) the

S'utudri, or Sutlej. Yaska, as we have seen, identifies the ParueJlnl

with the Iravati, and the Jfrjiklya with the Vipas'; Professor Roth

considers the Asikni to be the same as the Chenab or Akesines; and

there is no doubt that the Vitasta is the Hydaspes, and that the S'utdrl

is the Sutlej. We have, consequently, in this passage an enumeration

of the rivers of the Panjab. The Asikni is again mentioned in R.V.

viii. 20, 25; the Parushni in R.V. vii. 18, 8, 9, and viii. 63, 15
;
the

S'utudri in iii. 33, 1
;
and the Vipas in iii. 33, 1, 3, and iv. 30, 11.

The other rivers named in the passage so often referred to, R.V. x.

75, 5, 6, .are the Sarasvati, the Ganga, and the Yamuna. The follow-

ing are some of the most remarkable passages in which the Sarasvati

is celebrated. In iii. 23, 4, it is thus mentioned along with the

DrishadvatI (with which Manu, ii. 17, also associates it) and the

Apaya : Ni tvd dadhe vare d prithivydh Ildydspade sudinatve ahndyi I

Drishadvatydm mdnushe Apaydydm Sarasvatydm revad Ague didihi\

river than the Suastus described." Ibid. p. 190. "Alexander crossed, according to

Arrian's narrative, four rivers before he reached the Indus; and these, the Kophen,

Khoes, Euaspla, and Garceus, we have still in the Punjshir, Alishung, Khonar, and

Punjkora. . . . Thus even Arrian is a better authority as an historian than as a

geographer, for he describes in the latter character the Kophen as bringing with it

to the Indus, the Malamantus, Suastus, and Garceus
;
two of which he does not

name at all in his narrative, and of which the third is probably the same as the

second." Ibid. p. 194. Lassen, on the other hand, holds that Ptolemy is in error.

"It must surprise us," he remarks (Ind. Ant., iii. 129), "that, of the rivers of

Eastern Kabul, Ptolemy mentions only the Suastos, and passes over the Garoias [the

ancient name was Gauri, the present is Panjkora] in silence, though this river must

have been known to him from the accounts of the waiters of the Macedonian age,

who, however, are wrong in making the Suastos to unite not with it, but with the

Kophen. This is the more surprising, as Ptolemy is acquainted with the region

called Goryaia after that river. . . . Ptolemy is thus misled into making the

Suastos rise too far to the north." See also Lassen's Ind. Ant. ii. 668-9. In any

case, the existence of a river in the Kabul country, called Suastus at the date of

Alexander's expedition, is undoubted.

VOL. n. 23
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"On an auspicious day I place thee on the most sacred spot of Ila

[the earth]. Shine, opulent Agni, in the assembly of men on the

banks of the Drishadvati, the Apaya, the Sarasvati." In R.V. vi.

61, 2, the same river is thus magnified: lyam Sushmebhir bisa-khd

ivdrujat sdnu girlndm tavishebhir urmibhih
\ pdrdvata-ghnim avase

mvriktibhih Sarasvatlm d visdsema dhltibhih
\ "By her force, and her

impetuous waves she has broken down the sides of the mountains,

like a man digging lotus fibres. For succour let us, with praises and

hyvnns, invoke Sarasvati who sweeps away her banks." 125 In verse 13

of the same hymn the same epithet dpdsam apastamd, "most copious

of streams," which is applied to the Sindhu in R.V. x. 75, 7 (see

above, p. 341), is also assigned to the Sarasvati.

Hymns 95 and 96 of the seventh book of the Eigveda are devoted

to
' the praises of the Sarasvati and her male correlative the Sarasvat.

The first and part of the second verse of the former hymn are as

follow^: Pra Jcshodasd dhdyasd sasre eshd Sarasvati dharunam dyasi

puh | pro, bdbadhdnd rathy eva ydti viSvdh apo mahind sindhur anydh \

ekd

achetat Sarasvati nadlndm suchir yati giribhyah d samudrut.\
"
o
This

Sarasvati has flowed on with a protecting current, a support, an iron

barrier. This stream rushes on like a charioteer, in her majesty

outrunning all other rivers. 126 Sarasvati is known as the one river,

flowing on pure from the mountains to the sea." 127

The Jumna is mentioned in two other passages of the Kigveda

besides x. 75, 5. In v. 52, 17, reference is made to property in cows

125 In reference to this verse, Yaska observes, ii. 23 : Tatra " Sarasvati" ity etasya

nadi-vat devata-vachcha nigamah bhavanti
|

. . . Atha etad nadi-vat
\

" There

are texts which speak of Sarasvati both as a river and as a goddess. . . . In the

following she is referred to as a river." He then quotes the verse before us
;
and

explains (ii. 24) paravata-ghim by paravara-ghatimm
"
destroying the further and

the near bank." See also the commentary on the Taitt. Br. vol. ii. p. 842 (Bibl.

Indica). This interpretation is condemned in B. and R.'s Lexicon, *. v., where the

sense is said to be, either (a)
"
striking the distant (demon)," or (b}

"
striking from,

or at, a distance."

126 See the translation of this verse 'In Benfey's Glossary to the Samaveda, p. 157,

under the word rathi.

w
Langlois, vol. iii., p. 241, note 13, thinks that Sarasvati in this hymn stands,

not for a river, but for "the goddess of sacrifice," with her libations. " These liba-

tions form a river, which flows from the mountains, where the sacrifice is performed,
and where the soma plant is collected. This river flows into the samudra (sea),

which is the vessel destined to receive the libations."
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and horses on the banks of the Yamuna; 128 and in vii. 18, 19, it is

said that the "Yamuna protected [or gladdened] Indra." 129 I have

found a reference to the Ganga in one other passage besides x. 75,

5, viz., in vi. 45, 3 1,
130 where the adjective gungya, "belonging to

the Ganga," occurs. But the Bigveda contains no hymn devoted to

the celebration of the Ganga, such as we find appropriated to the

Sindhu and Sarasvati., ,

The Sarayu is also referred to in three passages in the R.V. iv. 30,

18, v. 53, 9, and x. 64, 9. The first of these texts runs thus: *TJta

tyd sadyah Arya Sarayor Indra paratah \

Arnachitraratha avadhlh
\

" Thou hast straightway slain these two Aryas, Arna and Chitraratha,

on the other side of the Sarayu." The second and third have been

already quoted in pp. 343, f. The Sarayu named in these passages,

particularly the last two, may be different from the river of the same

name which now flows along the north-eastern frontier of Oude, as it

is mentioned in connexion with rivers all of which appear to bt? in the

Panjab. But it is not absolutely necessary to suppose this,
131 as we shall

pref^ntl/ see that one of the Vedic rishis was acquainted with Kikata

or Behar. In the Eigveda we have no mention made of the rivers of

the south, whiph have in later ages become so renowned in Hindustan

for their sanctity, the Narmada, the Godaveri, and the Kaven.

[On the subject treated in the preceding pages, the second

edition of Lassen's Indian Antiquities contains, at p. 643, vol. i.,

some new matter which I translate :

" The names of the rivers

mentioned in the hymns of the R.V. furnish us with the means

of arriving at exact conclusions regarding the abodes of the Arian

Indians at the time when they were composed. The Ganga and

the Yamuna are only mentioned once in the tenth book. In an

earlier book the Drishadvatl too is only once named : much oftener

123 R.V. v. 52, 17 : Yamunayam adhi sru^am ud radho gavyaih mrije ni radho

ajvyam mrije | ,

129 R.V. vii. 18, 19: Avad Indram Yamuna ityudi
\

130 See Roth, Litt. und Gesch. des "Weda, p. 136
;
and above p. 341. The words

are : Uruh kaksho na Gangyah \ Roth, sub voce kaksha, says, the sense of the

word kaksha is uncertain. Langlois does not translate it. Wilson misapprehends

Sayana's explanation.
131

See, however, the opinion of Lassen, as quoted below.
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the Sarasvati; but most frequently of all the Sindhu (Indus) with

its affluents, some of which are designated by their older names,

viz., Asikni for the Chandrabhaga, Marudvridha for the same stream

after its confluence with the Yitasta, TJrunjira for the Iravati, and

Parushm for the Yipasa. (The principal passage is R.Y. x. 75.) The

three western affluents of the Indus, which are now called Gomal,

Kurrum, and Kabul, are named in these hymns, Gomati, Krumu, and

Kv.bha respectively : the last word has, as is well known, been turned

by the Greeks into Kophen. The Anitabha, Rasa, and S'veti must

also be regarded as affluents of the same river (R.Y., v. 53, 9
;
x. 75,

6). . . . Before I proceed further, I think it fit to remark that it

is not the fault of the learned geographer [M. Yivien de St. Martin],

to whom we owe a valuable dissertation on the Vedic geography, but

of the French translator [of the R.Y., the late H. Langlois], if the

former has been misled to assume the existence of three rivers which

have no reality. Sushoma and Arjikiya signify vessels which are used

in the preparation of the Soma."2 The assumption that there is a

river called Trishtama is founded on an ignorance of the knguAge.
In the verse in question (R.Y., x. 75, 6) 'trishta,' 'harshly sounding,'

is to be referred to the Sindhu, whilst 'amaya' is th^ instrumental

singular feminine from the pronoun
' ama.' 133

rt The following additional rivers are named in the R.Y., the Ansu-

mati, the Hariyupiya, and the Yavyavati, but only once (vi. 27, 5, 6
;

viii. 85, 13, ff.),
and in such a way that their situation cannot be

fixed. Finally, the Sarayu is thrice named. In one place (iv.

36, 17) it is said that by the help of Indra Turvasu and Yadu

crossed this stream. 134 In the second passage (x. 64, 9) it is named

in connexion with the Sarasvati and Sindhu; and in the third

(v. 53, 9), again, in connexion with these two, and as well as with

several affluents of the Indus and the Yamuna. These data do

132 In proof of this Lassen refers to Eoth, on the Lit. and Hist, of the Veda,

p. 137. See also Eoth's Ilhist. of frirukta, p. 131, and Bohtlingk and Roth's

Lexicon, s.v. arjikiya : also Benfey's Glossary to S.V., s.v. s"aranyavat.

133 Trishtama is given as the name of a river in Bohtlingk and Roth's Lexicon
;

and this interpretation is not withdrawn in the "additions and improvements," in

vol. v.

134 The Sarayu is not named in v. 17, but in v. 18, where Indra is said to have

slain two Aryas, Arna and Chitraratha, on the other side of this river. See p. 347.
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not suffice to show what river is meant. Perhaps it is an affluent of

the Sarasvat!
;
this river is in any case to be distinguished from the

well-known affluent of the Ganga. From this survey it is clear that

at the time of the composition of the Rigveda the Arian Indians dwelt

chiefly in eastern Kabulistan and in the Panjab as far as the Sarasvatl.

"If we hold the Anitabha, the Rasa, and the S'veti, as from the

connexion we must, for the modern Abu Sin, Burrindu, and Sudum,

the Arian Indians were at that time already in possessiod of a tract

on the upper Indus. The conjecture that by the Rasa is meanly the

Suvastu, and by the SVeti tie Koas of the ancients, cannot be justified.

"Whether we are to assign to the Arian Indians a tract in western

Kabulistan also, depends on the ascertainment of the modern names,

of the three rivers mentioned in the R.V., which have not yet been

identified. It was only in the period when the tenth book of. this

collection of hymns was composed that the Arian people had travelled

further east and reached the Ganga.

"The Atharvaveda represents to us an important advance in the

diffusion of the Arian Indians. The Bahllkas and Gandharas appear

in Ihe light of peoples living at a distance
; so, too, the countries of

Magadha and Anga. It may be hence concluded that at that period

the Arians hftd not spread further than to north-western Bengal, on

the south bank of the Ganges.
135

Regarding the diffusion of the

Brahmanical religion, the S'atapatha Brahmana has preserved a re-

markable legend, of which the essential import is as follows," etc.

Lassen then quotes the passage (i. 4, 1, 10, ff.), which will be cited

further on.]

We have already seen (p. 328) that the Himalaya mountains are

mentioned in the Atharvaveda. In a fine hymn, the 121st of the

10th mandala of the R.V., also, we have the following verse, x. 121,

4 : Yasya ima Himavanto mahitvd yasya samudram rasaya saha dhuh
\

"He whose greatness these snowy mountains, and the sea with the

aerial river declare,"
136

etc. But no allusion to the Vindhya range,

135 The author here refers to Roth on the Lit. and* Hist, of the Veda, pp. 37, ff.,

where some verses of A.V., v. 22, are quoted, translated, and illustrated. See p. 351.

136 See Muller's translation in Bunsen's Gott in der Geschichte, part ii., p. 107.

The Himalaya, or snowy range, is also mentioned, A.V. xii. 1, 11 : Girayas te par-
vatah himavanto aranyam te prithivi syonam astu

\

" May thy mountains be

snowy, earth, and thy wilderness beautiful."
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which runs across the central parts of India, is to be found in the

Bigveda.

The following text from the R..V. shows that the author of the

hymn (said to he Visvamitra) knew something of the countries to the

eastward as far as Klkata or Behar, R.V. iii. 53, 14 : Kim te krinvanti

Sikateshu gdvo na dsiram duhre na tapanti gharmam \

a no bhara

Pramagandasya vedo naichdsdkham MagJiavan randhaya nah
\

"What
are thy c<5ws doing among the Kikatgs? They yield no milk for

oblations
;
and they heat no fire. Bring us the wealth of Pramaganda

[or the usurer] ;
and subdue to us, Ma&havat (Indra), the degraded

man (naichasakha)." Yaska explains Kikata as "a country inhabited

by people who were not Aryas,
" Nirukta vi. 32 : Klkato nama deso

'ndryanivdsah \

137 The word Klkata is given in the vocabulary called

Trikandasesha, as equivalent to Magadha. In Bohtlingk and Roth's

Dictionary, the following lines are quoted from the Bhagavata Parana,

i. 3, 24 : Tatah kalau sampravritte sammohaya sura-dvishdm
\

Buddho

ndmdnjana-sutah Klkateshu bhavishyati \ "Then, when the Kali age

has begun, a person named Buddha, son of Anjana, will be born

among the Kikatas, in order to delude the enemies of the gods (the

Asuras)." The commentator on the Bhag. Pur. explains the Kikatas

by madhye Gayd-pradese \

"in the country of Gaya," Again, Bhag.

Pur., vii. 10, 18, it is said: Tatra yatra cha mad-bhaktdh prasdntdh

samadarsinah
\

sddhavah samuddchdrds te puyante 'pi Klkatdh \

"In

every place where those who are devoted to me, who are calm, who

regard all things as alike, who are holy and virtuous, are found, the

(

137
Sayana gives an alternative explanation of klfcata, borrowed from a hint in

Yaska : Tadva "
kriyabhir yaga-dana-homa-lakshanabhih Mm phctlishyati

"
ity

asraddadhanah pratyuta
"
pibata khadata ayatn eva lofco na parah" iti vadanto

nastikah klkatah
\

" Or the Kikatas are atheists, who, being destitute of faith, say,
' what fruit Will result from sacrifices, alms, or oblations ? rather eat and drink, for

there is no other world but this.'" In Sayana's introduction,. to the Eigveda

(Miiller's edit. vol. i. p. 7), an aphorism of the Mlmansa, with a comment, is quoted,
in which an objector demurs to the eternity of the Veda, because objects and persons
who existed in time are mentioned in it. In the objector's statement, Naichasakha

is spoken of as a city, and Pramaganda as a king :
" Kim te krinvanti Ktkateshv

"

iti mantre klkato nama janapadah amriatah
\
tatha Naichasakham ridma nagaram

Pramagando nama raja ity ete 'rthah anityah amnatah
\

" In the verse,
' what do

thy cows among the Kikatas, etc.,' a country named Kikata is recorded, together
with a city called Naichas'akha and a king called Pramaganda ;

all which are nou-

eternal objects."
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men [of that country] are purified, even if they be Kikatas." Professor

"Weber, in his Ind. Stud. i. 186, states his opinion that the Kikatas

were not (as Yaska tell us) a non-Arian tribe, but a people who, like

the Vratyas, were of Arian origin, though they did not observe Arian

rites; and they may, he thinks, have been Buddhists, or the fore-

runners of Buddhism.

From these passages there seems to be no doubt that the Kikatas

were a people who live'd in Magadha or Behar.

The following verses from one of the mantras of the Atharvave,*Ta,

v. 22, quoted and explained *bj Professor Roth in his Lit. and Hist, of

the Veda, pp. 37-42, may tend to show what were the limits of the

country occupied by the Aryas at the date of its composition. These

limits coincide in one direction with those indicated in the preceding

passage from the Eigveda, in which the Kikatas are mentioned.

This mantra contains an invocation to Takman, apparently a per-

sonified cutaneous disease, who is supplicated to withdraw to certain

other tribes, whose names are specified, and whom we may there-

fore with probability conclude to have been regarded as without the

Arian pale, though not necessarily non-Arians. A.V., v. 22, verses

5, 7, 8, 12, 14 : 5
|
Oko asya Mujavanto oko asya Mahdvrishdh] ydvaj

jdtas takmams tavdn asi Bahlikeshu nyocharah \

1
\

Takman Mujavato

gachha-Bahlikanvd parastaram\ S'udrdm ichha prapharyam tarn Takman

vi iva dhunuhi
\

8
|

Mahdvrishdn Mujavato bandhu addhi paretya \ prai-

tdni takmane brumo anyakshetrdni vd imd
\

12
|

Takman bhrdtrd bald-

sena svasrd ltdsikayd saha
\ pdmnd bhratrivyena saha gachhdmum aranam

janam \

14
| Gandhdribhyo Mujavadbhyo Angebhyo Magadhelhyah \

praishyaih jtmam iva sevadhim takmdnam pari dadmasi
\

5. "His

(Takman' s) abode are the Mujavats, his abode the Mahavrishas. AB

soon as thou ^,rt born, Takman, thou sojournest among the Bahlikas.

7. Go, Takman, to the Mujavats, or far away to the Bahlikas. Choose

the female Sudra for food; and shake her. 8. Passing (us) by,

friend, devour the Mahavrishas and the Mujavats. We point out to

Takman these or those alien regions.
'

12. T^akman, along with thy

brother Balasa, and with thy sister Kasika (cough), and with thy

nephew Paman, depart to that foreign people. 14. We transfer

Takman as a servant, and as a treasure, to the Gandharis, the

Mujavats, the Angas, and the Magadhas."
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The Mujavats are again mentioned in the Vajasaneyi-sanhita, 3, 61,

as follows : Etat te Rudra avasam tena paro Mujavato ailhi
\
avatata-

dhanvd pinakavasdh krittivasah ahimsan nah iivo atlhi
|

138
"This,

Rudra, is thy food; with it depart beyond the Mujavats. "With thy

bow unbent, and concealed from view, and clad in a skin, pass beyond,

uninjuring us and propitious."

The Mujavats being mentioned along with the Bahlikas, a Bactrian

race, and with the Gandharis (see above,,- p. 342) may, as Roth thinks,

be a hill tribe in the north-west of India
;
and the Mahavrishas may

belong to the same region.
1 '9 v>

The Angas and Magadhas mentioned in verse 13 are, on the contrary,

tribes living in south Behar, and the country bordering on it to the

west. We have thus in that verse two nations situated to the north-

west, and two to the south-east, whom we may suppose, from the

maledictions pronounced on them, to have been hostile, or alien tribes,

ISB
Mujavat is explained by the commentator on the V.S., as the name of a moun-

tain, the place of Rudra's abode : Mujavan nama kaschit parvato Budrasya vasa-

sthanam
\

This is apparently a later idea. Compare the Mahabharata, Sauptika-

parva, 785, Evam uktva sa sakrodho jagama vimanah Bhavah
\ girer fitunjcfoatah

padam tapas taptum mahatapah] "Bhava (S'iva) having so said, went away angry and

disturbed, to the quarter of the hill Munjavat, to perform austerity, the great
devotee ;" and the As'vamedhika parva, 180 : Girer Himavatah -prishthe Munjavan
nama parvatah \ tapyate yatra bhagavams tapo nityam Umapatih \

" On the heights
of fee Himavat mountain there is a hill called Munjavat, where the divine lord of

Uma (S'iva) performs continual austerity." The commentator on the S'atapatha-
brahmana says it is the " Northern Mountain," udichyah parvatah \

The S'atapa-
tha-brahmana

(ii. 6, 2, 17,) thus comments on the text of the Vaj. S., after quoting
it : Avasena vai adhvanam yanti \

tad enam savasam eva anvavarjati yatra yatra

asya charanam tad anu
\

atra ha vai asya paro Mujavadbhyas charanam
\

tasmad

aha tl
paro Mujavato 'tthi" iti

" avatata-dhanva pinakavasah" ity
" ahimsan nah

sivo 'tihi" ity \
eva etad aha "krittivasah" iti

\ nishvapayaty eva enam etat
\

svapann u hi na kanchana hinasti
\
tasmad aha " krittivasah

"
iti

\

" Men go on
their way with provision. He therefore sends him (Rudra) off with provision,
wherever he has to go. Here his journey is beyond the Mujavats ;

hence he says
'

pass beyond the Mujavats ;'

' with bow unbent and concealed,' ''uninjuring us and

propitious, pass beyond.' He adds ' clad in a skin.' This lulls him to sleep ; for

while sleeping he injures nobody. Wherefore he says
' clad in a skin.'

" A deriva-

tive of the word Mujavat occurs also' in the R.V. x. 34, 1 : Somasya iva Mavjava-
tasya bhakshah

\

" Like a dra'ught of the soma produced on Mujavat, or among the

Mujavats." Yaska, Mr. 9, 8, explains the word thus : Ifaujavato Mujavati jatah \

Mujavan parvatah.
" <

Maujavatah
' means produced on Mujavat : Mujavat is a

mountain."
139 On the Bahikas and Bahlikas, see Lassen, Zeitsch. 1840, p. 194

;
and for 1839,

p. 52, ff.
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who lived on the borders of Brahmanical India, and to have been

beyond its boundaries at the time this incantation was composed.

(Roth, Lit. and Hist, of the Veda, p. 42.)

It does not, however, follow that the tribes who, in the Atharva-

veda, are spoken of as if they were hostile, or alien, were really of a

'

non-Arian origin. (See above, p. 351.)

Thus, the Arians appear in later times to have been in communica-

tion with the Gandharas. In the S'atapatha-brahmana allusion is

made to a royal sage called Svarjit, son of Nagnajit, the GandbAra,

who had expressed an opinion on the nature of breath or life
;
and

although his view was not regarded as authoritative, still the very fact

of its being quoted, and its author mentioned as a Rajanya, proves his

Arian origin. This is the passage, S'at.-Br. viii. 1, 4, 10 : Atha ha

sma aha Svarjid Ndgnajitah \ Nagnachid vd Gdndhdrah
\

. . . Yat sa

tad uvacha Rdjanyabandhur iva tv eva tad uvacha
\

"Further Svarjit,

son of Nagnajit, said. Now Nagnajit was a Gandhara. . . \ This

which he said, he spake as a mere Rajanya." Nagnajit, the Gandhara,

is also mentioned in the Ait.-Br., vii. 34, as one of the persons who

received instruction regarding a particular rite from Parvata and

Narada. 140 He is also mentioned" 1 in the following passage of the

Mahabh., i. 2439-41 : Prahrdda-sishyo Nagnajit Subalas chdbhavat

tatah
| tasya prajd dharma-hantrl jajne deva-prakopandt \ Gandhaya-

rdja-putro 'bhuch Chhakunih Saubalas tathd
\ Duryodhanasya janani

jajndte 'rtha-visdradau
\ "Nagnajit, the disciple of Prahrada, and

Subala, were then born. Owing to the wrath of the gods, the offspring

born to him became the enemies of righteousness. Two children were

born to the king of Gandhara (Subala), S'akuni Saubala, and the

mother of Duryodhana, who were both intelligent." Duryodhana was

a Kuru prince, and one of the heroes of the Mahabharata.

These passages are amply sufficient to prove that the Gandharas were

a people with whom the Arians of India were in the habit of holding

intercourse, and contracting affinities, and from this intercourse we

may reasonably infer a community of origin -.and language. On this

subject Lassen remarks (Zeitsch. fiir die Kunde des Morgenl., iii. 206):

"Though in individual passages of the Mahabharata, hatred and con-

uo
Roth, Lit. and Hist, of the Veda, pp. 41, 42.

141 See Weber, Ind. Stud. i. 218-220.
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tempt are expressed in reference to the tribes living on the Indus and

its five great tributaries, yet there is no trace of these tribes being

ever regarded as of non-Indian origin. That there was no essential

difference in their language is proved, as regards a later period, by

the testimony of Panini, which I have already cited." The previous

passage here referred to is from the same article, p. 194, where it is

said: "The word Bahika is used not only in the Mahabharata, but

also in Panini,
ua as a general designation for the tribes of the Panjab.

Thfi use of this appellation is thus fully certified
;
and if the grammar-

ian found it necessary to give special rulfcs for forming the names of

the villages in the Bahika country, we may hence conclude that the

Bahikas spoke Sanskrit, though they applied particular afiixes differ-

ently from the other Indians."

The same writer elsewhere 143 remarks: "The Indians distinguish,

not expressly, but by implication, the nations dwelling between the

SarasVati, and the Hindu-kush, into two classes : first, those to the east-

ward of the Indus, and some of those immediately to the westward of

that river, as the Gandharas (see p. 342, above), are in their estimation

still Indians
;

. . . but with the exception of the Kashmiras, and some

less known races, these Indians are not of the genuine sort: the

greater freedom of their customs is regarded as a lawless condition."

And Weber similarly remarks: 144 "The north-western tribes retained

their ancient customs, which the other tribes who migrated to the

east had at one time shared. The former kept themselves free from

the influences of the hierarchy and of caste, which arose among- the

latter as a consequence of their residence among people of alien origin

(the aborigines). But the later orthodox feelings of the more eastern

142 The aphorisms here referred to are iii. 3, 78, and iv. 2, 117, 118. The two

latter, with the comments, are as follows: 117
| VaKtka-gramebhyascha\ VaKika-

grama-vachibhyo vridha-sanjnakebhyash
" than " "nith

"
ity etau pratyayau bhava-

tah
|

S'akalikT,
\
S'akalika

\
118

|

Vibhasha Usinareshu
\

Usinareshu ye Vahika-

gramas tad-vaehibhyo vridhebhyash "(han" "nith" ity etau pratyayau va bhava-

tah
|
Saudarsaniki

\

Saudarsanika
\ pakshe chhah

\ Saudarsaniya |
"117. The

affixes than and nith are employed in Trtords taking vriddhi, which denote villages of

theVahikas; as S'akalikI, S'atfalika. 118. Or the affixes than and nith are optionally

employed in words taking vriddhi, which denote Vahika villages in the country of

the Us'Inaras ;
as Saudarsaniki^ Saudarsanika ; or sometimes with the chhas affix,

Saudarsaniya.
143

Zeitschrift, ii. 58. See also Asiat. Res. xv. 108
; and App. note L.

l" Ind. Stud. i. 220.
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Arians obliterated the recollection of their own earlier freedom
;
and

caused them to detest the kindred tribes to the westward as renegades,

instead of looking on themselves as men who had abandoned their own

original institutions."

There are other races also, who, although in the later Sanskrit

literature they are spoken of as being now aliens from the Brahmanical

communion, are yet declared to have once belonged to the Kshatriya

caste
;
and to have lost their .position in it from neglect of sacred

rites. 143

(See above, p. 259, and note 35). In addition to this t/a-

dition, however, we have yet' further proof of the Arian origin of some

at least of these tribes. Thus, it appears from the following passage

of the Nirukta (already quoted above, p. 152), that the Kambojas

spoke an Arian language, Nirukta, ii. 2: "Among some (tribes)

the original forms are used, among others the derivatives. S'avati

for the '

act of going
'

is used only among the Kambojas, while

its derivative sava is used among the Aryas. Dati is employed

by the eastern people in the sense of '

cutting,' while the word

ddtram,
'

sickle,' (only) is used by the men of the north." If,

therefore, the testimony of Yaska in regard to the language used by

Kambojas is to be trusted, it is clear that they spoke a Sanskrit dialect.

It is implied in the remarks he has made, that a close affinity existed

between the languages of the Aryas and Kambojas ;
that the substance

of both was the same, though in some respects it was variously modified

and applied. For it is only where such a general identity exists, that

the differences existing between any two dialects can excite any at-

tention. Had the two languages had but little in common, no such

comparison of minor variations could have suggested itself to the

grammarians. Now the country of the Kambojas was situated to the

north-west of India, on the other side of the Indus. It is clear, there-

fore, that Sanskrit was spoken at some distance to the west of that river.

Professor Roth is even of opinion that this passage proves Sanskrit

grammar to have been studied among the Kambojas. In his Lit. and-

Hist, of the Veda, p. 67, he observes : "'The multitude of grammarians

whose opinions are cited in the Pratisakhyas, proves how widely gram-

145 This tradition is, however, erroneously extended to some of the eastern and

southern tribes, the Pundras, Odras and Dravidas, who, as we shall afterwards see,

could not have been of Arian origin.
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matical studies were pursued ;
and Taska (Nirukta ii. 2 : see above, and

p. 152), confirms this in a remarkable passage, according to which verbal

forms were variously employed by the grammarians of four different

provinces. These four tribes were the Kambojas and Aryas, together

with the Prachyas and Udichyas (or eastern and northern peoples). It

is thus irrefragably proved that the Kambojas were originally not only

an Indian people, but also a people possessed of Indian culture
;
and

consequently that in Yaska's time this culture extended as far as the

Kjndukush. At a later period, as the well-known passage in Manu's

Institutes (x. 43) shows, the Kambojaw were reckoned among the

barbarians, because their customs differed from those of the Indians.

.... The same change of relation has thus, in a smaller degree,

taken place between the Kambojas and the Indians, as occurred, in a

remote antiquity, between the latter and the ancient Persians." U6

Now, as I have intimated, the fact that Sanskrit was spoken by the

tribea to the west of the Indus may be held to prove that that tract of

country was inhabited by races of Arian origin, and of common descent

with the Indians
;

147 and affords an additional argument in support of the

position that the Indo-Arians immigrated into India from that direction.

It may, however, perhaps, be objected that the passage in question

146 In his later work, the edition of the Nirukta, Roth suspects, for certain

reasons, that so much of the passage before us as refers to the Kambojas may be

interpolated. He adds, however, that "it is in so far valuable, as it shows that the

ancient Indians imagined the Kambojas also to be students of Sanskrit Grammar."

Erla'ut., pp. 17, 18. In the Journal of the German Oriental Society, vii. 373-377,

Professor Miiller makes some remarks on the same passage. He alludes to the fact

that a similar passage occurs in the Mahabhashya; and observes that "though
this circumstance appears partly to confirm Roth's conjecture regarding the spurious-

ness of portions of the passage, it may also be possible that the Mahabhashya has

borrowed it from the Nirukta, or that both the Nirukta and the Mahubhashya may
have taken it from the common source of ancient grammatical tradition." In any

case, this reference to a distant race like the Kambojas, looks as if it must have

been borrowed from some ancient source. The passage of the Mahabhashya is as

follows, p. 62 of Dr. Ballantyne's edition: S'avatir gati-karma Kambojeshv eva

bhashito bhavati
\

vikare eva enam Aryah bhcishante "s'avah" iti
\

" Hammatih "

Surashtreshu "raihhatih" Prachya-madhyameshu "gamim" eva tv Aryah prayun-

jate |

" Datir" lavanarthe iPrachyeshu datram Udlchyeshu \

"
S'avati, as a verb of

going, is employed only by the Kambojas ; the Aryas use only its derivative, s*ava.

The Surashtras use hammati, the central and eastern tribes ramhati, but the Aryas

only garni in the sense of '

going.' Dati occurs among the eastern tribes as the

verb for '

cutting ;

'

datra, a '

sickle,' alone is used by the people of the north."

147 See Appendix, note M. See Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. p. 670, 671 ;
and Strabo,

there quoted.
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(N"ir. ii. 2), not only proves that Sanskrit was spoken by the Kambojas,

to the north-west, but by the men of the east also. Now, as we may

presume that Yaska lived on the banks of the Sarasvati or ofthe Yamuna,
or of the Ganga, the people whom he designates Prachyas, or " men of

the east," must have been the Kikatas, or the Magadhas, or the Angas,

or the Yangas. But since it is evident from this passage that these

tribes also spoke Sanskrit, it might in like manner be argued .from this

circumstance that the Aryas must have penetrated into India from tine

eastward. To this I reply, that we can prove from other passages,

such as that in the S'atapatha-brahmana, i. 4, i. 10-18 (which will be

quoted further on), that the Arian civilization travelled from the west

to the east
;
and that therefore we may reasonably suppose that these

Prachya tribes did not originally live in the eastern country, but

formed part of the population which had migrated from the west, or

that at least they did not begin to speak Sanskrit till they had learnt

it from the Arians coming from the west. And besides, this passage

which I have quoted from Yaska does not stand alone
;

it is only

auxiliary to the other arguments which have been already adduced

to show that the Indo-Arians came from the north-west.

This fact, that tribes speaking dialects of Sanskrit lived to the

north-west of India, might, it is true, be also explained on Mr.

Curzou's hypothesis, that these tribes had emigrated from India. But

this hypothesis is opposed, as we have already seen, pp. 312, f., 320, f.,

to the other circumstances of the case.

The argument, then, which I derive from the facts just detailed,

when briefly stated, is this : "We find the north-west of India to bo

occupied by various tribes, who spoke the same language as the Arian

Indians. On the other hand, we find (as will be shown at length in

the next chapter) that different parts (the eastern and southern as

well as the north-western) of Hindustan itself, were inhabited by a

variety of tribes speaking languages fundamentally distinct from those

of the Arian race. 3?rom this I draw the conclusion that the Arian

Indians must have come from without, from the same side which we

find to be occupied from the earliest period by tribes speaking the same

language ;
and have driven before them to the east and south the non-

Arian races, to whom, on penetrating into India, they found them-

selves opposed. This subject, however, will be handled at length in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTEE III.

1HE ARIANS IN INDIA: THEIR ADVANCE TO THE EAST AND
SOUTH.

IN the preceding chapter I have endeavoured, by a variety of argu-

ments derived from, comparative philology, and from general history,

as -well as from the most ancient written records of the Indians and

the Iranians, to prove First, that the dominant race which we find

established in Hindustan at the dawn of history was not autoch-

thonous, but immigrated into that country from Central Asia; and

Secondly, that the route by which this people penetrated was from the

north-west through Kabul, and across the Indus. I shaK, for the

future, assume that both of these two propositions have been sub-

stantiated; and shall proceed to trace the history of the Indo-Arian

tribes after they had entered the Panjab, and had commenced their

advance to the south and east. We have already gathered (see

above, pp. 341, ff.), from an examination of the oldest Indian records,

the hymns of the Eigveda, that the country on both sides of the Indus

was the earliest seat of the Indo-Arians in India. We shall now see

(#8 has also been already intimated, pp. 291) that in these same hymns
the ancient bards designated the men of their own tribes by the name

of Aryas, and distinguished them expressly from another class of people

called Dasyus, who, we have reason to suppose, were a race of distinct

origin from the Aryas, and perhaps different from them in colour (see

above, p. 282), as they certainly were in language, in religion, and in

customs, who had been in occupation of India before it was entered by

the Indo-Arians from th#north-west. I shall afterwards adduce various

passages from the Brahmanas and post-Vedic writings, illustrative of

the progress of the Indo-Arians as they advanced to the east and south,

driving the indigenous tribes before them into the hills and forests,

and taking possession of the territory which the latter had previously
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occupied. I shall subsequently furnish some illustrations of the funda-

mental differences which exist between the Sanskrit and the languages

of the south of India differences which indicate that the tribes

among which the latter dialects were originally vernacular must in all

probability have been of a different race from the Indo-Arians. And,

finally, I shall refer to the mode in which these various classes of

facts support the conclusion to which we have been
already led, that

the Indo-Arians were not autochthonous in India, but immigrated

into that country from the north-west.
*

SECT. I. Distinction drawn between the Aryas and Dasyus in

the Rigveda.

I proceed, then, first, to show that the authors of the Yedic hymns
made a distinction between the members of their own community
and certain tribes whom they designated as Dasyus. This will Appear

from the following texts. R.Y. 51, 8, 9 : Vijdmhi Aryan ye cha

dasyavo larhmishmate randhaya sdsad avratdn
\
sdkl bhava yajamdnasya

choditd visvd it td te sadhamddeshu chdkana\ "Distinguish between

the Aryas and those who are Dasyus : chastizing those who observe

no sacred rites [or who are lawless], subject them to the sacrificer.

Be a strong supporter of him who sacrifices. I desire all thse

(benefits) at thy festivals."
1

x. 86, 19 : Ayam emi vichdlcasad vichinvan

ddsam dryam \

"Here I come," (says Indra) "perceiving and distin-

guishing the Dasa and the Arya." i. 103, 3
;
Sa jdtulharmd srad-

dadhdnah ojah puro vilhindann acharad vi ddsih
\
vidvdn vajrin dasyave

hetim asya dryam saho vardhaya dyumnam Indra
\

" Armed with the

lightning,
2 and trusting in his strength, he (Indra) moved about shat-

tering the cities of the Dasyus. Indra, thunderer, considering, hurl

thy shaft against the Dasyu, and increase the might and glory of

the Arya." i. 117. 21 : Tavam vrikena Asvind vapantd isham duhdnd

manushdya dasrd
\

abhi dasyum lakurena dhamantd uru jyotis chak-

1 This text, as well as R.V. i. 103, 3, given below, is quoted by Professor Miiller,
"
Languages of the Seat of War," first edition, p. 28, note.

2 Professor Benfey (Orient und Occident, iii. 132) renders jatubharma, "a born

warrior." Prof. Aufrecht considers it to mean "carrying off the victory, or palm,"

deriving jatu fromji, to conquer, which he thinks had another form ja, from which

comes jayu, "victorious."
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rathur drydya \

" beautiful Asvins, sowing barley with the plough,

drawing forth (lit. milking) food for man, and sweeping [or blowing]

away the Dasyu with the thunderbolt, ye have created a great light

for the Arya."
3

i. 130, 8 : Indrah samatsu yajamdnam aryam, prdvad

visveshu satamutir djishu svarmllheshu djishu \

manave 6dsad avratdn

tvacham krishndm arandhayat \ "Indra, who in a hundred ways pro-

tects in all battles, in heaven-conferring battles, has preserved in the

fray the sacrificing Arya. Chastizing the neglectors of religious rites,

heWbjected the black skin to Manu" (or the Arian man).
4

iii. 34, 8,

9 : Sasdna yah prithivim dydm utemdmlnaram madanti anu dhirandsah\

sasdna atydn uta suryam sasdna Indrah sasdna purubhojasam gam \

hiranyam uta bhogam sasdna hatvl dasyun pra aryam varnam dvat
\

" The wise gladden Indra, who bestowed the earth and this firmament.

Indra gave horses, he gave the sun, he gave the much-nourishing cow
;

and he gave golden wealth. Slaying the Dasyu, he protected the Aryan

colour,," iv. 26, 1, 2 : Aham Manur abhavam suryas cha aham Kak-

shlvdn rishir asmi viprah \

aham Kutsam Arjuneyam ni rinje aham kavir

Usandh pasyata mdm
\

2
|

aham bhumim adaddm drydya ahani vrishtim

ddsushe martydya \

aham apo anayam vdvasdndh mama devdso anu

htum ayan \ "I," says Indra,
" was Manu, and I the sun

;
I am the

s
Sayana interprets the "

great light," either of the glory acquired by the Asvins :

Svak7yam tejo mahatmyam chakrathuh
\

or of the sun : Visflrnam suryakhyam

jyotih |

" For it is the living man who beholds the sun :" Jlvan hi suryam pasyati \

Koth thinks this verse may refer to some forgotten legend, and that vrika may have

the ordinary sense of " wolf." He compares R.V. viii. 226 : Dasasyanta manave

purvyam divi yavam vrikena karshathah
\

"
Desiring to be bountiful to the man, ye

have of old in the sky ploughed barley with the wolf." He is also of opinion that

dhamanta has in the verse before us its proper sense of "blowing," and refers in proof

to the words of R.V. ix. 1, 8, dhamanti bakuram dritim
\

Bakura perhaps signifies,

he thinks, a " crooked wind instrument, which the As'vins used to terrify their

enemies ;
and bakura "

(in R.V. ix. 1, 8)
"
might denote a skin shaped like a

bakura." Illustr. of Nirukta, p. 92. In his Lexicon, Roth adheres to the opinion

that bakura is probably a martial wind-instrument, and that bakuro dritih is a bag-

pipe. The two following passages also similarly speak of light : R.V. ix. 92, 5 :

Jyotir yad ahne akrinod u lokam pravad manum dasyave kar abhlkam
\

" When
he (Soma) gave light to tb? day an'd afforded space, he delivered Manu [or the

Arian man], and arrested the Dasyu." R.V. x. 43, 4 : ... vidat svar manave

jyotir aryam \

" He (Indra) gave to Manu blessedness (and) a glorious light."
4 This passage is translated in a review of the first volume of this work, con-

tained in the " Times "
of 12th April, 1858. The " black skin," is there interpreted

of the dark colour of the Dasyus. The next passage is also partly quoted in the

same article.
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wise rishi Kakshivat. I subdue Kutsa, the son of Arjuni. I am the

sage Usanas : behold me. 2.1 gave the earth to the Arya, and rain to

the sacrifice!
1

. I have led the longing waters. The gods have fol-

lowed my will." 5
iv. 30, 18: The Sanskrit text of the following is

given above, p. 347 :
"
Thou, Indra, hast speedily slain those two

'

Aryas, Arna and Chitraratha, on the opposite bank of the Sarayu
"

(river), vi. 25, 2, 3 : Abhir visvdh alhiyujo visuchlr drydya viso ava-

tdrlr ddslh\ Indrajdmayah utaye ajdmayo arvdchlndso vanustio yuyujre\

tvam eshdm vithurd iavdmsi jahi vrishnydni krinuhi pardchah \ "By
these (succours) subdue to tAe Arya all the hostile Dasa people every-

where. Indra, whether it be kinsmen or strangers who have approached

and injuriously assailed us, do thou enfeeble and destroy their power and

vigour, and put them to flight." vi. 33, 3 : Tvam tan Indra ubhaydn

amitrdn ddsd vritrdni arya cha iura
\
vadhlr ity ddi. " Do thou,

heroic Indra, destroy both these our foes, (our) Dasa and our Arya

enemies, etc. vi. 60, 6 : Hato vritrdni dryd hato ddsdni 8atpat\\ hato

visvdh apa dvuhah
\

"Do ye, lords of the heroic, slay our Arya

enemies, slay our Dasa enemies, destroy all those who hate us." E.V.

vii. 5, 6 : Tvam dasyun ohaso Ague djah uru jyotir janayann drydya \

"
Thou, Agni, drovest the Dasyus from the house, creating a wide light

for the Arya." vii. 83, 1 : Ddsd cha vritrd hatam drydni cha sudd-

sam Indrd-Farund 'vasd \atam
\ "Slay both the Dasa enemies and

the Arya ; protect Sudas (or the liberal man) with your succour,

5
Sayana connects the word arya as an epithet with Manu understood. Professor

Weber, Ind. Stud. i. 195, note, thinks that Manu means in this passage the moon.

(In pp. 194, 5, he has a dissertation on the word Manu.) The speaker in thesfe

verses appear to he Indra. (See Bothl. and Roth's Dictionary, sub voce, Us'anas.)

The AnukramanT, as quoted by Sayana, says, Adyabhis tisribhir Indram iva atma-

nam rishis tmhtava. Indro va atmanam
\

" In the first three verses the rishi cele-

brates himself as if under the character of Indra; or Indra celebrates himself."

Kuhn (Herabkunft
1
des Feuers, p. 143) conjectures that Vamadeva may perhaps have

been an ancient epithet of Indra. In R.V. x. 48, 1, Indra says, similarly : Ahaih

dcisushe vibhajami bhojanam \

"I distribute food to the sacrificer," etc. The

pantheistic author of the Vrihad Aranyaka Upnnishad, thinks that the Rishi Vama-
deva is speaking of himself in these words (BibliothecJ Indica, pp. 215, 216) : Tad

yo yo devanam pratyabudhyata sa eva tad abhavat tatha risKlnam tatha manush-

yanrim \
tad ha etat pasyann rishir Vamadevah pratipede

" aham Manur abhavam

suryas cha" iti
\

""Whosoever of gods, rishis, or men, understood That, he became

That. Perceiving this, the Rishi Vamadeva obtained this text,
' I was Manu, I the

sun, etc." "Us'anas is connected with Indra in R.V. vi. 20, 11.

VOL. it. 24
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Indra and Varuna." x. 38, 3 : Yo no ddsah dryo vd purushtuta

adevah Indra yudhaye chiketati
\

asmdbhis te sushahdh santu satravah

tvayd vayam tan vanuydma sangame \

"
0, much lauded Indra, what-

ever ungodly person, Dasa or Arya, designs to fight against us, let

these enemies be easily subdued by us. May we destroy them in the

conflict." x. 49, 3 : Aham S'ushnasya inaihitd vadhar yamam na yo

rare dryam ndma dasyave \ "I, the slayer of S'ushna, have restrained

the bolt, I who have not abandoned the Aryan name to the Dasyu."

x. '65, 1 1 : Brahma gam aham janayanta oshadhlr vanaspatln prithivlm

parvatdn apah \ suryam divi rohayantah stMdnavah dryd vratd visrijanto

adhi kshami
\

" These bountiful ones "
(the gods named in the pre-

ceding verse) "have generated prayer, the cow, the horse, plants,

trees, the earth, the mountains, the waters; causing the sun to

ascend the sky, and spreading Aryan rites over the earth." 6 x. 83, 1 :

Sdhydma ddsam dryam tvayd yujd vayam sahaskritena sahasd sahasvatd]

"May, we," (0 Manyu)
" associated with thee, the mighty one, over-

come both Dasa and Arya through (thy) effectual energy." x. 102, 3:

Antar yachha jighdmsato vajram Indra abhiddsatah
\ ddsasya vd magha-

vann dryasya vd sanutar yavaya vadham
\

"
Restrain, Indra, the bolt

of the murderous assailant : remove far away the weapon of our enemy,

be he Dasa or Arya." x. 138, 3 : Vi suryo madhye amuchad ratham

vidad ddsdya pratimdnam dryah \

" The sun has launched his car in

mid-heaven : the Arya has paid back a recompense to the Dasyu."

viii. 24, 27 : Yah rikshdd amhaso muchad yo vd arydt saptasindhushu \

vadhar ddsasya tuvinrimna nlnamah
\

" Who delivered [us] from the

destroyer, from calamity ; who, powerful [god], didst avert the

bolt of the Dasa from the Arya in [the land of] the seven streams."

The above-cited texts seem to show that the Eigveda recognizes a

distinction between the tribe to which the authors of the hymns

belonged, and a hostile people who observed different rites, and were

regarded with contempt and hatred by the superior race. This appears

from the constant antithetic juxtaposition of the two names Arya and

Dasyu, in most of these texts
;
and from the specification in others of

6
Compare R.V. vii. 99, 4 : Urum yajnaya chakrathur u lokam janayanta

suryam ushasam agnim \ Dasasya chid vrishasiprasya mayah jaghnathur nara

pritanajyeshu :
" Te (Indra and Vishnu) have provided abundant room for the

sacrifice, creating the sun, the dawn, and fire. Ye, heroes, have destroyed the

powers of the bull-nosed Dasa."
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enemies, both Arya and Dasyu. If human enemies are designated

in the latter texts by the word Arya, we may reasonably suppose the

same class of foes to be commonly or often denoted by the word Dasyu.

It is not, of course, to be expected that we should find the Indian com-

mentators confirming this view of the matter more than partially ;
as

they had never dreamt of the modern critical view of the origin of

the Aryas and their relation to the barbarous aboriginal tribes! Yaska

(Nirukta, vi. 26) explains the*term Arya by the words " son of a [pr,

of the] lord." 7 The word Dasyu is interpreted by him etymologically,

thus: "Dasyu comes from the root das, to destroy; in him moisture

is consumed, and he destroys (religious) ceremonies." 8

Sayana interprets the word Arya, by "wise performers of rites;."
9

'

wise worshippers;"
10 "

wise;
11 "one to whom all should resort;"

12

"the most excellent race [colour] consisting of the three highest

castes;"
13

"practising ceremonies;"
14 "most excellent through per-

formance of ceremonies;"
15 and in two places, i. 117, 21, andiv. 26,

2, he regards it as an epithet of Manu. The same commentator in-

terprets the word Dasyu of the "robber Vritra;"
16 "enemies who

destroy the observers of Vedic rites;"
17 "the Asuras, Pisachas, etc.,

who destroy ;

" 18 " the vexing Asuras
;

" 19 "all the people who destroy

religious rites;"
20 " Vala and the other Asuras who destroy religious

rites;"
21 "enemies devoid of religious ceremonies." 22 Prom these cfuo-

tations it will be seen that Sayana mostly understands the Dasyus of

superhuman beings, demons, or Titans, rather than of human enemies.

7 Nir. vi. 26 : Aryah Isvara-putrah \

See Benfey's remarks on this definition in

Gott. Gel. Anz., for 1861, pp. 141, f.

8 Nir. vii. 23 : Dasyur dasyateh kshayarthad upadasyanty asmin rasah upada-

sayati Tcarmani
\

9 Vidusho
'

nushthatrln
\

on R.V. i. 51, 8.

10 Vidvamsah stotarah
\

on i. 103, 3. n Vidushe
\

on i. 117, 21.

12 Aranlyam sqrvair gantavyam \

on i. 130, 8.

13 Uttamam varnaih traivarnikam
\

on iii. 34, 9.

14 Karma-yuktani \

on vi. 22, 10.

15 Karmanushthatritvena sreshthdni
\

on vj. 33, 3.

16 Choram vritram
\

on i. 33, 4.

17 Anushtliatrlnam upakshapayitarah satravah
\
on i. 51, 8; and i. 103, 3.

18
Upakshaya-karinam asuram pisachadikani

\

on i. 117, 21.

19 Badhakan asuran
\

on iii. 34, 9.

20 Karmanam upakshapayitrlr visvah sarvah prajah \

on vi. 25, 2.

21
Upakshapayitnn karma-virodhino Vala-prabhritm asuran

\

on vi. 33, 3.

22 Karmahinah satravah
\

on vi. 60, 6.
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In his note on i. 100, 8, he speaks of them as "destroying enemies

living on the earth;'"
3 and in another place he explains the Dasa

varna, as heing either "the Sudras and other inferior tribes, or the

vile destroying Asura." 24

There is no doubt that in many passages of the R.V., to which I

shall presently refer, the words Dasyu and Dasa are applied to demons

of different orders, or goblins (Asuras, Rakshasas, etc.) ;
but it is

tolerably evident from the nature of thb case, that in all, or at least

some of the texts which have been hitherto adduced, we are to under-

stand the barbarous aboriginal tribes of India as intended by these

terms. This is yet more clearly established by the sense in which

the word Dasyu is used (i.e. for men and not for demons) in the

Aitareya-brahmana, in Manu, and in the Mahabharata. Thus the

author of the Aitareya-brahmana, after making Visvamitra say to his

fifty disobedient sons, vii. 18: Tan anuvydjaJtdra
" antdn vah prajd

bhakshishta
"

iti
\

te ete Andhrdh Pundrah Kabarah Pulinddh Mutibdh

ity udantydh lahavo bhavanti
\

Vaisvdmitrdh dasyundm Ihuyishthdh \

"Let your progeny possess the extremities [of the land?," adds,

"These are the Andhras, Pundras, S'abaras, Pulindas, Mutibas, and

other numerous frontier tribes. Most of the Dasyus are descended

from Yisvamitra." 25 And in the authoritative definition already

quoted
26

(see also vol. i., p. 482), Manu tells us :
" Those tribes in the

world which are without the pale of the castes sprung from the

mouth, arms, thighs, and feet [of Brahma], whether they speak the

language of the Mlechhas, or of the Aryas, are all called Dasyus."

. The Mahabharata thus speaks of the same people, ii. 26, 1025 :

Pauravam yudhi nirjitya Dasyunparvata-vtisinali\ gandn Utsavasanketdn

ajayat sapta Pdndavah
\ "Having vanquished the Paurava in battle,

the Pandava conquered the Utsavasanketas, seven tribes of Dasyus

inhabiting the mountains." And again, Ibid. ver. 1031-2: Daraddn

saha Kdmbojair ajayat Pdkasdsanih
\ pruguttardih disam ye cha vasanty

dsritya Dasyavah I nivasanti vayie ye cha tan sarvdn ajayat prabhuh \

Lohdn Paramakdmbojdn 'Rishikdn uttardn api\ "Pakasasani conquered

23
Prithivyam bhumau vartamanan dasyun upakshapayitrin s'atrun

\

on i. 100. 8.

24 Dasam varnam sudradikam yadva dasam vpakshapayitaram adharaih nikrish-

tam asttram.

25 See the first volume of this work (2nd ed.), pp. 355, ff.

26 See ahove p. 151.
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the Daradas, with the Kambojas, and the Dasyus who dwell in the

north-east region, as well as all the inhabitants of the forest, with the

Lohas, the Parama-Kambojas (furthest Kambojas), and the northern

Rishikas." And once more : Kdmlojdndm sahasrais cha S'akdndm

cha visdmpate \

S'abardndm Kirdtdndm Varvardndm tathaiva cha,
\

agamyarupdm prithivim mdmaa-sonita-kardamdm
\

Kritavdms tatra

S'aineyah Icshapayams tdvakam balam
\ Dasyundm sa-sirastrdnaih siro-

bhir lunamurdhajaih \ dlrghakurchair mahl klrnd vivarhair andajair

iva
|

"
S'aineya (Krishna's charioteer) made the beautiful eartU a

mass of mud with the flesH and blood of thousands of Kambojas,

S'akas, S'avaras, Kiratas, Varvaras, destroying thy host. The earth

was covered with the helmets and shaven and bearded heads of the

Dasyus, as with birds bereft of their wings."
27 Here it is evident

that the word Dasyu, in the latter part of the sentence, is a generic

term denoting the whole of the tribes who had been previously

mentioned, the Kambojas, S'akas, etc.

Another passage occurs in the S'anti Parva of the Mahabh., sect. 65,

verses 2429, ff., where the tribes there enumerated are said to live

after the fashion of the Dasyus ;
and where the duties to be observed

by the Dasyus are described. The Dasyus therefore cannot have

been regarded by the author of the Mahabharata as demons.

If any further illustration of this point be required, it may be foi^nd

in the following story (from the Mahabharata, S'anti P., sect. 168,

verses 6293, ff.) about the sage Gautama living among the Dasyus :

Bhuhma uvdcha
\

hanta te vartayishye 'ham itihdsam purdtanam \

udlch-

ydm disi yad vrittam Mlechheshu mamijddhipa \
brdhmano madhyadeslyah

kaschid vai brahma-varjitam \ grdmam vriddhi-yutam vlkshya prfivisad

bhaiksha-kdihkshayd \
tatra Dasyur dhanayutah sarva-varna-visesha-

vit I Irahmanyah satyasandhas cha ddne cha nirato 'bhavat
\ tasya kshayam

updgamya tato phikshdih aydchata |

. . . .
|

Gautamah sannikarshena

Dasyubhih samatdm iydt \

tathd tu vasatas tasya Dasyu-grdme sukham

tadd
|

.... kim idam kurushe mohdd vipras tvam hi kulodvahah
\

madhyadesa-parijndto Dasyu-bhdvam gatah kutham
\

Bhishma is the

speaker: "I will tell thee an ancient story about what happened in

the northern region among the Mlechhas. A certain Brahman of the

central country, perceiving a particular village, which was destitute

M Mahabh. Drona Parva. Sect. 119, ver. 4747, ff.
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of Brahmans [or the Yeda], to be in a prosperous condition, entered it

to solicit alms. There lived there a wealthy Dasyu, who was acquainted

with the distinctions of all the castes, religious, truthful, and liberal.

Approaching his house, the Brahman asked alms," and a house

"From proximity with the Dasyus, Gautama [the Brahman in question]

became like them. While he was thus dwelling happily in a village

of Dasyus," another Brahman arrived, who demanded of him : "What
is this that thou art foolishly doing ? ,Thou art a Brahman of good

famvly, well known in the central region: how is it that thou hast

sunk into the condition of a Dasyu?"
From the evidence aiforded by these passages of Manu and the

Mahabharata, it is probable that the word Dasyu, when occurring in

the Veda, is sometimes at least to be understood of men, and, con-

sequently, of the wild aboriginal tribes, whom the Arian Indians en-

countered on their occupation of Hindustan. It is true that, by the

later authorities whom I have quoted, the Dasyus are regarded as

degraded Arians,
28
(though Manu says that some of them spoke Mlechha

dialects), and that tribes unquestionably Arian, as the Kambojas (see

above, p. 355, f.), are included among them. But though it is true

that some of the Arian tribes who had not adopted Brahmanical in-

stitutions were so designated in after-times, the term Dasyu could not

well have been so applied in the earlier Vedic era. At that time the

Brahmanical institutions had not arrived at maturity ; the distinction

between those who observed them strictly and those who observed them

laxly could scarcely have arisen
;
and the tribes who are stigmatized

by the Yedic poets as persons of a different religion must therefore,

probably, have been such as had never before been brought into contact

with the Arians, and were, in fact, of an origin totally distinct.

It thus appears, that by the Dasyus who are mentioned in the Rig-

veda we must, in some passages, though not in all, understand the

barbarous aboriginal tribes with whom the Aryas, on their settlement

in the north-west of India, were brought into contact and conflict.

Before we proceed further, however, it will be interesting to review

some of the other principal texts of the R.Y. in which the Aryas and

Dasyus are mentioned. I should be glad if, while doing so, I could

hope to arrive in each case at a definite result in regard to the ap-

28 See Lassen, Zeitschrift, li. 49, ff.
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plication made of the words Dasyu and Dasa, and to determine pre-

cisely the relations which subsisted between the tribes sometimes

understood under that designation and the Aryas. But the sense of

the texts is often so obscure, that I cannot always expect to fix

their interpretation, or, consequently, to deduce from them any certain

conclusions. As, however, I have collected and arranged a con-

siderable number of passages bearing on this subject, I think it best

to present them to the readea, with such illustrations as 'I am able

to supply, in the hope that a fuller elucidation may sooner or Uter

be supplied by the mature researches of some more competent scholar.

[Since the above remarks were written, Professors Benfey and Eoth

have expressed their opinions on this subject. The former scholar writes .

as follows, in his review of the first edition of this work above referred

to, Gott. Gel. Anz. for 1861, pp. 137, ff. :
" On a point which occupies

a prominent place in this work I will permit myself one further ob-

servation. It is well known that in the Vedas the word '

dasyU,' and

in place of it also 'dasa,' frequently appears as the antithesis of 'arya.'

. . . It admits of no doubt that the Sanskrit-speaking races designate

themselves by the word arya; it is therefore a natural supposition that by

the words 'dasyu' and 'dasa' they denote those who had been subjected

by them. This assumption is confirmed by several passages. On the

other hand, however, there are not a few in which the same expressions

'dasyu' and 'dasa' are applied to the demons with whom the gods are in

conflict, and whose defeat is a condition of the earth receiving the

heavenly blessing which is bestowed hy the gods The question

arises whether one of these is the proper signification, which is

only secondarily applied to the other, or whether any third sense

common to both lies at the root of them. The answer is already

indicated by the alternating employment of 'dasyu' with 'dasa' (which

has the sense of slave) in the same antithesis (with 'arya') an employ-

ment which we may with the highest probability conjecture to rest

upon an identity, or, at least, an inward connexion. This indication

receives a tolerably decisive confirmation from the fact that according

to an abundance of analogies 'dasyu' and 'dasa' are found to be akin to

each other from a phonetic point of view." .... After stating at

some length his grounds for this opinion, Prof. Benfey proceeds :

" The

essential similarity of 'dasa' and 'das' is thus beyond doubt. But
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' dasa ' has decidedly the sense of '

slave,' and if this was the original

meaning of both the forms, it is equally certain that both ' dasa ' and
'

dasyu,' in contrast with the '

arya,' at first designated the aboriginal

population subjected by the latter at the time of their diffusion; and

this relation which subsisted on earth, which no doubt was not rarely

interrupted by revolts of the subject people, was transferred by the

Arians to the domain of the gods, whose harmful demons were re-

presented a's the rebellious slaves of the deities.

''.The view that in this contrasted relation 'dasa' has really the sense

of 'slave,' 'servant,' is supported by thvee essentially similar half

verses of the Atharvaveda (overlooked by the author in his collection),

,in which '

Sudra,' the well-known name for the servile caste in India,

stands in the same contrast to '

arya,' as '

dasyu
' and ' dasa ' elsewhere

do. The first is iv. 20, 4 : Tayd 'ham sarvam pasydmi yas cha S'udrah

utdryah \

'

By this (plant) I see every one, whether ' Sudra or Arya.'

The second text is iv. 20, 8 : Tendham sarvam pasydmi uta Sudram

utdryam \

'

By it (a kind of goblin) I see every one, whether Sudra

or Arya.' The third is xix. 62, 1," which Prof. Benfey does not quote,

but which runs thus : Priyam ma krinu deveshu priyUm rdj'asu ma

krinu
\ priyam sarvasya pasyatah uta sudre utdrye \

"Make me dear

to the gods ;
make me dear to kings, dear to every one who beholds

me, whether to S'udra or Arya."

Professor Roth, in his Lexicon, s.v. dasyu, defines that word as de-

noting (1) "a class of superhuman beings, who are maliciously disposed

both to gods and men, and are overcome by Indra and Agni in particu-

lar." Many of the demons subdued by Indra, designated by particular

names, as S'ambara, S'ushna, Chumuri, etc., bear the general appella-

tion of Dasyu. They are not only spirits of darkness like the Rakshases,

but extended over the widest spheres. In A.V., xviii. 8, 22, they
are demons in the form of deceased men ( Ye dasyavah pitrishu pravish-

tdhjndtimukhds charanti']. They are, he remarks, frequently contrasted

(a) generally with men (manu, dyu, nar\ and are called amdnusha in

R.V., x. 22, 8 (in supporj: of which he refers to R.V., viii. 87, 6
;

ix. 92, 5; Val., 2, 8; R.V., vi. 14, 3, and v. 7, 10); and (b) more

specifically with pious orthodox men (drya), and it is but seldom, if

at all (he considers), that the explanation of dasyu as referring to the

non-Arians, the barbarians, is advisable (in proof of which he cites
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R.V., i. 117, 21; vii. 5, 6; ii. 11, 18, f.
;

iii. 34, 9; i. 103, 3; x. 49,

3; i. 51, 8). The last passage, however, he. thinks, is best explained

of the barbarians. The word is (2) he goes on to say an oppro-

brious designation of hostile, wicked, or barbarous men, perhaps in the

following passages of the Veda, v. 70, 3, turydma dasyun tanubhih;

"let us overcome the Dasyus in our own persons:" x. 83, 6, hanava

dasyun uta bodhi dpeh \

"let us slay the Dasyus, and do thou recollect

thy friend." In Ait. Br., vii. 18, they are barbarous tribes: Vaisva-

mitruh dasyundm Ihuyishthdh \
"Most of the Dasyus are descended from

ViSvamitra."]
'

SECT. II. Additional Vedic texts bearing on the relations of the Aryas

and Dasyus.

First: In the following passages, or some of them, reference may
be made to the earth or territory being bestowed on the Aryas, i. 100,

18 : Dasyun S'imyumi cha puruhutah evair hatva prithivydm sarvd

nivarhlt
\

sanat Jcshetram sakhibhih svitnyebhih sanat suryam sanad apah

suvairah
j,

"
(Indra), the much-invoked, having, according to his wont,

smitten to [or on] the earth the Dasyus and S'imyus [or destroyers],

crushed them with his thunderbolt. The thunderer, along with his

shining friends, bestowed territory, bestowed the sun, bestowed the

waters." 29
ii. 20, 7 : Sa vritrahd Indrah krishnayonlh purandaro daxlr

airayad vi
\ ajanayad manave Jcshdm apai cha ityddi\ "Indra, the

29 Several points are obscure in this passage. Is the word S'imyu the name of a

tribe (as Professor "Wilson renders it), or does it merely mean a destroyer ? In R.V.

vii. 18, 5, we have the words sardhantam iimyum, which Professor Roth (Lit. and

Hist, of the Veda, p. 94) renders by
" defiant wrong-doer." Sayana on that passage

explains simyum by bodhamanam
\ "understanding" (participle). In the text

before us he explains the word S'amayitrJn tadhakarino rakshasadm
\

"
Subduers,

i.e. slayers, Rakshasas, etc."
; and again on the same passage: S'imyun \

S'amu

upasame \ samayati sarvaih tiraskaroti iti rakshasadih simyuh \

" The verb s'am

designates one wHo contemns every one else. S'imyu therefore = Rakshasa, etc."

Then, who are the "
shining friends

"
of Indra, in the second clause ? The Maruts ?

or the fair-complexioned Aryas ? In verse 2 of this hymn, we find the words

sakhibhih svebhih,
" his friends," which Sayana interprets of the Maruts. He ex-

plains verse 18 thus: svitnyebhih svetavarnair alankarena dlptangair sakhibhir

mitrabhutair marudbhih saha kshetram satrunam svabhutam bhumim sanat sama-

bhakshlt
\

"
Along with his white-coloured (i.e. whose limbs were shining with orna-

ments) friends, the Maruts, he divided the territory belonging to his enemies." On
the other hand, we have, in verse 6 of this hymn, the worshippers themselves spoken
of as, according to Sayana's gloss, the persons with whom the sun was shared. The
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slayer of Vritra, and destroyer of cities, scattered the servile (hosts)

of black descent. He produced the earth and waters for Manu." 30 The

passages iii. 34, 9, and iv. 26, 2, which have been already quoted

above (p. 360, f.), should be again referred to here. vi. 18, 3 : Tvam

ha nu tyad adamayo dasyumr ekah krishtlr avanor arydya \

"Thou

(Indra) hast then subdued the Dasyus: thou hast alone subdued

peoples to the Arya."
31

vi. 61, 3: T7ta Jcshitibhyo avanlr avindah
\

"And thou (Sarasvati) hast obtained lands for men." 32
vii. 19, 3:

Paurukutsim Trasadasyum dvah kshetrasdtd vritrahatyeshu purum \

" Thou hast preserved the man Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa, in fights

r words there are : Asmakebhir nribhih smyam sanat] which Sayana renders, Asmadl-

yair nribhih purushaih suryam suryaprakasam sanat sambhaktam karotu s'atru-

purushais tu drishti-nirodhakham andhakaram samyojayatu \

"Let him divide the

light of the sun with our men, and involve our enemies in darkness which shall

obstruct their view." The same words are rendered by Rosen : Nostratibus viris

solem concedat,
" Let him bestow the sun on our countrymen," where the words in

the instrumental case have the sense of the dative assigned to them. If they bear

that sense in verse 6, they may equally have it in the 18th also. The meaning
would then be,

" He bestowed the land, the sun, the waters, on his fair friends."

But this use of the instr. would not suit verse 10, Sa gramebhih sanita sa'rathe^hih \

whether we understand gramebhih of villages, or hosts. On the words,
" his fair

friends," Professor "Wilson remarks, Rigveda i. p. 260, note: "
These, according to

the scholiast, are the winds, or Maruts
;
but why they should have a share of the

enemy's country (satrunam bhumim) seems doubtful. Allusion is more probably
intended to earthly friends or worshippers of Indra, who were white (s'witnya) in

comparison with the darker tribes of the conquered country." The worshipper's

friendship with Indra is mentioned in many passages of the R.V., as, i. 101, 1
; iv.

16, 10; vi. 18, 5
;

vi. 21, 5 and 8
;

vi. 45, 7. Rosen renders this passage: Expug-
navit terrain sociis suis nitentibus,

" He conquered the earth with his struggling

companions ;" thus giving another sense to svitnyebhih. In two other hymns, vii.

99, 3, and x. 65, 11 (quoted above, p. 362), we find mention made of the sun in

a somewhat similar manner as in the verse under review. In his translation of the

Rigveda in Orient und Occident, ii. 518, f., Prof. Benfey gives the following sense

to the verse before us :
" The much-invoked smites the robbers and devisers of mis-

chief
;
in tempest he shatters them to the ground with his bolt ; with his shining

comrades the thunderer acquired ground, sun, and floods."

30
Sayana explains the words krishnayonlh, etc., thus: krishnayoriir nikrishtajafir,

dastr upakshapayatrlr asurlh senah,
" the destructive armies of the Asuras, of

degraded rank." The Valakhilya ii. 8, has the following words : yebhir ni dasyum
manusho nighoshayah \

" Th.6 horses with which (Indra) thou didst scare (?) the

Dasyu away from the man."

31
Sayaua explains krishtth, "people," by putradasadm, "children, slaves," etc.

32
Sayana explains avan'ih, by Asurair apahritah bhumlh,

" lands taken away by
the Asuras." Roth (Diet.) assigns also to the word the sense of " streams ;" which

it might seem to be the function of Sarasvati to give rather than lands.
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with foes for the acquisition of land." vii. 1 00, 4 : Vichalcrame prtthimm

esha etdih kshetrdya Vishnur manave dasasyan \

" This Vishnu traversed

this earth, to give it for a domain to Manu (or the [Aryan] man)."

It is possible that in these passages, or in some of them, allusion may
be made to the occupation of the plains of India, and the subjugation

of the aboriginal tribes by the Aryas, on their immigration from the

north-west ; but it must be confessed that the explanation is uncertain.

In R.V., x. 65, 11, quoted above (p. 362), there seems to be a reference

to the spread of Aryan institutions.

Second: In two of the passages already quoted (i. 51, 8, 9; i. 130,

8), the epithets avrata and apavrata,
" devoid of," or "

opposed to,

religious rites," or "lawless," will have been noticed as applied to the

Dasyus. I proceed to cite some further passages in which the character

and condition of the Dasyus (whoever they may be) are specified.

They are (1) described as a degraded race, i. 101, 5: Indro yo

dasyun adhardn avdtirat marutvantam sakhyaya havdmahe
| m "We

invoke to be our friend, Indra, attended by the Maruts, who subdued

the base Dasyus
"

[or,
" subdued and humbled the Dasyus "].

33
ii. 11,

18: Bhishva sfivah sura yena Vritram avdlhinad Ddnum Aurnavdlham
\

apdvrinor jyotir drydya ni savyatah sddi dasyur Indra
\ "Maintain,

hero, that strength by which thou hast broken down Vritra, Danu,

Aurnavabha. Thou hast revealed light to the Arya, and the Dasyu
has been set on thy left hand." 34 The text of the following, K.V.,

ii. 12, 4, has been already given in p. 282 :

" He who swept away the

low Dasa colour." 35
iv. 28, 4: Visvasmdt slm adhamdn Indra dasyun

viso ddslr akrinor aprasastdh\ "Indra, thou hast made these Dasyus

lower than all, and the servile people without renown."

They are described (2) as having either no religious worship, or rites

different from those of the Aryas. i. 33, 4, 5 : Ayajvdnah Sanalcdh pretim

lyuh | pard chit&rshd vivrijus te Indra ayajvdno yajvalhih spardhamdndh\

33
Sayana explains this of making the Asuras vile and slaying them : Asuran

adharan niJcrishtan kritva.

34
Sayana explains the word Dasyu in this ver%p of the mythical personage

Vritra. The words ni + sadi, making together nishadi, present a curious coincidence

with the word Nishada.
35 Roth (Diet.) gives the sense of "removing, putting away," to guha kah.

Sayana explains it of "hiding in a cavern." The word varna, colour, race, which is

applied to the Aryas, iii. 34, 9, is here made use of in speaking of the Dasyus.

Sayana explains the latter, either of the S'udra ca^e, or of the Asuras.
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" The unsacrificing Sanakas perished. Contending with the sacrificers,

the non-sacrificers fled, Indra, with averted faces." 36
i. 131, 4:

S'dsas tarn Indra martyam ayajyum ityddi\ "Thou, Indra, hast

chastised the mortal who sacrifices not." 37
i. 132, 4: Sunvadbhyo

randhaya kanchid avratam hnndyantarn chid avratam
\

"
Subject to

those who offer libations the irreligious man, the irreligious man though

wrathful." iv. 16, 9: Ni mdydvdn abrahmd dasyur aria
\

"The

deceitful, p'rayerless Dasyu has perished?" R.V., v. 7, 10: Ad Ague

aprinato 'trth sasahydd dasyun ishah sasahydd nrin
\

"
Agni, may

the Atri then overcome the illiberal
'

Dasyus : may Isha over-

come the men." R.V., vi. 14, 3 : Turvanto dasyum ayavo vrataih

sllcshanto avratam
\

"Men subduing the Dasyu, with rites (or laws)

overwhelming the irreligious (or lawless)." v. 42, 9 : Apavratan

prasave vdvridhdnan brahma-dvishah surydd yavayasva \
"Remove

far from the sun the irreligious, the haters of prayer, who increase in

progeny." viii. 59, 10: Tvam nah Indra ritayus tvdnido ni trimpasi\

madhye vasishva tuvinrimna urvor ni ddsam sisnatho hathaih
\

11
|

36
Sayana describes the Sanakas as followers of Vritra : EtannamakZJi Vr^tra-

nucharah. I cannot say who may be meant by the Sanakas here. They may have

been heretical Aryas and not Dasyus. A Sanaka was a mindborn son of Brahma.

Wilson, Vish. Pur., first edition, p. 38, note 13. Weber, Ind. Stud. i. 385, note,

quotes a text of the Mahabh. xii. 13,078, where he is mentioned as a sage. Benfey
renders sanakah "old."

37 In i. 100, 15, the word marttah, "men," is opposed to devah, "gods." The

word martya,
"
mortal," is usually applied to men. But from the following passage

of the S'atapatha-brahmana it appears that the Asuras also are regarded as mortal,

and that the gods too were formerly so. ii. 2, 2, 8, ff. : Devascha vat Asurascha

ubhaye prajapatyah paspridhire \
Te ubhaye eva anatmana asuh, martya hy asuh

\

artatma hi martyah \
Teshu ubhayeshu martyeshu Agnir eva amrita asa

\

Tarn ha

sma ubhaye amritam upajlvanti .... Tato devas tanfyamsa iva pari&isisMre \

Te

arehantah sramyantas eheruh
\

ITta Aswan sapatnan martyan abhibhavema iti te

etad amritam agnyadheyam dadrisuh
\

Te ha uchuh\ hanta idam amritam antarat-

mann adadhamahai
\
Te idam amritam antaratmann adhaya amrita bhutva astaryya

bhutva staryan sapatnan martyan abhibhavishyama iti. "The gods and Asuras,

both the offspring of Prajapati, strove together. They were both soul-less, for they
were mortal

;
for he who is soul-less is mortal. While they were both mortal,

Agni alone was immortal ; and they boih derived life from him, the immortal. . . .

Then the gods were left as ine inferior. They continued to practise devotion and

austerity, and (while seeking to) overcome their foes, the mortal Asuras, they beheld

this immortal consecrated fire. They then said,
'

Come, let us place this immortal

(fire) in our inmost soul. Having done so, and having [thus] become immortal and

invincible, we shall overcome our mortal and conquerable enemies.'
" The gods

accordingly placed the sacred fire in their hearts, and by this means overcame the

Asuras.
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Anyavratam amdnusham ayajvdnam adevayum \

ava svah sakhd dudhuvita

parvatah sughndya dasyum parvatah \

"
Thou, Indra, lovest our re-

ligious rites
;
thou tramplest down those that revile thee

; thou,

vigorous hero, guard thyself in thy vital parts (lit. thighs) ;
thou hast

smitten the Dasa with thy blows. 11. Let his own friend Parvata,

let Parvata strike down to swift destruction the Dasyu who observes

different rites, who is inhuman, who does not sacrifice, nor regard the

gods."
33

iv. 41, 2: Sahvdfhso dasyum avratam
\ "Subduing $he

irreligious Dasyu."
39 x. 22, 7, 8 : A nah Indra prikshase asmdkam

brahma udyatam \

tat tvd ydchdmahe avah S'ushnam yad hann amanusham
\

8
|

Akarmd Dasyur abhi no amantur anyavrato amdnushah
\

tvam tasya

amitrdhan vadhar Ddsyasya dambhaya \

"Our prayer, Indra, is*

lifted up to thee for sustenance. "We implore of thee that succour

whereby thou didst smite the inhuman S'ushna. The Dasyu, Irre-

ligious, foolish, observing other rites, and inhuman, is against us : do

thou, slayer of our foes, subdue the weapon of this Dasa."

Another epithet which is frequently applied to the adversaries of

the
%
Vedvc bards, or of their deities (whether those adversaries may

have been Aryas, Dasyus, or demons), is "anindra," "without Indra,"
"
despisers of Indra." It occurs in the following texts, R.V., i. 133,

1 : Ubhe pundmi rodaSl ritena druho dahdmi sam mahlr anindrdh
\ "By

*

sacrifice I purify both worlds, I consume the great female-gobiins

which regard not Indra." R.Y., iv. 23, 7: Druham jighdmsan dhva-

rasam anindrdm tetikte tigmd tujase anlkd
\

"
Seeking to slay the

injurious female-sprite who regards not Indra, he (Indra) makes his

sharp weapons sharper for her destruction." B.V., v. 2, 3 : Hiranya-

dantam suchwarnam drat kshetrdd apasyam ayudha mimdnam
\

daddno

asmai amritam viprikkat kim mdm amndt^uh krinavann anukthdh
\

"From an adjacent spot, while offering to him the imperishable,

38 I am indebted to Prof. Aufrecht for aid in the translation of this passage. The

epithets of the Dasyu in the last verse seem well applicable to a mortal
;
but some of

them recur in x. 22, 8. In verse 7 of the same hymn a mortal enemy is referred to :

Na sim adevah apad isham dirghayo martyah :
"

lo^ig-lived god, let not a godless

mortal obtain prosperity." In his comment on E.V. v. 20, 2, Sayana explains the

word anyavrata thus : Vaidihad vibhaktam vratam karma yasya tasya Asurasya,
" the Asura whose rites are different from those of the Veda." See Goldstiicker, Diet.

s.v.
"
anyavrata."

39
Benfey in a note to his translation of Samaveda, ii. 243 (p. 251), understands

Dasyum avratam of Vritra, or the Evil Spirit in general.
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unmingled [fuel or butter ?], I beheld [Agni] the golden-toothed, the

bright-coloured, fashioning his weapons : what can those who regard

not Indra, and recite no hymns, do to me?" K.V., vii. 18, 6: Ardhatn

vlrasya sritapdm anindram para sardhantam nanude abhi kshdm
\

"Indra hurled to the ground the half of the struggling heroes,

drinkers of the oblation, and disregarders of Indra." 40
R.V., x. 27,

6 : Darsan nu atra sritapdn anindrdn bdhukshadah sarave patyamdndn \

ghrishum vd ye niniduh sakhdyam adhi'u nu eshu pavayo vavrityuh \

"They beheld here those who drink the libation, who regard not

Indra, who offer worthless oblations,
41 and are fit victims for the

thunderbolt : the wheels have rolled over those who reviled [our]
'

destroying friend." In R.V., x. 48, 7, Indra speaks : Abhldam

ekam eko asmi nishshdl abhi dvd kim u trayah karanti
\

khale na parshdn

prati hanmi bhuri kim md nindanti satravo anindrdh
\ "Impetuous,

I alone vanquish this one enemy; I vanquish two; what can even

three do? [In battle] I destroy numerous foes like sheaves of corn

on the threshing-floor. Why do the enemies who regard not Indra

revile me?" 4Z

f-

The following text speaks of men who are destitute of hymns and

prayers, x. 105, 8 : Ava no vrijind sislhi richd vanema anrichah
\

* ndbrahmd yajnah ridhag joshati tve
\

" Take 'away our calamities.

With a hymn may we slay those who employ no hymns. Thou takest

no great pleasure in a sacrifice without prayers."
43

As we have seen above (p. 282), there is some appearance of an

allusion being made in the Veda (3) to a distinction of complexion

as existing between the Aryas and the aborigines. On this subject I

quote the following remarks, made by Prof. Max Miiller, in a review

of the first volume of this work, which originally appeared in the

40 See Roth's interpretation of this verse in his Lit. and Hist, of the Veda, pp. 98,

99 ; and his remarks on the tribes who are referred to in this hymn', ibid. pp. 132-5.
41 Prof. Roth, s.v. explains bahukshad as denoting a niggardly worshipper who

offers the foreleg, i.e. a worthless portion of the victim.

42 See Nirukta, iii. 10, and^Roth, Erlaiiter., p. 29.

43 In my article
" On the Relations of the Priests to the other Classes of Indian

Society in the Vedic Age," (Journ. Royal As. Soc., new series, ii. 286, ff.),
I have

quoted numerous texts from the Rigveda
"
containing denunciations of religious

hostility or indifference," in which "no express reference is made to Dasyus," and

which may therefore,
" with more or less probability, be understood of members of the

Aryan community."
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"Times" newspaper of 10th and 12th April, 1858, and has since

been reprinted in his "
Chips," vol. ii. (see p. 324) : "At the time,"

he says, "when this name of 'varna' was first used in the sense

of caste, there were but two castes, the Aryas and the non-Aryas,

the bright and the dark race. This dark race is sometimes called by

the poets of the Yeda 'the black skin.' Rigveda, i. 130, 8: ' Indra

protected in battle the Aryan worshipper, he subdued the lawless for

Manu, he conquered the black skin.'
" 41

(This passage* has been

already quoted, p. 360.)

Some other passages in which black-coloured enemies are mentioned

may also possibly be referrible to the dark aborigines ;
such as R.V. ii.

20, 7, already quoted (p. 369) :

"
Indra, the slayer of Vritra and de-*

'

stroyer of cities, scattered the servile (dtislh} [hosts] of black descent."

But Prof. Roth (in his Lex.), explains this last expression, krishnayonih,

as well as krishnagarbhah, in R.Y. i. 101, 1, as descriptive of the

black clouds. The latter of these two phrases is similarly understood

by M. Regnier in his Etude sur 1'Idiome des Vedas, p. 154. In R.V.

iv. 16, 13, mention is made of Pipru and Mrigaya being subjected to

Rijisvan, son* of Vidathin, and of 50,000 black beings (explained

by the commentator as Rakshases) being destroyed by Indra, as

old age destroys the body. ( Tvam Piprum Mrigayam susavdmsam *

Ryisvane Vaidathindya randhlh
\ panchdsat krishnd ni vapah sahasrd

aikam no, puro jarimd vi dardah
\ ) These, also, are perhaps to be re-

garded as aerial foes.
45 See also Professor Benfey's explanation of R.V.

viii. 85, 15, in his translation of the Samaveda, i. 323, p. 228. In

44 This phrase, "the black skin," occurs also in R.V. ix. 41, 1, a text -which

reappears in the Samaveda, i. 491, and ii. 242. The words are Pro, ye gavo na

bhurnayas tveshah ayaso akramuh, ghnantah krishnam apa tvacham; which are thus

rendered by Professor Benfey :
" The flaming, the tempestuous [gods], approach like

furious bulls, and chase away the black skin." In a note he adds the explanation :

" The Maruts (winds) chase the clouds." In his Glossary to the S.V., the same

author explains the phrase
" black skin

"
by

"
night." A similar expression, tvacham

asiknim, occurs in R.V. ix. 73, 5 : Indra-dvishtam apa dhamanti mayaya tvacham

asiknlm bhumano divas pari \ "By their might they" (I cannot say who [qu. Maruts?]
are here referred to)

"
sweep away from the sky the fllack skin of the earth, hated o^f

Indra." So Benfey translates this line in his Glossary, s.v. asiktn. But perhaps
the words " black skin" should not be construed with the word " earth." The con-

struction may be,
" from earth and sky."

45
Compare Prof. "Wilson's Translation and R.V. i. 101, as well as the Introduction

to his R.V., vol. iii., pp. viii, ix, xiv and xv.
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the following text allusion is made to black tribes of some kind : R.V.

vii. 5, 3 : Tvad-lhiyd visah ayann asikrilr asamandh jahatir bhojandni \

Vaisvdnara purave sosuchdnah puro yad Agne darayann adideh
\

" For

fear of tb.ee the black tribes fled, scattered, relinquishing their pos-

sessions, when thou, Agni Vaisvanara, gleaming in behalf of Puru [or

the man], didst tear and burn the cities." Prof. Roth (Lexicon, . v.

"
asikni"} explains the words "black tribes" as meaning "spirits of

darkness."
1 A similar phrase occurs in R.V. viii. 62, 18: Puram na

dhrishno druja krishnayd bddhito visa
\

"
impetuous, break down as it

were a rampart, being harassed by the black race." It is not clear who

is here apostrophized ;
or what dark-coloured enemies are referred to.

There are (4) some passages in which the epithet
" mridhravach "

is applied to the speech of the Dasyus. If it were certain that the

aboriginal tribes were alluded to in all or in any of these texts, and

that the adjective in question had reference to any peculiarity in their

language, the fact would be one of the highest interest; but un-

fortunately both points are doubtful.46 The following are the passages

alluded to: R.Y. i. 174, 2: Dano visah Indra mridhravdchah sapta

yat purah sarma sdradlr dart
\

rinor apo anavadya arndh yune Vritram

Purukutsdya randhlh\ "When thou, Indra, our defence, didst

destroy the seven autumnal castles, thou didst subdue the people of

injurious speech. Thou, blameless one, hast impelled the flowing

waters: thou hast subjected Vritra to the youthful Purukutsa."

Pt.V. v. 29, 10 : Pra anyach chakram avrihah Suryasya Kutsdya anyad

varivo ydtave hah
\

antiso Dasyun amrinor vadhena ni duryone dvrinan

mridhravdchah
\

"Thou didst detach one wheel of Surya : the other

thou didst set free to go for Kutsa. Thou hast with thy weapon

smitten the mouthless [or noseless] Dasyus : in their abode thou hast

beaten down the injuriously speaking people." v. 32, 8 : Tyam chid

arnam madhupam saydnam asinvam vavram mahi ddad vgrah \ apddam
atram mahatd vadhena ni duryone dvrinan mridhravdcham

\

" The

fierce [Indra] seized that huge;
restless [Vritra], the drinker up of

the sweets, reclining, incatiable, the hidden
;
and beat down in his

abode with a great weapon, that footless, devouring, and injuriously-

46 The Atharvaveda xii. 1, 45, refers to the earth as "
sustaining men of very

various forms of speech and customs ; each dwelling in their own abodes
"
(janam

bibhratl bahudha vivachasam nanadharmanam prithivt yathaukasam}.
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speaking [demon]." vii. 6, 3 : Ni akratun grathino mridhravdchah

Panln airaddhun avridhdn ayajndn \ pra pra tan Dasyun Agnir vivuya

purva chakdra apardn ayajyun \

" The senseless, false, injuriously-

speaking, unbelieving, unpraising, unworshipping Panis (or niggards) ;

these Dasyus Agni removed far off. It was he who first made the

irreligious degraded." vii. 18, 13 : Vi sadyo vivu, drimhitdni eshdm

Indrah purah sahasd sapta dardah
\
vi Anavasya Tritsave gayam bhdg

j'eshma Purum vidathe mridhrqvdcham \

"Indra straightwtty shattered

all their strongholds, their seven castles by his violence: he di^i'ded

to the Tritsu the substance of the Anava : we vanquished in the fight

the injuriously-speaking Puru [or man]."
The word "mridhravach," which I have rendered "injuriously-,

speaking," is explained by Sayana (in his comments on three of these

passages) as meaning
" one whose organs of speech are destroyed

"

(himsita-vdgindriya, or himsita-vachaska). On i. 174, 2, he interprets

it as marshana-vachandh, "speaking patiently," ("suing for pardon,"

Wilson), and on vii. 18, 13, by bddhavdcham, "speaking so as to vex,"

("ill-speaking," Wilson). The same term is rendered by Wilson, in

his'translation of the second and third passages, by "speech-bereft,"

or "speechless." Roth, in his "Illustrations of the Nirukta," p. 97,

rejects the explanation of Yaska (who (Nir. vi. 31) renders "mridhra-

vachah" by "mriduvachah," "softly-speaking,"), and considers tha^t it

means "speaking injuriously." Dr. Kuhn, again (Herabkunft des Feuers,

p. 60), is of opinion that the epithet in question means "a stutterer;"

and thinks that, in R.V. v. 29, 10, reference is made to the gradual

dying away of the distant thunder, which is regarded as the voice of the

vanquished demon. In treating of the aboriginal races of India, Prof.

Miiller (Last Results of Turanian Researches, p. 346 : see, below, pp.

389, ff.) remarks, that "the '

anasas,' enemies, whom Indra killed with

his weapon (R.V. v. 29, 10), are probably meant for noseless (a-nasas),

not, as the commentator supposes, for faceless (an-asas) people. (See

also the article of the same author already alluded to in p. 375.)

Professor Wilson, on the other hand,'remarks (R.V., vol. iii., p. 276,

note): "Andsa, Sayana says, means dsyarahitdn, devoid of, or deprived

of, words
; dsya, face or mouth, being put by metonymy for sabda,

the sound that comes from the mouth, articulate speech, alluding

possibly to the uncultivated dialects of the barbarous tribes, barbarism

VOL. n. 25
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and uncultivated speech being identical, in the opinion of the Hindus,

as in the familiar term for a barbarian,
'

mlechha,' which is derived

from the root, mlechh, to speak rudely;" and adds, in reference to

Professor Muller's proposed interpretation of andsa: "The proposal

is ingenious, but it seems more likely that Sayana is right, as we have

the Dasyus presently called also mridhravdchas, .... having de-

fective organs of speech."

There aco only two of the four preceding passages containing the

word mndhravdch, in which the Dasyus are named
;
and in the second

of these two texts (R.V. vii. 6, 3) this word is applied to persons or

beings called pani, who are either niggards, or the mythical beings who

.stole the cows of the gods or the Angirases, and hid them in a cave.

(See "Wilson's R.Y. vol. i. pp. 16, 17, note.)
47 In any case, the sense

of the word mndhravdch is too uncertain to admit of our referring it

with confidence to any peculiarity in the speech of the aborigines.

In the R.V. frequent mention is made (5) of the cities or castles of

the Dasyus, or of the Asuras. One of these passages, i. 103, 3, has

been already quoted in p. 359. The following are additional instances :

R.V. i. 51, 5 : Tvam Pipror nrimanah prdrujah purah pra Rijisvdnam

Dasyu-hatyeshu dvitha\ "Benevolent to men, thou hast broken the

castles of Pipru, and protected Rijisvan in his battles with the Dasyus."

R.V. i. 63, 7 : Tvam ha tyad Indra sapta yudhyan puro vajrin PuruJc-

utsdya dardah
\

"
Thou, Indra, thunderer, fighting for Purukutsa,

didst destroy then seven castles." i. 174, 8: Bhinat puro na bhido

adevlr nanamo vadhar adevasya plyoh \

" Thou hast pierced the godless

piercers like their castles : thou hast bowed clown the weapon of the

godless destroyer." ii. 14, 6: Yah satam S'amlarasya puro bibheda

asmaneva purvlh\ "Who split the hundred, the numerous, castles of

S'ambara as with a thunderbolt." ii. 19, 6 : Divoddsdya navatim cha nava

Indrah puro vi airach Chhambarasya \

"Indra shattered for Divodasa a

hundred castles of S'ambara." iii. 12, 6 : Indrdgni navaiim puro ddsa-

patriir adhunutam \
sdkam ekena Icarmand

\

"Indra and Agni, by one effort

together, ye have shattered ninety castles belonging to the Dasyus."

iv. 26, 3 : Aham puro mandasdno vi airam nava sdkam navatlh S'amba-

47 See Bohtlingk and Roth, s.v. pani, where R.V. vii. 6, 3, is cited among the

texts where the word means "niggard ;" and comp. my art. on the " Priests in the

Vedic Age," Journ. R. A. S. for 1866, p. 290.
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rasya \

S'atatamam vesyam sarvatdtd Divoddsam Atithigvam yad dvam
\

11

Exhilarated, I have destroyed at once the ninety-nine castles of

S'ambara: the hundredth habitation (remained) in security, when I

protected Divodasa Atithigva."
48

vi. 31, 4: Tvam satdni ava S'am-

larasya puro jagantha apratlni dasyoh \

" Thou hast destroyed hundreds

of unequalled castles of the Dasyu S'ambara.'' The following verse

seems to show that by these castles, as well as by mountains, clouds

are meant : x. 89, 7 : Jac/'hdna Vritram svadhitir vaneva ruroja tpuro

aradad na sindhun
\

bibheda girim navam in na kumbham a gah'Indro

akrinuta svayugbhih]
" Indra smote Vritra as an axe (fells) the woods

;

he broke down the castles, he as it were hollowed out the rivers. He

split the mountain like a new jar ;
he possessed himself of the cows',

with his companions."

Iron castles are spoken of in the following passage : ii. 20, 8 : 'Prati

yad asya vajram bdhvor dhur hatvl dasyun puraft dyaslr nitwit I

" When they placed the thunderbolt in his (Indra's) hand, he'slew the

Dasyus, and overthrew their iron castles."*9

In tb^ following texts "autumnal castles" are spoken of: i. 131, 4 :

* t

Vidus te asya vlryasya puravo puro yad Indra sdradlr avdtirah
\

sdsa-

hdno avdtirah
\

sdsas tarn Indra martyam ayajyum savasaspate \

"Men
know this heroism of thine, that thou hast overthrown the autumnal

castles, violently overthrown them. Lord of power, thou hast chasiised

the mortal who sacrifices not." 60
(See also E.V. i. 174, 2, which has

been quoted in p. 376.) vi. 20, 10 : Sapta yat purah sarma sdradlr

dart han ddslh Purultutsdya sikshan\
" When thou, our defence, didst

48 See Kuhn's Herabkunft des Feuers, p. ] 40, and note. Benfey in his excursus

on sarvatati, Or. und Occ. ii. 524, renders " the hundredth dwelling in safety, when I

was gracious to the pious DiYodfisa." The words "in safety" may, he says, refer

to Indra, or to the hundredth city which he did not destroy ; and he refers, as Kuhn
also does, to R.Y. vii. 19, 5.

49 Mention is also made of iron castles or ramparts in the following texts : R.V.

iv. 27, 1
;

vii. 3, 7 ;
vii. 15, 14; vii. 95, 1

; viii. 89, 8
;
and x. 101, 8

;
but not in

connexion with the Dasyus.
50 The "autumnal" castles may mean the brilliant battlemented cloud-castles,

which are so often visible in the Indian sky at this period of the year. Sayana
in loco explains the term thus : S'aradJh samvatsara-sambandhimh samvatsara-

paryantam prakara-parikhadibhir dridliikritah purah s'atrunam purlh \

"The
enemies' annual cities, fortified for a year with ramparts, ditches, etc. ;" but see

next note.
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break down the seven autumnal castles, thon didst slay the Dasa

(people), showing favour to Purukutsa." 51

The epithet sasvat is applied to castles in the following text. This

word means, as is well known, "constant," "perpetual," but accord-

ing to the Nighantus it has the meaning of "many;" and Sayana

generally understands it in this sense, viii. 17, 14: Drapso bhettd

purdm sasvatlnam Indro munlndm saJcd \

" The drop (of Soma) is the

splitter of many (or of the perpetual) castles. Indra is the friend of

sages:" viii. 87, 6 : Team hi Sasvatlnam Indra dartd purdm asi
\

hantd

dasyor manor vridhah patir divah
\

"
Thou, Indra, art the destroyer

of many (or the perpetual) castles, the slayer of the Dasyu, the bene-

factor of man, the lord of the sky."
52 Castles of stone are mentioned

in one passage, iv. 30, 20 : S'atam asmanmaylndm purdm Indro vi dsyat

Divoddsdya ddsushe
\

" Indra has thrown down a hundred castles built

of stone, for his worshipper Divodasa." 53 In R.V. viii.
J, 28, men-

tion is n?ade of a "moving" castle : Tvam puram charishnvam vadhaih

S'ushnasya sampinak\ "Thou hast shattered with thy bolts the moving

castle of S'ushna." M

The castles referred to in these Yedic hymns were, iii later times,

at least, understood of castles of the Asuras
;
and the following legend

was invented to explain what they were. In the Commentary on the

Vajasaneyi-Sanhita of the Yajurveda, the following passage occurs :

Atra iyam dJchydyikd asti
\

devaih pardjitdh asurds tapas taptvd trai-

lokye trim piirdni chakrur lohamayim bhumau rdjatim antarikshe

haimlm divi
\

tadd devais tdh dagdJium upasadd Agnir drddhitah
\

tatah

upysad-devatd-rupo 'gm'r yadd tdsu pursJiu pravisya tdh daddha tadd

tisrah puro 'gnes tanavo 'bhuvan
\

tad dbhipretya ayam mantrah
\

"On
this text [Taj. Sanh. 5, 8], the following story is told: The Asuras

61
S3yana, in his note on this verse, explains the word saradlh differently, as

saran-namnah asurasya sambandhinlh
\ "Belonging to an Asura called S'arad."

Sayana renders the word s'arma in this passage by
" with thy thunderbolt." In his

note on R.V. i. 174, 2, he had previously rendered it by
" for our happiness." I

have ventured to render it "our, defence."

62 In R.V. viii. 84, 3, we find the same epithet applied to persons : Tvam hi

sasvatlnam patih raja visam asi
\

" Thou art the lord, the king of many peoples."

63
Sayana interprets asmanmaylnam by pashanair nirmitanam, "built of stone,"

and says they were the cities of S'ambara.

64 It appears that moving cloud-castles are here meant.
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having been vanquished by the gods, performed austerities, and built

three castles in the three worlds, one of iron on the earth, one of

silver in the atmosphere, and one of gold in the sky. Then Agni was

supplicated by the gods to burn these castles with the upasad. In

consequence, Agni, in the form of the upasad deity, entered these castles,

and burned them. Then these castles became the bodies of Agni. It

is to this that this Mantra (text) has reference." M The Satapatha-

brahmana
(iii. 4, 4, 3, ff.)'has the following passage on the ^ame

subject: Devds cha vai asiirds cha ubhaye prdjdpatydh paspridhire \

tato 'surdh eshu lokeshu puras chakrire ayasmaylm eva asmin loke raja-

tarn antarikshe harinlm divi
\

tad vai devdh asprinvata \
te etdbhir upa-

sadlhir updsldan \
tad yad updsldams tasmdd upasado ndma \

te purah

prdlhindann imdn lokdn prdjayan \

tasmdd dhur "
upasadd puram

jayanti" iti\ "The gods and Asuras, who were both the offspring of

Prajapati, -contended together. Then the Asuras constructed castles in

these worlds, one of iron in this world, one of silver in the atmosphere,

and one of gold in the sky. The gods were envious of this. They
sat near (upa-asldari) with these '

upasads
'

[ceremonies so called, or

sieges] ;
and from their thus sitting the name of '

upasad
'

originated.

They smote the cities, and conquered these worlds. Hence the saying

that men conquer a city with an '

upasad.'
' In the sequel of the

same passage, iii. 4, 4, 14, it is said : Vajram eva etat samskaroti

Agnim anlkam Somam salyam Vishnum kulmalam
\

"He thus prepares

the thunderbolt, making Agni the shaft, Soma the iron, Vishnu the

point." (See also Weber's Ind. Stud. ii. 310.)

The Aitareya Brahmana i. 23 gives the following variation of the story :

Devdsurdh vai eshu lokeshu samayatanta \
te vai asurdh imdn eva lokdn

puro 'kurvata yathd ojlydmso ballydmsah \

evam te vai ayasmaylm eva

imdm akurvata rajatdm antarikshaih harinlm divam te tathd imdn lokdn

puro 'kurvata\ te devdh alruvan "puro vai ime'surdh imdn lokdn akrata\

purah imdn lokdn prati karavdmahai" iti
" tathd" iti\te sadah eva asydh

55 The reference here is to the text of the V,3. 5, 8, which contains the words

ya te Agne ayahsaya tanuh ; ya te agne rajahsaya tanuh; ya te agne harisaya
tanuh :

" The body of thine, Agni, which reposes in iron
;
which reposes in silver

;

which reposes in gold." The 'upasad' was a festival, part of the jyotishtoma,
which was kept for several days. See Bb'htlingk and Roth's Lexicon.

56 The Commentary says: "anlkam" vajrasya mukha-pradesah \ salyas tatah

purvo bhagah
" kulmalam "

tatpuchha-bhagah \
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pratyakurvata agnldhram antarikshdd havirdhdne divas tathd imdn lokdn

purah pratyakurvata\te devdh abruvann "upasadah updydma upasadd vai

mahdpuram jayanti" iti "tathd" iti\ te yam eva prathamdm upasadam

upayams tayd eva endn asmdl lokdd anudanta yam dvitlydm tayd 'ntarik-

shdd yam tritlydm tayd divah
\

tdms tathd ebhyo lokebhyo 'nudanta.

11 The gods and Asuras strove together in these worlds. The Asuras

made these worlds into castles, as strong and powerful persons do.

Thu? they made this earth a castle of ifbn, the air one of silver, and

the sky one of gold : thus did they make these worlds castles. The

gods said :
" These Asuras have made these worlds into castles

;
let us

in turn make of them counter-castles.' (The other gods said)
' so be

ft.' They (accordingly) made out of this earth a sitting-room
87

(sadas),

out of the air a fire-altar, and out of the sky two receptacles of obla-

tions : thus they made these worlds into counter-castles. The gods

said,
'
let us enter upon sieges (upasadah}** for by siege men conquer a

great fort.' (The other gods said)
' so be it.' By the first siege on

which they entered they drove them (the Asuras) from this earth, by
the second from the air, and by the third from the sky. So they drove

them from these worlds."

Further on, in section 25 of the same chapter, the Aitareya Brah-

mana says : Ishum vai etdm devdh samaskurvata yad upasadah \ tasydh

Agnw anlJcam dslt Somah salyo Vishnus tejanam Varunah parndni]

tdm djyadhanvdno 'srijams tayd puro bhindantah dyan\ "The gods

prepared this arrow, the TJpasads. Agni was its shaft, Soma was its

iron, Vishnu was its point, Yaruna its feathers. Using the ajya for

a how, they discharged this arrow, and went forward shattering the

castles."

The Taittiriya Sanhita, vi. 2, 3 (as quoted in the commentary on an

earlier part of the same work, Bibl. Ind., Black Yajurveda, in the

first volume, page 390, f.), thus relates the story, combining the parts

of the narrative which are separated in the two other Brahmanas :

Teshdm asurdndm tisrah purah dsan
\ ayasmayl avamd 'tha rajatd 'tha

Jiarinl
\

tdh devdh jetum ndi'aknuvan
\
tdh upasadd eva ajiglshan \

tasmdd

dhur "
yas chaivam veda yas cha na upasadd vai mahdpuram jayanti" iti

\

67 This is Prof. Haug's rendering. See his note, Transl. of Ait. Br. p. 51.

68 " There is throughout this chapter a pun between the two meanings of upasad,

'siege,' and a certain ceremony" [so called] "observable." Haug, p. 52.
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te ishum samaskurvata Agnim amlcam Somarn ialyam Vishnum tejanam \

te

'bruvan "leak imam asisyati" iti\
" Rudrah" ity abruvan

\

"Rudro vai

krurah so ^asyatv" iti
\

so 'bravld "varam vrinai aham eva paiundm

adhipatir asdni" iti
\
tasmdd Rudrah paundm adhipatih \

tarn Rudro

'vdsrijat \

sa tisrah puro bhitvd ebhyo lokebhyo 'surdn prdnudata \

"These Asuras had three castles, the lowest one of iron, next one of

silver, and then one of gold. The gods were unable to conquer these.

They sought to capture them' by siege (or by an upasad). Hence men

say,
' he who knows, and he who does not know, this, both conquer a

great fort by siege.' They prepared an arrow, making A gni the wooden

shaft, Soma the iron, and Vishnu the point.
59

They said,
' who shall

shoot this arrow ?'
'

Rudra,' they said
;

' Rudra is cruel, let him shoot*

it.' He (Rudra) said,
'
let me ask a boon

;
let me be the lord of cattle

(or victims).' Hence Rudra is the lord of cattle. He discharged the

arrow, and -having shattered the three castles, drove the Asuras from

these worlds." 60

The Atharvaveda, v. 28, 9, f., speaks of three castles of the gods :

Diyas tvv pdtu haritam madhydt tvd pdtu arjunam\lJiumydh ayasmayam

pdtu prdgdd devapurdh ayam \

imds tisro devapurds tds ivd rakshantu

sarvatah
\

"
May the golden protect thee from the sky, the silver from

the air, the iron from the earth : this man has reached the castles of the

gods. May these three castles of the gods preserve thee continually."

Another text speaks of the castles of the Asuras, Atharvaveda, x.

6, 10: Tarn bibhrach chandramdh manim asurandmpuro 'jayad ddnavdndm

hiranmaylh \

"
Holding that gem, the Moon captured the golden castles

of the Asuras, sons of Danu."

And verse 20 of the same hymn says : Tair medino Angiraso Dasyundm
bibhiduhpuras tena tvam dvishato jahi \

"Allied with them (the Athar-

vans) the Angirases shattered the castles of the Dasyus : with it do

thou slay thine enemies."

In several texts Dasyus are mentioned in connexion with mountains.

Thus in R.V., ii. 12, 11, we have the words, Yah S'ambaram parvat-

eshu Tcshiyantam chatvdrimsydm hradi anvfivindat
\

" Who discovered

59 Comm. p. 391 : Ariika-sabdo banasya prathama-bhagam kashtham achashte

ss'alya-sabdo lohaih tejana-iabdas tad-agram.
80 See the version of the same story, given in the Anus'asana parva of the

Mahabharata, as quoted in vol. iv. of this work, pp. 168, f.
;
and at much greater

length in the Karna parva, vv. 1407, ff.
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Sambara living in the mountains in the fortieth autumn
;

" and in i. 130,

7 : Shinat puro navatim Indra Purave Divoddsdya mahi ddsushe nrito

vajrena ddsushe nritah
\ Atithigvdya S'ambaram girer ugro avdbharat

\

maho dhandni dayamdnah ojasd visvd dhandni ojasd \

' (

Indra, impetuous,

thou didst shatter by thy bolt ninety-nine cities for Puru (or the

man), for the very liberal sacrificer Divodasa
; impetuous, for the

liberal sacrificer. Fierce, he hurled down S'ambara from the moun-

tain for the sake of Atithigva, bestowing great wealth by his power,

all wealth by his power." iv. 30, 14 : Uta ddsam Kaulitaram brihatah

parvatdd adhi
\

avdhann Indra S'ambaram
\

"
Thou, Indra, didst cast

down the Dasa S'ambara, son of Kulitara, from the great mountain."

'vi. 26, 5 : Ava girer ddsam S'ambaram han prdvo Divoddsam
\

"Thou

didst hurl down the Dasa S'ambara from the mountain, thou didst

preserve Divodasa."

The wealth or property of the Dasyus or Asuras is spoken of in

various'places. Thus in i. 33, 4 : Vadhlr hi dasyum dhaninam ghanena

elcas charann upa sdkebhir Indra
\ "Thou, Indra, advancing singly,

hast slain the wealthy Dasyu, together with his allies, with ,thy

destructive weapon."
61

i. 176, 4: Asunvantam samam jahi dundsam

yo na te mayah \ asmabhyam asya vedanam daddhi suris chid ohate
\

"Kill all those who make no oblations, though difficult to destroy,

and who cause thee no gladness ; give us their wealth : the worshipper

expects it." ii. 15,4: Sa pravolhrln parigatya Dabhlter visvam adhdg

dyudham iddhe agnau \

sa gobhir asvair asrijad rathebhih
\

" Surround-

ing those (Asuras) who had carried away Dabhlti, he burned all

their weapons in the blazing fire, and presented him with cows,

horses, and chariots." iv. 30, 13 : Uta S'ushnashya dhrishnuyd

pramriksho abhi vedanam
\ puro yad asya sampinak \

" Thou didst

boldly sweep away the wealth of S'ushna, when thou didst shatter

his castles." viii. 40, 6 : Api vrischa purdna-vad vratater iva gush-

pitam | ojo ddsasya dambhaya \ vayam tad asya sambhritarn vasu Indrena

vibhafemahi \

" Root up, as of old, like (a tree) overgrown by a creep-

ing plant ;
subdue the might of the Dasa

; may we through [or with]

61
Sayana remarks on this verse :

" The Vajasaneyins distinctly record the wealth

[of Vritra] in these words
;

'

Vrittrasyantah sarve devah sarvascha vidyah sarvani

havlmshi cha asan : In Vritra were contained all the gods, all the sciences, and all

oblations.'
"
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Indra divide his collected wealth." x. 69, 6 : Sam ajryd parvatyd

vasuni ddsd vritrdni drydjigetha \

"Thou hast conquered the property,

whether situated in the plains or hills, (thou hast conquered) the Dasa

and the Arya enemies."

In the following and numerous other texts (as well as in some of

the preceding), various Dasyus, or at least adversaries, are specified

by name, together with the persons who were delivered from them.

R.V., i. 51, 6 : Tvam Kutsam "S'ushnahatyeshu dvitha arandhdyo Atitfri-

gvdya S'ambaram
\

mahdntam chid Arbudam nyakramlh padd sandd

eva dasyuhatydyajajnishe \

" Thou hast preserved Kutsa in his fights

with S'ushna
;
hast subdued Sambara to Atithigva ;

thou hast trodden

under foot the great Arbuda
;
of old hast thou been born to destroy

the Dasyus."
62

vii. 19, 2: Tvam hi tyad Indra Kutsam dvah susru-

shamdnas tanvd samaryye \
ddsafft yat S'ushnam Kuyavam ni asmai

arandhayah Arjuneydya sikshan
\ "Thou, Indra, didst then deliver

Kutsa in the fray, interposing with thy body, when favouring that

son of Arjuni, thou didst subdue to him the Dasa S'ushna, and

Kuyava.','
63

i. 53, 8: Tvam Karanjam uta Parnayam vadhls

tejishthayd Atithigvasya vartanl
\

tvam said Vangridasya abhinat puro

andnudah purishutdh Rijisvand \

9
|
Tvam etdn jana-rdjno dvirdaia

abandhund Susravasd upajagmushah \

shashtiih sahasrd navatim nava

sruto ni chakrena ratJiyd dmhpadd avrinak
\

10
j

Tvam dvitha Suira-

vasam tavotibhis tava trdmabhir Indra Turvaydnam \

tvam asmai Kutsam

Atithigvam Ayum make rdjne yune arandhandyah \
"8. Thou hast

slain Karanja and Parnaya with the glittering spear of Atithigva.

Unyielding, thou hast broken down the hundred cities of Vangrida,

which had been blockaded by Rijisvan. 9. Thou, renowned Indra, hast

with thy swift chariot-wheels, crushed those twenty kings of men, who

assailed the unaided Susravas, [and their] sixty thousand and ninety-

62 This verse is followed almost immediately by the text, i. 51, 8, quoted above,

p. 359. "
Distinguish between the Aryas," etc.

63 In R.V., iv. 26, 1 (quoted above, p. 360), also, l^utsa is called the son of Arjuni.

Kuhn considers that Kutsa is a personification of the lightning, a view which he

considers to be confirmed by his patronymic of Arjuni, Arjuna being an epithet of

Indra, and of the thunderbolt. See Herabkunft des Feuers, pp. 57-62, 65, 140, 176.

See also Bohtlingk and Eoth, .v. Kuyava is also mentioned in i. 103, 3 : Kshlrena

snatah Kuyavasya yoshe, hate te syatam pravane S'iphayah.
" The two wives of

Kuyava bathe with water
; may they be drowned in the stream of the S'ipha."
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nine [followers], 10. Thou hast by thy aids protected Susravas, and by

thy help Turvayana. To this mighty youthful king thou hast subjected

Kutsa, Atithigva, and Ayu."
M

ii. 30, 8 : Sarasvati tvam asmdn

aviddhi marutvatl dhrishati jeshi satrun
\ tyaffi chit sardhantam tamshl-

yamdnam Indro hanti vrishabham S'andikdndm
\

'*
Sarasvati, do thou

protect us : impetuous, attended by the Maruts, thou conquerest our

enemies. Indra destroys the chief of the S'andikas, arrogant, and

making aflisplay of his strength."
65

iV. 30, 15 : Uta ddsasya VarcJii-

nah sahasrdni sata''vadJiih\ adM pancha pradhln iva\ 21
| asvdpayad

Dalhltaye sahasrd trimatam hathaih
\

ddsdndm Indro mayayd \

"Thou

hast slain above a thousand and five hundred followers of the Dasa

Varchin like fellies of a wheel [crushed, or whirled round ?]
6* 21. Indra,

64 The youthful king, alluded to in the last verse, is said by Eoth (Lexicon, under

the word "Atithigva") to be Turvayana. See, however, under Turvayana. Benfey

(Or. und Occ., i. 413) says it must be Sus'ravas. These names occur again in vi.

18, 13. Kutsa is sometimes aided (E.V., i. 63, 3
;

i. 121, 9
;

iv. 16, 12
;
x. 99, 9),

and sometimes vanquished (ii. 14, 7 ;
iv. 26, 1

;
vi. 18, 13

; Vai., 5, 2), by Indra.

64
Sayana says that S'andamarkav Asurapurohitau :

" S'anda and Marka are the

priests of the Asuras." See the story regarding them in Taitt. San., vi. 4, 10, 1, quoted
in the fifth volume of this work, p. 230, note, where they appear* in the character

referred to by Sayana. The story is somwhat differently told in S'atap. Br., iv. .2,

1, 5 : Tatra vai devah asura-rakshasani apajaghnire tad etav eva na sekur apahan-
tum

| yad ha sma devah kincha karma Jcurvate tad ha sma mohayitva kshipre eva

punar apadravatah \

6
|

te ha devah uchuh\
"
upajanlta yatka imav apahanamahai"

iti
\

te ha uchuh
\

"
grahav eva abhyam grihnama tav abhyavaishyatah \

tau svlTcritya

apahanishyamahe" ita
\ tabhyam grahau jagrihuh \

tav abhyavaitam \

tau sviJcritya

apaghnata \

tasmat S'andamarkabhyaih grihyete devatabhyo huyete \

" When the

gods smote the Asuras and Rakshases, they could not smite these two (S'anda and

Marka, who had just been named). "When the gods performed any rite, these two

used to come and disturb it, and then run away quickly. 6. The gods said :

' Con-

sider how we shall smite them.' They (the other gods ?) said :

' Let us prepare two

draughts for them ; they will alight ;
and then we shall master and smite them.'

They accordingly prepared libations for these two. They alighted. They (the gods)
mastered and smote them. Hence two draughts are prepared for S'anda and Marka,
but are offered to the gods." In the S'atapatha-brahmana, i. 1, 4, 14 (p. 9 of Weber's

edition), Kilata and Akuli are declared to be the priests of the A'suras : Eilatakuli

iti ha jlsura-brahmav asatuh. Z. D. M. G. for 1850. p. 302. In Ind. Stud., i. 32,

Weber quotes the following words from the Panchvins'a-brahmana, 13, 11
; Gaupa-

vananam vai satram asmanam
l Kiratakulyav asuramaye, etc. " While the Gaupa-

vanas were seated at a sacrifice, Kirata and Akuli, etc." See also Ind. Stud., i.,

p. 186, 195, ii. 243. According to the Mahabharata, i. 2544, Us'anas Kavya, or

S'ukra, son of Bhrigu (v. 2606) was the teacher (iipadhyaya] of the Asuras, and his

four sons were their priests (ydjakah). In verses 3188, ff., of the same book, the

rivalry of Us'anas and Angiras is referred to. Us'anas Kavya was the messenger of

the Asuras, according to the Taitt. San., i. 5, 8, 5. 66 See also E.V., vii. 99, 5.
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by his superhuman power, put to sleep with his weapons thirty thou-

sand Dasas for Dabhiti." v. 30, 7: Atra ddsasya Namucheh siro

yad avartayo manave gdtum ichhan
\

9
| striyo hi ddsah dyudhdni chakre

him mum karann alaldh asya sendh
\

antar hi akhyad ubhe asya dhene

atha upapraid yudhaye dasyum Indrah
\ ""When, designing prosperity

for Manu, thou didst strike off the head of the Dasa Namuchi. 67

9. The Dasa took his wives for allies in battle. "What will his

feeble hosts do to me? He concealed his two fair ones; ahd then

Indra approached to fight with the Dasyu." viii. 32, 26 : Ahm
Vritram richuhamah Aurnavdbnam Ahlsuvam himena avidhyad Arbudam\

"Indra slew Yritra, Aurnavabha, Ahisuva: with frost he pierced

Arbuda." viii. 40, 10 : Yah ojasd S'ushnasya anddni Ihedati jeshat

svarvatir apah\ "Who by his might crushes the eggs of S'ushna;

he conquered the celestial waters." x. 54, 1 : Prdvo devdn dtiro

ddsam ojah prajdyai tvasyai yad asikshah Indra
\

" Thou hast pro-

tected the gods, thou hast overcome the might of the Dasyus, when

thou, Indra, didst favour some one people." x. 73, 7 : Tvafh

jaghantha Jfamuchim makhasyum ddsam krinvdnah rishaye vimdyam \

"Thou hast slain the vehement Namuchi, making the Dasa devoid

of power for the rishi." 68 x. 95, 7: Yat tvd Pururavo randya avar-

dhayan dasyuhatydya devdh\ ""When, Pururavas, the gods strength-

ened thee for the conflict with the Dasyus."

I have gone over the names of the Dasyus or Asuras mentioned in

the E.V. with the view of discovering whether any of them could be

regarded as of non-Arian or indigenous origin ;
but I have not observed

any that appear to be of this character. But we should recollect that
.

the Arians would not unnaturally designate the aboriginal leaders (if

they specified any of them in their sacred hymns) by names of Arian

origin, or at least softened into an Arian form. The Greeks intro-

duced Greek modifications into Persian and other proper names, and

the Chaldeans are stated in the Book of Daniel to have given Chaldean

appellations to the Jews.
,

In some passages the Dasyus are spoken of as monsters. 69
Thus, ii.

67 There is a legend about Indra and the Asura Namuchi in the S'atap. Brah., v.

4, 1, 8, p. 459.

68 See Benfey, Gloss, to S.V. under the word Namuchi.
69 The Dasyus must be evil spirits in A.V., xviii. 2, 28 : Ye dasyavah pitrishu

pravishtah, etc. ("the Dasyus who have entered into, or among, the Pitris"). They
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14, 4 : Yah Uranam jaghdna nava chakhvamsam navatim cha bdhun
\ yo

Arludam ava nlcJid lalddhe
\
""Who slew Tirana, displaying ninety-nine

arms; who struck down Arbuda," etc. x. 99, 6: Sa id ddsam tuviravam

patir dan shadaksham trislrshdnam damanyat \ asya Trito nu ojasd vridhdno

vipd vardham ayoagrayd han
\
"This lord humbled and subjugated the

loud-shouting Dasa, with six eyes and three heads.70
Trita, increasing

in strength, smote this boar with his iron-tipped shaft." The enemies

of Indfa are spoken of in a few passages as scaling the sky : thus, ii.

12, 12 : To Rauhinam asphurad vajrabdhur dydm arohantam sa jandsah

Indrah
\

"0 men, he who, armed with the thunder, slew Rauhina

as he was scaling the heaven, is Indra." viii. 14, 14: Mdydbhir

utsisripsatah Indra dydm drurukskatah ava dasyun adhunuthdh
\

"Thou, Indra, hast hurled down the Dasyus, who, by their super-

human powers, were mounting upwards, and seeking to scale heaven." 71

In ii. 12, 2, the Dasyus are said to regard themselves as immortal :

Srijc mahir Indra yah apinvak parishthitdh Ahind sura piirvlh \

amartyaih chid ddsan manyamdnam avdbhinad ukthair vavridhdnah
\

"Thou hast, heroic Indra, let loose the abundant waters, (
which

thou augmentedst when they were stopped by Ahi. Gaining vigour

by hymns, he shattered the Dasa, who regarded himself as immortal."

In v. 7, 10, the Dasyus are conjoined with men: Ad Agne aprinato

Hrih sdsahydd dasyun ishah sdsahydd nrln
\ "Hereupon, Agni,

may the Atri overcome the illiberal Dasyus, may Isha overcome the

men."

I have thus brought under review in this section a variety of passages

which bear, or might be conceived to bear, some reference to the con-

quest of territory by the Aryas and to the condition, colour, speech,

religious rites, and castles of the Dasyus. The meaning of many of these

texts is, however, as we have seen, extremely doubtful
;
and some of

them are clearly of a mythological import. Such, for instance, are

those which describe the contests of Indra with Vritra, the demon of

are said to be parapurah and nipurah, which the commentary on V.S., 2, 30, ex-

plains as having gross or subtile bodies. In that passage the word asurah is used

instead of Dasyus. See also A.V., x. 3, 11, where they are identified with asuras.

Indro dasyun iva asuran.

70 In S'atap. Br., p. 57, a son of Tvashtri with three heads and six eyes is men-

tioned as having his three heads cut off by Indra.

71 In i. 78, 4, the expression yo dasyun ava dhunushe recurs.
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the clouds, who withholds rain
;
where we are, no doubt, to under-

stand both the god and his adversary as personifications of atmospherical

phenomena. In the same way, S'ambara, Sushna, and Namuchi are to

be regarded as mythical personages, of a kindred character with Vritra.

And yet there are many passages in which the word "vritra" has the

signification of enemy in general (as R.V. vi. 33, 3
;
vi. 60, 6

;
vii. 83, 1,

p. 361) ;
and Professor Spiegel, as we have seen (p. 317), is of opinion

that the word " vritrahan " had priginally nothing more than a,general

signification, and that it was only at a later period that it came fy)

be a special designation of Indra. The word S'ambara, again, as

Benfey (Glossary to Samaveda, p. 181) remarks, is given in the

Nighantus as synonymous with megha, "a cloud"
(i. 10), with udaka,

"water" (i. 12), and with lala, "force" (ii. 9); while the mythical

narrations generally identify him with Vritra. In regard to this wor.d

Professor Roth remarks as follows (Lit. and Hist, of the Veda, p. 116) :

" In the passages which speak of Divodasa, mention is made of his

deliverance, by the aid of the gods, from the oppressor S'ambara, e.g.

R.V. i. 112*, 14; ix. 61, 2. It is true that S'ambara is employed at

a later period to "designate an enemy in general, and in particular the

enemy of Indra, Vritra
;
but it is not improbable that this may be the

transference of the more ancient recollection of a dreaded enemy to the

greatest of all enemies, the demon of the clouds." (See, however,

p. 368, above.)

Professor M tiller (Last Results of the Turanian Researches, pp. 344, ff.)

remarks as follows on the use of the words Dasyu, Rakshas, Yatudhana,

etc. :
"
Dasyu simply means enemy ;

for instance, when Indra is praised

because ' he destroyed the Dasyus and protected the Arian colour.' 72

The '

Dasyus,' in the Veda, may mean non-Arian races in many hymns ;

yet the mere fact of tribes being called the enemies of certain kings or

priests can hardly be said to prove their barbarian origin. Vasishtha

himself, the very type of the Arian Brahman, when in feud with

Visvamitra, is called not only an enemy but a 'Yatudhana,' and other

names, which in common parlance are only^bestowed on barbarian

savages and evil spirits." (See the first volume of this work, pp. 326, f.,

72
[This passage, iii. 34, 9, appears to me to be, rather, one of those in which the

contrast is most strongly drawn between the Aryas and the aborigines. See above,

pp. 282 and 360. J.M.]
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where the original passage and the translation are given.) "In other

passages [of the R.V.] the word . . . devil (rakshas) is clearly applied

to barbarous nations. Originally rakshas meant strong and powerful,

but it soon took the sense of giant and barbarian,
73 and in this sense it

occurs in the Yeda, together with Yatudhana. Another Vaidik epithet

applied, as it seems, to wild tribes infesting the seats of the Aryas, is

'

anagnitra,'
'

they who do not keep the fire.' Thus we read,
'

Agni,

drive away from us the enemies tribes who keep no sacred fires came

to. attack us. Come again to the earth, sacred god, with all the im-

mortals, come to our libation.' u The skme races are called '

kravyad,'

or flesh-eaters. In a famous hymn of Vasishtha we read :
' Indra and

Soma, burn the Rakshas, destroy them, throw them down, ye two

Bulls, the people that grow in darkness. Hew down the madmen,

suffocate them, kill them, hurl them away, and slay the voracious.

Indra and Soma, up together against the cursing demon ! may he burn

and hiss like an oblation in the fire ! Put your everlasting hatred on

the villain, who hates the Brahman, who eats flesh, and whose look is

abominable.' 75
. . . Kravyad, flesh-eater, means people who eat raw

meat, . . . and they are also called dmddas, . . . dr raw-eaters, for

73 The Rev. Dr. Wilson (India Three Thousand Tears Ago, p. 20) thinks that the

words Rakshasa, Pis'acha, and Asura, were originally names of tribes
;
but he adduces

no proof of this, and I have found none.

74 R.V. i. 189, 3 : Agne tvam asmad yuyodhi amlvah anagnitrah abhyamanta
Itrishthlh

\
Punar asmabhyan suvitaya Deva ksham viivebhir amritebhir yajatra \\

75
[R.V. vii. 104, 1, 2 : Indra-Soma tapatam raksha ubjatam ni arpayatam vrishana

tamovridhah
\
Parasrinltam achito ni oshatam hatam nudetham ni sisitam atrinah\

Indra-Soma sam aghasanisam abhy agham tapur yayastu charur agnivan iva
\

Brahmadvishe kravyade ghorachakshase dvesho dhattam anavayam kimldine
|

In a

similar strain, VisVamitra, the rival of Vasishtha, says, in R.V. iii. 30, 15-17 :

Indra drihya yamakosa abhuvan yajnaya siksha grinate sakhibhyah \ Durmayavo
dureva martyaso nishangino ripavo hantvasah

\
sam ghoshah srinve avamair amitrair

jahi ni eshu asanim tapishtham \
Vrischa 1m adhastad vi ruja sahasva jahi raksho

Maghavan randhayasva \

Udvriha rakshah sahamulam Indra vritcha madhyam prati

agram srinlhi
\
a klvatah salalukam chakartha brahmadvishe tapushim hetim asya \

"
Indra, be strong ; [the Rakshases ?] have stopped the road : bestow favour on the

sacrifice, and on thy worshipper and his friends : let our mortal foes, bearing quivers,

practising wicked deceit, ant malicious, be destroyed. A sound has been heard by
our nearest foes

;
hurl upon them thy hottest bolt, cut them up from beneath, shatter

them, overpower them
;

kill and subdue the Rakshas, Maghavan ! Tear up the

Rakshas by the roots, Indra, cut him in the midst, destroy him at the extremities.

How long dost thou delay ? Hurl thy burning shaft against the enemy of devotion."

See Roth, Illustr. of Nir., vi. 3, p. 72. J.M.]
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the cooking of meat was a distinguishing feature of civilized nations,

and frequently invested with a sacrificial character. Agni, who in the

Yedas is the type of the sacrifice, and with it of civilization and social

virtues, takes an entirely different character in his capacity of '

kravyad,'

or flesh-eater. He is represented under a form as hideous as the beings

,he is invoked to devour. He sharpens his two iron tusks, puts his

enemies into his mouth and swallows them. [R.V., x. 87, .2, ff.] He
heats the edges of his shafts, ^and sends them into the hearts of the

Eakshas. He tears their skin, minces their members, and throws thehi

before the wolves to be eaten by them, or by the shrieking vultures.

These Rakshas are themselves called
'

achitas,' mad, and '

muradevas,'
1B

worshippers of mad gods. Nay, they are even taunted with eating

human flesh, and are called 'asutripas,' as enjoying the life of other

men. In the Rigveda we read [x. 87, 16],
' the Yatudhanas who gloat

on the bloody flesh of men or horses, and steal the milk of the cow,

Agni, cut off their heads with thy fiery sword.' All these epithets

seem to apply to hostile, and, most lilsely, aboriginal races, but they

are too general to allow us the inference of any ethnological conclusions.

The aidi2 rishis certainly distinguish between Arian and non-Arian

enemies. The gods are praised for destroying enemies, Arian as well

as barbarian (ddsd cha vrittra hatam aryuni cha}, and we frequently

find the expression
'
kill our Arian enemies, and the Dasa enemies

;

yea, kill all our enemies.' But there is no allusion to any distinct

physical features, such as we find in later writers. The only expres-

sion that might be interpreted in this way is that of 'susipra,' as

applied to Arian gods. It means ' with a beautiful nose.' As people

are fain to transfer the qualities which they are most proud of in them-'

selves to their gods, and as they do not become aware of their own

good qualities, except by way of contrast, we might conclude that the

76
[The far more, opprobrious epithet of sisnadeva is applied, apparently, to the

same class of people, in R.V. vii. 21,5; and x. 99, 3. The former of these texts

ends thus : Ma sisnadevah apigur ritam nah : "let not the lascivious wretches approach
our sacred rite." Yaska (Nir. iv. 19) explains fisnadeva hy abrahmacharyya ; Roth

(Illustrations to Nir., p. 47) thinks the word is a scorn&il appellation for priapic, or

sensual demons. The last line of the second text (x. 99, 3, apparently spoken of

Indra) is as follows : Anarva yat satadurasya vedo ghnan sisnadevan abhi varpasa

bhut. "
When, smiting the lascivious wretches, the irresistible god by art made him-

self master of the wealth of [the city] with a hundred portals." (See the fourth

volume of this work, pp. 345, ff.) J.M.]
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beautiful nose of Indra was suggested by the flat noses of the aboriginal

races. Tribes with flat, or even no noses at all, are mentioned by

Alexander's companions in India
;
and in the hymns of the Eigveda,

Manu is said to have conquered Yi-sisipra (Pada-text, visi-sipra),

which may be translated by 'noseless.' The Dasa, or barbarian, is

also called '

vrishasipra' in the Veda, which seems to mean 'goat or

bull-nosed,' and the '

anasas,' enemies whom Indra killed with his

weapon (R.V. v. 29, 9, 10), are probably meant for noseless (a-nasas),

not, as the commentator supposes, for faceless (an-asas) people." (See

above, p. 377, f.)

Professor Miiller then proceeds to remark that the physical features

of the aboriginal tribes are more distinctly described in the Puranas.

(See the first volume of this work, pp. 301, 303, and a passage from

the Bhagavata Purana which will be quoted further on).

We may, perhaps, be better able to understand many of the expres-

sions and allusions in the hymns, and the manner in which some

particular phrases and epithets* are applied (as it would appear, indis-

criminately, to the different classes of beings, human, ethereal, or

demoniacal), if we can first of all obtain an idea of the position in which

the Aryas, on their settlement in India, would probably find themselves

placed in reference to the aboriginal tribes
;
and if we, secondly, con-

sider that the hymns in which these phrases are recorded were com-
c-

posed at various dates, ranging over several centuries
;
that the same

words and phrases are perpetually recurring in the different hymns ;

and that expressions employed in one sense in the earlier hymns may
have been transferred, in the compositions of a later date, to a different

class of beings. We have further to recollect, that the hymns may not

always have been handed down in a complete state, and that portions

of different compositions, which had originally a different subject and

purpose, may have been erroneously thrown together by compilers in

after-ages. I shall say a few words, by way of conjecture, on each of

these topics.

First, then, we mayf
conceive the Aryas advancing from the Indus

in a south-easterly direction into a country probably covered with forest,

and occupied by savage tribes, who lived in rude huts, perhaps defended

by entrenchments, and subsisted on the spontaneous products of the

woods, or on the produce of the chase, and of fishing; or by some attempts
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at agriculture. These barbarians were of dark complexion, perhaps also

of uncouth appearance, spoke a language fundamentally distinct from

that of the Aryas, differed entirely from them in their religious wor-

ship, which no doubt would partake of the most degraded fetishism,

and (we can easily suppose) regarded with intense hostility the more
'

civilized invaders who were gradually driving them from their ancient

fastnesses. The Aryas, meanwhile, as they advanced, and gradually

established themselves in the "forests, fields, and villages of the abori-

gines, would not be able all at once to secure their position, but woald

be exposed to constant reprisals on the part of their enemies, who

would " avail themselves of every opportunity to assail them, to carry

off their cattle, disturb their rites, and impede their progress."
77 The

black complexion, ferocious aspect, barbarous habits, rude speech,

and savage yells of the Dasyus, and the sudden and furtive attacks

which, under cover of the impenetrable woods,
78 and the obscurity of

night, they would make on the encampments of the Aryas, .might

naturally lead the latter to speak of them, in the highly figurative

language of an imaginative people in the first stage of civilization, as
a

ghosts or demSns
;

79 or even to conceive of their hidden assailants as

possessed of magical and superhuman powers, or as headed by devils.

The belief in ghosts is not obsolete (as every one knows) even in

modern times and among Christian nations. In the case of nocturnal

attacks, the return of day would admonish the assailants to withdraw,

and would restore the bewildered and harassed Aryas to security ; and,

therefore, the rising of the sun in the east would be spoken of as it is

77
Wilson, R.Y. vol. i. Introd. p. xlii. See the fifth vol. of this work, pp. 450, ff:

78 In the Eigveda there is a hymn (x. 146) of six verses, addressed to Aranyani,
the goddess of forests, which we can conceive to have been composed at a period such
as that described above, by a rishi accustomed to live amidst vast woods, and to the

terrors incident to wandering through their solitudes. The first and last stanzas of

this hymn are as follows : Aranyani Aranyani asau ya preva nasyasi \

katha gramam
na prichhasi na tva Ihlr iva vindati

| . . . Anjanagandhim mrabhim bahvannam
akrishrvalam

\ praham mriganam mataram Aranyanim asamsisham. "
Aranyani,

Aranyani, thou who almost losest thyself, how is it that thou seekest not the hamlet ?

Doth not fear possess thee ? . . . I have celebrated Arfcnyani, the unctuous-scented,
the fragrant, abounding in food, destitute of tillage, the mother of wild beasts."

See Roth, Illustr. of Nir., p. 132: and the fifth volume of this work, p. 422.
79 In R.V. viii. 18, 13, human enemies are spoken of as acting like Rakshases:

To nah kaschid ririkshati rakshastvena marlyah svais sa evaih ririsMshta :
"
May

the man who seeks, with Rakshas-like atrocity, to injure us, perish by his own mis-

conduct." ,

VOL. ii. 26
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in one of the Brahmanas, as driving away or destroying the devils.80

In a similar way th author of the Eamayana (if we suppose that there

is any historical basis for his poetical narrative) speaks, as we shall

shortly see, of the barbarian tribes encountered by Rama in the Dekhan

as Rakshasas and monkeys.
81 This state of things might last for some

time. The Aryas, after advancing some way, might halt, to occupy,

to clear and to cultivate the territory they had acquired ;
and the

aborigines might continue in possession of the adjacent tracts, some-

times at peace, and sometimes at war with their invaders. At length

the further advance of the Aryas would either drive the Dasyus into

the remotest corners of the country, or lead to their partial incorpora-

tion with the conquerors as the lowest grade in their community.

"When this stage was reached, the Aryas would have no longer any

occasion to compose prayers to the gods for protection against the

aboriginal tribes
;

but their superstitious dread of the evil spirits,

with 'wilich the popular mind in all ages has been prone to people the

night, would still continue.

Secondly. Throughout the whole period (which wre may prerume

to have extended over several centuries) during which the state of

things just described continued, the composition of the Vedic hymns
was proceeding. These hymns were (as we have supposed, pp. 196,

1'98) preserved by the descendants of the several bards, who on their

part, again, were constantly adding to the collection other new com-

positions of their own. The authors of these new effusions would

naturally incorporate in them many thoughts and phrases borrowed

from the older hymns which were preserved in their recollection,-
2

and which were now, perhaps, beginning to be invested with a certain

sanctity. As circumstances changed, the allusions and references in

the older hymns might be forgotten ;
and it might happen that some

of the expressions occurring in them would no longer be distinctly un-

derstood, and might in this way be applied to conditions and events

to which they had originally- no reference. The same thing might

also happen by way of accommodation : phrases or epithets referring

80 Quoted by Sayana on R.V. i. 33, 8 : Adityo hy eva udyanpurastad rakshamsy

apahanti. See also Sayana on R.V., i. 71, 4.

61 And in our own experience the Chinese speak of Europeans as "
foreign devils.'

82
Compare Kenan's Histoire des langues Semitiques, 2nd ed. p. 120, note 1.
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to one class of enemies might be transferred to another, as Professor

Roth (see p. 389) supposed to have been the case with the word S'ambara.

When, in fact, we see that hints and allusions in the Vedas have been

often developed in the Puranas into legends of an entirely different

character and tendency, that the functions and attributes of the Vedic

gods were quite changed in later ages, and that even in the Brahmanas

the true meaning of many of the Vedic texts has been misunderstood,

it becomes quite admissible to s*uppose, that, even in the age when th.e

later hymns were composed, the process of misapplication may ha*ve

commenced, and that their authors may, in various instances, have

employed the words of the earlier hymns in a different manner from

that in which they were at first applied. In this way it is conceivable

that what was originally said of the dark-complexioned, degraded, and

savage aborigines, of their castles, or rude fortifications, and of thfeir

conflicts with the Aryas, may have been at a later period transferred

to the foul sprites of darkness, to the hostile demons of the clouds,

and to the conflicts of the gods with the Asuras and the Daityas.

Or it is, .perhaps, a more probable supposition that, in the artless

style of early poetry, the earthly enemies of the worshipper were

mentioned in the hymns along side of the malicious spirits of darkness

(with whom, as we have just seen, p. 393, they might be supposed to

have some affinity or alliance), or the aerial foes of Indra. This coa-

junction or confusion of different kinds of enemies becomes the more

intelligible if the word Dasyu, as is supposed by the Indian com-

mentators (page 363, above), originally bore the generic sense of

destroyer. (See, however, the remarks of Professor Benfey in p..

367, f.) It might thus come to be applied to all kinds of enemies,

as the mention of one description of foes might naturally suggest a

reference to the others, and to the epithets applicable to them. We
ourselves apply -to the devil the appellation of the foul fiend, a word

which means enemy (feind] in German; and when employing such

prayers as "deliver us from the fear, of the enemy," we naturally

include all disturbers of our peace, outward* or inward, physical or

ghostly. Epithets like anyavrata,
"
observing different rites," avrata,

"without rites," ayajyu, "not sacrificing," adeva, "without gods,"

which were originally applicable only to men, might thus, in the pro-

gress of a fantastic mythology, be afterwards transferred to demons.
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That this is not merely a presumption, but that, at least, something

like the process in question actually took place in India, may be illus-

trated by the following curious passage from the Chhandogya TJpanishad,

p. 585 : Tasmdd api adya iha adaddnam asraddadhdnam ayajamdnam
dhur " dsura vata

"
iti

\
Aswrdndm hy eshd upanishat pretasya sarlram

hhikshayd vasanena alankdrena iti samslcurvanti
\

etena hy amum lokafii

jesJiyanto manyante \

" Hence even at the present day a person who is

destitute of liberality and faith, and 'who does not sacrifice, is con-

temptuously addressed as one of the Asura race. This is the sacred

doctrine of the Asuras : they adorn the bodies of the dead with gifts,

with raiment, and jewels, and imagine that by this means they shall

attain the world to come." 83

The following passage of the S'atap. Br. iii. 2, 1, 23 and 24 (p. 235,

"WVber's ed.), may also serve to show the connexion between the

aborigines and Asuras : Te Asurdh dttavachaso "he alavah he alavah"

iti vadantah pardbabhuvuh \

Tatra etdm api vdcham udur upajijndsydm \

sa mlechhas \ Tasmdd na Irdhmano mlechhed
\ Asuryd ha eshd vtik.

"The Asuras, deprived of speech, and crying he alavah ('Q enemies,'

incorrectly, instead of he arayah], were defeated. Here 'they also spoke

this doubtful expression. This is incorrect language [or one who

speaks so is a mlechha]. Therefore let no Brahman speak incorrectly ;

for this is the language of the Asuras." M

83 See Weber's Ind. Stud. i. 271, 2, and note. Compare Manu, xi. 20 : Tad

dhanam yajnasilanam deva-svam tad vidur budhah
\ Ayajvanam tu yad vittam

asura-svam tad uchyate \ \

" The wealth of those who practise sacrifice is regarded

by the wise as the property of the gods ;
but the wealth of those who never sacrifice

is called the property of the Asuras." See also S'atapatha-brahmana, xiii, 8, 1, 5

(App. Note N.), and "Weber's Ind. Stud. i. 189; as well as the text from the

Taittiriya-brahmana cited in the first volume of this work, 2nd ed., p. 21.

84 In the Brahmanas numerous mythical tales occur of battles between the Devas

(gods) and Asuras, which "Weber (Ind. Stud. i. 186, and ii. 243) thinks are often to

be understood of contests between the Arians and the aborigines." This he considers

to be proved by the passage about Eolata (whose name nearly corresponds with that

of the Kiratas, an aboriginal race) and Akuli, priests of the Asuras, quoted above,

p. 386, note, from the
S'atap. Br., and by the legend of Eavana. It may be also

worthy of note, that the word krivi, when occurring in the R.V. (as in ii. 17, 6,

and elsewhere), though taken by Roth, in his Lexicon, to mean generally a cloud,

is understood by the Commentator as the name of an Asura
;
while this same word

is stated in the S'atap. Br. xiii. 5, 4, 7, to be an old name of the Panchalas ; Krivayah
iti ha vaipum Panchalan achakshate.
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SECT. III. The Arians on the Sarasvatl, and their diffusion eastward

and southwardfrom that point.

In the preceding sections we have seen that the Aryas, on penetrating

into Hindustan from the north-west, and advancing across the Panjab

from the Indus towards the Sarasvatl, found themselves in contact and
'

conflict with a race of people, apparently aboriginal, who are designated

in the Vedic hymns by the appellation of Dasyus. We shall shortly

find that at a later period, on iheir southward progress from the Doa
t
b

towards and across the Vindhya range, the Arians again began to press

upon the aborigines, and drove them further and further into the Dekhan.

We shall also, perhaps, find in the epithets applied in the Ramayana
to the barbarous tribes of the Dekhan, a confirmation of the opinion

that in the hymns of the Rigveda the same class of people are de-

signated by such terms as Rakshas, etc. Before proceeding with this

investigation, however, we must first pause for a moment with the

Brahmanical Indians in the holy land on the banks of the Sarasvatl,

and then by the aid of some texts from their ancient writers, trace

their advance from that point to the eastward, and their diffusion over

northern India'^generally.

We shall now, therefore, suppose that the Aryas, after traversing the

country of the five rivers, have arrived on the banks of the Sarasvatl,

and have even extended themselves as far as the Jumna and the Ganges.

It would appear that the narrow tract called Brahmavartta between the

Sarasvatl and the Drishadvati, alluded to in the classical passage of

Manu, ii. 17-24, must have been for a considerable period the seat of

some of the most distinguished Indian priests and sages, that there the

Brahmanical institutions must have been developed and matured, and

perhaps the collection of the Vedic hymns completed and the canon

closed. (See above, pp. 302, 345, 348.) It is not easy to account

in any other wa,y for the sacred character attached to this small tract

of country.
85 On this subject Lassen remarks as follows (in his

85 Some texts of the Veda relating' to thj Sarasvatl have been quoted above,

p. 345, f. "Weber (Ind. Stud., ii. 311) quotes two J&ssages from the S'ankhayana
and Aitareya Brahmanas, about the rishis holding a sacrifice on the banks of this

river. See also Professor Haug's Ait. Br. The commencement of the legend in the

Ait. Br., ii. 19, is as follows: Rishayo vai Sarasvatyam satram asata, te Kavasham

Ailusham somad anayan :
"
dasyah putrah kitavo 'brahmanah katham no niadhye

dikshishta
"

iti tarn bahirdhanva udavahann " atra enam pipasa hantu
\ Sarasvatyah
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Zeitschrift, iii. p. 201) :
" The holiness [of the Sarasvati] must

also rest on historical grounds, and be referred to an age when the

contrast had become strongly marked between the inhabitants of inner

India, whose institutions were framed according to rigid sacerdotal

principles, and the occupants of the Panjab, by whom such rules

were but imperfectly observed. This contrast, however, was not only

applicable to the people of the west: towards the south also the

country which was regulated by institutions of a strictly Indian

character, terminated with the Sarasvati : the place where that river

disappeared was the door of the Nishada country ;
and she disap-

peared in order that she might hot come into contact with that impure

race." 86 Of the same locality Professor "Wilson (Vishnu-Purana,

Preface, p. Ixvii) remarks: "Various adventures of the first princes

and most famous sages occur in this vicinity ;
and the Asramas, or

religious domiciles, of several of the latter are placed on the banks

of the
e.Sarasvati. According to some authorities, it was the abode of

Vyasa, the compiler of the Vedas and Puranas; and agreeably to

another, when on one occasion the Yedas had fallen into disuse, and

been forgotten, the Brahmans were again instructed in them by

Sarasvata, the son of Sarasvati. 87 One of the most distinguished of

the tribes of the Brahmans is known as the Sarasvata The

udaJcam mapad" iti
\

"The rishis attended at a sacrifice on the [banks of] the

Sarasvati. They removed Kavasha Ailusha from the soma, saying,
' This is the son

of a bondmaid, a gamester (or deceiver), and no Brahman ; how has he consecrated

himself among us in the sacred rite ?
'

Accordingly they took him into the wilderness,

saying,
' Let thirst destroy him here

;
let him not drink the water of the Sarasvati.'

"

The SarasvatT, however, showed him favour, and the Brahmans in consequence ad-

mitted him to their fellowship. In the Mahabh., iii. 5074, quoted by Lassen

(Zeitschr., iii. 200), it is,
said : Dakshinena Sarasvatyah Drishadvaty-uttarena cha,

ye vasanti Kurukshetre te vasanti tripishtape \

" Those who dwell in Kurukshetra,
south of the Sarasvati, and north of the Drishadvati, dwell in heaven." See also

the first volume of this work, 2nd ed., p. 421, f.

86
Mahabh., iii. 10,538: Etad Vinasanam nama Sarasvatyah visampate \

dvaram

Nishadarashtrasya yeshaih doshat Sarasvati
\
Pravishla prithivim vtra ma Nishadah

hi mam viduh
\

" This is the placfc called the Vinas"ana (disappearance) of the

SarasvatT, the gate of the country of the Mshadas, to whose impurity it was due

that the Sarasvati sank into the earth, lest [as she said] the Nishadas should become

acquainted with her."

87 An abstract of the legend here referred to is given by Professor "Wilson at

p. 285, 1st ed. of his work, note 9
;
2nd ed., vol. iii. p. 70. The passage occurs in

the ixth or S'alya Parva of the Mahabh., verse 2960. A twelve years' drought
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river itself receives its appellation from SarasvatI, the goddess of

learning, under whose auspices the sacred literature of the Hindus

assumed shape and authority." [May we not with as much proba-

bility suppose the converse to have been the case, especially as her

name is derived from saras, "water" (Nir., ix. 36), and that the

goddess derived her name from the river on whose banks she may be

said to have been born ?]
88 " These indications render it certain that,

whatever seeds were imported, from without, it was in the. country

adjacent to the SarasvatI river that they were first planted a
f
dd

cultivated and reared in Hindustan." See also Lassen, Zeitschrift,

iii. p. 202.

The high degree of sanctity ascribed by the Indians, at the close of

the Vedic era, to the country between the SarasvatI and Drishadvati,

is further proved by the following passage of Manu, already repeatedly

referred to :

Manu, ii. 17-24 : Sarasvati-Drishadvatyor deva-nadyor yad antaram
\

tarn deva-nirmitam desam Brahmdvartam prachakshate \

18
|

Tasmin

dese yah dchdrah pdramparya-kramdgatah \

varndndm sdntardldndm sa

saddchdra uch$ate \

19
|

Kurukshetram cha Matsyds cha Panchdldh

S'urasenakdh
\

esha Brahmarshi-deso vai Brahmdvartdd anantarah
\

20
j

JEtaddesa-prasutasya sakdsdd agrajanmanah \

svam svam charitram

siksheranprithivydm sarva-mdnavdh] 21
[
Himavad- Vindhyayor madhyam

yat prdg Vinasandd api \ pratyag eva Praydgdch cha madhyadesah pra-

klrtitah
\
22

|

A samudrdt tu vai purvdd a samudrdt tu paschimdt \

tayor evdntaram giryor drydvartam vidur ludhdh
\

23
|

krishnasdras tu

charati mrigo yatra svabhdvatah
\

sa jneyo yajniyo deso Mlechhadesas

tatah parah \

24
|
Etdn dvijdtayo desdn samirayeran prayatnatah \

sudras

tu yasmin kasmin vd nivased vritti-karshitah
\

i' The tract, fashioned

by the gods, which lies between the two divine rivers SarasvatI and

occurred, during which the great rishis travelled hither and thither in search of

food, and thus lost the Vedas (iesham kshuda parltanam nashtah veda 'bhidhavatam).

The Muni Sarasvata was about to depart also, but was dissuaded by the SarasvatI ;

na gantavyam itah putra tavaharam ahaih sa<la
| ddsyami matsyapravaran ushyatam

iha Bharata :
" Go not hence, my son : I will give tbee excellent fish for food." He

accordingly remained, "preserving his life and the Vedas" (pranan wdamscha

dharayan} ;
and communicated the Vedas again to the other rishis at their desire.

88 See the fifth volume of this work, pp. 338, ff. Professor Weber, however, in

his review of that volume in the Lit. Centralblatt of July 28th, 1870, p. 864, objects

to the view there stated.
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Drishadvati, is called Brahmavartta. 18. The usage relating to castes

and mixed castes which has been traditionally received in that country,

is called the pure usage. 19. The country of Kurukshetra, and of the

Matsyas, Panchalas, and S'urasenas, which adjoins Brahmavartta, is

the land of brahmarshis (divine rishis). 20. From a Brahman born in

that region let all men upon earth learn their respective duties. 21.

The tract situated between the Himavat and the Vindhya ranges to

the east cf Vinasana, and to the west t>f Prayaga, is known as the

Madhyadesa (central region). 22. The wise know as Aryavartta the

country which lies between the same two ranges, and extends from the

eastern to the western ocean. 23. The land where the black antelope

naturally grazes is to be regarded as the proper region of sacrifice
;

beyond that limit lies the country of the Mlechhas. 24. Let twice-born

men be careful to remain within these (specified) countries. But a

S'udra may dwell anywhere, when drawn to seek subsistence." 89

From this passage it appears that at the period to which the

rules prescribed in these verses are referable the Brahmans had

not ordinarily penetrated to the south of the Vindhya range, though

adventurers might have visited, or hermits might have settled, in

those regions. And even to the north of the Vindhya we find the

country distributed into several tracts more or less holy, according

to their distance from the hallowed spot in the north lying on the

banks of the Sarasvati. First, then, we have this small region

itself, Brahmavartta. This name may signify (1) either the region of

Brahma, the creator, in which case it may have been regarded as in

some peculiar sense the abode of this god, and possibly the scene of the

creation
;
or (2) the region of devotion or the Vedas (brahma), and

then it will rather denote the country which was sanctified by the

performance of holy rites and the study of sacred literature.
'

Next in

order we have the land of the Brahmarshis, comprising Kurukshetra

89 I am indebted to Professor Aufrecht for the following note :

"
Panini, ii. 4, 10,

says: S'udranam aniravasitanam : the 'combination into a dvandva of S'udras who
are not excluded (Kaiyyata eiplains niravasita by vahishkrita) is put into the

singular. On this the Mahabhashya remarks : Aryavartad anirvasitanam
\

ke punar

Aryavartah
\ prag Adarsat pratyak Kalakavanad dakshinena Himavantam uttarena

Paripatram \

" The sense is as follows: "'Not excluded' from Aryavarta. But

what are the Aryavartas ? The country east of Adars'a, west of Kalakavana (or the

forest of Kalaka), south of the Himavat, and north of Paripatra."
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(the country west of the Jumna, and stretching from the Sarasvati on

the north towards Yrindavana and Mathura),
90 with the country of the

Matsyas, Panchalas, and S'urasenas. The Panchalas are said by Kulluka

Bhatta, the commentator on Manu, to have occupied the country about

Kanyakubja or Kanauj ;
and the S'urasenas to have lived in the neigh-

bourhood of Mathura. 91 The third tract, called Madhyadesa, embraces

a wider area, and stretches, north and south, from the Himalaya to the

Vindhya range, and north-west and south-east, from Vinasana, where

the Sarasvati disappeared in the desert (see above, p. 398) to Prayaga

or Allahabad. The fourth
'

region, Aryavartta, or the abode of the

Aryas, is yet more extensive than the last, and extends within the

same limits of latitude from the sea at the mouth of the Indus to the

Bay of Bengal (the eastern and western oceans).

The manner in which these several countries are here successively

introduced seems to intimate that the Aryas proceeded gradually from

the banks of the Sarasvati (where, as we have supposed, they had

established themselves after traversing the Panjab) towards the east

and south
;
and that the countries farthest to the south and east, as

well as to the south-west, of the Sarasvati, were those with which

they had become last acquainted, and were least familiar. Another

proof that the Arians had not yet penetrated to th$ south of the

Vindhya, or thoroughly occupied the eastern provinces of Northern

India, at the time to which we refer, may be found in Manu, x. 43,

44 (see first volume of this work, second ed., pp. 481, f., 486, if.),

where we are told that the Paundrakas, Odras, and Dravidas, who had

formerly been Kshatriyas, had, from neglect of religious rites and the

absence of Brahmans, sunk to the state of Vrishalas, or Sudras. From

this it would appear that some at least of the people of those countries,

i.e. of the inhabitants of. Bengal proper and of northern Orissa, as

well as those ,of the Coromandel coast,
92 were then living without

Brahmanical institutions
;
and consequently that the Brahmans had not

yet taken complete possession of all those provinces ; though, if the

definition above given by Manu of the worc\ Aryavartta may be relied

on as proof, the Aryas must have carried their conquests as far east-

ward as the eastern ocean, or Bay of Bengal.
90 See the map of Ancient India, in Lassen, Ind. Ant. vol. ii.

91 Panchalah Eanyakubja-desah S'urasenaJcah Mathnra-desah.
92 See Wilson's Vishnu-Purana, 1st ed., pp. 190,1^92;

2nd ed. vol. ii., pp. 170,

177, and notes.
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In the Satapatha-brahmana we find the following remarkable legend,

to which attention was first drawn by Weber (in his Ind. Stud., i.

170, ff.),
93
regarding the advance of the Brahmans, and the spread of

their religious rites in an easterly direction from the banks of the

Sarasvati (S'atap. Br., i. 4, 1, 10, ff.): Videgho ha Mdthavo 'gnim

Vaisvdnaram mulcJie babhdra
\ tasya Gotamo Rdhuganah rishih purohitah

dsa
|

tasmai sma dmantryamano na pratisrihoti "na id me 'gnir vaisvd-

naro mukhdd nishpadydtai" iti
\

tarn rigbter hvayitum dadhre " 'vltiho-

trant*. tvd kave dyumantam samidhlmahi
\ Agne brihantam adhvare1

videgha" iti\ sa na pratisusrdva
" ' Ud 'Agne suchayas tava sukrdh

bhrdjantah Irate
\

tava jyotlmshi archayo' videghd
"

iti
\
sa ha naiva

'pratisusrdva \

"
tarn tvd ghritasnav Imahe

"
ity eva abhivydharad \

atha

asya ghrita-hirtdv eva Agnir Vaisvdnaro mukhdd ujjajvala \
tarn no,

saidTia dhdrayitum \

so 'sya muJchdd nishpede \

sa imam prithivlm prdpa
adah

\

tarhi Videgho Mdthavah dsa sarasvatydm \
sa tatah eva prdii

dahann abhlydya imam prithivlm \

tarn Gotamas cha Rdhugano Videghas

cha Mdthavah paschdd dahantam anvlyatuh\ sa imdh sarvdh nadir

atidaddha
\

Saddnlrd ity uttardd girer nirdhdvati
\

tdm ha eva na

atidaddha
\
tdm ha sma tdm purd brdhmandh na taranti *'

anatidagdhd

agnind Vaisvdnarena
"

iti
\
tatah etarhi prdchlnam lahavo Irdhmandh

\

tad ha akshetrataram iva dsa srdvitaram iva asvdditam Agnind Vais-

vdnarena iti
|

tad u ha etarhi kshetrataram iva Irdhmandh u hi nunam

etad. yajnair asishvidan \ sd 'pi jaghanye naiddghe sam iva eva kopayati

tdvat sltd 'natidagdhd hy Agnind Vaisvdnarena
\

sa ha uvdcha Videgho

Mdthavah "
leva aham bhavdni" iti

\

" atah eva te prdchlnam Ihuvanam"

iti ha uvdcha
\

sd eshd 'py etarhi Jcosala-videhdndm maryddd \

te hi

Mdthavah
\

Atha ha uvdcha Gotamo Rdhuganah
" Katham nu me

dmantryamano na pratyasraushlr
"

iti
\

Sa ha uvdcha "Agnir me

Vaisvdnaro mukhe 'bhut sa na id me mukhd^ nishpadydtai tasmdt te na

pratyasrausham" iti
\
"tad u katham abhud" iti\

" Tatra eva tvam
'

ghritasnav Imahe '

iti abhivydhdrshls tadd eva ghrita-klrtdv Agnir
Vaisvdnaro mukhdd udajvdllt tarn ndsakam dhdrayitum \

sa me mukhdd

nirapddi" iti
\

"
Videgha

9
,

4 the Mathava bore Agni Vaisvanara in his

mouth. The Bishi Gotama Rahugana
95 was his priest (purohita).

Though addressed by him he (Videgha) did not answer,
'
lest (he said)

93 See also Lassen's Ind. Ant vol. i. (2nd ed.), p. 645.
94 Afterwards prakritized to Videha? 95 gee j^y. i. 73, 5.
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Agni (Fire) should escape from my mouth.' [The priest] began to

invoke Agni with verses of the Rik
;

' We kindle thee at the sacrifice,

wise Agni, the sacrificer, the luminous, the mighty,' (R.V. v. 26, 3)
'

Videgha.' He made no answer. [The priest then repeated,]
'

Thy

bright, brilliant, flaming beams and rays mount upwards, Agni,'

(E.V. viii. 44, 16) '0 Videgha.' {Still] he made no reply. [The

priest then recited :] 'Thee, dropper of butter, we invoke,' etc.

(R.V. v. 26, 2). So far he 'uttered; when immediately on the men-

tion of butter (ghrita), Agni Vaisvanara flashed forth from his mcuth :

he could not restrain him, so he issued from his mouth, and then fell

down to this earth. Videgha the Mathava was then on [or in] the

Sarasvati. [Agni] then traversed this earth, burning towards the-

east. Gotama Rahugana and Videgha the Mathava followed after

him as he burned onward. He burnt across all these rivers
;
bat he

did not burn across the Sadanira, which descends from the northern

mountain [the Himalaya]. The Brahmans formerly did nctf use to

cross this river, because it had not been burnt across by Agni Vais-

vanara.
(

But now many Brahmans [live] to the east of it. It used to

be uninhabitable, and swampy, being untasted by Agni Vaisvanara.

It is now, however, habitable
;

for Brahmans have caused it to be

tasted by sacrifices. In the end of summer this river is, as it were,

incensed, being still cold, not having been burnt across by Agni V#is-

vanara. Videgha the Mathava spake :
' Where shall I abide ?

'

[Agni]

replied,
'

Thy abode [shall be] to the east of this (river).' This

stream is even now the boundary of the Kosalas and Videhas
;
for they

are Mathavas. Gotama Rahugana then said: 'How was it that,

though addressed by me, thou didst not answer ?
' He replied :

'

Agni Vaisvanara was in my mouth. I did not answer lest he should

escape from my mouth.' 'How then,' [rejoined Gotama] 'did it come

to pass [that, he escaped] ?
'

[Videgha answered] :
' As thou didst

utter the words,
"

dropper of butter, we invoke," then, at the men-

tion of butter, Agni Vaisvanara flashed forth from my mouth : I could

not retain him, he issued from my mouth.'"

In this passage the gradual advance of the Aryas with their

Brahmanical worship, from the banks of the Sarasvati eastward to those

of the Sadanira, and afterwards beyond that stream, is, as I have said,

distinctly indicated. At the time when the S'atapatha-brahmana was
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composed, the Brahmans had already (as "Weber remarks) dwelt for a

long time in the country beyond the Sadanira, and it had then become

a principal seat of the Brahmanical religion ;
as Janaka, the king of

Videha, appears in that work with the title of "
samrat," or emperor.

Thus (S'atap. Br. xi. 3, 1, 2), we have the following notice : "Janaka

the Vaideha put this question. to Yajnavalkya. 'Dost thou,

Yajnavalkya, know the Agnihotra sacrifice?' '

monarch/ he replied,
' I know it.'

" 96 Professor Weber makes<the following remarks on the

legend I have just quoted :
" Under the name of Agni Vaisvanara (the

Fire which burns for all men), the sacrificial worship of the Brahmans

appears to be intended. The part which in the legend the priest

plays in reference to the king is mysterious } but I understand it to

mean that he compelled him to propagate the Arian worship towards

the east. The Sadanira presents an obstacle, not from its magnitude

or the difficulty of crossing it (which the Ganges and Jumna must

have previously done in a greater degree), but from the inhospitable

character of the territory beyond ;
for the word '

sravitaram,'
' some-

what flowing,' designates the nature of the tract as an inundated

swamp.
97 Even after Yidegha Mathava had advanced across the river,

the Brahmans (as the Arians are here called) appear to have remained

for a long time on its western bank, and to have only crossed in greater

numbers after the king with his people had cultivated the country ;

until, in the time of the S'atap. Br., it had attained such a flourishing

condition, that the tradition of its oceanic origin was only indistinctly

preserved.'
1

Ind. Stud. i. pp. 178, 179.

In the Vocabularies of Amara Sinha, i. 2, 3, 33, and Hemachandra,

4, 150, Sadanira is given as a synonym of Karatoya, a river in the

north of Bengal Proper. But as the Sadanira is in this passage

described as forming the boundary between the Kosalas and Videhas,

or the countries of Oudh and North Behar, it seems that the river at

present called the Grandak must be meant. Weber, as above, p. 181.

96
S'atap. Br. p. 846 : Tad ha etaf Janako Vaideho Yajnavalkyam paprachha

" vettha agnihotram Yajnavalky'a" iti "veda samrad" iti
\

See also S'atap. Br. xi.

6, 2, 1, p. 872, where Janaka is addressed by the Brahmans by the same title.

97 In illustration of this, a line of the Mahabh. ii. 1078, is referred to by Weber,

which states that Bhimasena, in the course of his conquest of the eastern country,

came to the territory bordering on the Himavat, which was of aqueous origin : tato

Himavatah parsvam samabhyetya jalodbhavam.
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Lassen, Ind. Ant. i. 64 (2nd ed.), remarks :
" Some lexicographers

identify the Karatoya with the Sadanira, whilst in other lists they are

distinguished from each other. This appears to be the correct view in

the present case, especially as Sadanira means always
'

abounding in

water,' and might be applied to any large river."

Lassen (Zeitschrift for 1839, p. 22, f.) quotes, for another purpose,

and comments on, the following passage from the Mahabharata, in

which the name of the Sadanira occurs; but it throws no light on its

position. "Departing from the Kurus (from Indraprastha), 'they

passed through the middle of Kurujangala, and came to the lovely

Padma lake. Then passing Kalakuta, they crossed successively on

one mountain (or in Ekaparvataka?) the rivers Gandaki, Mahasona,

and Sadanira. Having then crossed the beautiful Sarayu, and seen

the eastern Kosala, they crossed the river Mala Charmanvati,' and

came to Mithila." 98 In this passage (if any order has been prV

served), it will be noticed that the Sadanira is placed between the

Gandaki (whatever stream this name denotes) and the Sarayu, and so

to^the w;st of the latter river. Its position does not, therefore, seem to

be well defined in the ancient Indian authorities. This, however, is of

little consequence for our present purpose, as any uncertainty in regard

to the precise locality of the river does not obscure the plain and

express purport of the legend, viz., that the Brahmans with their

worship advanced from the Sarasvati eastward to Behar and Bengal.

SECT. IY. Advance of the Ariam from the Doab across the Vindhya

Mountains; and their conflicts with the aboriginal tribes of the Dekhan.

It is not essential for the object which I have in view to attempt

to trace with any precision the different stages in the progress of the

Aryas to the .east and south, which a review and comparison of the

data supplied by the Brahmanas, the Eamayana, and the Mahabharata

may enable the careful investigator to determine, and to refer to

particular periods.

98 Mahabh., ii. 793 : Rurubhyah prasthitas te tu madhyena Kurujangalam \

Eamyam Padmasaro gatva Kalakutam at'itya cha
\

Gandakim cha Mahasonam

Saddjjiram tathaiva cha
\ Ekaparvatake nadyah kramenaityavrajanta te

\ Utfirya

Sarayuiii ramyam drishtva purvam cha Kosalam
\ Atitya jagmur Mithilam Malam

Charmanvatlm nadim
} \
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As it is only necessary for my argument to prove that they did

advance from the north-west to the east and to the south, and that in

so doing they came into contact with aboriginal races who had been

in previous occupation of the country, it will suffice for this purpose

if (after the foregoing notice of their progress to the eastward) I now

pass on to that great southward movement, of which we can perhaps

discern the indistinct outlines in the poetic and hyperbolical narrative

of fhe Ramayana.
"The Ramayana," remarks Professor Lassen (Ind. Ant., first ed.,

i. 534; second ed., p. 646, f.), "in the proper action of the poem,

designates, for the most part, only the north of Hindustan as Arian."

"" It represents Hithila and Anga in the east as Arian countries; and

regards the Kekayas in the west, though dwelling beyond the

Sarafevati, as a pure Arian race
;
and to this tribe one of the wives

of king Dasaratha belongs." Among the persons who were to be

invited to the sacrifice of that monarch are the following, Ramayana,

Schlegel's ed., i. 12, 20, ff. (=Bombay ed., section 13, 21, ff.
;
and

Gorresio's ed., 12, 18, ff.): Mithilddhipatim iuram Janakaify dridha-

mkramam
\

nishthitam sarva-sdstreshu
\

tathd vedeshu nishthitam
|

. . .
|

tathd Kekaya-rdjdnam vriddham parama-dhdrmikam \
svasuram raja-

simhasya sa-putram tvam ihdnaya \ Angesvaram cha rdjdnam Lomapddam
susc.tkritam

\

suvratam deca-sanktisam svayam evdnayasva ha
\ PrdchyumS

cha Sindhusauviran Saurdshtreydms chapdrthivdn \ Ddkshindtyan naren-

drdms cha sarvdn dnaya md chiram
\

"
[Bring] Janaka, the heroic king

of Mithila, of stubborn valour, versed in all the Sastras, and in the

Yedas Bring also the aged and very righteous king of the

Kekayas, the father-in-law of the lion-like king, together with his

son; and thyself bring Lomapada, the devout and god-like king of

the Angas, paying him all honour. And bring speedily all the eastern,

the Sindhusauvira, the Surashtra, and the southern monarchs."

The word " southern kings
"

may, Lassen says, be employed here

in a restricted sense, or inexactly, for from other parts of the poem it

appears that the country <x> the south of the Vindhya was still un-

occupied by the Aryas. Even the banks of the Ganges are represented

as occupied by a savage race, the Mshadas. Thus we are told in the

Ram., ii. 50, 33, ff., Bombay ed. (=ii. 50, 18, ff., Schlegel's ed.
;

and ii. 47, 9, ff. in Gorresio's ed.) (a curious passage, which I shall
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cite at some length) : Tatra raja Guho ndma Rdmasydtma-samah sakhd
\

Nishdda-jdtyo balavdn sthapatis cheti msrutah
\

sa srutvd purmha-vyd-

ghram Rdmam vishayam dgatam \

vriddhaih parivrito
'

'matyair jndtibhis

chdpy updgatah \

tato Nishddddhipatirn drishtvd durdd upasthitam \

saha Saumitrind Rdmah samugachhad Guhena sah
\

tarn drtah sampa-

rishvajya Guho Rdghavam abravlt
\

"
yathd 'yodhyd tathedam te Rama

kirn karavdni te
\

idrisam hi mahdbdho kah prdpsyaty atiihim priyam
"

j

tato gunavad annddyam updddya prithagvidham \ arghyam chopdnayach

chhigram vdkyam chedam uvdcha ha
\

" svdgatam te mahdbdho tav'eyam

akhild mahl
\ vayam preshydh bhavdn bhartd sddhu rdjyam prasddhi

nah "| .... Guham evam bruvtinam tu Rdghavah pratyuvdcha ha
\

" architds chaiva hrishtds cha bhavatd sarvadd vayam \ padbhydm alhi-'

gamdch chaiva sneha-sandarsanena cha
"

| bhujdlhydm sddhu-vrittdbhydm

pidayan vdkyam abravlt
\

"
dishtyd tvdm Guha pasydmi hy angam

saha bdndhavaih"
\

"There [there was] a king called Guha, of the

race of the Nishadas, a friend whom Rama regarded as himself, and

renowned as a powerful. chief (sthapati).
99

He, hearing that the

eminent ,Rama had come to his country, approached him attended by

his aged ministers and relations. Rama then, along with the son of

Sumitra (i.e. Lakshmana), seeing from a distance that the Mshada

king had arrived, met him. Guha, distressed (at the state in which

he saw Rama), embraced him, and said :
' This country is thine, like

(thine own) Ayodhya. "What can I do for thee ? For who shall find

a guest so dear as thou art?' He then brought excellent food of

various sorts, and quickly presented the customary 'arghya' (offering);

and then said : '"Welcome, large-armed hero, this whole earth is thine :

we are thy servants, thou art our master: rule over our kingdom

prosperously.' .... Rama replied thus to this address of Guha:
' "We have always been honoured by thee, and we have been delighted

with thee
;
both by thy coming on foot to meet us, and by thy dis-

play of affection.' Then pressing (Guha) with his holy arms, he

said :
'

Happily, Guha, I behold thee and all thy kinsfolk in good

health,'" etc.
100 This chieftain provided aboat to ferry Rama with

99 See the first volume of this work, p. 366, note 164, and the gloss of Govinda

Ananda on Brahma Sutra, i. 3, 34. Bibliotheca Indica, p. 317.

100 It is singular that a Nishada should be here represented as a friend of Rama,
"
equal to (or, dear as) himself," and whom he affectionately embraces. The com-

mentator thus tries to explain the matter : Yadyapi Jdrisa-sakhyam
"
hma-preshyam
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his wife and brother across the Ganges (Ram., Schegel's ed. ii. 52,

vv. 4-7 and 68, ff.,
= Bombay ed. ii. 52, 5, ff., 74, if.) : and after-

wards attended on his other brother, Bharata, when he also passed the

same way. (Earn., Schegel's and Bombay editions
;

ii. 83, 20, and 84,

1, 10, etc.)

In the same poetical narrative, the Dandaka forest is represented

as beginning immediately to the south of the Jumna. The whole

country from this point to the Godavari, is described as a wilderness,

over which separate hermitages are scattered,
101 while wild beasts and

Rakshasas everywhere abound. 102 "The Ramayana," says Lassen

(first ed., i. 535; second ed., pp. 647, f.), "contains the narrative of

the first attempt of the Arians to extend themselves to the south by

hlna-jtakhyam" ity adina iipapatakeshu ganitam tathapi tad vipra-vishayam \ rajnam
atavika - balena prayojanavattvat shadvidha-bala-sangrahasya raja-dharmatvachcha

tat-sakhyam eva iti dik
\

atra idam bodhyam Nishada - Guha-vishaye Ramasya
" atmasamah sakha

"
ity evam vadata Valmlkina Rama-samatva-Rama-samana-

khyatitvoktya bhagavad-bhaktatvena Nishadatve 'pi purva-krita-sravanadimattvena

tasya tattvajnatvam suchitam
\

"
Although such a friendship is, according to the

words (no doubt of some smriti), 'the service of the low, and the friendship of
,
the

low,' etc., reckoned among the minor sins, yet this refers to Briihmans, since in the

case of kings such friendship is owing to the need they have of a force of people

living in the forests, and it is part of a king's duty to collect a force of six kinds

of soldiers. Here it is to be understood that Valmlki, when he describes the Nishada

Guha as being a 'friend dear to Kama as his own soul,' by speaking of his equality
with Rama, and of his being in the same category with Rama, intimates that he

had, through his devotion to the Divine Being, and although now in the state of

a Nishada, yet by what he had formerly done and heard, attained to a knowledge
of the highest truth."

101 Ram. iii. 1, 1, Bombay ed. (= iii. 6, 1, Gorresio) : Pravisya tu maharanyam
Dandakaranyam atmavan

\

Ramo dadarsa durdharshas tapasKs'rama-mandalam]
Rama alludes to the vastness of the forest, iii. 11, 31, Bombay ed. (=iii. 15, 33,

Gorresio) : Na tu janami tarn desam vanasyasya mahattaya \ Kutrasrama-padam

ramyam maharshes tasya dKimatah
\

" From the vastness of the forfcst, I cannot

discover the spot where the sacred hermitage of the great and wise rishi exists.

102 At a later period, after the commencement of the Mahome'dan inroads into

Hindustan, southern India came to be regarded as the sanctuary of the Brahmanical

religion and learning. Thus in the verse of Vyasa cited by "Weber (Hist, of Ind.

Lit., p. 247, note), it is said : Samprapte tu kalau kale Vindhyadrer uttare sthitah
\

Brahinanah yajnarahitah jyotih-sastra-parangnmkhah
\

" In the Kali age the

Brahmans living to the north of the Vindhya are destitute of sacrifice, and averse to

astronomy;" while another law book, quoted by the same writer, says : Vindhyasya
daksltine bhage yatra Godavari sthita

\

tatra Vedascha yajnascha bhavishyanti Kalau

yuge \

" In the Kali age the Vedas and sacrifices will be found to the south of the

Vindhya, on the banks of the Godavari."
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conquest ;
but it presupposes the peaceable extension of Brahmanical

missions in the same direction, as having taken place still earlier.

Kama, when he arrives on the south of the Vindhya range, finds

there the sage Agastya, by whom the southern regions had been

rendered safe and accessible. Agastya appears as the adviser and

guide of Kama, and as the head of the hermits settled in the south.

In this legend we cannot but recognize the recollection that the south

was originally a vast forest, which was first brought into cultivation

by Brahmanical missions. The Rak.shasas who are represented 'as

disturbing the sacrifices and devouring the priests, signify here, as

often elsewhere, merely the savage tribes which placed themselves in

hostile opposition to the Brahmanical institutions. The only other

actors who appear in the legend in addition to these inhabitants are

the monkeys, which ally themselves to Rama, and render him assist-

ance. This can only mean that when the Arian Kshatriyas first made

hostile incursions into the south, they were aided by another portion

of the indigenous tribes. Rama reinstates in possession of his ancestral

kingdom a monkey-king who had been expelled, and in return receives

his assistance."

Whether or not we concur with Lassen in thinking that the idea of

the monstrous characteristics which are assigned to these gigantic

demons, the Rakshasas, have been borrowed from- the barbarous tribes

whom the Brahmanical anchorites found in occupation of the forests,

and from whom they would no doubt suffer continual molestation and

cruelty (and perhaps this view derives some confirmation from the fact

that both the rude aboriginal races, and cloud-demons, and malignant

sprites appear to be denoted by the word Dasyu in the Vedic hymns),

or whether we regard them as poetical creations, in which the Indian

imagination runs riot in the description of coarse and grotesque brutal-

ity, there can be no doubt that southern India was at the period

referred to but partially cultivated, and that it had only begun to be

occupied by Arian colonists. The following are some of the passages

of the Ramayana in which the atrocities* of the Rakshasas are

described. An aged rishi, the spokesman of the hermits in the

neighbourhood of Chitrakuta, thus represents to Rama the sufferings

to which they were exposed, Ram., ii. 116, 11, ff. (Bombay ed. Comp.
Gorresio's ed., iii. 1, 15, ff.) : Ravanavarajah kascKit Kharo numeha

VOL. ii. 27
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rdkshasah
\ utpdtya tdpasdn sarvdn janasthdna-nivdsinah \

12
j

dhrishtas chajitakdsl cha nrisamsah purushddakah \ avaliptas cha papas
cha tvdm cha tdta na mrishyate \

13
|

tvam yadd-prabhriti hy asminn

airame tdta vartase
\ tadd-prabhriti rakshdmsi vipralcurvanti tdpasdn \

14
| dar&ayanti hi blbhatsaih krurair bhuhanakair api \ ndnd-rupair

virupais cha rupair asukha-darsanaih
\

15
j aprasastair asuchibhih

samprayujya cha tdpasdn \ pratighnanty apardn kshipram andryah

puratah 'sthitdn
\
16

|

teshu teshv dir&ma-sthdneshv abuddham avaliya

chti\ ramante tdpasdms tatra ndsayanto
'

Ipachetasah \

17
| avakshipanti

srug-bhdnddn agnln sinchanti vdrina
\
Icalasams cha pramardanti havane

samupasthite \

18
|

tair durdtmabhir avishtdn dsramdn prajighdmsavah \

gamandydnya-desasya chodayanty rishayo 'dya mam
\

tat purd Rdma

sdrlrlm upahimsdm tapasvishu \ darsayanti hi dushtds te tyalcshydmah

imam dsramam] "11, 12. A certain Rakshasa, called Khara, the

younger brother of Ravana, fierce, esteeming himself victorious, cruel,

a man-eater, arrogant, wicked, distresses the devotees dwelling in

Janasthana and cannot endure thee. 13. From the time when thou

hast dwelt in this hermitage the Rakshasas distress the devotees.

14. They show themselves in various disgusting, cruel, terrible, and

ugly forms. 15. And these base (andrya) wretches harass others by

bringing them into contact with vile and impure objects. 16. These

foolish beings coming unperceived and disguised
103 into different places

near the hermitages take delight in destroying the ascetics. 17.

They cast away the sacrificial ladles and vessels, put out the fires with

water, and smash the water-jars at the time of the oblation. 18.

Desiring to desert the hermitages infested by these malignant wretches,

the rishis to-day are urging me to go to another place. 19. The

wicked ones already show a desire to inflict bodily injury on the

ascetics : we shall abandon this hermitage."

Proceeding on his journey through the forest, Rama encounters

Viradha, a Rakshasa, who is thus described, Ram. Bombay ed. iii. 2,

4,. ff. (Gorresio's ed. iii. 7, 5, ff.)
: Dadarsa girisringdbham purushd-

dam mahdsvanam
\

5
| gabhlrdksham mahdvaktram vikatam vikatodaram

\

103 The original words are: Abuddham and avafiya, which the commentator

explains as "abuddham" aviditam yatha bhavati tatha nidradau "
anallya, cha"

nirbhayam aslishya cha
\

"
Unknown, in sleep, etc. ; and fearlessly insinuating

themselves." Gorresio's edition substitutes the words Imah vikrita-darsanah,
" dissolved

"
[into air] and '

changed in appearance."
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blbhatsam vishamam dlrgham vikritam ghom-darsanam \

6
|

vasanam

charma vaiyaghram vasdrdram rudhirokshitam
\

trdsanam sarva-lhutd-

ndm vydditdsyatn ivdntakam
\

1
\
trin simhdms chaturo vydghrdn dvau

vrikau prishatdn dasa
\

savishdnam vasd-digdham gajasya cha siro mdhat
\

avasajydyase inle vinadantam mahdsvanam
\

"He beheld a being like

a mountain peak, a man-eater, loud-voiced, (5) hollow-eyed, large-

mouthed, huge, huge-bellied, horrible, rude, long, deformed, of dread-

ful aspect, (6) wearing a tiger's skin, dripping with fat, wetted with

blood, terrific to all creatures, like Death with open mouth, (7) bearing

three lions, four tigers, two wolves, ten deer, and the great head of an

elephant with the tusks, and smeared with fat, on the point of an iron

pike, shouting with a loud voice." 104

This demon, who was slain by Rama, turned out to be a Gandharva,

who by a curse had been transformed into a Rakshasa
;
..but now on his

death, regains his primeval form. He, nevertheless, requests that his

body shall be buried after the manner of the Rakshasas
; Ram., Bomb,

ed. iii. 4, 22 (Gorresio iii. 8, 19): Ava\e chupi mam Rdma nikshipya

kusall vrq/a \

rakshasdm gata-satvdndm esha dharmah sandtanah
|

23
|

avate ye nidhlyante teshdm lokdh satdtandh
|

. . . .
|

27
|

tatah kha-

nitram adaya Lakshmanah svabhram uttamam
\

akhanat parsvatas

tasya Virddhasya mahdtmanah
\

28
|

tarn mukta-kantham utkshipya

iankukarnam mahdsvanam
\

Virddham prukshipat svabhre nadantatn

lhairavasvanam
\
"And, Rama, cast me into a trench, and go away

prosperously, for such is the immemorial custom in regard to deceased

104 The Nishadas also are described in the Puranas as very black and ugly, but

differ from the Rakshasas in being very short. See the first vol. of this work, pp. 301
,

303, and Wilson's Vishnu-Pur. 2nd ed.. i. 181. The Bhag.-Pur.,iv. 14, 43-46, thus

describes them :
"

Vinischityaivam risliayo vipannasya mahlpateh \
mamantJutr

uruin tarasa tatrasid bahuko narah
\
kakakrishno 'tihrasvango hrasvabahur tnaha-

hanuh
\ Hrasvapad nimnancisagro raktakshas tamramurdhajah \

Tain tu te 'vanatam

dlam kim karomlti vadinam
\ nish'ulety abruvams tata sa nishadas tato 'bhavat\

Tasya vamdastu naishadah giri-kanana-gocharah \

" The rishis having thus resolved,

vigorously rubbed the thigh of the defunct king (Vena), when there issued from it a

servile man, black as a crow, very short in limb, with short arms, large jaws, short

feet, pendent nose, red eyes, and copper-coloured hair. This man, humble and bowed

down, asked them what he should do. They answered, 'Sit down' (nishlda), and

he, in consequence, became a Nishada. His descendants are the Naishadas, who
dwell in hills and forests." "We are informed by Prof. Wilson that the Padma
Purana (Bhu.-K.)

" has a similar description, adding to the dwarfish stature and

black complexion, a wide mouth, large ears, and a protuberant belly."
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Rakshasas
;
such of them as are so interred attain to ever-enduring

worlds." ..." 27. Then Lakshmana, taking a spade, dug a suitable

trench by the side of the great Yiradha. 28. And raising the pin-

eared,
105 loud-voiced Rakshasa, after Rama had removed his foot from

his throat, he cast him into the trench, resounding dreadfully."
106

This may allude (as "Weber remarks, Ind. Stud. i. 272, note) to a

difference between the funeral rites of the Brahmanical Indians and

tte aboriginal tribes.

The following are two further passages in which the Rakshasas and

their oppression of the anchorites are described. The sufferers, it

appears, assert that they possess the power of ridding themselves of

their enemies by their superhuman faculties
;
but these faculties they

do not choose to exert, for the reason assigned. Ram., Bombay ed., iii.

6, 15, ff. (Gorresio's ed. iii. 10, 16, ff.) : So 'yam Irdhmana-lhuyishtho

vdnaprastha-gano mahdn
\

tvanndtho 'nuthdvadRdma Rdkshasair hanyate

IhriscKn
\

eJii pasya iarirdni munindm Ihdvitdtmandm
\

hatdndm

Rdkshasair ghorair lahundm bahudhd vane
\ Pampd-nadl-nivdsandm anu

Manddkimm api \ Chitrakutdlaydndni cha Tcriyate kadanqm mahat
\

" This large company of hermits, principally Brahmans, whose lord

thou art, is slaughtered by the Rakshasas, as if they had no protector.

Come, Rama, and behold the bodies of numerous meditative munis,

lying slain by the Rakshasas in many parts of the forest. A great

slaughter is being perpetrated of the dwellers on the Pampa, and the

Mandakim,
107 and the residents on Chitrakuta." Ram. iii. 10, 10,

Bombay ed. (=Gorresio's ed. iii. 14, 11, ff.): 10
|

Rdkshasair Dan-

dakdranye lahubhih kdmarupilJiih \

11
|

arditdh sma bhrisam Rdma

105 The sense of the epithet sanku-karna is not clear. It is compounded of

sanku, a "pin," "peg," or "stake," and karna, "ear." The commentator explains

s'anku by sanku-vat kathinam, "hard as a pin."
106 In the sequel, however, Rfima encounters Kabandha, another Rakshasa, whom

at his request Laksmana burns on a funeral pile in a trench. R'am. iii. 71, 31
; 72,

1, ff.
(
= Gorr. sec. 75, verses, 45, 50, ff.)

107 Here it will be observed that the name of a river in the Himalaya [a branch of

the Ganges, flowing down froni the glacier of Kedarnath
;
see the first volume of this

work, 1st ed., p. 187, note; Ramayana, iv. 44, 94, Gorresio's ed. saptarslti-bhava-

nam tatra tatra Mandakirii nadi
\

" There (in the country of the Uttara Kurus) is

the abode of the seven rishis ; there is the river Mandakim ;" and my
" Notes of a

trip to Kedarnath," printed in 1855 for private circulation, p. 15, f.] is applied to

a river in the centre of India. This illustrates what has been said above (pp. 344,

347 and 349) about the application of the same name to different streams.
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bhavdn nas tatra rakshatu
\

homa-kdle tu samprdpte parva-kdleshu

chdnagha \

12
| dharshayanti sma durdharshdh Rdkshasdh pisitdsandh \

Rdkshasair dharshitdndm cha tdpasdndm tapasvindm |

1 3
| gatim mri-

gayamdndndm bhavdn nah paramo, gatih \

kdmam tapah-prabhdvena

saktdh hantum nisdchardn
\
14

| chirdrjitaih na chechhdmas tapah
'

khandayituiti vayam \ bahuvighnam tapo nityam duscharam chaiva Rd-

ghava |

15
|
tena sdpam na munchdmo bhakshyamdnds cha RdksJiasaih

\

10, 11. "We are greatly harassed by numerous Rakshasas ia the

Dandaka forest, who change their forms at will. At the time 'of

offering the oblation and oi/ festivals, (12) the fierce, flesh-devouring

Rakshasas assail us. Of us, the devout ascetics, thus assailed, and (13)

seeking a helper, thou art the supreme defence. It is true that by the

power of our austerities we could at will slay these goblins; (14) but

we are unwilling to nullify the merit which has been earned by long

exertion. The acquisition of such merit is arduous, and attended with

many obstacles: (15) it is on that account that, even while being

devoured, we abstain from launching curses against our oppressors."

The utterance of a curse, it appears from this passage, was an act which

neutralized tbe sanctity of him who pronounced it. Compare the story

of Yisvamitra in the first volume of this work, p. 408. Sita, however,

thinks that her husband Rama has no right to slay the Rakshasas,

who were not in a state of hostility with him, and had done him no

injury.
108

.

It does not appear, however, why the aid of Rama should have been

so earnestly invoked, as the sage Agastya appears to have been per-

fectly successful in keeping the Rakshasas under restraint. His prowess

is thus described, Ram. iii. 11, 79; Bombay ed. (= Gorresio's ed. iii.

17, 17, ff.) : -Agastyah iti vikhydto loko svenaiva karmand
\

dsramo

drisyate tu&ya parisrdnta-sramdpahah\ ....
|

81
| Nigrihya tarasa

mrityum lokdndm hita-hdmyaya \

dakshind dik kritd yena saranyd

punyakarmand \
82

| Tdsyedam dsrama-padam prabhdvdd yasya rdksha-

saih
| dig iyarn dakshind trdsdd drisyate nopabhujyate \

83
1 yadd-

pralhriti chdkrdnfd dig iyam punyakarmand \ tadd-prabhriti nirvairdh

prasdntdh rajanichardh \

84
|

Ndmnd cheyam lhagavato dakshind dik

109 Ram. iii. 9, 24, Bomb. ed.
(
= Gorr. ed. iii. 13, 22) : Na kathanchana so. karya

grihlta-dhanusha tvaya \
buddhir vairaih vitia hantum Rakshasan Dandakairilan

\

aparadham vina hantum loko vtra na mamsyate \
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pradakshind \ prathitd trishu lokeshu durdharshd krura-lcarmabhih
\

85
| Mdrgam niroddhum satatam bhdskarasydchalottamah \

sandesam

pdlayaihs tasya Vindhyasailo na vardhate
\

....
|

90
|

Ndtra jived

mrishdvddl kruro vd yadivd ^afhah
\

nrisamsah pdpavritto vd munir

esha tathdvidhah
\

" 79. The hermitage of Agastya, renowned in

the world by his holy acts, (that hermitage) which offers relief to

the wearied, is now in view 81. [This is the] meritorious

sage, who has restrained death by his power, and who, through his

benevolence to mankind, has rendered the southern regions perfectly

secure (see above, p. 409). 82. This is the hermitage of that saint by
whose might it is effected that this southern region-is, owing to their

dread of him, only gazed upon, and not possessed, by the Rakshasas.

83. Ever since that holy man has visited this region, all the goblins

have become devoid of enmity and subdued. 84. Through the name

of this saint this southern country has become prosperous, and re-

nowned in the three worlds, as secure against the attacks of the cruel.

85. TlTe lofty Vindhya range (which sought to grow to a great height),

with the view of stopping the path of the sun, now, submissive to the

sage's command, increases no farther." . . .
" 90. No liar, or cruel,

or wicked, or murderous, or sinful man may dwell here : such is

this muni."

In a preceding part of the same section, iii. 11, 55, f., Bombay ed.

(
= Gorresio's ed., iii. 16, 13, ff.), the destruction of two Asuras called

Tatapi and Ilvala, by this sage, is described: Ihaikadd kila kruro Vdtdpir

api chelvalah
\

Ihrdtarau sahitdv dstdm brdhmana-ghnau mahdsurau
\

56
1

Dhdrayan brdhmanam rupam 'Ilvalah samskritam vadan
\ dmantrayata

viprdn sa srdddham uddisya nirghrinah \

57
|
Bhrdtaram samskritam

kritvd tatas tarn mesha-rupinam \

tan dvijdn Ihojaydmdsa srdddha-drishtena

karmand |58| Tato bhuktavatdm teshdm viprdndm Ilvalo 'bratfd
\

"
Vdtape

nishhramasv" eti svarena mahatd vadan
\

59
|
Tato bhrdtur vachah srutvd

Vdtdpir mesha-vad nadan
\

bhitvd bhitvd karlrdni brdhmandndm vinish-

patat
m

|
. . . .

|

61
| Agastyena tadd devaih prdrthitena maharshind

\

109 "We have here a form of the imperfect without the augment, vinishpatat for

vinirapatat, on which the commentator remarks that the absence of the augment
is Vedic (ad-abhavah arshah). In Gorresio's edition the perfect nishpapata is

substituted. In i. 18, 17, the Bombay edition has similarly pushpa-vrishtit cha khat

patat,
" a shower of flowers fell from the sky," where the commentator makes a

similar remark (ad-abhavas chhandasah}.
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anulhuya Jcila frdddhe IhaJcshitah sa mahdsurah
\

62
|
Tatah "sampan-

nam" ity ulctvd datvd haste 'vanejanam \

Ihrdtaram "niskramasv" eti

Ilvalah samabhdshata
\

63
|

Sa tadd bhdshamdnam tu Ihrdtaram vipra-

ghdtinam \

abravlt prahasan dhlmdn Agastyo munisattamah
\

64
|

" Kuto

nishkramitum saktir mayo, firnasya Rakshasah
\

bhrdtus tu mesha-

'rupasya gatasya Yama-sddanam "
|

65
|

Atha tasya vachah &rutvd

bhrdtwr nidhana-samsritam
\ pradharshayitum drebhe munim krodhdd

nisdcharah
\

"55. Formerly the cruel Vatapi and Ilvala, two brothers,

who were great Asuras and slayers of Brahmans, lived together here.

56. The ruthless Ilvala, assuming the shape of a Brahman, and speaking

Sanskrit, used to invite the Brahmans to a funeral ceremony (srdddhd].

57. He then served up to them, with the rites appropriate to a sraddha,

his brother Vatapi, who had been transformed into a ram. 58. But

after they had eaten him, he called out with a loud voice,
'

Vatapi, issue

forth.' 59. Hearing his brother's voice Vatapi, bleating like a ram,

issued forth, rending asunder the Brahmans' bodies." Thousands of

Brahraans were constantly killed by them in this way. "6i. The

rishi Agastya, however, at the request of the gods, understanding the

state of things,* devoured Vatapi. 62. Ilvala then cried,
' All is com-

plete,' gave him water to wash his hands, and called to his brother,

' Issue forth.' 63. The wise rishi, however, smiled and said to the

Brahman-slayer who thus addressed his brother,
' How can he come

forth, when he has been digested by me in his form of a ram, and has

gone to the abode of Yama?' 65. Hearing these words pronouncing

his brother's doom, Ilvala began to assail Agastya," but but was

burnt up by the flash of his eye.
uo '

Agastya is again spoken of (Ram., vi. 117, 14, Bombay ed.) as the

conqueror of the south :
m

Nirjitd jlvalohasya tapasd bhdvitdtmand
\

Agastyena fturddharshd munind dakshineva dik
\

"As the southern

110 An explanation of this legend is suggested by Weber, Ind. Stud., i. 475. He
thinks it may partly have taken its rise in the remembrance of some cannibals living

in the Dekhan. The story is told more at length in the recension of the text

followed by Gorresio, and with a touch of humour. Ilvala asks Agastya, smiling,

how he alone will be able to eat a whole ram. Agwstya, also smiling, replies that

he is hungry, after his many years of fasting and austerities, and will find no difficulty

whatever in devouring the entire animal
;
which he accordingly begs may be served

up, and swallows (iii. 16, 22, ff.), with the result already told.

111 On Agastya see the quotation from Lassen above, p. 409 ;
and Caldwell's

Dravidian Grammar.
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region, unassailable by living beings, was conquered by the medita-

tive muni Agastya, through his austerities."

Vibhishana, the brother of Ravana, is represented by his sister

S'urpanakha, in her interview with Rama, as virtuous and one who

does not follow the practices of the Rakshasas. 112 Can. this allude to

some of the southern tribes or chiefs, who allied themselves to Rama,

having adopted Brahmanical usages, or is it merely a fictitious portion

of the story ? Vibhishana eventually deserts his brother, and is kindly

received and embraced as a friend by Rama. 113 In the Ramopakhyana
in the Third Book of the Mahabh., verues 15,913-18, while Ravana

asks Brahma to make him invincible by superhuman beings, Vibhi-

shana, on the other hand, prays, "that even in the greatest calamity,

he may never incline to unrighteousness, and that the Brahmanical

weapon may appear to him a thing he had never learned to wield." 114

He thus indicates his submissive disposition towards the Brahmans.

The Rakshasas are described by Khara, one of their chiefs, Ram. iii.

22, 8, f. (=Gorr. ed. iii. 28, 18), as being "of fearful swiftness, un-

yielding in battle, in colour like a dark blue cloud." 115

Khara himself is characterized by Rama as the "perpetual enemy
of the Brahmans,"

I16 as "cruel, hated of the Brahmans, devoid of

righteousness, and wicked." 117 Ravana is stigmatized as an " over-

thrower of religious duties, and a ravisher of the wives of others;"
118

as "one who at the sacrifices and oblations polluted the Soma which

112
Ram,, Bombay ed., iii. 17, 22 : Vibhlshanas tu dharmatma na tu Rdkshasa-

cheshtitah
(
= Gorresio's ed., iii. 23, &8 : Vibhlshanas cha dharmatma Rakshasachara-

varjitah \ |)

113 Ram. (Gorresio's ed.), v. 91, 20: Tancha Ramah samutthapya parishvajya cha

Rakshasam
\
Uvacha madhurani vakyam sakha mama bhavan iti

\
The Bombay ed.,

vi. 19, 24, has only iti bruvanam Ramas tu parishvajya VibhlshaMtn
\

abravll

LaTcshmanam ityadi \

114
Mahabh., iii. 15,918: Paramapadgatasyapi nadharme me mntir bhavet

\
Asik-

shitam cha bhagavan brahmastram pratibhatu me
\

" In verse 15,197 Vibhishana

is styled dharmagopta kriyaratih, "a protector of righteousness, and devoted to

religious rites."

116 Rakshasam bhima-veganan samareshv anivarttinam
\ Nilajlmuta-varnanam, etc.

116
Rum., iii. 30, 12

(
=

Gorr., iii. 35, 68, and 100) : Nityam brahmanakantaka.
117

Gorresio, Ibid., verse 70 : Kruratman brahmavidvishta tyaktadharma supa-

pakrit.
118

Ibid., 32, 12 (= Gorr. 36, 11) : Uchhetaram cha dharmanam paradarabhimar-
danam.
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the Brahmans had offered with hymns;" and as a "snatcher away
of prepared sacrifices, a killer of Brahmans, a wicked and cruel

being."
m

Nevertheless, to inspire confidence, Ravana approaches

Sita, pronouncing the Vedas, Ram. iii. 46, 14, (= Grorr. 52, 20).
120

Under the designation of monkeys, again, which play so important

a part in the Ramayana, have we another class of the aborigines, who

allied themselves to the Brahmans, and embraced their form of re-

ligious worship ;
or are they, as well as the Rakshasas, merely ^ude

poetical creations ? In Ram., iii. 72, 18, f., Bombay ed. (= Gorr., iii.

75, 66), it is said that "
Sugriva, chief of the monkeys, is not to be

despised, as he is grateful, can change his form at will, and is active in

aiding his friends." 121 And we are told that at the inauguration of

this same Sugrlva, who was reinstated by Rama in his kingdom, from

which he had been expelled by Bali,
" the monkeys gratified the

Brahmans according to the prescribed rule, with gifts of jewels, clothes,

and food : after which men skilled in the Vedic formulas poured

clarified butter, consecrated by sacred texts, upon the kindled fire,

under which had been spread kusa grass."
m

The monkeys are described as living in a cavern (Ram. (Bombay
and Grorresio's editions), iv. 33, 1, ff.), which Lakshmana is represented

as entering to convey a message of remonstrance to Sugrlva for his

tardiness in aiding Rama. The cavern, however, is a cave only in

name, as, in the usual style of later Indian poetry, it is depicted as

filled with trees, flowery thickets, palaces, a mountain stream, etc.

This feature of monkey-life (their occupation of a cavern) may be

either purely poetical, and intended to be in keeping with their other

119
Ram., 32, 19

(
= Gorr. 36, 11, ff.) : Mantrair abhishtutam punyam adhvareshu

dvijatibhih \ havirddneshu yah somam upahanti mahabalah
\ Prapta-yajna-haram

dushtam brahmaghnam krurakarinam
\

120
Brahma-gJiosham udirayan \

In the Mahabh., iii. 15,981, the sons of Vais'ra-

vana, i.e. Ravana and his brothers, are said to have been originally sarve veda-vidah

surah sarve sucharita-vratah,
"

all of them learned in the Vedas, heroic, and at-

tentive to religious rites."

121 Na tit te so 'vamantavyah Sugrlvo vanaradflipah \ Jcritaj'nah kamarupl cha

sahayarthe cha krityavan \

See above, p. 157.
12i

Ram., iv. 26, 29, ff.( =Gorr. 25, 27, 28) : Tatas te vanarasreshlham abhishektum

yathavidhi \

Ratnair vastrati cha bhakshyais cha toshayitva dvijarshabhan \

30
|

Tatah kusa-paristirna~n samiddham jatavedasam \ Mantraputena havisha hutva

mantravido janah \\
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characteristics, or it may have reference to the rude habits of the

aboriginal inhabitants of the southern forests.

I need not decide whether it is more probable that the extravagant

descriptions of the gigantic and sylvan inhabitants of the Dekhan

which I have just quoted, should have originated in some actual and

hostile contact with the savages who occupied the then uncleared

forests of that region, than that they should be the simple offspring of

the poet's imagination.

It is certain that the description given of the Rakshasas in the Rama-

yana corresponds in many respects with the epithets applied to the

similar class of beings, the Dasyus (whether we take them for men or for

demons), who are so often alluded to in the Rigveda. The Ramayana,
as we have seen, depicts them as infesting the hermitages or settlements

of the Arians, as obstructing their sacred rites,
123 as enemies of the

Brahmans, as eaters of men,
m as horrible in aspect, as changing their

shape at' will, etc., etc. In the same way the Rigveda (see above,

pp. 363, 371, ff., and 390, ff.) speaks of the Dasyus, Rakshasas, or

Yatudhanas as being
"
destitute of, or averse to religious ceremonies "

(akarman, avrata, apavrata, aya/yu, ayajvan), as "practising different

rites" (anyavrata} as "
godless" (adeva, adevayu}, "haters of prayer"

(Irahmadvish], as "inhuman" (amanusha), "ferocious looking, or

with fierce eyes" (ghora-chakshas\ as "flesh-eaters" (kravydd}, "de-

vourers of life," or "insatiable" (asutrip\ as "eaters of human and

of horse flesh," (R.V. x. 87, 16 : Yah paurusheyena kravishd samankte

yo aSvyena pasund ydtudJidnaJi) ;
as monstrous in form, and possessed of

123 In the Mahabh., xiv. 2472-74, the same hostile act which is so often assigned

in the Ramayana to Rakshasas, is attributed to a Nishada. Arjuna is there

said to have arrived in the course of his progress to the south, in the^ country of

Ekalavya, king of the Nishadas
;
and to have vanquished that king's son, who had

come to obstruct a sacrifice (yajna-vighnartham agatam).
124 In the story of Gautama, already partially quoted, in p. 365, f. from the Mahabh.,

the very same epithet of " man-eater "
(purushada) which the Ramayana applies to

the Rakshasas, is employed to characterize the Dasyus, who are regarded in the

Mahabh. merely as a tribe of savages, and not as demons. The Brahman who re-

proaches Gautama with sinking into the condition of a Dasyu, is said to have seen

him '

coming home with a bow in his hand, his limbs besmeared with blood, and in

appearance like a man-eater," etc. ( . . . . dhanush-panim dhritdyudham \

Rudhi-

renavasiktanga~n griha-dvaram upagatam\Taih drishtvu purushadabham apadhvastam

kshayagatam, etc.)
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magical or superhuman powers."
5 It is quite possible that the author

of the Ramayana may have borrowed many of the traits which he

ascribes to his Rakshasas from the hymns of the Rigveda.

The last editor and translator of the Ramayana, Signer Gorresio,

writes as follows in regard to the fabulous races with which that work

has peopled the Dekhan (Notes to vol. vi. pp. 401, 402): "The

woodland inhabitants of India south of the Yindhya range are called

in the Ramayana monkeys, in contempt, I conceive, of their savage

condition, and also, perhaps, because they were little known at that

time. In the same way Homer related fabulous stories about the races

who, in his age, were unknown to the Greeks. The occupants of the

Dekhan differed from the Sanskrit-speaking Indians in origin, worship',

and language." And in regard to the Rakshasas he observes, p. 402 :

" The author of the Ramayana has no doubt, in mythical allegory,

applied the hated name of Rakshasas to a barbarous people who were

hostile to the Sanskrit-speaking Indians, and differed from them in

civilization and religion. These Rakshasas were, I say, robbers or

pirates who occupied the southern coasts of India, and the island of

Ceylon." In his preface to the last volume (the tenth) of the Ramayana

(pp. i-ix), Signor Gorresio returns to this subject; and, after remark-

ing that the Arian tribes, on their immigration from Northern Asia into

the Panjab, had to encounter indigenous races of a different origin,
126

whom they partly drove before them, and partly reduced to servitude,

he proceeds to make a distinction between the savage tribes occupying

the Yindhya and its neighbourhood and those further south. The

first, whom the Ramayana styles Yanaras or monkeys, though they

differed from the Aryas in race, language, colour, and features, must,

he thinks, have shown a disposition to receive the Arian civilization
;

since they entered into league with Rama, and joined in his expedition

against the black tribes further south. The greater part of the tribes

125 In R.V., iv. 4, 15, another epithet, viz. as'as, "one who does not praise [the

gods]," is applied to the Rakshases. Dah& asaso Rakshasah pahi asman druho nido

mitramaho avadyat :
" Thou who art to be revered by thy friends, burn the

Rakshases who offer no praise : deliver us from the reproach of the oppressor and

the reviler."

126 The same thing, he remarks, happened to the Semitic races also, who came

into contact with the Hamitic or Cushitic tribes, some of them nearly savage, as the

Rephaim and the Zamzummim, Deut., ii. 20.
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south of the Vindhya also submitted to the institutions of the Aryas ;

but towards the extremity of the peninsula and in Ceylon, there was

(Gorresio believes) a ferocious black race, opposed to their worship.

To this race the Arians applied the name of Rakshasas, an appellation

which, in the Veda, is assigned to hostile, savage, and hated beings.

It is against this race that the expedition of Rama, celebrated

in the Rarnayana, was directed. The Arian tradition undoubtedly

altered the attributes of these tribes, transforming them into a race of

giants, deformed, terrific, truculent, and able to change their form at

will. But notwithstanding these exaggerations, the Ramayana has

(Gorresio thinks) preserved here and there certain traits and pecu-

liarities of the race in question which reveal its real character. It

represents these people as black, and compares them sometimes to a

black1

cloud, sometimes to black collyrium ;
attributes to them crisp

and woolly hair, and thick lips ;
and describes them as wearing gold

earrings,, necklaces, turbans, and all those brilliant ornaments in which

that race has always delighted. These people are also represented as

hostile to the religion of the Aryas, and as disturbers of their sacrifices.

The god whom they prefer to all others, and specially honour by sacri-

fices, is the terrible lludra or S'iva, whom Gorresio believes to be of

Hamitic origin.
127 Their emblems and devices are serpents and dragons,

symbols employed also by the Karaites. 1'8
Signor Gorresio considers

the story of Rama's expedition against the Rakshasas to be historical

in its foundation, though exaggerated by mythical embellishments ;

and he observes that the Arian tradition has even preserved the memory
of an earlier struggle between the same two races, as some Puranic

legends relate that Karttavirya, of the Yadava family, a contemporary

127 In a note (no. 35, vol. x., p. 291), to Ram., vi. 54, 33 (where the,, disturbance

of Daksha's sacrifice by S'iva is alluded to), Gorresio writes :
" The fact here alluded

to is mentioned rather than described in the First Book, 68, 9, ff.
(
= Bombay ed.,

66, 9, ff.).
It appears to me that this fact represents, under a mythical veil, the

struggle of the ancient forms of worship. S'iva, a deity, as I believe, of the Cushite

or Hamite tribes, which preceded the^
Arian or Indo-Sanskrit races, wished to

participate in the new worship fand sacrifices of the conquerors, from which he was

excluded ;
and by disturbing their rites, and committing acts of violence at their sacri-

fices, succeeded in being admitted to share in them." In regard to S'iva's interference

with the sacrifice of Daksha, see "Wilson's Vishnu Purana, vol. i., pp. 120, ff. (Dr.

Hall's ed.), and the fourth volume of this work, pp. 168, 203, 226, 241, 312-324.
128 As Signor Gorresio has not supplied any references to the passages in which

these various characteristics of the Rakshasas are described, I am unable to verify

his details. See, however, Ram. v. 49, 1, ff. (= Gorr. 45, 1, ff.)
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of Parasurama, and somewhat anterior to the hero of the Eamayana,
invaded Lanka (Ceylon), and made Eavana prisoner (Wilson, Vishnu

Parana, 1st ed., pp. 402, 417; Dr. Hall's ed. iv. 22, f., 55, f.; and

the first volume of this work, p. 478).
129

In regard to Signer Gorresio's views as above expounded, I will

only observe here, that the aborigines of southern India are not

generally regarded as of Hamitic origin ; but, as we shall see in a

subsequent Section, are considered by other philologists to be of

Turanian extraction. ,

Professor Weber is of opinion (Hist, of Ind. Lit. p. 181), that the

principal characters who figure in the Eamayana, are not historical

personages at all, but mere personifications of certain events and cir-

cumstances. Sita (the furrow), he remarks, occurs both in the Eig-

veda,
130 and in the Grihya ritual, as an object of worship, and repre-

sents the Arian agriculture ;
while he regards Eama as the ploughman

personified. The Eamayana has only, he thinks, an historical^character

in so far as it refers to an actual occurrence, the diffusion of Arian

civilization towards the south of the peninsula.
131

129 The story is thus told in the Vishnu Purana, iv. 11, 4: Mahishmatyam
digvijayabhyagato Narmada-jaldvagahana-krldd-nipanamadakulena ayatnenaiva tena

asesha-deva-daitya-gandhar<vesa-jayodbhuta-madavalepo 'pi Ravanah pasur iva

baddhah sva-iiagaraikante sthapitah \ "When, in the course. of his campaign of

conquest, Ravana came to Mahishmatl (the capital of Karttavirya), there hj who
had become filled with pride from his victories over all the devas, daityas, and the

chief of the Gandharvas, was captured without difficulty hy Karttavirya (who was

excited by bathing and sporting in the Narmada, and by drinking wine), and was

confined like a wild beast in a corner of his city." Prof. Wilson (p, 417, note) states

that, according to the Vayu Pur., Kurttavirya invaded Lanka, and there took Ravana

prisoner; but that the circumstances are more generally related as in the Vishnu

Purana.
130

Rigveda, iv. 57, 6, f.
(
= A.V. iii. 17, 8) : Arvachi subhage bhava site vandamahe

tva
|

Yatha nah sabhaga'sasi yatha nah suphala 'sasi
\
17

| (
= A.V.,iii. 17,4)Indrah

situm ni yrihnatu tarn Pusha ami yachhatu
\ (A.V., abhi rakshatu) \

S3 nah payas-
vatt duham uttaram uttaram samam

\

"
Propitious Furrow, approach ; Furrow, we

worship thee, that thou mayest be propitious to us, and prolific to us. 7- May Indra

plough the Furrow, may Pushan direct her : may she, full of moisture, milk forth

(food) for us in each successive year."
'

See Wilson's translation and note, and

Vaj. Sanhita, 12, 70.

131 See also the Indische Studien of the same author, vol. i. pp. 175, 277 ;
vol. ii.

pp. 292, 410
;

his dissertation on the Riimatapaniya-upanishad (Berlin, 1864),

p. 275 ;
and his Essay on the Ramayana (Berlin, 1870), p. 7, ff. It would lead me too

far to give any summary of the varied contents of this learned treatise. The reader

can also consult the views of Mr. Talboys Wheeler in his History of India, vol. 2,

The Ramayana and the Brahmanic period, pp. 37, f.} 315-318.
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SECT. V. Indian traditions regarding the tribes in the south of the

peninsula.

Having furnished some account of the advance of the Aryas into

southern India, and of the races whom they there encountered (if there

is any historical basis for the fabulous narrative of the Ramayana), I

have now to inquire whether the other Hindu traditions oifer us any

probable explanation of the origin and affinities of the tribes who

occupied the Dekhan before its colonization by the Brahmans.

Among the Dasyu tribes which, according to the Aitareya-brahmana,

vii. 18,
132 were descended from the Pcishi Vi^Tamitra, are mentioned

the Andhras. And Manu, x. 43, 44,
133

specifies the Dravidas among
the tribes which had once been Kshatriyas, but had sunk into the

condition of Yrishalas (or Sudras), from the extinction of sacred rites,

and the absence of Brahmans. In like manner the Cholas and Keralas

are stated in the Harivansa to have once been Kshatriyas, but to have

been deprived of their social and religious position by King Sagara.
1*4

In the same way it appears that several of the Puranas, the Yayu,

Matsya, Agni, and Brahma, claim an Arian descent for the southern

races, by making their progenitors, or eponyms, Pandya, Karnata,

Chola, and Kerala, to be descendants of Dushyanta, the adopted son of

Turvasu, a prince of the lunar line of the Kshatriyas. (See Wilson's

Yishnu Purana, Dr. Hall's ed. vol. iv. p. 117, note I).
135

Turvasu,

the Puranas say, was appointed by his father to rule over the south-

east. Thus the Harivansa relates: "
Yayati, son of Nahusha, having

conquered the earth with its seven continents and oceans, divided it

into five portions for his sons. This wise monarch placed Turvasu

over the south-east region."
136

According to the legend, Turvasu, in common with
most^

other of

132 Quoted in the first volume of this work, pp. 356, 358
;
and above, p. 364.

133
Already quoted in the first volume, pp. 481, f., together with other parallel

texts from the Mahabh. )34 See the first volume, p. 488.
135 The Harivansa, sect. 32, verse 1836, substitutes Kola for Karnata: Kurutha-

mad ath' Akrfdas chatvaras tasya clih" atmajah \ Pandyascha Keralas'chaiva Kolai

Cholascha parthivah \

Tesham janapadah sphltah Pandyas Cholah sakeralah\
" From Kuruthama sprang Akrida, who had four sons, Pandya, Kerala, Kola, and

Chola, who were the kings of the rich countries of Pandya, Chola, and Kerala."
136

Ibid., sect. 30, verses 1616, ff. : Saptadvlpam Tayatis tu jitva prithvim sa-

sagarcim \ vyabhajat panchadha rajan putranam Nahmhas tada
\
Disi dakshina-

purvasyam Turvasam matiman prabhuh |
. . . . nyayojayat \ \
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Yayati's sons, had declined to accede to his father's request that he

should exchange his condition of youthful vigour for his father's

decrepitude, and was, in consequence, cursed hy the old man. The

Mahabh. i. 3478, ff., gives the following particulars of the curse :

"Since thou, though horn from within me, dost not give me up thy

youth, therefore thy offspring shall be cut off. Thou, fool, shalt he

king over those degraded men who live like the mixed castes, who

marry in the inverse order o the classes, and who eat flesh } thou shalt

rule over those wicked Mlechhas who commit adultery with* their

preceptors' wives, perpetrate nameless offences, and follow the practices

of brutes." 137

The Andhras, Dravidas, Cholas, and Keralas, who have been men*

tioned in the preceding passages as degraded Kshatriyas, or as

descendants of the adopted son of Turvasu, were the inhabitants of

[felingana, of the central and southern parts of the Ceromandel coast

(or the Tamil country), and of Malabar respectively. It is evident

that the legendary notices which I have just quoted do not throw any

light on their origin. That these tribes could not have been of Arian

descent, I sh'all proceed to show in the next Section by more satisfactory

evidence, derived from the language of their modern descendants.

SECT. VI. Languages of the south of India, and their fundamental

difference from Sanskrit.

As I have already intimated in the earlier parts of this volume, there

appear in the vernacular dialects of northern India many remains of pre-

existing languages, distinct from Sanskrit, which are supposed to have

been spoken by non-Arian tribes settled in that portion of the penin-

sula before the immigration of the Aryas ;
and I have also alluded to

the existence of a class of languages in the south of India, viz., the

Telugu, the Tamil, the Malayalim, and the Canarese, which are funda-

mentally different from the Sanskrit. 138 I shall now proceed to

f
137 Tat tvam me hridayaj jato vayah svam na prayachhasi \

tasmat praja sa-

muchhedam Turvaso tava yasyati \

Sanklrnachara-dharmeshu pratilomachareshu
cha

\

Pisitasishu ch' antyeshu mudha raja bhavishyasi \
Guru-dara-prasakteshu

tiryag-yoni-gateshu cha
\
Pasu-dharmishu pcipeshu Mlechheshv, tvam bhavishyasi \ (-

In verse 3533 Turvasu is said to be the progenitor of the Yavanas (Turvasor

Yavanah smritah
\ )

138 See abo.ve, p. 49.
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establish in detail the assertions I have made regarding these southern

languages.

Various savage tribes are still to be found among the hilly tracts in

central India, such as the Gronds, Kols, etc., whose language is quite

distinct from any of the ancient or modern Prakrit dialects derived

from the Sanskrit. It is not, however, necessary that I should enter

into any details regarding the speech of these wild races. It will

suffice for the purposes of my argument1 if I show that the same re-

mark applies equally to the far more numerous, and more cultivated

tribes who occupy the Dekhan
;
and that the various languages which

are current in the different provinces of the souih, while they have a

dose affinity to each other and a common origin, are, in their entire

character, essentially distinct from Sanskrit and its derivatives. In

regard- to these languages, information of the most conclusive character

may be obtained from the preface to Mr. A. D. Campbell's Telugu

Grammarr(including the note by Mr. Ellis), as well as from the Rev.

Dr. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages.

From the last-named work I abstract the following details: " There

are four principal languages current in the different provinces of

southern India, Tamil, Telugu, Canarese, and Malayalim, spoken col-

lectively by upwards of thirty-one millions of people, besides five

minoy dialects, spoken by 650,000 persons. "These forms of speech

are not, in the proper sense of the word, dialects of one language, as no

one of them is so nearly related to any of the others, as that two

persons using different members of the group, the one, for instance,

Tamil, and the other Telugu, would be mutually intelligible. The

Tamil and the Malayalim have the most affinity to each other, and yet

it is only the simplest sentences in one of these languages that would

be understood by a person who spoke only the other. The Tamil and

the Telugu, on the other hand, are the furthest removed frqm each other

of the four languages ;
and though the great majority of roots in both

are identical, yet they are so disguised by inflection and dialectic

changes, that persons speaking each only one of these two languages

would be scarcely at all understood by each other. The various

Dravidian idioms therefore, though sprung from a common stock, must

be regarded as distinct languages.

"The northern Pandits classify the vernacular dialects of India 139

139 See ColebrooSe's Misc. Essays, yol.
ii., pp. 21, ff.
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in two sets of five, the five Gauras and the five Dravidas. In the

latter, they include the Mahratha and Gurjara, as well as the Telinga,

the Karnataka, and the Dravida or Tamil. The first two languages

are, however, erroneously coupled with the last three
; as, though the

Mahratha and Gurjara ^Guzeratee) possess certain features of resem-

blance to the languages of the south, they yet differ from the latter so

widely and radically and are so closely allied with the northern group,

Hindi, Bengali, etc., that they must he placed in the same olass with

the latter. The Dravida proper or Tamil, the Telinga or Telugu, and

the Karnataka, or Canarese, 'are not, as the northern Pandits suppose,

derived from the Sanskrit, like the northern dialects, but, as regards

their original and fundamental portion, are quite independent of

Sanskrit. The difference between the northern and southern dialects

consists in this, that though the former contain a small proportion of

aboriginal or non-Sanskrit words, they are mainly composed of words

derived by corruption from the Sanskrit,
140 while the Tamil, T,elugu,

and other southern languages, on the contrary, though they contain a

certain amount of Sanskrit words, are yet, both as regards the great

bulk of their 'vocabulary and their whole genius and spirit, totally

distinct from the classical speech of the Arians."

On this subject I shall introduce here some quotations from a note

by Mr. F. W. Ellis, appended to the preface to Campbell's Telugu

Grammar : "In arrangement the two latter [the Carnata and Telin-

gana alphabets], which are nearly the same, certainly follow the

Nagari, but in the form of the letters, mode of combination, and other

particulars, there is no resemblance
;
and

>
the Tamil is totally different,

rejecting all aspirates, and having many sounds which cannot be ex-

pressed by any alphabet in which the Sanscrit is written

Neither the Tamil, Telugu, nor any of their cognate dialects, are deriva-

tions from the Sanscrit
;
the latter, however it may contribute to their

polish, is not necessary for their existence and they form a distinct

family of languages, with which the Sanscrit has, in latter times

especially, intermixed, but with which it has^io radical connexion."-

(p. 2)
" The Telugu, to which attention is here more specially

directed, is formed from its own roots, which, in general, have no

connexion with the Sanscrit, nor with those of any other language,

140 See above, p. 32, f.

VOL. ii. 28
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the cognate dialects of Southern India, the Tamil, Cannadi, etc., ex-

cepted, with which, allowing for the occasional variation of con-similar

sounds, they generally agree ;
the actual difference in the three dialects

here mentioned is in fact to be found only in the affixes used in the

formation of words from the roots
;
the roots themselves are not similar

merely, but the same." (p. 3.)
" To show that no radical connexion exists between the Sanscrit and

Telugu, Jen roots in alphabetic order,, under the letters A, C, P, and

V ,,,have been taken from the common Dhatumala, or list of roots, and

with them have been compared the Tblugu roots under the same

letters taken from a Telugu Dhatumala. . . . These will be found in

the following lists, the mere inspection of which will show, that

among the forty Telugu roots not one agrees with any Sanskrit root."

Thpse lists I will copy here :

SANSKRIT.

Ak, to mark, movie, move tortuously.

Ag, to move, move tortuously.

jJ

B
*Mtomark.

Anga, )

Agh, to move, despise, begin, move

quickly.

Agha, to sin.

Ach, to honour, serve.

Anch, to move, speak unintelligibly,

.speak intelligibly.

Aj, to tbrow, move, shine.

At, ).

Ath,\
iomove -

Ad, to occupy, undertake.

Eak, to hint desire, go.

Kakk, laugh.
Enkh, laugh.
Eakkh, laugh.
Eaff, to move.

Each, to tie, shine.

Eaj, to hiccup.

fat, to move, screen, rain.

Eath, to fear, recollect anxiously.

Ead, to eat, rejoice, divide, preserve.

Pack, to cook, explain, stretch.

Pad, to shine, move.

Path, to speak.

Pan, to traffic, praise.

"

TELUGU.

Akkalu, to contract the abdominal mus-
cles.

Again, to separate, break.

Aggu, to worship.

Aggalu, to be insufferable, excessive.

Ats, to give by compulsion, to incur debt.

Antu, to touch, adhere, anoint the head.

Adattffu, to be destroyed, submit, be sub-

dued.

Adaru, to shine, shoot at.

Adalu, to weep bitterly.

Adu, to slap.

Eakku, to vomit.

Eats, to play dice, chess.

Erats, to want.

Eattu, to tie, build, become pregnant.
Eadugu, to wash.

Eadangu,}, ,, , -,

''

T-r
y

'}to swell, boil.
Eanangu,}
Eataku, ) .,.

i , n
-zr -j 'to lick as a dog.
Kadagu,)
Eadaru, to' call aloud.

Efidaltt, to move or shake.

Eadi, to approach, obtain.

o
"

,' >to break, make forked.

Panchu, to divide, send awny, appoint.

Pattu, to seize, touch, bt^in, knead the

limbs, understand, unite intimately.

Padu, to suffer, fall.
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SANSKRIT. TELTJGU.

Pat, to rule, move. Pandu, to reprove, produce, lie down.

Path, to move. Padayu, to obtain.

Pad, to move, be fixed. Pantangu, to vow.

Pan, to praise. Padaru, to act precipitately, speak non-

sense, threaten.

Pamb, to move. Pannu, to join steers to a plough, pre-
. pare.

Parbb, to move.
"

Panatsu, to send, employ.

Vale, to be cooked, move.
a
ffa > U

grieve, pretend grie consult.
r agu, ) ,

Vag, to be lame. Vagir, to speak deceitfully, bark as a d/>g.

Vaeh, to speak, order. , Vangu, to stoop.

FT?/, to move, renew, or repair. Vats, to come.

Vat, to surround, share, speak. Vantsu, to bind, pour out water.

Vata, to surround, share. Vrats, to divide.

Vanta, to share. Vatu, to become lean.

Vath, to go alone, be able. Vattu, to dry up.

Vad, to shine, surround. Vattru, to shine.

Van, to sound. Vaddu, to serve food.

Mr. Ellis then (p. 7) adduces a list of fifteen roots, Telugu, Canarese

and Tamil, taken in alphabetical order,
" to show that an intimate

radical connexion exists between the Telugu and other dialects of

Southern India." As I believe the affinity between these languages

is admitted, by all competent scholars, I do not consider it necessary to

quote this comparative list. Mr. Ellis then proceeds (p. 11) to prove

by further details that these three languages are not only radically

connected, but have also an intimate relation to each other " as re-

gards terms used for the expression of ideas." With this view he

first quotes a native writer, Mamidi Vencaya :

" Mamidi Vencaya, the author of the Andhra Dipika, an excellent

dictionary of the Telugu, has, in the preface to this work, introduced

a concise analysis of the language, the substance of which .... is

translated in the following paragraph.
" 'The modes of derivation in the Andhra [Telugu] language are

four; they are* Tatsamam, Tadbhavam, Desyam, and Gramyam.
Tatsumam consists of Sanscrit terms, pure as spoken in heaven, the

Telugu terminations being substituted, for those of the original lan-

guage.'
" *

Of these the following are examples
141

:

SANSKRIT. TATSAMAM. SANSKRIT. TATSAMAM.

Ramah Ramandu. Vac Vaccu.

Vanam Vanamu. Dyau Divamu.

141
[A few examples only are selected under twp heads. J.M.]
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" 'Tadbhavam consists of terms formed, either from the Sanscrit

direct, or through one of the six Pracrits, varied by the interposition

of syllables, and by the substitution, increment, and decrement of

letters The several modes of derivation .... are exemplified

in the following lists :'
"

SANSKRIT. TADBHAVAM. SANSKRIT. TADBHAVAM.

Samudrah Sandaramu. Chandrah Tsandurundu.

Separate lists follow of Tadbhava terms introduced from Sanskrit

info Telugu through the Maharashtri, the S'aurasem, the Magadhl, the

Paisachi (said to be spoken in the countries of Pandya and Kekaya),

the Chulika-Paisachl (spoken in Gandhara, Nepala, and Kuntala), and

the Apabhransa, spoken in the country of Abhira, and on the coast

of the western ocean.

'Mr. Ellis proceeds, p. 15, with his extracts from Mamidi Vencaya :

" '

Desyam, in other words Andhra or Telugu, is of two kinds
;
the

language which originated in the country of Telingana, and Anya-

desyam, or the language of foreign countries intermixed with it.'
"

Previously to showing what part of the language originated in
(
Tri-

lingam, the native author quotes from the " Adharavana Vyacaranam"
a description of the country to which this name applies.

142 Mr. Ellis

gives the author's definition of the native Telugu, as the language

^hich arose within the boundaries of Trilinga, as follows: "As it is

here said, in the country between S'risailam, the station of Bhimeswara

at Dracharamam, the greater Kales waram, and, as the fourth, the

c

142 This passage, as quoted in the AndhrakaumudT, is given by Mr. Campbell in

the Introduction to his Grammar, p. ii. note. I am indebted to the late Prof.

H. H. "Wilson, for transcribing it for me from the Telugu into Roman characters :

S'riZaila- Bh~ima- Kalesa- Mahendra-giri -saihyutam \

Prukaram tu maliat Tcritva

trlni dvarani ch' akarot
\
Tuilochano mahesasya trisulamcha hare vahan

\ Trilinga-

rupi nyavasat tri-dvareshu ganair vritah
\

Andhra-Vishnuh sura-yuto Danujena
Nishambhuna \ Yuddhm trayodasa yugan hatva tarn Rakshasottamam

\

Avawt tatra

rishibhir yuto Godavarl-tate
\ Tatkcila-prabhriti kshetram Trilingam iti msrutain\

I translate this anew as follows: "He [the Andhrian Vishnu before mentioned],

having constructed a vast waJl connecting S'ris'aila, Bhimes'vara, Kale^vara, and the

Mahendra hills, formed in it three gates. There, in the form of three Lingas, with

three eyes, bearing in his hand the trident of Mahes'a (S'iva), he dwelt in the three

gates surrounded by his hosts. The Andhrian Vishnu, attended by the Suras, having
slain the illustrious Rakshasa Nishambhu, the son of Danu, after a

1

conflict lasting

for thirteen yugas, resided there with the rishis, on the banks of the Godavari.

Since that time this sacred territory has been called Trilinga."
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mountain of Mahendra, in these holy places were three lingams, and

the language which originated in the country known by the name of

the Trilinga-desam, is that now under consideration
;

this is the Atsu

or pure Telugu, and is thus described in the Appacaviyam (verse) :

' All those words which are in use among the several races who are

aborigines of the country of Andhra, which are perfectly clear and

free from all obscurity, these shine forth to the world as the pure

native speech of Andhra (S'uddha-Andhra-Desyam).'
" The following

are some of the examples given, viz., pdlu, milk, perugu, curdled milk,

ney, clarified butter, pttdami, the earth, padatuka, a woman, koduku, a

son, tola, the head, nela, the moon, madi, a field, puli, a tiger, maga-

vandu, a man. Mamidi Vencaya then proceeds to the terms introduced

into Telugu from foreign countries. " The following verse is from the

Appacaviyam :

'

Kesava, the natives of Andhra, having resided in

various countries, by using Telugu terms conjointly with those of other

countries, these have become Andhra terms of foreign origin.'
"

This is what Mamidi Vencaya has to say about the Gramyam terms :

"
ferms which cannot be subjected to the rules of grammar, and in

which an irregular increment or decrement of letters occurs, are called

Gramyam; they are corruptions, and are described in the following

verse from the Appacaviyam (verse) :
' Such Telugu words as are

commonly used by rustic folk are known as Gramyam terms : these

lose some of their regular letters and are not found in poetry, unless,

as in abusive language, the use of them cannot be avoided.'
"

"In the preceding extracts" (Mr. Ellis proceeds) "the author,

supported by due authority, teaches that, rejecting direct and indirect

derivatives from the Sanscrit, and words borrowed from foreign lan-

guages, what remains is the pure native language of the land : this

constitutes the great body of the tongue, and is capable of expressing

every mental and bodily operation, every possible relation and existing

thing ; for, with the exception of some religious and technical terms,

no word of Sanscrit derivation is necessary to the Telugu. This pure

native language of the land, allowing fee dialectic differences and

variations of termination, is, with the Telugu, common to the Tamil,

Cannadi (i.e. Canarese), and the other dialects of southern India:

this may be demonstrated by comparing the Desyam terms contained

in the list taken by Vencaya from the Appacaviyam with the terms
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expressive of the same ideas in Tamil and Cannadi. It has heen

already shown that the radicals of these languages mutatis mutandis

are the same, and this comparison will show that the native terms in

general use in each, also, correspond."

A comparative list of Telugu, Canarese, and Tamil words is then

annexed, pp. 19-21, which I omit. Mr. Ellis then goes on (p. 21):

"From the preceding extracts and remarks on the composition of the

Telugu language, as respects terms, it results that the language may
be' divided into four branches, of which the following is the natural

order. Desyam, or Atsu-Telugu, pure native terms, constituting the

basis of this language, and, generally also, of the other dialects of

southern India : Anya-desyam, terms borrowed from other countries,

chiefly of the same derivation as the preceding : Tatsamam, pure

Sanscrit terms, the Telugu affixes being substituted for those of the

original language : Tadbhavam, Sanscrit derivatives, received into the

Telugu direct, or through one of the six Pracrits, and in all instances

more or less corrupted. The Gramyara (literally the rustic dialect, from

Grdmam, Sans, a village), is not a constituent portion of the language,

but is formed from the Atsu-Telugu by contraction, or 'by some per-

mutation of the letters not authorized by the rules of grammar. The

proportion of Atsu-Telugu terms to those derived from every other

source is one half; of Anya-desyam terms one tenth; of Tatsamam

terms in general use three twentieths
;
and of Tadbhavam terms one

quarter.
" With little variation, the composition of Tamil and Cannadi is

the same as the Telugu, and Ihe same distinctions, consequently, are

made by their grammatical writers. The Telugu and Cannadi both

admit of a freer adoption of Tatsamam terms than the Tamil : in the

two former, in fact, the discretion of the writer is the only limit of

their use
;
in the high dialect of the latter those only can be used

which have been admitted into the dictionaries by which the language

has long been fixed, or for which classical authority can be adduced
;

in the low dialect the use pf them is more general ; by the Brahmans

they are profusely employed, more sparingly by the S'udra tribes. The

Cannadi has a greater, and the Tamil a less, proportion of Tadbhavam

terms than the other dialects
;
but in the latter all Sanscric words are

liable to greater variation than is produced by the mere difference of
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termination, for, as the alphabet of this language rejects all aspirates,

expresses the first and third consonants of each regular series by the

same character, and admits of no other combination of consonants than

the duplication of mutes or the junction of a nasal and a mute, it is

obviously incapable of expressing correctly any but the simplest terms

of the Sanscrit. All such, however, in this tongue are accounted

Tatsamam when the alteration is regular and produced only by the

deficiencies of the alphabet.
*

"But though the derivation and general terms may be the same

in cognate dialects, a difference of idiom may exist so great that in the

acquisition of one no assistance in this respect can be derived from a

knowledge of the other. As regards the dialects of southern India

this is by no means the case : in collocation of words, in syntactical

government, in phrase, and indeed in all that is comprehended under

the term idiom, they are not similar only, but the same. To demon-

strate this, and to show how far they agree with, or differ frpm, the

Sanscrit," Mr. Ellis proceeds to give a series of comparative renderings

of sentences in Sanskrit, and in the Tamil, Telugu, and Canarese. As,

however, it would lengthen this Section too much to cite these details,

I must refer the reader who is desirous of pursuing the subject further

to Mr. Ellis's "Note" itself.

From Mr. Campbell's Introduction to his Grammar, pp. vii, viii,,ff.,

I supply some further particulars regarding the early cultivation of

Telugu and the belief of the native grammarians as to the origin of

their language :
" The most ancient Teloogoo grammarian of whom

mention is made in the native books is the sage Kunva, who is said to

have been the first that composed a treatise on the principles of the

language. It is stated 143 that he .executed this work by command of a

king of Andhra, named Andhra Eoyoodoo,
144 son of Soochundra. . . .

us Kunva said :
' He who speaks irreverently of my grammar, composed by the

command of Andhra Vishnoo, shall be considered as guilty of irreverence to his

priest.' Andhra Cowmudi." The original is as follows : Kanvas tu yatha aha

Andhra-vishnor anujna-Jcritasya mad-vyaJcaranasya\droJil guru-drohiti.

144 In regard to this king Mr. Campbell quotes the following passage, which pre-

cedes that cited in my former note, p. 428 : Andhra-natho Mahavishnur Nisliambhu-

danujapaha [
Pura Svayambhuvo Manoh kale Kaliyuge Harih \

Kakule raja-varyasya

Suchandrasya tanubhavah
\
Abhavat sarva-devaischa veshlito loka-pujitah \

" For-

merly, in the time of Manu Svayambhu, in the Kali age, Hari, the lord of Andhra,
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The works of Kunva, of Audharvan Achary, and of several other

ancient grammarians, are not now to be found. All the treatises on

Teloogoo grammar at present extant consist of Sanscrit commentaries

on a series of concise apophthegms written in Sanscrit by a Bramin

named Nannapa, or Nunniah Bhutt."

" It has been very generally asserted (says Mr. Campbell, p. xv, ff.,)

and indeed believed, that the Teloogoo has its origin in the language

of the Vedams. ... I venture publicly' to state my inquiries to have

led.me to a contrary conclusion; but I do so with the less hesitation

as I find myself supported by the concurrent evidence of all native

authors who have ever written on the subject of the Teloogoo

language."

"In common with every other tongue now spoken in India, modern

Teleogoo abounds with Sanscrit words; . . . nevertheless there is

reason to believe that the origin of the two languages is altogether

distinct." "In speaking the Teloogoo the Soodras use very few

Sanscrit words : among the superior classes of Vysyas, and pretenders

to the Rajah caste, Sanscrit terms are used only in proportion to their

greater intimacy with the Bramins, and their books
;
and when we

find even such Sanscrit words as these classes do adopt, pronounced by
them in so improper and rude a manner as to be a common jest to the

Brcmins, who, at the same time, never question their pronunciation

of pure Teloogoo words, I think we may fairly infer it to be probable

at least that these Sanscrit terms were originally foreign to the

language spoken by the great body of the people."

" Some native grammarians maintain that before the king Andhra

Royadoo
145 established his residence on the banks of the Godavery,

the only Teloogoo words were those peculiar to what is qmphatically

termed the pure Teloogoo, now generally named the language of the

land, which they consider coeval with the people, or, as they express

it,
' created by the god Brimha.' The followers of this prince, say

they, for the first time began to adopt Sanscrit terms with Teloogoo
i

the great Vishnu, the slayer of the Danava Nishambhu, was born in Kakula as the

son of the monarch Suchandra, and was attended by all the gods, as well as reverenced

by all mankind."
145 " This is the prince who is now worshipped as a divinity at Siccacollum on the

river Krishna, and who was the patron of Kunva, the first Teloogoo grammarian."
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terminations, and by degrees corruptions from the Sanscrit crept into

the language, from the ignorance of the people respecting the proper

pronunciation of the original words. 146 This would imply that the

nation still retain some faint remembrance of those times in which

their language still existed independent of the Sanscrit; and it is

certain that every Teloogoo grammarian, from the days of Nunniah

Bhutt to the present period, considers the two languages as derived

from sources entirely distinct*
;
for each commences his work by class-

ing the words of the language under four separate heads, which* they

distinguish by the respective names of Deshyumoo, language of the

land
; Tutsumumoo, Sanscrit derivatives

; Tudbhuvumoo, Sanscrit

corruptions ;
and Gramyumoo, provincial terms. [Compare the Gram-

mar, p. 37.] To these, later authors have added Anya-deshyumoo,

foreign words."

"The words included in the first class, which I have denominated

the language of the land, are ... the most numerous in the language,

and the model by which those included in the other classes are modi-

fied and, altered from the different languages to which they originally

belonged. 'The name by which they are designated implies
' that

which belongs to the country or land;' it marks the words in question

not as merely
' current in the country,' but as the growth and produce

of the land."

"In the cotirse of this work it will be obvious to the Sanscrit

scholar that the declension of the noun by particles or words added to

it, the use of a plural pronoun applicable to the first and second

persons conjointly the conjugation of the affirmative verb the ex-

istence of a negative aorist, a negative imperative, and other negative

146 The flowing is the passage referred to, and it follows the one quoted in the

note, p. 428 : Tatratyas tatsamalapas tatkalmah Rarer bhatah
\
Kulena mahata

sarvam tatsamam svalpa-buddhibhih \ Asuddhochcharyamcinam sat tadbhavancheti

sammatam
\ Vikarsha-vyatyayabhyaihcha padardhokti vis'eshatah

\
Tadbhavam iti

kathyante kalena mahata samah
\

Brahmana nirmitah vachah purvam Andhresitur

Hareh
\

Achchah iti eha kathyante sup-krid-dhatu-samanvitah \

" The adherents of

Hari who dwelt there (in Trilinga, on the hanki| of the Godavari) at that time,

spoke tatsama words. In process of time these tatsama words began to be in-

correctly pronounced by simple persons, and were regarded as tadbhava. Tatsama

words were denominated tadbhava from loss or substitution [of letters], or from being

contracted a fourth or a half. Words, consisting of nouns, verbals, and roots, which

were fashioned by Brahma before the time of Hari, the lord of Andhra, are called

achcha (pure)."
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forms of the verb the union of the neuter and feminine genders in

the singular, and of the masculine and feminine genders in the plural,

of the pronouns and verbs and the whole body of the syntax, are

entirely unconnected with the Sanscrit
;
while the Tamil and Kar-

nataca scholar will at once recognize their radical connexion with

each of these languages. The reader will find all words denoting the

different parts of the human frame, the various sorts of food or uten-

sils in common use among the natives, the several parts of their dress,

the compartments of their dwellings, the degrees of affinity and con-

sanguinity peculiar to them, in short, all terms expressive of primitive

ideas or of things necessarily named in the earlier stages of society, to

belong to the pure Teloogoo or language of the land. It is true (so

mixed have the two languages now become) that Sanscrit derivatives

or corruptions may, without impropriety, be occasionally used to denote

some of these. This, however, is not common : the great body of

Sanscrit cwords admitted into the language consists of abstract terms,

and of words connected with science, religion, or law, as is the case,

in a great degree, with the Greek and Latin words incorporated with

our own tongue : but even such Sanscrit words as are thus introduced

into Teloogoo are not allowed to retain their original forms
; they

undergo changes and assume terminations and inflections unknown to

the Sanscrit, and, except as foreign quotations, are never admitted into

Teloogoo until they appear in the dress peculiar to the language of

the land."

At the risk of some repetition, I shall add a few further observations,

abstracted from Dr. Caldwell's
r

grammar, pp. 29, ff., and 56, in proof

of the radical differences between the Sanskrit and the southern

languages : "No person," he remarks, "who is acquainted with com-

parative philology, and who has compared the primitive and essential

words, and the grammatical structure of the Dravidian languages with

those of the Sanskrit, can imagine that the former have been derived

from the latter by any known process of corruption or decomposition.

We shall first advert to thp Sanskrit element which has been intro-

duced into these languages, and then revert to their non-Sanskrit or

essential basis." First, the most recent infusion of Sanskrit words

into the Tamil, Dr. Caldwell states (p. 56), "was effected by the great

religious schools of S'ankara Acharyya and Ramanuja, from about the
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tenth to the fifteenth century A.D. The words then introduced (ex-

cepting a few points wherein change was unavoidable) are pure, un-

changed Sanskrit. Secondly, at a period partly preceding and partly

contemporaneous with the above, from the eighth to the twelfth or

thirteenth century A.D., the Jainas introduced the largest proportion

of the Sanskrit derivatives that are to be found in Tamil. This period

of Jaina intellectual predominance was the Augustan age of Tamil

literature, a period when th celebrated college of Madura nourished,

and the Cural, the Chintamani, and the classical vocabularies and

grammars were written. "The Tamilian writers of this period, from

national feeling, and their jealousy of Brahminical influence, modified

the Sanskrit words which they employed so as to accord with tho

euphonic rules of Tamil. Thus lolca,
'

world,' becomes ulagu in Tamil
;

raja, 'king,' becomes arasu; and ra, 'night,' (from rdtri} bepomes

iravu. Nearly the whole of the Sanskrit words found in the Telugu,

Canarese, and Malayalim belong to these two periods, or correspond

mainly with the Sanskrit derivatives found in the Tamil of those two

periods, especially the more recent. These derivatives are divided into

the two classes of Tatsama, words identical or nearly so with pure

Sanskrit, and Tadbhava, words which are borrowed from Sanskrit or

the northern Prakrits, but have been to some degree modified in form.

Thirdly, the Tamil contains many derivatives, belonging to the very

earliest period of the literary cultivation of that language, which were

probably introduced before Sanskrit words had b,egun to be imported into

the other southern dialects. The Sanskrit of this period is more cor-

rupted than that of the Jaina period, aid the corruptions are of a dif-

ferent character. The Jainas altered the Sanskrit words in accordance

with the euphonic rules of Tamil, whereas the words introduced in

the earliest period have been changed in defiance of all rules
;

as the

Sanskrit sri, 'sacred,' into tiru. While, however, a certain proportion

of Sanskrit words have been introduced into the Dravidian tongues in

the ways just described, it would be quite a mistake to suppose that

these languages are derived from the Sanskrit in the same manner as

147 It is supposed by some scholars, from the fact that, in most passages of the

Rigveda where the word "loka" occurs, it is preceded by
"
u," that the original

form of the word was "uloka," and that in the texts in question "u" is not a particle

separate from the word before which it stands. See Bohtlingk and Roth's Lexicon,

a.v.
" loka."
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the Hindi, MahrattI, and other Gauda dialects. For (1) the non-

Sanskrit portion of the Dravidian languages exceeds the Sanskrit por-

tion nearly as much as in the North-Indian dialects the Sanskrit

element exceeds the indigenous or non-Sanskrit element. (2) The

pronouns and numerals of the Dravidian languages, their mode of

inflecting verbs and nouns, the syntactic arrangement of their words

everything, in fact, which constitutes the essential structure of a

language, are radically different from thos'e of the Sanskrit. The con-

trary"is the case with the vernacular dialects of the north, in which

the pronouns, the numerals, and a large proportion of nouns and verbs,

have been derived by adoption or gradual transformation from the

blder Prakrits and ultimately from the Sanskrit. (3) The true Dra-

vidian words, which form the great majority in the southern vocabu-

laries;; are placed by the native grammarians in a different class from

the Sanskrit derivatives, and are honoured with the epithets
' national

words' and 'pure words.'
" In support of this Dr. Caldwell refers to

the passage already quoted in p. 433
;
and gives it as his opinion that

Andhraraya probably lived several centuries before the Christian era.

"
(4) In the uncultivated languages of the Dravidian stock, Sanskrit

words are not at all, or very rarely, employed. And further, some of

the cultivated Dravidian languages which do make use of Sanskrit

derivatives are able to dispense with these altogether. This indeed is

not the case with Telugu, Canarese, or Malayalim ;
but Tamil, the most

highly cultivated, as regards its original structure, of all the Dravi-

dian idioms, is not dependent on Sanskrit for the full expression of

thought. In fact, the ancient or classical dialect of this language, the

Shen-Tamil, in which nearly all the literature has been written, con-

tains very little Sanskrit
;
and even differs chiefly from the colloquial

dialect by the jealous care with which it rejects derivatives from

Sanskrit and restricts itself to pure Dravidiau elements: So much is

this the case that a Tamil composition is regarded as refined and

classical, not in proportion to the, amount of Sanskrit it contains, but

in proportion to the absence of Sanskrit. It is also worthy of remark

that though the principal Telugu writers and grammarians have been

Brahmans, in Tamil, on the contrary, few Brahmans have written any

works of distinction, while the Tamilian Sudras have cultivated and

developed their language with great ardour and success
;
and the finest
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compositions in the Tamil language, the Cural and the Chintamani,

are not only independent of the Sanskrit, but original in design and

execution."

A few more specimens of Tamil words derived from Dr. Caldwell's

book, passim, may be added to show how perfectly distinct they are

from the Sanskrit, and North-Indian vernacular, words having the

same sense, with which I shall presume the reader to be acquainted.

'NOUNS, ETC.

nan
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"
(5) The grammatical structure of the Dravidian languages is

radically different from that of the Sanskrit
;
and proves that they

are quite independent of that language." For further illustrations of

this fact I must refer to Dr. Caldwell's Grammar, pp. 34, ff., and to

the subsequent details given in that work, passim.

SECT. VII. Results deducible from the preceding Sections.

In the last section I have supplied abundant evidence, derived from

the best authorities, of the radical differences which exist between the

languages of the south of India and the Sanskrit. The evidence

which I have adduced is not (as will have been noticed) confined to

the fact of those dissimilarities of roots and of structure which are

sufficient to convince the comparative philologist that the Dravidian

dialects have no original affinity with the Indo-European tongues.. We
have also the testimony of the native grammarians of the south to the

same effect, as far as regards the Sanskrit (as we have seen, pp. 428, 433).

The Telugu authors hold that the words of which their language is com-

posed are of four classes, Desya or Atsu (or aboriginal), Tavsama (pure

Sanskrit), Tadbhava (modified Sanskrit), and Gramya (or rustic) ;
and

they consider that the first class, the Desya or Atsu-Telugu words, con-

stituted the primeval basis of the language before the introduction of

Tatsama words in the time of King Andhraraya,
149 and were created, with

a complete grammatical structure of their own, by the god Brahma. I

am not in a position to cite any similar testimony on the part of the

Tamil grammarians ;
but Mr. Ellis informs us (see p. 430) that the

same distinctions are made by them as by the Telugu writers, and

their idea of the relation of perfect independence in which their lan-

guage stands to the Sanskrit is sufficiently shown by the fact*that they

regard that Tamil as the most pure and classical in which there is the

smallest admixture of Sanskrit. It is therefore a fact, established

beyond all doubt, that the Dravidian or South-Indian languages have,

as regards their original and
f
fundamental portion, no affinity with the

149 We have already seen, p. 436, that Dr. Caldwell considers this monarch to

have flourished several centuries B.C. From the Vishnu Purana, iv. 24, it appears
that an Andhra-bhritya dynasty of kings reigned in Magadha, whose accession

Wilson (V.P., iv. 203, Dr. Hall's ed.) calculates to have dated from 18 years B.C.

See also Lassen, Ind. Ant., ii. 755, 934.
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Indo-European languages ;
and could not, by any modification known to

comparative philologists, have been derived from any member of that

family. There are certain processes and modes of mutation which are

always discoverable when one language springs out of another. The

words of the derivative tongue are always, or almost always, recog-

nizable (even if considerably modified), in the new forms which they

have assumed
;
and the steps of their transformation can be either

exactly traced, or at least divined with certainty. But the primitive

words and forms of the South-Indian dialects could not have ^ssued

from the Sanskrit by any k*nown law of modification.

But if the Dravidian languages be of a stock altogether distinct from

the Sanskrit, it follows, at least, as a prima facie inference (seo

above, p. 267), that the races which originally spoke these two classes

of languages must also have been distinct from one another in. their

descent, and could not have belonged to the same branch of the human

family. Had the Dravidian nations been of Arian lineage, the whole

of their languages must, in all probability, have more or less closely

resembled either the older Prakrits (described in the early part of

mis volume) or the later Hindi, MahrattI, and Bengali, all of which

have evidently arisen, in great part, from the decomposition of Sanskrit.

But such (as we have seen) is not the case in regard to those southern

dialects.

And as the Dravidians now make use of languages which are

radically distinct from Sanskrit, we cannot suppose it probable that the

aboriginal part of the nation ever, at any former time, spoke a lan-

guage which had any affinity to Sani&rit. Such a supposition would

be at variance with the traditions preserved by the Telugu grammarians.

And no race of mankind has ever been known which (except under the

pressure d"f external influence) has lost, or abandoned, the language

which it had
o
derived from its forefathers, and of itself adopted a form

of speech fundamentally different. But as we have no proof of any

such external influence which could have led the Dravidians to ex-

change their original language for another, we must conclude that

they have derived their existing dialects from their forefathers'

and these their forefathers, as their speech was distinct from that of

the ancestors of the Arians, must, as we have every reason to con-

clude, have been distinct in lineage also from the latter. But if
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the original Dravidian Indians of the south of India are of a dif-

ferent race from the Arian Indians, they could not, as Manu and the

Mahabharata assert (see above, p. 422), have been degraded Kshatriyas.

And this conclusion is not in the slightest degree affected by the fact

that a considerable portion of the existing Dravidian communities, though

speaking the language of the south, belongs, or claims to belong, to the

higher Arian castes. For if the southern Brahmans, and some of the other

castes, be (as in all probability they are) pf Arian descent, more or less

pure, this does not prove that the same is the case in regard to the great

mag's of the Dravidian population ;
for there is every reason to believe

that those southern communities existed before the Arians had spread

themselves to the south of the Vindhya mountains, and that the

Brahmans emigrated at a comparatively recent period from northern

to southern India. On their arrival in the south, these Brahmans no

doubt spoke Sanskrit, or rather one of its derivative Prakrits. But

. though, from their superior civilization and energy, they soon succeeded

in placing themselves at the head of the Dravidian communities, and

in introducing among them the Brahmanical religion and institutions,

they must have been so inferior in numbers to the Draviiian inhabi-

tants as to render it impracticable for them to dislodge the primitive

speech of the country, and to replace it by their own language. They
would therefore be compelled to acquire the Dravidian dialect of the

province in which they settled
;

and in a generation or two, the

majority of them would lose the vernacular use of the Prakrit

dialects which they had brought with them. This, however, might

not prevent their retaining in,, use a good many words of Sanskrit

origin. And as many of these Brahmans, or subsequent immigrants

from Northern India by whom they were subsequently reinforced,

were, no doubt, learned men, and as their religious books were

composed in Sanskrit, they would necessarily preserve their acquaint-

ance with that sacred tongue, and with its literature
;
and would no

doubt from time to time introduce fresh Sanskrit words into the local

vernacular,
150

just as we see that English is continually enriched by

150 I may take this opportunity of adverting again to the probability already

alluded to above, in note 67, p. 33, that Sanskrit has not only influenced the ab-

original tongues both of northern and southern India, but has also received some

influence from one or from both of them in return. Mr. E. Norris observes (Journ.

Boy. As. Soc., vol. xv., p. 19) : "I will here express my conviction that the sounds
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the addition of new Greek and Latin words. The fact that many of

the present inhabitants of the south of India are of Arian extraction

affords, therefore, no reason for doubting that the primitive language

of those provinces was entirely distinct from the Sanskrit, and that the

population by \njiom that language was originally employed was totally

unconnected with the Arian race. I
1

or even the existence of the limited

proportion of non-Sanskrit words which we can discover (see above,

p. 31, f.) in the Hindi, Mahratti, and other northern dialects, seems

sufficient to prove that there originally existed in northern India oneor

more races of non-Arian inhabitants who occupied the country before

the immigration into Hindustan of the Sanskrit-speaking Aryas.

It now remains for me to inquire how this important fact that the

great bulk of the population of the Dekhan is non-Arian in its descent,

affects the results at which I had previously arrived, on the grounds

set forth in the foregoing pages, in regard to the trans-Himalayan

origin of the Arians, and their immigration into India from, the

north-west.

In the preceding chapter, we were led by a variety of considerations,

called cerebral are peculiar to the Tartar or Finnish class of languages ;
that the

really Indian [i.e.
the aboriginal, or non-Arian J.M.] languages are all of Tartar

origin, or, at least, that their phonetic and grammatical affinities are Tartar
; and

that the writers of Sanskrit adopted the sound from their Indian neighbours." And
Professor Benfey says (Complete Sanskrit Grammar, p. 20) :

" The mute cerebrals

have probably been introduced from the phonetic system of the Indian aborigines
into Sanskrit, in which, however, they have become firnfly established." And at

p. 73 of the same work he thus writes :

" Sanskrit is. a language of great antiquity
and of wide diffusion. Long after it had ceased to be vernacularly spoken, it con-

tinued to be employed as the organ of culture and religion, and in this capacity it

prevailed over extensive regions where there existed alongside of it, not merely a

variety of dialects which had been developed out of it, but also several popular
dialects which ~vere originally quite distinct from it. From these circumstances it

has resulted, not only that forms which have been admitted into the Prakrit dialects

have been afterwards adopted into Sanskrit, but further, that words which were

originally quite foreign to the Sanskrit have been included in its vocabulary. To

separate these foreign words will only become possible when an accurate knowledge
of the dialects which have no affinity with Sanskrit shall have been attained. But
it is almost as difficult to distinguish those irregular fiftms which have originated in

the dialects derived from Sanskrit and have been afterwards received into Sanskrit,
from those forms which have arisen in Sanskrit itself; because, on the one hand,
Sanskrit literature and its history are as yet but little known, and on the other hand,
those phonetic changes, which attained their full power in the Prakrits, had already

begun to work in Sanskrit itself. See also above, p. 141, f.

VOL. ii. " 29
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all pointing to the same result, to conclude that the Aryas had pene-

trated into India from the north-west. The facts which have been

substantiated in the foregoing sections of the present chapter are in

perfect harmony with that conclusion. These facts are (1) that the

Aryas, when living in the Panjab, found themselves i# conflict with a

class of enemies whom, in contrast to the men of their own race, they

called Dasyus : (2) that the Aryas, after occupying the north-west of

India, frem the Indus to the SarasvatI, began, at length, to move for-

ward to the east and to the south : (3) that, still later, they crossed the

Vindhya range, and commenced to colonize the Dekhan, which had been

previously occupied exclusively by savage or alien tribes : and now we

learn (4) that the nations who at the present day inhabit the different

provinces of the Dekhan, and who (with the exception of such part

of , the population as is descended from the later Arian immigrants,

or has received an infusion of Arian blood) are the direct descen-

dants
,
of the original tribes, speak a class of languages which

are radically distinct from the Sanskrit. It may be expedient, how-

ever, to show somewhat more in detail the manner in which these

circumstances corroborate, or at least harmonize with, Che theory that

the Arians are not autochthonous, but of trans-Himalayan origin, and

that they immigrated into Hindustan from the north-west. First,

then, the fact that at the dawn of Indian history, the earliest Yedic

period, we find the Arian Indians inhabiting the Panjab ;
then ad-

vancing gradually eastward along the southern border of the Himalaya

from the Sarasvati to the Sadanira, and spreading simultaneously,

no doubt, over the southerii parts of Doab, and in Behar; and at

length crossing the Vindhya mountains into the Dekhan
;

affords the

strongest presumption that they penetrated into India from some

quarter closely adjoining the north-western corner of that country,

which was the starting-point of their onward course of conquest and

colonization. Secondly : the indubitable fact that the Arians found,

on advancing into the Dekhan, a people speaking a language radically

different from their owp, who had been in earlier occupation of the

country ;
and the almost equally certain fact that they had previously

encountered similar alien tribes in the Panjab and in the Doab, add to

the probability of the conclusion that they (the Arians) could not have

belonged to the race by whom India was originally peopled. For, we
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must either suppose that both of these two races, the Arian and the

non-Arian, grew up together in India, where we find them in contact

from the earliest period, or that one or both of them have immigrated

into that country from without. But it seems unlikely that two races

whose languages differ so essentially, as those of the Arians and non-

Arians do, and whose religions also were, no doubt, originally diverse,

should have sprung up, and co-existed, in the same country, and under

the same climatic- influences. , It is much more likely that one or both

of them should have been foreign. The fact is that both have probably

immigrated into India from the north-west
;

151 but the evidence in

favour of this supposition is far stronger in the case of the Arian, than

in that of the non-Arian tribes. For, besides the proofs derived from the .

language of the Arians, which clearly connects them with the nations to

the west of the Indus, we have the evidence of their complexion, which

in the present day is fairer than that of the aborigines, and in earlier

times was perhaps still more clearly distinguishable from the dark

colour of the latter (see pp. 281, f., 310). But if neither of these two

races was indigenous in India, and if they did not at first occupy any

portion o'f that country contemporaneously with each other, which of

them is most likely to have been the first possessor? "We must, no doubt,

conclude that the Dasyus or barbarous races and the Dravidians were the

earliest occupants. For, as Lassen observes (see p. 309), we perceive

evident traces of the Arians having severed asunder an earlier popula-

tion, and driven one portion of it towards the northern and another

towards the southern hills
;
and the inhabitants of the Vindhya range,

and of the Dekhan, appear always as> the weaker and retiring party

who were driven back by the Arians. And we cannot ascribe to the

non-Arian tribes the power of forcing themselves forward through the

midst of an^earlier Arian population to the seats which they eventually

occupied in the centre and south of the peninsula : for the Arians were

from the beginning a more powerful and civilized people than their

adversaries, and from a very early period have held them in subjection.

It is indeed objected by Mr. Curzon (see above, p. 301), that these

rude so-called aboriginal tribes may have been descended from some

of the barbaric hordes who under the name of Sakas, Hunas, etc., are

151 In the App., note 0, I shall quote the views of the Rev. Dr. Caldwell and
other writers, regarding the origin and relations of the different non-Arian tribes.
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mentioned by Sanskrit writers as having invaded India, and some of

whom, after their defeat, may have taken refuge in the hills and

forests of Hindustan. But I apprehend that this explanation will not

meet the facts of the
'

case. "We can have no assurance, that such

legends as that regarding the S'akas, which is quoted in the first volume

of this work (pp. 486, ff.), even if they have any historical founda-

tion, can he referred to any very remote period. For the time

at which -the Indo-Scythians, who were repelled by Vikramaditya,

made themselves masters, and retained possession, of the western

frontiers of India, cannot be placed much *

earlier than the commence-

ment of the Christian era. (See Lassen's Ind. Antiq. vol. ii. 365, ff.,

398, 408, 409.) But the traces which we discover in Indian litera-

ture of the existence of the Dasyus are (as we have seen from the

various Vedic texts cited above) much older than this period.

In cqnclusion, I return to the point from which I started at the

commencement of this volume; and, as the result of the preceding

investigations, repeat the following propositions : First, that the

Hindus of the superior castes are sprung at least partially from the

same race with the Indo-European nations of the west : Secondly, that

as the parent race appears to have had its origin in -Central Asia, the

ancestors of the Indian branch of it could not have been indigenous

in Hindustan, but must have immigrated into that country from the

north-west.
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APPENDIX.

NOTE K.Page 187, last line.

On this subject Professor H. Kern remarks in his recent dissertation,

"Indische theorieen over de Standenverdeeling
"

(Indian Theories on

the Division of Classes) :
" That mention is sometimes made> [in the

Zendavesta] of three, and at other times of four [classes], proves of

itgelf nothing whatever. The case may once have stood on the same

footing as th'e mention sometimes of three, sometimes of four, Vedas.

Here also some have thought to discover a contradiction, and have

drawn from it the most adventurous conclusions. When the Hindus

speak of the three Vedas, they mean that there is a triple Veda, con-

sisting (1) of recited verses (rich), (2) of verses sung (suman') and (3)

of formulas in prose (yajusJi\ all the three words being comprehended

under the name of " mantra." Altogether independent of the three sorts

of mantras is the number of the collections of them. Though there

were a hundred collections of mantras, the Veda is, and remainsr

threefold. It happens by accident that the Hindus possess four such

collections (and in a certain sense, five), which usually bear the name

of the Sanhitas of the Kigveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda (white and

black), and Atharvaveda. This does not interfere with the fact that

the Atharvaveda is almost entirely a Eigveda, though the larger col-

lection is regarded as the Eigveda in thewnost eminent sense, whilst

the Yajurveda only in part consists of yajush-verses. It does not

need to be proved that we must know the principle on which any

distribution proceeds before we can deduce any conclusion from

numbers." p. 13, f.
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NOTE K.Page 191, line 22.

In his dissertation quoted in the preceding note, pp. 3, f., Professor

Kern says of the Atharvaveda : "Sometimes it is difficult to guess

what is meant by older and younger. For example, the Atharvaveda

is said to be younger than the Eigveda : that has become a sort of

article of faith, which some one uninitiated believer receives on the

authority Of critics
;
whilst another, again, copies with confidence what

has been asserted by the former. Now about half the hymns in the

Atharvaveda are, with the exception of an occasional varietas lectionis,

the same as in the Eigveda, so that the Atharvaveda cannot be younger

'than the Rigveda. And it could only be asserted that the remaining

portion of the A.V. is of later date, when grounds for this position,

derived from language, versification, and style, etc., had been adduced.

But, so far as I know, no one has ever even attempted to seek for such

grounds; I will show, by a single example, that even in the remain-

ing portion of the A.V. to which I have referred, somewhat may very

well be found which, without the least doubt, was known to the Indians

in the oldest Yedic period, and even still earlier, though 'the Eigveda

makes no mention of it. In A.V. v. 22, 5, 7, 14, the Bahlikas (or

Balhikas) are named. As Balkh was conterminous with the most

ancient abodes of the Arians in India, the Bahlikas cannot possibly

have been unknown to the oldest Indians. And yet we find in the

Eigveda no traces of those neighbours with whom they were constantly

coming into contact, whilst there are such traces ia the Atharvaveda."

I am unable to agree with Professor Kern when he alleges that no

one has ever attempted to seek for proofs of the posteriority of the A.V.

to the E.V. from differences in language, versification, style, etc., between

the two, although such proofs have not always been stated in detail.

See the remarks quoted from Professor Whitney in p. 190, above. In

his Dissertations on the Literature and History of the Veda, p. 12, Prof.

Eoth writes as follows: "In the pieces which are common to it (the

A.V.), with the Eik, it allows itself a great many transpositions and

alterations, which further appear to be in most cases of an arbitrary

character. In the sections which are peculiar to it, the language ap-

proaches to the flowing mode of expression belonging to a later period,

though it has the grammatical forms of the older hymns. Between it
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and the Eik, there subsists, further, the peculiar relation that the latter

too, towards the end (in the last anuvaka of the tenth mandala), con-

tains a considerable number of sections which bear completely the

character of the Atharva-hymns, and are also actually reproduced in

the latter. In addition to these general marks of a later origin of this

Veda, we find also a number of special characters, of which I here

adduce one : The hymns of the Rik celebrate in various ways the

deliverances which Indra, the* Asvins, and other gods had youchsafed

to the forefathers. The names of the persons so rescued, however,

lie beyond the times of the authors themselves, and a Vedic rishi is

seldom found to be mentioned. But in the fourth book of the Atharva

there occurs, for example, a hymn in which Mitra and Varuna are

invoked so to protect the suppliant, not as they had preserved, for

instance, Dadhyach, Rebha, Pedu, and others, but Jamadagni,Vasishtha,

Hedhatithi, Purumilha, etc., all these being names of men whom the

tradition makes to be composers of hymns in the Rigveda.
(

It thus

appears to admit of no doubt that the Atharva has not only been

collected later than the Rik, but is also of later origin."

In his Dissertation on the A.V. 1

pp. 22, ff., the same author writes :

" If I have above designated the A.V. as a sort of supplement to the

R.V., it is already implied that I regard this collection as later. But

it would be a useless undertaking to try to determine its date even ap-

proximately, as our information regarding the dates of particular

Indian writings is far too uncertain. For tbp rest, this Veda must,

without hesitation, .be reckoned as part of the old literature. I shall

be able in another place to collect, in the form of a survey, the manifold

proofs which may be drawn from the contents of the A.V., to establish

the assertions that the greater part of its formulas and hymns are

later than the hymns of the R.V., and that this collection has been

made subsequently to the other. Here I will confine myself to the

single, but quite certain proof, that derived from language.
" With a view to the preparation of the Sanskrit Lexicon, the words

of all the Vedic Sanhitas have been completely collected by myself and

my co-editor of the A.V., Mr. "W". D. Whitney. I can, therefore,

state, with tolerable exactness, the number of times that particular

words occur in these different Sanhitas. Generally regarded, the

1
Abhandlung iiber den Atharwaveda, Tubingen, 1856.
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language of the A.V. shows itself to be the same which is peculiar to

the other Yedas, and thus as very notably distinguished from the

so-called classical, or more properly, common, Sanskrit. The A.V.

also has very many peculiar Vedic forms, i.e. forms which belong to

the old speech ;
and yet when an opportunity is afforded of comparing

parallel passages of the R.V., there may not seldom be observed (a)

the exchange of the old form for one which prevailed at a later period,

e.g. of the absolutive tvi or tvuya for tvti, which alone was in common

use^at a later period : similarly, (5) a treatment of the hiatus in verse

which shows how gradually the ancient usage ceases (see the Sanskrit

Lexicon, s.v. iva). But the tendency towards the later linguistic usage

o is most of all visible from a lexical point of view" (i.e. that which

regards not the forms of words, but the words themselves).
" This is

shown most strikingly in the use of many particles : j ust as Homer,

who is so rich in these small words, is in this respect distinguished

from later authors, so is the R.V. distinguished from later books, and

already from the A.V. Thus, in those pieces which are peculiar to it,

the latter has the particle ittha but once, whilst it occurs more than

sixty times in the R.V. So, too, it employs the particle 'it much more

rarely, whilst im, which is found about two hundred times in the R.V.,

is not used in it at all. On the other hand, the R.V. does not at all

know the later form evam, but makes use of the older eva, whilst the

A.V. has evam more than forty times, but (and here there may be a

trace of a revision of tlje text) only from the eighth book onward.

"In the same way, certain main conceptions of* the older language

appear but seldom in the A.V.' This case, it is true, is different from

that of those particles. These small words may occur anywhere in a

book, whatever its contents may be, provided only that it agrees in

point of form with another book which is compared with it, which is

the case here. Nouns and verbs, on the contrary, cannot occur with

equal frequency in books of which the contents are different. Yet

even here a comparison between the R.V. and A.V. may be instituted

with an approach to correctness. "Rita," the fundamental conception

in the religious system of the Vedas, could not certainly be so

prominent in the A.V. as in the R.V.
; yet it must surprise us that

this word, with its compounds, is found so very seldom in the former,

whilst it is met with more than three hundred times in the latter. So
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too rikvan, which the E.V. has twenty times, is wanting in the A.V.
;

uti, which is found in above a hundred places in the former, occurs

in only six or seven texts of the latter. Karu, which the E.V. h|6

forty-five times, is met with only once in the A.V. So, too, the latter

has ukthya only once, the former about forty times.

"The old much-employed word ish is met with very rarely in

the A.Y., and nearly always only in connexion with urj ;
udan

but once
;
the adjective rishva is used forty-eight times in the E.V.

and only once in the A.V.
;
the old adverbial form uruya is unknown

to the A.Y., whilst in the E.V. we find it perhaps twenty times. The

denominative verb urushyati, which would have suited perfectly the

class of conceptions prevalent in the A.V., is met with there only twice',

whilst the E.V. has it thirty-four times. The ancient verb lean,

which was afterwards entirely lost, is wanting also in the A.V.,- while

we encounter it nearly forty times in the E.V. On the other hand, the

A.Y. is very liberal in its use of the verb halp, which was so much

applied in later times, whilst the E.V. has it only once in the first

nine, i.^.,
the ancient, books ; although in the tenth book it certainly

uses it fourteen times. The word indriya, which occurs indeed very

often in the R.Y., but never in its later ordinary signification, of

"sense," has the latter meaning in the A.Y. : in the nineteenth book

it is used for the five senses.

"These examples might be increased at pleasure. I have chosen

them from the letters already worked out in tie Lexicon, in order that

an opportunity may be afforded of examining the proofs of them
;
and

they will abundantly suffice for our purpose. It will be observed how

the vocabulary of the A.Y. approaches to that of the later period of

language, of which, so far as we yet know, the Brahmanas, the second

class of Yedic books, are the earliest productions. But from this fact

it must not -be immediately concluded that the hymns preserved in

the A.V. are all of them later than those of the E.V., but we must, at

the same time, keep in view that
(
in the case of those among them

which perhaps date from as early a linguistic period, either revision,

or daily usage, may have stripped off the antiquated words. For,

according to my view, it is not to be denied that the A.V. contains

many pieces which, both by their style of expression, and by their

ideas, are shown to be contemporary with the older hymns of the E.V."
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I am indebted to Professor Aufrecht for the following further detailed

proofs of the same point. In the parts of the A.Y., which consist

of entire hymns common to it and the E.Y., there are found not only

whole verses, but portions of verses and phrases, which have been

borrowed from the E.Y., and adapted to certain purposes different

from those which they served in the original. That these verses,

portions of verses, and phrases, have been taken from the E.Y. by
the A.Y., au.d not vice versd, from the latter by the former, is shown

by the context in each case. It is further to be remarked, that several

verses which occur not in the text of the E.Y., but only in the Khilas

or supplementary hymns of an evidently late character interpolated

in it, are found in the A.V. Compare Prof. Miiller's Preface to his

Eigveda, vol. ii., p. xxxiv., and vol. iv., preface, pp. 13 and 19, lines

12, ff.-, from the bottom. The Eatrisukta, one of these Khilas, [printed

in the 4th volume of this work, p. 424], is partly found in the A.Y.

This does not preclude the possibility that a few hymns, especially the

magical ones in books i.-ix. of the A.V., but no others, may be as

old as certain hymns of the tenth mandala and others of the E.V.,

which have been attached to the end of other mandalas, such as i. 191,

and the last two hymns of the second mandala
;
or that some ideas

of the A.Y. may be as ancient as any in those parts of the E.Y.

The Eigveda, though the oldest collection, does not necessarily

contain everything that is of the greatest age in Indian thought or

tradition. We know, for example, that certain legends bearing the

impress of the highest antiquity, such as that of the Deluge, appear

first in the Brahmanas.

Descending to particulars, we find a great difference between the

two Sanhitas.
r

i. Religion'.

Do the religious ideas in the A.Y. stand at the same point as in the

E.Y. ? or is there a progress towards a systematization of religion ;

Do we find traces of a development of polytheism, or of an advance

towards monotheism ? Surely the latter.

1. Yishnu. The A.Y. contains no hymn addressed to this god.

He is mentioned merely as one of the ol TroXXot, or as a lokapdla

(guardian of one of the regions of the world), iii. 27, 5
;

xii. 3, 59.
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2. Yaruna. The A.Y. has a hymn to this god, iv. 16, remarkable

in some respects (which was employed as an oath to be taken by a

witness),
2 but every line of it affords evidence of being copied from

the R.Y. There is also another hymn, no doubt based upon some

old tradition, in which Yaruna is represented as giving a cow to

Atharvan, but apparently spun out with the view of intimating to the

faithful that the magician (Atharva-priest) should be rewarded by a

donation of cows. For the rest, Yaruna is treated very much as

Yishnu.

3. Indra. No particular hymn is addressed to him; no feats, no

enemies, of his are mentioned beyond such as are found in the Bigveda.

4. The same is the case in regard to Agni. And, further, he no

longer appears as the ever youthful mediator between gods and men,

but his fire has become formally divided into the Dakshinagnj, the

Purvagni, the Garhapatya, etc.

From all this it is clear that the A.Y. has no fresh hymn.? contem-

porary with older ones of the B.Y. or exhibiting distinct and original

features of the most ancient gods, but in so far as they are concerned,

builds upoii the materials supplied by the R.Y., while it introduces

new and more modern characteristics leading in the direction of, and

ultimately developed into, the latter mythology. In fact, the principal

gods of the E.Y. have sunk down to the same level, which they

occupy in the later epic poems, and a new god, Bhava-S'arva, has

arrived at supremacy. ,

The A.Y. has, however, besides the last-named Bhava and S'arva

(xi. 2, 1, and elsewhere), who occur r/bwhere in the B.Y., its peculiar

gods, not such as the bright elementary powers of the R.Y., but ser-

pents,* sprung from fire, from plants, from the waters, from lightning

(telhyah sdrpebhyo namasd vidhema\
" Let us with reverence worship

these serpents"), x. 4, 23; viii. 8, 15
;

viii. 10, 29 (where Takshaka

is mentioned), etc.
;
and it has hymns to Night, xix. 47-50 ;

* and

2 In the actual application, in particular cases, of the formula in verse 9, tais tva

sarvair abhi shyami pasair asav amushyayana anytshyah putra, "with all these

bonds I bind thee, so and so, son of such and such a man, and of such and such a

woman," the real name of the person was substituted for the words amushyayana,
and a definite purpose in the verse is thus evident. Comp. A.V. x. 5, 36, 44 ; xvi. 7,

8 ; xvi. 8, 1.

3 The K.V. has sarpa, "serpent," only once, x. 16, 6.

4 It is true that we have the same in E.V. x. 127 ;
but in the A.V. the adoration

is more decided.
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pays worship to cows, xii. 4 and 5. On the other hand, the A.V.

shows a progress towards monotheism in its celebration of Brahman,
Brahma jyeshtham, Skambha (see the 5th volume of this work, pp. 378,

ff.); and has hymns to Kala and Kama, divinities unknown to the R.V.

(See vol. v., pp. 402, ff.)

ii. Poetry, Imagination.

Of poetical sentiment, or imagination (such, for example, as breathes

in the beautiful hymns to TJshas in the R.V.), the A.Y. has next to

nothing. The reader feels himself in a dark suffocating atmosphere,

surrounded by domineering priests, who would sternly repress any

flights of levity.

iii. Ritual.

The development in this department becomes clearer and clearer.

Compare terms such as agnishtoma, anuvdka, praydja, anuydja,
5

(i. 30,

4), mahdnamm, mahdvrata, rdjasuya, vdjapeya, agnihotra, ekardtra,

dvirdtra,' chaturdtra, panchardtra, etc. (x. 7, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11): see

also xix. 22 and 23. In xiii. 3, 6, the three words of the sacrifice

(yajnasya trayo *kshardh\ meaning, it is to be supposed, suqh d'lrection-o

as yakshat, vashat, svdhd, are mentioned. The whole 20th book is com-

piled for certain definite sacrificial purposes, which are very minutely

stated in the A.V. Sutras.

iv. Speculation.

In the A.V. we encounter the terms (a) ndma and rupa, "name,"

and "form," which occur so constantly in the Brahmanas and Vedantic

literature; (b) pllumatl dyauh, <" a heaven formed of atoms," (xviii. 2,

48); (c~)
kshiti and akshiti,

"
transitoriness," and "eternity" (xi. 7,

25) ; (d] the three gunds, x. 8, 43 (comp. viii. 2, 1, and the fifth

volume of this work, pp. 309, note 468, and 377, note 561) ; (e) the

conception of sleep a? being neither life nor death, vi. 46, 1, which is

of a modern character.

v. Language.

A few points of difference, in this respect between the R.V. and the

A.V. may be mentioned, to which a multitude of others could easily be

added. The root kri has in the R..V. only the form krinoti, and kuru

occurs only in x. 145, 2. The A.V. has krinoti, but karoti quite as

6 These two terms occur also in R.V. x. 51, 8, f.
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often. The R.V. uses the root sas, and not so commonly svap, for "to

sleep." The A.V. has sas only once, iv. 1, 6, and in verses that are

borrowed from the R.V. it substitutes svap, e.g. iv. 5, 5, 6. The

R.V. has only the form dyut, "to shine;" the A.V. has this, but

also jyut, "to shine," vii. 16, 1
;

iv. 37, 10. The R.V. has never

tadd for "then," and taddnim only in x. 129, 1 (this being one of

the points insisted upon for proving the comparatively modern origin

of the hymn), while the A.Y. has both forms. The use, of tva . . .

tva, "the one . . . the other," is common in R.Y., whilst the
t
A.V.

has the phrase only once,' viii. 9, 9, and there only in what appears

to be an imitation of R.Y. x. 71, 7, 8. Divakara, "the sun," in

A.Y. iv. 10, 5
;

xiii. 2, 34, is a word which has quite a modern sound,

Na, in the sense of "like," "as," disappears in the A.V. gradually, as

also the particle it, both so very common in the R.Y. Dris, "to see,"

of which in the R.V. we have the forms driseyam, darsam, drisan,

adrisran, drisdna, never appears in the A.V., except, as in later

Sanskrit, in the perf., etc.
;
for jyog eva drisema suryam, in i. 31, 4,

is an imitation of R.V. i. 24, 1, 2, etc., etc.

i

vi. Miscellaneous terms indicating a more modern stage.

Dvipin, "a leopard," occurs in iv. 8, 7; vi. 38, 2; xix. 49, 4. (The
animal comes from the dvlpa, "island," perhaps Ceylon). S'ydmam
lohitam ayas, "real (black) iron and brass," xi. 3, 7. Imdni panchen-

driydni manahshashthdni, "these five senses an?l the mind, manas, a

sixth." Names of seasons : grishma (R.V. only in the Purusha-sukta).

Kali, one of the dice, vii. 109, 1. Avhdrya, Irahmachdrinf xi. 5, 1.

A S'rotriya (a priest who has studied the Veda) can alone be a guest, ix.

6, 37. Dhana, which in the R.V., especially in old hymns, has the sense

of "
prize,'* appears in the A.V. chiefly (only rarely meaning

" a stake,")

in its later sense of property, wealth, money. The form dharma occurs

in the A.Y. xi. 7, 17
;

xii. 5, 7
;

xviii. 3, 1. In R.V. the word appears

only in the form dharman. Naga,
"
mountain," is found in xix. 8, 1

;
it

signifies
" not going," and is a perfectly modern word, as modern as na-

mura, xiii. 4, 46, "immortality," for the older amrita. Pundankam

navadvdram, i.e. the body
" with the nine openings," x. 8, 43. Ndra-

kam lokam, "hell," occurs, xii. 4, 36, whilst there is nothing of the

6 Brahmacharia occurs also in R.V. x. 109, 5.
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kind in the R.V. Panchdnguri (the five-fingered) "jnan," is modern.

Parameshthm, of a supreme deity (often with Prajapati, iv. 11, 7;

viii. 5, 10
;

ix. 3, 11
;
or different from him, viii. 7, 1), very frequently

occurring, is not found a single time in the R.V. Pas, "to see," has,

in the R.V., often its oldest form spas, but never in A.V. except in

three passages that are taken from the R.V. Pasupati, applied to

Bhava, e.g. xi. 2, 28
;

xi. 6, 9
;

xv. 5, 3, never occurs in the R.V.

Magadha, "a bard," xv. 2, 1-4, as in later times.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the very fact that the A.V.

mentions countries like Magadha, Anga, Balhika, v. 22, is a proof that

it was composed at a time when the geographical knowledge of the

Hindus had become enlarged. Strabo knew more of the world than

Herodotus
;
therefore he was later.

On this subject, a learned correspondent writes: "No one will

affirm that every single piece In the A.V. is more recent than every

part of the R.V. But every one must see that the great bulk of the

R.V. is of a much older character than the bulk of the A.V.
;
and

that the collection of the pieces making up the latter is later than

in the case of the R.V. It follows from this, that any one who seeks

to represent any part of the A.V. as older than any part of the R.V.,

must prove this as the exception, and cannot be allowed to throw on

his opponent the burden of establishing the contrary. For the rest,

it will not aid us much to propound such general rules. In every

individual given case* a sufficient number of material proofs will be

found to relieve us from such general discussions."

Remarks on Professor Kern's conclusion regarding the antiquity of castes.

The present volume does not treat of caste
;
but as thatris the sub-

ject of my first volume, it appears necessary that I should take this

opportunity of adverting to Professor Kern's opinions on the antiquity

of that institution, as set forth in the dissertation above quoted,

which was read before the Royal Academy of Sciences at Amsterdam

on the 13th of March, 1871. First of all I must briefly state the

author's positions, and the grounds on which he bases them. He

refers, first (p. 6) to the fact that the four castes or classes (Standen)

are mentioned in the Purusha-sukta, which, however, some scholars
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regard as one of the most recent in the collection of the Bigveda,

whilst others maintain the exact contrary. Neither party, he con-

siders, have proved their assertions. He himself Regards the an-

tiquity of the hymn as a matter of indifference, not in itself, but

in its bearing upon the question of the antiquity of classes. After

quoting and explaining the hymn, he proceeds (p. 8) :
" We may

confidently ask whether the expressions it contains either in them-

selves, or in connexion with the whole, furnish the least ground even

for guessing that the poet intended to register, or to recommend, a- new

institution ? In truth, if .anything is plain in the whole poem, it is

this, that in the estimation of the author, the division into classes

was as old as the sun and moon, as Indra and Agni, as the horse and

the cow, in short, as old as the creation. Before such a symbolical

theory could arise, all remembrance of the historical origin of classes

must have been lost. How is this affected by the question Whether

the Purusha-sukta is the latest, or the earliest, hymn in the Kigveda?"

He adds (p. 8) :
" We are ignorant how long a period intervened

between the institutiou of classes and the composition of the hymn*.

*As little is. it shown by the quotation whether all the legal prescrip-

tions regarding the classes were then applied, or even existed theoreti-

cally ;
and we are also left in uncertainty whether, besides the four

principal divisions, the intermediate classes also were recognized. But

we must of necessity conclude that classes were hereditary, because

the once effected division of Purusha is represented as something per-

manent." Dr. Kern goes on to remark (p. 9) that we must not expect

to derive from the hymns a completeo picture of the contemporaneous

Indian institutions ;
or persuade ourselves that our conjectures founded

on their scanty data possess the certainty of established facts. He

had previously said in p. 3, that the argurnentum a silentio has been

sometimes abused in treating of geographical questions affecting the

Vedic Indians.

Secondly, Professor Kern inquires (pp. 9, ff.)
whether we find in

the Zend Avesta any reference to the existence of the same classes as

we meet with in India, as he considers that such reference would

afford probable proof of the existence of this division into classes

before the separation of the Perso-Arians and the Indo-Arians. This

question he answers in the affirmative. He finds that in Yasna xix.
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46, four classes are mentioned : Athrava, Kathaeshtao, Vastriya-fshu-

yant, and Huiti [words which are rendered in Neriosengh's Sanskrit

translation by iHharya, kshatriya, kutumbin, and prakritikarman, i.e.

"religious teacher, kshatriya, householder (or peasant), and work-

man."] On this he remarks, p. 11, "It is thus established that ac-

cording to the Zend Avesta the first class (pishtra) consists of teachers

or priests, of Brahmans, the second of Knights, Kshatriyas, exactly as

in India. Consequently a division of the ..nobility into Brahmans and

Kshatriyas, and the precedence of the former over all the classes, is

not the work of the Indian Brahmans." In like manner, Professor

Kern considers (p. 11) that the third class, Yastriya fshuyant, cor-

responds to the Indian Yaisya, being composed of the same elements
;

and that both designations are very ancient; and further (p. 12) that

the fourth class, Huiti, is that of workmen, servants, and petty traders,

and answers to that of the Sudras. The word pishtra (which Professor

Spiegel renders by "trade") Professor Kern regards (p. 13) as pro-

bably synonymous with varna, the Sanskrit word for caste
;
and adds :

" If we observe that a few lines above the passage which has been

cited, it is said, Tasna xix. 44
;
'This word [command] which 1 Ahura'

Mazda [the creator] has spoken embraces four classes [pishtra],' I

think we may assert that there is an unmistakable correspondence in

the manner in which the sacred books of the Iranians and of the Indians

speak of the institution of classes, although here, as in every other

case, the Hindu expresses himself in much more metaphorical language

than his kinsman in Iran."

Prof. Kern then proceeds (p. ? 3) to combat the opinion expressed

in a note on the passage by Prof. Spiegel, which I quote at length :

" Four trades are known only to the later Iranian State. Older pieces

of the Tasna (comp. xiv. 5, if.),
as of the Vendidad, unequivocally

recognize only three. The word by which the fourth class is here

designated (Huiti) is an entirely peculiar one, and does not occur else-

where. There is no ground for assuming that the remark respecting

the fourth class is here interpolated ;'
and consequently the piece before

us is shown to be a tolerably late one." Professor Kern demurs to this

assertion without proof. He adds that nothing is proved by the cir-

cumstance that in some places four, in others only three classes are

mentioned; as (p. 14) the three classes referred to in Yasna xiv. 9,
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teachers, knights, and peasants, are spoken of as " the greatest powers

of the Mazdayasnian faith ;" and that even in India, when reference is

made to fellowship in religious worship, the three supeW>r classes alone

are mentioned. The same may have been the case in Bactria. Prof.

Kern also remarks that four classes are referred to in Vendidad xiii.

125, the fourth being denoted by the word "
vaesu," rendered by

Professor Spiegel, "villager." On the preceding grounds Professor

Kern maintains that the fourfold division of classes is older than the

most ancient Indian documents.

In a communication with which he has favoured me, Prof. Kern

maintains that among all Indo-Germanic nations, classes were here-

ditary at the time when these nations appeared on the stage of history..

It is, he says, a novelty to him to learn that anywhere amongst the

Indo-Germans of yore, the classes could intermarry without any limit.

The Bactrians, it appears to him, were the most exclusive of all the

Indo-Germans in their notions about intermarriage, for the Magi of

old, and the Parsis of modern times, proceed to such lengths in their

apprehension of intermingling pure with impure blood, that they esteem

marriages between the nearest relatives to be meritorious. However

that may be, he asks (after referring to the Iranian subdivision of classes

as above specified), whether the bare facts of the case such as we know

them at present, lead to the conclusion that it was only in India that

the Brahmans acquired or usurped a supremacy which did not belong

to them before they came to India? This question he finds himself

obliged to answer in the negative. The further question, how far the

four castes as a legal institution were cammon to all the Arian nations?

Professor Kern leaves undecided, only drawing attention to the fact

thet hereditary classes with prescriptions regarding marriage, etc.,

among all the Indo-Germans, deviate less from the character of the

existing Hindu castes in proportion as we extend our view further

back into the history of the past.

A learned friend has favoured me with some remarks on Dr. Kern's

dissertation, of which I will give the substance, with some additions of

my own.

The decisive objection against these assertions is, that if castes had

existed from the earliest times, they must have been everywhere men-

tioned in the oldest Indian records. Just as the later books are full of

VOL. ii. T 30
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allusions to them usque ad nauseum, so. must in that case the ancient

texts also have constantly referred to them. But now the Purusha-

sukta alone tares notice of them. This is strange. Professor Kern

considers that the argumentum a silentio may be abused, but in this

case its application seems to be perfectly legitimate. For the rest, it

should not be necessary to prove to a Sanskrit scholar that this hymn
is not old. Does it not read as much like a set of verses from the

Hahabharata as like one of the older hymns ?
7 If that be not admitted,

and special proofs be required, it is sufficient to draw attention to the

fact that the words "
vaisya,"

"
s'udra,""

"
prishadajya," "sadhya"

(v. 7), occur only in this hymn (verse 16 is here, as also in R.Y. i.

164, 50, evidently a subsequent addition); and that in v. 14, we have

" loka" not "u loka" (see the St. Petersburg Lexicon, s.v.}

Professor Kern urges that in the estimation of the author of the

Purusha-sukta castes are as old as the sun and moon. True; but

what does that prove ? Is not in India everything as old ? Did not

the first man compose the well-known institutes of law ?

Professor Kern says (p. 10) that the same classes are found

among all kinds of nations. This tells more against, than 'for, him.

In these cases it is natural classes, and not unnatural castes, that we

find. And if the writer had made this distinction clear to himself, and

had sought in his texts for the characteristics of each, he would have

seen that there were no grounds for the assertion he has made. For

we all know that wherever human society has attained to a settled

order, it has become divided into classes; and that privileged orders

have everywhere existed. But the transformation of classes into castes

is peculiar to India (even in Egypt there were no castes in a strict

sense). But this transformation did not cause itself. Did, for instance,

the Yaisya impose on himself the restriction that he "was not to

7 This does not of course mean that the Purusha-sukta is contemporaneous with

the Mahabharata ;
and is not in some respects of a more archaic character than

even the oldest parts of the latter. The rules of Sandhi, which were in force at

the time when the Mahabharata was composed, are not observed in the Purusha-

sukta (see above p. 161, end of note 181) ;
and neuter plural forms like vis'va in

verse 3 of the latter are no longer used in the former. In the opinion of my
correspondent, the tenth mandala of the R.V. is properly a gleaning of hymns
supplementary to the preceding books, and contains compositions in regard to the

authorship of which no tradition had been preserved. That such a "gleaning"
should contain comparatively recent poems need occasion no surprise.
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learn, and to practise, the functions of a priest, not to marry the

daughter of a Brahman, etc. ? All this necessarily arose from a legis-

lation which from small beginnings was continually pusfcng its inroads

further and further; that is, it took place artificially. "With this

process should he compared the privileges which the Eomish Church

has partly striven after, and partly attained, for its Brahmans. And
who but the Brahmans themselves were the authors of this legislation ?

"The great point, I repeat, is to distinguish between the natural

classes or orders^ and castes, which cannot have arisen naturally ,t
but

are artificial.

" The solution of the question at issue cannot turn on the degree of

strictness with which the classes were separated from each other. "We

have long been acquainted with the fact that classes and races like

nations were everywhere far more rudely held asunder in ancient

than in modern times. It is thus perfectly natural that marriages

between persons of different classes were also rare. Let it be recol-

lected what a gulf divided the patricians and plebeians in Eome.

Hence the greatest weight is to be attached to an exact definition of

th'e concfc'ptifm of caste. I believe it may be asserted that it is only

in India that the conclusions resulting from this conception have been

completely drawn, by regarding each caste as a description of men sui

generis, as a separate divine creation.

"I am not aware on what evidence Professor Kern founds his

opinion that the Bactrians were the most exclusive of all the Indo-

Germans in regard to intermarriage. On this subject I would draw

attention to the passage of Herodotus iii. 31, where the marriage of

Cambyses with his sister is spoken of at length. "What the later

Iranian books say of the so-called Khetudas can prove nothing in

regard to ardent times; The Avesta gives, so far as I understand of

it, no sort of prescription about the marriage of relatives
;
and the

counsellors of Cambyses said to him quite correctly vo^ov ovfteva

e^tvpia-icetv, 09 /ceXevet dbeXfaf) crvvoi/ceeiv dSehfaov. ^V e must first

be told what the word qaetvadatha (see Justi's Lexicon, p. 86), in the

few passages of the Avesta where it occurs, actually signifies. Justi

himself understands it as meaning marriage between relatives only in

one place. And even that has yet to be proved. The word qaetu

(hvaetu), or as it would be more correct, (namely on the ground of
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the metre, which, everywhere reckons hv [=q] as a syllable; e.g.

qathra [hvathra] as trisyllabic = huathra) to write it, haetu, means

only relationship (and is in the Gathas always bisyllabic). Any one

who wishes to combine with that the idea of marriage, must prove his

point. In Spiegel too, I find no example from the old books. In fact,

he says in his Introduction to vol. ii. of his translation, p. xxvi., that

'

everything relating to marriage appears to date from a very recent

period.'

The explanations of the few Avesta passages which Professor Kern

adduces are not of importance in their bearing on the main question.

Ordinarily, in fact, it is only the three natural classes, Athrava,

Eathesta, and Vastrya (cattle-farmer), that are mentioned. Though
in two passages a "huiti" or "vaesa" is added to these, that, too, is

only* a class. Professor Kern explains "vaesa" rightly. In the Veda

also "vesa" denotes a dependent settler, perhaps an inhabitant, one

belonging to somebody, and so a servant. The interpretation of huiti

as a "proletary
" does not appear to be in conformity with the con-

ceptions of that period. If it is to have such a signification, why does

he not rather derive it from "hu" = "su" (compare "prasuta," and

other forms which frequently occur in the ancient language), which

means to command, direct ?

I may, in addition to the above remarks, draw attention to the fact,

that if the Indian and Iranian classes had a common and simultaneous

origin, it is singular that there should be no trace of any similarity in

the names by which these classes were permanently denoted, although

the Zend and the Sanskrit exffibit so close an affinity in so large a

portion of their vocabulary.

It is true that two of the words are common to both languages, as

" athrava "
(crude form "atharvan") corresponds to fee Sanskrit

" atharvan"
;
while the Zend " rathaestao

" answers nearly to the

Sanskrit "ratheshtha." The former word, "atharvan," is thus explained

in Bbhtlingk and Roth's Lexicon :
"
() The fire and soma priest, R.Y.

ix. 11, 2; viii. 9, 7 (here Agni is the priest); V.S. viii. 56 (Soma is

his own priest) ;
E.Y. vi. 47, 24

;
x. 48, 2

;
a brahman, Medinlkosha,

n. 164 ; (b} Atharvan personified is the first priest, in an undefined

antiquity, who calls down fire from heaven, offers soma, and presents

prayers, R.Y. vi. 16, 13
;

vi. 15, 17; x. 21, 5; i. 80, 16; x. 92, 10;
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i. 83, 5
;
A.V. xviii. 3, 54. With miraculous powers he overcomes

the demons, and receives from the gods celestial gifts, K.V. x. 87, 12,

etc." In Prof. Wilson's Dictionary the word is explained as signifying

a brahman. Prof. Goldstiicker, s.v. interprets it as "
(1) A brahmana,

a priest, probably one connected with offerings to fire, or the attend-

ance on the holy fire. (2) The proper name of a priest who is con-

sidered to have obtained fire from heaven," etc., etc. The word is

perpetuated in the name of tht) Atharvaveda (which also bears the name

of the "
Atharvangirasas," the hymns or incantations of the Atharrans

and of the Angirases, who were another, set of ancient sages, or

priests). But although we should admit, on the authority of the

Medinlkosha, that " atharvan" is a synonym of brahmana, it cannot be

said to have obtained much currency in Sanskrit in this sense, and

cannot even be regarded as a generic name for priest. The passages of

the E.Y. given by Eoth (see above), in which it is not employed as a

proper name, are the following : ix. 11. 2 (=S.V. ii. 2): Abhi te madhund

payo atharvdno asisrayuh |

devam devdya devayu |

" The atharvans have

mingled milk with thy sweet liquor, [milk which is] divine, and

devoted to [tliee, soma], who art divine." viii. 9, 7 : A somam madhu-

mattamam gharmam sinchdd atharvani\ "Let him (the rishi) pour the

sweet soma, the heated potion, into the priest." By the priest is

meant Agni, according to Professor Eoth. Sayana explains the word

atharvani as = ahimsake 'gnau \ yadvd 'tharvd rishih
\

tena nirmathito

'gnir upacJidrdd
"

atharvti
"

ity uchyate \

"
IntQ the innoxious fire

; or,

Atharvan was a rishi : the fire rubbed forth by him is by a figure called

' atharvan.'
"

Vaj. S. viii. 56 : Atharvd updvahriyamdnah \

" It (soma)

becomes 'atharvan ' when being brought." Here, Professor Roth says

Soma is his own priest. (The commentator's note is as follows :

Eandandrtham updvahriyamanah driiyamdnah somo 'tharva-ndmako bha-

vati.} E.V. yd. 47, 24: Dasa rathdn prashfimatah satam gdh atharva-

Ihyah \
Asvathah Pdyave addt

\

' Asvatha has given ten chariots with

their horses, and a hundred cows, to the priests, to Payu." Sayana

explains atharvabhyah as = atharva-gotrebhyah rishilhyah \

" Eishis of

the family of Atharvan." E.V. x. 48, 2 : Aham Indro rodho vaksho

Atharvanah\ "I, Indra, am the protecting armour, and strength, of

Atharvan [or, of the priest]." Eoth, s.v. vakshah, seems to take

Atharvan in this text for a proper name. The word employed in the
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Veda for priest -was at first
"
brahman," and subsequently

"
brahmana,"

the son of a "brahman." See the first vol. of this work, pp. 242, ff.

If "atharvan" had been the name of a caste in the Indian sense from

a period preceding the separation of the Indo- and Perso-Arians, it

cfculd scarcely have been dropped by the former, or made way for

"
bfahman" and " brahmana."

The crude form of "rathaestao," as given in Justi's Dictionary, is

"yathaestar," whilst the Sanskrit form is
" ratheshtha." The words

thus 1 differ somewhat in form. In all the passages of the Rig-

veda, cited in Bohtlingk and Roth's Lexicon, "ratheshtha" appears

to be an epithet of Indra, "riding in a chariot." The only other

text cited in the Lexicon, viz. Yaj. S. 22, 22, is as follows: A
krahman Irdhmano brakmavarehasi jdyatam \

a rdshtre rdjanyo

surah ishavyo 'tivyddhi mahdratho jdyatam \ dogdhrl dhenuh
\

vodhd

'nadvdn \ dsuh saptih \ purandhir yoshd \ jishnuh ratheshthdh sabheyo

yuvd a'sya yajamdnasya jdyatam \

"
priest, may a brahman be born

possessed of the lustre of sacred learning. May a rajanya be born in

the kingdom, heroic, a piercing archer, riding on a great chariot

('maharatha'). May a cow yielding milk, an ox fit to carry a load,

a swift horse, a wise woman, a victorious rider in a chariot ('rathe-

shtha,' a polite youth, be born to this sacrificer." Here it will be

observed that the word " ratheshtha" is not one of the epithets applied

to the Rajanya in the early part of the sentence
;
and although where

it is separately introduced afterwards, it probably denotes a person

of the warrior class, yet it is evidently not the appellation of a caste,

but a synonym for a fighting man. The word does not seem to be

known to later Sanskrit
;

at least, no instance of its occurrence there

is adduced by Bohtlingk and Roth, and it does not appear at all in

"Wilson's Dictionary.

In the first volume of this work, pp. 11, 14, f., 292, S., the views

of Prof. Haug, on the antiquity of caste, as explained in his tract on

the "Origin of Brahmanism" (published at Poona, in 1863), have been

stated. Dr. Haug returns-to the subject in a dissertation (" Brahma

und die Brahmanen") read before the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Munich, on the 28th March, 1871, in which he maintains, with some

modifications, the conclusions at which he had before arrived. Thus,

in p. 13, he states

() regarding the Purusna-sukta : "In any case it proves that the
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caste-system in India is very ancient, and existed already in the Yedic

age. Some have sought to disprove its existence at that period, on the

ground that, excepting this one, the old hymns contain no distinct

reference to it. The hymn itself they assign to the very end of the

Vedic era. In its present form, it is true, it is not older than the

greater part of the hymns of the tenth book, and than those qf the

Atharvaveda. But the ideas which it contains are certainly of a

primeval antiquity : in particular, the descriptive portion of it Ijooks

like a versified sacrificial formula. And in fact the hymn is found in

the Yajurveda among the formulas connected with human sacrifices,

which were formerly practised in India.

(b~) "But even if it were to he admitted that this hymn, with itsi

ideas, is but a very recent product of the Vedic age
}i

that would afford

no sufficient proof that castes did not exist at all in the earliest period

of the Arian immigration into India. As we have seen above, p. 9,

the Brahman already appears [R.V. iv. 50, 8, f., and i. 108, 7] in

contrast to the Raj an, i.e. a member of the warrior caste (they are fre-

quently,called Rajanyas instead of Kshatriyas), a circumstance which

plainly points to a distinction of castes.

(0) "Besides, it is scarcely conceivable that the caste-system, to

which reference is made in all the four Vedas, sometimes more fre-

quently, sometimes more rarely, should have been suddenly formed in

the later Vedic period.

(d)
" The reason why the names of the castes are not mentioned in

those hymns of the Eigveda which, rightly or wrongly (for a thorough

investigation of this point with certain results is as yet wanting), are

regarded as the oldest, may be a different one," [i.e.
the reason why

the castes are not there mentioned need not be that these castes did not

then exist].
" The fact, namely, must not be overlooked, that by far

the greater part of the Vedic hymns were composed for sacrificial

purposes, and partly for quite definite ceremonies, are often merely the

poetical variations of primeval sacrificial formulas, and further that the

most of them are the compositions of Brahmans. As the ceremonial is

not prescribed in the hymns, where almost everything turns upon the

invocation of the most diverse gods, no opportunity was dffered to

make special mention of the castes. The sacrificers, i.e. those who

caused the sacrifice to be offered (yajamanas), are called 'givers' in
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general, also 'the rich,' (maghavan) without any mention of their

caste Now as there were no hymns or sacrificial formulas

composed specially for Brahmans, or Kshatriyas, or Vaisyas, as there

actually have been for the ceremonies of the S'iidras, who are not

allowed to hear verses of the Veda, the Vedic poets had no oppor-

tunity to mention the castes in their hymns. Consequently the fact

that the names of the individual castes do not appear there does not

by any means prove their non-existence. This conclusion was in any

case premature."

(e)
" Besides the grounds already assigned, a further positive proof

can be adduced that castes actually existed already in the most ancient

period. In the religious records of the Iranians, who are so nearly

allied [to the Indians], in the Zendavesta, the four castes are quite

plainly to be found, only under other names, (1) Athrava, 'priest,'

(Skr. Atharvan), (2) Bathaestao,
'

warrior,' (3) Vastriyo fshuyas,
'

cultivator,' (4) Huitis (Pehl. hutokhsh), 'workman' (Yasna 19, 17,

Westerg.) No further data regarding the mutual relations of these

castes are contained in the Zend writings ;
but we can conclude, from

r (V

various circumstances, that the priests, the Athravas, already formed a

caste. So, for example, Zarathustra is forbidden by Ahuramazda to

communicate a sacred text to any one else but an Athrava, i.e. priest

(Yasht 14, 46, West.)." [See Spiegel's Avesta, iii. 148.] "No one but

the son of a priest may be a priest, and the daughters of members of

the priestly caste may only be given in marriage within the caste,

a custom which continues to this day. The distinction of the other

castes has, however, become obliterated among the Zoroastrians, just

in the same way as, among the Hindus, the Brahman caste alone has

on the whole been maintained pure, though split up into innumerable

subdivisions, whilst the other three castes have become dissolved into

a great number of mixed castes, so that at the present day, properly

speaking, four castes only exist in theory, but not in reality. This

circumstance, now, that a remnant of the caste-system has still been

preserved among the Zoroastrians, speaks strongly in favour of the

assumption that that institution already existed among the Indians in

the remotest times, in any case ever since their immigration into India.

How close the connexion between the old Indians and the Iranians

must have remained, even in the Yedic period, is shown by a distinct
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allusion which I have lately discovered in the Zendavesta to the initial

verse of the Atharvaveda."

(/) In an earlier part of his Dissertation (p. 8, f.), Prof. Haug, after

explaining that in the Vedic age Kshatriyas as well as Brahmans could

take part in the performance of sacrifice, and were in some cases com-

posers of Eik verses
;
and that even Kavasha Ailusha, the son of a slave,

was the author of a hymn (see above, p. 397, f., note 85), adds :
" Not-

withstanding that the Brahmans in the Vedic age occasionally accorded

to distinguished men of other classes a participation in the privileges

they claimed, they nevertheless appear, even in the most remote period,

to have formed a caste distinguished from the other classes, and already

tolerably exclusive, into which no one who was not born in it could,
'

without great difficulty, obtain an entrance." He then quotes the

text E.V. iv. 50, 8, f., and refers to and, compares i. 108, 7.

I add a few remarks on some portions of Prof. Haug's argument.

(a) In regard to the Purusha-sukta, I refer to what has been said

above, in the first volume of this work, p. 11. Prof. Haug now

spates his, opinion that the ideas of the hymn are very old, but not its

diction.

(5) See the first volume of this work, pp. 246, and 247, note 15 in

the latter page, and p. 263, f., also Bohtlingk and* Roth's Lexicon, s.v.

"kshatra." Does not Prof. Haug found too much on the passages

to which he refers (E.V. iv. 50, 8, f., and i. 108, 7) ? See, however,

the verse of Manu, iii. 13, quoted below, where the word "rajan" is

employed for Eajanya. In E.V. iv. 50, 8, f., the word seems evidently

to denote a "king." In R.V. i. 108, 7*, however, it may mean a man

of the ruling tribe or class. Comp. Bohtlingk and Eoth's Lexicon,

s.v. "rajan."

(0) The Vedic period was of considerable duration. Professor Haug
himself estimates the period during which "the bulk of the Sanhita"

was composed to have been from 1400 2000 before our era, and

thinks "the oldest hymns and saqrificial formulas may be a few

hundred years more ancient still, so that vre would fix the very com-

mencement of Vedic literature between 2400 and 2000." Ait. Br. i.

47, f. The entire Vedic period would thus be a thousand years, which

however, is, perhaps, too large an estimate.

(d) The reasons here assigned in explanation of the non-occurrence
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in the hymns of other references to the castes, supposing them to have

then existed, and to have home the same names as afterwards, seem

scarcely sufficient. The hymns do not appear to he so exclusively

sacrificial in their character as is here assumed
;
and might in many

passages have admitted of allusions to the existence of castes.

(e) The observations already made upon Professor Kern's Dissertation

are applicable here.

(/) In reference to these remarks, see {he first volume of this work,

p. 265, ff. Prof. Kern, in his Dissertation, p. 18, cites a passage from

the Hahabharata, xiii. 2505, ff., in regard to the intermarriages of Brah-

mans with the other two next classes, one verse of which (2515) is to the

'following effect : Abrahmanam tu manyante S'udrd-putram anaipundt \

trishu varneshu jdto hi brdhmandd brdhmano bhavet
\ "They regard

from'want of skill as not a Brahman the son of a S'udra woman [by a

Brahman father]. A son begotten by a Brahman in the three castes

[i.e. on a woman of either of the upper three classes] will be a Brah-

man." And Manu says, iii. 13, S'udraiva Ihdryd S'udrasya sd cha

svd cha visah smrite
\

te cha svd chaiva rdjnas cha ids cha svd^h' dgrq-

janmanah\ "A S'udra female only can be the wife of a S'udra. She

and a woman of his own caste may be the wives of a Vis, i.e. Vaisya.

These two and a woman of his own caste may be the wives of a

Rajan, i.e. E-ajanya ;
these throe and a woman of his own caste may

be the wives of a Brahman." From these texts it would appear

that purity of caste biood was not much regarded among the Hindus

in early ages.

NOTE G.Page 258.
rr

" The conformities [between the languages of the same family] are

astonishing ;
and especially so, because they enter intd the minutest

details, and even into the anomalies. It is a curious phenomenon to

discover such an inconceivable tenacity in idioms which might appear

to be nothing more than p&ssing caprices. The most volatile portion

of languages, I mean their pronunciation, has evinced its stability : in

the midst of mutations of letters, which are, nevertheless, subject to

certain rules, vowels, long or short, have often preserved their quan-

tity." "On the other hand, the disparity is great: the distances which
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the languages have traversed in their individual development are

immense. After we have exhausted all the analogies, even the most

secret, there remains in each of these languages a portion which is

no longer susceptible of comparison with the other languages of the

same family. "We must therefore admit as the causes of that partial

iucommensurableness, two opposite principles, viz., oblivion and in-

vention. The oblivion of forms and words formerly in use is but too

manifest in the languages with whose history we are most intimately

acquainted ;
and it has frequently injured their richness and beauty.

Such oblivion must always follow a retrograde movement in civili-

zation : in proportion as the intellectual sphere is contracted, a gene-

ration which has relapsed into ignorance and barbarism, abandons

expressions which have now become superfluous. And as regards

invention, I find no difficulty in that either, since in order to' com-

prehend the absolute origin of language, we have no choice between

having recourse to a miracle, and conceding to mankind an in-

stinctive power of inventing language." A. W. von Schlegel, de

l'origine> des Hindous, Essais
;

and in the Transactions of the Royal

Society of Literature of the United Kingdom, vol. ii. p. 433.

NOTE D.-^age 277.

Mr. Geldart argues the question both from a negative and a positive

point of view. Under the first head, he remarks that "language is

too uncertain an ethnological test to be of any practical value," and

instances the complete discrepancy which exists between the races and

the languages of -the British Isles. Cumberland and Cornwall, for

example, in^language agree with London and disagree with Wales,

while as to race, it is directly the reverse." The same thing is shown,

he observes, "by many similar examples: the accumulative evidence

of all amounted to this, that since in so many cases where the ethno-

logical indications of language can be compared with the actual testi-

mony of history, the latter completely Contradicts the former," a

common language is
" not even prima facie evidence in favour of a

common lineage."
"
Secondly, in a positive point of view, it was

shown that in all the instances above cited, there had taken place

between the races a close assimilation of (1) political, (2) religious, (3)
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intellectual, or (4) general social relations, or of any, or of all of these

combined; and it was suggested that it is such an assimilation, and

not unity of race, that unity of language rightly typifies."
" The sum of the whole was, that it is not safe to infer from

affinity between the language of two nations more than this, that there

was a time when there existed between them civil, religious, or some

sort of social relations. Language was the product and token of a

nation's political, moral, or intellectual, but not of its physical con-

stitution. It would not reveal a people's genealogy, but its mental

and social history.
" Should it ever be proved that all languages were derived from one

original, the sole valid inference would be, that at some time one

sovereign race had imposed upon all the rest its own political or social

institutions, while the great question of the number of races would

remain just where it stood."

NOTE D*.rage 287.

" Strabo tells us that the tribes of the Persians, Medes^ Bactrians,

and Sogdians, spoke nearly the same language. We can have no

difficulty in supposing that this similarity of speech which existed in

Strabo's age, existed also in earli^p times. The old Iranian dialects,

of which the monuments have been still preserved to us, justify this

assumption. Of these there are four, (1) the speech of the earlier

Acha?menida3, (2) that of the later Achaemenidse, (3) the dialect of

the Gathas,
8

(4) the old Bactrian, the ordinary language of the

Avesta. The last two dialects might perhaps also be embraced

under the designation of Avestic. The first two of these dialects

belong to western, the last two to eastern, Iran." Spiegel, in Kuhn

and Schleicher's Beitrage zur Yergl. Sprachf. ii. 6. I must refer to

the original paper for further .details regarding these dialects. I will

only quote one or two remarks. In his account of the old Persian or

earlier Achsemenidan dialect, Spiegel observes (p. 7), that, "we find

in it all the classes of the Sanskrit alphabet represented, excepting

the cerebrals, which have a purely local origin." (See above, p. 440,

8
[It is scarcely necessary to say that this has no connexion with, the Indian

Gatha dialect, described above, pp. 115, ff. J.M.]
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note.) At p. 13, he remarks: "We have pointed out in the entire

grammar of the old Persian so much that is identical with the

Sanskrit, that it may now be time to notice the differences which

stamp it as a distinct language from the old Indian. Not a few such

peculiarities are to be found in all the departments of grammar.

In a phonetic aspect, there is this important deviation that the old

Persian has the letter 2, which is unknown to the Sanskrit, and

that it, like the Greek, changes the Indian s into A."--(See above,

pp. 313, and 315).

NOTE ~&.Page 296.

Rigveda ix. 113, 7-11. Yatra jyotir ajasram yasmin loke svar

kitato,
|

Tasmin mam dhehi pavamdna amrite loke akshite
\

Yatra

raja Vaivasvato yatrdvarodhanam divah
\
Yatrdmur yahvatlr dpa$ tatra

mdm amritam Tcridhi
\

Yatrdnuhdmam charanam trindke tridive divah
\

Lokdh yatra jyotishmantas tatra mdm, etc.
|
Yatra Jcdmdh nikdmdscha

yatra bradhnasya vishtapam \

Svadhd cha yatra triptischa tatra mdm,
etc.

|

Yatrdnanddscha moddscha mudah pramuda usate
\ Kdmasya

yatrdptdh hdmds tatra mdm, etc.
|

"Place me, purified (Soma), in

that undecaying unchanging region, where perpetual light and glory

abide. Make me immortal in the world where king Yaivasvata

(Yama) reigns, where the sanctflary of the sky is, and those great

waters are. Make me immortal in the third heaven, where action is

at pleasure, where the shining regions exist., Make me immortal in

the world where all enjoyments abide, in the realm of the sun, where

celestial food and satisfaction are found. Make me immortal iu the

world where there are manifold pleasures and joys, and where the

objects of desire are attained." Benfey, Gloss, to Samaveda, under

the word riiKuma, renders svadhd and triptih by "nectar and ambrosia."

See the fifth vol. of this work, pp. 284, ff.

NOTE Y.Page 297.

I shall here translate or abstract the rjost important parts of Dr.

"Windischmann's Dissertation,
" On the Soma-worship of the Arians."

Dr. "Windischmann begins with the following remarks :

" If we advert

to the striking contrast which exists between the doctrine of Zara-

thustra arid the Brahmanical system, and to the fact that the former
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must be looked on as the work of a reformer seeking to preserve the

old nature-worship from the mythological transformations with which

it was threatened, it must appear as a matter of the greater im-

portance to throw light upon those points in which the two religions

agree. For as regards those conceptions which existed before the two

systems had developed their opposing principles, we may reasonably

assume that they were possessed in common long before the separation

of t\e Arias race into the Indian and Iranian branches, that they

formed part of the (already existing, and distinguishable) religions of

the Zendavesta and the Yeda, and that they had been inherited from

the most primitive tradition. Such traditions are, indeed, compara-

tively few
;
but the concurrence of those which have been preserved,

is so much the more striking ; as, for example, Lassen (Ind. A^t. i.

517) has shown in regard to the Iranian legend of king Yima, son of

Vivanghat, who corresponds to the Indian Yama, son of Vivasvat.

Yima, however, is regarded by the Medo-Persians as the first king,

lawgiver, and founder of the Iranian worship, while Yama is looked

on by the Brahmans as lord of Hades (R.V. i. 35, 6), and judge of the

dead, and it is his brother Manu who plays the same part as 'Yima."

[See, however, p. 296, above.] "But by far the most remarkable

analogy is that which exists between the Haoma of the Zendavesta and

the Soma of the most ancient Brahnlanical books, an analogy which is

not confined to some few features of the legend, but extends to the

entire Soma-worship of t^e early Arian race.

"Haoma and Soma are names etymologically identical. Both come

from .the root su, in Zend hu, which signifies,
'
to beget,' and also, but

especially in the Yedic dialect, to '

drop,' or ' to press out juice.' In

later Indian mythology Soma means the moon and its deity : but in

the Zendavesta and the Vedas it signifies a celebrated pTant, and its

juice. This is the asclepias acida, or sarcostema vimin,alis, the ex-

pressed juice of which produces a peculiarly astringent, narcotic, and

intoxicating effect. The plant,
9

plucked up by the roots, is collected

by moonlight on the mountains ; stripped of its leaves
;
carried on a

car drawn by two goats to the place of sacrifice (where a spot covered

with grass and twigs is prepared) ;
crushed between stones by the

9
Compare Stevenson's Translation of the Samaveda, p. iv. This work is re-

peatedly referred to in the sequel.
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priests; and is then thrown, stalks as well as juice (sprinkled with

water) into a sieve, whence, after the whole has been further pressed

by the hand of the Brahmans, the juice trickles into a vessel (called

drona) which is placed beneath. The fluid is then mixed with clari-

fied butter, wheaten and other flour, and brought into a state of

fermentation; it is then offered thrice a day, and partaken of by
the Brahmans. The Samaveda is almost entirely made up of songs to

accompany this ceremony ;
aid the Bigveda, too, contains numerous

passages which have reference to it. It was unquestionably- the

greatest and the holiest offering of the ancient Indian worship. The

sound of the trickling juice is regarded as a sacred hymn. The gods

drink the offered beverage ; they long for it (as it does for them) ; they
'

are nourished by it, and thrown into a joyous intoxication : this is

the case with Indra (who performs his great deeds under its influence),

with the Asvins, the Maruts, and Agni. The beverage is divine, it

purifies, it inspires greater joy than alcohol, it intoxicates S'akra, it is

a water of life, protects and nourishes, gives health and immortality,

prepares the way to heaven, destroys enemies, etc. The Samaveda

distinguishes two kinds of Soma, the green and the yellow : but it is

its golden colour which is for the most part celebrated.

" If we compare all this with what the Persians say of the Haoma

plant, we find the most surprising agreement. Haoma is the first of

the trees, planted by Ahura Mazda in the fountain of life. He who

drinks of its juice never dies. According Ao the Bundehesh, the

Gogard or Gokeren tree bears the Haoma, which gives health and

generative power, and imparts life at 'the resurrection. The Haoma

plant does not decay, bears no fruit, resembles the vine, is knotty, and

has leaves like jessamine ;
it is yellow and white. Its juice is prepared

and offered with sacred rites, and is called Parahaoma. Thus in

Yasna, iii. 5, it is said haomencha para-haomencha ayese,
' I reverence

the Haoma and the Para-haoma.'

" The fact that the Magians offered up a plant was known to

Plutarch,
10 but what this plant was is not .pertain The plant

10 The paragraph in which this information is found (of which Windischmann

cites only a few words) is as follows :

Plutarch de Isid. et Osir. 46. 'Nofj.i^ovffi yap ol fj.fi> Geovs fivai 5vo Ka.Qa.Trep aifTtre-

)(vovs, rbv fj.f% ayaQaiv, "rbv 8e <pav\ooi' Sr)/j.iovpy6v ol tie rbv fj.ev a.fj.eii'oi'a fleby, rbf 8e

ertpov SaipoiHi, Ka.\<jvffLv Sxrirfp Zwptaffrpis 6 /uayos, t>v TrepTaKKTX'Afojs ereen ruv
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seems to have changed with the locality ;
and the soma-plant of the

Indians does not appear to be the same as the haoma of the Persians
;

at least the latter affirm .that their sacrificial plant does not grow in

India. Ahura Mazda causes the white haoma to grow among the

numerous kinds of trees A constant appellation of the haoma

is the gold-coloured (zairigaono\ just as in the Yeda.

"But these are not the only points of resemblance between the

Soma worship of the Indians and Persians. There is one other very

important particular in which they both agree. In the Yedas, Soma

is not merely a sacred sacrificial beverage, but also a god. This is

proved by numerous passages of the Veda (Stevenson, p. 98) ;
and in

"particular by the splendid hymn to Soma, Rigveda, i. 91. Precisely

in the same manner, Haoma is, in the Zendavesta, not a plant only,

but also a powerful deity ;
and in both works the conceptions of the

god and the sacred juice blend wonderfully with each other. The

most important passages regarding this personified Haoma are to be

found in the 9th and 10th sections of the Yasna, which are explained

by striking analogies in the hymn of the Veda just referred to. The

TptaiKcav yeyovevai irpeafivrepov Iffropovcnf. Ovros ovi> eKa\et rbv nev 'fi,po/j.di)v,

rbv Se 'Apeifjidviov Kal irpoffairetpaivero rbv /j.ev toiKfvat (pearl fj.d\urra r&v alffOrjruv,

rbv Se e/j.ira\iv <rK6r<? ical ayvoia- fiecrov 8e a/jupoiv rbv MtOpriv elvar Sib ical MlBpyv

Tlepcrai rbv u-eairriv bvofM^ovaiv e8i8ae fiev rep evKraia 6veiv Kal xapicrT^pia, rep Se

airorpoiraia Kal ffKvBpaird, fl6av ydp TWO, Koirrovres o/uayu Ka\ov^.evrjv ev '6\fj.cf, rbv

"ASrjv avaKa\ovvTai Kal rbv ffK6rov elra jUiaj/Tej dlfuvri \VKOV <r<f>a,yfVTos, els T&irov

a.vi\Xiov eiKpepovcri Kal piirrovai. Kal yap rSiv (pvruv vofi.iov(ri ra per rov ayaBov

Oeov, ra Se rov KO.KOV Saifiovos elvaf Kal rcav ci>cav, Sxnrep Kvvas Kal opvtOas Kal

%*pffa(ovs ex'wovs, rov ayaQov rov Se (pav\ov rovs evvSpovs elvai, Sib Kal rbv

Kreivavra irXelerrovs evSaiu.oviov<n.
4

" For some think that there are two gods, as it were opposed in their functions,

the one the framer of good objects, the other of bad. Some call the more excellent

being God, and the other Demon
;
as Zoroaster, the Magian, who is related to have

lived 5000 years before the Trojan war. He called the one Oromazes, the other

Arimanius, and declared that the former resembled light most of all sensible things,

and the latter darkness and ignorance. He also said that Mithras was intermediate

between them. This is the reason why the Persians call Mithras the mediator. He

taught them to sacrifice votive and thank-offerings to the one (Oromazes), and to the

other gloomy oblations to avert his wrath. For after pounding a certain herb called

omoini in a mortar, they invoke' Pluto and darkness
;
and when they have mixed it

with the blood of a slaughtered wolf, they carry it to a sunless spot and cast it away.
For they also regard certain plants as belonging to the good deity, and others to the

evil demon ;
and some animals, as dogs, and birds, and hedgehogs, to the former

(and others as) sea-urchins, to the latter
j
and they felicitate those who have killed

the greatest number of these last."
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9th section begins thus :
' In early morning Haoma came to Zarathus-

tra, who was consecrating his sacred fire, and repeating prayers. Zara-

thustra asked him,
" What man art thou, wkom I see to be the most

excellent in the whole existing world on account of his immortal life?"

Hereupon Haoma, the pure, the remover of sickness, answered me,
" I am, Zarathustra, the pure, the remover of sickness. Invoke me,

holy man, pour me forth to drink, celebrate me with praise, as formerly

the holy men used to do." "Then Zarathustra said,
"
Reverence,to

Haoma." ' n Haoma is here called ' remover of heat, or sickness,' %nd

in the same way Soma is said in Bigveda, i. 91, 12, to be amlvaha,
' the destroyer of suffering.' This passage of the Yasna clearly shows'

how, as I have before mentioned, the separate ideas of the god and of

the juice are blended. Haoma desires that he himself shall he pre-

pared for sacrifice.

" This passage is followed by a specification of the four original

worshippers of Haoma. The first was Vivanhat, who prepared the

celestial beverage hunuta, and in consequence obtained a blessing, and

the fulfilment of his wish that a son should be born to him. This was

Ring Yim'a, the most glorious of men, in whose realm men and animals

never died, water and trees never dried up, food was superabundant,

and cold, heat, disease, death, and devilish envy were unknown.
" What has before been said of Yima shows the importance of this

passage. The worship of Haoma is placed anterior to Yima, i.e. to the

commencement of Iranian civilization
;
and i^ fact is declared to be

the cause of that happy period. The Eigveda also refers to this high

antiquity of the Soma worship, when1

(i. 91, 1) it says of Soma:
'

By thy guidance, brilliant (Soma), our courageous fathers have

obtained treasures among the gods.' Like Yivanhat, the next wor-

shippers of Eobma, viz., Athwya and Samanam Sevishta, also obtained

11
Compare Spiegel's translation of the same passage, and its continuation, Avesta,

ii. 68, ff. In note 4 he remarks :
"
Haoma, like various other deities of the Avesta,

is regarded as at once a personal god, and as the thing on account of which this god
was imagined. Haoma is at once a Yazata and a drink. The original identity

of the Indian Soma with the Haoma of the Avesja has been excellently shown in

F. "Windischmann's dissertation. Among both nations the healing power of the

Haoma is prominently noticed, but among the Parsis it is particularly the white

Haoma which imparts immortality. The Indian plant is the asclepias acida
; the

Persian is not determined. Both nations notice that the plant grew on mountains,

and originally, at least, it must have been the same plant which both employed."

VOL. II. 31
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offspring, Thraetaono and sons who destroyed the Ahrimanian

monster. The heroic age of the conflict of light is thus referred back

to Haoma, whilst in the Rigveda (i. 91, 8), Soma is invoked to

'
deliver from destruction, to suffer none of his friends to perish ;'

and

(in verse 15) to protect from incantations and from sin; and in the

Samaveda (Stevenson, p. 259) he is said to drive away the Rakshasas.

"It is interesting to remark, that while Thraetaono is said here to

have been bestowed by Haoma, the Samaveda names a Rishi Trita as

an' offerer of Soma.
" The fourth worshipper of Haoma is Pourusaspa, the father of Zara-

thustra: his reward was the birth of this illustrious son, the promulgator
of the anti-demonic doctrine. Here also the ancient legend confirms

the priority of the Haoma worship to the Zoroastrian reformation.

" When Zarathustra has thus learnt that he owes his own existence

to Haoma, he celebrates his praises : and the epithets which he here

applies to the god agree in a remarkable way with those of the Yeda.

Some of these parallel epithets are hvaresa, Zend, = svarshu, Sanskrit

(R.V. i. 91, 21), 'giving heaven;' verethrajao, Zend.,=vntraha, Sanskrit

(R.V. i. 91, 5),
'

destroyer of enemies ;' hukhratus, Zend, =* sukratu'u,

Sanskrit (R.V. i. 91, 2),
'

offering good sacrifices,' or '

wise,' or '

strong.'

The blessings supplicated by Zarathustra from Haoma also agree in

many points with those which the Vedic poet asks from Soma."

It is not necessary, however, to pursue the subject farther. I refer

the reader, who wishes further details of this sort, to Dr. Windisch-

mann's dissertation itself.

I copy the following remarks on the Soma worship from Mr. Whit-

ney's "Main Results of the later Vedic Researches in Germany"

(Journal of the Amer. Orient. Society, iii. 299, 300). The "
hymns,

one hundred and fourteen in number [of the 9th book ofhe Rigveda],

are, without exception, addressed to the Soma, and being intended to

be sung while that drink was expressed from the plant that afforded it,

and was clarified, are called pdvamanyas,
(

purificational.' .... The

word soma means simply
' extract

'

(from the root su, to express,

extract), and is the name of a beverage prepared from a certain herb,

the asclepias acida, which grows abundantly upon the mountains of

India and Persia. This plant, which by its name should be akin to

our common milk-weed, furnishes, like the latter, an abundant milky
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juice, which, when fermented, possesses intoxicating qualities. In

this circumstance, it is believed, lies the explanation of the whole

matter. The simple-minded Arian people, whose whole religion was

a worship of the wonderful powers and phenomena of nature, had no

sooner perceived that this liquid had power to elevate the spirits, and

produce a temporary phrenzy, under the influence of which the in-

dividual was prompted to, and capable of, deeds beyond his natural

powers, than they found in it. something divine
;

it was, to their appre-

hension, a god, endowing those into whom it entered with gocj-like

powers ;
the plant which afforded it became to them the king of plants ;

the process of preparing it was a holy sacrifice
;
the instruments used

therefor were sacred. The high antiquity of this cultus is attested by,

the references to it found occurring in the Persian Avesta
;

it seems,

however, to have received a new impulse on Indian territory, as the

pavamanya hymns of the Veda exhibit it in a truly remarkable state

of development. Soma is there addressed as a god in the highest

strains of adulation and veneration; all powers belong to him; all

blessings are besought of him, as his to bestow. And not only do such

hymns Compose one whole book of the Rik, and occur scattered here

and there through other portions of it, but the most numerous single

passages and references everywhere appearing, show how closely it

had intertwined itself with the whole ritual of the Vedic religion.'*

[See the section on Soma in the fifth volume of this work.]

Lassen remarks in reference to the affinities of the Iranians and

Indians (Ind. Ant. 1st ed., i. 516 2nd ed., i. 617) :
" It should first be

recollected that the Zendavesta shows Ous the [Iranian] doctrine not in

its original, but in a reformed shape ;
a distinction is made between the

pious men who lived before the proclamation of the law by Zoroaster, and

the ' neares* -relations :' and we may conclude that the points wherein

the Brahmanical Indians and the followers of Zoroaster coincide, belong

to the old, and those in which they differ, to the new, system. Of the

beings who are the objects of veneration in the Avesta, it is the seven

highest, i.e. Ahura Mazda and the Amesha S'pentas, who are peculiarly

Iranian ;
their names are unknown to the Brahmans

;
the Vedas re-

cognize no class of seven divinities of the highest rank who are of the

same character. On the other hand, there is no trace of Brahma among
the Iranians. The fundamental principle of the Zend doctrine, the
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dualistic separation of the good and evil principles, is, in like manner,

foreign to Brahmanism. But there are, nevertheless, other deities,

who are equally venerated in the Zendavesta and the Yeda, viz., fire,

the sun, the moon, the earth, and water
;
a fact which indicates that

both religions have a common foundation."

Lassen also treats of the legend of Yima, and of other points of con-

nexion between the Indian and Iranian religions, 1st ed. i. pp. 517-

526, and at greater length in the 2nd ed. pp. 619-634; and then

observes :
" These common reminiscences of the Eastern Iranians,

and the Arian Indians, cannot be explained from any communications

such as neighbouring nations might make to one another. On the

Contrary, we perceive sometimes a varying, sometimes a contradictory,

conception of important traditions and appellations, which is only

intelligible if we presuppose an earlier agreement, which had, in part,

become lost and modified in the course of time, after the separation of

the two nations
;
and in part had become converted into a contradic-

tion by a division in their opinions. Even this contradiction indicates

a closer connexion between the two nations at an earlier period."

See also Professor R. Roth's articles in the Journal of the 'German*

Oriental Society, for 1848 (pp. 216, ff.), 1850 (pp. 417, ff.), and 1852

(pp. 67,' ff.), on the legends of Feridun and Jemshid, and on the

"highest gods of the Arian nations;" and also his paper on Nabanaz-

dista, at p. 243 of the last-named volume
;
as well as Spiegel's paper

in Indische Studien, iii. 448. In the vol. of the Journal of the Germ.

Or. Society for 1848, p. 216, Roth proposes to show by an example,
" how the Yeda and the Aves6a flow from one fountain, like two

streams, the one of which, the Yedic, has continued fuller, purer, and

truer to its original character
;
while the other has become in many

ways polluted, has changed its original course, and consequently cannot

always be followed back with equal certainty to its sources." See

also Professor Miiller's "Last Results of the Persian Researches,"

reprinted in "
Chips," i. 81, ff.

G.Page 306.

Professor Cowell, editor of the fifth edition of the History of India

(1866), has some remarks on this conclusion of Mr. Elphinstone in an

additional Appendix, no. viii., pp. 284, ff. He there gives a nummary



of the circumstances which lead to the belief that the Indians were

immigrants from without, as the most probable inference from the

premises. He alludes first to " the fact of a connexion between the

original Sanskrit-speaking tribes and the other nations of Western

Asia and Europe, as proved by the common origin of their respective

languages," as admitted by Mr. Elphinstone, and then froceeds:
" It

is perhaps going too far to assert that this connexion is thus proved

to be one of race ; at any rate, this is a question which' belongs to

physical science rather than to history. It is enough for the historian

if it is granted that in some remote prehistoric time the ancestors of

these various tribes were living in close political relation to each

other; and the similarity which we find in their languages must un-'

doubtedly prove this, even although the problem of race should remain

as unsettled a question as before." Compare Mr. Geldart's remarks

in note D, above, pp. 467, 468.

Professor Cowell allows that "this similarity and linguistic sympathy

proves only the fact of a connexion
;
but they

'

prove nothing regard-

ing the .place where it subsisted, nor about the time,' [Elphinstone] ;

but" (he adds) "perhaps the following considerations may throw some

light on this further question," and then goes on to say that "a central

home once occupied by the ancestors of these now widely scattered

nations seems prima facie more probable than to suppose that they

emigrated from the furthest extremity of the line as India." He then

states the considerations which confirm this view.

NOTE H. Page 315.

"The question regarding the time and place of the separation is of

yet greater importance than that concerning its cause. For our present

inquiry, it is of less consequence to determine the place, than the time,

of that separation. As regards the region where the Indians and

Iranians dwelt together, several suppositions may be made. The

Iranians may have immigrated into ,the Panjab along with the Indians,

and have turned thence in a westerly (Erection. But, on the other

hand, the Indians might have separated themselves from the Iranians,

and travelled towards the east. Thirdly, it might be conjectured that

the two races had parted from each other before they migrated towards

India and Iran. Be this as it may, though we are unable to assign
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any date to the period of the separation, we must decidedly hold it to

have occurred before the Vedic era. No such relation exists between

the two races as would justify us in assuming that the Iranians formed

one community with the Indians during the Vedic period. The great

majority of the Vedic gods and of the Vedic conceptions are as little

known to the Iranians, as the Iranian conceptions are to the Indians.

The ideas which are common to both nations may be most easily and

satisfactorily explained by supposing them to have been developed in

the ante-Vedic period." Spiegel, in Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitrage

zur vergl. Sprachf. vol ii. pp. 3, 4.

NOTE I. Page 316.

"It is the common view that it was religious grounds which oc-

casioned the separation of the Indians and Iranians. This opinion is

supported by the fact that the names of several divinities which have

a good signification among the one people, are used an a bad sense by

the other, and vice versa. Thus the Indian deva (god), hasjbecome,

a demon among the Iranians under the form of daeva ; and Indra as

Andra has experienced a similar degradation. It must not be denied

that these differences of conception may have had their foundation in

a religious schism between the two nations
;
but this opinion should

not be regarded as more than a probable conjecture, or held to be an

historical fact, which follows from the linguistic data with the same

certainty as the proposition that the Indian and Iranian nations had

originally the same common ancestors. Other possible modes may be

conceived, in which this opposition may have arisen; such as the

internal development of the Iranian people itself. "We Jiave only to

reflect on the case of the German religions, and their ancient gods,

who, in presence of Christianity, came to be regarded as evil spirits.

Dualism, with its rigorous consequences, was a power which operated

in Iran in precisely the same manner as Christianity did in Germany.

This dualism, which was a result of the particular development of the

Iranian people, was compelled to make room in its system, in the best

way it could, for those forms of religious belief which it found already

in existence, and did not, feel itself strong enough to discard. Many

beings formerly regarded as gods may thus have been transformed into
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evil spirits, because they stood in too strong a contrast to the new

moral system. It appears to me that the opposition between the

religious conceptions of the Indians and the Iranians grew up gradually,

and not all at once, in consequence of a reform of Zarathustra, as some

have assumed." Spiegel, as above, p. 3. On Andra see the 5th vol. of

this work, p. 121, and note 212 there.

NOTE 3. Page 327.

Ptolemy, Geogr. vi. 16, has the following notice of Ottorocorra :

"Optj Se Siefofcev TTJV SrjpiKrjv, rd re tca\ou[MVa
i

'Avvi/3a, K.T.\.
" The country of Serica is surrounded by mountain ranges,'' viz., the

>

Annibian, the Auxacian, the Asmira3an, the Casian, the Thagurian,

and that of Emodus.

Kal TO icdkovfjievov 'OrTopOKoppa?, ov ra Trepara eire^ei fJLOipas

p%6 Xcrr Kal poo-T \0. "
[Another of these ranges] is that called

Ottorocorras, the limits of which extend from 169 36' to 176 39'

east longitude."

Ta fj,V TOVV aprcTiKwrepa TT}? Sypitcfy Karavepovrat, edvrj
*

Av-

OpwTrofyarywv.
" The northern parts of Serica are inhabited by the

tribes of the Anthropophagi
"
(men-eaters). The Annibi, Sizyges, etc.

follow.

Kal ftea-rj/jifSpivcoTaTot, Trapa ra 'H/j,o)Sa Kal JjrjpiKa oprj 'Orro-

poKoppai. "And southernmost of all, near,,the Emodian and Serican

mountains, dwell the Ottorocorra3."

Among the cities of Serica is mentioned Ottorocorra, in east lon-

gitude 165 37' 15".

Ottorocora is again alluded to by Ptolemy in book viii., in his

remarks on the eighth map of Asia :

eH 'OrTOpoKopa rrjv fMeyicrT'Tjv fjpepav e^et utpwv iSyo eyyKrra'

Kal StecrT7/ei/ ^A\e^av8pela<i TT^O? ea> a>pai<? kirrd. " The greatest

length of the day in Ottorocora is
( nearly 14f hours. It is distant

from Alexandria seven hours towards the -east."

See, for an account of Ptolemy's geographical system, Lassen's Ind.

Ant. iii. 94, ff.
;
and for the position of Ottorocorra, the map at the

end of the same volume.
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NOTE ~K.Page 334.

In regard to Airyanem Vaejo, Lassen observes (Ind. Ant. 1st ed.,

i., p. 526, ff.
;
2nd ed. p. 634, ff.): "If we assume that the Arian

Indians and the Iranians had originally the same common abodes,

out of India, we should expect to find a tradition on the subject

among the latter people rather than among the former. "We have

already said that the Indians have no longer any legend of this

sort, though they imagine a sacred region and the seats of the gods

to ex;ist to the north of India. 12 The Iranians, on the contrary, clearly

designate Airyanem Vaejo as the first created country : this they place

in the extreme east of the Iranian highlands, in the region where the

,0xus and Yaxartes take their rise. This country was aiflicted with

winter by Ahriinan, and had only two months of summer, as if

the tradition of a decrease in the earth's temperature still floated

in the legend. "We must suppose the cold highlands on the

western slopes of Belurtag and Mustag to be meant," etc. [The
next paragraph will be quoted in Note M.] The following remarks

are added: "It suffices to have made it probable that the earliest,

abodes of the Indians and Iranians are to be sought in the extreme

east of the Iranian highlands ;
but we may assert it to be more than

probable that the Indians were derived from some part of the Iranian

1J Lassen's idea, quoted in p. 337, that the "daily prospect of the snowy summits

of the Himalaya, glittering far and wide over the plains/' and the knowledge the

Indians had of the " table-land beyond, with its extensive and tranquil domains, its

clear and cloudless sky," etc., would point out the "north as the abode of the gods,

and the theatre of wonders," is confirmed by Homer's description of Olympus, Odyss.

vi. 42, S. :

OS\vfj.ir6v5', SSi (petal Qt<av e'Sos a.ff<f>a\S (del

"EHfitvar otir' avt/j-oiffi rivafffferat, otne TTOT'

Aeuercu, o&Tf ^luv tirnri\va.Tai' oAAa /uaA.' a

ai cu>f<pf\os, Aev/d; 8' firiSfSpopfv

"
Olympus, where they say the blessed gods

Repose for ever in secure abodes :

No stormy blasts athwart those summits sweep,
No showers or snows bedew the sacred steep ;

But cloudless skies serene above are spread,

And golden radiance plays around its head."

This, however, is the ideal Olympus. The mountain is styled aydwupos, "snowy,"
in Iliad i. 420, where the scholiast explains the discrepancy by saying that the

epithet
"
snowy

"
applies only to the parts below the clouds, the summits being

above the clouds, and exempt from rain or snow. f
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country The means of arriving at a conclusion on this sub-

ject are uncertain; we can only form conjectures from a review of the

later geographical positions occupied by these nations; and we are

thus led to fix on the country lying between the Caspian sea and

the highlands before mentioned, as having been most probably their

ancient seats."

See also Ariana Antiqua, p. 134, quoted in Note M.

Baron von Bunsen also treats of the First Fargard of the Vendidad

in one of the Appendices to his Bibel-werk, vol. v. pp. 315, 316. I

abstract the following remarks :
" The sacred books of Zoroaster's

followers begin with a description of the gradual diffusion of the Arian

races of Bactria, as far as the Penjab. The account of these migrations

of the Bactrian Arians is preceded by a remarkable reference to the

primeval country in the north-east, from which their forefather.8 re-

moved to their present abodes, in consequence of a great natural con-

vulsion. It appears that that once perfect primeval country, Airyana,

had originally a very mild climate, until the hostile deity created a

powerful serpent, and snow
;

so that only two months of summer re-

mained, while winter prevailed during ten. The country next oc-

cupied was Sogdiana ;
and the third Bactria. The progress of the

Arians with their civilization is, as it were, the march of Ahura Mazda,
the lord of spirits. This advance has an historical import, for all the

countries which are specified form a continuous series, extending

towards the south and west, and in all of tbgm the Arian culture is

discoverable, and even now (in part exclusively) predominant. The

first-named country can be no other "*than that where the Oxus and

Yaxartes take their rise; the table-land of Pamer, and Khokand.

Assuming the genuineness and antiquity of the Bactrian tradition, we

have here a testimony, deserving of the highest consideration, to the

historical character of the Biblical tradition regarding the interruption

of the life of the Asiatic population by a great natural convulsion con-

fined to this locality. The country lying between the highlands just

mentioned to the east, and the mountain^ of Caucasus and Ararat to

the west, with the Caspian Sea in its centre, is regarded by scientific

geologists, such as Humboldt and Murchison, as the very region where

the most recent convulsions of nature have occurred. The snow and

the prolonged winter alluded to in the oldest Arian tradition must

have been the result of an upheaving of theiand into mountains."
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NOTE ~L.Page 354.

In the Asiatic Researches, vol. xv. 108, Professor H. H. Wilson

translates parts of a long passage in the Karna Parva, or viii
th book of

the Mahabh., verses 2025, ff., in which the manners of the Bahikas,

Madras, Gandharas, Arattas, and other tribes of the Panjab are stig-

matized as disgraceful. The same text is quoted and translated in the

appendix to M. Trover's Rajatarangim, vol. ii. pp. 549, ff. I will

cite, a few specimens from this passag*e. The country where the

Bahikas dwell is thus defined (verses 2029, ff.) ; Vahishlcrituh Hima-

vatd Gangaya cJta vahishkritdh
\ Sarasvatyd Yamunayd Kurukshetrena,

chapi ye \

Panchdndm Sindhu-shashtdndm nadlndm ye
1

antardsritdh
\

Tan dharmavdhydn asuchln Bdhlkdn parivarjayet \

"Let every one

avoid those impure Bahikas, who are outcasts 13 from righteousness,

who. are shut out by the Himavat, the Ganga, the Sarasvati, the

Yamuna, and Kurukshetra, and who dwell between the five rivers

which are associated with the Sindhu (Indus), as the sixth."

Their women are thus described (v. 2035) : Gdyanty athacha

nrityanti striyo mattdh mvdsasah
\ Nagardgdra-va/preshu vahir mdl-

ydnulepandh, etc.
" The women, drunk and undressed, wearing gar-

lands, and perfumed with unguents, sing and dance in public places,

and on the ramparts of the town," etc.
;
with much more to the same

effect.

Again (v. 2063, ff.)
: Panchanadyo vdhanty etdh yatra nissritya

parvatdt \

Arattdh ndnw, Bdhlkdh na teshv Aryo dvyaham vaset
\ (v.

2068, ff.)
Arattdh ndma te desdh Bahlkam numa tajjalam \

Brdhmana-

pasaduh yatra tulyahdldh Prajupateh \

Vedo na teshdm vedyancha yajno

yajanam eva cha
\ Vrdtydndm ddsamlydndm annam devdh na Ihunjate \

Prasthaldh Madra-Gdndhdrdh Arattdh ndmatah Khasdh
\

Vasuti-

Sindhusauvlrdh iti prdyo 'tikutsitdh
\

"In the region where these five

rivers flow after issuing from the mountains dwell the Bahikas, called

Arattas
;

let no Arya dwell there even for two days. . . . The name

13 These expressions,
" dharma-t>ahyatt" and "

vaMsA-kritah," seem to contain a

play on the name of the HahtkaA This tribe is mentioned in the S'. P. Br. i. 7, 3,

8, quoted above, p. 202
;
where it is said that they gave to Agni the name of Bhava.

This reference to their recognition of one of the Indian gods, without any deprecia-

tory allusion to their manners, may perhaps be held to indicate that the author of

the Brahmana did not hold .them in such low esteem as the speaker in the AlahtL-

bharata. See also the quotations from Panini in note 142, p. 354.
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of the country is Aratta
;
the water of it is called Bahika. There

dwell degraded Brahmans, contemporary with Prajapati. They have

no Veda, no Yedic ceremony, nor any sacrifice. The gods do not eat

the food offered by Vratyas and servile people. The Prasthalas,

Madras, Gandharas, Arattas, Khasas, Vasatis, and Sindhusauviras are

nearly all very contemptible." Again it is said of the same country

(v. 2076, ff.) Tatra <vai Brdhmano bhutvd tato bhavati Kshatriyah \

Vaisyah S'udrascha Bahikas 'tato bhavati ndpitah \ JfSpitascha tato

bhutvd punar bhavati JBrdhmanah
\ Dvijo bhutva cha tatraiva pnnar

ddso 'bhijdyate \ Bhavaty ekah kule viprah prasrishtdh kdmachdrinah
\

Gdndhdrdh MadrakdsehawaBdhlkdichdlpachetasah.
" There a Bahika,

born a Brahman, becomes afterwards a Kshatriya, a Vaisya, or a

S'udra, and eventually a barber. And again the barber becomes a Brah-

man. And once again the Brahman there is born a slave. One Brah-

man alone is born in a family among the senseless Gandharas, Madras,

and Bahikas
;
the [other brothers] act as they will without restraint."

In the Eajatarangim, i. 307, ff., the Gandhara Brahmans are thus

characterized : Agrahdrdn jagrihire Gdndhdra - brdhmands tatah
\

samdna-silds tasyawa dhruvam te 'pi dmjddhamdh \ Bhagim-varga-

sambhoga-nirlajjdh Hlechha-vamsajdh \ Snwhd-sangati-salctdscha ddra-

ddh santi pdpinah \
Fastubhdvais tathd bhdtya bhdryyd-vilcraya-

kdrinah
\ paropabhogitds teshdm nirlajjas tarhi yoshitah \

" Then

the Gandhara Brahmans seized upon rent-free lands
;
for these most

degraded of priests were of the same disposition as that [tyrannical

prince.] These sinners, sprung from Mlechhas, are so shameless as to

corrupt their own sisters and daughters-in-law, and to offer their wives

to others, hiring and selling them, like commodities, for money. Their

women being thus given up to strangers, are consequently shameless."

M. Troyer remarks (vol. ii. 317) that " the inhabitants of the Panjab

are in this pascage of the Mahabh. named generally Bahikas and Arattas,

while the Gandharas are associated with the different tribes into which

these inhabitants are subdivided, such as the Prasthalas and Madras,

in such a way that it can scarcely be doubted that the former (the

Gandharas) lived in their neighbourhood, diffused like them between

the six rivers of that country. . . The Sindhu-Gandharas mentioned,

Raj. i. 66, lived on the Indus."

And Wilson says (As. Bes. xv. 105) : "According to the Mahabh.
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the Gandhari are not only met with upon crossing the Setlej and pro-

ceeding towards the Airavati (Eavi), or where Strabo places Gandaris,

but they are scattered along with other tribes throughout the Panjab,

as far as to the Indus, when we approach Gandaritis. According also

to our text (Raj. i. 66) one body of the Gandhari appear to occupy a

division of their own on the last river, which is named after that very

circumstance, Sindhu-Gandhar, and these may have extended west-

ward as far as the modern Candahar."' In his Yishnu-Pur., 1st ed.,

p. 1^1, note 83, the same writer says of the Gandharas :
" These are

also a people of the north-west, found both, on the west of the Indus,

and in the Panjab, and well known to classical authors as the Gandarii

and Gandaridee." See also Rawlinson's Herodotus, iv. pp. 216, 217.

NOTE M. Page 356.

Lassen, Ind. Ant. i. 527, remarks as follows: "The opinion that

the original seats of these [the Indian and Iranian] nations are to be

sought here in [the extreme east of the Iranian highlatfds], receives

great confirmation from the fact, that we find branches of these nations

on both sides of this lofty range ;
for the ancient inhabitants of Casghar,

Yarkhand, Khoten, Aksu, Turfan, and Khamil are Tajiks and speak

Persian
;

it is from this point only that they are diffused towards the

interior of upland Asiaj so that their most powerful germ seems to

have been planted on this range."

And Professor H. H. "Wilson'says :
' ' "Without extending the limits

of India, however, too far to the north, there is no reason to doubt

that the valleys of the Indian Caucasus were properly included within

them, and that their inhabitants, as far as to the Pamer mountains and

Badakhshan, were Indians, who may have been at first tributary to

Persia, and afterwards subjects of some branches of the Greek race of

Bactrian kings." Ariana Antiqua, p. 134.

Badakhshan is the country on the banks of the Oxus near its sources,

situated between lat. 36 and 38 north, and lying eastward from

Balkh. Pamer lies in the same direction. See the map in Ariana

Ant. p. 214, or that of Ancient India in Lassen's Ind. Ant., vol. ii.
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NOTE ~R.Page 396, note 83, line 6.

The passage of the S'atapatha Brahmana here referred to is as follows:

xiii. 8, 1,5: Chatussrakti
\

devds cha asurds cha ubhaye prdjdpatydh

dikshv aspardhanta \

te devdh asurdn sapatndn Ihrdtrivydn diglhyo

'nudanta
\

te 'dikkdh pardlhavan \

tasmdd ydh daivyah pro/as chatus-

sraktlni tdh smasdndni Icurvate
\

atha ydh dsuryah prdchyds tvad ye

tvat parimandaldni \

te'nudanta hy endn diglhyah. "Four-cornered.

The gods and Asuras, both the offspring of Prajapati, contended in the

regions. The gods expelled the Asuras, their rivals and enemies, from,

the regions" [conceived, apparently, as square, or angular]. "They,

heing regionless, were overcome. Hence, the people who are divine

construct their graves four-cornered ; whilst the Eastern people, who

are akin to the Asuras, construct them round. For the gods drove

the Asuras from the regions."

NOTE Q.Page 443.

* A question, of considerable interest here presents itself, on which it

may be desirable to make a few remarks, viz., whether the indigenous

or non-Arian races, who now speak Tamil, and the other languages of

the southern group, are of the same family as those tribes who were

brought into contact with the Aryas on their first arrival in India,

and the remains of whose languages have survived in the vernacular

dialects of northern Hindustan. The late *Rev. Dr. J. Stevenson

appears to have been of opinion that thp non-Sanskrit element in the

northern and southern vernacular dialects was originally to a great

extent the same, and that the people who spoke them also belonged to

one race. He^remarks (Art. vii., Journ. Bombay Branch Royal As.

Soc., No. XII. for 1849), "It is usually taken also for granted that

between the non-Sanskrit parts of the northern and southern families

of languages there is no bond of union, and that the only connecting

link between the two is their Sanskrit element. It is to this last

proposition that the writer of this paper* demurs." He afterwards

proceeds :
" The theory which has suggested itself to the writer as

the most probable is, that on the entrance of the tribes which now

form the highest castes, those of the Brahmans, Kshattriyas and
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"Waisyas, into India, they found a rude aboriginal population, speaking

a different language, having a different religion, and different customs

and manners
;
that by arms and policy the original inhabitants were all

subdued, and in great numbers expelled from the northern regions,

those that remained mixing with the new population, and being first

their slaves, and then forming the Sudra caste. The language of

these aborigines is supposed to have belonged to the southern family of

languages, the most perfect remaining type of which family is the

Tamil." ^he fundamental affinities of the northern and southern

languages are then discussed by Dr. Stevenson in various papers in

the same journal, which appeared in the years 1851 and 1852. Dr.

Caldwell, however, has expressed his dissent from Dr. Stevenson,

both in regard to the affinities between the pre-Aryan races them-

selves of the north and of the south, and their original languages.

(See pp. 38, ff. and 69, ff. of his Dravidian Grammar). In regard to

the languages he remarks (p. 39, ff.) that the hypothesis of their

affinity does not appear to him to have been established; as though

various analogies in grammatical structure seem to connect the non-

Sanskrit element in the north Indian idioms with the c Scythian or

Tartar tongues, yet that no special relationship of the former to the

Dravidian languages has yet been proved to exist. If the non-

Sanskrit element in the northern vernaculars (p. 40) had been

Dravidian, we might have expected to find in their vocabularies a few

primary Dravidian roots such as the words for head, hand, foot, eye,

ear
;

whereas Dr. Caldwell has been unable to discover any trust-

worthy analogy in words belonging to this class. Further research,

he adds (p. 42), may possibly disclose the existence in the northern

vernaculars of distinctively Dravidian forms and roots, but their

presence does not yet appear to be proved ;
and he theiealbre concludes

that the non-Sanskrit portion of the northern languages cannot safely

be placed in the same class with the southern, except, perhaps, in the

sense of both being Scythian rather than Arian. The same is the

opinion of the Rev. Dr. J. Wilson, who in his " Notes on the Marathi

Language," in the prefaci to the second edition of Molesworth's

Marathi Dictionary (p. xxii), thus writes :
" The Scythian words in

the Marathi are, in general, like those of the other Turanian tongues,

more in their forms than in their sounds. They differ very much
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from the vocables of the Turanian languages in the south of India

(the Canarese, Telugu, Tamul, and Malayalam), the comparison of the

dictionaries and grammars of which throws but little light on the

Marathi; and though they may be classed in the same tribe of

languages, they evidently belong to a different family, to a different

Turanian immigration into India, yet to be explored by the combined

labours of the philologist and the ethnographer." Kegarding the

question whether the non-4rian tribes of the north and the south

are themselves of the same stock, Dr. Caldwell remarks (p. 72) fthat

the Dravidians may be confidently regarded as the earliest inhabi-

tants of India, or at least as the earliest that entered from the

north-west, but it is not so easy to determine whether they are the

people whom the Arians found in possession, or whether they had

been already expelled from the north by the irruption of another

Scythian race. Without deciding this' point positively, Dr. Caldwell

is led by the apparent differences between the Dravidian languages

and the aboriginal element in the northern vernaculars, to incline to

the supposition that the Dravidian idioms belong to an older stage

*of Scytlrian. speech ;
and if this view be correct, it seems to follow

that the ancestors of the Scythian or non-Arian portion of the

north Indian population must have immigrated into India at a later

period than the Dravidians, and must have expelled the Dravidians

from the greater portion of north India before they were themselves

subjugated by a new race of Arian invaders from the north-west.

In any case Dr. Caldwell is persuaded that it was not by the Arians

that the Dravidians were expelled fyom northern India, and that,

as no reference occurs either in Sanskrit or Dravidian tradition to

any hostilities between these two races, their primitive relations

could never iave been otherwise than amicable. The pre-Arian

Scythians, by whom Dr. Caldwell supposes that the Dravidians may
have been expelled from the northern provinces, are not, he con-

siders, to be confounded with the Kolas, Santhals, Bhills, Doms, and

other aboriginal tribes of the north, who, he supposes, may have

retired into the forests before the Drafldians, or, like the Bhotan

tribes, have entered into India from the north-east. The languages

of these forest tribes Dr. Caldwell conceives to exhibit no affinity

with the 3aboriginal element in the northylndian vernaculars. We
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have therefore, according to the views just summarily expounded,

four separate strata, so to speak, of population in India :

First and earliest, the forest-tribes, such as the Kolas, Santhals,

Bhills, etc., etc., who may have entered India from the north-east.

Second. The Dravidians, who entered India from the north-west,

and either advanced voluntarily towards their ultimate seats in the

south of the peninsula, or were driven by the pressure of subsequent

hordes, following them from the same direction.

Third. We have the race (alluded to at the end of the preceding

head, No. 2) of Scythian or non-Arian immigrants from the north-

west, whose language afterwards united with the Sanskrit to form

the Prakrit dialects of northern India.

Fourth. The Arian invaders who (after separating first from the

other branches of the Indo-Germanic stock, and last of all from the

Persian branch of that family) advanced into India, drove before

them the non-Arian tribes who were previously in possession of the

Panjab and other parts of the north-west provinces of India, and after

organizing Brahmanical communities, and founding Brahmanical insti-

tutions in the north, gradually diffused themselves to the e'ast and

south, and eventually extended their discipline, and to some degree

their sacred language, to the remotest parts of the peninsula.

To whatever degree the details of this theory may be capable of

proof, the general conclusion, at least, seems to be undeniable, viz.,

thai; the ancestors, both of the Dravidian nations, and of other non-

Sanskritic tribes now occupying different parts of India, were in

occupation of that country before the immigration of the Arians;

and that the former could not (as is erroneously intimated in various

Puranic and other traditions) have been descended from the latter.

If the Dravidian Cholas, Keralas, etc., were originally Kshatriy
05:

who fell away from Brahmanism, they must have been reconverted to

that system ;
a double process of which there is no historical proof.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

'i. Page 47, lines 21-24.

This remark seems to be incorrect. The Scholiast could not have

meant to denote the Maharashtri, or any other of the provincial Prakrits,

hy the term "
desi," as they all embraced a " tatsama" and a " tad-

bhava" element also. He could only, when using the word "desi,"

have referred to the local element in each. See pp. 49, 427, ff.

ii. Page 249, line's 18, ff.

A leanred friend informs me that the Sanskrit astu does not cor-

respond to the Latin esto, which in old Latin is estod
;
that the latter

word coincides with such Sanskrit forms as yajatdt, etc.
;
and that the

same holds good of the Greek esto. He also states that santu (Sanskrit)

is not = mnto (Latin) ;
and that the Greek es, en, do not correspond to

the Sanskrit dsls, dslt, but to the Vedic as (compare Bb'htlingk and

Roth s.v. 1, as; where Panini vii. 3, 97, and R.V. x. 85, 7
;
x. 129,

3, and x. 149, 2, are referred to). Bopp. Comp. Gr., 2nd ed., ii. p. 410,

gives the Sanskrit dsam, dsis, dslt, and as, as corresponding to the

Greek en, es, ~es, ~en; and Schleicher in the table in p. 710, of his

Compendium, 3rd ed., gives esto (Gr.) and esto (Lat.) as corresponding

to the Sanskrit astu, and sunto (Lat.) as coinciding with the Sanskrit

santu.

iii. Page 250, line 14.

Lars, dadarsa, correspond both in sense and sound to derko, dedorka.

iv. Page 251, lines 25-27.

Instead of the Sanskrit navatd, samatd, laghutd, such Vedic forms as

arishtatdti, devatdti, sarvatdti, should have been given as the more

exact equivalents of the Zend, Greek, and Latin words there quoted.

See Bopp's Comp. Grammar, 2nd ed., vol. iii. pp. 218 (where the Latin

senecta, juvbnta, vindicta, are specified as the forms corresponding to the

VOL. ii.
'

32
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Sanskrit navatd, etc.), and 221. See also Schleicher's Compendium,
3rd ed., p. 425. f.

v. Page 251, lines 28, ff.

Compare with the Sanskrit and Greek forms in tis and sis, the Latin

mens, mentis ; ars, artis ; fors, fortis ; and vestis. See Schleicher's

Compendium, p. 437.

vi. Page 253.

It the appendix to his edition of TJjjvalaladatta, Prof. Aufrecht has

pointed out a number of forms which correspond in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin.

vii. Page 264, line 1
;
and 289, line 6, and note 66.

See Bb'htlingk and Roth's Lexicon, s.v. 1, rudh; where rodhati in

E.V. viii. 43, 6, and vi rodhat, in R.Y. i. 67, 5 (9), are derived from

rudh, the old form of ruh, and are explained in the sense of " growing."

See also Benfey's translation of the latter passage in Orient und Occi-

dent, i. 596.
*

viii. Page 347, lines 8, ff
; 348, lines 25, ff., and 350, f.

Compare note 12 in the first preface above, p. xxv.

ix. Page 393, line 19; 395, line 21
; 396, line 15

;
and 418, note 124.

The points referred to in these passages are further illustrated by the

following lines from the Mahabharata, ii. 1169, ff. : Tatah S
'

tirpdra-

kam chaiva Tdldkatam athdpi ?ha
\

vase chakre mahdtejdh Dandakdmi

cha mahdlalah
\

1170
| Sdgara-dvlpa-vdsdms cha nripatln Mlechha-

yoni-jdn \

Nishdddn purushdddms cha Karnaprtivarandn api \
1171

|

Ye cha Kdlamukhdh ndma nara-rdkshasa-yonayah \ kfltsnam Koligi-

rim chaiva Suralhipattanam tathd
\

.... 1173
| Ekapadams cha,

purushdn Kerakdn vana-vdsinah
\ nagarlfii Sanjayantwi cha pdshan-

dam Karahdtakam
\
1175

|
Dutair eva vase chakre-

\

1176
|

Tatah

Jcachchha-gato dhlmdn dutdn Hddravatl-sutah \ 1177
| Preshaydmdsa

rdjendra Paulastydya mahdtmane
\ Vllhlshandya dharmdtmd prlti-

purvam arindama
\

1178
|

S'a chdsya pratijagrdha 6dsanam priti-

purvakam \

"1169. Then the glorious and mighty warrior reduced

to subjection Surparaka, Talakata, the Dandakas, (1170) the kings
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of Mlechha race, who inhabited the islands of the ocean, the

Mshadas, the men-eaters, the Karnapravaranas, [men whose ears

served them for coverings], (1171) the Kalamukhas sprung from men

and Rakshasas, the whole of Kolagiri and Surabhlpattana ....
1173. He then by his heralds subjected the Kerakas, one-footed men

living in forests, the city Sanjayanti, and the wicked Karahataka . . .

1176. Then the wise and righteous son of Madravati, arrived in the

low-lying tract, sent messengers amicably to the great son o'f Pulastya,

Yibhlshana, who received his commands in the same spirit." Inverse

1837, the "man-eating Eomakas," and in v. 1875, the Karnaprava-

ranas, are again mentioned.

The monkeys despatched to seek for Sita are desired to visit among'

other countries those of the following races : Ramayana iv., 40, 26,

if. (Bombay ed., =iv. 40, 29, ff., Gorr..ed.): Karnapruvarandms chaiva

tathd chdpy Oshthakarnakdh
\

Ghoralohamukhds chaiva javanas chaika-

ptidahdh \ ahhaydh lalavantas cha tathaiva purmhddakdh \

Kirdtds

tikshnachudds cha hemdbhdh priya-darsandh \
dma-mlndsands chdpi

^Kirdtdh dvlpavdsinah \ antarjalachardh gTiordh naravydghrdh iti

smritdh. ""The Karnapravaranas (men whose ears served for cover-

ings), the Oshthakarnaka.5 (people whose ears extended to their lips),

the dreadful Lohamukhas (iron-faeed-men), swift, and one-footed, un-

decaying, strong, men-eaters (a kind of Rakshasas according to the

commentator), the Kiratas, with sharp-pointed hair-knots, gold-

coloured, and pleasant to behold; and the dreadful Kiratas, who are

islanders, and eat raw fish, live in the waters, and are men-tigers

(men below and tigers above, according to the commentator)." One

of the Rakshasls mentioned in the Mahabh. iii. 6137, is called

ekapada,
" the one-footed."

x. Page 416, line 4.

The Rakshasas are in other places also described as following Brah-

manical observances. Thus in the, sequel of the story of Gautama

(from the Mahabharata xii. 6293, if.), above referred to in pp. 365, f.,

and 418, note 124, which is told as an illustration of ingratitude,

it is narrated that in consequence of the remonstrances of the other

Brahman, the hero of the story, after pleading poverty as an excuse

for his mode of life, left the Dasyu village in which he had been living,
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and went towards the ocean. "While he is halting in a delightful

forest under a tree, a crane, called Rajadharman, son of Kasyapa and

the goddess Dakshayam, and a friend of Brahma, arrives in the even-

ing from the heaven of that deity. Gautama, being hungry and thirsty,

is tempted to kill and eat him. The bird, however, welcomes him as a

guest to his house, and entertains him with the utmost kindness and

hospitality. Gautama then, in answer to an inquiry of his host, explains

that he is indigent, and on his way to the sea-coast in search of the

means of subsistence. The bird promises to procure him riches, and

in the morning sends him to a friend of his own, a Rakshasa king,

called Virupaksha, who lived not far off, and who, he said, would fulfil all

'

Gautama's aspirations (v. 6356). The Brahman accordingly proceeds

to the court of the Rakshasa chief, where he is eagerly welcomed. In

answer to the Rakshasa' s questions, he avows that he has married a

S'udra woman as his second wife (punarlhu). Notwithstanding this

confession, he is invited to a feast to be given to a thousand learned

Brahmans whom the Rakshasa chief was to entertain on that day

(vv. 6376, ff.) These Brahmans were all well fed, received large

presents of jewels, and were assured that on that day' they would

receive no molestation from any Rakshasas (vv. 6392, f.). Gautama,

too, got his share of gold, which weighed so heavily, that he could

scarcely carry it away to his place of sojourn in the forest, where

he sat down wearied and hungry. He is, however, welcomed and

entertained by the crane Rajadharman, but resolves to slay his host,

that he may have somewhat to eat on the way home (v. 6401). He

accordingly kills the crane wliile asleep, plucks and roasts him (v.

6403), and sets out on his journey homeward. After a time, the

Rakshasa king is apprehensive that something may have befallen his

friend Rajadharman, who had not come to visit him as usual, and sends

to ascertain the cause of his absence (6407, if.). The bird's skeleton

is discovered, and Gautama is pursued and brought to the Rakshasa

king, who, with his ministers and purohitas, weeps at the sight of

his friend's remains (v. 64^8); and commands the malefactor to be

slain and his flesh given to the Rakshasas to eat. They, however,

beg to decline eating the flesh of such a sinner, and say it should

be given to the Dasyus. ,
But even the latter refuse to eat it. Both

Rajadharman and Gautama are, however, 'afterwards restored to life.
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The latter returns to his old haunts, and begets wicked sons on this

S'udra woman, his second wife. He is in consequence cursed by the

gods, and doomed to hell (vv. 6445, ff.).

xi. Page 343, lines 8 and 19.

The number of the periodical called "
Nature," for 14th Sept., 1871,

contains an article by Prof. Max Miiller, on Major-General Cunning-

ham's "Ancient Geography
1 of India," in which R.V. v. 53, 9, and x.

75, 6, are translated, and some remarks on the Kubha, Krurau, and

Gomati rivers are added.

xii. Page 439, line 14. .

As this sheet is passing through the press, I find that it is stated

by a writer in the "Cornhill Magazine
"
for November, 1871, p. 570, f.,

that Dr. Caldwell is wrong in asserting that the Dravidians are a

Turanian people; and that in reality they "represent lineally an off-

shoot from the great parent stock which left the fatherland long before

Sanskrit was grown into vigour, and about the same period that the

Teutonic tfave flowed northwards into Europe. There is scarcely a

Dravidian root which does not appear in Gothic, Anglosaxon, or Ice-

landic." As at present informed, I am unable to say whether any

detailed proof of these assertions has been, or can be, adduced.
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METRICAL TRANSLATIONS.

I EEPEINT here two metrical translations from Indian authors, which

have< already been published, though they are but very slightly con-

nected with the other contents of this volume.

I. Asita and Buddha, or the Indian Simeon.

- In the Lalita Vistara a legendary history in prose and verse of the

life of Buddha, the great Indian Saint, and founder of the religion

which, bears his name it is related that a Rishi, or inspired sage,

named Asita, who dwelt on the skirts of the Himalaya mountains,

became informed, by the occurrence of a variety of portents, of the

birth of the future lawgiver, as the son of King S'uddhodana, in the

city of Kapilavastu, in Northern India, and went to pay his homage
to the infant. I have tried to reproduce the legend in the following

verses. The similarity of some of the incidents to portions of the

narrative in St. Luke ii. 25, ff., will strike the reader.

I may mention that the Buddhist books speak also of earlier Buddhas,

that the word means "the enlightened," or "the intelligent," and

that Buddha also bore the,appellations of Gautama, and of S'akyasinha,

and S'akyamuni i.e., the lion, and the devotee, of the tribe of the

S'akyas, to which he belonged.
'-

That I have not at all exaggerated the expressions in the text which

speak of Buddha as a deliverer or redeemer, or assimilated his character

more than was justifiable to the Christian conception of a Saviour,

will be clear to any one who can examine the original for himself.

In a passage quoted in the first volume of this work, p. 509, Kumarila

Bhatta, a renowned Brahmanical opponent of the Buddhists, while

charging Buddha with presumption and transgression of the rules

of his caste in assuming the functions of a religious teacher (with

which, as belonging to the Kshatriya, and not to the Brahmanical,

class, he had no right to interfere), ascribes to him these words

"Let all the evils (or sins) flowing from fee corruption of the Kali
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age" (the fourth, or most degenerate, age of the world) "fall upon

me; but let the world be redeemed !" If we were to judge from this

passage, it might seem that the character of a vicarious redeemer was

claimed by, or at least ascribed to, Buddha. I am informed by Mr. R.

C. Childers, however, that in his opinion the idea of Buddha's having

suffered vicariously for the sins of men is foreign to Buddhism, and

indeed, opposed to the whole spirit and tendency of the system. Ac-

cording to him the Buddhist idea is simply this, that Buddha volun-

tarily underwent great sufferings and privations during a longBourse

of probation, in order that he might attain the truth, and teach it to

men, and so redeem them from worldly existence.

Another valued correspondent, Professor E. B. Cowell, is unable to

think that the sentiment ascribed to Buddha by Kumarila is foreign

to his system, as it is thoroughly in_
accordance with the idea^of the

six pdramitas. But he does not understand it as implying any theo-

logical notion of vicarious atonement, but rather the enthusiastic

utterance of highly-strung moral sympathy and charity; and would

compare it with St. Paul's words in Romans ix. 3, and explain it in just

the same way as, he thinks, Chrysostom does that verse. He further

refers to the existence of numerous Buddhist stories in the Kathasarit-

sagara, among which is one from Ivi. 153, viz., the story of the dis-

obedient son with a red-hot iron wheel on his head, who says :

Pdpino 'nye 'pi [vi?] muchyantdm prithvydm tat-pdtakair api\ a pdpa-

kshayam etad me chakram Ihrdmyatu murdhani
\

" Let other sinners on

earth be freed from their sins
;
and until the removal of [their] sin let

this wheel turn round upon my head." In either case it is only a

wish, and it is not pretended that it really had, or ever could have, any

effect on other men. It only expresses a perfection of charity. The

same idea (obi-rowed, as Mr. Cowell supposes, from Buddha) occurs

in the Bhagavata Purana, ix. ch. 21. The " immortal word" (amritam

vachah, v. 11) contained in the 12th verse, and ascribed to the pious and

benevolent king Rantideva, who himself endured hunger and thirst

to relieve others, is as follows : Na kdmaye 'ham gatim Isvardt pardm

ashtarddhi-yuktdm apunarlhavam vd
\

driim pra/padye 'khila-dehalhujdm

antahsthito yena bhavanty aduhkhdh
\

"I desire not from God that

highest destiny which is attended with the eight perfections, nor do I

ask to b exempted from future births. I seek to live within all cor-
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poreal beings, and endure their pains, that so they may be freed from

suffering." On this the commentator annotates thus : Para-duhkha-

sahishnutaya sarveshdm duhkham svayam Ihoktum dsuste
\

"
akhiladeha-bhajdm tirtim" duhkham tat-tad-lhoktri-rupena

" antah-

sthitah" sann aham "prapadye" prupnuyum ity evam Jcamaye |)

On Himalaya's lonely steep
There lived of old a holy sage,
Of shrivelled form, and bent with age,

Inured to meditation deep.

He whek great Buddha had heen born,
The glory of the Sakya race,

Endowed with every holy grace,
To save the suffering world forlorn

Beheld strange portents, signs which taught
The wise that that auspicious time

Had witnessed some event sublime,
"With universal blessing fraught.

The sky with joyful gods was thronged :

He heard their voice with glad acclaim

Resounding loudly Buddha's name,
While echoes clear their shouts prolonged.

The cause exploring, far and wide
The sage's vision ranged ;

with awe
"Within a cradle laid he saw

Far off the babe, the Sakyas' pride.

"With longing seized this child to view
At hand, and clasp, and homage pay,
Athwart the sky he took his way

By magic art, and swan-like flew ;

r

And came to King Suddhodan's gates,
And entrance craved "

Go, royal page,
And tell thy lord an ancient sage

*

To see the King permission waits."

The page obeyed, and joined his hands
Before the prince, and said " A sage,
Of shrivelled form, and bowed with age,

Before the gate, my sovereign, stands,

" And humbly asks to see the King."
To whom Suddhodan cried " We greet
All such with joy ;

with honour meet
The holy man before us bring."

The saint beside the monarch stood,
And spake his blessing

" Thine be health,
With length of life, and might, and wealth ;

And eve"r seek thy people's good."

With all due forms, and meet respect,
The King received the holy" man,
And bade him sit ; and then began

" Great sage, I do not recollect

" That I thy venerable face

Have ever seen before ; allow

That I inquire what brings thee now
From thy far-distant dwelhng-place."

" To see thy babe," the saint replies,
" I come from Himalaya's steeps."
The king rejoined

" My infant sleeps ;

A moment wait until he rise."

" Such great ones ne'er," the RLhi spake,
"In torpor long" their senses steep,
Nor softly love luxurious sleep ;

The infant Prince will soon awake."

The wondrous child, alert to rise,

At will his slumbers light dispelled.
His father's arms the infant held

Before the sage's longing eyes.

The babe beholding, passing bright,
More glorious than the race divine,
And marked with every noble sign,

14

The saint was whelmed with deep delight ;

And crying
" Lo ! an infant graced

With every charm of farm I greet !"

He fell before the Buddha's feet,

With fingers joined, and round him paced.
13

Next round the babe his arms he wound,
And "

One," he said,
" of two careers

,
Of fame awaits in coming years

The child in whom these signs are found.

14 Certain corporeal marks are supposed by Indian writers to indicate the future greatness of

those children in whom they appear. Of these, thirty-two primary, and eighty secondary, marks
are referred to in the original as being visible on Buddha's person.

15 The word here imperfectly translated, means, according to Professor H. H. Wilson's

Dictionary, "reverential salutation, by circumambulating a person or object, keeping /he right

side towards them."
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" If such an one at home abide,
He shall become a King, whose sway
Supreme a mighty arm'd array

On earth shall stablish far and wide.

"
If, spurning worldly pomp as vain,
He choose to lead a tranquil life,

And wander forth from home and wife,
He then a Buddha's rank shall gain."

He spoke, and on the infant gazed,
When tears suffused his aged eyes ;

His bosom heaved with heavy sighs ;

Then King Suddhodan asked, amazed

"
Say. holy man, what makes thee weep,
And deeply sigh ? Does any fate

Malign the royal child await ?

May heavenly powers my infant keep !"

" For
thy

fair infant's weal no fears

Disturb me, King," the Rishi cried
;

" No ill can such a child betide :

My own sad lot commands my tears.

" In every grace complete, thy son
Of truth shall perfect insight

16
gain,

And far sublimer fame attain

Than ever lawgiver has won.

" He such a Wheel 17 of sacred lore

Shall speed on earth to roll, as yet
Hath never been in motion set

By priest, or sage, or god of yore.

" The world of men and gods to bless,
The way of rest and peace to teach,
A holy law thy son shall preach

A law of stainless righteousness.

"
By him shall suffering men be freed

From weakness, sickness, pain and grief;
From all the ills shall find relief

Which hatred, love, illusion, breed.

" His hand shall loose the chains of all

Who groan in fleshly bonds confined
;

With healinglouch the wounds shall bind
Of those whom pain's sharp arrows gall.

" His words of power shall put to flight
The dull array of leaden clouds

Which helpless mortals' vision shrouds,
And clear their intellectual sight.

"
By him shall men who, now untaught,
In devious paths of error stray,
Be led to find a perfect way

To final calm 18 at last be brought.

" But once, King, in many years,
The figtree

19 somewhere flowers perhaps ;

So after countless ages' lapse, tA Buddha once on earth appears.

" And now, at length, this blessed time

Has come : for he who cradled lies

An infant there before thine eyes
Shall be a Buddha in his prime.

"
Full, perfect, insight gaining, he

Shall rescue endless myriads tost

On life's rough ocean wavess and lost,

And grant them immortality.
20

" But I am old, and frail, and worn
;

I shall not live the day to see

When this thy wondrous child shall free

From woe the suffering world forlorn.

" 'Tis this mine own unhappy fate

Which bids me mourn, and weep, and sigh;
The Buddha's triumph now is nigh,

But ah ! for me it comes too late !

"

When thus the aged saint, inspired,
Had all the infant's greatness told,

The King his wondrous son extolled,

And sang, with pious ardour fired

"
Thee, child, th' immortals worship all,

The great Physician, born to cure

All ills that hapless men endure ;

I, too, before thee prostrate fall."

And now his errand done the sage,
Dismissed with gifts, and honour due,
Athwart the aether swan-like flew,

And reached again his hermitage.

16 The term here translated " insight
"

is derived from the same root as the word " Buddha,"
and means "

intelligence," or "
enlightenment."

lr The term thus rendered, dharmachakra, expresses a somewhat singular figure. It denotes

the " wheel of the law," or the " wheel of righteousness," or the " wheel of religion."
18 The word in the original is nirvana, a term of wlSch the sense is disputed some scholars

esteeming it to mean absolute annihilation
; others explaining it as the extinction of passion, the

attainment of perfect dispassion. Mr. Childers informs me that he considers nirvana to signify

active hliss on earth for a brief period, followed (upon death) by total annihilation. See a letter

from him on this subject hi No. 62 of " Trubner's Literary Record " for October, 1870, p. 27.
19 The tree referred to in tho original is the Udumbara, the Ficus glomerata.
20 Amrite cha pratisMhapayisK^ati.
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II. Ravana and Vedavatl.

The Ramayana, as is well known to students of Indian literature,

relates the adventures of Rama, son of the King of Ayodhya (Oude),

who, in consequence of a domestic intrigue, hecame an exile from his

country, and wandered about the southern regions of India in company

with his brother Lakshmana and his wife Slta. Slta was carried off

by Ravana, King of the Rakshasas (demons or goblins), to his capital

Lank?, in the island of Ceylon. Ultimately, Ravana was slain in

battle ly Rama, who (according, at least, to the poem in its existing,

and perhaps interpolated, form) was an incarnation of the supreme

god Vishnu, and Slta was rescued. Rama returned to Ayodhya after

'his father's death, and succeeded him on the throne. The legend

now freely translated is taken from the supplementary book of the

Ramayana, chapter 17, and relates a passage in the earlier life of

Ravana. Vedavatl, the heroine of the story, agreeably to the Indian

theory of the transmigration of souls, was subsequently re-born in the

form of Slta.

Where, clothed in everlasting snow,

Himalay's giant peaks arise

Against the ambient azure skies,

And bright as molten silver glow
While, far beneath, the solitudes

Are green with Devadaru 21 woods

It chanced that once the demon lord

Who ruled in Lanka's isle afar,

And, mounted on his airy car, f
Those northern tracts sublime explored,

Alighted there upon the ground,
And roamed the forests wild around.

And, lo, he saw a maiden, fair

And brilliant as a goddess, clad

In garb ascetic, rude and sad,
Deform with squalid matted hair :

And all at once with passion fired,

The damsel's secret thus inquired :

" How is it, tell me, lovely maid
Whose virgin charms subdue the heart,
Whose form with every grace of art

In gold and gems should be arrayed
"

Thou dost this doleful garb assume,
Which ill beseems thy youthful bloom ?

" Whose daughter art thou ? Wh#t hath led

Thy choice to such a life austere ?

blest were he whom, lady dear

And beauteous, thou should' st deign to wed !

"

Him, duly honoured as a guest,
The fair ascetic thus addressed :

" My father was a holy sage ;

From him I sprang as, calm, and dead
To earthly aims and joys, he read

Th' eternal Veda's hallowed page :

The voice which spoke within the Book
In me a form corporeal took.

" The gods, enamoured, all aspired
The honour of my hand to gain :

Their ardent pleas w.erewirged in vain
;

A loftier aim my father fired
^

For he had vowed, with lawful pride,
I could be only Vishnu's bride.

" Incensed at his rejection, one
< Among the suitors, proud but base,
The chieftain of the Daitya race,

52

Avenged the slight the sage had shown :

By night he nigh my father crept,
And vilely slew him while he slept.

81 Pinus devadaru, which signifies, the "divine tree;" the Deodar, a magnificent tree, both
n height and girth.
82 The Daityas in character correspond with the Titans of the Greeks.
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" That I my sire's high aim may gain,
And win great Vishnu for my lord,
I lead this life, by thee abhorred,

Of hard austerity and pain ;

And, till the god himself impart,
I wed his image in my heart.

" I know thee, Ravan, who thou art :

By virtue of this life austere

All hidden things to me are clear
;

I bid thee hence
; avaunt, depart !"

But by the maiden's charms subdued,
The demon still his suit pursued.

" Proud art thou, lady fair, whose soul

So high aspires ;
but such sublime

Devotion suits not well thy prime,
Nor stern and painful self-control.

The old may so their days employ ;

But thou should" st live for love and joy.

" I am the lord of Lanka's isle ;

Thy peerless charms my bosom fire
;

If thou wilt crown my heart's desire,
And ever on me sweetly smile,
Then thou, my favoured queen, shall know
The bliss that power and wealth bestow.

" And who is Vishnu, pray, declare,
Whosv, form thy fancy paints so bright ?

Can he in prowess, grandeur, might,
And magic gifts, with me compare ?

A phantom vain no longer chase,
The offer of my love embrace."

To whom the holy maid replied
"
Presumptuous fiend, thy boast is loud :

No voice but thine, profanely proud,
Hath ever Vishnu's might defied.

Heaven, earth, and hell, all own him lord

By all their hosts and powers adored."

She spake ; the fiend with rage was fired :

The damsel's hair he rudely grasped ;

Thus by his hated fingers clasped,
She tore her locks, and cried, inspired" This insult I may not survive :

I enter now this fire, alive.

" Yet though I die, I once again
Shall live to recompense this wrong.
And though my vengeance slumber long,

My pious works their meed sha'J gain,
And I shall re-appear on earth,
A virgin fair of royal birth."

She ceased. "With fixed resolve to die,, ,

The fire she entered, calm, elate ;

When all at once, to celebrate

This deed heroic, from the sky
There fell a shower of fragrant flowers,
Rained down by gods from heavenly bowers.

Nor was this maid's prediction vain.

Attaining all her heart's desire,
As Sita she was born again,
The daughter of a royal sire,

And won great Rama for her lord,

Whom men as Vishnu's Self adored.

And now the demon-king profane,
Whose coming doom hgd been foretold

By that insulted maid of old,

By Rama's hand in fight was slain.

For how could hellish power withstand

Incarnate Vishnu's murderous brand?
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INDEX TO PKOPEB NAMES AND MATTERS,

Abhidharmapitaka, 56

Abhira, 428

Abhlrika, 46

Abhiri, dialect, 46

Abu Sin, 349

Acbcba, see Atsu and Utsu

Acbitas, 391

Adars'a, 400

VAdharavana Vyakaranam,
428

V-Adhvaryu, 188

Aditi, 297
Aditva (the sun), 188

JEscnylus quoted, 293

Agamemno'
1
, 196

. Agastya, 409, 413 ff.

Agni, 175, 181, 185, 188 f,

197, 201
f; 211 f, 323,

361, 451, etc.

Agnibotra, 404

Agni purana, 422

Agrayana, 177

Ahi, 388

Abls'uva, 387

Abriman, 480, see Angra-
mainyus

Ahura Mazda, 298 f, 329

ff, 464, 471 "ff.

Aindravayava-graha-brah-
mana, 213

Airuvati, 484, oe Iravati

Airyama, 298

Airyama-vaejo, 329 ff,

480 f.

Aitareya Brahmana 181

i. 4172
i. 23, 25381 f.

ii. 19397
v. 32188

vii.

1, 22, 34183, 353
13184
18364, 369
viii. i4, 23324
38183

Aitihasikas, 175 f.
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Atharvaveda. con tin ued.

iv.

16, 1, ff.-451

20, 4, 8368
30, 4209

V.

4, 1328
22, 5, 7 f, 12, 14

351, 446

28, 9 f 383
X.

3, 11388
4. 23451
6, 10, 20383
7, 20189
xi. 7, 24189

xii.

1, 11-349
1, 45376

xviii.

2, 28368, 387.

xix.

47,50451
62, 1368

Athrava, 456, 460, 464

Athwva, 296, 473

Atithigva, 379, 385

Atri, 198, 388

Atsu Telugu, 429 f.

Atthakatha, 56, 62

Attock, 335

Atyarati, 324

Audharvan Achary, 432

Audumbarayana, 177

Aufrecht, Prof. Th., Ms

.Catalogue, 167

, art- iQ Jour. Ger.

Or. Society, 343
.

,
art. "in Ind. Stud.

195
_. ,. on afe of Atharva-
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Brihaddevata, 164

Brihat, 156

iirockhaus, H., his Prabo-

dhach.and.?odaya, 14

Buddha, 55, 115, 153,350,
494 ff.

Buddhaghosa, 62, 72

Buddhapriya, 60

Buddhism, 55 ff.

Buddhist councils, 56

Buddhists, 53 f, 351

Bundehesh, 471
Bunsen on the geography

of the Avesta, 334, 481

Burnouf, M. E., Bhaga-
vata Purina, 338

,
Histoire du Buddh-

ismelndien, 116, 123 f.

, Lotus de la honne

loi, 55, 61, 72, 105 f,

109 ff.

Burnouf and Lassen, on
the Pali, 68, 108

Burrindu, 349

C

Calchas, 196
Caldwell's Dravidian

Gram., 53, 415, 424 ff,

486 S.

Campbell's Telugu Gram.,
48 f, 53, 424 f, 434 ff.

Canarese language, 32,

260, 423 ff.

Canoj, 49, see Kanouj
Casian mountains, 479

Caspian Sea, 481

Caucasus, 481

Cawupore, properly Kanh-
pur, 17

Celtic languages, 217

Centaurs, 279
Cerebral letters, 441 f.

Chakhra, 330
"

Chandalika, ChandalT, 46,
50

Chandalas, 305, 310
Chandldevas" Prakrita dl-

pika, 46

Chaudrabhaga, 348

Charanavyuha, 192

Charmas-'iras, 177

Clihandas, 189

Chhandojrya Upairishad,

\i.
-J8o 396

17, 1188
Chenab, Li5

Childers, Mr. R. C., sug-
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Divodasa, 379 f, 384, 389

Drachariimam, 428

Dravida, 260, 401, 422 f.

DravidI, dialect, 46, 50,

127, 425

Dravidas, 355

Dravidians, 443

Drishadvati, 311, 345, 397,
399 ff.

Druhyu, 260

Drvat'pa, 331

Dualism, 478

Dujak, 330

Durga, 901

Durga or Durgacharya,
commentator on the

Nirukta, quoted, 1 56,
165 ff, 173 f, 303 f.

Paryodhana, 353

Dushyanta, 422
Dwarf avatar, 203

Dyaus, 279

E

Ekalavya, 418

Ekaparvataka, 405

Ellis, Mr. F. W.
, his note on the Dra-

vidian languages. 48,

53, 424 ff.

Elphinstone's (Hon. Mr.)
History of India, quoted
or referred to, 304, 321,
476 ff.

Emodus, 479

Erinnys, 279

Euaspla, 345

Euripides quoted, 215

Faesi, his note on Iliad ii.

813 f. 157

Fargard, 1st, of the Vendi-

dad, 314, 329 ff, 480 f.

Faushi'iil's Dhammapada,
quoted, 71, 76

Feridun, or Fredun, 296,
476

Fick, August, his Vergl.

Worterbuch, 216, 228,
257

Finnish languages, 441
French language, 261

G

Galava, 177

Gandak, GandakI, 404 f.

Gandarii, Gandaritis, 342
{

Gandhara, Gandharis, 49,
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Homer, 186, 216

Hotri, 188

Haiti, 466, 460, 464

Humayun, t>

Humbbldt, 481

Hunas, 443

Hutokhsh, 464

Huxley, Prof., on the

"Methods and results of

Ethnology," etc., 282 ff.

Hydaspes, 345

Hyrcania, 332

I

Ila, 323
Iliad quoted, 157

Ilvala, 159, 414

Indo-European languages,
217 ff.

Indo-Scythians, 444

Indra, 197 f, 201, 212 f,

299, 348, 359,361,373,
447, 451, etc.

Indraprastha, 335

Interpretation of the Veda,
article on the, in Journ.

K. A. S. 173, 210, 255

Iranians, 477 f, 480, and

passim
IravatT, 34^, 345, 348

Issana, 294

It'varachandra Vidyasa-
gara quoted, 162

Italian compared with

Prakrit, 147 ff.

Italians, 280

Itihasas, 161 f.

J
Jainas, 435

Jamadagni, 447

Janaka, 192, 404, 406
Janaki (Slta), 158

Janasthana, 410

Jenished, 33

Jumna, see Yamuna
Jupiter, 295

Justi, Dr., his Handbuch
der Zendsprache, 220,

223, 228. 244, 289/299,
459, 462

Jyotishtoma, 381

K
Kabandha, 412

Kabul, 332

Kabulistan, 337

Kachchaya^ia's Pali Gram-
mar, 54, 60

Kaiyyata, 400

Kakshlvat, 323, 361

KSkula, 432

Kala, 452

Kalakavana, 400

Kalakuta, 405

Kalainukhas, 491

Kales'vara, 428

Kali, 408, 431, 453

Kali, 221

Kalinga, 64

Kfilidftsa, 180

Kalpasutras, 180 f.

Kama, 4o2

Kambojas, 259, 355, 365

Kampana, 344

Kandahar, 332

Kanojana \

Kanoui
.-[49,143,401

Kanyakubja )

Kanva or Kunva, 198, 431

Kapardin, 201

Kapurdigiri inscription,

104, 107, 114

Karahataka, 490

Karanja, 385

Karatoya, 404 f.

Karnapravaranas, 491

Karnata, 260,~422
KanuTtaka dialect, see

Canarese.

Kartavlrya, 420 f.

Kashmir, 329, 337

Kas'ika, 351

Kas'mlras, 354

Kas'yapa, 492

Kata, 197

Kathaka, 180

Katthakya, 177

Kathasarit-sagara, 495

Katyayaiia, 58 ', 179, 193
KaushItak!Brahmana, 163,

184, 192, 328

Kaushltakins, 192
Kautsa on the uselessness

of the Nirukta, 170 ff.

Kautsa, 177
Kara Us', 297
Kavasha Ailusha, 398, 465
Kaven river, 347

Kavya chandrika, 47

Kavya Usanas, 297
Kedarnath, 412

Kemaon, 335, 344

Kekaya, 48, 406, 428
Kcrakas, 491

Keralas, 422 f.

Keres'aspa, 296

Kern, Prof. H., on the

triple Veda, 445

, on the age of tho

A.V., 446 f.

, on the antiquity of

castes, 454 ff.

Khamil, 484

Khara, 410, 416

Khas'as, 482

Khetudas, 459

Khila, 193, 199, 450

Khnenta, 330

Khoes, 345

Khoten, 484

Khokand, 481

Khonar, 345

Kiepert, Dr., on the geo-

graphy of the Vendidad,
332, 334

Klkata, 347, 350, 357 f.

Kilata, 386, 396

Kiratas, 365, 396., 491

Koas, 349

Kola, 422

Kolagiri, 491

Kols, 423, 487

Kophen river, 339, 342 ff.

Koran, 219

Korfala, 405

Kos'alas, 403 f.

Kosti (sacred girdle of

Parsees), 298

Kraushtaki, 177

Kravyad, 390, 418

Kris'iisva, 296

Krivi, 396

Krishna, 201
Krishna (river), 432
Krumu, 343 ff, 348, 493

Kshatriya, 298, 310, 355,

456, 463, 494

Kubhii, 339,343 ff, 348,493

Kuhn, Prof. Adalbert, on
the inserted letters in

Pali, 70

,
in Indische Studien,

294

, in Zeitsch. fur die

Kunde des Morgen-
landes, 160

, Herabkunft des

Feuers, 279, 361, 377
and Schleicher's Bei-

trage, 468, 477 ff.

Kuhn, Dr. Ernest, his

translation of Kachcha-

yana, 54

Kulitara, 383

Kulluka Bhatta, 401

33
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Kumarila Bhatta, 494

Kuntala, 49, 428

Kurus, 405

Kurujangala, 405

Kuru'kshetra, 400, 482

Kurum, 343, 348

Kurutthama, 422

Kutsa, 361, 376, etc.

Kuyava, S85

LakshnJana, 407,412, 417,
498

'

Lakshmldhara's Shadbha-
sha Chandrika, 44, 48

Lalita vistara, 10, 76, 89,
115 ff, 210

Langlois's Eigveda, 196,

199, 340, 346

Languages derived from

Latin, 134, 146
Lassen's Indigene Alter-

thumskunde (or, Indian

Antiquities), 42, 55, ff,

58, 104 f, 108 f, 124,
132 ff, 153, 158, 281,

308, 336, 342, 347 ff,

406, 408, 444
Institutiones linguae

Pracriticffi, 14, 30, 35 ff,

45 f, 58

Zeitschrift fur die

Kunde des Morgenlandes,
326, 353, 366

Latin, 146, 149, 216, 227,
254 ff.

in the middle ages,
139

Letto - Slavonic tongues,
217

Linga, 202
Lit. Centralblatt, 147

Lohamukhas, 491

Lolias, 355

Lomapada, 406

M

Madhusudana SarasvatI,
. 189

Madhwacharya, 163

Madras, 482 ff.

Madravati, 491

Madhyades'a, 303, 400 f.

Magadha, 350 f, 454

Magadhi dialect, 45
f, 48,

50 f, 54, 58, 60, 63, 108,
114 f, 428

Mahabharata, 458
i.

732207
2544, 2606, &3188ff

386
2439 ff 353

3478423
3533260
4346327
4719 ff 326

ii.

793 ff 404
1025. 1031 / 364
1045 ff 326

1078402
1169 ff 490

iii.

5074, 10538398
10545 f 328
12746 ff 323

15197, 15918416
15981^-417

vi.

333344
vii.

4747 ff 365
viii.

1407 ff 383
2025 ff 482 f.

ix.

2960398
x.

785352
xii.

2429 ff, 6293 ff 365
6293 ff 491 f.

xiii.

2505 ff 466

7458 ff 383
xiv.

180-^52
2472418

Mahabhitsbya. 400

pp. 22, & 63154
p. 62356
p. 104161
, Vivarana, on, 206

Mahadeva, 194, 201 f.

Maharashtri dialect, 36 ff,

43 ff, 48, 50 f, 56, 65,

428, 488 .

MabavanfJa (or Mahawan-

so), 6/J
f.

Mahondra, 56 f, 61, 63
Maliendra hills, 428

Mahes'a, 428
Mahidhara's commentary,
ohtheVaj. S., 164, 186,
193

Mahisbmati, 421
Maomud of Ghazni, 336

Mahoramed, 218
MahrattI dialect, 4, 7, 15

ff, 32, 118, 127, 146,

254, 425, 438, 486

Maitreya, 183
Mala Cbarmanvati, 405

Malantus, 344

Malamantus, 344

Malayalim language, 32,

260, 423 ff.

Mamidi Vencaya, 427 ff.

Manava dhanna ^astra,

138, 141

, quoted, i 23188
ii. 17ff 399
23346
69298

iii. 13466
x. 12305

45151, 364
xi. 20396

Mandakini, 412

Mantra, 179

Manu, 184, 196,260,279,
323, 340, 360 f, 470, etc.

Manu Svayambhu, 431

Manyu, 362

Marka, 386

Mariits, 323, 369

Marudvridha, 341

Marwar', 339

Mathavas, 403
Mathiah pillar, 104

Mathura, 281, 401

Matsyas, 400

Matsyapurana, 422

Meghavahana, 132

Medea, 292

Medes, 292

Medhatithi, 447

Medinlkoslia, 463

Megasthenes, 327
Mehatnu, _343

Merv, 332

Minos, 279
Mir Amman, 6

Mithila, 405 f.

Mithra, 297, 472

Mitra, 297

Mlechhas, 151, 213, 365 f.

Molesworth's Mahrathi

Dictionary, 266

Monkeys, 417 ff

Mouru," 300

MrichchhakatI, 11 f,l4,151
Mndhravach. 376

Mrigaya, 375
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Muiavats, 351 f.

M tiller, Prof. Max
, "Chips," 115, 153,

164 f, i79, 281, 300,

310, 314, 340

, Essay on the Bengali

language, 315

, Anc. Sansk. Litera-

ture, 75, 104, 153, 161,

164, 168, 173 f, 180,
184 f, 187, 189 ff, 310

-, in Journ. Germ. Or.

Society, 356

, Languages of the

Beat of war, 359

, Last results of Per-
sian researches, 290, 300

, of Sanskrit do., 153

, of Turanian do.,

281, 311, 328, etc.

,
Lectures on lan-

guage, 314

, Translation of E.V.
x. 129349

art. in "
Nature,"493

Mimjavat, 352

Muradevas, 391

Murchison, Sir R., 481

Musaliuans, 219

MustagU;-334, 480

Mutibas, 364

N
Nadir Shah, 336

Nages'a Bhatta, 206

Nagnaiit, 353

Nahusha, 422

Naichfis'akha, 360

Naidanas, 176

Nairuktas, 176

Namuchi, 387

Nannapa, or Nunniah
Bhut, 432

Narada, 353

Narmada, 347, 421
NatT dialect, 4g=

T

Nepala, 49, 428

Neriosengh's Sanskrit

transL ofthe Avesta, 456

Nigama, 179

Nighantus (or Naighan-
tuka), 165, 169, 186,
255, 299

Nirukta, 169, 179, 186
i.

1165
4 f 151

15169, 171
20165 f

Nirukta continued.
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Pipru, 375, 378

Pis'Schas, 363

Pitakattaya, 56 f.

Pishtra, 456

Pitris, 175

Plutarch, de Isid. et Osir.

quoted, 471 i'.

Pluto, 472

Portuguese, 281

Pourut'aspa, 474

Prachyas, 356

Pralirada, 353

Prahasta, 159

Prajapati, 185, 188, 372,
etc.

Prakrit, meaning of the

word, 51, 66 f.

Prakrit, dialects, 10 ff, 214,

-221, 260' f.

, Scenic or Dramatic,
were they spoken ? 34 ff.

Pramaganda, 350

Prasantfaraghava, 76, 89,
103

Prasthalas, 483

Prasthanabheda, quoted,
190

Pratis'akhyas, 186, 355

PraySga, 400 f.

Prayajas, 175 f.

Priests in the Vedic age,
in Journ. E.A.S., 374,
378

Prinsep, Mr. James, deci-

pherer ofIndian Inscrip-

tions, 104, 106

Priyadars'in or Piyadasi,

104, 108, 115

Priyamedha, 341

Ptolemy, the geographer,
327, 345, 479

Pukkasas, 50

Pulastya, 491

Pulindas, 364

Punarbhu, 492
Pundras or Paundrakas,

355, 364, 401

Punjshir, 345

Puranas, 161 f.

Puru, 260, 376 f. etc.

Purukutsa, 344, 370, etc.

Purumilha, 447

Pururavas, 387

Purusha, 455

Purushamedha, 193

Purusha-sukta,199, 454 f.,

458, 462 f.

Pushan, 201, 421

R
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Kigveda continued.
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Rigveda continued.

99, 3391
99, 6388
102, 3362
103, 1172
105, 8374
121, 4349
125, 4209

,
5211

133, 2172
138, 3362
146, 1, 6393

Rijis>an, 375,' 378, 385

Rishabha, 197

Ri.shikas, 365

Rishis, 196 ff.

Hitter, Dr., 334

Rock and pillar inscrip-

tions, 59, 104 if.

Romakas, 491

Romans, 267 ff.

Rosen (Dr.) Rigveda, 370

Roth, Dr. Rudolf, art. in

Journ. Ger. Or. Society,

quoted, 67, 153, 339

,
Literature and his-

tory of the Veda, 170,

191,335, 338,341,347,
351, 355, 369, 446

, Nirukta, 164, 166,

169, 176, 180 f, 186,

211, 343 f, 348, 356,

360, etc.

,
Dissertation on the

A.V., 173, 447

-, art. in Indische Stud.,

185

Rudolphi, 283

Rudra, 194, 201, 352, 383,
420

Rudradaman, 132

Rupasiddhi (a Pali Gram-

mar), 54, 60

S'abari or Savari dialect,

46, 50

Sadanlra, 403 ff, 442

Sagara, 422

Sahasauka, 160

Sahya, 48

Sahityadarpana, 50

S'akas, 50, 365, 443

S'akalika, S'akaliki, 354

S'akalya, 177

S'akapuni, 177, 204
S'akari dialect, 46, 50

S'akatayana, 177
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Spiegel, Dr. F., art. in
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Varaha Mihira, quoted, 5

Varchin, 386

Vararuchi, 12, 14, 43, 52,

59, 75, 148, 264

Varena, 330

Varshyayani, 177

Varuna, 212, 279, 297, etc.

Yarvaras, 365

Vasishtha, 184, 198, 205,

389, 447

Yas'triya fehuyaiit, 4")6,

460, 464
Vastu 344

Vatapi, 414

Vayu, 163, 188, 205, 213;
297

Yayu Puraria, 421 f.
TT
eda, 179f~ 186

Vedangas, 179
Vedartha prakaVa, comm.

on Taitt. S., quoted, 163

Vedavstcl, 498

Vedavyusa, 199
Yedic Sanskrit, forms of,

206 ff.

Vendidad, 498

Vendidud, first fargard of,

314, 329 S, 418
2nd do., 331

Yerethragiia, Yerethraya,
317, 474

Vehrkana, 330
Yernaculars of India, their

antiquity, 7 ff.

Vibhasnfa, 46

Vibhlshana, 416, 490

Vidathin, 375

Videgha, the Mathava, 402
Videbas. 403 f.

Vikramaditya, 135, 160,
444

Vikramorvas'T, 12

Vimadas, 198

Vina^ana, 391, 400 f.

Vinayaka Bli

"Viniyapitaka, 56

Vindhya.'303 f, 309, 339,

i, 408, 414

Vipas', 342, 345, 348

VirSdha, 410 f.

Vishnu, 181, 202 ff,

etc.

Vishnupada, 204

Yishnupurana, 162, 259,

421, 484
"

Yi&s'ipra, 392

5
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